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PREFACE

HIS volume has been difficult to write because of
extension of Socialism to so many countries and of
paucity of material for many of them in languages I can

read. I cannot hope to have avoided making many mistakes, or
faulty judgments, though I hope I have got most of the essen-

tials broadly right. Where I could, I sought help and advice
from specialists who were known to me, and their kindly
answers have enabled me to correct a number of errors. My
deepest thanks are due to Mr. H. N. Brailsford, who has again

read through the whole volurrle and helped me greatly, and to
Mr. Julius Braunthal, Secretary of the Socialist International,
who has not only read the whole but also loaned me a number
of books and reports which I should have found it very difficult
to consult elsewhere. For loans of books I am also deeply
indebted to Mr. Raymond Postgate, Mr. H. L. Beales, Mr.
C. A. Macartney, Mr. K. J. Scott of New Zealand and Miss
lilorence Bradfield. My wife has read some of the chapters
and made valuable comments.

My numerous other debts are for information and help with
particular chapters - especially with data and biographical
particulars. I have to thank Mr. James Joll for help with the
section dealing with the Second International; Mr. J. F.
I Iorrabin, Mr. Maurice Reckitt, Mrs. A. j. Penty, Professor
Michael Oakeshott, and Mr. John Mahon (Great Britain);
M. Maurice Dommanget and M. Michel Crozier (France);
Mr. Julius Braunthal and Frau Gertrude Magaziner (Austria);
Mr. Thomas Balogh and Mr. K. Szigeti (Hungary); Dr. H. G.
Schenk (Bohemia) ; M. Charles Barbier, Professor Max Weber,

Mr. Hans Handschin, and theVerband Schweiz Konsumvereine
(Switzerland); U. Ren6 Renard (Belgium), Dr. von Wiessing,
l)rofessor A. C. Riiter and the International Institute for Social

llistory (Holtand) ; Mr. Poul Hansen (Denmark) I Mr. Gostar

l,angenfelt, Baron Palmstierna, and Dr. J. W. Ames (Sweden) ;
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NIr. B. Hindahl (Norway); Mr. R. H. Oittinen (Finland) ;

Signor L. Valiani (Italy); Mr. L. Popov (Bulgaria); Mr. V.
Tunguz (Yugoslavia); Miss Marjorie Plant, Mr. Isaiah Berlin,
Mrs. Kuskova-Prokopovitch, Dr. Rudolf Schlesinger, and

Mr. Henry Collins (Soviet Union); Dr. H. W. Laidler (United
States); Mr. C. A. Fleming, Mr. E. M. Iliggins, Mr. N. S.

Lynravn, and N{r. Lloyd Ross (Australia); Professor Iwao
Ayusawa (Japan) ; His Excellency Seffor Francisco A' de lcaza

(Mexico); and NIr. Desmond Crowley, Mr. K. J. Scott, and

Miss E. G. Simpson (New Zealand). Mr. Crowley, in par-
ticular, was kind enough to lend me his own unpublished book

on the Labour movement in New Zealand, which I found very
helpful indeed. NIr. Higgins also lent me unpublished material
about Australia.

Finally, I have to thank two secretaries, Mrs. Rosamund
Broadley and Ntlrs. Audrey Millar, who have successively borne

the burden of my handwriting and helped me in countless

other rvaYs' 
G. D. H. corn

Oxronp
September 1954
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INTRODUCTION

f N the second volume of this study I described the develop-

! ment of Socialist thought and action from the middle of the
I nineteenth century - that is, from the defeat of the European
Ilevolutions of rB48 - to about r89o - by which time Social
[)emocratic or Labour Parties had been established in most

liuropean and in a number of non-European countries. The
present volume carries on the record from the foundation of
the Second International in l8B9 - the centenary year of the
great French Revolution - to the outbreak of European War
in August r9r4. During the period covered by Volume II the

struggle between Marxism and Anarchism furnished the central
iheme. That struggle had not ended in rBBg; but it had

ceased to occupy the centre of the stage, and both combatants
had undergone a considerable transformation. Marxism had

been reshaped throughout Western Europe as Social Democracy
and had become organised in a series of national parties which
were either active in the electoral field and seeking to build up

their parliamentary strength by constitutional means or, where
the franchise was too narrow to give them a chance of electoral
success, were agitating and demonstrating for manhood, or

even for adult, suffrage in order to be able to follow the same

course. Anarchism meanwhile was being deeply affected by
the growth of Trade Unionism, and was being reincarnated in
psrt as what came to be called first Revolutionary Syndicalism
und later simply Syndicalism, on the basis of an exaltation of
the r6le of Direct Action, with the general strike as a weapon'
as against Parliamentary action. The general strike was also

proposed, and used, by Social Democrats as a weapon for the
cnforcement of franchise reform ; and in Russia it was the form
in which the Revolution of rgo5 actually began. But the general

strike as used in Austria and Belgium as a means of extorting
franchise reform was something quite different from the 'social'
gcneral strike of the Anarchists and Syndicalists and of the
Itussian revolutionaries : it was. meant, not to usher in violent
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revolution, but to win a limited constitutional reform and thus
clear the road for effective parliamentary action, and it was
accordingly to be a disciplined affair, ordered by the Social
Democratic Party, and not a spontaneous mass movement in
which the militants would draw the main body of the workers
into revolutionary action. Even in this limited form, it was
rejected by the German Social Democrats, who possessed by
far the strongest and best-organised Socialist palty and had
behind them the greatest prestige, both as the reputed guardians
of the Marxist tradition and because of the success with which
they had held out against Bismarck's attempt to destroy them
by means of the Anti-Socialist Laws. These laws were still
in force when the Second International was born; but they
lapsed the following year, and the German party was set
free to rebuild its organisation legally on German soil and,
to adopt its new Erfurt Programme of r89r, which had a
great influence on the policy of the Socialist Parties of other
countries.

The German Social Democratic Party, fully unified and in
effective command of the German Trade Union movement,
which, though nominally independent of it, obediently followed
its lead, was by far the most powerful single force in the new
International and in the world Socialist movement. Next to
the Germans in influence and power stood the French ; but in
1889 the French Socialist and Labour movement was split up
among a number of contending factions. There were in France
not only rival Socialist Parties but also rival Trade Union
movements; and even when the rival Parties had been unified
under international pressure in r9o5, the Trade Union move-
ment was by no means prepared to follow the lead of the
Socialist Party. In the Congresses of the Second International
the French delegations were always sharply divided, whereas
the Germans almost always presented a solid front.

Next in importance to the Germans and the French stood
the Russians, though they had no mass organisation comparable
with that of the countries in which the work of organisation
could be openly and lawfully carried on. Indeed, until r9o5 the
Russians played no large part in the International's affairs ; and
even thereafter they continued to be sharply divided, not only
between Social Democrats and.social Revolutionaries but also

xll
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within the Social Democratic fraction between Bolsheviks and
Mensheviks. The Russians, however, had this in common:
they were all revolutionaries, because there was no other course
open to them in face of the autocratic Czarist r6gime. After
the defeat of the Revolution of r9o5 there was indeed a sort of
Parliament - the Duma ; but the conditions of its election
denied the Socialists all chances of winning any substantial
representation in it, and in any case its powers were very narrow.
There was in Czarist Russia no possibility of building up a
primarily parliamentary Socialist Party on the German, oion
any W6stern, model; and though the Russian Social Demo-
cratic delegates at International Congresses continued to regard
the German Social Democratic Party as the leading e*porr.rrt of
the Marxist creed, their own situation was so different from that
of the Western countries which dominated the International,s
proceedings as to make it difficult for them to take much part
in many of the discussions. Their most important interveniion
was at Stuttgart in tgo7, when Lenin ,rrd Rou Luxemburg
managed to amend the resolution defining the attitude to bi
taken by Socialists in the event of international war.

The British Socialists' part in the International was small
in relation to the world position of Great Britain because they
were both divided and late in developing a powerful political
movement. The British Trades Union Congress, though it
sent delegates to the International, played no large part in its
affairs and hardly treated its participation seriously; nor did
the Labour Party, when it joined the British Section, count for
a great deal. The Social Democratic Federation and Keir
Ilardie's Independent Labour Party carried their quarrels from
the national into the international field, and between them
dominated the British delegation. Keir Hardie's advocacy of
the general strike against war made him a leading figure after
r9o5 ; but no other British delegate made any deep impression.
I-Iyndman's strong views on the German menace pievented
him, despite his Marxism, from playing a leading r6le. The
Ilritish were continually taken to task in the fnternational for
their failure to create a powerful unified Socialist Party and for
the backwardness of their Trade Union movement in inter-
national loyalty to the class struggle.

Among the lesser Parties the Austrians and the Belgians
xlll
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played the most active part. Victor Adler and Emile Vander-
velde were outstanding international personalities. The
Austrians in the main followed the German lead, but were much
more conciliatory to the opposition: the Belgians were best
placed for acting as mediators between the Teutons and the
Latins, especially when it was a question of the place of Trade
Unions and Co-operative Societies in relation to the political
parties. The Italians were always divided among themselves,
like the French; and so were the Dutch. The Scandinavians
had not yet risen to the position of importance they occupied
after r9r8. The Spaniards were represented only by the small
Marxist Party of Pablo Iglesias, which faithfully followed the
German Social Democratic lead. The Balkan countries had
only small and for the most part heavily persecuted Socialist
Parties - the most important group, the Bulgarians, being
sharply divided into rival sects. The Americans, too, were
divided, between De Leonites and moderate Social Democrats;
but neither faction commanded a large or influential following.
Other non-European countries made only intermittent appear-
ances and exerted very little influence on the International's
affairs. Usually the Germans, the French, the Austrians, and
the Belgians dominated the debates, with British, Italians, and
Dutchmen playing a substantial secondary part, and Russians
intervening with occasional effect.

Inevitably, this third volume is made up largely of accounts
of Socialist developments in particular countries ; for during
the period between r889 and 1914 Socialist thought and action
developed chiefly along national lines. Each Socialist Party and
each Trade Union movement, as it strengthened its position
and achieved some measure of success and organisation, found
itself faced with its own peculiar problems, and set out to re-
spond to the needs and interests of its own potential supporters.
This was indeed a necessary condition both of electoral success
and of the consolidation of Trade Unionism as a bargaining
force; and the leaders of the International, albeit sometimes
with reluctance, recognised the need to allow each national
party wide scope to shape its policy and programme in accord-
ance with the conditions under which it was called upon to
work. The Second International was throughout its career
only a loose federation of national groups, with only a very

xlv
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llrnltcd power to bind its constituent elements. It could indeed
lry tkrwn mandatory decisions on matters of policy only when
lltoro wurr a large measure of agreement; and it always took
(!trr ro to shape its resolutions, where they called for positive
It,lhrtr, ns to secure the assent of at least the leading delegations.
ttr purticular, it could yenture nothing against the solid vote of
llro (lernrans, whose disciplined unity gave them in practice
Itt Hhnolt unlirnited veto, though not the power always to get
llrolr own view endorsed.

l)rrring the earlier years of the International, discussions
mtrged over a wide area, with no one question standing out
filtovc thc rcst. Then came the sharp dispute provoked by the
qlfnirt Milhrand, itself an outcome of the Dreyfus case, con-
t'enrirrg the legitimacy of Socialist participation in bourgeois
Mltrlrtricn ; and a split was averted by Kautsky's dexterous
rlt'El'titrg of the resolution known by his name. The centre of
Itrlorcrt then passed to the attempt to promote Socialist unity,
tl,ovc ull in Iirance; and when the French parties had been
Ittrlttcctl to join forces in r9o5, and the Russian Revolution of
llrnl ycnr lrucl been beaten down, the International turned its
nrnlrr uttcntion to the growing danger of war between the great
llrrpcrinlist l)owers. That question continued to occupy it right
ltlr l(, t(rt4, whcn the hollowness of its pretensions to override
lltn ltntionnl loyalties of the workers in the key countries was
flrrnlly cxposetl and its structure broken in pieces by the out-
Itroak of thc war in Europe.

'l'lrcn cnme, as an outcome of the war, the Russian Revolu-
tlrrtt of rgry; and with the establishment of Communism in
llrrulu thc possibility of recreating a common Socialist Inter-
hnllunul dinnppeared. For Communism, in its new form,
lltvolvcrl nn entire repudiation of the loose federal structure
wlrlt'Jr lrurl medc it practicable for widely divergent groups to
ul-orint within u single international organisation or a basis of
llvo crrtl lct livc. 'Ihe new creed of democratic centralism, not
Itterely witlrilr cach country but internationally, was wholly
lttt'otrrpstiblc with the type of parliamentary Socialism which
Itnrl heetr tlcveloped by the national Social Democratic and
l,llxrtrr lturtics of the liberal-democratic countries of the West ;
rttrl lltorc pnrtics, emerging from the war for the most part with
HtFHtly lttcrerucd clectoral strength, were not at all minded to

xv
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abandon their pursuit of parliamentary power for that of world
revolution under Communist leadership. Accordingly, while
the Russians were establishing a Third International as the
instrument of world revolution, the Social Democratic and
Labour Parties set to work to re-establish an International
modelled on that which had broken down in r9r4. It was no
accident that the attempts of the Austrians and their associates

in the so-called 'Two-and-a-half ' Vienna International to bring
the adherents of the Second and the Third into a common
organisation were ineffective. Only a centrally disciplined
International could suit the Communists : only a loosely federal
International could be made compatible with the needs of
Socialist Parties aiming at a constitutional conquest of parlia-
mentary power. For the wooing of a mass electorate involves
giving pride of place to programmes of immediate demands

carrying the widest possible appeal, and these demands are

bound to vary widely from country to country and, where a
wide franchise and responsible parliamentary government both
exist, are most unlikely to assume a revolutionary character'
Parliamentary Socialist Parties find themselves, where these

conditions exist, impelled irresistibly towards the development
of the 'Welfare State' rather than towards outright social

revolution. Nor can they afford to be more internationalist
than the main body of the electors whose votes they must win
in order to get power.

All this has become much more evident to-day than it was

forty or fifty years ago, when revolutionists and reformists
were able to act within a common International. Before r9r4
the number of countries which possessed both wide electorates

and fully responsible parliamentary government was very small.
It included Great Britain, France, Belgium, Switzerland, the
United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, and not
many more. The Germans and the Austrians had a wide
franchise, but not responsible government. The Russians had

neither. In Italy the franchise had been widened only just
before r9r4. In Spain and in a number of other backward
countries, electoral rolls and eYen votes could be rigged by the
authorities. In these circumstances the line between revolu-
tionists and reformists could not be clearly drawn. In Russia

even moderates had to be revolutionists; and neither Germans
xvl
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Iror Austrians could be simply constitutionalists, because they

irnrl irr lroth cases to face autoiratic rdgimes which could not be

g,,t tid of by purely constitutional means' Reformist though

f,,tlr ttre Gei-a" urrd th" Austrian Party were in practice, each -

,',,r,ti,ru*c1 to proclaim its faith in the Socialist Revolution'
( )rrly with the 

'Bolshevik Revolution and the fall of the Hohen-

r,,,llirn and Hapsburg monarchies did the dividing line between

rcvoltttionists and rJor*ists come to be clearly drawn and 
-to

divirlc the world working-class movement into two irreconcil-

nlrle clements - thus opining the door to Fascism rather than

trl tlrc world Revolution without which the Bolshevik leaders

lrelicved their own Russian Revolution was doomed to defeat.

I have pondered long about the title to give to- this volume'

ltr the 
"nd 

t decided io call it'The Second International'

lrecauee I could find no really satisfactory name' 'Social

l)cmocracy oerszs Syndicalism' seemed too narrow, though I
rlrorrld have liked to get the theme of Direct Action as against

,urtiamentary actionlnto the-title' 'Revolution or Reform ?'

would not do because, as I have said, up to r9r4 the line

fictween revolutionists and reformists could not be clearly

rlruwn.Thenamelhavechosenisunsatisfactorybecauseit
prrttr all the emphasis on the Parties which made up the Inter-

lruti,rnal, to th; exclusion of the Trade Unions and the other

elcments which go to the making up of the whole working-class

rrrovement. It ii, however, the best I can find; and it does at

luny rate accurately delimit the period I have attempted to

",,u., - though in a few cases I have found it necessary to go

lrrrck beyond ,88g o. to carry the story of a particular movement

,,n beyond r9r4. My next volume, if I live to write it, will
probably continue the record up to 1939'

VOL. III_B xvlr



CHAPTER I

THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL:
EARLY YEARS

v the end of the r88os Social Democratic parties, modelled
largely on that of Germany, existed, at least in embryo,
in a number of European countries; and the time

seemed to have come for them to join forces in a new Inter-
national. After the split at the Hague Congress in r87z what
was left in Europe of the First International had passed into
the hands of the Federalists, who repudiated Marx's authori-
tarian leadership. But, as we have seen, the Federalist (often

called the 'Anarchist') International had gradually petered out
during the 'seventies. It had held its last Congress at Verviers
in Belgium, in t877, immediately before the Ghent Socialist

tinity Congress of the same year, called with the purpose of re-
ctrtablishing an inclusive International. At Ghent, the familiar
hattle between Anarchists and advocates of political action had

been resumed. The out-and-out Anarchists had been out-
voted; and it had been decided to set up an International
()orrespondence and Statistical Office at Verviers open to
organisations of all shades of opinion. But this body never

crme into existence. In face of the irreconcilable differences

of attitude manifested during the Congress the majority which
lirvoured political action called a meeting of their own, without
the Anarchists, and set up a Federal Bureau, with instructions
l(, Bummon a further Congress. The decision to do this, and

to break with the Anarchist group, was signed, among others,
hy C6sar de Paepe, who had been a leading figure in the

licclcralist International, as well as by Wilhelm Liebknecht, who

rcpresented the German Party. Qther signatories included
llerman Greulich, the Ziirich Social Democratic leader, Louis
llcrtrand and several other Belgians, T. Zanardelli of Milan,
wlro had broken away from his fellow-Italians, Leo Friinkel of

I
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Hungary, Andr6. Bert of France, and the English delegates,John Hates and Maltm; d;;:"' '"'

In this development was flreshadowed the coming of theSecond Internationat. il ;;;;# the Ghent Bureau didsucceed in holding a furthei f"i.rirri""rl Congress at Coire,in Switzertand, in r88r, ,h;;;;;;;ter ended. Liebknechtand Louis Bertrand *;"t;;-i;;;,
G erm an a n d B er gi an lii ;. ;", il'., ::.#i,T;:: ft'ffj" jl;from the French parti,ouvriir 

in.""Ii ntaron and Jures'Joffrin,both ex-Communslds)^2nd f;;;;; ;_encan Socialist LaborParty (p. J. McGuire,'s;;;";;;;iiiJrror*,.rhood 
of carpen_ters)' But for the most part the corgr"r. consisted of German-Sr.viss delegates, includiir; ,l*;ilf:i'rr","run, 

J. p. Becker, ofGeneva. paul Axelrod, o? il;;;" as a fraternal delegate ;and there were a f.* p"l;;;"..lp;.."lr"* 
groups of exiles.No one came from Greut nrri*rT rrliland, or from Spain orItaly. The Anarchir", *i"'*"r. 

"rr]'"u,.d, were busv withtheir own Consress-in Lrrd;;;;i'*ii.r, the formation of adefinitely Anarii,ist rrt"rruiio.,"i *rJrlr"r.o.The Coire Congress,.,h;;gh j" I"n",". covered a wideground, came to the.conclusi."-rfrui,fr'. time was not ripe forserting up a socialist r;r;;;r;;;;;'" No*h.r" except inGermany was there as yer a funy "or.r,rillltl:,^::"f: .i"tt o"gr, il.rg;H;. arready we1 on ,h" *.::.,:: 
socialist iurty,

wi th th e A iti - s o cia ri.,,,"y; i ; ; ;,;"1;r"1,1 ?li; rf"TIX1r;internationat action. 
^ 
I" Fr;;;J;i;Gr".de,s parri ouvrierwas only in course of formation.'"ii;dh.r,t 

congress, in oneof its few moments ,f "gr*;;",, 
'rr"ji".rred 

that a TradeUnion International ougit t, U" f"._'"j, u.d that an fnter-national Trade Union Clrg..r. o-r;ffi;
purpose ; but no on" r,rJ ',rrri;;f; ;: :H*::,:.i?i *j:it what the Germans wanted ; f", ii*""ia huu" b"., impossibleto keep our eirher tl".Ai";;i"r'""?",r,. moderate TradeUnionists who reiected th" i;;; ;;;ri.o""o*t working_classpoliticat action. " 

a""orai,gtyl- ;:"E;il Congress had nosuccessors, and the idea of a new Soaufiril'
never abando""a, ** postponed. ," "#HffffithoushThe attempt to revive ,il" i;;;;;;;; *"r, however, soonrenewed, with the French taking th. f"rl. 

' ,ifr. 
French working_class movement was *rr,i"g""'rri"r?'."lou"o in the early
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'eighties, but was divided among many rival groups. By r88z
()uesde's Parti Ouvrier was fully established and was gaining
u considerable ascendancy over the Trade Union movement.
llut against Guesde and his Marxists were ranged the Possibil-
ists, headed by Paul Brousse, who formed the Parti Ouvrier
Socialiste R6volutionnaire in r88z and had their own sub-
stantial Trade Union following. In r883 the Possibilists made
their first attempt to call an International Labour Congress in
Paris. This, like most of the Congresses of French Labour
etlled during the decade, was a mixed affair, open to a variety of
lrodies, industrial as well as political, and representing different
tcndencies. Its significance lies, not in anything it accomplished,
but simply in the fact that it was called as a response to the
f'celing that the developing working-class movements of the
tlifTerent countries ought to co-ordinate their demands for
the improvement of industrial conditions, and especially for
thc shortening of the working week. This objective was much
tnore clearly formulated at a seco_nd International Congress,
nttmmoned under the same auspices, which met in Paris in 1886.
lly this time the main question had become that of simultaneous
rlction in as many countries as possible for the achievement of
tlre eight hours' day. The agitation for the eight hours had
nlrcady been in progress for a considerable time in the United
Stntes. In Australia the Melbourne skilled workers, profiting
by the labour scarcity that followed the'gold rush', had won
tlrc eight hours' day as early as 1856 by threatening a general
ntrike, and the concession had spread before long to other
Htutes, but, in the absence of legislative sanction, had not
Itccome universal., During the late 'seventies there had been
utr agitation for its general enforcement ; and in 1885 legislation
rrraking it mandatory for women and children had been passed.
'l'lrc presence at the Paris Congress of an Australian delegate,

Jolrn Norton, made the Congress aware of these achievements ;

rurrd developments in the United States were also being eagerly
lirlkrwed. There, the Eight Hours' Leagues organised under
thc influence of Ira Steward in the r86os and early r87os had
r:ollapsed during the ensuing depression; but in 1883 the
l(nights of Labor had made the eight hours' day a plank in
tlrcir immediate programme, and in 1885-6 there had been

r See p. 855 f.
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many local strikes for.its enforcement. 

-At 
paris, the Broussistvictor Dalle present"a 

" 
r.pori frii"* r".*rrd the demand forrnternational labour legislaiion ;;'i";;._*t the demand andwas strongly ,upport.J U"tf, Uv f,i.'fellow_possibilist, Simonuereure, and by.Edouura A.r.i.t.'"rna Ceru de paepe, whowere present as delegates from ,fr. n"lgiur, Socialists. th"r"two proposed the,setting 
"p 

.f r"TirJ*ational labour organisa_fion with the eight horirs,.ary 
^'i* nt hat a furth er rit.rrati o, ur cr;;; $:Jffi"JTilil H-rTas part of the cerebration or ti" 

""*tenary 
of the FrenchRevotution, in orderto-uri"sjr;;; ili"g. This proposat wasadopted, and the rr"""r, poi.;ilt" p*, was given a mandateto act as the organising il;-"."Ti;.o.,ly oppo.irion to theproposal came fro3^lhebritisil a"r.gui"., rvho did not questionthe desirabilitv of shortening ,h;-i;;; of labour, but were

;3,ffi"3" tiHll':: ^I:: lf; p.' ;p:.., an d abstain ed rro m

1"y.?"t"ry 
" ffi ',Tl"?,llll;",IH, "['"n 

a.I.gut.' *",i ";n
Labour congress ut r,yor,., *tlrffi: ;::%Ti#.,ffiilXwas taken bv Raymona. Luugn.'irSlr_rg3") and AntoineJourde of Bordeaux,"aided by;li.;;;; of Jean Dormov. AtLyons the agitation.for the .igf,rh;rrr;tuy 

"r*. into connec_
llfi'::[::;r^dil:::': Igy'"?"r'"ili". g"n.,ur st rike rr was,h;.ih;;;;.;:T:1:l:HJri*I:J:"T?ff 

s, 
ji,,","#:#:

rts enforcement. Thi, p"tay ;ij r]", #j,"e fuil endorsement :the majority preferred ,o big* ;;;i'1...ri". of simuttaneousdemonstrations r,vhich *ould";;;;it". 
"ru;.n ro emptoversand public authorities, ceasing *ort for-u single day ft, tf,i.

:S:"",::'#X"'Sx.,:1" minoritlv i"'i"#ir,", nothing was to be

1,",*,:f HT,".';.'ilT::,il1;r,:H: 
jtr."f, ::,.:,;,i:*"",?:[

"..I["[rlrjl,;:,f 
sharr see in a subsequent chapter,r the

fr Ii,xh+*ffi l,:*ii*:$gti:;,ffi r;,*out resorr to the ,"upituti.i; 
J;;?.:"i;,,;888 the movement,r See p. 329 ff.
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clcarly linked to the demand for the eight hours'day, had won
widespread support, and preparations were in full swing for
rimultaneous one-day stoppages early the following year.

In the meantime a further International Labour Congress
lrnd been arranged. It met in London in r888, and was attended
lty representatives of the British Trades Union Congress, as

wcll as by Socialists, including John Burns, Annie Besant,
'lilm Mann, and Keir Hardie. The Trades Union Congress
lrnd been represented at the International Congresses of 1883
und 1886, despite the resistance of the Parliamentary Com-
nrittee, which had to bow to the wishes of the main body of
rlclegates. When requested by the French to undertake the
orgnnisation of the r8B8 International Congress, the Parliament-
nry Committee at first insisted on referring the question back
to the full Trades Union Congress, and issued a pamphlet
rtrongly critical of the instability and unreliability of the
continental Trade Unions. When, despite their objections, the
rlelcgates instructed them to organise the international meeting,
tlrey drafted rules designed to exclude Sobialist bodies, so as to
t:(,nvcrt it into a purely Trade Union affair. This prevented
thc Social Democratic Federation and the Socialist League, as
wcll nn the continental Socialist Parties, from being represented ;

brrt it tlid not avail to exclude Socialists who could procure
tttuntlutcs from industrial bodies. The Germans were effect-
lvoly cxcluded; but Belgians, French and Dutch appeared in
forcc, together with two Danes and a single Italian, Costantino
lfir.nuri of Milan. The sessions were tumultuous; and in the
tbrcncc of proper reports it is not easy to discover exactly what
ttucurrcd. 'fhere is, however, no doubt that the main resolu-
tlttn, in fnvour of an international agitation for the enforcement
of tlrc cight hours' day by legal enactment, was carried, and that
It wnr dccided to hold a further Congress in Paris the following
yoer, rluring the International Exhibition, in order to set up a
dellrritc intcrnational organisation.

'l'ltc London Congress of 1888 was out of step with its
prodoccnnorr bccause of the insistence of the British Trades
Unlon Congress leaders on making it, as far as they could,
nOn.politionl. This naturally annoyed the continental Social-
lltr, orpcciully the Germans and the French Guesdists, and also
tlto llolgirrrn. The consequence was that the German Social

5
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Democrats, in conjunction with their allies, set to work to
organise an International Socialist Congress of their own, to
meet in Paris the following year, while in France the Possibilists
sent out their invitations to the International Labour Congress
which had been decided upon in London, but were no longer
limited by the rules the British Trade Union leaders had
imposed. Consequently there was a great deal of confusion.
A meeting, called by the Dutch and Belgians, was held at the
Hague in the hope of uniting the rival Congresses; but the
negotiations broke down in face of sharp quarrelling between
Marxists and anti-authoritarians, and in the event both were
held, and both passed practically identical resolutions on the
question of the legal eight hours' day. This uniformity of
action was due largely to American influence. Two United
States delegates, both printers, took part in the Congress called
by the Possibilists; and, though no American delegates were
mandated to the Marxist Congress, Hugh MacGregor, later
Secretary of the Seamen's Union, was present as an observer,
and transmitted a message from the Americans which served as

the basis of the resolution finally adopted.
By this time, in the United States, leadership in the eight

hours'movement had passed from the Knights of Labor to the
American Federation of Labor, which was being built up into a
powerful body by Samuel Gompers. In 1888 the A.F. of L.
had decided to launch a new campaign for the eight hours;
each year, simultaneous strikes for the eight hours' day were to
be launched all over the country in a single industry, the strikers
receiving financial aid from the trades which remained at work,
until each industry had had its turn and the concession had
thus been universally secured. The idea of making May Day
the occasion for launching a forward workers' movement was
not novel; but it appears to have come on this occasion from
the United States and to have been written into the resolutions
proposed at the two Paris Congresses as a direct result of the
action the A.F. of L. had already decided to take. Actually,
before the Congresses met, the French workers had carried out,
in February 1889, the first of their simultaneous eight hours'
demonstrations, which had been enthusiastically responded to
in most of the industrial centres. At Paris it was decided that,
for the future, May rst should be Labour Day, and that the

6
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cight hours' day should be giv-en pridS of place as an immediate

rlcmand. There hrd ;;; fears, drrring the abortive unity

tlincussions at the Hague,-that the Germans, fearful of furtfel
retrressive measures ft";'Bi;;'rck' w-ould refuse to fall in rvith

[l;:il.;'t 
' 

";;;;;i; ;;t;'*"; wilherm Liebknecht' did

in firct insist that each national movement must be left free to

utlrtot its action ," "'ii"""i-"o"ditio"'' 
and that there must be

iilru;;""a"t'"k" strikes in every country' This conceded'

tlrc (]erLans accepted the resolution'

'fhe two fa.i' Co"grt'*"" of 1889 were both numerously

uttcn<led, and at b";-iit; French were in an overwhelming

ilffi] 'rt" po.ri[iritig"il'*i"g in the Rue Lancry was the

nrorc numerous wrtn ov"'"6oo del-egates' of whom more than

(oo were French. The Marxist Congress in the Salle P6trelle

;];r"-;;;;; 3;; *h;; 22r wete Fiench' It had the larger

i;;i;t;il;i participation, with 8r Germans' zz British' 14

llclgians, 8 Austrianl, O R"ttiutt"' and smaller delegations from

I lrllund, D"r,.nu,k,'J*tJtn, Xot*1y' Switzerland' Poland'

. lturrurnia, Italy, uufg"y, sp"11'. i?*g'l' l"n1*t1' .*
ii,,i,,,rti",'plr, ,i.ito" ito* tr'" United States' the Argentrne'

errrl liinland. S"*;;i-thl t"'ull"t clelegatioris were doubtless

lrurtlly more than "t*i"'i' 
consisting of exiles mandated by

;i;;;' ;t""pt of expatriates' Nevertheless' the Congress as-

rcrrrblcd a goodly ';; ;i leaders of the emergent !9.:i"lit'
pnrties of Europe.^^-i-ong the -Germans 

were Wilhelm

l,ichkrrccht u.a e"g"ti- nJutt' already veterans t . 'Ed"'t
llorttntcin, not yet k'nown as a 'revisionist' but with great

lottrnnlistic ..*i""' io" t'i' ""dit; Karl Legien' the.chief

i,t*-ttft.t ;f tne T'aae Unions; Georg Fleinrich von Vollmar'

tlro llrvarian r""Jr; 
-H"r*urr.r 

-Milkenbuhr, 
already -the

( lortttttl'ts' sp"ciali'i in l'bo-o' l'gislgtion' and Clara Zetkir''

' l'lte lirench incl,'a"A jui"t C"ta"t' -Edouard 
Vaillant' Charles

i,;;g,,;;, ;"d Paui i'fu'g""1!otl sons-in-law of Marx--

Zttplririn C"m6linut,"iayi-'o"d L""igne' and Victor Jaclard'

Hdlrslticn Faure was also present, as spokesman of the French

Atrnrchintn.
'l'lto tlelgians were headed by C€sar de Paepe *O !-9::.0

A,,ro*ti' thl principal founder of the famous Co-operatrve

Vrxrrttit t f Ghentl 'Vi"to' Adler led the Austrians and Leo

lrrtnkel the Hungarians; Pablo Iglesias and Jos6 Mesa came

7
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from spain, and s. palmgreen from sweden; petei Lavrovanrl G. V. Plekhanoy represented the Narodnik and M;;;tendencies among the Russians. From Hollarra 

"u_. b;;;Nieuwenhuis, soon to go over to Anarchism. Sr*.;-a;;Italians, however, incruding Andrea co.tu a.ra the ord Gari_baldian and Communard,,{milcar" Cip.irrri, put in an aDDear_

li:. rr"9:,\Consresses. So did E*ile vani;;rd.h;ri#;
top"_ol the Belgian Labour party. The principal 

"f..nt.. *u!the British Social Democratic Federatio'n, which found itselfincongruously, but to Engels's great satisia.iior, i, tfrl;;*"
camp.

- Th. British delegation at the Salle pdtrelle was a stranse one.In the quarrel between the S.D.F. ,rJ;h; b;"ff'fi;;;
Engels had supportgd $e League and had seen to i, ,fr", ?f."main part of the British represintation came from this source.Consequently, William Morris-, tfre p.irrcipal d.l"gr;;,-f;;;;
himself at the head of a group fo, the'-o.t part opposed to theparliamentary methods to which tte tuar"i.i. *"."'""**li.l.
Among them were Anarchists such as prrnt fit, ura erit,r,Tochatti; Marx's third son_in_fu*, Ba*ur; A;;g, ;Til;wife Eleanor Marx^Aveling; anj, to. div"rrifr;I"-;;;;;
R' B. cunninghame Graham-and Keir Hardie f-i,h;;";;;ly
established Scottish Labour party.

,At 
the rival-Congresl in Rue- iu.".y there were no Germans,and the French rvere the_predominant group in personalitie-s

as well as numbers. H. M. Hyndman ind iohn'*il;;;;the outstanding figures in the British a.i.grti"". F. S. M;rii;;;as well as Costa and Cipriani, ,.pr...rt'.d Italy; ;."g1'h;French were paul Brousse, 1"r., an".nune, J. B. Cldment,victor- Dalle, and Joseph Tortelier, the notable orator of theAnarchists. The names of a numbe, of ih" f"*ig" a.f"gr,",were not disclosed, for fear of police attentions'wh.".;;;
returned to their own countries. A-org those who are known
3d .plafld_a leading part were BoleJaw Limanowski fromRussian Poland, thJ Dane Harald J..rs.r, the DutchmanWillem Flubert Vlieeen, F..J. de_C";p;; f.o_ nort,rgrf,-r.,Jthe Americans, W. Sl Wanaty r"d p. F.:eowley.

The Marxist Congress was, then, much the more distin_guished gathering, and fuirry beat its ii""i"* of the field. Inconsequence, the earlier International Congresses which h.fpeJ
8
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lo prepare the way for the Second International have been

lrrrgcly forgotten, and rvith them the close connection of the
errtire movement in its early stages with the struggle for the
eigltt hours' day and with the American initiative in this respect.

What in efiect happened was that the drive tor,vards a new
lntcrnational, largely American and French in origin and at

lcnst as much Trade Unionist as Socialist, was taken over by
thc ()erman Social Democrats and given an essentially different
t:lruracter as a move towards international federation of Socialist
Itnrties which accepted the primacy of political action and set

orrt, wherever circumstances allowed, to fight their main battles
(,n the parliamentary plane. This was able to happen all the
nrrlrc because the German initiative came on the eve of the
rcpcal of Bismarck's Anti-Socialist Laws and of the resounding
iucccsses of the German Social Democratic Party in the Reichs-
tng clections of rB9o.

'l'he actual resolution adopted on the final day at the Salle

l'i'trclle, dealing with the action to be taken as an outcome of
lltc Congress, was as follows :

A great manifestation will be organised on a fixed date,
in sucli a way that, simultaneously in all countries and in all
towns, on the same agreed day, the workers will call upon
lhc l,ublic authorities to reduce the working day by law to
cight hours and to put the other resolutions of the Congress
ol'I)aris into effect.

ln view of the fact that a similar manifestation has already
hccn decided on for May rst, rB9o, by the American Federa-
lion of Labor at its Congress held at St. Louis in December
r tllll'|, this date is adopted for the international manifestation.

'l'he workers of the various countries rvill have to accom-
plislr the manifestation under the conditions imposed on them
hy tlrc particular situation in each country.

'l'lrc final paragraph of this resolution was inserted at the
le(luclrt of the German delegation, which would not pledge
llrnlf to strike action, or indeed to anything likely to provoke a

rnttewul of the Anti-Socialist Laws, which were due to expire
Itr ltlgo unless the Reichstag agreed to their renewal.

An we saw, the Congress in the Rue Lancry passed a

rorolrrtion in much the same terms, putting the demand for'a
ur$t(irnum day of eight hours, fixed by an international law', at
lhn heacl of its immediate programme. But, curiously enough,

9
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the official report of the Salle petrelle Congress, which was
edited and published in German, though it giies ,ir" ,""i 

"f 
ifr"

resolution and says that it was moved 6y Rry*orrd Lrvigne o;
behalf of the French National Federaiion of rrade U-nions,
does not report the debate or assign any particular importance
to the decision. Clearly the Germins regarded the eight h;;.r;
day and the decision to take simultaneo"us action orr-tUry ,.i,
rB9o, as a comparatively minor matter.

Nevertheless, May rst, rg9o, was a remarkably impressive
occasion. Great demonstrations for the eight hours, d;y ;;r;
held in many countries and in rnany cities within them, and
there were extensive stoppages of woik not only in France but
also in Austria, in Hungary, in parts of Italy ,"a Spuirr, in
Belgium and Holland, and in the scandinuviur corrtri.., u,well as in the United States. The British Trade Unions,
however, contented themselves with great meetings on the firsi
Sunday in May, so as to avoid any stippage of wJrk. In some
places the workers limited thernselves to" ord.erly demonstra-
tions and meetings ; but in France, Spain, and ltaly, *h.re the
Anarchists were to the fore, there were some serious clashes
with the police and the soldiers. Even before Vtry ,rt tfr"r"
had been many arrests of journalists and militants who were
accused of incitement to violence - especiaily of Anarchists anJ
near-Anarchists. In France, particulaily, there were strong dis_
agreements. The right wing of the possibilists and their frade
Y"i""^ supporters opposed any stoppage of work, ,"a ,r.g"J
their followers to rest conteni *itir'plu"eubre processiorr-io
present petitions to the public authoiities; *li"r"*. the left
wing' headed by Jean Allemane, demanded a general cessation
of work. This was one of the causes of the split-in the possibilist
Party and of the formation of Allemane,s nei left_wing n"uofr_
tionary. Socialist Party by the dissident groups.

Only in the United States did the toviment of May rst,r89o, achieve immediate practical successes. considerable
bodies of workers - especlaily carpenters .- won the eight
hours' day ; and many more were successful during tt. "i*ifew years, as the American Federation of Labor followed the
policy of throwing a particular type of worker into the fray
each spring. In other.cases the nine though not yet tfr.-"igi't
hours' day was secured.

'l'lll,: SECOND INTERNATIONAL: EARLY YEARS

Irrrlccd, the international workers' demonstrations begun in
rlft1r tlcvcloped into a regular annual affair- by far the most
Irrrprclnivc manifestation of international working-class soli-
rlnrity tlrut had ever been made. The Conference called by the
I inrrrrutr l')rnperor in r89o to consider the question of inter-
rrEliotrrrl labour legislation' and the Papal Encyclical (Rerum

Ntnutrunt) of May r89r are both clearly connected with the
rrpirl rrprcrtcl of the demand for social legislation - especially
tlrn eiglrt lrours' day and the prohibition of insanitary or danger-
rrux r:olrtlitions of employment. The German Emperor's
Irrilirrtivc yietded no practical results; for the inter-govern-
rrrarrlnl (hnference at Berlin failed to reach any agreement.

llrrt llre curly r89os were a period during which the'social
rprr,ntiorr' was brought vividly before public opinion, and the
I r rr r l rr lrrl irrrts <lf the older, laissez -faire ecotomic liberalism were
apr'iorrxly shaken.

'l'lre working-class movement of these years was deeply
atrllerl lry n conflict of ideas which by no means simply divided
tlrr. r'iglrt from the left - or both from a body of central opinion'
'l'irere wcre a number of battles simultaneously in progress,

rrlrorrl lrotlt strategy and objectives. One battle was over
grolitit:ul rlction, not only between Marxists and Anarchists, but
rrlru lretwcctr reformist politicians and those who put their faith
Irr irrrlrrntrial conciliation without appeal to the State for legisla-

llvt ut:lion; and another, connected with it but by no means

Irlnrrlicul, ccntred upon the attitude which workers' movements
urrglrl to tuke up towards capitalist States and Governments.

'l'lte Mnrxists, as we have seen, were determined advocates of
lrlglrly tlinciplined political action through centralised parties
rfiltrg 'l'rade Unionism as a recruiting agency and an electoral

nrrxilinry, but taking care to keep the control of policy in the
herrrln of:the party leadership. They wanted to capture control
nl tlrt rrutional legislatures by electoral organisation and propa-
gnrrrlr ; ltrrt they did not as yet, for the most part, regard

cln'lornl $llccess, even to the extent of winning a parliamentary

rrrairrrily, un carrying with it any change in the essential character

nl' tlre Stnte. They still thought of electoral victories as only
pt +tpnrittg the way for some sort of revolution, as an outcome of
wlrk'lr tlrc existing State would be overthrown and a new

Wlrkern' or People's State would come into being in its place.
IIIO
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They had indeed their programmes of immediate demands,
including, to an increasing extent, demands for industrial
legislation. But they stilt mostly thought of these ref,frr*s as
needing to be snatched from a hostile State, rather than as
instalments in the process of the State's transformation into an
instrument of democracy. Over most of Europe, Marxists as
well as other men, r,vhen they thought of 'the State', instinctively
regarded it rather as an executive than as a legislative authority.
In Germany as much as in Russia, and indeed to a considerable
extent almost everywhere save in Switzerland and perhaps
Denmark, 'the State' meant the Government, and the Parlia-
ment, where one existed, was thought of as a limiting factor
upon the State, rather than as its supreme organ of power. This
was largely true even in France, where the Third Republic had
inherited much of the tradition of the Napoleonic Second
Empire and it was not easy to look to the Chamber or the Senate
as a source of social regeneration.

This attitude to the State, as we shall see further in the
chapter in r,vhich the orientation of German Social Democracy
after r89o will be considered,r effectively prevented the German
Socialists from formulating their programmes in terms of the
nationalisation of the means of production by parliamentary
means. National control, with the State as it was, would mean,
in the view of Kautsky or Liebknecht, not socialisation, but the
handing over of more economic power to an executive authority
representing the capitalist bourgeoisie in alliance with feudalism
and autocracy. Not until the State had been remade by the
revolution would it become an instrument through which the
workers' cause could be advanced through democratic ad-
ministration of the people's estate. It followed that the great
workers' party must be built up in entire independence of all
other parties, and that it was wrong for Social Democrats to
contemplate, even for the purpose of getting some of their
immediate demands met, any sort of coalition or governmental
collaboration with any bourgeois party. These views were,
indeed, soon to be challenged, within German Social Demo-
cracy, by such heretics as Vollmar and Bernstein; but in 1889
this challenge had barely been made, and even when it was
made, the whole Marxist tradition was there to meet it.

r See p. 275 f.
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In France the situation was different, because France was

to a substantially greater extent a country under parliamentary
government. The Republic, unlike the German Empire, was a

political structure which many Socialists felt under an obligation
to uphold againsi any renewal of Caesarism or monarchist
rcaction. This was to become a vital issue in the critical years

ol'the affaire Dreyfus and the affaire Millerand, which directly
nrised the question of Republican defence, and split the French
Srrcialist movement into rival factions.r The Germans had no

l{cpublic to defend, and no real parliamentary system. The
l,'rcnch had; and even those who held the Parliament in low
entcem were not equally deaf to the call of the Republic.
Ncvcrtheless, the French Marxists, at the height of the Dreyfus
rlunger, refused to be led into collaboration with the republican
lrorrrgeoisie, and were even inclined to say that the squabbles of
I I re bourgeois politicians were no affair of theirs. The Blanquists
rrrtrrrally agreed with them : Jaurds, Malon, and the Independ-
errls emphatically disagreed ; the Broussists, or Possibilists,
r;rlit into two rival factions.

'fhe conflict in the French working-class movement was'

Irowcver, a good deal more complicated than these divergences

ruggcst. In Germany the Anarchists had been practically
trlirrrirrated as an influence on mass-opinion, though they could

;rrovide a few would-be assassins during the Anarchist revival
ul'llrc r89os, and there was always a smallanti-parliamentarian
grolrp on the extreme left. The Trade IJnions, except the

t'nlutivcly small groups under Christian or Liberal (Hirsch-
l)rrrrcker) auspices, were firmly disciplined under Social

I totrrocratic leadership. But in France Anarchism, in many

Iornrn ranging from' propaganda by deed' to Anarcho-Syndical-
lmrr, was a lively force ; and the Guesdists' attempt to bring the
'l'rrrle Unions to heel behind the party had achieved only a

glrrt:urious and partial success. Paul Brousse, the leader of the

irurrilriliuts, had begun as an Anarchist, and continued as the

Bnsuly of centralisation; but he had passed from Anarchism to
llrn ntlvocacy of municipal Socialist action, and his following
Irnrl trome to include a high proportion of moderates who were

Frlttnlly hostile to Marxism and Blanquism on the one hand and

tritlre growing movement of revolutionary Syndicalism on the
r See p, 34aff,
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other- When Jean Allemane led the left_wingers out of the
Possibilist Party, ir turned.into a party of th"-Soci"ri;,;gh,,
but retained a number of its Trade Union connections. The
Independent socialists, with whom it then found itself allied.
diflered from it in being primarily a parliamenrrt;;"rp-;i
leaders rather than a moyement with any substantlal iocal
organisation behind them.

. During the years before the Dreyfus afiair and the threat tothe Rep.ublic brought the question of collaboratior, *ith tt 
"bourgeoisRepublicansright io the front, the great i.."" ai"lai"g

the French was that of the relative r6les of p"olitical ,"Jl;;;;:
trial action. The Guesdists a1d Blanquists 

"orta "o_Uir"yrrh.,L" other groups in demanding the eight hours, drt;;;
in wishing the workers to use May 5ay for jemonstr",i"i,i.i.
national and internationar solidaiity;- but there was n"o real
agreement about either the right way of demonstratirrg o, th"
immediate objective. to be p.,rrr.i. Broussists, ffZrr_i.,.,
Blanquists, and syndicarists might ail agree to demand industriai
legislation 

- though the out-and-oui Anarchists demurred
even to this. But, whereas the Broussists wanted only peace-
able processions and 

_dep_utations to the public u"tfroriiii, i"a
the Guesdists were chiefly intent on using the occasion ," *i"
support for the MrrT.ir,. party, the- Bhn{uists, or at any raie
some of them, were still dreaming of turning the demonstrlti"".
into an insurrection, wJrile the Syndicalists"looked,..;"h il;;
DgV a1 primarily a rehearsal foi the great strike which would
usher in the transformation of societlias soon as the minds of
the workers had been sufficiently prepared. All this, ,f ";;r.;,puts the state of opinion too crudely: there was in fact much
confusion of ideas in all the rival gioups. But it .errrain, true
that in France, unlike Germany, th.r" *"r" always po*"rfrrt
forces which were unready to accept political f""alr.f,ip f-*
any source - right, or left, or centre _ and looked for inspira_
tion to Trade Unionism rather than to any political p;;t.
These_ groups were hostile to the State, noi as the G"i*um
were, because it was the State of the bourgeoisie, almost due to
be superseded by the centrarised state oi the proretaria;; L;;
because it was the State, and therefore the enem], of the people
as long as it existed at all. They- regarded it, at test, as ; L"'dy
from which the workers could hope to exact concessions by
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rrsing their organised class-power, but not, even remotely, as

nn institution which they could in due course transform to
$crve as the expression of their collective will.

What, then, was the purpose of the May Day demonstra-
lions ? To petitioh the public authorities and to assert the
nolidarity of the working class ? That was one view. To
cnforce, by strike action, concessions from both private em-

lrloyers and public authorities ? That was a second view -rtrrcl, incidentally, that of the American Federation of Labor,
wlrich had so greatly influenced the immediate course of events
in liurope. To rally the workers behind the Socialists, until
lhey were able to win a parliamentary majority and to take the
titrte into their own hands and refashion it as a workers' State ?

'l'ltat was a third view, held by the French Marxists under the
inlluence of their German inspirers. To prepare the workers
lor strike action on an ever larger scale, and in the meantime, by
rtriking, to win concessions from private employers, from
rrrrrnicipal authorities, and even from the State itself without
llrc need to engage in parliamentary action, or to get lost in the
tnnntruvrings and compromises of Parliament ? That was a
lilrrth view, held by the growing body of Syndicalists. Or,
lirrrrlly, to promote clashes with the police and the military, to
trnitr the workers not merely to strike but to become out-and-
orrt revolutionaries, and thus to prepare the way for the in-
rrrrrectionary general strike in which the State would be
rlentroyed and the free society of the future would be brought
to hirth ? That was a fifth view - the Anarcho-Syndicalists'.
( )r, linally, simply to stir up as much trouble and to generate as
rrrrrch destructive fury as possible, in order to achieve - what ?

Atrurchism in its most unqualified shape, involving an entirely
n(,ll-governmental society free even from Trade Union tyranny,
Errtl the utter annihilation of bourgeois morality as well as of
lrorrrgeois rule. This last attitude was, of course, held only by
E li.w ; but it utas held, and it linked, in a few Anarchist strong-
Iroklu, the advocates of May Day demonstrations to the tiny
rrrrtlcrground groups which put their hopes in 'propaganda by
tlrr tlced'.

No International Socialist Congress was held in r89o; but
tlre 3r7 delegates from r5 countries who assembled at Brussels
Irr Arrgust r89r, greatly encouraged by the success of the May

}&iti&;-
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demonstrations of r89o and r89r, decided to make the celebra-
tion of May Day an annual affair, and to consecrate the celebra-
tions to three objects -- the demand for the eight hours' day,
pressure for the development of international labour legislation
over a wider field, and the affirmation of the will of the workers
of all countries for the maintenance of the peace of nations.
The Congress further resolved that the workers should ab-
stain from work on May Day 'everywhere except where it is
impracticable'.

This seems to have been the first occasion on which 'Labour
Day' was definitely associated with the demand for peace.
This new object wa;r introduced, mainly on German initiative,
as the German Social Democrats wished to give May Day a
political rather than a purely economic character and to use it
for emphasising the internationalism of the workers' movement
and its antagonism to irnperialist war-mongering. The Ger-
mans told their fellow-workers with pride how they had
protested against the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine, and would
continue to protest ; how they voted against the imperialist
budget of Germany, and how they wished to make common
cause with the Socialists of France and of other countries.
They were also, no doubt, hopeful that, if May Day could be
diverted to this purpose, they might be able to escape being
committed to strike action for the eight hours, for which they
felt unprepared and which might, they feared, bring back the
legal repression so recently lifted from their country.

The Germans, indeed, were exceedingly reluctant to enter
into any undertakings that might involve them in strike action.
As we saw, they had insisted on the inclusion in the resolution
of 1889 of a clause which left each country free to decide what.
form its participation in the international May Day manifesta-
tions should be given. At Brussels they joined hands with the
British delegates in a proposal to shift the entire celebration
from May rst to the first Sunday in May. This would have
meant that there need have been no strikes, and would of course
have been a complete abandonment of the plan originally put
forward by the American Federation of Labor, which involved
strike action designed to enforce the concession of the eight
hours - striking, that is, not merely for one day but for as long
as might be needed to achieve success. This American plan,
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Irowever, had never been adopted by the European movements'

lt was based on choosing each year a particular industry to

rvlrich the immediate demand would be confined' and support-

i,,H ih. tttiLe by help from the trades that remained at work'

Af ,,gainst this, the Ertopt"' plan, hatched mainly in France'

lrrrrl been for a generat stiike limited to a single dav'-and used

rrr lhc fi,rst instance mainly for mass-demonstrations directed at

ii,,r 
'r,,t 

ti. authorities. Ti,is too involved a cessation of work --
rrr,l.:ctl, a much more extensive cessation, though only for-one

,i,rv 'rra it thus opened the.-way to. dismissals and to legal

,"|lri."it where the right to strike was in any way restricted by

luw as it was in m"ost countries. It was, in the eyes of the

i'i,]",,"h protagonists, one of the plan,s merits that it called on

il,,l *,,rk"r" tI aefy the unjust laws to which they were,trtjttl'
'l'he Germans' on the other hand, and also the British Trade

lltrion leaders, were far from wishing to incite the workers to

llrrrt thc law, and rvould have preferred to make May Day a

,,r,,pt", fully lawful and peaceable .demonstration 
of Labour

.,,liil,,rity, tt be carried ihrough without any disturbance.of

il,,i,,*t,'y and without any breach- .of contracts or collective

';;;;';,,1,r4.. 
But they rvere unable to convince either the

1ir,.,,.,1, or the Austrians, or indeed most of the other delega-

it,,,,*. In F'rance the demonstrations of r89r had involved

,','t1, ,",'i"". clashes with the police in a number of places" and

ii,.'i.' f ,,.r.f been similar events in other countries - in Austria'

iiuit, Sp"ir, and Belgiu*: -f9t 
example' Where such conflicts

1,,r,1",,.'ci,.r.d, the woikers' blood was up' and they were mostly

r,r,,"' .f"r"tttined than ever not to give way by abandoning

[i;y ;-; ". the day of .manifestation', 
They made t9 tl:

I lr,rrrru^tr ancl the nriiistr the concession that strike action should

f r. t",i,,i..a only where it was not deemed to be'impracticable'' 
,1"i,,,".1, thai is, by the leaders in a particular country' But

1116.f rtrrckilr*ty to ilIay rst,-and insisted that' in general' the

,iuri',,,r,*tr,,tiuns should include abstention frorn work on the

t'ltoretr rlaY.
,l,lrc lli.trssels congress was severely critical of the failure of

llte ltrtcr-governmentll Conference on Labour f'egislation held

I Al l'irurnlies, near Avesnes' soldiers and gendarmes shot at a crowd

,,t ,tr,,i",i.iroior* i" ttt" tq""e and killed ten' wounding many more' includ-

Ittg wrttttrrn nnd children' 
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the previous r.,, ,:'r'"',i::IH::;ilure as evidence orthe essentially reactionary character of the capitalist State, 
"rrJas a warning that the working class would have to ,.ly ;;i;own efforts to improve its position. But, of course, ifrr, f"iiopen the question whether the main instrument was to be

industrial action or the winning of parliamentary victories ; and
on this issue opinion remained u. dirid"d rr.rr.r. The sprink_
ling of Anarchists who were present at the Bruss"f, Corrji"rr-",
delegates from Trade Union group, were voted down ; nrrt tfrut
was not by any means the last of them. fn any case, there were
differences enough without them betwe", th. Mur"istr, whoput their entire fait\ in the power of a soridly o.g""iJprriy,
and those who assigned an important creative r6re"to trr" trrd"
Unions and were attracted.by the possibilities of the d";;strike- as the highest expression of working_class solidariiy.

The Brussels Congress spent a greai deal of its ti'me in
controversy between Social Democrais and Anarchists, wiih-a
good number of delegates expressing impatience at the waste oi
s_o many precious hours by participants *ho t rd travelled ,lorrg
distance to the meeting, at high expense to their org""ir",i""rl
and wanted to have practical results to report to their constitu_ .ents. The same thing happened at thi Zurich C""Sr...-"f
1893, and yet again at the London Congress of rg96. fff ,fr...
"arly Congresses, as we have ...r, *"r"" of .rrcer/uir, ;;il;J_tion. They were commonly described as ,socialist W"ri.r.,
Congresses', but sometimes, as in 1896, as ,socialist 

Wort *a,
and Trade Union Congresses', and it was not questioned that
Trade lJnions, as well as Socialist parties and societie., t Jlright to be_ represented at them. In Germany tfr.'frra"
Union problem gave rise to no difficulty, becaus. tfr. ir"J.
IJnions, under Karl Legien,s leadership, *.r. firmly allied tothe Social Democratic party, and their^representatives formedin effcct part of the Socialist delegation. The Germans,
troubles, such as they were, came from a semi-Anarchist left
wing led by Gustav Landauer, the editor of the Berlin i;;;ri;;-,
and H. \Merner, who got their chance only in the ,;.;i;;
stages, before the delegates' credentials had n."" 

"irin"alUnder the arrangements of these Congresses the verification of
credentials was primarily a matter for"each nationar deregation,
which presented to a fuil session a report showing whose"craims
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il had accepted or disallowed. This report could be challenged
on the floor of Congress, but was usually, though not always,

rrccepted. The Germans had a firm way of dealing with in-
rronvenient minorities,.by refusing to allow them to sit' Other
rlt:legations could not barry matters with so high a hand' The
lircnch, for example, were always sharply divided, and on

t:ritical issues the division was apt to be nearly equal, not because

llrcre were only two groups-for there were many-but
lrt:cause in the last resort it was always an issue between re-
lirrrnists and revolutionaries. This was not the same as the
rlivision between political and industrial actionists, for the
groliticians themselves were sharply divided. Blanquists and
( lrrcsdists were against Possibilists and the mainly parliamentary
group of Independents, headed by Jaurds and Millerand, and

llrc Allemanists were breaking away more and more from the
l'ossibilist to the revolutionary camp. Trade lJnionists, too,
wcrc divided into dt least three main groups - moderates,
( irrcsdists, and Synhicalists - and there *ut u considerable
Arrurchist element, some of whose members came with Trade
I lrrion credentials and others as the nominees of various groups
lrcrrring Socialist titles. Among the French the situation was

ulwnys confused, and the voting close. There was no compact
rruiority that could venture to refuse its opponents' credentials.
Al the London Congress of 1896 the French were reduced to
tlccting as two separate delegations, each demanding recogni-

I h rn from the full session ; and there was a tremendous squabble
nlrorrt the admission of Jaurds, Millerand, and Viviani, who
i'rrnc as delegates from the Independent Socialist group in the
(llrurnber of Deputies, and refused to submit their credentials
to nnyone except the full Congress - which in the end admitted
lltr:ttr.

'l'he British were in no less difficulty. The Social Demo-
lt'ntic ["ederation had indeed found its way into the Congresses

nller the fiasco of 1889; but it was never in a position to take

llre lcad as the German S.D.P. could do. The Trades Union
('orrgrcss had been pushed into the lead in organising the

l,urrtlon Congress of 1888, when the eight hours' day was

nlrendy becoming the principal issue; and, lukewarm though
llr Purliamentary Committee was, it was clearly by far the most

rn;lrcsentative organisation of the British workers, and was
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bound to be ofl'ered an important place as long as the Congresses
were concerned mainly with such matters as the eight"hours,
day and international labour legislation. Above all,"when theInternational Congress met in dreat Britain, the responsibiliw
of.organrsing it and of sending out the invitaiions;;Jilil';;
fall largely on the T.U.C- Bit, of course, at this srage, neither
the Parliarnentary Committee nor the T.U.C. itr"f _'urrj *or"than the American Federation of Labor -_ could b. ,.ga.d.d
as Socialist. The delegates who went to the various 

"I.rt.r_
n,a,.tignal Congresses as representing the T.U.C. or such of itsaffiliated Unions as chosi to be iepresented included a fewSocialists; but most of them *er" Trad" Unionists of the'Liberal-Labour' persuasion, and found the discussions rittreto their taste and often quite outside their compreh;";i;;.
fYhen 

it was a question of being for or against ,political action,,
they vo_ted for it; but they ,i.rrrt soiethirg q"it. di+;;;;;
from what was meant by the Germans or the Austrians or theFrench Marxists and Iiranquists, who insisted trrut ,potiti.ui
action' must take the form of action by an indepe"a."t,"'o*i"f_
class partR enlirgly free from entanglements with the bourgeo?sparties. The British Independ.ent l]abour party, of 

"otrrr"fui*took this line, as well as the social Democratic F.a.rutio., ; rrriit was not established until rg93, and before then there'were
only a number of local ,Indepenjent Labour, bodies, i""frJirgthe Scottish Labour party-set up in r8gg_9. Fil ;6;
onwards, with the Socialist League gone over to Anarchism
T9.{yiiq away, there were three riain constiruents of theBritish delegation -_ the S.D.F., the I.L.p., and the T.U.a.,
with the Fabians and a few minor bodies making up the rest.
I,n tli: confusing situation the British delegates-usirrily ;;;i;
:1," 

.19. of, tolerating nearly all claims when-it *u, u q,i".,io.,
who should be admitted; but on the substantive issues-most ofthem voted with the .politicals, against the exponer,, oiindustrial action, and divided right Jnd left, like ,:h. Fr;;;,
when the issue of reform versus revolution was raised.

Of the.othe_r large delegations the Austrians, who had
organised their Social Demociatic party nearly o., tir. C"r*r,
model at their Hainfeld Congress of rg"g9, ,rrully presented analmost solid front, though they admiited the-izech Social
Democrats as a distinct group within their delegat;o". 

-nr.
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Victor Adler was already their principal spokesman; Karl
l(autsky, who was Austrian by birth, had played alarge part in
the drafting of their programme, and his wife, Luise Kautsky,
was an outstandingleader amongthe Viennesewomen. Hungary
(with a Croatian contingent) had a separate delegation headed

by Leo Fr6nkel, formerly active in the First International and

the Paris Commune, and firmly Marxist. The Swiss were less

lirlly unified; but the Anarchists and near-Anarchists had lost
tlreir former predominance, and the two main organisations -
t he Griitli Union and the Gewerkschaftsbund - worked on

good terms with the developing Social Democratic Party. The
orrtstanding figures were the veteran, I(ar1 Brirkli and the
yollnger Herman Greulich, both of the Griitli Union and the
lrrttcr active in the party as well, and Robert Seidel, of the Social

l)cmocratic Party. August Merk was the most prominent of
tlrc delegates from the Gewerkschaftsbund; and old Dr. Pierre
(bullery, the long-standing opponent of the Jura Anarchists,
nlso reappeared as a delegate.

'Ihe Belgians, in process of consolidating their Labour
l'rrrty, with its close links with tl're Trade Unions and the
('o-operatives, had ceased to lean to the 'Federalist' side.
'l'lreii newer men - Edouard Van Beveren, Edouard Anseele,

rrrrtl 6mile Vandervelde, with Louis Bertrand as their chief
rr'presentative in Parliament - had their own views, and were
lry no means faithful satellites of the Germans ; but they were
lirrn believers in political action, even though the narrow
llclgian franchise gave them little chance of parliamentary
vit:tories. They believed in giving Trade Unions and Workers'
( lr-operatives a position of independent influence within the

lrnrty, and had a much less'State Socialist'outlook than the
orllrodox Marxists. There remained Anarchist and semi-
Arrrrrchist groups, especially in the coalfields; but these had
Lrxt much of their influence. In Holland, on the other hand,
Arrurchist or near-Anarchist tendencies were still predominant,
rvitlr Domela Nieuwenhuis and Christiaan Cornelissen as the
rrrrtstanding figures in the Dutch Socialist League. At the
l,onrkrn Congress of r896, the majority of the Dutch delegates,
lrcrttlcd by these two, finally withdrew when a definite pro-
noirncement had been made excluding Anarchists. They left
lrelrincl the five delegates of the Dutch Social Democratic
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Labour Party, which they accused of being a mere satellite
of the Germans. Its leading figures were H. H. van Kol,
P. J. Troelstra, and W. H. Vliegen.

The Swedes were Social Democrats, mainly on the German
model, but with greater influence in the hands of the Trade
Unions. They did not send any delegation to Ziirich in 1893 ;

but in 1896 Hjalmar Branting, already in Parliament, and the
Trade Union leader, Charles Lindley of the Transport Workers,
could speak for a rapidly growing Social Democratic move-
ment. The Norwegians usually contented themselves with a

single delegate, from the Social Democratic Labour Party.
The Danes, on the other hand, were well represented, by a

Social Democratic Party closely allied with the Trade Unions,
rvith whom they shared their delegation on amicable terms.
J. Jensen, from the Trade lJnions, and P. Knudsen from the
Social Democratic Party, were their leading spokesmen.

At the other end of Europe the Italians were still quarrelling
furiously among themselves. They usually sent a large delega-
tion, including many different tendencies. In 1889, as we saw,
they hovered between the rival Congresses. Andrea Costa,
who had broken with the Anarchists and founded a Socialist
Party in the r88os, joined forces in t9gz with a number of other
groups to form an United Socialist Party i and new men,
Filippo Turati of Milan and Professor Enrico Ferri of Rome,
reinforced Costantino Lazzari and the Marxist scholar, Pro-
fessor Antonio Labriola. But against these political Socialists
were ranged still powerful Anarchist bodies, with a following
in the Trade Unions and connections ranging across France to
Barcelona. The principal spokesman of the latter group was
Amilcare Cipriani, who appeared sometimes as an Italian and
sometimes as a French delegate. He claimed to speak in
the name of a Latin Section of a General League of Peoples,
and protested again and again when the Socialist Congress
tried to rid itself of the Anarchists. The greatest of the Italian
Anarchists, Errico Malatesta, was outside the new International
from the first, though he put in at least one appearance at it.

Spain sent but few delegates. The political leader was
Pablo Iglesias, founder of the Spanish Socialist Workers' Party
on the Marxist model; and with him usually came at least one
delegate from the General Union of Spanish Workers, which
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was associated with the party. The Spanish Anarchists mostly

kept away.
Russia, as we saw' had representatives of several tendencies

rut the Paris Congress ln 1889 - ranging from Peter Lavrov' the

Narodnik theorist, and Jusei Beck, of the People's Will Group'

tu George Plekhanov, 
-the 

leading exponent of Marxism in

Itussia. Pl.khu.rou was sole Russian delegate atzirich in 1893 ;

fiut at London in 1896 there were seven Russians, including, as

well as Plekhanov and his wife, Rosalie, the Social Democrats

!)aul Axelrod and Vera Zasulich' There were troubles over

if," 
""""ponce 

of other delegates - Tchaikovsky an-d-Felix

Volkhovsky, for example -*ho were rejected by the Marxist

g,'.,rpr. pl.khurov was able to rePort the rapid-growth of 
.the

1,,a"'rgro.r"d Social Democratic movement in Russia' and to

.*""pitia. the Narodniks as survivors from a past epoclr' 
- -

d.f""a always had its delegation' In 1889 it was,headedty

liclix Daszydski, Stanistas Mendelssohn, and Marie ]oukowska,

witS Leo friniarski from the Polish Section of the Slav League'

n,- Z,titi"f, Daszyr{ski and Mendelssohn were reinforced by

Stanislaw Grabs{i and a number of others; and at London' in

'i,/u ,fr.t" 
were thirteen in all, including besides-D-':'Vi*i

rhice important newcomers, J6zef Pilsudski and J' Moscicki

ol' the iolish Socialist Party, and Rosa Luxemburg' re-

irr"-"*i"g the Poles of Posen and Breslau' These Polish

.l"t"g"tioi, came as representing all parts of Poland - Russian'

A,,.irirrr, and German: they-weie already sharply divided

lrctween those who looked eastward to Russia and those who

kxrked rather to Germany, and also between Marxism and a

ulore nationalist brand oi Socialism, of which Pilsudski was

lo become a notorious exponent' A number of them were

nri[., sent by Polish gto.'p" in America as well as in London

arrrl Paris. tttey aiJ noi play any large part in the. early

rlchntes of the internationai, and for the most part did 
-not

|iin"" tt.-."lves easily in relation to the quarrels of the leading

rlrlcgations.
firom the Balkan countries Roumania had always its con-

litrgcnt, mainly from the Social Democratic Party' Th'
iii,Tt{tti"* had already their rival faclio-ns' represented in r893

i,v ti,trcti"" Rakovsky and-N' C'.Gabrowsky; b-ut-in 1896

ni' lrndon Rakovsky ireaded "^^"t"*" 
delegation' Serbia' too'
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had a single delegate at Zirich, but none in London. An
Australian Social Democrat appeared in 1893 ; but in 1896
Edward Aveling was asked to serve as the Australian delegate.
There were no real representatives of the Trade Unions or
Labour Parties of Australia, and none even purporting to
represent New Zealand.

Finally, we come to the Americans. As we saw, a couple of
American Trade Unionists attended the Possibilist Congress of
1889, and a third was a visitor at the Marxist Congress, at
which there were also delegates from some scattered foreign
groups in the United States; but the American Federation of
Labor, though messages were delivered on its behalf to both
Congresses, was not officially represented at either. At later
Congresses there were always American delegates; but they
did not come from the main body of American Labour. The
outstanding figure from the United States was the Marxist,
Daniel De Leon, of the Socialist Labor Party. With him came
to Ziirich Louis Sanial, of the New York Central Labor
Federation, and Abraham Cahan, from the Jewish Trades of
New York. Sanial was present again in r896, representing this
time the De Leonite Trades and Labor Alliance ; and with him
were Mathew Maguire of the S.L.P. and five others representing
scattered Trade Union groups, some of whose claims were
disputed. The S.L.P. was by then rent by internal struggles :

the new American Socialist Party had not yet emerged.
At all these early Congresses of the Second International the

Social Democrats, who knew what they wanted and acted closely
together, had the last word. Again and again they voted down
the Anarchists, told them to get out, and asserted that they had
nothing in common with them. But they could not get rid of
them ; and, though a good many of the out-and-out Anarchists
shook the dust of the International from their feet, there were
always others who came back, protesting that they too were
men and brothers and asked only for a 'Free' International,
open to all the enemies of capitalism who were attempting to
rally the working class in order to compass its downfall. There
were always in addition, said the Marxists, sentimental idiots
who fell for the Anarchist affirmations of brotherhood and
wanted everyone to be free to speak his mind; and there were
also persons who were not Anarchists, but had no use for the
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rlirciplined party or the electioneering in which the Social
l)crrrot:rats put their trust. It was difficult to rally a majority for
llre expulsion of these middle groups: nor did the Social
l)crrrocrats wish to expel them en ntasse. They hoped to win
rurrrc of them over, and to deal with the rest, nationality by
trulionality, as they gained enough control of each national
rlrlcgution and of the movements behind it. Their tactics were
lo kccp on passing Congress resolutions committing the
lnlcrnational to political action as a necessary weapon, and to
rr,izc cvery chance that offered of showing any awkward group
ll' llrcir opponents the door.

'l'here was, however, the very grave dificulty that, even if
llte Anarchists' credentials could be rejected when they came
I'tnlrt openly Anarchist organisations or from thinly camouflaged
Hociulist bodies, there was still nothing to prevent the Anarchists
l'trrtrt coming back again and again when they could get Trade
llnion nominations. This difficulty did not arise where there
wnr nn cllective central Trade Union organisation closely allied
wlllr, rlr subordinate to, the Social Democratic Party, or to a

l,alrour l'arty of similar outlook. But in most countries no such
lrgutrisation existed. In France there were rival Trade Union
Lrrrupn standing for different tendencies, as there were in Italy,
lrr Hgruin, and in the United States. In Great Britain the Trades
I lttiotr Congress united the Unions, but was itself a battleground
ll' rivul tendencies - the Old Unionism and the New : nor
w$r thcre any united Social Democratic Party to bring the
'l'tnrlc Unions to heel. For the Congresses of the 'eighties
rlologutes had been accepted from individual Trade lJnions, as

well str from national centres, even where such centres existed;
Ittrl nobody knew how to find any internationally applicable
rlellrrition of a Trade Union that was bona fde enough to have
llr urcdcntials accepted. In the struggle for the eight hours' day
It wul plainly indispensable to secure the widest possible Trade
lltriorr support, and to give the Trade Unions an important
plnec in the successive Congresses. But this could not be done
wlllrrxrt letting in on the one hand British Lib-Labs who
t1t1rorcd the creation of a Socialist or Labour Party and on the
ulltor Syndicalists and Anarchists who denounced parliamentary
l(tlkrn aB a fraud and a betrayal.

'l'llus, the Social Democrats rvere in a perpetual dilemma.
25
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They could not go all out for a purely Marxist, Social I)emo-
cratic International without forfeiting a large part of the
Congresses' Trade Union support; but they could not easily
stomach having them used as platforms for Anarchist or
Syndicalist propaganda. Indeed, they could stomach this the
less, as a fresh wave of Anarchist violence spread over Europe,
and as reactionaries everywhere seized every chance to identify
the Socialists with the dynamiters and assassins. Some
Anarchists could not be prevented from coming; and, if they
came, the outraged Social Democrats could not be stopped
from consuming the time of Congress in endeavouring to
dissociate themselves from their revolutionary utterances. So
the wrangling went on, exasperatingly, from one Congress to
another.

At Ziirich, in 1893, the outcome of the dispute was the
passing of a resolution which reads as follows in the English text :

All Trade Unions shall be admitted to the Congress:
also those Socialist Parties and Organisations which recognise
the necessity of the organisation of the workers and of political
action. By 'political action' is meant that the working-class
organisations seek, in as far as possible, to use or conquer
political rights and the machinery of legislation for the
furthering of the interests of the proletariat and the conquest
of political power.

There were disputes later about the meaning, and indeed about
the correct text, of this resolution. It was clearly meant to rule
out non-trade union organisations which did not support
political action designed to conquer political power and to
secure parliamentary representation ; but this test could not be
applied to the Trade Unions. If, however, all Trude Unions
were to be admissible, the door was left wide open, not only to
anyone who could get nominated by an existing Trade lJnion,
however small, but even to nominees of Trade Unions formed
simply for that purpose. It was accordingly argued, both by the
Social Democrats and by the organised national Trade Union
Centres, that only bona-fide Trade Unions could be meant ; but
what was a bona-fide Trade Union ? A number contended that
it must be a Trade Union which was committed to political
action, if only to the extent of advocating labour legislation, on
the ground that no Trade Union which did not go as far as that
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could have any concern with the International's affairs. But
even that was not acceptable: the British Trades Union Con-
gress Parliamentary Committee was not prepared to see ex-

cluded those of its members who were opposed to the legal

eight hours' dry. It remained uncertain what 'all Trade
[Inions' meant; and a number of suspect delegates were able

t0 creep in through the gap.

Take, by way of illustration, the composition of the

numerous British delegation at the London Congress of 1896.

No fewer than r59 out of the 476 came from Trade IJnions,
nnother z6 from local Trades and Labour Councils, z from the

Women's Trade Union League, and 3 from the \Momen's
lndustrial Council. The Social Democratic Federation sent

r2r, the Independent Labour Party rt7, and the Fabian
Society zz. Three came from William Morris's Hammersmith
Socialist Society, 3 from local Socialist Societies in Bristol,
Oxford, and Berkshire, and 3 from John Trevor's Labour
(ihurch Union. The only disqualification recommended by the
rtelegates was that of the Berkshire Socialist Society, which had

only 4 members, of whom it had sent z. The British delegation
rrllowed it r, and rejected the other.

This was, of course, a swollen delegation, because the
(longress was meeting in London. At Zirich in 1893 the

llritish delegates had numbered 64, and had been considerably
rrrore miscellaneous in origin. The S.D.F. had sent 8' the
1.1,.P., still barely formed, 5, and the Scottish Labour Party 2.
'!'hc Fabians had 5 and various local Socialist Societies another

S, .One came from the London Communist Club, mainly
lirrcign in its composition. One came from a Co-operative
I'roducers' Society of Socialist outlook, and r from a Jewish
'l'rnde Union and Socialist Society. On the Trade Union side

tlrc Trades Union Congress Committee and the Miners'
lietleration each sent 4, and the Durham Miners z on their own.
'l'lrc Gasworkers' IJnion had 3, and other Trade Unions 16 in
rrll. Local Trades Councils sent 6 and the Women's Trade
llrrion Leagte z. One or two Anarchists-for example,
('. W. Mowbray - got in as Trade Union delegates.

'l'his was as nothing in comparison with the complexity of
llrc lirench and Italian delegations, whose members were apt to
,',,rnc each with credentials from several bodies, so that if one
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were rejected another might serve. The Frenchmen came from
rival Socialist Parties and from rival national Trade Union
Federations; from Student groups and local Chambres
Syndicales; from Socialist journals; from local Syndicats and
from national F6d6rations de Syndicats; from Bourses du
Travail and from propagandist societies; and, in 1896, also
from the parliamentary group of the Independent Socialists.
The delegates simply cannot be classified so as to show what
bodies they predominantly represented, or in whose name they
spoke.

The Ziirich resolution came up as first business at the
London Congress of 1896. Tom Mann and Keir Hardie both
pleaded for wide toleration of differences, with Jaurds and
Hyndman taking the opposite view. Nieuwenhuis of Holland
questioned the validity of the Zirich resolution and maintained
that Anarchist-Communists, such as Kropotkin, were good
Socialists, even if some Anarchists were not. James Mawdsley,
of the British Cotton Spinners' Amalgamation, who was soon
to stand for Parliament as a Conservative candidate, said that
the British Section would uphold the Zririch decision. Then
came the voting, by nationalities. Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Bohemia, Bulgaria, Denmark, Germany, Hungary, Poland,
Portugal, Rumania, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and
the United States voted solidly for the reaffirmation of the
Znrich resolution. France voted against, by 57 votes to 56,
and Holland, by 9 to 5. The Italians, being equally divided,
abstained. The British voted for the resolution, by zz3 votes
to rr+. This was prior to the verification of credentials, so that
anyone who claimed to be a delegate could vote. The national
delegations then met to verify the standing of those present ;

and a few exclusions were made. There was a wrangle, already
mentioned, about the position of the French Independent
Socialists, and another about a rejected Pole. Yet another
occurred over the Italian report. Louise Michel claimed to be
holding an Italian mandate, rvhereas Malatesta was sitting
among the French delegates. The President of the session,
Hyndman, ruled that it had already been decided to exclude
Anarchists, and several ,-' af.ter protesting, withdrew. The
Dutch, who had a near-Anarchist majority, finally announced
that they had agreed to accept the parliamentarian minority.
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,l,lre French put forward their claim to divide into two separate

rrt'ctions, und Mill.trnd was allowed to speak in favour of it'
Alicr it iiad been made clear that the two French groups would

rlrare equally the French quota of Commission members their

;,.,,po.ui *u. ,"""pt"d on a division, the French majority voting

i,g,,in.t. Four sissions had gone by, with no constructive

l,rrsiness done ; but the Commissions on matters of policy into

rvlrich the Congress had agreed to divide were not yet ready to

r'('port - .o p.ihups the waste of time did not much matter'

Most of ihe Commission Reports, when they were ready'

rlirl not amount to a gteat deal. There was no time to straighten

orrt the complicatio-ns involved in applying proposals to the

vrrying circumstances of the difierent countries ; and the result

rvus that in most cases only generalities got endorsed, and

npccific proposals were brought forward-as Minority Reports'

,,i,,1 *orily voted d"own almost without discussion' Thus' the

Agrarianiommission declared thatthe land should be socialised,

l,rrt confessed its inability to make any agreed proposal as .to
tlrt: means. It could only recommend active steps to organise

tlrc agricultural proletariat and leave to each country the duty

,,1. wirking out its own programme. The political Action
(',rrrrmission, whose reporter was George Lansbury, then of the

ti.l).Ir., d.eclared for working-class political action for the con-

rlrrcst of political power, and for the use of legislativt u1d

srlrninistrative means towards working-ciass emancipation. It
rlerrcribecl these means as directed towards the establishment of
, ihc International socialist Republic 

" 
demanded 'independence

ol' nll bourgeois political parties, universal suffrage, including the

errruncipati-o., oi *or.r"rr, second ballot, the referendum and the

ilritiative, full autonomy of all nationalities, and the destruction

ol' colonial exploitation'. It called upon the workers in all

toltntries subject to militarism and imperialism'to fall into line,

rirlc by side with the class-conscious workers of the world,

lo organise for the overthrow of international capitalism and

tlrc cstablishment of International Social Democracy''
'['his brought up the French Anarchist, Tortelier, who held

s 'l,rade Unioir credential, and then Vaillant and Jaurts on the

otlrcr side. Then came the British Lib-Labs, protesting against

llrc tlemand for political independence, and Pete curran of the

l,l,.P, defending it. Bebel followed as the spokesman of the

"9
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German Party, and Ferri for the Italians - both for indepen-
dence. After the British Lib-Lab amendment and some others
had been defeated, the report was accepted nem. con.

At the next session Sidney Webb produced the report of
the Education Commission, summed up in seven resolutions,
which went much more into detail than most of the reports.
They demanded that the 'public administration' in each
country should provide 'a complete system of education under
democratic public control', 'extending from the kindergarten
to the university'. School meals were to be provided for all
children; the minimum school-leaving age was to be sixteen,
with half-time education up to eighteen; scholarships and
maintenance allowances were to be made available; and there
were to be strict limitations on children's employment and a

strict international code of factory legislation. All this was
somewhat utopian, even for the more advanced countries; but
it was not seriously challenged. Keir Hardie scented in it a

concealed intention to favour the clever children at the expense
of the rest ; and Clara Zetkin answered that the Commission
certainly did not intend that all children, irrespective of their
capacity, should receive a university education - rvhich Hardie
thereupon denied having meant. There was a wrangle about
alleged discrepancies betweeh the English, German, and French
texts of the report ; and an amendment by Hardie to delete a

reference to 'scholarshipt' - which apparently had a bourgeois
connotation in many minds - was carried. Then, on a French
motion, the entire clause dealing with school meals and main-
tenance was deleted, on the plea that it was unnecessary to go
into detail and that the Brussels Congress of r89r had already
declared it to be the State's duty to do everything needed to
provide education for all children. Mrs. Pankhurst succeeded
in getting Webb's word 'gradually' struck out, and 'as quickly
as possible' substituted; and then the report was adopted.

Next came the report of the Organisation Commission,
introduced by C. A. Gibson of the S.D.F. This proposed that
the Congress should establish itself as a permanent organisation,
by setting up a permanent International Committee, with a
responsible secretary and a fixed seat. It wanted the Congress
to appoint a Provisional Committee to draw up a full scheme
and report to the ensuing Congress. In addition, it proposed
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ttrc establishment in each country sending out or receiving

omigrants of special bodies to ensure that they were not lost to

tlrciorking-dlut. *orr"ment, with a particular proposal to

rlirrtribute informative tracts to them before they left their own

corrntries, and to arrange for them on arrival a reception by the

wrlrking-class organisations of the receiving countries - especi-

nlly acr"oss the Atlantic. London was approved as the seat of

t lrc I nternational and the report rvas accepted ; but the Congress

rlixpcrsed in the end without taking any step to set up-the
g,r,i1,,rsed Committee ; and nothing happened' The discussions

wcrc interrupted for the reception of the report of the Com-

rrrixsion o, Wur, which led to so prolonged a debate that the
( lrgtnisation Commission's proposals were never properly

rlt lrtted.
'l'he War Commission began by affirming that economic

nrrrl n<_rt religious or national antagonisms were the chief cause

ilI wur undei capitalism. It said that the workers in all countries

rrrrrnl win political power in order to deprive Governments

'wlricS ,r" th" instruments of the capitalist class' of the means

',1 wur-making. It demanded the 'simultaneous abolition of
titrrrtling Armies and the establishment of a National Citizen

l,rrr(:t:'; the establishment of Tribunals of Arbitration to
,,g'lltc international disputes ; and that 'the final decision on

rlrri tlrcstion of war or Peace should be vested directly in the

;,,,,,1ri" in cases where the Governments refuse to accept the

iln'inion of the Tribunal of Arbitration'.
ln the discussion, Dr. R. M. Pankhurst moved to delete the

I$lr.r'ence to a 'Citizen Force', but was defeated. Belfort Bax

Irrrrvett to add that the decision of Tribunals of Arbitration
rlr.rrltl lre final; and this was agreed, though Sanial declared

llmt rrrllitration was'all middle-class molasses'. Bax then tried
tl rlckrtc the demand for reference to the people ; but Greulich

''l ]lwitzcrland spoke strongly for its retention, and carried the

rlrry. lrinally the amended report was unanimously adopted'

Ncxt came the report of the Economic and Industrial
| 'r,rrrnrission, which covered a Yery wide ground' It began with
,r , ur,,rchcnsive declaration in favour ofthe universal'Socialisa-

ti,rr ril' tlrc means of production, transport, distribution, and

r'tr lrurrgc, the whole to be controlled by a completely democratic

lrg*rrinrttiott in the interests of the entire community'' This,
\rrt, lll I) 3I
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it was urged, was becoming daily more necessary because of the
growth of monopolies, which 'cannot be effectively countered
by ordinary Trade Unions or isolated political action'. The
Commission advocated the establishment of some international
agency to keep watch on trusts and combines and their political
intrigues, and to work for their socialisation 'by national or
international enactment'. It then went on to attribute crises
and unemployment to capitalist obstruction of the full use of
mankind's rapidly increasing productive power, and to record
its view that coal mines, iron and chemical works, railways, and
the larger factories 'have all reached the stage when their
nationalisation and socialisation present no difficulty from the
economic point of view'. The workers of the world were there-
fore called upon'to proceed at once to urge definite measures
of socialisation, nationalisation, and communisation in their
respective countries'.

The next section discussed the functions of Trade Unions.
These, it was said, were indispensable for defending and
improving the workers' conditions ; but by their struggle 'the
exploitation of labour will be only lessened, not abolished'.
Abolition required the conquest of political power, and its use
for legislative purposes. The Trade Unions should help in
this: 'the organisation of the working class is incomplete and
unfinished as long as it is political only'. But the economic
struggle also calls for political action by the labouring class.
'Whatever the workers gain from their employers in open dis-
putes must be confirmed by law in order to be maintained,
while conflicts may in other cases be rendered superfluous by
legislative measures.'

From these more general propositions the Commission went
on to more detailed proposals. It called for'the abolition of all
tariffs, duties on articles of consumption, and exportation
premiums', and for international legislation for the protection
of labour. In respect of the latter, it recommended limiting
the immediate 'palliative agitation' to three specific demands,
headed by the eight hours' day, and including full rights of
combination and the abolition of sweating. The Commission
then recited eight demands for international labour legislation
adopted at the Paris Congress of 1889, and, returning to the
question of Trade lJnions, urged the workers 'to organise in
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rrrrrional Trade Unions in their respective countries, thus

,rv,,itling waste of power by small independent or local organisa-

Iron$,. 
"It 

laid down that ' difference of political views ought not

til lrtr considered a reason for separate action in the economic

nt r uggle : on the other hand, the nature of the class-struggle

,,,,,[,,* it the duty of the labour organisations to educate their

lr,lhrw-members up to the truths of Social Democracy'' The
'l'r;rrlc Unions were then called upon to admit women and to

nr.(,ltr.c ,equal wages for the same kind and amount of work'.

l;rrrrrlly, as'a basis-for international organisation, it was proposed

r lr,rr ,tt central Trade Union commission should be constituted

til (.vcry country" and that 'in cases of strikes and lock-outs

rrrrrl lroycotts, the Trade Unions of all countries should assist

,,r,,' ,ttt,rther according to their means''
'l'his was the Majority Report of the Economic and Indus-

lr rirl (bmmission. Iis adoption was moved by FIarry Quelch of

tlu' S.l).F. after it had been introduced by the German'

l\lolkcnbuhr. The Minority Report, which was brief, drew

,rrir.rrtiofl to the declarations of a succession of French Labour

t ',rrgrcsses -- Marseilles (r892), Paris (r893), Nantes ('89+),

rur(l i,irnoges (1895) -- in favour of the general strike, and called

llrorr the wo.f."tt in all countries 'to study this important

,girr'*li,rn, which should be decided at the next Congress'' Thus

l,rgrrrr tlre great debate about the general strike, which \Yas to

,,,',r,1,y .o"mrrch of the time of the Second International in

nrrl,xcigtrent years. It should be noted that, in the form in

rvlritrlr'it ""-",rp 
in 1896, it had no specific reference to the

trtrvcntion of war. It was part of the Economic commission's

l,',,,,,rity report, and was advanced as 'a method of emancipa-

tlrr', 'This Minority Report was rejected at the London

{'lrrgrcss almost without discussion, and the Majority R9l9rt

wun ittccpted with only a few minor amendments, of which the

lront irnportant, moved by Dr' Pankhurst, laid down that
'rnlt,'ttver private employmlnt fails, public employment should

l,r, 1,r',,vided ,t ,.utottuble wages'' A further amendment'

nrr rvcrl byEdwardAveling as representingAustralia and adopted'

, ,rllrrl rrpon workers' organisations not to ask for restrictive

lulinlltion against the immigration of-aliens; and yet another'

r,,T,u",l uy d. rauquez of switzerland, reaffrrmed the decision

r,r ,',,,,tinu" May Day manifestations, having 'as their chief

.,J
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objects the obtaining of the legal eight hours' day and protests
against militarism'

Last came the Report of the Miscellaneous Commission,
presented by J. Bruce Glasier, of the British I.L.P. This
affirmed 'the fundamental right of liberty of conscience, ol
speech, and of the press, and the right of public meeting and
combination, both locally and nationally'. It demanded an
amnesty for political prisoners and protested against the system
of police provocation. Further, it demanded the suppression
of private employment exchanges and the general introduction
of free exchanges conducted by municipalities or Trade Unions.
Finally, it said that it was not in a position to present a report
on the question of an international language, which had been
referred to it ; but it invited the Congress to declare 'which o{'
the languages, English, French, or German, it would prefer to
adopt'. This the Congress did not find time to do.

The Congress turned last to the arrangements for the next
Congress. Liebknecht, for the Bureau, moved a resolution in
the following terms:

The Standing Orders Committee of the Congress is
entrusted with the duty of drawing up the invitations for the
next Congress by appealing exclusively to :

r. The representatives of those organisations which seek
to substitute Socialist property and production for capitalist
property and production, and which consider legislative ancl
parliamentary action as one of the necessary means of attain-
ing that end.

z. Purely trade organisations, which, though taking no
militant part in politics, declare that they ricognise thc
necessity of legislative and parliamentary action: conse-
quently Anarchists are excluded.

There followed a paragraph proposing the setting up of a

Credentials Commission, to which appeals could be made from
the decisions of a National Commission. The S.D.F. tried to
amend Liebknecht's draft to make the Congress even more a

gathering of representatives from Social Democratic Parties,
but was voted down. A British Trade Union delegate, W.
Stevenson of the Builders' Labourers, protested that the Trade
Unions had been brought to the Congress on false pretences,
outvoted in the British delegation, and made to listen to a lot
of 'disquisitions on an ideal society which is as far off as thc
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ullk,rrrrirttn'. After a few formalities, and the adoption of

I lr,lrllrcclrt's report, the Congress ended.

I lruvc recorded rather fully the proceedings of the London
I nll4rcH$ rtf 1896 in order to give an idea of what went on in
tlr,er, r,rtt'ly gatherings of the Second International, while it was

etlll utrly inliing shape as essentially a political gathering based

nl llrr. ('nlcrgent Socialist Parties.
It rvill bc seen that almost all the big issues that were to

rllr,l,lr, llrr: ltrternational up to rgr4 had already been raised

rltttltrg tlrcsc early Congresses. Apart from the struggle to

rr, ltt,le rlrc Anarchists, which was almost over after 1896 -
llrnttglr tlrt: [attle between the 'politicals' and the Syndicalists

rinrrrlne(l vcry much in being - the questions under debate in
rHrlh wrrc still being debated in r9r4 - or would have been,

h,ll trrrl llrt: Congress summoned for that year been prevented

Irrll lrreelittg by the outbreak of war. The greatest difference

l+trver,tr tlrc carlier and the later Congresses was that, from
tlrur unwllr(ls, the question of war and peace occupied all ever-

llr trirtging glltce in the International's debates and tended to

rl1lcl lttlrcr into the background the question of industrial
leghlrtliotr tlrrrt had been in the forefront during the early years'
'l'ltet+' wua ttlso a difference arising from the fact that in a num-

lrtr rrl rorrtttrics changes in the franchise after rgoo made pos-

cllrlr, llrr wirrning of enough seats in the Parliaments to convert

tltr |Irr,lulinttr from small groups into powerful parties to which

ih;- I'nt'lluttrcltts had in varying degrees to adapt their procedure'
'l'lrcte ware ntill in r9r4 countries represented in the Interna-

tlrlral tlrnl wcre unable to establish such parties and had still to
suurlrrrrl llrc grcater part of their political activities from outside

Itctllnrrrr,trl. llut in general Socialism had assumed by r9t4
B ltttlt,lt ntorc parliamentary complexion than it had in the

t lglr,
Wlllr tlrin change went, of course, a decline in the revolu-

- llnilBtv lttlrrtrrnigence of the Socialist movements of the coun-

Itlru ajlrrt:letl by it, and therewith a sharper division between

lhsre cttttttlt'ics and those which remained subject to absolute

trth llp to 11196 Reformism, though it clearly existed as a

|ttllettly, ltutl ttot been clearly formulated as a body of doctrine

*lrallelglrrg Mrtrxism in such a way as to lead to a sharp con-

ftrrlrlalfurrr ol' the rival attitudes on an international basis.
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Fabianism was a British doctrine, Possibilism a French:
German Revisionism had not yet taken shape, though South
German Reformism had. Internationally, Marxism held the
field by virtue of its victory over the Anarchists. The battle
with the Syndicalists was only beginning.

iil

CHAPTER II

THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL:
LATER YEARS
(i) rgoo - Penrs

nr Paris Socialist Congress of rgoo was chiefly notable,
on the surface, for three things - its handling of the crisis
arising out of the Millerand affair, its decision to set up an

lnternational Socialist Bureau, and its apparent solidarity on
t number of issues that were before long to arouse acute
tlirsensions. It was held at a time when the Revisionist con-
troversy''was already being carried on with great vehemence
Bmong the Germans, but had not yet fully presented itself as an
ittternational issue, or rather had not been separated inter-
trntionally from the issue of Socialist participation in non-
Hocialist Governments, which raised some of the same questions
of ideology and practical policy, but did so in such a way as to
produce an artificial majority for the left by ranging the centre
lirrnly with the revolutionaries against the participationists.
Irr the struggle against Reformists of the Millerand type, those
Hocial Democrats who set their hopes on building up parties
which would presently become strong enough to dominate the
lhrliaments of their countries, tended naturally to side with
tlre rcvolutionary left wing because they saw coalition with the
lrorrrgeois Radicals as an obstacle to the electoral growth of
l'irx:ial Democracy. Coalitions might no doubt be in a position
tr) nocure legislative advances which Socialist Parties could not
lropc to win as yet by standing alone; but if there was a real
grrr)spcct of getting, at some not too distant date, a clear Social
| )rrrrocratic majority it seemed to be folly, as well as even
lrctriryal, to throw away that chance by entering into coalitions
rvitlr the bourgeois left, or even into electoral alliances except in
tlrl lirrm of second ballot arrangements - if even at that stage.
Irr tlrc view of the majority of the Germans the great task was
t,r lrrrild up the party as a mass electoral force, and all other
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considerations needed to be kept subordinate to that task.
The immense prestige and influence of the German Social
Democratic Party gave its insistence on this point a great deal
of weight ; and among the Germans this was the view not only
of the left and centre, but also of many of the Revisionists who
followed Bernstein, though not of the South German Reform-
ists from Bavaria and Baden. Revisionism and Reformism in
Germany, though they were allies in the fight against Bebel
and Kautsky, were not the same: it was fully possible, and
indeed common, for a Revisionist to be as strongly opposed to
Millerandism as Kautsky was, because participationism might
prevent the party from taking the course that would, in time,
bring it a majority of its own. Just as, in the r93os, the British
Labour Party would have nothing to do with the attempt to
build up a 'Popular Front' against Fascism, because it hoped
to win political power for itself in due course, so most of the
Germans in rgoo were dead against participation. It is pertinent
to observe that they were not themselves practically faced, in
Reich politics, with any such issue ; for there \Mas no immediate
prospect of anyone asking them to join a Reich Cabinet. The
issue did, however,face them practically in some of the Laender:
and Reformism, as distinct from Revisionism, drew its strength
from the politics of the Laender rather than of the Reich.

In most of the other countries represented at the Inter-
national the Socialist Parties had much less prospect or even
hope than in Germany of winning the support of a majority of
the electorate or, even if they did, of getting a majority of the
seats, even in the popular Chamber. But many of them were
under the spell of the Germans' success in continuously
increasing their votes and seats and were disposed to accept the
German electoral policy as a model, in the hope that in the long
run it would enable them to achieve what German Social
Democracy seemed to be well on the way to achieving. For
many of them the first task appeared to be the winning of
universal suffrage, which, as far as Reich elections were con-
cerned, the Germans had had handed to them by Bismarck
without any need to struggle for it. They could, indeed, hope
to sccure this constitutionally only with the aid of the bourgeois
parties, and they were bound therefore to back up the bourgeois
refrrrmers who were working for it inside Parliament. But in
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ntost cases they were not tempted by this necessity into favour-

ing coalition with the bourgeols parties because they thought of

tli struggle for franchise reform as having two distinct aspects.

tnside tf,e parliaments the bourgeois parties would be bound to

tirke the lead because, under the existing franchise, they held

rnost of the seats. But the prospect of getting electoral reform

tlcpended, in Socialist eyes, mainly on the vigour with which

the campaign for it was carried on outside Parliament, by con-

rtant agitation, mass demonstrations, and, where practicable,

rlcmon}ration general strikes of short duration. The chances

ol' getting the franchise widened would not be appreciably

irrrp"rovedl in most countries, by the Socialists joining bourgeois-

tkrminated coalition Governments even if they were asked.
,l.hcy would do better by voting for the most advanced measures

tlrc Lourgeois parties could be induced to put f9rwa1{ 
.un-der

;,r"rr,rr"-from tutside - not by joining coalitions in which they

would have to become actual parties to compromises that would

trrhc the edge off their own extra-parliamentary campaigns'.

It was i-hus fully possible to rally a good majority against

lulrticipationism. Nivertheless, because the possibility- of

i,uikling up Socialist parties capable of winning, some day,

,'l,rrr riajoiities evidently depended on complete, or nearly

r,Drnplete, unity of the socialist forces, it was undesirable to

t,r"ss the oppo.itio., to participatidnism to an extreme point for

i.,,r of 
"rr.rtitg 

right-wing secissions. Accordingly, the object

,l' t5e majoriiy o1 the International's leaders was to devise a

rrxolution which would at one and the same time record

opposition to Millerandism and to almost all possible_kinds of

,'i,,rlitiot i.*, and yet not actually and finally bang the door'

'l'ltcre was no need to placate Millerand, who had clearly

lnrnsgressed the permissible limits by acting without even

,,,,rr,,Jting his pariy ; but there was need to placate Jaures,rvho
lr,rl suppirted-him, albeit rvith reseryes, if the French Socialist

nr(lvement \ryas not to be most dangerously split' It was

l(nrrtsky,s task to devise a form of words that would satisfy the

i,nlrtrc and disarm the extreme Left without driving the right

wittg out of the International, and without making Jaurds's

porition impossible.
'l'his is how Kautsky did it, in the resolution which was

elrrguently moved by Emile Vandervelde at the Paris Congress :
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it takes place by peaceful or by violent means, involves the
political expropriation of the capitalist class.

Consequently it allows the proletariat to participate in
bourgeois government only in the form of winning seats by
its own strength and on the basis of the class-struggle, and it
forbids any participation whatsoever by Socialists in bour-
geois Governments, towards which Socialists must take up
an attitude of unbending opposition.

Language apart, the Guesde-Ferri amendment did no more
than lay down the policy which had been almost taken for
granted by most Social Democrats up to the time of the Mille-
rund affair. But, in effect, until that affair occurred, the issue
lrud hardly arisen in a practical form. When it did arise, it
nplit the French Socialists not mainly on the question of revolu-
lion versus reform, or even of the expediency of bourgeois-
tiocialist coalitions in general, but rather on that of defending
tlre Republic, which was felt to be in danger as a consequence
ol' the Dreyfus case. Millerand himself no doubt favoured

lrnrticipation in a Radical Ministry for the sake of the social
rtlorms he hoped to get by it; but only a few others followed
tlris line. Jaurds, though he began by defending Millerand,
lrlncd his defence on the need for Socialists to rally round the
l{r:public in its hour of peril ; and as the discussion proceeded
lrc irr effect threw Millerand overboard while continuing to
rlcl'cnd participation in the Republican cause. In taking this
lirrc he had a strong case against the Guesdists, who took up
tlrc remarkable attitude that the Dreyfus affair was nothing to
Hot:ialists, and that it could not really matter what kind of non-
Hocialist r6gime they had to deal with. It would, however, have
lrr.crr possible to rally to the defence of the Republic by support-
Irrg the Radical Government from outside, without actually

irrirring it. Indeed, this is in effect what the followers of Jaurds
rrurl llrousse actually did. The Socialist Congress, however,
rrrvtir came to grips with the question whether this was the
corrcct line to take. It got into an argument which was con-
rlrrrcd, on the face of the matter, solely with the question of
prrlticipation in a bourgeois Ministry.

( )n this issue, it could safely condemn Millerand without
lr,rrl uf causing a split in its ranks. But it could not go so far as

tu rrondemn participation in all its forms. Such a condemnation
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lVe
authorities.

Where, however,. government power is centralised, it
cannot be won in this piecem-eal fishion. The entry of a
single socialist into a bourgeois Ministry cannotbe 

"o"riao"Jas the,normal beginning f6r winning p"olitical po*.i,- ii 
"u"never be anythmg.but a temporary and exceptional makeshift

rn an emergency sltuatlon.
. \t'hether, in any given instance, such an emergencv

situation exists is a (uestion of tactics and nor 
"f ;;i;?i;#.

The Congress does nbt have to decide that. g"ii"'r;u iur"
thrs dangerous experiment can only be of advantage if it is
approved.by an_ unrted party organisation and if the Socialist
lVhnister is, and remains, the delegate of his oartv.

Whenever a Socialist becomes"a Ministei independentlv
of his party,. or whenever he ceases to be the d"l.g;" ;ii-h;lpartlr then-his entry into the Government, instei'd 

"lL;i;I means.of strengthening the proletariat, weakens it, ,na]
rnstead ot berng a means to{urthering_the winning of politicai
power, becomes a means of delaying-it.

_ The Congress declares that i S6cialist must resisn from
a. bourgeo^is Government if the organised party is of"opinion
that the Government in question"has shown BartisanJhio i.
an industrial dispute between capital and labolr.
This resolution was lnally carried by zg votes to 9, the

voting being by national delegations and not by individual
delegates, each delegation having two votes. Onlytwo delega_
tions - Belgium and Ireland 

- voted solidly against "it.
France, Italy, Russia, Poland, and the Unite; Stites
divided and cast one vote for and one against. The
delegations voted solidly for the resolution, though, of course,
there were individual dissidents within their rinks. In the
debate the main speakers for the resolution were vandervelde,
Jaurds, Anseele, and Auer, and against it Ferri, Guesde, and
Vaillant. The Italian Ferri, then on the Left, moved an amend_
ment drafted by Guesde in the following terms:

The Fifth Inr-'rnational congress at paris decrares asain
that the winning of political powe"r by the p-t.triirif *f,.if,.i
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would have made it quite impossible to establish a united
party in France and would probably haye caused a good deal of
trouble elsewhere - for example, in Belgium and in Great
Britain. The door had to be left open to possible participation
in a serious emergency, and not only to possible support of a
bourgeois Government from outside. But, in order to carry the
central body of opinion, it was necessary to leave the door
leading to actual participation as little ajar as possible, by
attaching stringent conditions; and in order not to widen the
area of dispute it was expedient to say nothing at all about the
legitimacy of the policy of non-participant support. It can
hardly be supposed that anyone believed that the conditions on
which a Socialist was to be allowed, in an emergency, to become
a member of a bourgeois Government could be literally workable ;

for they cut clean across the established methods of Cabinet
government and would have put any Socialist Minister in a
quite impossible position in relation to his colleagues. Nor
can the delegates have thought that it could be easy to interpret
the clause - inserted at Plekhanov's insistence - requiring any
Socialist Minister to resign if the Government showed itself less
than impartial in connection with industrial disputes -- for who
was to decide whether it was being impartial or not ? These
conditions were not meant to be workable: they were designed
to go as far against participationism as the International could
go without serious danger of a split. The majority of the
German Party, which carried the greatest weight, was definitely
anti-participationist; but the need for unity took precedence
for it over the unequivocal expression of its view.

Having disposed of the Millerand affair, the Paris Congress
turned to the question of colonial imperialism. The resolution,
moved by the Dutchman, van Kol, committed the International
not only to fight by every possible means against the colonial
expansionist policies of the capitalist powers but also to promote
the formation of Socialist parties in the colonial and semi-
colonial countries and to collaborate with such parties to the
fullest possible extent. It is interesting to observe that this
unequivocally anti-imperialist resolution was carried unani-
mously. British delegates from both the S.D.F. and the I.L.P.
took the occasion to denounce British imperialism as manifested
in the South African War. A few years later, colonialism was to
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find defenders in the ranks of the German Social Democrats'r

the Belgians were to be sharply divided on the question of

i...p,i"? responsibility for the bo'go Free State'' the Dutch

So"iufi.rl *"i" to fal tut in conneciion with the East Indies'

snd such conflicts of opinion were to be echoed in the debates

of the International. But in rgoo these disagreements had-not

been forced to the front by [he growing imperialist^rivalries

of the leading powers' and it was still possible for Socialists

ii 3"i" a-o.i unanimously in whole-hearted denunciation of

colonialism.
Next came, at Paris, the great debate concerning anti-

militarism, with Rosa Luxembuig as the mover' The Galician

;i;iA;,t""; headed by Daszyr{ski, once more challenged Rosa

i^"'"t"U"tg's mandaie to represent Poland; but the Congress

,,pt 
"fa 

hei claim. Rosa iu*emburg's speech rvas- notable

;iri;flt for her emphasis on the probability of the final crisis of

.rpi,ii., society being precipitated, not by economic collapse'

i,iiUy ,t. imperialisirivalriis of the great powers' Speaking

ut a time when, in a purely economic sense, capitalism-was mak-

;;;;;;t rapid'advan""r, ubo'" all in Germany and-the United

S,?,.t,itt. 
"learly 

did not expect that it would speedily meet.its

rlcath as a consequence of iniernal collapse or of the'increasing

;;r;;;y' of the proletariats of the advanced capitalist-countries'

i;J."i, .h. suid that the rule of capitalism would 'perhaps

,rdrrr.'fo, a long time', but that sooner or later its hour would

rrtrike, most likJy as the result of war between the great ex-

irf,,iri"g States, and that it was essential for the workers to

i,;;;;;; for that rlecisive moment by continually engaging in
i,n.'rrrriio"ul action. The resolution accordingly urged the

Socialist Parties to und"ertake a joint struggle against militarism

und colonialism, the methods proposed including' first' the

,,rg".rirutio, and education of the youth in all countries for

rt,! 
"rttyi"g 

on of the class-struggle; secondlY' the casting of

rhe SocialiJ vote in the Parliament of every country against all

',tlfioty 
or naval estimates and against all forms of expenditure

,,rr colonial ventures; and, thirdly, the organisation of simul-

lllrreousprotestsanddemonstrationsagainstmilitarisminall
t,rlrrntries" whenever an international crisis threatened to

rlcvelop.
r See o. ?o.
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This resolution, too, was carried with unanimity, so little had

the Socialists for the most part realised how soon they were
going to be faced with a sharp conflict between the calls of
national and international solidarity. The delegates at paris
were still trying to exorcise with fine sentiments a threat which
had not yet become imminent enough to compel them to
discover where their ultimate loyalties lay. They went on to
pass a resolution denouncing the Hague Peace Conference of
1898 as a barefaced swindle, on the ground that it had consisted
of representatives of the very Governments which were openly
pressing imperialist a.ims, and that it was nonsense for capitalist
and militarist exploiters to talk of disarmament, arbitration,
and the humanisation of the laws of war.

In the closing session, the Paris Congress began upon the
debate concerning the general strike against war that was there-
after to occupy so much attention. The Paris discussion was
brief, for lack of time ; but it gave Briand, then on the extreme
left, his chance to make a flamboyant speech in favour of
the general strike, and Legien his chance to assert strongly the
opposition of the German Trade Unions and to predict the
certain failure of the attempt, if it were ever made. Briand
argued for the general strike on this occasion not merely as a
means of preventing war but chiefly as the beginning of a
revolution that would enable the proletariat everywhere to seize
the means of production and to establish a new society based on
their lasting appropriation. The French, Italian, and Spanish
left wings, and the Russian Social Revolutionaries supported
him ; but the great majority preferred to adjourn the whole
question for fuller discussion within the national parties before
reaching a collective decision.

The remaining important resolution of the Paris Congress
was that which led to the establishment the following year of an
International Socialist Bureau with its seat in Brussels and the
Belgian, Victor Serwy, as its first secretary. The Bureau was to
have two main organs - an International Committee consisting
of delegates appointed by the national sections, and also an
Inter-parliamentary Commission to co-ordinate action between
the national parliamentary groups. It was to include a Secre-
tariat, elected by the International Committee, which was to
act between Congresses as the voice of the International and
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was to take any requisite action on resolutions passed at Con-
gress. It was not, however, armed with any power to order
the national parties to undertake any particular action: indeed,
it could not be, when the Congress itself had no coercive author-
ity over them and could only seek to persuade them to comply
with its resolutions. It was, however, a development of con-
;iderable importance and, as far as it went, a real attempt to
bring the national sections into closer and more continuous
contact. Thereafter, the International Socialist Bureau played
nn important part in influencing Socialist policy at each of the
rccurrent crises up to rgt1; but closer contact could not
rceolve fundamental differences of attitude and policy, and the
t'car of doing anything that might provoke a split was always

l)resent to restrict positive action within the limits of agreed
compromise. The Inter-parliamentary Commission was even
lcss effective; for the organised party in each country claimed
tlrc last word in settling policy as against the parliamentary

Broup, and each group tended to be influenced, even more
ntrongly than the party as a whole, by tactical considerations
wlrich varied widely from country to country.

Thus, apart from the setting up of the International Socialist
llrrreau and the compromise concerning 'participation', the
l'uris Congress was chiefly notable for the passing of a series of
rt:solutions which made it appear a good deal more militant
tlrun it really was. When the Kautsky resolution had been
nlccred through to success, the delegates were allowed to have
tlrcir heads about colonial and militarist issues, and were
ntopped only when it came to the practical question of authoris-
rrrg the general strike as a revolutionary weapon. The main
inxrres raised by the German Revisionists were not yet ripe for
irrtcrnational discussion, being still mainly a domestic affair
nulong the Germans. They were to come to the front only at
llrc next Congress, held at Amsterdam in r9o4.

(ii) r9o4 - Austrnoetr

Ity the time the next International Socialist Congress assembled
nt Arnsterdam in r9o4, Revisionism had replaced Participation-
rrn as the main issue. From the publication of Bernstein's

+5
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opening articles up to the Dresden Congress of the Social Demo-
cratic Party in r9o3 the conflict raged, getting mixed up with
the debates arising out of the affaire Millerand, but transcending
them in importance in German eyes. After the mild censure
passed on Bernstein's activities at the Hanover Congress of
r899r came the rather less equivocal condemnation of them by
the Liibeck Congress of r9or, embodied in a resolution which
carefully refrained from pronouncing judgment on Bernstein's
conclusions, though it criticised his methods. Only at Dresden
in r9o3 did the German Party finally and explicitly condemn
Revisionism; and even then it did so in a resolution passed by
an overwhelming majority, which included most of the leading
Revisionists. When it came to a final show-down, such men as
Ignaz Auer, Wolfgang Heine, and Hermann Siidekum, who
had been prominent on the Revisionist side, voted among the
zB8 who supported the official resolution; and only a handful

- a mere eleven - voted against it. So powerful was the
appeal to unity - to the acceptance of majority decisions by
minorities, provided that the majority was prepared to stop
short of expelling the minority, or of rendering its continuance
within the party impossible. At Dresden the vote was taken
openly, each delegate giving his name as he voted. This was
done in order to give the resolution the character of a solemn
declaration, which the entire party was called upon by its
leaders to accept.

The Dresden resolution, which \^/as soon to become well
known outside Germany after it had been endorsed by the
French Guesdists and referred by them to the International for
approval as a basic principle of Socialist action, was carefully
drafted in terms which, while they clearly condemned Revision-
ism, left the door just open for the Revisionists to remain
within the party. The attempts of Rosa Luxemburg and the
left wing, begun in rB99 and kept up throughout the controversy,
to get the Revisionists and Reformists expelled, met with no
success. Bebel was quite ready to make fiery and eloquent
speeches against the right wing, and to proclaim that the Ger-
man Social Democratic Party stood fully by its revolutionary
faith. He was ready to quote the more intransigent utterances
of the recently dead leader, Wilhelm Liebknecht, from his

r See p. 273.
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l'nmous pamphlet, No Compromise !, and to declare that any

,,,,nces.iin to the Revisionists would be fatal to the prospects of
Socialism. Indeed, he had to make a thoroughly revolutionary

irlpression on his audience in order to isolate the extreme left

ts well as the right, and to prevent Rosa Luxemburg and her

group from splitiing the party. His speeches ensured that, if a

,,plit^did o"".rr, orly u fairly small group on the extreme left

would break away and would be regarded as unreasonable in
tloing so by the gieat majority of the party rank and file' The
righiwing, he knew, would not split off; and he set out to
,,,i,k" it impossible for the left wing to do so either, without
krsing most of its influence. In r9o3 Bebel reached the height

of hif reputation as a Marxist and a revolutionary ; so that he

curne to ihe Amsterdam International Congress the following
ycar with the laurels of Dresden covering his brow and was

rrtrlc there to repeat his triumph.
I am not suggesting that in taking this line Bebel was being

rlishonest, uty *ot" than Kautsky was. They did both quite

nincerely disapprove of Bernstein's attitude and were quite

xirrcerely oppor"a to the Reformist tendencies within the Ger-

rrrnn Sociai Democratic Party. Bebel quite honestly believed

I lrilt the correct policy for the party was to reject all compromise

rvith the establiihed German r6gime and all coalition with the

lrorrrgeois Radicals, in order to build up in opposition. a clear

r,',rj.riity of Social Democratic voters, and, in the Reichstag, a

urr,,ng enorrgh position to make the continuance of irresponsible

irr,peiial go-r"..n*.rrt impracticable. He did quite honestly hold

rlrnt this was the way to make the German Revolution, by

confronting the Kaiser and the ruling classes with a body of
Hosialist opposition plainly too strong to be resisted except by

nrr appeal io naked ftrce. What would happen when this- had

1,"",i ione he did not profess to know. If the Kaiser and the

r.rrling classes decided to fight, the socialists would have to

|iglrtiack; but I think he clearly entertained the hope that,

wircr, the time came, they would not dare to appeal to force and

worrld ailow the Revolution to happen by constitutional, or at

llny rate by non-violent, means. Whether or no' he saw no

irruglsistenty at all between calling himself a revolutionary and

lorrceutrating all the party's energy on the struggle to win. a

rrrljority by parliametiuty *.rrt; and this was the policy he

vot., III-E +7
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invoked in order to defeat both Bernstein and Rosa Luxemburg
and to rally the main body of the party behind him in the name
of Marxism and revolution.

The resolution adopted at the Dresden Congress opened
with an explicit condemnation of the whole Revisionist position.

The Congress most decisively condemns the Revisionist
endeavour to alter our twice-tested and victorious tactics
based on the class-struggle. The Revisionists wish to
substitute for the conquest of political power through the
overcoming of our enemies a policy of meeting the existing
order of things half-way. The consequences of such Revi-
sionist tactics would be to transform our party. At present
it works towards the rapid conversion of the existing bour-
geois order of society into a Socialist order : in other words
it is a truly revolutionary party in the best sense of the word.
If the Revisionist policies were adopted it would become a
party content with merely reforming bourgeois society.

Further, our party Congress condemns any attempt to
gloss over the existing, ever-increasing class-conflicts for the
purpose of turning our party into a satellite of bourgeois
partles.

This seemed plain language - plain enough to make it very
difficult for the Revisionists to vote for their own condemnation.
What made it possible for them to do this was that, though they
were condemned, they were not excluded or even silenced: so

that it remained open to them to try again, if not under the
banner of Revisionism, at any rate by advancing most of its ideas
and proposals without using the name-which, indeed, many
of the Reformists never had used. Auer and Siidekum and the
rest who voted for the Dresden resolution could say that they
had never called themselves 'Revisionists' - the label had
been bestowed on them by no act of theirs. Reformism, as

distinct from Revisionism, had no doubt been implicitly
condemned; but it had not been banned explicitly, and it had
been made perfectly clear that Bebel did not want to drive its
exponents out of the party if they were prepared to conform in
action to the decision of the majority. The only threat Bebel
uttered was when he was insisting that the Party Group in the
Reichstag must accept the instructions of the Congress and
renounce any claim to follow a line of its own against the
Congress's declared will. He did tell the right-wing spokesman
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Wolfgang Heine that, unless he was prepared to toe the line in

;il;"".;:";;h" *o,,Ia be expelled' n"it'" was well aware that

the fairly numerous right-wing faction among the Reichstag

tlcouties would not dare to defy party discrpline, as they,would

il:H;iil;rt "r, 
irit''v did so' the-partv machine would soon

;;;;1,,r,"i*"* ,r tr"i" lost their seati' The onlv hope for

the'Reformirtr'uft"' tfo3 *ut to avoid the use of the word

'l{evisionist' and to-go'o"^ working away quietly inside the

;;";;^;;rti"utu. i.i"e' at they arose' in the well-founded

cxpectation that the.pa"rty *o"fa. presently come round in detail

t, a qood part ot *nui-iihatl rejected "hen 
it rnas put{orward

ii, "tr"^r"""aI"bti;; 
as docl'inally heterodox' The right

;il;;;;""rt ,, ntl"t and Kautsky' saw the need for unity;

lnd it also ,u*, *o"-"I"u'ly thu" eitirer Bebel or Kautsky' that

i;., ,h; i;"g run unity wot'ld mean moderation' and would mean

;,;iilf"fi anything-really revolutionary to an indefinite future'

Bebel and t<,.,ttrty, ttien, arrived ut iht A-tttrdam Socialist

L)ongress of r9o4 #ln- ir'l' reputation .of having gloriously

rcscued German Social Democracy from the Revisionist danger'

;r;; hrrirrg it behind them as the exponent of 
- 
a revolu-

i;; fori"y' directed against-every :o't ol p"':l:1p111::]":

tud reformist compromisi' They arrived' however' qulte as

tlctermined not to split the International as they- had been not

to split their own p,'ty, u"a not quite.so sure of being able to

induce their intern;;;"i;t*rades who were of some sort of

llcformist p.r.,,"'io" io uot" against themselves in the name of

;;t,;.'^ihilnone the less, wai what they wanted to get as near

,,,^ ,l ,r,.v coulJ *itio"i ,i.r.i"g a split; but they were 
-well

nware that ttt" pu..io"t that had"been stirred up by t\2 
1'ffaire

fr4ilterand.would "oif" easily laid'-and that there would be not

n few delegates from Ftu""t and other countries who would not

he easily satisfied *iift ""1t9mpromise 
that would leave their

opponents free to p"ttU n"fo'*it* under the International's

,,l,iir.' n"t"r nra,'i"Jt"J, to attempt at Amsterdam to achieve

two almost irreconcilable objects - to gei the Socialist Congress

lo reaffirm its revoiutionary faith'- and at .the 
same :i-"-,::

ir.rr,rud" the contending factions'.above all in France' to unlte

into unified .,utio'ui"p#ties broad enough to include them all'

I le had somehow to i"*""it" Guesde and Jaurds' as well as to

il;; "ii tn" sotiuiitts of the world - or nearlv all -_ to
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take the German Social Democratic party as their model _
doctrine, policy, and all.

This task was not, in practice, quite so difficult as it ap_
peared. There were, at any rate, two parties of major standing
in the International that could be reried on to sei their face!
ft*ly- against a split, and at the same time to be ready to go a
longish way towards endorsing the German attitude. Tf,ese
were the Austrian and Belgian parties, led respectively by
victor Adler and Emile vanderverde, both already outstanding
figures in the International. Of these two, Vandervelde waI
likely to feel most sympathy with the Reformists, not onlf
because he was temperamentally inclined that way, but alsir
because the situation of the_Bclgian parry, especialiy in r9o4,
when it-had recently emerged from defeat i* g..r".ui strike foi
electoral reform,r induced it to consider serioufly the prospects
of electoral collaboration, if not of actual coalition, 

-with 
the

Liberals. In Austria, this issue did not arise in anything like
the same form;2 but Adler was by nature a conciiiato{ and
w,:uld. be certain to put the claims of unity higher than those of
affirming revolutionary faith at the cost of frovoking a .pl[
Of the other important delegations, the British, u, *fil as the
French, were certain to be divided-they always were. Th;
Spanish Social Democrats would probably follow the G.r..rur, ;and so probably in this case wotrla prekhanov and the Russians.
The danger was that some of thb smaller parties would, be too
intent on affirming their revolutionary faiih to k.ro* *h.r" io
stop, and would be unmoved by the danger of their intransi_
gence_ causing a split. They would need careful management
and the solace of as much revolutionary phraseology'u. th.
right wing could be induced to put up wiih.

The German delegates arrived at Amsterdam with more
than the Dresden resolution to offer to the Congress u, ,,ig;
of their success. At the Reichstag elections of i9o3 tt.y friJ
increased their vote from 18 to 2+ per cent of the tota"l u.rith"i.
seats from 32 to SS. This, to be sure, left them still with u lrurf
lo1g.*1y to go before arriving at the constitutional 

"orq.r"r, 
o1

political power; but it was very encouraging to tfro.. *fro
believed that this was the right way to proceedlowards social-
ism, and other delegations were no doubt impressed. J;;r,
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Irowever, who was the most important antagonist they had to
lirce at Amsterdam, refused to bow down and worship. He was

wcll aware that his own policy stood no chance of being accepted

hy the Congress and that the main struggle would be between

tliose who wished to force through the Dresden resolution and

tlrose who wished merely to soften it down. But he saw no

good reason why he should not speak his mind; and, while
prrying tribute to the solidarity of the German Socialists and

iu it 
"ir 

recent electoral success, he told them bluntly that they
lracl no real policy and that, far from being, in fact, the most

powerful Socialist Party in the world, as they believed them-
sclves to be, they were among the most impotent' He accused

them of impotence because, placing all their hopes in a future
victory, they failed to do anything to improve actual conditions

o{'living foi the German workers or to lessen their oppression

within ihe capitalist system. He accused them of having, in
the Dresden risolution, masked with revolutionary phrases their
incapacity for present action. He went on to trace their
irnpotence to the lack of any revolutionary tradition among the
(]erman proletariat, reminding the Germans that they had not

*u., *o, universal sufirage, as the French had and as other

people were on the road to winning it, by unremitting struggle,

irut had been handed it from above ; and he suggested that what

lrad been got without struggle could be taken away by the hand

that had given it, as the unresisted abrogation of the popular

l'ranchiseln 'Red' Saxony had clearly shown. The revolu-

ti<lnism of the Germans, he asserted, Iilas a revolutionism of
phrases, not of deeds, and its unreality was matched by an equal

i:ril,rr" to understand the conditions of successful parliamentary

irction, in the sense that obsession with revolutionary phrases

prevented the German Party from extracting any real benefits

i'rom its growing parliamentary strength. The Germans,

Jaurds argued, were attempting with their Dresden resolution

io put Soiialists throughout the world into the strait-jacket of a

scli-contradictory policy which was stultifying even their own

ruction. The conditions governing tactics and policy, he con-

tcnded, must differ widely as between countries which, to a

sqbstantial degree, already possessed democratic institutions

ts a reward for past struggles and countries still subject to

lutocratic rule. It *u. altogether wrong, he said, to treat all

5r

2 See Chapter XII.
5o

I See p.634.
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non-Socialist parties in the lormer group of countries as con-
stituting a single reactionary mass, when, in fact, some of them
were prepared to support a considerable part of the measures
which constituted the Socialists' immediate programme. For
France, with its great revolutionary tradition, for Belgium with
its special problems of national and religious divisions, for Great
Britain with its long tradition of parliamentary government, he
held the prescription of the Dresden resolution to be wholly in-
apposite. He did not suggest that what suited these countries
would suit Germany or Russia: he was maintaining the need
to allow each country to work out its strategy and tactics to suit
its own conditions. He was calling on the Germans, not to do
as he wished the French to do, but to show more fighting quality
in their actions as well as in their words, and to recognise that
the mere winning of a Reichstag majority - if they ever did
win one - would not suffice to make them masters of the
German State. The Germans had accused him and those who
agreed with him of abandoning the class-struggle: he threw
the charge back at them, contrasting the substantial real
achievements that had been won in France by rallying to the
defence of the Republic with the Germans' failure to defend in
Saxony even what they had previously won. In France, he
said, the schools had been set free from church control and
laicitd established as the basis of the Republic ; chauvinists and
colonialists had been defeated, and the cause ofpeace advanced ;

and some real progress had been made in social and industrial
legislation. He strongly attacked the Guesdists who had refused
to lift a finger in the Republic's defence during the Dreyfus
affair and accused them of clinging to an obsolete Blanquism
instead of upholding the workers' day-to-day struggles.

Jaurds's speech was a magnificent tour de force. It was
answered by Bebel, in a speech by no means its equal in elo-
quence, but more in tune with what the majority of the delegates
wanted to hear. Bebel began by asserting that the German
Government l,vas the worst in Europe 

- a sentiment which he
presently modified by excepting Turkey and Russia - and
that the German Socialists were, of course, Republicans and
envied the French their Republican institutions. They were,
however, Socialist Republicans; and they did not propose
'to get their heads broken' for the bourgeois Republic. He went
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on to refer to the bad record of the Republics - of the United
States as well as of France - in using the powers of the State

to break strikes and to shoot down strikers. The bourgeois

Republic, he said, could ahvays be relied on to defend capitalist
interests. As for immediate benefits, he said that France was

more backward than Germany in social legislation and had a

much more reactionary tax system. He denied that the Ger-
mans had failed to act in co-operation with bourgeois parties
when it was a matter of voting for useful palliative legislation,
and claimed that the sole credit for such legislation as had

benefited the workers belonged to the Socialists and that
reforms had been granted because of the fears aroused by their
growing power. The German Socialists, he contended, did not
object to voting for good laws, whoever proposed them: their
objection was to any alliance with non-Socialist parties that
went beyond such voting. Bebel argued that the Dresden
resolution furnished correct guidance for Socialists in all
countries and in all circumstances, irrespective of local differ-
ences, because it stressed the fundamental antagonism between
the proletariat and the capitalist State. Jaurds's policy, on the
other hand, would corrupt the proletariat and confuse the issue.

Jaurds had maintained that the Dresden resolution was incon-
sistent because it led to a negation of policy and to a frustrating
attempt to combine revolutionary phrases with parliamentary
methods. Bebel denied this : he held that it did just what
was needed by sanctioning palliative activities only in proper
subordination to revolutionary objectives. He did not attempt,
save by implication, to answer Jaurds's point about the failure
to resist the taking away of the vote in Saxony ; but he in effect
met it by enquiring whether Jaurds meant that the German
Socialists should have resorted to insurrection while they were
still in a minority, and said he could not see what Jaurds thought
they should have done to make their power more effectively felt
after their recent electoral victories. The Socialists, he said,

could afford to wait until they had conquered electorally; and

he stressed, for its bearing on their prospect of winning a

majority, the fact that they had not expelled a single person'

even among the extreme Revisionists' All they had done was

to insist on the minority accepting the discipline of the majority.
'fhey wanted unity, not expulsions; but unity must involve
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discipline in action, or the party's programme would be
effectively stultified.

After Bebel came Victor Adler, as the proposer of a com-
promise amendment agreed upon with Vandervelde, and
supported by the Austrian and Belgian delegations. The
Adler-Vandervelde amendment diflered from the Dresden
resolution chiefly on two points : it omitted the explicit rejection
of Revisionism in all its forms and substituted a positive
declaration of the need to maintain unmodified the present
tactics based on the class struggle and opposition to the
bourgeoisie, with the winning of political po*"r r. its objective;
and instead of pronouncing a complete ban on participation in
government within 'bourgeois society', it limited itself to re-
affirming the warnings against the dangers of such participation
that had been contained in the Kautsky resolution of r9oo.
Adler, in moving the amendment, stressed the dangers of
attempting to impose any international discipline on the parties
in the various countries. The national movements, he said,
had enough on hand in disciplining themselves.

When the vote was taken there were 2r votes for the
Adler-Vandervelde amendment, and zr against. The amend-
ment, therefore, failed to pass. On the slightly altered Dresden
resolution the voting was 25 for and only 5 against, with rz
abstentions. The voting was of course by countries, each
country having 2 votes. Only Australia cast z votes against
the resolution, r French, r Norwegian, and r British delegate
making up the rest of the minority. The abstentions in-
cluded the Belgians, the Swiss, the Swedes, the Danes, and the
Argentinians.

The voting on the amendment (see p. 55) gives a better idea
of the real division of opinion.

Before voting on this controversial matter the Amsterdam
Congress had passed unanimously a resolution declaring it to
be indispensable that in each country there should be only one
Socialist Part], 'as there is only one proletariat', and affirming
it to be the fundamental duty of all Socialists to work for this
unity 'on the basis of the principles laid down by the Congresses
of the fnternational and in the interests of the international
proletariat'. It had thus been made clear, before the contro-
versial votes were taken, that there vtrere to be no exclusions -
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at arly rate, unless any group refused to accept the Congress's
verdict on the Dresden resolution. In fact, the strong phrases
used in the Dresden resolution did not prevent the French
parties from joining forces the following year under the leader-
ship of Jaurds, who had been its principal opponent. For the
time being the question of participation was out of the way.
When John Burns joined the British Liberal Cabinet in r9o5
there was no question of disciplining him; for he had put
himself outside the jurisdiction both of the International and of

VOTING ON TI{E ADLER-VANDERVELDE AMENDMENT

FOR AGAINST

Argentina, 2 France, r
Australia, z Norway, r
Austria, z Poland, r
Belgium, z
Denmark, z
Great Britain, z
Holland, z
Sweden, z
Switzerland, z

Bulgaria, 2 France, r
Germany, z Norway, r
I-Iungary, z Poland, r
Italy, z

Japan, z
Russia, z
Spain, z
U.S.A., Z

Others, 2 *

* Presumably Serbia and Armenia, each represented by a single delegate.

its British affiliates. The revolutionary phrases of the Dresden-
Amsterdam resolution were on record ; but they were singularly
ineffective in preventing a continued drift in a Reformist
direction, either in Germany or elsewhere.

The Amsterdam Congress had other important issues before
it besides those arising out of the Revisionist-Reformist dispute.
In particular it received from Henriette Roland-Holst, on behalf
of the Dutch delegation, a report on the general strike as a
weapon in the proletariat's struggle. She presented with her
report a resolution embodying its main points. The resolution
argued that a really complete general strike would be impractic-
able because it would starve the workers as well as everyone
else, and that the necessary conditions for the success of any
widespread strike must be strong organisation and voluntary
discipline among the proletariat. It went on to say that no such
sudden effort could result in the emancipation of the working
class, but that an extensive strike of the key industries might
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prove to be a supreme method of bringing about very important
iocial changes or of defence against reactionary attacks on

working-class rights. The resolution then uttered a warning
against Anarchist propaganda for the 'General Strike', with its
tendency to distract the workers from the true and unceasing

struggle - that is, from political, Trade Union, and Co-opera-

tive action. It called on the workers to develop their class

organisation and to reinforce their unity, because on these

conditions depended the success of the political strike, should

this be found some day to be necessary and advantageous.

The debate that followed Henriette Roland-Holst's speech

was mainly a French affair, with two contradictory contributions
from Germans. Dr. Freideberg of Berlin, on behalf of the
seldom articulateGerman industrialist minority,moved a resolu-

tion deploring the undue stress laid on parliamentary action and

asserting the primacy of direct working-class action in the
industrial field, above all on account of its effect on working-
class psychology. He deplored the Dutch resolution as tending
to widen the breach between Socialists and Anarchists, and
called for the abandonment of parliamentary methods and the
concentration of efiort on ltlre intellectual and moral elevation
of the proletariat and on the economic struggle'. This resolu-

tion, moved in the name of the'Free Federation of German
Trade lJnions', got no support. It was replied to by Robert
Schmidt, also of Berlin, who described it as a 'soap-bubble',
and, while affirming that the German Trade Unions had won
many useful concessions, said that they were opposed to being
dragged by the general strike into politics,'which is not their
place'. For some time past, he said, only a small group in
Germany had favoured the general strike. trreideberg had no
title to speak for more than this insignificant minority.

Among the French Jean Allemane, Albert Wilson, Adrien
Meslier, and Aristide Briand supported counter-resolutions
favouring the general strike, or at the least calling for fuller
enquiry into its possibilities. Ustinov, for the Russian Social
Revolutionaries, was on the same side, and described the Dutch
report as 'utopian and illusionist' in its reprobation of the use

of force. W. H. Vliegen, from Holland, supported the Dutch
resolution, observing that all the speakers for the general strike
appeared to have a contempt for parliamentary action, and that
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its advocates were to be found in the countries in which working-
class organisation was weak, and not where there were strong
Trade Union movements. Briand, in a careful speech, limited
himself to asking for further enquiry, asked what other weapon
than the general strike Socialists proposed to use if reactionary
Governments attempted to deprive them of the vote or to
suppress their movements, and adjured them not to cut them-
selves off from working-class sentiment by renouncing a

weapon for which there was strong psychological support.
Heinrich Beer of Austria emphasised the need to oppose the
Anarchist notion of the general strike, without discarding it as

a political weapon, and the necessity for strong organisation and
careful preparation for its political use, and held that there was

no need for any further study. When the vote came, the main
French resolution was rejected by 34 votes to 8 and the Dutch
resolution carried by 36 to 4, with 3 abstentions.

Of the rest of the proceedings at Amsterdam not much needs

to be said. Molkenbuhr, the German Socialists' expert on
social services and industrial legislation, presented a report
embodying demands for insurance against unemployment,
sickness, accident, old age, and other contingencies. The
report urged that these services should be paid for out of taxes
levied on large incomes and on inheritance, and that their
management should be entrusted to organisations representing
the insured. James Sexton, of the Liverpool Dock Labourers,
tried in vain to get acceptance for an amendment excluding
workers' contributions. Vliegen of Holland accused Molken-
buhr of cievoting most of his report to praise of the German
system, which outside Germany found favour chiefly among
anti-Socialists. But all proposed amendments were rejected,
and the report was approved, the British, the Americans, the
Spaniards, and one of the French factions voting against it.

There was also a discussion on colonial and imperial
questions. Van Kol, of Holland, moved a comprehensive
resolution committing the Congress to uncompromising opposi-
tion tc all imperialist or colonial measures, and to all expenditure
on them. The resolution went on to declare against all con-
cessions or trade monopolies in colonial areas, to denounce the
oppression suflered by subject peoples, and to advocate measures
for improving the condition of such peoples through public
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works, health services, and schools free from missionary
influence. It demanded 'the greatest amount of liberty and
autonomy compatible with the state of development of the
peoples concerned, with complete emancipation as the end to
be sought'. Finally, it called for parliamentary control over
the exploitation of subject territories. This resolution was
carried unanimously, and on the motion of the Italian, Rossi,
Congress decided to set up a Colonial Bureau in connection
with the International Socialist Bureau at Brussels.

Among those present at Amsterdam was the Indian leader,
Dadhabhai Naroije, a founder and President of the Indian
National Congress, who was invited to speak after S. G.
Hobson, representing the Fabian Society, had moved a resolu-
tion strongly denouncing the British pillage of India as mainly
responsible for the great famines to which that country was
subject, and calling on the British workers to insist on self-
government for the Indian people under British sovereignty.
Dadhabhai Naroije fully endorsed what Hobson had said and
accused Great Britain of breaking its promise to treat the
Indians as fellow-nationals, and of burdening them with a host
of officials and an unbearable toll on their natural resources.
He called on the delegates to express their sympathy with the
Indian people in their struggle for freedom. Hobson's resolu-
tion was c:atded with enthusiasm, and the Chairman, van Kol,
emphasised from the chair that British imperialist policy had
been unequivocally condemned by the International.

The only remaining incident of the Congress that is worth
recording had to do with the war that had recently broken out
between Russia and Japan. Sen Katayama, who was present as

Japanese delegate, appeared on the platform with Plekhanov,
and the two solemnly shook hands in order to affirm the soli-
darity of their respective working classes against the autocratic

.,Governments of the two empires.
r' The Amsterdam Congress has often been described as the

. high-water mark of the Second International, on account both
of its repudiation of Revisionism and of its lead towards
Socialist unification within each country. These two much-
acclaimed decisions were, however, in fact quite inconsistent.
The insistence on unity within each country meant, as we saw'

that no substantial body of Socialist opinion could be expelled
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or left outside - though out-and-ouf Anarchists could be
excluded because they did not belong to political parties in any
event. But it was impossible to silence the Revisionists and
Reformists while keeping them within the national parties;
and accordingly the Dresden resolution could be only declara-
tory, and could not be enforced. What Amsterdam did bring
about was more unity, not more discipline. The French
parties came together in r9o5, and stayed together with Jaurds
as leader and Guesde, the promoter of the Dresden resolution,
as a grumbling second-in-command. The British formed their
numerous separate bodies into a single British Section of the
International, which managed to work together without too
much friction. The tsulgarians, indeed, firmly resisted unifica-
tion; and so did the Russians, save to a limited degree during
the actual Revolution of 19o5-6. But, in general, the policy of
Socialist unity made headway, at the expense not of the Reform-
ists but of the self-styled Revolutionaries, who were soon to
split into rival factions of Left and Centre, with the erstwhile
Revolutionaries of the Centre leaning more and more on the
Right for support.

(iii) r9o7 - Srurrcenr

Three years passed between the Amsterdam International
Congress and the next Congress, held at Stuttgart in r9o7.
Between the two meetings the first Russian Revolution had
broken out and gone down to defeat, and the immense excite-
ment aroused by its occurrence had had time to die down. The
events in Russia had given fresh actuality to the discussions
concerning the general strike ; for mass strikes had played an
outstanding part in the Russian revolutionary movement and
had led, especially in Germany, to urgent demands from the left
that consideration should be given to the use of the general

strike as a political weapon, or even as the opening phase of a
Gerrnan Revolution. In this campaign Rosa Luxemburg, in
her dual capacity as an active leader of the German Left and
of the Polish Social Democrats who were allies of Russian
Ilolshevism,' had played a very prominent part; and by ryo7

r See p. 493 ff.
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the disintegration of the Amsterdam Anti-Reformist majority
was already setting in as a consequence of the increasingly

cautious attitude of the German Trade Unions. In France,

Jaurds had established his position as leader of the Unified
Socialist Party, and the Trade lJnions, led by Victor Griffuelhes,
had embarked on their great period of militant industrial action.

In Great Britain the Labour Representation Committee,
previously insignificant, had emerged under its new title of
Labour Party, as a substantial electoral force, with a contingent

of 3o M.P.s : so that for the first time the British counted as a

major working-class party, though not on a definitely Socialist

basis. In r9o7 the Austrians won their great franchise exten-

sion, which enabled them to send 87 delegates to the Reichsrath.

As against this, the German Social Democrats, instead of follow-
ing up their electoral triumph of r9o3 wilh a further advance

towards their goal of a Reichstag majority,"lrad experienced in
tgo6 a serious setback in seats, though not i\otes, as a conse-

quence of the defection of middle-class s\pporters when

von Biilow had manceuvred them into the position of appearing

as enemies of national expansion in connection with the inter-
national crisis of 19o5-6.

Indeed, from the point of the Moroccan crisis which was

patched up by the Algeciras Treaty of 19o6 the international
outlook in Europe had become much more threatening, and at

Stuttgart the affairs of the Second International began to be

dominated by the threat of war between the great European
powers, and especially between Great Britain and Germany -
the chief imperialist rivals. Russia was for the time being out
of action as a consequence of the defeat at the hands of Japan
and of the dislocation caused by the Revolution; but France

and, to a less extent, Great Britain had come to the rescue of
Czardom with money for Stolypin's programme of economic
development, and the confrontation of forces between the Triple
Alliance and the Triple Entente, that was to become actual in
r9r4, was already foreshadowed. In these circumstances, the
Stuttgart Congress was already less concerned than its pre-

decessors with theoretical differences of doctrine and more

concerned with the practical question of Socialist action to
prevent war, or to face the very difficult situation that would
confront its component parties should war actually break out
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despite its efforts. This question could not of course be
dissociated from the dispute about doctrines; for the issues of
war and peace, of nationalism and internationalism, and of
reformism and revolutionism were all closely intertwined.
But, in face of the war danger, they had all to be approached
from a new angle. It was no longer mainly a matter of debating
the respective merits of Bernstein's and Kautsky's theories, or
of industrial and parliamentary action as means of waging the
day-to-day class-struggle, or of winning piecemeal improve-
ments. It had become apparent that international Socialism
might be called on at any time to face a great immediate crisis
and that the discussions about Revisionism and Reformism
had left it without any clear policy to guide its conduct in such
an event.

The agenda for the Stuttgart Congress gave a plain indica-
tion of the change in the situation which the Socialists had to
face. It had been intended that it should deal largely with the
problems of the correct relations between the Socialist Parties
and the Trade Unions; but when the time came this issue,
though it was debated, was relegated to a secondary position
and the main debates turned on the issues of colonialism and
war. The Socialists had to make up their minds whether their
declared hostility to the capitalist States was so deep as to
absolve them from all obligations to defend their national
territories if they were attacked, or whether they recognised an
obligation of national defence as transcending their opposition
to the Governments under whose auspices it would in practice
need to be conducted. They had to make up their minds
whether they were prepared to co-operate with bourgeois
pacifists in attempts to prevent war ; whether they should
support bourgeois projects of international arbitration and agreed
reduction of armaments ; and whether they should be prepared
to assign degrees of guilt to the rival imperialist powers in the
event of a threatened or actual conflict. They had to consider
whether to distinguish between wars of offence and of defence,
and whether to treat the outbreak of a great war as the signal
for international proletarian revolution or for a cessation of
internal conflicts within each nation. They had also to decide
whether they really disapproved of 'colonialism'in all its forms,
or were prepared to condone, or even to support, the claims of
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the'have-not' powers to a share in the spoils, or advantages, of
colonial expansion.

It was a matter of some significance that the Stuttgart
Congress met on German soil. On all previous occasions
Germany had been regarded as an unsuitable rendezvous for a

Socialist international gathering because of the police powers of
the German State and of the danger of delegates being arrested
and perhaps handed over to their own Governments, and of the
proceedings being suppressed by fiat of the authorities if the
less accommodating delegates were freely to speak their minds.
But by r9o7 the Germans were prepared to venture an assembly,
not indeed in Prussia, but in the less illiberal atmosphere of
Wiirttemberg; and the International Socialist Bureau had
made up its mind to take the risk. In the event one delegate,
Harry Quelch of the British Social Democratic Federation, did
get into trouble with the police and was deported out of Ger-
many despite the protests of the Congress for alleged insulting
references to the German Government; but, apart from that
one incident, the Congress was unmolested. Indeed, the
German authorities may possibly have been not displeased at
its proceedings, which seemed to point to the likelihood of a
good deal more trouble from the French and Russian than from
the German working classes in the event of war.

The main debate at the Stuttgart Congress turned on the
question of rnilitarism and war, and ended with the almost
unanimous adoption of the celebrated resolution defining the
duty of Socialists and of the Socialist movements of the various
countries in face of a threatened and of an actual outbreak of
war. This near-unanimity was the outcome of the labours of a
special sub-commission set up after the Congress had found
itself confronted with no fewer than four rival resolutions and
with a number of proposed amendments. The four main
resolutions emanated respectively from Bebel, on behalf of the
Germans, from Vaillant and JaurAs, on behalf of the majority
of the Unified French Socialist Party, from Guesde on behalf of
the second French group, and from Gustave Herv6 on behalf
of the extreme anti-patriotic fraction. Herv6's resolution was
a short, straightforward incitement to the working classes of all
countries to repudiate all forms of 'bourgeois and governmental
patriotism, which lyingly asserts the existence of a community
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of interests among all the inhabitants of a country'. It called
on the workers to carry on a united struggle against inter-
national capitalism, and to refuse to fight except for the estab-
lishment of the collectivist or communist system, or for its
defence after it had been established, and it invited every
citizen to respond to any declaration of war, from whatever
source it might come, by the military strike and insurrection.

From a quite dilTerent point of view Jules Guesde's resolu-
tion expressed opposition to any special campaign against

militarism, as calculated to divert the working class from its
essential task - the taking of political power for the expropria-
tion of the capitalists and the social appropriation of the means

of production. It argued that campaigning specially against

militarism would hamper propaganda and recruitment for
Socialism, and that the only form of anti-militarist campaign
that was not either utopian or dangerous was a campaign for
the organisation of the workers of the world for the destruction
of capitalism. It then went on to declare that, in the meantime,
Socialists should work for the shortening of the period of
military service, and should vote against all credits for the
armed forces, and for the arming of the whole people in substitu-
tion for standing armies as means of preventing international
conflicts.

The resolution proposed by Vaillant and Jaurds began by
declaring that militarism and imperialism were in effect the
organised armament of the State for keeping the working class

under the economic and political yoke of the capitalist class.

It then proclaimed that one nation could not threaten the
independence of another without attacking that nation, its
working class, and the international working class; that the
nation attacked and its working class had the imperative duty
of guarding their independence and autonomy against such an

attack, and therewith the right to count on the support of the
working class of all other countries ; and that the purely
defensive anti-militarist policy of the Socialist Party required it
to seek. to this end, the military disarmament of the bourgeoisie

aa{ -1he arming of the working class through the general

a{glqg of the people. The resolution, in its second part, went
on to lay down international solidarity as the first duty of the
proletarians and Socialists of all nations, to remind them that
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they celebrated this solidarity every May Day' and therewith
proclaimed, as its first necessary consequence, the maintenance
of international peace, and to recall the action taken by the
International Socialist Bureau and the Inter-parliamentary
Socialist Conference in face of the Russian Revolution and of
the help given to Czardom by its imperialist neighbours in
quelling it. It then called upon the workers to render these
decisions effective by the national and international Socialist
organisation of a well-prepared, ordered, and combined action
that would in each country, and first of all in the countries
affected, direct the entire energy of the working class and of
the Socialist Party to the prevention and hindering of war by all
means, from parliamentary intervention, public agitation, and

popular manifestations to the general strike and to insurrection.
Finally, Bebel's resolution began by asserting that wars

between capitalist States were generally the consequence of
rivalries in the world market, each State seeking new markets
and following a policy of enslaving foreign peoples and con-
fiscating their territories. Wars, it said, were favoured by the
prejudices of one people against another, and such prejudices
were deliberately fostered among civilised nations in the interests
of the ruling classes. Wars were of the essence of capitalism,
and would cease only when the capitalist system was brought
to an end or when the magnitude of the sacrifices of men and
rrlon€jr called for by the development of military techniques,
and the revolt provoked by armaments, drove the peoples to
renounce this system. The working class was the natural
antagonist of wars, both because it bore the brunt of them and
because they were in contradiction to its aim of creating a new
economic order based on Socialist conceptions and destined to
translate the solidarity of the peoples into reality. The resolu-
tion then asserted that it was the duty of all workers, and par-
ticularly of their parliamentary representatives, to fight with all
their strength against land and sea armaments, stressing the
class-character of bourgeois society and the motives which
impelled it to maintain national antagonisms. They should refuse

all financial support to such policies. Next, the resolution
declared in favour of the democratic organisation of the defence

system, including all citizens capable of bearing arms, as a real

assurance, rendering wars of aggression impossible and further-
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ing the disappearance of national antagonisms. The final
paragraph laid down that, should war threaten to break out,

it " *ott ".s 
and their parliamentary representatives in the

countries afiected were under an obligation to do all they could

to prevent its outbreak by using the means which seemed to

them most effective, and, should it break out despite their
efforts, to bring it rapidly to an end.

These four resolutions are of interest both in their dis-

agreements and in the points on which they agree. "All except

Herv6's demanded some sort of citizen army, or armed people'

in place of a standing arml, and appeared to regard this as a

safiguard against war' or at arly rate against wars of offence'

fhe British and American delegates objected to this proposal,

because of their hostility to any form of conscription. They

failed to get it deleted from the resolution finally approved, but
received a verbal undertaking that it was not meant to compel

them to support compulsory citizer' service in their own

countries.
The Vaillant-Jaurds resolution, as well as Herv6's, referred

to the general strike (in Flerv6's case the 'military strike')
and to insurrection as possible means of combating war, whereas

neither Guesde's resolution nor Bebel's made any mention of
either of these weapons - except, in the case of Guesde, to

deny their value. Guesde's weapon of last resort vras 'social

revolution' - not further defined ; but this was not to be

directed specifically against war. Bebel's resolution simply

spoke of 
-'doing 

eYerything possible', without any specific

,Lf"r.r"" to means, but went out of its way to emphasise twice

the particular r6le of the parliamentary representatives of
Socialism in opposing war, and thus seemed to imply that the

anti-militarist struggle would take mainly a parliamentary form'

-O-*ly th," Vaillant-Jaurds resolution affirmed the right and

the dut/ of naiional defence against iggression from without,
coupling with it the duty of the workers of other countries to

rally to the support of the nation attacked. Only Herv6's

resolrrtion explicitly denied these duties. Bebel's implicitly
recognised ,utiotui defence as a duty, and drew a distinction

betlieen aggressive and defensive war. Guesde's drew no such

distinction.
Bebel's '"'esolution went furthest in asserting the source of
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wars to lie mainly in capitalist economic rivalries. Guesde's
also stressed the connection between capitalism and war and
declared that wars would continue until capitalism had been
abolished. The Vaillant-Jaurds resolution was silent on this
issue, except that it confi.rmed the resolutions of previous
Congresses, in which the point had been made. Herv6 too said
nothing about the causes of war, and simply called on the
workers to refuse to fight, save in a class-war insurrection.

Next to Herv6's, the Vaillant-Jaurds resolution was the most
explicit in its proclamation of international working-class
solidarity, though this was implied in Guesde's resolution.
Bebel's said nothing about it.

Except Herv6's, none of the resolutions gave very clear
guidance to action. The Vaillant-Jaurds resolution recom-
mended all means, without laying particular emphasis on any
one. It did not so much recommend the general strike as refuse
to rule it out. Bebel's resolution had nothing explicit to say
about methods beyond recommending parliamentary opposition.
On the other hand, only Bebel's resolution dealt explicitly with
the duty of Socialists in the event of war actually occurring
despite their efforts; and his only told them'to act so as to
bring it rapidly to an end'- which was by no means clear
advice. The Vaillant-Jaurds resolution told them to 'hinder'
the war, but it was not clear whether this referred to the situa-
tion after, or only before, the actual outbreak.

All four resolutions, then, had serious weaknesses. Herv6's
could, in effect, be ruled out as quite impracticable. At the
Congress practically no one supported it. Guesde's was of the
'head in the sand' type to be expected from its author : it was of
a piece with his refusal to see in the Dreyfus case anything about
which Socialists need get excited, or take any action. It was,
indeed, the usual Guesdist doctrinaire parody of the Marxist
gospel. The Vaillant-Jaurds resolution was notable for its
unequivocal affirmation of the duty of national defence - a

matter about which the Germans were in full agreement, but
preferred to say nothing. Its weakness lay in the fact that, in
recommending all methods, it in effect recommended none;
and it was calculated to antagonise the German delegates by
the conditional endorsement which it gave to the general strike.
Finally, Bebel's resolution had as its central core the assertion
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that wars arose mainly out of imperialist rivalries' but' having

said this, was exceedingly unhelpful about the means to be used

in preventing them'-- 
ifr", u lltg debate, begun by Bebel, who was followed by

H"rrr", Troclet] Vaillant, Jaurds, Vollmar' Vandervelde' Victor

eai".,'Ro.a Lu*emburg, Russell Smart, Franz Weiss of Italy'

n*n,ir,g, Scheu, Costa] Jeppesen -of 
Norwalr Gudelevsky of

ifr" etgZ",ine, Henriette notana-Uolst, and E' E' Carr of the

Unitedstates, it was decided to appoint a sub-commission to

J;;;p, if possible, an agreed resolution'- This was made up

of Vaniervelde, as chairrian, Bebel and Vollmar (Germany)'

Adler and Skatula (Austria), Jaurds and Guesde (France)'

Andreas Scheu ,rrd i. Russeil Smart (Great Britain)' Ferri and

C"rtr litrfy), Rora Luxemburg, and Bystrenine - the latter for

the Solial 
"Iievolutionaries (Russia), Johann Sigg (Switzerland)'

and Branting (Sweden). During *1g debate a message had

been receivel i.o* Kail Liebknecht replying to certain-state-

ments made about him by volhnar and urging strongly the

need for special anti-militarist propaganda' including propa-

gunau u-orrg the soldiers' Karl Liebknecht was at this time

3"-Ui".a to tiial for his well-known anti-militarist pamphlet'I

e, in" end of the debate Rosa Luxemburg, Lenin' and Martov'

on behalf of the Russian social Democrats, handed in certain

amendments to Bebel's resolution' The purport of the more

important of these amendments was first to complement Bebel's

reference to the source of wars in capitalist economic rivalries

Ly adding a reference to the militarist competition in- arma.-

ments ; slecondly, to stress the need for the education of youth

in the id"r. of Socialism and fraternity of peoples and in class-

"o.rr"io,rrr"ss 
; and, thirdly, to rewrite Bebel's final paragraph'

t; ; ; give muctr more 
-explicit 

guidance' in the following

terms :

Ifawarthreatenstobreakout,itisadutyofthe.working
class in the countries affected, and a duty fbr thetr Pflla-
mentary representatives, to make every ettort to prevent tne

war bv"all *.un. rvhictr seem to them appropriate - means

*fti.t'"u.y and develop, naturally.lcgoldlng !9 th: 
'i!"-1t1y

of tna class-struggle and to the- political situatron 1r1 general'-- 
Should *u. -tt?.r" the less break out, it is their duty to

I See p. 3r4.
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intervene in order to bring it promptly to an end, and with
all their strength to make use of the economic and political
crisis created by the war to stir up the deepest strata of the
people and precipitate the fall of capitalist domination.

From the unreported debates of the sub-commission
emerged the well-known Stuttgart resolution ir-r its final form.
It was, as Vandervelde said in introducing it, much too long;
for in an attempt to incorporate agreed passages from all the
drafts, except Herv6's, and to meet objections it had swollen to
an inordinate volume. It began by confirming the resolutions
of previous Congresses and then went on to include Bebel's
reference to the economic causes of war, with the Russian
addition concerning militarist rivalries, and his remarks about
nationalist prejudices. It said that wars were of the essence of
capitalism and would cease only when it ended, or when the
burdens and sacrifices they involved caused the peoples to
renounce them. It kept the paragraph about the workers being
the chief sufferers by war and its natural antagonists, and the
following paragraph about the duty of the workers and their
parliamentary representatives to oppose armaments and the
money grants required for them and at this point it
tacked on the Russian sentence about the education of youth.
Then came the paragraph urging the substitution of national
militias for standing armies, and the statement that these would
serve as a safeguard against aggressive wars.

Next a paragraph was inserted affirming the impracticability
of 'shutting up within rigid formulae'the action to be taken,
as this would necessarily vary with the occasion and with the
background of the different parties. An account was then given
of what the proletariat had actually done since the Brussels
Congress to combat militarism and war, with particular refer-
ence to Anglo-French relations after the Fashoda fncident, to
Franco-German relations during the Moroccan crisis, to
Austro-Italian relations and to the Trieste Austro-Italian
Socialist Conference, to the Swedish Socialists'help to Norway
at the time of the separation between the two countries, and to
the international aspects of the Russian Revolution of r9o5.
Attention was drawn to the need for stronger co-ordination by
the International of the activities of the national parties and the
preliminary paragraphs came to a close by asserting that, under
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pressure from the proletariat, the serious practice of inter-
national arbitration could be substituted for the pitiable

approaches to it by the bourgeois Governments, and that in this

*ay the peoples could be given the benefit of general dis-

armament, so that the immense resources devoured by arma-

ments and wars could be devoted instead to the progress of
civilisation.

Last came the two paragraphs laying down the duty of the

workers in face of the threat, or of the actual outbreak, of war.

If a war threatens to break out, it is a duty of the working
class in the countries affected, and a duty for their parlia-
mentary representatives, with the aid of the lnternational
Bureau as an active and coordinating power, to make every
effort to prevent the war by all means-which seem to them the
most appropriate __ means which naturally vary according
to the'ihtensity of the class-struggle and to the political
situation in general.

Should war none the less break out, it is their duty to
intervene in order to bring it promptly to an end, and with
all their strength to make-use-of th-e economic and political
crisis created 6y the war to stir up the deepest- strata of the
people and preiipitate the fall of clpitalist domination.

Thus, in the final operative paragraphs the Russian Social

Democrats got their way, and the parties of the International
were formally pledged not merely to do their best to prevent

war, but also, should it occur, to do their best to end it at once

and to use the occasion for action to bring about the fall of
capitalism. In the final resolution nothing was said about the
general strike, or about insurrection - the Germans saw to
ihut ; brrt thanks to the Russian addition the prescription for
action went a long way beyond the mere parliamentary protests

which alone had been explicitly set forth in Bebel's draft.
The general strike was not ruled out - it was passed over in
silence; and the same can be said of insurrection, which can

indeed be regarded as implicit in the final paragraph.

The resolution, in its ultimate shape, seems to have satisfied

everybody. Even Herv6 voted for it, leaping on a table to mark
his enthusiasm. The delegates felt sure that they had done

something almost heroic, while stopping short of incommoding
the German comrades by any awkward references to insurrec-
tion thal might have got them into trouble with the German
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Government. The remaining proceedings at Stuttgart, how-
ever, throw some doubt on the reality of the unanimous
endorsement of the main resolution the Congress was called
upon to pass. In particular, the debate on the colonial question
brought out differences of attitude which were evidently liable
to lead to serious trouble in face of an actual threat of war.

\ \ran Kc,l of Holland, acting as rapporteur for the Colonial
Commission of the Congress, strongly urged the need for a

positive Socialist colonial policy, saying that the negative
anti-colonialism of the resolutions passed at previous Congresses
had been most unhelpful and that Socialists were required in
practice to recognise the unavoidable existence of colonial
empires - which, he said, had existed throughout human
history - and to bring forward concrete proposals for irnproved
treatment of the natives, development of natural resources, and
the utilisation of these resources in the service of the whole
human race. He enquired of the opponents of colonialism
whether they were truly prepared, as things were, to do without
the resources of the colonies, however much these might be
needed by their peoples. He quoted Bebel as saying that there
was nothing wrong in colonial development as such,r and
referred to the success of the Dutch Socialists in bringing about
improvements in the conditions of the natives.

In opposition to this view, Georg Ledebour, as spokesman
for the minority of the Commission, attacked colonialism root
and branch and stressed the absurdity of asking the imperialist
powers to become the exponents of a policy favourable to
native interests. This issue sharply divided the Germans,
Eduard David and Bernstein, among others, coming forward in
support of van Kol. When the matter came to a vote in the
full Congress, the minority narrowly defeated the majority -by n7 votes to ro8 - and the International thus went on

'', record against colonialism, declaring that 'capitalist colonial
'policy, by its very essence, necessarily leads to enslavement,
forced labour, and the destruction of the native peoples under
the colonial r6gime'. It declared that the 'civilising' mission
proclaimed by capitalist society was but a pretext to cover its
thirst for exploitation and conquest, and that, far from expand-
ing the productive powers of the colonies, it destroyed their

r At the Amsterdam Congress, I think.
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natural riches by the slavery and poverty to which it reduced

ifr.it f."pf.t. the resolutiott tuid that colonialism increased

the burden of armaments and the danger of wars ; and it called

"p"" 
6""*fists in all Parliarnents to ofier unremitting opposition

iiifr" ,"rfaom and exploitation prevalent in all existing colonies'

to demand reforms to improve native conditions' to be vigilant

." i"frrff of native rights-, and to work, by all available means'

io, tt. education of the native peoples for independence'^

The resolution, in this intransigent form' was finally

udofi"a without dissent, only the Dutch abstaining; but it

t.fi.*"t"a a serious defeat for the colonialists' In the voting

or-r th" amendment, the defeated side included the Germans

i*t " "","a 
sotd despite sharp- disagreement), the -Dytc!' 

th.e

b-urr.., the Austrians, the Swedes, the Belgians' and the South

Africans. On the winning side were the Russians' the Poles'

ifr" ff""gutians, the Serbs, the Bulgarians and the Rumanians'

;il; ap";"tds, the Australians, the Japanese' the Americans'

ifr" eig.",i"ians, the Finns, and the Norwegians' Th: French'

tfr" gtfti.h, and the Italians were divided' The Swiss abstained'

These debates showed a dangerously close division of

opinion. The crucial question was whether the Congress

should go on record as opposing colonialism in principle' or-

.fr""fa ,'uy thut, while opposing ihe actual colonial policies of

ifr" mp"iirlist powers, it aia "ot 'condemn in principle and

for all time all colonial policy, which might, under a Socialist

reg-" - be a task of cirrilisation" David wished to go a good

al?t fr.rrtt.t, and to lay down that'the Congress, affirming that

So.iutit- needs the productive powers of the entire world'

*ti"t are destined to te placed at the service of humanity' and

to raise the peoples of all colours and languages J9 the highest

"rrti.rr., 
.".. in ihe colonialist idea envisaged in this connection

an integral element in the universal aims of civilisation which

the Socialist movement pursues'' But David's proposal f9Y"1

only a few support"r, , ih. majority of the Commission wished

""fV 
a stop short of a complete condemnation of colonialism

in all its forms.
Three other Reports remained to be dealt with at the

Stuttgart Congress -- on the relations between Socialist Parties

and irade Unlons, on Women's Questions, and on Migration'

ThedebateontherelationsbetrveenthePartiesandthe
7t
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Trade Unions turned formally, for the most part, on the
question whether there should or should not be organic links
between the two central organisations in each country. Apart
from a few dissentients led by Daniel De Leon, who insisted on
the priority of the economic over the political struggle, there
was general agreement that the Trade Unions must be free to
conduct the day-to-day economic struggle without interference
from the Party, and that the Party must have a similar autonomy
in the political field. It was also agreed that while it was
necessary for the Trade Unions to rise above corporate craft
egoism and to conduct their affairs in the spirit of the class-
struggle, unity was indispensable in the economic field and it
was therefore imprudent to impose any political tests upon
Trade Union membership or to insist on Trade Unionists
belonging to the Party as individuals. At the same time, some
delegations, including the Belgians and the Swedes, favoured
a system under which the Trade Unions were collectively
affiliated to the Party, whereas others - especially the Germans

- were opposed to such formal affiliation and believed in close

de facto personal co-operation without formal links. The
majority of the French delegation could not accept either of
these solutions, and held to the principle of complete independ-
ence of the Trade Unions in accordance with the policy of the
Conf6d6ration G6n6rale du Travail. They too believed in the
need for the Trade Unions and the Party to work together for
Socialism, but accepted that in France this had to be done in
such a way as to respect the Syndicalist outlook of the C.G.T.

Behind these differences there lurked a deeper difference
concerning the functions of Trade Unionism. Louis de
Brouckdre of Belgium, who presented the report on the whole
question, argued that, while both Parties and Trade Unions
had separate tasks of their own which they must autonomously
direct, there was also between them a large and growing sphere
of action which could not be assigned exclusively to either, and
that this common sphere included particularly the grand task
of creating a Socialist Society. This view was immediately
attacked by the Germans and Austrians, who contended that
the Trade Unions had to do only with the economic struggle,
and that the establishment of Socialism was essentially a matter
for the Party. On this issue, of course, the French majority was

THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL: LATER YEARS

at one with de Brouckdre. To a great extent, what the dispu-

;;; *;." arguing about was the general strike, though other

matters "u*"lt as well. The German Trade Unions had just

;.d; it " g".t.tut strike as a Trade Union method at their

;;; d"gt..f, und had laid down that, if it were to be used at all'

;h; r;.6.iuitity for calling it must rest with the Party and

,ot *itit the Trade lJnions, Jn the ground that it was essentially
;political'. The French majority, on the other hand' *i11-1:
Guesdists dissenting, regarded the general strike as an economlc

^ *"U as a political-*.ulpot, and the C'G'T' held that its use in

iotf, ,.p."t. "r*. within its legitimate sphere' De Brouckdre'

faced with the refusal of the Germans and Austrians to accept

ni, jruft, withdrew the controversial passages, and compromised

on an innocuous resolution which stressed the need for per-

*"uti"g the Trade Unions with the spirit of Socialism' without

going Jo far as to prevent their unity, and, pronounced in favour

of Trade Union autonomy in the economic field, and for cordial

relations between the Party and the Trade lJnions' without

declaring either for or against any form of organic unity'. On

,fri. f".[ an agreed resolution (except for the De Leonites) was

passed, after tte French majorityhad read a declaration express-

ing their adherence to the principle of complete Trade Union

iniependence' But the differences remained, not only between

the French and the rest, but also between the Germans and the

Belgians ; andthe resolution did moreto cover up afundamental

divfrgence than to achieve any rea-! agreement' For the vital

qrr".tlor, at issue was whether Socialism was essentially a matter

fi, tt " Party alone, and Trade Unionism only a means. of

prot""tirrg working-class interests under capitalism, or whether
'Purty arriTrade l}nions were to be regarded as equal partners

in the building of a Socialist society'

The Stuttlart debate on the question of Votes for Women

took place u, ih" sequel to an Intirnation-al Socialist 
'Women's

Conference which piepared a resolution for the full Congress'

The matter at issue *r. ttot whether women should have votes

- on that all delegations were agreed and previous congresses

had passed unequivocal resolutions' The main question was

wh.ih", the pariies of the International should launch within

each country campaigns for Universal Suffrage, including Votes

for Women, o, *h"tf,., it was legitimate, on grounds of tactics'
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to give priority, as the Austrians had just done in a notable
campaign, to the demand for Manhood Srrff "g". There was
also the se-condary question whether proposals to confer limited
voting rights on women, subject to pioperty or other qualifica_
tions, should be accepted as an inrialmeni of social justice or
rejected as favouring the. female bourgeoisie against thl working
women. On this latter issue all except a section of the Britist
delegation favoured opposition to ali proposals for a limited
franclrise. Clara Zetkii, who introd.r""a t't 

" 
resolution passed

at the Women's Conference and. also later the agreed ,.rolrrtio,of the Commission, demanded that in futui any Socialist
Party conducting a campaign for franchise reform shtuld claim
the vote for women as welias for men, and on identical terms.
Victor Adler defended the action of the Austrian party in not
advancing this claim in its recent campaign; and the iorrgr..,
accepted an amendment recognis;ng ihai it was impractiJable
to fix a definite date for the beginnirrg of a general campaign for
franchise reform, but insistinglhat, ivhen such a 

"u,rrpuigi 
*u,

launched, the demand shoulJbe made on behalf of both sexes
and on a universal basis.

. Finally, the Stuttgart Congress dealt with the problem of
immigration. The main difficulty in this connection arose out
of the rvish of the Australians, the one South African, and. some
of the Americans to exclude coloured immigrants on the ground
that they would be used to bring down thi living_standirds of
white workers. The other dele{ations, while thJy appreciated
the. force of this argument, were not prepared to actept any
exclusion of immigrants on grounds of race or colour. Thev
were, however, quite prepared to take a stand against the de'_
liberate importation of b-odies of immigrants for- the purpose
of undermining the stancrards of livinglof the workers in the
countries_of immigration, and to pr..rlo. public regulation of
immigration with this end in view, as well as for thJ improve_
ment of conditions on vessels carrying migrants ancl for the
prevention of misleading propaganda i., favorr of immigration
by shipping,companies 

"nd 
commercial agencies. The resolu_

tion carried by the Congress stressed the nled for the education
and organisation of immigrant workers and for the extension
to them of the same wages, working conditions, and. social and'
economic rights as were accorded to indigenous workers.

7+
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It will be seen that the Stuttgart Congress covered a wide
field and got through a great deal of work. No part of its
labours, however, greatly advanced matters frorn the standpoint
of international Socialist policy, except the one resolution
dealing with the problem of militarism and war. On that
question the Congress did arrive at a momentous agreement,
though when in r9r4 the time came for acting on its brave
words, its apparent unanimity proved to be void of both the
will and the power to act up to its declarations. It had, in effect,
allowed Rosa Luxemburg and Lenin to commit it to a great
deal more than it was really prepared to do. In transforming
the letter of Bebel's original resolution the Russian leaders had
no power to transform the real attitudes of the Parties which
nominally endorsed their policy.

(iv) rgro - CopnNnecrN

The International Socialist Congress that met in Copenhagen
in rgro was notable chiefly for the recurrence of the question of
the general strike against war, which the Germans at any rate
hoped they had finally disposed of at Stuttgart. The agenda
had been arranged to give pride of place to a discussion of
relations between the Sociaiist Parties and the Co-operative
movement, parallel to the Stuttgart discussion of relations with
the Trade Unions. It had also been decided to give an impor-
tant place to the consideration of the whole question of industrial
and social legislation, including the provision to be made for
the unemployed. These were the main new subjects on the
agenda. In addition, there were to be debates on the steps
taken and to be taken to carry out the terms of the Stuttgart
resolution on militarism and war ; and the question of the
Trade Unions was to be further considered with a view to the
implementation of the recommendations made at Stuttgart.
There was also an exceptionally large crop of resolutions dealing
with particular matters sent in by afifiliated parties or groups ;

and the Copenhagen Congress divided itself into five Com-
missions, one for each of the main issues and one to deal with
the miscellaneous resolutions that had been received. As at
Stuttgart the Congress was preceded by a special Women's

t5
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trustification and large-scale enterprise were rapidly preparing
the way for Socialism; and the Socialists were apt to speak at
one moment of the development of international capitalism as
a growing menace to the workers' claims and at the next of the
increasing rivalries between national capitalist groups as the
principal danger to world peace.

The full-dress discussion at Copenhagen of the relations
between the Socialist Parties and the Co-operative movement
was also somer,vhat inconclusive. The main issue was whether
the Socialists should set to work to build up their own partisan
Co-operative Societies as agencies for helping the Trade
Unions in their industrial struggles and the Socialist Parties by
providing meeting places and financial help. If this were done,
as it was to a great extent in Belgium, in Northern France, and
in parts of Italy, there were bound to be rival Co-operative
Societies conducted under other auspices, Christian, Liberal,
or neutral. This the Congress was not prepared to face. It
seemed clear to most of the delegates that, just as there should
be one unified Socialist Party and one comprehensive Trade
Union movement, so there should be in each country a single
Co-operative movement open to all as the expression of working-
class unity. The Socialists wanted this movement to be
animated by Socialist ideas, or at any rate by the spirit of class-
struggle. They wanted it to be autonomous, in the same way
as they accepted the need for Trade Union autonomy in the
economic field; but they also wanted it to act in close harmony
with both the Parties and the Trade Unions in the various
countries. They were, in effect, trying to have matters both
ways - to prevent the growth of Christian and other rival
Co-operative movements, and yet to make the unified Co-
operative movement an ally in the working-class campaign.

This, of course, could not really be done. The Belgians,
and those who thought with them, were no more prepared to
give up their Socialist Co-operative Societies than their Socialist
Trade Unions; and in France the Guesdists were strong
believers in the virtue of Socialist Co-operation. On the other
side, the advocates of unity were no less determined. There
was, however, at the time, no possibility of Co-operative unity
except on a basis of political neutrality, of a kind inconsistent
with the Socialist claim that the Co-operatives should regard
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themselves as the partners of Socialism and Trade Unionism in
a common working-class struggle. Here again, the Germans

had their distinctive point of view. Just as they took a strictly
limited view of the functions of Trade Unionism' they tended

to regard Co-operation as a movement concerned with immedi-
ate working-class interests rather than with the task of trans-

forming society - a function which they reserved exclusively

for the Social Democratic Party' They were thus able to
renounce the ambition to make the Co-operatives explicitly
Socialist, or to make any political use of them, though they did
wish to employ them on occasion as allies of the Trade Unions
in industrial disputes. In practice, the German Co-operative

Societies consisted largely of supporters of the Social Demo-

cratic Party, and relations with them were good. This broadly
satisfied the German Socialists ; and, as usual, they were able,

with von Elm' as their chief spokesman, to impress their view
on the Congress to the extent of ensuring that nothing incon-
sistent with it should appear in the resolution finally passed.

What has been said in the preceding paragraph applies

mainly to Consumers' Co-operation, in which the delegates

were mostly interested. In relation to Producers' and to
Agricultural Co-operation the situation was somewhat different.
With the Agricultural Co-operatives, still mainly concerned

with the provision of credit, the Socialists had very little con-

tact ; and their position was hardly discussed. Producers'

Co-operation was of much closer concern to the Trade lJnions,
if not to the Socialist Parties. In many countries - and especi-

alty in Frairce and Italy - there was a substantial Producers'

Co-operative movement, in many cases closely allied to the
Trade Unions and including a number of societies conducted

under Trade Union auspices. In this field, it was much less

likely that rival movements would appear on any considerable
scale under other auspices ; and the problem of unity was there-
fore of less importance. But the question of Producers'

Co-operation was not much considered at Copenhagen: it was

mainly Consumers' Co-operation that the Congress had in mind.
It is true that the resolution passed at Copenhagen included

among the functions assigned to the Co-operative movement

that of 'educating the workers for the fully independent
r See p. 313,
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management of their own affairs, and thus helping them to
prepare the democratisation and socialisation of the powers of
exchange and production'. This clause in the resolution
brought Lenin to his feet with an amendment proposing that
recognition should be given to the socialising and democratising
r6le of the Co-operatives only as something that would develop
after the expropriation of the capitalists. Lenin's proposal was
rejected by a large majority. The resolution in its final form
eliminated Guesde's hostile criticisms of 'neutral' Co-opera-
tion: it also eliminated all direct reference to Producers'
Co-operation and to Agricultural Co-operation, to which the
French had wished to give special recognition. After asserting
the insufficiency of Co-operation by itself to realise the aim of
Socialism - the collective ownership of the means of produc-
tion - and warning Socialists against Co-operators who took
the opposite view, the final resolution was devoted chiefly to
urging that trading surpluses should not all be distributed in
dividends on purchases, but should be devoted in part to
developing Co-operative production and to education, and to
stressing the need for agreement with the Trade Unions
concerning Co-operative wages and conditions. It then laid
down that it was the affair of the various Co-operative Societies
in each country to decide whether and how far to give direct
help out of their resources to the political and Trade Union
movements. All Socialists and Trade Unionists were urged to
take an actiye part in the Co-operative movement 'in order to
develop the spirit of Socialism within it and to prevent the
Co-operative Societies from defaulting on their task of work-
ing-class education and solidarity'.

In the Commission on Industrial and Social Legislation
discussion began with the question of unemployment. It was
opened by Molkenbuhr in a remarkably reactionary speech, in
the course of which, while advocating a state system of unem-
ployment relief, he rejected the idea of the Right to Work.
This provoked protests from Ramsay MacDonald and Harry
Quelch; but Braun of Austria supported Molkenbuhr by
saying that the Right to Work at fair wages was a demand
unrealisable under capitalism. 'Not the Right to Work, but the
suppression of capitalism, will cause unemployment to dis-
appear.' There was a good deal of argument about the best
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way of meeting the cost of maintaining the unemployed' some

urgring that iiought to be borne wholly by the employers.,.in

wtose-interest the 'reserves of labour' were kept idle, while

others wished a part or the whole of the cost to fall upon general

taxation. The final resolution demanded 'from the public

authorities a general system of compulsory assurance,- the

administratiorr-of *hi.ft should be entrusted to the workers'

organisations and the costs borne by the proprietors of the

*Jur. of production'. It also called for exact and regular

statistics oi unemployment; for an adequate development of

public works, wittr-standard wages for those employed on them ;

ior special subsidies to unemploymen! ,funds at periods of

crisis^; for the retention of full political rights by those receiving

benefit; for the establishment of employment exchanges

conducted either by the Trade Unions or jointly with the

employers ; for the reduction of hours of labour by law ; and

for'suLsidies to Trade Union unemployment benefits pending

the establishment of a general compulsory system' In the

course of the discussion it was proposed that public works

should be so timed and distributed as to offset fluctuations in

the demand for labour'
From unemployment the same Commission went on to

discuss industrial and social legislation in general. The resolu-

tion stressed the inadequacy of existing legislation in all

countries, and proceeded to formulate a series of demands.

These included the legal eight hours' day ; the prohibition of
child labour under r4 years and of night work, save in special

cases ; a continuous rest period of at least 36 hours each week ;

the abolition of truck ; the assurance of the right of combina-

tion ; and inspection of both industrial and agricultural work

with the collaboration of representatives of the workers. The

resolution then dwelt on the meagreness of the results achieved

through the governmental conferences on international labour

legisla'tion, uid *".rt on to demand the establishment in all

coluntries of institutions, assuring adequate means of subsist-

ence to the sick, the injured' the incapacitated and the aged,

adequate help to \romen before and after childbirth and to their

infants, and protection for widows and orphans as well as-for

the unemployed against destitution'. Attention was then

drawn to ifr" specially unprotected state of the workers in
8r
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agriculture and forestry. Finally, the workers in every branch
of economic activity were adjured to conduct ceaseless propa-
ganda and to establish powerful political and economic organisa-

tions in order to overcome the resistance of the possessing

classes to the enactment of effective legislation for the protection
of their rights.

All this was straightforward Reformism, uninhibited by
fears of adding to the powers of the capitalist State. Of course,

there was nothing new in the demands themselves, many of
which had formed part of the programme of the International
since its inception. Moreover, their advocacy was still conjoined
with assertions that they could never be fully achieved while
capitalism remained in being. There was, nevertheless, a
noticeable shift in emphasis. The spokesmen of the Interna-
tional were thinking more in terms of their immediate demands

upon capitalism for reforms, and a good deal less in terms of
revolutionary hostility to the capitalist State. At any rate, this
was the case with the Germans, though hardly with the French.
It was somewhat curious to find the British more critical than
the Germans appeared to be of the dangers of gifts proffered by
bourgeois Governments.

We come now to the most important debate of the Copen-
hagen Congress, dealing with the problem of war. The dis-
cussion was meant to turn chiefly on the positive steps to be
taken to follow up the resolution passed at Stuttgart, and
particularly on the attitude to be adopted towards arbitration
and disarmament. It is worthy of note that at Copenhagen

there was overwhelming support for the demand that all
disputes between States should be referred to international
arbitration and that standing machinery for this purpose should
be set up. There was also general agreement that the Inter-
national should press, both through its parliamentary represen-
tatives and by mass agitation, for an agreed reduction of
armaments by the great powers. Much was also said about the
need, while relying chiefly upon the working-class movement,
to make use of such support as could be found among the
bourgeoisie for these proposals. Special stress was laid on the
need to bring about an agreed reduction of naval armaments -primarily between Great Britain and Germany; and the Ger-
mans, in a special .report to the Congress, gave an account of
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their challenge on this matter in the Reichstag' and of the

,.j""tion by ii-r" German Government of Asquith's proposal of

u iorf"r.nte on the question of reducing naval expenditure'

i. uguir.t this German refusal, many delegates set the refusal

of Great Britain to renounce the rigirt of seizure of merchant

vessels in time of war ; and the Congress showed itself a strong

;;;;;;; or ,r," abandonment of this claim' The Italians'

*tro." spokesman was Morgari, pressed for concentration on

" .i"gf.'i*"e, and tried to pttt"uat the Congres: l-o topl '
resolition calling upon all ihe parliamentary Socialist Parties

to propose in their several Parliaments a reductlon or all

armaments by 5o per cent' the appeal to be backed up by

;;;i;; i"*orrJ,rriion. and to be iepeated annually until it

I.fri"u"a success. The delegates, however, rejected this plan',

The great disagreement arose on the amendment moveo

jointly Ui Vaittant-a"J f"i. Hardie' with the support of the \
British Labour Party as well as of the I'L'P' and the French '

Socialist Party. This amendment ran as follows:

Among all the means to be used t9 pt-",""-1:^1t1$5
war the CJngress considers.as particularly :fi.tttil",1l: g:lTi:
stiike of *oik"t., especially in the industries whrch supPly

the instrum"rrt. of 
-ilu' 

(arms,.munitions' transport' etc-)'

;;iG pop"fut agitatibn and action in their most actlve

forms.

This raising afresh of the issue of the general.strike was

annoying for tliose who had hoped it had been finally disposed

of ut'stittgurt. Keir Hardie, in his opening speech' made it

clear that he was not proposing unilateral action by the workers

of a single country, and thar what he was envisaging was a

simultanious stoppage by the workers in the belligerent coun-

tries. He also stateJthai he was concerned not with a general

strike of all workers, but rather in the first instance with a

stopping of war supplies by a refusal to produce munitions or to

trrnrpoit either trolps or equipment' He said nothing about

the kind of strike h" udl,o"'t"d being the prelude to insurrection'

,ro, aia he speak as if he had anythin[ of this sort in mind'

In illustrating hi, u.glr*ent he said thai a strike of the British

coal-miners 
"would 

lrrffice by itself to bring warlike activi-

ties to a stand. His proposal in this modified form was no

**" pf"r.ing to the oppo"t"tt of the general strike than the
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more extreme projects of the F'rench or of Rosa Luxemburg.
Ledebour, though he belonged to the German left, was no
more prepared to consider it than Legien. The German view,
supported by a number of other delegations, was that nothing
must be included in a resolution of the Congress unless it
commanded something near to general assent, as the Congress
had no authority to issue orders to the national parties without
their consent. The course of the discussion, however, made it
plain that the Hardie-Vaillant amendment could not be rejected
outright without causing a great deal of discontent; and
Emile Vandervelde presently came forward with a proposal that
it should be held over for further consideration at a subsequent
Congress. The opposition accepted this, and the main resolu-
tion was carried unanimously, without any reference to strike
action as a means of preventing war. There were, however,
objections even to this compromise, though in the end the
objectors were persuaded to give way. German and Austrian
delegates argued that to make any reference to strike action in
face of war, even by mentioning it as a matter which the Inter-
national had undertaken to consider, might lead to prosecution
of the Social Democratic Parties of those countries for treason-
able practices and might give the Governments an opportunity
to suppress them and to confiscate their resources. The Social
Democratic leaders were by no means prepared to face such a

crisis in connection with the policy to which they were altogether
opposed ; but they were finally induced to accept the view that
a mere undertaking to consider the question at a future Congress
could hardly bring these perils upon them, especially in view
of the fact that it had actually been debated already on more
than one occasion. They consented reluctantly to Vandervelde's
suggestion, not with any intention of modifying their opposition
to the Hardie-Vaillant proposal, but because they did not want
to drive the French and British delegates into pursuing it
independently of the International.

Shorn of any reference to strike action, the resolution passed

at Copenhagen put the main duty of combating war on the
Socialists in the various Parliaments. It called upon them to
vote against all military and naval appropriations, to demand
the acceptance of compulsory arbitration in all international
disputes, to work for general disarmament and, as a step
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towards it, for conventions limiting naval armaments and

abolishing the right to seize merchani vessels' for the abolition

of secret diplomacy ""J-in" 
publication^of all international

treaties, present ,"d ;;;;t;; "ia' 
nt'utty' for the autonomy of

all peoples and their l;i;;; ;g'inst alf warlike attacks and all

;;ffiil Mo{ oriH, was"almost identical with the pro-

orammes of non-Socralist peace movements' except-perhaps the

f,''i"il;;i,*."".a"tio., uuoit autonomv for all peoples' -
The Copenhagen resolution then proceeded to reaffirm the

two key paragraphs of the Stuttgart resolution' defining the

duty of the working ;J^i; r"t" 
"f 

the threat and of the actuat

outbreak of war' it 
"i**"*d 

the International Socialist

Bureau to promote 
"o-m*o" 

action between the parties of the

countries concerned ;;;; ihreat of war and' should there be

;"6;;;;itation by any such partlr to. convene an emergency

meeting of the Bureai"tlf tft" 1n1sr-parliamentary Commission'
"T;t;;;rpo,"d oiir'i"itt"t' the copenhagen congre* 1"1
still to deal with , "'*tt' 

of resolutions mostlY arising out ot

recent events. I, p;;;i- u t*"g resolution demanding the

abolition of tn" a",tt' p"nulty and. icusing the bourgeois parties

of having abandoned the campaign against it and of invoking

it to an increasing extent as a weapon against the workers in the

class-struggle. r" """"t"ii"n 
*iit' thii it also passed a resolu-

;il;;;:irg ugui"'i ttcent violations of the right of asvlum'

above all by n""iu,-f"t utto by. other countries' including

Great Britain. It-piotested ugui"tt. the behaviour of the

oligarchy i., tne e'gtiti"t i" f'ftifying the operation of universal

;"ft;;'# .iirriig'"pl]u.tio.,rl r-.uoltr; in the interests of

,r,ir"'u.ra foreign Lpitalism' It condemned in strong terms

t1i;;";;*io,,ir si"i'rit" in Japan' It recorded its deep

sympathy with the Ii""ittt S""ialists ana with the workers of

Catalonia for the baibarous repression they had suflered on

J."orna of their opposition to iht Moroccan adventure' pro-

tested strongly against the execution of Ferrer' and congratu-

lated Iglesiu. o, t'J"-;il; to the Cortes' It vigorously

condemned tf," '"p'"tti"t folicy towards Trade Unions of the

Y;;;;i;tk., *"lco-td the beginnings of a Socialist movement

in Turkey, u'a 
"ufitJ 

f* rad1cal dimocratic reforms in the

Balkan countries 'J;* 
; close understanding between them

as the best means oi 
"o-U'ti"g 

the capitalist colonial policies
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which the great powers were pursuing in the Balkan region.It severely conclemned the oppressive" policy of the R;;i;;
Government in Finland, and accused the great ;";;-;icynical support for Czarism in its violation of ihe pt"ig". gir*to the Finns. tr'inally, it accused the Russian Corr".i..r."nt ofarmed intervention against the persian Revolution, urd ul.oin Turkey, and called on the European socialist pa.iie. to useevery means in their power to put a stop to the reactionary
proceedings of Czarism.

, This crop of resolutions is enough to show how rvidespreadby rgro were the conflicts with wiich the Internatiorrui f.tiitself to be intimately concernecl. It was also conscious that the
mere passing of resolutions of protest Jid not greatly;;;;;;
matters, and that its por.ver to induce even the prrtiurn.r,trry
socialist Parties to act energetically on its decision. *u. ,muri.
Each country was apt to bi p.eoccrpied with its ou.n affairsand to be reluctant to take ,_,p i.rr., which *"r" f.tt to t"unlikely to arouse much popular support, or even liable to
antagonise it. Accordingly, the Copenhagen.Congr.., pr, o.,record its view of the duty falling 

^on 
th-e nationll pariies in

respect of Congress resolutions, inlhe following t.r*. ,

. Th," Congress,. recognising that it would be diflftcult torormurate a model instruction for the carrying out of theresolutions of International Congr.rr"r, d.'"iur'.r-lt ri^ii'i,
ll^"^.?.-:ily 

t"o lea.ve to the. national [arties in" po*., ;;;;;rne lornt ot actlon and the opportune moment.
- It nevertheless insists strbirgly on the parties, dtrtv to d.otheir utmost to carry o,rt the'i"rtJr;i;":-;;"i"*J",t#i

\-ongresses.
The International Socialist Bureau will prepare, beforeeach fnternational Congress, a report glvmg an account ofthe action taken by tt"" nuiio".at'p;;ri". to carry out theresolutions of the Congresses.

The Copenhagen Congress, taken as a whole, clearly meant
a move towards the right. Although it reaffirmed. the essential
clat.ses of the Stuttgart resolution on war, it did nothing ;oclarify them or to indicate that there was any real intentioi of
acting upon them beyond parliamentary protests. It came
much nearer than the Stuttgart Congress hud dor. to ia."iiff_
ing itself with the bourgeois Feace moi..rr.nt; and its discussions
on industrial and social legislation and on unemployment had a
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markedly more reforrnist tone than those at earlier Congresses.
It did little torvards defining a clear policy towards the Co-
operative movement; and in its resumed discussion on Trade
Unionism and on Socialist politics it did no more than reassert
its belief in the need for a single Party and a single Trade Union
movernent in each country. To the student of its proceedings
forty-five years after the event, it gives the impression of a

movement conscious of being faced with a mounting crisis in
many parts of the rvorld and highly uncertain of its power to
confront the situation with success. Despite brave words, it
was already clear in rgro that, should the threatened European
War break out, no effective opposition was to be expected from
the German Socialists, though they would in all probability do
their best to carry out the policy of the Internatioual up to the
point of the actual outbreak. The attitude of the F'rench and
of the British rvas still more difficult to foresee. But in the
industrial field the militancy of the French Trade Unions had
already passed its peak, and in Great Britain it was a moot
point whether Keir Hardie enjoyed enough popular backing to
make his anti-war policy effective. Already Blatchford and
Hyndman had fallen foul of the main body of British Socialists
and had begun crusading for armament against the German
menace; and though the Labour Party appeared to be on
Hardie's side, the extent of his backing among the Trade
Unions was, to say the least, doubtful. It lr'as not difficult to
foresee, even in r9ro, that, if rvar did come, the International
would collapse ; but there was still some hope that its influence
might count for something in staving off the danger.

(v) rgrz - BALB

The emergency Socialist Congress which met at Bdle in Novem-
ber rgrz was in reality not so much a Congress as a demonstra-
tion. The 555 delegates rvho assembled for it came, not to
argue, but to-a1es*ent a united Socialist front against war.
The occasion was the actual outbreak of war in the Balkans,
where Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece, and Montenegro had com-
bined their forces to destroy what was left of the Turkish
Empire in Europe and to partition it among themselves. By
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the time the Congress met, the outcome of the war was already
decided. The Turkish forces had been routed in Thrace by
the Bulgarians, in Macedonia by Serbs, Bulgarians, and
Montenegrins in combination and, from the west, by the
Greeks, whose nar,y had made it impossible for the Turks to
reinforce their armies of occupation with troops from Anatolia.
The process of partitioning the provinces of European Turkey
among the victors was already well on the way.

The war had been waged without direct intervention by any
of the major European powers. But these powers would
certainly not disinterest themselves in the settlement, and there
remained the danger of war spreading if any of them con-
sidered its interests seriously threatened. The fear of this was
uppermost in the minds of the delegates at B01e and gave them
a strong concern in working for a settlement that would allow
the peoples of the Balkan States to live together on friendly
terms in the future. The Socialist leaders realised that the
best hope of preventing the turmoil in the Balkans from
opening the way to intervention by rival great powers pursuing
their several interests lay in persuading the Balkan countries to
join hands in a common federation, and to sink their mutual
enmities in a united resistance to encroachment by any outside
power. At an earlier stage, before the war actually broke out,
the International had been pressing federation on the Balkan
States, and urging them to oppose the war policy of their
Governments for fear of stirring up a general conflagration ;
and Sakasov, the leader of the 'Broad' Socialist Party in Bul-
garia, had from the first taken a courageous line against the
Bulgarian expansionists, and had made himself the champion
of the policy of Balkan Federation. In all the Balkan States
the Socialists were far too weak to exert any significant influence
on the course of events: they could only protest 

- and even
protest was very dangerous in face of the ebullition of popular
nationalism.

Vandervelde, who presided over the International Socialist
Bureau, was ill at the time of the BAle Congress, and his place
in the chair was taken by Edouard Anseele. With that 

"i".p-tion, the Congress was a gathering of all the talents - an
occasion for eloquent speech-making, in which all the leading
orators took part. The war resolution passed at Stuttgart and
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reaffirmed at Copenhagen was passed yet again' with ev^ery.sign

of enthusiasm ; and th"e delegaiet *"ti told that every Socialist

Party had acted up to it by making vigorous pronouncements rn

fr*i,t ,f p"u". ,nd by doing its uimost to prevent the war from

rpr.uai"g. The Congress 
"told 

them. to go on with the good

Jork, ,rr"itg 'all appiopriate means'' It asserted that 'the

gou";"i"g-iass fe# of proletarian revolution has been an

Essential-safeguard of peace'-by which was presum^ably :t

meant that it f,ad contributed to prevent the great powert-ft".* '

i;;;t";i"g actively in the "o'fli"t' 
It can reasonably be

doubted wi.th". this fear in fact counted for a great deal ; 
- 
but

it was encouraging for the Socialists to believe that it had'

Xutrrutty, in lriiruif the weakness of the working-class move-

ments in the Balkan countries there had been no question of

their attempting to stop the war by strike-action or insurrection ;

and no orr" ttrl .rggerted that tire workers of other countries

should strike in otd". to compel them to make peace or to clt

"C."ppfi... 
All the Internaiional could do was to adjure the

Sociaiists of France, Germany, and Great Britain to take a strong

line in order to prevent thiir Governments from giving any

fretp to either Austria or Russia -_ the two powers lfat w31e

obviously the most likely to intervene in the conflict' No

Socialist really wanted to irevent the Ralkan States from carving

,rp E,rrop"un Turkey, or regretted the collapse of the t':O::|
,".irtun"L. What tire Socialists wanted was to prevent the

Balkan War from being turned into a general European War'

Althoughthemostobrri"o,,,dangerwasthatAustriaandRussia

-igfr, 6."o*. directly involvedl the greatest fear in the Social-

isti minds was that, if this occurred, France' Great Britain

una C"t*rny would be drawn in' Most of all did they fear

that the effect of Anglo-German rivalry might be to bring in

these two on opporil sides; and the -Congress 
accordingly

called on the giiiish and German Socialists to make common

cause in order to bring about a ditente between these two'

The Balkan .t*g"gl" was still in its first phase when the

BXle Congress met. bnly after it had dispe.rsed did fe vic1o1s"

fall out iver the distribution of the spoils and, lnstead ot

.rrrfUrnirrg the Balkan Federation favoured tV t!9 I11:t-

national, fly at one another's throats in the Second Balkan War

;i;9r3.' dven then, direct intervention by the great powers did
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not occur. Peace was made, with Serbia, Nlontenegro, and
Greece, reinforced by Rumania, despoiling the Bulgarians of a
part of the fruits of victory and allowing the Turks to regain a
little of what they had lost. But though world rvar was staved
offin rgrz and r9r3, the respite was brief, and it is doubtful if
the Socialist stand for peace had much to do with procuring it.
The Socialist Parties, both in and outside Parliament, did their
best in the way of protests and demonstrations; but they had
in plain truth no power to avert the disaster. In the western
countries they had neither the power nor the will to prevent war
by the only means that could have prevented it - revolution ;
and even in Russia the Revolution came, not to prevent war,
but as its aftermath.

(vi) r9r4 
- VreNNe AND Panrs. TnE Collepsn oF rHE

SrcoNn INrrRNerroNel

A full Congress of the Socialist International was due to
assemble in Vienna in August r9r4. But on lune z8th the
Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to the Austrian throne, was
assassinated at Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia. After various
diplomatic comings and goings, the Austrian Government, on
July z3rd, delivered to Serbia an ultimatum in terms so extreme
as to exclude the possibility of its acceptance ; and five days
later the ultimatum was followed by a declaration of war. The
Austrians would not have acted as they did without assurance
of support from Germany should the Russians come to Serbia's
aid - as they were practically bound to do. If Germany
joined Austria-Hungary against Russia, it was hardly possible
for France to stay out; and France in turn would expect
Great Britain to come to its aid. In fact, on August rst,
Germany declared war on Russia and, the following day, sent
an ultimatum to the Belgian Government demanding per-
mission for the German army to march through Belgium for
the invasion of France. The Belgians, standing on their
guaranteed neutrality and reinforced by an understanding with
F'rance and Great Britain, refused. The German Government
thereupon declared war on France, on August 3rd, and launched
its invading force on Belgian territory. On the following day,
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August 4th, Great Britain, on the plea that Belgian neutrality

hai been violated, declared war on Germany' On the 5th
Austria-Hungary declared war on Russia; France, on the

roth, declar"d iuut on Austria-Hungary; and Great Britain
followecl suit two days later' The Germans had entered Bel-

gium on August 4th, and British troops had begun to land in

Fru.r"" on the 9th. The Austrians invaded Serbia on the r3th,

and the Russians East Prussia on the r6th. On the 2oth the

Germans occupied Brussels, and on the z6th began the battle

of Tannenb.rg, in which they decisively defeated the Russians.

The Austriar, *"t" temporarily thrown back in Serbia; but

by September 5th the Germans were within ten miles of Paris,

o"ty to be haltid there just in time. The great war had begun

on many fronts; and the international Socialist movement,

instead of making any concerted attempt to stop it, had been

broken into warring fragments.
Before the actual outbreak, the Vienna Congress of the

International had been first transferred to Paris and then

definitely abandoned. But on July r5th and r6th a special

Congress of the French Socialist Party met in Paris and was

atte;ded by a number of leaders from other countries - among

them Plekhanov and Rubanovich from Russia, Anseele and

Wauters from Belgium, Vliegen from Holland, and Karl

Liebknecht from Germany. Conscious of the imminent

d.anger, Vaillant, supported by Jaurds, reiterated his demand for

an iiternational general strike to prevent war' Marcel Sembat

agreed with them: Guesde and his followers were, as ever,

rn'ost strongly opposed to it. The effect' Guesde said, would be

to expose t'aGu.t.t the country that was most socialistic and

to *uk" certain the crushing of socialism and of civilisation.

Gustave Herv6, previously the leader of the extreme anti-

militarists, surprised the world by supporting Guesde, on the

ground that there were no means of ensuring concerted strike

action in the various countries. Despite these critics, the

Congress gave its approval by a small majority to'the general

striki, simultaneously and internationally organised in the

countries concerned'.
A few days later, on July z9th, when Austria had already

declared war on serbia, the International socialist Bureau held

an emergency meeting at Brussels. It was attended, among
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others, by Jaurds, Guesde, Vaillant, Sembat, and Jean Longuet
from France; by Victor and Friedrich Adler from Austria; by
Burian and Ndmec from Hungary and Bohemia; by Rubano-
vich from Russia; by Vandervelde from Belgium; by Morgari
from Italy; and by Keir Hardie, Bruce Glasier,'and Dan
Irving from Great Britain. Hugo Haase, Chairman of the
Social Democratic Party and of its Reichstag group, came alone
from Germany; but Rosa Luxemburg attended as representa-
tive of Poland. It was at this meeting the decision was taken,
on Haase's motion, to summon a special session of the Inter-
national Congress, which was due to meet at Vienna on August
z3rd, to assemble in Paris on August 9th. At the Buieau
meeting, Victor Adler declared, with the concurrence of NEmec,
that the war against Serbia was very popular in Austria and
that it would be most difficult for the Austrian Socialists to
take any action against it, though they had protested against the
extreme wording of the ultimatum to Serbia. It was already
foreshadowed plainly that the leaders of Austrian Socialism

'would do nothing to oppose the war against the Serbs, and that
what they wanted from their fellow-Socialists was action to
limit the conflict, especially by preventing Russian intervention.
These intimations were ill-received; and the members of the
Bureau turned to Haase for a declaration of the German
Socialists' intentions. Haase, who lvas soon to be displaced

. from his position of leadership in Germany, gav€ an account of
the steps his party had already taken to oppose Germany,s
entry into the war and to protest against the intransigent
attitude of the Austrian Government. He gave his feltw-
members of the Bureau to understand that the German Social-
ists would oppose German intervention even if the Russians
declared war on Austria, and that they would refuse to vote lrar
credits despite overtures already made to them on the Govern-
ment's behalf. At a great public demonstration held immedi-
ately after the victory of the Bureau Haase publicly repeated
these statements and spoke of the great anti-war demonstiations
that were taking place in Germany. He received an ovation.

The resolution passed by the International Socialist Bureau
called upon all the workers' movements in the countries con-
cerned not merely to continue but to intensify their demon-
strations against war and to insist on the settlement of the
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Austro-Serbian dispute by arbitration. It proclaimed that the

French and German workers in particular would bring all
possible pressure to bear on their respective Governments, the one

in order-to induce the French Government to prevent Russian

intervention, and the other to induce the German Government

to exert a moderating influence on Austria-Hungary.
The Bureau dispersed after a further meeting on the morn-

ing of July 3oth, and the delegates returned to their own

countries to report on what had been decided. The following
day the French leaders, headed by Jaurds, who remained

confident that the peace would be saved, attempted to see the

French Prime Minister, the former Socialist Viviani, in order

to urge him to take further steps to restrain Russia. Viviani
did not see them; and the Under-Secretary of State who

received them in his stead was entirely unhelpful. The same

evening Jaurds, still hopeful, was assassinated by a young

reactionary at a restaurant where he had been dining with
several of his colleagues on the staff of. Humaniti.

The death of Jaurds, the outstanding orator and intellectual
leader of the Socialist movement' came as a terrific shock to
Socialists, not only in France but everywhere. Despite sharp

disagreements with the German Social Democrats and with
theii admirers in other countries he had been almost universally
respected and admired. Even Rosa Luxemburg, who had

opposed him fiercely, was a great admirer and a close personal

friend. In France he had towered above the other political
leaders and had been on good terms with the leaders of the
Confdd6ration G6n6rale du Travail, whom he had taken great

pains not to ofiend. He had, indeed, in the International,upheld
itrongly the right and duty of national defence against foreign
aggression ; but he had been also among the foremost advocates

of friendship between the French and the German working
classes, and had worked his hardest to improve Franco-German

relations and to advance the cause of international arbitration.
His sudden end left the French Socialists leaderless; for
neither Guesde nor Vaillant was big enough to take his place.

It could, in all probability, have made no difference to the

immediate international situation if Jaurds had survived. The
current was already set strongly towards a war in which
the five greatest European powers would be involved. The
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Russians had already decided to intervene against Austria;
and the German Government had already made up its mind to
declare war on Russia - which it did on the day immediately
following his death. Despite Haase's brave words at Brussels
there was no real prospect of the German, any more than of the
Austrian, Socialists offering effective opposition to their Govern-
ment's plans. The difference Jaurds might have made would
have been, not in preventing the war but in guiding the conduct
of the French Socialists, and perhaps in influencing that or
others, after it had broken out. It has often been said that
Jaurds, had he lived, would have rallied to the cause of national
defence against Germany, as Guesde and Vaillant both actually
did. This view is probably correct; but it is also probably the
case that he would have shown greater wisdom than they did
in working for a negotiated peace. His chance for this could
have come only later, after Germany had failed to achieve a

rapid victory. But it would have come ; and in the situation
after tgr6 his presence might have rnade a real difference.

For the moment, the eflect of his death was to paralyse the
French Socialists till after the Germans had marched into
Belgium for their drive on Paris. But it was not yet evident, on
the night of July 3rst, that the die was irrevocably cast. The
British Government was still trying to hold back the Russians ;

and the German declaration of war on Russia, though decided
on, had not been actually made. There were still discussions
to take place between the Socialists of the countries so soon to
be locked in combat.

On August rst, the day after Jaurds's murder, Hermann
Miiller arrived in Paris as the emissary of the Gerrnan Social
Democratic Party. He came, accompanied by the Belgian,
Henri de Man, not to make any definite proposal, but to
exchange information. Nltiller told the French Socialists that
the German party had reached no decision concerning its
attitude towards voting on the war credits. I{e said the party
would certainly not vote for them, but that there was a tendency
towards abstaining. He made it clear that for many of the
Germans the coming war appeared mainly as a German struggle
against Russian barbarism; and he insisted that the blame, if
war did break out, would rest not mainly on Germany, but on
the governing classes of all the imperialist powers. This, of
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course, was before the German Government had demanded

formally the right t" ;; ;hrough Belgium; but it 1v1s'9nlV

l#T# #'J^'ir'"'"*"i"g of"the .Jav 
foltowing Miiller's

##lJ;;;i" putit, the Ge"rman ultimatum to Belgium was

;;;;i;;J, and only twelve hours were allowed for an answer'

The elTect was to ,uilfirr" Belgian s.ocialists practically solidly

to the cause of natioiai iefenf" u"d' two days later' to bring

C."ri gti rin into the war on August 4th'.
on this .u*. au/ttt;;;;; on-war credits was taken in the

German Reichstag; "'J tft" 
German Social Democrats voted

solidly in favour of tf""'' This did not mean that they were all

agreed: in the party meeting r+ out .of the rrr'Socialist

deputies had cast tti"i'-"ot"t'against the credits' But the

minority, headed b;-til" ,u*r-Gader', Haase' had bowed to

party discipline ; and ii ilri tt iluu'"' whose offer of resignation

was not accepted, ;;;k; the official speech in favour of the

policy to which he was personally opposed' Even [(arl Lieb-

knecht, who was l,"ry toot' to defy ttre discipline of the party'

yielded to it on this occasion'

It can be said fo' tt'" C"t*ans that un to the time when it

became clear that the Russians meant to gi to war with Austria-

Hungary ir, .r,ppo'i;i-;il Serbs they had done what they

could, within constitutional limits' to prevent the extension of

the area of conflict"'if'"it pttts had taken a strong 
"* ig:,t::l

e;; intervention; ut'd they had held monster meetlngs

and demonstrations in favour oi p"ut"' But at no stage had

,;;";" u,,y 'ig" 
of going beyond constitutional protest'

[j;:, h;i ;il;' ; :;; ; t' ;"sti t'o'i it". 
.to .p 

ro p o"s31s t" 
L:"^'-:1:

threat of war by strike action and to all ideas of insurrecttonary

;;;;;; una ,r.'ty had made this abundantlv clear at successrve

Congresses of the ;;;;t;"""1' u":,1" ihe situation which

existed in July r9r4 mass demonstrations were bound to be

futile. The Austriatn-Co'"t"*""t had undoubtedly sounded

the German, U"ft'l^aIfi""'it'g itt^ ultimatum to Serbia' and

had received p'"ti;t*;;;;' ii fi'"*i' came in' Germany would

too. The German Government' in estimating the probable

reactions of the Ct'**.t' working class' was able to reckon on

the strength of u"ti-n"'sian feeling among both leaders and

rank and n1", uta 
"o"ld 

feel fairly sure thai' at the worst' the

main body or so"i''iil"*;;;t would only protest and would
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neither rebel nor strike so as to hold up mobilisation or impede
war supplies. In defence of its action against Belgium it could
argue that, if the Germans did not march into that country, the
French would, as their easiest road to Germany; and this
argument, even if it was incorrect, had some backing from the
discussions which were known to have taken place between
Belgian, French, and British military leaders. This does not
justify the German action; but it helps to explain, though by
no means to justify, the German Socialists' acquiescence. The
French, for their part, confronted with the prospect of almost
immediate invasion when the German armies had swept the
Belgians aside, had little choice. Most of them rallied at once
to the cause of the nation.

In Russia during July there had been great strikes and
demonstrations against war. But the Russian Socialists, even
if they had been united, were in no position in r9r4 to offer
effective resistance to Czarist war policy. In fact, they were not
united. When the Russian Government decided to support
Serbia against the Austrians, there was a wave of pro-Slav
feeling which became much stronger when Germany declared
war on Russia. Not only many of the Social Revolutionaries,
but also Plekhanov, the doyen of Russian Marxism, became
converts to Russian patriotism. Most Social Democrats, both
those inside Russia and those who, like Lenin, were in exile,
remained unshaken in their hostility to the war; but only
a small minority agreed with Lenin in seeing in it the means
to Russian and to world revolution, or were prepared
to adopt his policy of defeatism as part of their revolutionary
creed.

In Austria, as we have seen, Victor Adler had held, almost
from the moment of the Sarajevo murder, that mass-opinion
was too hostile for the Socialists to be in a position to put up an
effective opposition to the Government's policy. The Austrian
Socialists had, indeed, protested against their Government's
intransigence, and had demanded that the dispute with Serbia
should be settled by arbitration. But they had said from the
first that Austria had a right to require guarantees and repara-
tions from Serbia, and had opposed their Government only on
the ground that it had gone too far. There remained in Austrian
Socialism a small minority, headed by Friedrich Adler, that
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opposed the war even when other countries had been drawn in'
g.rt fot the time being this minority was helpless'

As for Great Britain, the last of the five great powers to

enter the struggle, the question of positive action to prevent

participation Ji n"aily swept aside by the Ge-rman invasion of 
,'B.lgir-. The Britishieadeis, on their return from the Brussels I

-e"tirrg of the International Socialist Bureau, were able to

p"rrrrui" the British Section of the International to organise

anti-war demonstrations, addressed among others by Keir

Hardie and Arthur Henderson. But there was never any real

question of going beyond demonstrations : Keir Hardie's notion

oi strikes toprevent the movement of troops and war materials

- which he had, in fact, advocated only as part of a concerted

international movement - was never even considered' Some

hopes were set on the British Government's attempts to dis-

s.,ud" R.rsria and Germany from intervening; and there was a

minority that wished Great Britain to stand aside even when

they hai intervened in arms. But it was only a small mino-rity'

bured on the Independent Labour Party and on a section of the

BritishSocialistParty.Hyndman,theB.S.P.leader,hadlong
been preaching armament against Germany; and. the Trade

unions, which in the last resort controlled the Labour Party,

rallied by a vast majority to the sup-port of the war when they

were faced with the fait of the German army on its road

through Belgium to France. Probably they would uve taken

the sJme [n-e even if there had been no violation of Belgium's

neutrality ; but that came too speedily for the question to be

effectively discussed.
Thus, in none of the five leading States which went to war

in rgr4 did the existence of an international Socialist movement

pledged to use its utmost endeavours to prevent war make aly'l
subiantial immediate difference, or restrain the Governments

from pursuing policies that committed them to war' It can be

,rgrr"a with riuch force that the blame for this rests mainly on

thl German and Austrian Socialists because their Governments

werethoroughlyinthewrong__theAustrianforallowingno
room for a n"egotiated settlement with Serbia, and the German

firrt fo, p.o*Ising the Austrians its support and subsequently

ior r,iotrtirg Belglum's neutrality' Immediately, it is clear that

AustriaandGermanyweretheaggressorsandthat,ifthepolicy
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of the International was to be taken seriously, the obligation to
stop them rested on the Austrian and German Socialists, who
alike wretchedly failed to act up to it. No doubt, the Czarist
Government, too, showed an intransigent spirit ; but in Russia,
where Socialism was still an underground movement of revolt,
the Socialists were not in a position, in r9r4, to do rnore than
they had been doing all along. Nothing short of actual revolu-
tion could stop the Czarist Government; and revolution was
beyond their power until the way to it had been opened up by
the strains and disasters of war. As for the French and Britisl
Socialists, what could they be expected to do during the fatal
days of July and early August ? Their Governments, whatever
their sins over a longer period, had no responsibility for the
crisis : all they could be called on to do, during the critical
fortnight, was to exert as much restraining influence as they
could on Germany and on Russia, in order to localise the conflict
and compel the Austrian Government to accept arbitration or
mediation.

But, of course, the whole situation needed to be looked at
not as if it had all started with the Sarajevo murder, but as the
latest phase in a complex international cold war that had been
going on, and getting almost continuously worse, for many
years, and had been studied for a long time with grolving alarm
by the Socialist leaders. Behind the Austro-serbian dispute
lay the long history of imperialist rivalries in the Balkans,
involving not only Russia as well as Austria-Hungary, but also
Germany and Great Britain. Behind it lay, too, the almost
world-wide struggle for colonial influence between Great
Britain-the great'have'-and Germany-the great,have
not'. To these must be added, in Western Europe]the legacy
left, in Alsace-Lorraine, by the war of r87o. The German
Socialists, when they were attacked for supporting the aggressive
policies of the German Government, were apt to retoiithat in
the existing situation in Europe, the phrases ,aggressive war,
and'defensive war'had lost their meaning, and that the blame
rested, not on the immediate 'aggressor,, even if one could be
named, but on the imperialist policies of all the great powers,
which had reduced all talk of international morality to sheer
humbug. Much was made of Great Britain's refusal to agree
to modification of naval rights of blockade, of the allianci of
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France and Great Ilritain with reactionary Russia, and of

Gerrnany's legitimate claim to a 'place in the sun'' These

contentions failed to convince a substantial minority among the

German Socialists themselves; but there was enough in them

to give the counter-contention that Great Britain had entered

the war simply for the defence of 'brave little Belgium'a
distinctly hypocritical ring.

It thls Lame about that the leaders of the British Indepen-

dent Labour Party, who had for years been denouncing the

foreign policy of Sir Edward Grey and the alliance u'ith Russia

as a menace to peace, found themselves in r9r4 deeply-sus-

picious of Britisir policy, as having practically committed .the
country to war be-hind-the backs of the people' They calle.d

on the British Government to remain at peace' even if Russia

and France were drawn in, and to stand ready to act as mediator

at the earliest opportunity. But in face of the German attitude

and of the failuie of the German Socialists to stand out against

it, they had but little chance of carrying with them the main

body of British Labour. The Labour Party and the T.t?9"

Unions, as distinct from the I.L.P. and the other Socialist

societies, had been only marginal participants in the Inter-

national, and had taken little part in its great debates on the

issues of war and peace. The Labour Party did not at that

time even pretend io be , Socialist party : Great Britain had

always been regarded in the International as a politically back-

ward country, and the German Socialists had been held up to

it again and again as a shining example. Despite Keir Hardie's

advicacy of the general strike against war, no one on the Con-

tinent -l or for ihat matter in Great Britain - had seriously

expected the British workers to resort to it ; and the Labour

Party's position in Parliament was evidently too weak for it to
achieve-much there, even if it had been united' There re-

mained only the resort to mass demonstrations; but from the

moment when the German armies began to march the socialists

who were still against war lacked all power to bring the masses

out on the streels. In practice, the question they had to face

from that moment was whether, being few, they were prepared

to go on opposing the war effort in face of an overwhelmingly

hostile p"nil" opi.riot, or whether, with Great Britain actually

at war iith ut 
-uggressive 

Germany, they should rally to the
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national cause, at any rate to the extent of doing their best to
prevent a German victory.

On this issue the I.L.p. itself was not united. A part of its
membership, headed by J. n. Clynes, its chief Trade Unionist
figure, went over to fuil support of tire war effort. The main
body, hcaded by Philip Snowden, maintained it, opporition,
but could for the time being do ritile about it. of its iwo outl
standing figures, Keir Hardie, broken_hearted at the collapse
of his hopes, fell ill and died in September rgr5 ; while Rur.rruy
IlacDonald , after resigning his leadership of the Labour partv
in favour of Arthur Hindeison, combined f,i, ,tt*f. o" 

-G;;;;:

forgign- policy with an affirmation that the *ur, orr"" ,*r,Jal
had to be won, or at any rate not lost, and accordingly ;;f";;
to oppose the recruiting campaign.

Meanwhile in France, on A,rgrrt z6th, two Socialists _
Jules Guesde and Marcel sembat"- had become members ofViviani's reconstituted Cabinet. In Belgium E*;i; V;";:
1elae. 

frla already joined the Cabinet on August 4th. In Great
Drltaln, Labour's entry into the Cabinet came only in May r9r5,
when Arthur Henderson, who had been made a fiivy Corirr"iffJi
in January, became President of the Board of Educatio", ;h;i;two others - William Brace and G. H. Roberts _ were
appointed to minor office. In the other bellig.rert 

"ou.rtrirs,Socialist entry to the Governments came only"through revolo_
tion - in Russia h ryt7 and in Germany ura errJ.ia at the
conclusion of the war.

After the Brussels meeting of July r9r4 the Second fnter_
national ceased to function as a coflectirie expression of inter-national Socialist policy. Its continuurr"" ln urry for* on
.Belgium soil was out of the question : what was leit of it had
!l t":! refuge in a neutral country. Its secretary, the Belgian,
C,amille Huysmans (b. r87r), transferred its headquartei toHolland, and from this point of vantage tried to maintain
relations with the affiliated parties in theielligerent as well as
in the neutral States. As eariy as Septembe, ,9r4the American
Socialists wrote to the International Sociali.t f.ri."r, propori.rg
the convocation of an International Conference; ,ra ,ooi
afterwards suggestions were received from Italy anj from other
neutral countries. In January rgrs a Confeience of neutral
Socialists met at Copenhagen- and ialled upon the Bureau to
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convene an International Conference 'as soon as conditions
allow and,,in any case, not later than the opening of negotia-
tions for peace'. The following month the first of a series of
Conferences of Allied Socialists met in London; and a Con-
ference of Socialists of the Central Powers was held in Vienna
in April r9r5. A second Conference of Neutrals took place in
July 1916 at The Hague, and called for a meeting of the Inter-
national Socialist Bureau. Meanwhile, in September rgr+ an
Italian-Swiss Socialist Conference had been held at Lugano,
and the Swiss Socialist, Robert Grimm, had begun his efforts to
bring together an international gathering of Socialists opposed
to the war. In March r9r5, largely under Clara Zetkin's
impulsion, an International Socialist Women's Conference
assembled at Berne and published resolutions calling for the
immediate ending of the war. At this meeting, under Lenin's
influence, the Russian Social Democrats broke away, demand-
ing a complete break with 'Social Chauvinism' and the establish-
ment of a new International. Meanwhile, Grimm, in conjunc-
tion with Morgari, of the Italian Socialist Party, continued his
efforts to persuade the leaders of the Second International to
call its parties together; and, on their refusal, the Italians
decided to act without them, and to summon a Conference
with the object, not of forming a new International, but of
re-establishing international relations and promoting common
action for peace. Out of this move arose the Zimmerwald
Conference of September r9r5, commonly regarded as the
precursor of the Third International. Lenin there proposed
that the new International should be set up at once, but failed
to carry his point, either at Zimmerwald or at its successor, the
Kienthal Conference of April 1916. Both these gatherings,
though they were made up of opponents of the war, were a

mixture of revolutionary and pacifist elements : they ranged
from those who, with Lenin, hoped to turn the war of nations
into a revolutionary civil war between capitalists and workers
to those who rvished only to bring the warring nations together
in a negotiated peace, and between these extremes were Syndi-
calists and left-wing Socialists of various shades. At Zimmer-
wald the French and German representatives - Merrheim and
Bourderon of the French C.G.T. and Georg Ledebour and
Adolf Hoffmann of the German minority-signed a joint
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declaration of fraternity, including a denunciation of the viola-
tion of Belgium (written by Ledebour himself). Trotsky, with
Grimm and Henriette Roland-Holst of Holland, drafted the
Zimmerwald Conference's main declaration, which Lenin
signed after his own proposal had been rejected by r9 votes to rz.

Thus, before the Russian Revolution of rgrT had dramatic-
ally changed the situation, two rival movements for the return
to international Socialist action had already begun to take shape

under the auspices of the neutrals who had remained
in touch with the International Socialist Bureau, and the other,
sponsored by a Swiss-Italian group, among the parties and
minorities that had adopted an anti-war attitude. The first of
these, in the hands of a Scandinavian-Dutch Committee
headed by Hjalmar Branting of Sweden and Pieter Troelstra of
Holland, was to lead to the attempt, after the first Russian
Revolution, to convene at Stockholm, with the aid of the
Russians, a Socialist Peace Conference in which it was hoped
that the Socialist parties of both belligerent groups would take
part. The second, after shedding its pacifist elements, was to
prepare the way for the Bolsheviks to found the Third Inter-
national on the morrow of their victory in Russia. The account
of these developments must be held over for the next volume
of this work.

At this stage it remains only to observe that the collapse of
the Second International in r9r4, though it brought consterna-
tion to many Socialists at the time, could have been foreseen -and, no doubt, was foreseen by the Governments of the great
powers which went to war without taking much notice of the
Socialists'threats. It had been plain enough both at Stuttgart
and at Copenhagen that the fnternational had no concerted
policy that was likely to be effective in stopping war unless the
Governments of the great powers could be bluffed into mis-
taking demonstrations for a positive will to resist. In all the
countries concerned, except Great Britain, compulsory military
service was in force, and even before hostilities began a large
proportion of the Socialists were liable to be recalled suddenly
to the colours. Effective resistance to war could have been
offered only if the Socialist parties had been prepared to counsel
their members to refuse to answer this summons. But this
vital issue was nerrer even discussed, except by Hervd and a
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few extremists. It was taken for granted that the reservists

*o,rtJ obey the call' But, once thiy had-obeyed, the rest of

the workers, if they attempted to hamper the war effort' would

b. op"r, to the .hu.g" of letting their- own comrades. down:

they woulcl be helpless, unless and until the conscrrpts ln arms

*.i" ,.uay to rebel. In face of the known attitudes of the

main parties the resolution passed at Stuttgart and reaffirmed

at Copenhagen and at BXle, even apart from its vagueness'

did not make sense.
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CIIAPTER III

GREAT BRITAIN_
SOCIALISM BEFORE THE LABOUR PARTY

(i) Tur BrcrNNrNcs or Fenrau Socrar,rsu

T T ,h: second volume of this history the story of Socialist
I developments in Great Britain was carried ,p almost to thelend of the r88os, except that the account of the Fabian

Society was deferred to the present volume. The reason for
this. is. that, 

-though the Fabian Society was founded. at the
beginning of 1884, actually before the Social Democratic
Federation had adopted a definitely Socialist progru-*", ii,
influence was small until the pubfitation of iabiin Erroy, in
sociqlism at the end of r889, and its impact on socialist thJught
belongs to the period which had begun about then with ?he
emergence of the New Unionism in the London gasworkers,
and dockers' strikes. Fabian socialism became a distinctive
body of doctrine only with the appearance of Fabian Erroy:r:
it has to be studied in connection noi with the sociar Democritic
Federation or william Morris's sociarist League but with the
Independent Labour party, founded undei Keir Hardie,s
chairmanship in 1893, and with the New Unionism of which
John Burns, Tom Mann, and Ben Tillett were the outstanding
leaders.

There was indeed in the Fabian Society,s earliest days
nothing at all to indicate that it was likely to become i*port"rit.
It was,.no doubt, significant that in the 

"winter 
of r8g3 u grorp

consisting almost entirely of middre-class inteflecturrir, rio.tt!,
with but few contacts with the workers, should decide to
establish a society committed to a Socialist attitude ; and it is
no doubt true that only a group ofthis sort could have'develofJ
into the type of society- the Fabians aciually became. h";
there was at the outset nothing to show either what the distinct-
ive Fabian outlook and poliiy were to become, or that the
Society was more likely io survive than other almost chance
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gatherings of a few unknown individuals who were dissatisfied
with the existing basis of society and met in the hope of groping
their walr towards means of social improvement. Actually, the
original intentions of the group out of which the Fabian Society
emerged had almost nothing in common with the Fabianism
that developed out of them; and the Society was the outcome
of a breakaway from the original plan. The affair began when
Thomas Davidson, known as 'The Wandering Scholar', settled
for a time in London in 1883 and, after his wont, gathered
round him a group of disciples, mostly young men and women,
to whom he proposed the foundation of a 'Fellowship of the
New Life'.

Thomas Davidson (r84o-r9oo), elder brother of the John
Morrison Davidson who wrote Annals of Toil and played a part
in the Scottish Labour movement, was born of crofter parents
and became a schoolmaster in his native village and later at
Oundle and Aberdeen. Resigning his post in search of a

philosophy, he took to wandering. At Rome he had a long
interview with the Pope, to whom he proposed a new edition
of the works of Aquinas ; and he set to work to edit and trans-
late the works of Antonio Rosmini (t797-r85), the founder of
the Institute of the Brethren of Charity. Moving to America,
he became a pioneer of the summer school movement, organ-
ising regular annual summer camps for the study of philosophy,
religion, and social questions. His strongly idealistic philosophy
was confused and confusing, and cannot be summarised. It
included the view that social advance depended on individual
regeneration, and that the way to bring the world to a better
way of life was for groups of individuals to pledge themselves
to live in accordance with a high ideal of love and brotherhood,
establishing when and as they could communities for this
purpose, but, short of that, practising their ideals while they
continued to follow their ordinary avocations. The purpose of
the Fellowship of the New Life was to explore the possibilities
of a communal way of living, and in the meantime to study the
conditions of the good life. Davidson left for the United
States, where he established a similar body, before his London
Fellowship was even fairly launched; and, with his dynamic
personality removed, the members of the group soon decided
to go their several ways. One section, headed by Percival A.
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Chubb, later well known as an Ethical Church leaderin America,
but at this time a clerk in the Local Government Board, went
on with the Fellowship of the New Life, which lasted until r898
and published throughout its life a monthly journal, Seedtiie.
Among its members were several notable figures - Havelock
Ellis (r859-1939) the psychologist, Henry S. Salt (r85r-r939)
the humanitarian, Edward Carpenter (t844-rgzg), John Francis
Oakeshott (186o-1945) and also James Ramsay MacDonald.
The other group, which included Edward R. Pease, Frank
Podmore (r856-19ro), Hubert Bland (r856-19r4), Frederick
Keddell, and John Hunter Watts (d. ry24), split away and at
the beginning of rBB4 founded the Fabian Society. Sceptical
of Davidson's idea of founding communities and wanting a
more specific programme of social reformation, the members
of this second group, who numbered at the beginning fewer
than a dozen, admitted their uncertainty about the course
to be pursued, and decided that they needed time for discussion
and reflection before they could be ready to formulate a policy.
They took, at Podmore's suggestion, the name 'Fabian' in
order to indicate their wish to look more closely before they
leapt. Perhaps they had in mind John Gay's lines

Let none object my lingering way :

I gain, like Fabius, with delay,

but they chose later for their motto, not these verses, but two
alleged prose quotations 

- which, it appears, were actually
Podmore's invention.

Wherefore it may not be gainsaid that the fruit of this
man's long taking of counsel - and (by the many so deemed)
untimeous delayl the safehblling for "all men, hi6
fellow-citizens, of the Common Weal.

For the right moment you must wait, as Fabius did most
patiently,.yh"-r- warring against Hannibal, though many
censur-ed lris dgla;r9; but when the time comes you must
strike hard, as Fabius did, or your waiting will be vain, and
fruitless.

Thus, the use of Fabius's name indicated, at the outset, not
an anticipation that Socialism itself would need to be achieved
gradually, by stages, but rather a will to take time in working
out the right method and policy. Gradualism was an easy
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graft upon this initial notion, but formed no part of it' Itseems

i"n fact-to have come into the society well after its foundation,

as the distinctive contribution of Sidney Webb'
There was no necessary antagonism between the Fabians

and the Fellowship of the New Life. Indeed, a few of the

original grorp *"t t on belonging to both - among them

Wiitiun, bhtk., who contributed to Fabian Essays, Havelock

Ellis, and J. F. Oakeshott, who was for many years active on

the Fabian Executive. But the two bodies went their separate

ways, each attracting its own recruits' The Fabian Society

,oon prodrrced its first Tract, Why are the lltlany Poor ? , written

by the only workman then in its ranks, the house-painter

W. l. Phillips. Its second ttact, A Manifesto, also published in

its first y"ui, *u. by a brilliant new recruit' George Bernard

Shaw (i856-r95o), who soon brought with him another,

Sidney WeUU (i}5g-rya). These two arrivals made the vital

difierence. Between them, Shaw and Webb proceeded to turn
the Fabian Society from a not very notable little group of

earnest seekers afier truth into a powerful intellectual force

armed with a new and eminently practical social gospel'

In 1884 Shaw was z8 and had already been eight years in
London, mainly writing novels which no one would publish and

living by 
"urrrul 

journalism. He had turned Socialist in 1882,

inspiled partly by hearing Henry George lecture' and he had

,oo, b"grrtt to lecture and to speak at street corners himself'

At this siage he was attracted to Anarchism and had connections

with the Sicial Democratic Federation, which had not yet shed

its anti-Marxists. He was studying Marx, and had no clearly

settled socialist attitude, though he was already full of ideas.

It took a little while for Sidney Webb to lead him captive to

the gradualist socialism which that indefatigable apostle.soon

impianted in the almost virgin soil of Fabian zetetic enthusiasm.

Sidney Webb was 25 when he joined the Fabians in rBB4'

He was a clerk in the Colonial Office, with a very orderly mind,

a prodigious memory, and a passion for social justice' Of the

,"rt of iir" gtorp, Edward R. Pease was 27, Frank Podmore 28,

Sydney Olivier-25, and John Francirs Oakeshott z4' Graham

W"llas was 28 rvhen he joined in 1886. Some older men and

women came in later ; but the chief makers of the Society were

young men in their twenties - young men deeply interested
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in Socialism, but still (with the notable exception of SidneyWebb) not at all certain what it meant.

^ Ih" year of the Fabian Society,s foundation was also tharof the Reform Act which extendedih. widered .r.br, fr*"hl;of 1867 to cover the_whole country, raising the British 
"f""ioiri"(exclusive of Ireland) from three io five millions. ft was more_

o.ver $e year of the great split in the Social Democrati" F;;;;_tion, from which William Morris and a majorir, 
"f 

,n" ,""*ri*broke away to form. the So.cialist I,eag,ri. Up to the .plit, anumber of the Fabians belonged to ih. S.D:F.; and 
." 

f"*
stayed in it. But thelabian Society in rgg5 joined i"A;;r;
against the S.D.F. when the fiasco of its candidat., firr"rrc"d bijTory gold' was brought to light; r and B;;;;-dh;ffi;il
he continued to lecture to S.b.r. trr""tlr, *u.-;;;l;"#to William Morris than to Hyndman. In'rgg5 d* b;.t.,ypu.blished nothing except u .qrrib by Shaw: the followins vearit issued a twelve-page tra*, Whai Sociatis* ir, t" ;;;;h=#.
presented for the information of readers two rival views ofSocialism.. Kropotkin,s collaborator, Mrs. Charlotte Wt[";,rvho remained in the Fabian Society for many years as the
il-gr.i solitary exponent of Anarchism, expounded the , Freesocialism' of the Anarchist-communists, wh,e coilectivist
Socialism was presented in a translation iro- ergr.t;;il;
the German Social Democratic leader. mr" t*" ?""ir;.*;
views were introduced by an historical account of the rise ofcapitalist society; but no attempt was made ,o "o*" Jo*r,definitely on either side. The gineral impression left on thereader was that the British Soclatst movement was still un_formed, but that in due course there were tikely to;;;;f;
it two great parties, the one colrectivist and the othe, A";;;i;
Communist, reproducing the divisions which frra f""S';.t
continental socialists by the ears. As between these tende'nciesthe S_ociety had not yet.taken up a position: the t;;;i;;was.designed to impart information, rather ,frr" a'r.pifyl
conclusion.

, P"I"g the same year the unemployed agitation was alreadv
Degrnnrng' wrth John Burns as its effective lead.er. Th;F?|iT: jg"k litde part in it.; but they did set up a committee,
with Webb and Podmore as its *ost uctire me_ber., ," prrJ""?

r See Vol. II, p.4o3.
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a report. The outcome was the highly contentious report on
Goaernment Organisation of the Unemployed to which I made
reference in the second volume of this history.r This report,
with its curious proposals, including conscription as a possible
remedy, led to the first serious storm inside the Society. The
report was issued to members; but a meeting of members
rejected the proposal to publish it as a Fabian tract. There
may well have been more than one reason for its rejection: the
project of State tobacco cultivation may have offended some,
and the favourable references to compulsory service undoubtedly
antagonised others. But there was also in the whole document
a strong reformist and gradualist outlook which the Society was
not yet ready to accept. Sidney Webb's first piece of writing
for the Fabian Society thus met with a rebuff; but his influence
was strongly reasserted the following year, when he produced
Facts for Socialists, the first of the long series of informative
propagandist tracts which did much to establish the Society's
reputation for solid work. The significance of Facts for
Socialists in its original form lay less in the telling statistics of
riches and poverty which Webb assembled in it than in its
attempt to build the case for Socialism largely on citations from
non-Socialist authorities and to represent Socialism not as a

revolutionary movement aiming at the overthrow of existing
society but rather as a logical and necessary development of
tendencies already at work within capitalism. Already in this
remarkable tract Webb's characteristic approach was fully
present: Socialism was regarded as a fulfilment, and not as a
violent reversal, of existing trends, and it followed that its
advent was to be expected as an outcome not of sudden revolu-
tionary change but rather of an evolutionary process of adding
reform to reform, with no violent break at any point. In Facts

for Socialists this conception was only implicit, and not formally
stated ; but the implication was clear.

On this first really distinctive Fabian publication followed,
two years later, Facts for Londoners and tr'igures for Londoners,
both written by Webb at the time of the establishment of the
London County Council and designed as propaganda for the
Progressive candidates. But before this, in rBB7, Bernard
Shaw had written The True Radital Programme as a retort to

r See Vol. II, p.4o5.
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the inadequacies of 

-the.new 
programme recently adopted bythe f i.beral Party. In this tru"t ih. Fabians a.irr"a.'J ,ai,(including women,s) suffrage, payment of M.p.s, o*uiio., ofunearned incomes, the eight hours; day, and railwa ;;;;iir;_

ti.on,-as constituting a sufficient ."t oi'i-*.diate demands ,tofill the hands of the True Radical party, the New LabourPurg-l in a word, the practical Socialist irarty,. -----l
This Shavian pamphlet was issued under ihe auspices of aspecially constituted body _ the Fabian parliamenta; i;;

- and not of the Society as a whole. Thi, ;;;-;;;; b;;;il"there were still in the ranks of the Fabian Society p";.;;J;
were opposed to parliamentary action _- either"as arrur"tiri"or as revolutionaries who. regarded parliame"*rf .rri.ri, Lcalculated..to corrupt. f!u9, despite Facts for bor;oUrtr,- ti,Society still treated the whole quistion as open; but it soonbecame apparent that the great majority of tire *.*U"r. *"r.on Webb's side, and the parliamlnt^iy League *u. ou;"it.,dropped - or, rather, merged in the gene'rrr-*rir. 

"r 
iir" sHt";I

. Jh." following y.rr, ,ggg, Syiney Ofiri.,'frSs;:;;;i
drafted for the Fabians their first .r."y i'r, t'eoretical economics
- the tract enritled Capital and Land. This was i" tfr" ..,ui, u'attack on the followers of Henry George, designed ," ,fr"* ,fr"icapital equally with land *r. u io.- oi".rti-.o]"iul monorol'i.,
means of which 'rent' was extracted from the pr"a"".rJ"brrii
was, of course, already a familiar socialist contention: it hadbeen brought f<rrward by Hyndman anJ other s.D.F. Ieaderson many occasions. But whereas the S.D.F. 

"rgr.J th;;;;;in terms of the Marxist concept of .surplus value,, the Fabianssimply made use of the Ricaraian tfr"ory of rent, *a 
"*,""J.JH.1q George's application of that tn"fry from land ," 

",t 
*capital goods as equally productive of a rent which the ownerwas able to extract from the labour of the p""pl.. l;;;';;Webb, in Fac_ts for Sociatists, had cited Mili ,ria l.r"* ",witnesses to the truth of the Socialist arguments, so Oliviercited Ricardo and his successors.

The Fabian Society's 
_next essay in ,practical 

Socialism,
was a tract, written by [{ney Webb, containing th. iil;;;tof An Eight Hours BilI. Thb-appeared in rggg,i"a 

"i,fr" ""Jof the same year the Society prrblirh.a its firsi book, tt. *ff."-tion of Fabian Essays in Soiialism, editeJ by Bernard Shaw.

GREAT BRITAIN - SOCIALISM BEFORE LABOUR PARTY

'fhis volume, which has continued to be reprinted at intervals
right up to the present time, first gave the Fabian Society a
really wide public and established it as the advocate of a particu-
lar kind of Socialism sharply different both from the Marxism
of the Social Democrats and from the semi-anarchist 'Free
Communism' of William Morris and the Socialist League. It
rvas based on a series of lectures given by the seven essayists in
the autumn and winter of IBBB. The general line of the
lectures was worked out by the seven in close consultation, and
the book was edited by Bernard Shaw, who suggested numerous
changes to most of his fellow-authors, and contributed two of
the essays himself. The seven authors were Shaw, Sidney
Webb, Graham Wallas (rB5B-r932), Annie Besant $847-rq),
William Clarke (rB5z-r9or), Sydney Olivier, and Hubert Bland.

The volume rvas divided into three sections. In the first
section, on 'The Basis of Socialism', Shar'v wrote the essay
headed 'Economic', Webb the 'Historic' essay, Clarke the
'Industrial', and Olivier the 'Moral'. The second section,
'The Organisation of Society', was made up of two essays -'Property under Socialism', by Wallas, and 'Industry under
Socialism', by Annie Besant. Finally, under the heading 'The
Transition to Socialism', came Shalv on 'Transition' and
Hubert Bland, already known, under the name 'Hubert', as a
lively political journalist on the Scmday Chronicle, who wrote
on 'The Outlook', and was highly sceptical about the possi-
bilities of 'permeating' the Liberal Party. It is a remarkable
fact that the word 'permeation', making its appearance under
Fabian auspices in Bland's essay, is used in a pejorative
sense.

Edward Reynolds Pease (r857-1955), who was secretary of
the Society from r8go to r9r3, served on its executive from
r8B4 to 1939, and was the last survivor of the original group, in
his History of the Fabian Society, stakes out the claims of the
Essays in the following terms :

Fabian Essays presented the case for Socialism in plain
language which everyone could understand. It based
Socialism, not on the speculations of a German philosopher,
but on the obvious evolution of society as we see it around us.
It accepted economic science, as taught by the accredited
British professors ; it built up the edifice of Socialism on the
VOL. III-I
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foundations of our existing political and social institutions;
it proved that Socialism wai but the next step in the develop-
T-e-nt of society,,rendered inevitable by thi: changes whiih
followed from the industrial revolution of the Jighteenth
century.

Thus the Fabian essayists, equally with Karl Marx, pro-
claimed the inevitability of Socialism and based their confident
prophecy on a theory of economic evolution. The Fabian
interpretation of history was no less economic than Marx's, and
laid as much stress on the tendency towards the concentration
of economic power. Bernard Shaw's and William Clarke's
contributions to Fabian Essays are full of references to this
tendency 

- to the rapid advance of trusts and combines, the
obsolescence of the small-scale producer, and the logical
outcome of capitalistic centralisation in the socialisation of the
means of production, distribution, and exchange, thus made
ready by the unwitting capitalists for transfer to the common
possession of the peoples. The difference between the Marxists
and the Fabians was not that one party accepted, while the other
rejected, the conception of an inevitable advance to Socialism
under stress of economic forces, bul that, whereas Marx had
treated social revolution as the necessary form of the transition,
the Fabians held that Socialism was destined to come into
being as the culmination of an evolutionary process which had
already advanced a considerable way, and would continue to
advance under the increasing pressure of a democratic electorate
that was becoming more and more aware of its ability to manage
its own affairs and to dispense with the private landlords and
capitalists whom it had hitherto allowed to extract various
forms of 'economic rent' as the reward of mere ownership.

In the Marxist theory of history there were, as we have seen,
two distinct elements, which were combined to form a single
doctrine. At the basis of the entire process of social change lay
the developing 'powers of production'- that is, the material
resources which men used to create wealth with the aid of their
knowledge of the productive arts. For the exploitation of these
'powers of production' there had to be social arrangements;
and at each stage in their development a particular economic
structure emerged as the most appropriate for the full use of the
available resources and knowledge. This economic structure
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had, in its turn, to be maintained and defended by the use of
enough force to ensure obedience to the rules laid down by

those persons who were marked out as the directors and principal
benefiiiaries ; and the political structure of society, with its
laws and its coercive agents - judges, policemen and, in the

last resort, the armed forces - constituted this mechanism for
the upholding of the economic order. The State was thus,
according to Marx, essentially an instrument of the ruling
economii class for the coercion of its subjects ; and as no ruling
class would ever yield up its authority except to superior force,

the only means of changing the system of class-rule embodied

in the Strt" *r. forceful revolution from below, resulting in
the victory of a new ruling class and in the creation of a new

State made in its image for the defence of a new economic order

embodying its aspirations. Of course, in Marx's view, such a

revolution could occur only when the underlying economic

conditions - the advance in the 'powers of productien' -
had rendered the old economic system obsolete; and the new

ruling class would be the class that was designated to assume

authority by its superior fitness to organise the economic life of
society. The new class would win, not because it had aspira-

tions, but because the material conditions of production had

made its victory necessary. Thus, the second element in the

Marxist doctrine was the assertion that history was made up of
a series of class-wars, and that every transition from one epoch

to another was necessarily marked by a revolutionary shifting
of class-power.

This second part of the Marxist doctrine the Fabians

rejected as completely as they upheld the other part. They did

not, indeed, foimulate, as Marx did, any universal theory of
history. They concerned themselves only with the phase that

had blgun with the rise of modern capitalism, and principally
with the period since the Industrial Revolution ; and they took

the greatlr part of their arguments and illustrations from the

history of Biitish capitalism, making the broad assumption that
what had been occurring in Great Britain, as the pioneering

country, was also occurring, or was destined to occur, in other

capitalistic societies. They were as convinced as Kautsky

and the rest of the German Social Democrats who drafted

the Erfurt Programme of r89r that the private business was
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destined to be crushed out by the advance of the great capitalist
combines and that the advent of trustified capitalism was
preparing the way for Socialism by easing the path to public
ownership. But whereas the Marxists of the time assumed that
the process of socialisation would involve political revolution
and that the victory of the working class would mean the estab-
lishment of a new kind of State embodying the class-power of
the victors, the Fabians envisaged the process of social and
economic transformation in terms not of class-war or revolution,
but of the gradual and progressive modification of the system by
democratic means, as a result of pressure from a popular
electorate that would grow more and more insistent on the
claims of social justice and would become convinced that
nothing short of the socialisation of the means of production
would suffice to ensure their use to achieve the highest practi-
cable level of general well-being.

The Fabians, in effect, thought of the advance of Socialism
in terms mainly not of power alone, but of power animated by
rational conviction and inspired by the ethical impulse to achieve
social justice. They did not disdain power ; but they did not,
as Marx did, envisage it as a sheer force of economic necessity,
to which ideals could make no practical contribution. They
thought of it in terms of popular electoral pressure and of the
influence of informed opinion rather than in terms of class;
and they regarded the efiftcacy of these forms of pressure as

sufficiently proven by the actual progress made in social
legislation and in the progressive transformation of opinion.
This progress they no doubt regarded as having been made
possible only by the development of industrialism; and in this
they were fundamentally at one with the Marxist diagnosis.
But they denied altogether that the catastrophism which formed
an integral part of Marxism really followed from, or was even
consistent with, an economic interpretation of history. Capital-
ism, they argued, had become the dominant force in advanced
societies not by suddenly and violently overturning feudalism
and setting up a new class State in place of it, but rather by a

long and gradual process of infiltration into the old order, so as

to transform it by stages into something essentially different
and in conformity with the economic requirements of an
industrial society. Was it not to be expected that Socialism
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would develop in the same way ? Was it not, indeed, already

and evidently doing just that ?

This line of argument was advanced most clearly in the

chapter which Sidney Webb contributed considerably later

(in rgro) to the volume af. the Cambridge Modern Ilistory which

deali with nineteenthrcenturji trends - a chapter which the-

Fabians reprinted n5 a,pamphlet under the title Tozlards social

Democracy, But the doctrine set forth in this chapter was

essentially one with that of Fabian Essays. It involved, funda-

mentally, an identification of socialism with collective control

and planning under the auspices of a democratic parliamentar{

systern. It brought together into a single doctrine the political

tendency towards the control of society by a government respons-

ible to a democraticelectorateandthe economictendencytowards

the centralised planning of production, distribution, and ex-

change ; and it welcomed these two tendencies as flowing together

towaids an outcome which could be best described as Socialism.

The Fabians, however, did not, as is often supposed, put
their emphasis on nationalisation as the essential of socialism.

Pride of place was given rather to the social appropriation of
,rent' in ull it, for*., with taxation as the principal instrument

for efiecting the transfer. Although for a very long period the

Fabian 'Basis'- the brief statement of Socialist doctrine to

which new members were asked to subscribe - declared

formally against payment of compensation for capitalist property

taken ovei by the public, Shaw was already, it Fabian Esyys,

stating quite clearly the case for compensating each individual

o*n"r"*to.e property was taken away. It would be unfair, he

argued, for the State to take one man's property, or part of it,
wiihout compensation while leaving others in possessiol; and

British opinitn would never stand for such a proceeding' .If
Socialism was to come in by gradual stages it followed that the

right course was to compensate the expropriated individual;
brlt the sums needed for this should be raised by a tax levied on

the whole body of property-owners, so that there would be a real

gain to the pu-blic at d ,ot a merely nominal transfer of owner-

Jhip that would leave the public saddled with a continuing

charge for interest. such compensation would cost the public

nothlng: it would merely spread the confiscation of 'rent'
evenly over the entire owning class.
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Starting out from Henry George's 'single tax' proposals
and contending that other forms of capital, equally with land,
yielded a 'rent' extracted from the producers, which it was both
just and expedient to transfer to public enjoyment, the Fabians
nevertheless continued to think of the rent of land as the out-
standing form of 'unearned income' calling for public appro-
priation. They did not, however, wish to 'nationalise' the land,
in the sense of handing it over to State ownership and control.
Wherever the question was discussed in Fqbian Essays it was
argued that the land should pass into the possession of local or
regional, rather than of national, public agencies, and that no
great advance towards Socialism could be made without the aid
of a powerful and fully democratic local government machine.
Fabian Essays were actually written in the year - 1888 - in
which a Conservative Government set up elected County
Councils to replace the undemocratic county jurisdiction of the
justices of the peace ; and one essayist after another acclaimed
the County Councils Act as providing an essential part of the
foundations for a Socialist society. The new County Councils
and the County Borough Councils, which between them
covered the whole country, were regarded as the appropriate
bodies to receive the proceeds ofa tax on'rent'and presently
to become the owners of the land, both rural and urban.
Moreover, the taxation of rent would place in the hands of
these Councils vast sums which they would need to use not only
for meeting the costs of local government and social services
but also for replacing private investment in both agriculture
and industry as such investment necessarily declined. The
County and County Borough Councils would thus become by
stages, as the taxes on rent were pushed nearer and nearer to
roo per cent, the principal providers of the capital needed for
every form of economic development.

There were, indeed, certain industries and seryices which
the Fabians wished to transfer to State ownership and control

- for example, the railways and such other services as required,
on technical grounds, to be operated as national monopolies.
In addition, it was argued that where under capitalism an
industry had passed into the hands of a great private trust, the
State should simply take it over and continue to work it as a
national monopoly under public control; and the essayists
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sometimes talked as if they expected such trustification to

advance at a prodigious pace. Nevertheless, they clearly

thought that the great majority of industries would pass by

stage-s into the hands of local or regional, and not of national,

prrbli" bodies; and they laid great stress on the need for the
-County 

and other Councils to set up new productive enterprises

in direct competition with the capitalists, whom they expected

to see driven rapidly from one field after another by the greater

efficiency of the publicly directed concerns. These latter, they

argued, Leing frei from all charges for rent or interest, would be

ab'ie easily tL underqut their profit-seeking rivals; I and they

would be in a positio[ to offer minimum wages and conditions

of work that would dlive- afiay from private industry all the

better labour, and would finally leave the profit-seekers unable

to command any labour at all. All this was a resuscitation of

Louis Blanc's ideas in the r84os, and of Lassalle's in the r86os'

Except in the case of the basic services, such as the railways,

and of industries dominated by private trusts and combines,

the essayists envisaged the process of socialisation in terms less

of the taking over of existing enterprises than of the establish-

ment of new ones with public capital derived from the progress-

ive confiscation of 'rent'. They were insistent that a large part

of the proceeds of the taxes on 'rent' must be treated as capital

for putlic investment rather than as spendable income that

could be applied to consumPtion.
These uigrr*"t t. in favour of county and municipal enter-

prise were closely linked in the minds of the essayists with th9

contemporary Socialist demand for the 'right 1o work'-and
with the unernployed agitation of the middle 'eighties in which

this demand had taken pride of place. Here, again, the connec-

tion was close with Louis Blanc, who had also put forward his

idea of 'national workshops' in close connection with the

demand for the 'right to work'.' The essayists called on the

new County Councils to provide work for the unemployed,

first by developing public works - roads, bridges, schools,

hospitals, housing, and public utility services - and thereafter

by establishing thiir owt futttt. and factories. They denounced

'ielief worksl in which unemployed workers were engaged

r rhis idea *,on"T::1+";:T,";(:i:nd. see p. sseff.
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regardless of skill or suitability, simply in order to give them
work to do in preference to mere relief. They insisted that the
Councils must provide jobs to suit the qualifications of the
workers who were out of jobs, and must train them where new
qualifications needed to be acquired. There was, moreover,
in Fabian Essays, a revival of the proposal to establish rural
communities for the practice of collective farming with the aid
of the most modern machinery and techniques, and for the
building up round these Council farms of auxiliary industrial
enterprises and communal services - a proposal which harked
back to Robert Olven and Fourier and also owed something to
Peter Kropotkin's conception of reintegration of agriculture
and industry in rural settlements based on the general avail-
ability of electric power.

Where industries or services did need, for technical reasons,
to be conducted under national rather than local auspices,
Fabian Essays favoured the entrusting of the actual administra-
tion to public boards or commissions very similar to the public
corporations of the present day. Mrs. Besant, in her essay on
'Industry under Socialism', rejected the idea that the workers
should be given control of their industries or the choice of
managers, and advocated control by the elected public authori-
ties, which should nominate the boards and, directly or through
them, the actual managers and supervisors. The whole weight
was put on the need to make industry the property and the
business of the whole body of citizens, rather than of any
section ; and the notion of industrial democracy' was brusquely
dismissed. But it has to be borne in mind that national admini-
stration was thought of as exceptional, and that for most types
of industry the Fabians envisaged control by the municipality
or the County Council (or by smaller local authorities in some
cases) rather than by a national board or department. Their
model Socialist employer was to be a local or regional admini-
strative body, popularly elected; and they tended to think even
of Parliament as destined to become more and more like a
local Council in its method of working as it took on more
functions of economic administration and control. The notion
that the early Fabians were essentially nationalisers who wished
to bring all industries under the centralised rule of government
departments is entirely wrong. They had, indeed, no objection
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to centralisation where the technical conditions or the actual

trustification of an industry under capitalism seemed to them
to demand it; buttheytook it as a matter of coursethat democracy

required for its successful working a strong foundation in local

seli-government and that land ou'nership and the responsibility
for most forms of industrial enterprise rvould be taken over by
local or regional public agencies.

There is, in retrospect, something rather comic about the

immense hopes which the Fabians of r8B9 rested on the newly

established County Councils as the principal instruments for
the advance towards Socialism. It has, however, to be borne

in mind that the Fabian essayists were a group of Londoners,
and that a large part 9f their hope rested on the new London
County Council, on *hich they were immediately to play an

important part in the policy-making of the Progressive Party.

Ilfre paUians did not originate London Progressivism, which
had developed in connection with the London Radical Reform
movement long before the County Council was set up. But
they threw themselves into this movement; and the policy of

'permeation' which came to be regarded as their characteristic

political doctrine rvas in fact worked out largely in relation to-

metropolitan afiairs. Their conception of gradualism, and of
Socialism as a tendency already in active operation and possess-

ing a powerful momentum of its own, derived from the necessary

processes of economic and technical evolution, inclined them

to endeavour to manipulate existing agencies rather than to
create new ones; and in the London Reform movement they
thought - or at any rate most of them did -- that they saw an

instrument ready for use and much more likely to yield positive

results than either the Marxist Social Democratic Federation or

any other body which cut itself oS from contemporary trends

and set out to work for revolution rather than for evolutionary
change. It has always to be borne in mind that Fabian Essays

was written and Fabian policy mainly worked out before the
gasworkets' and dockers' strikes of rB89 had given birth to the

New Unionism, and before the movement lbr independent

Labour representation had taken shape, except here and there.

Fabianism might have taken a different turn had the Fabian

Society been founded, say, in r89o rather than in 1884. As

matters were, the rise of the Nerv Unionism and of the political
TI9
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movements which drew together in rB93 in the Independent
Labour Party found the Fabian leaders fully committed, in
London, to the Progressive alliance on the County Council,
and therefore instinctively hostile to any action which threatened
to disrupt this alliance by attempting to set up an independent
Labour Party in the London area. At the same time, they
could not, as Socialists, dissociate themselves from a movement
which was setting out to preach an undogmatic Socialism closely
resembling their own: nor could they ignore the fact that the
Progressivism which was flourishing in the London area had no
analogue in the greater part of the country. For example, in
most of the northern and midland industrial towns and in
Scotland the Liberals were by no means minded to enter into
any sort of municipal partnership with the Socialists and a
fierce battle was being waged between the old-fashioned
'Lib-Lab' Trade Unionists and Co-operators on the one hand
and the New Unionists and Socialists on the other; and as

the influence of Fabianism spread into the provinces after 1889
the provincial Fabian Societies, however ready to endorse the
rest of the essayists' doctrine, could not stomach that part of it
which involved coalition with the Liberals in municipal affairs.
That was why the numerous local Fabian Societies which came
into existence after r889 mostly disappeared within a few years,
merging themselves into the Independent Labour Party, there
to fight the battle against capitalist Liberalism to their hearts'
content. Meanwhile, the parent Fabian Society followed in
politics an ambiguous line, as the ally of the Progressives on
the London County Council and at the same time as a lukewarm
supporter of the I.L.P. in the country as a whole. Indeed,
throughout the r89os the Fabian leaders mostly regarded
it as their mission to 'permeate' the I.L.P., just as they
were seeking to permeate the Liberal Party, without positively
throwing themselves into the movement for independent Labour
representation.

In London, where Sidney Webb was very active as a

Progressive member of the London County Council from r892,
the Fabians made their impact chiefly in the field of education,
first through the Technical Education Board and later, after
the Education Act of t9oz, on the Local Education Authority
which replaced the London School Board. In the 'nineties, as
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far as I can discover, they made no special attempt to press for
municipalisation: certainly they did not fall out with the
Liberal Progressives over this issue. Indeed, save in the field
of education, the Fabians on the L.C.C. appear to have made,

and to have attempted, little that had not been already advocated

by the London Radicals, under the leadership of J. F. B. Firth
(r84z-89), before they appeared on the scene. They were, in
relation to the whole membership of the Council and of the
Progressive Party upon it, always a very small group - none at

all on the first Council and only about half a dozen on the
Council after r8gz. They would not have found it easy to
persuade the Progressives to adopt an advanced policy of
municipalisation, however hard they had tried. But it does

not appear thal they did try. Of course, they advocated a form
of municipal o\ruuership for a number of services - water-
supply, tramways, docks, and so on; but so had Firth and the
Radicals before them, and they were always careful to state

their case by pointing out that these and similar services had

already been municipalised in one way or another in other big
towns which had not had to wait so long as London to be

equipped with workable local government institutions. Webb's
chief activities on the L.C.C., outside the educational field,
were in matters of financial reform and in connection with the
discussions which led up to the establishment of the Metropoli-
tan Borough Councils in 1899. In general, the Fabians on

the L.C.C. behaved rather as Radicals than as Socialists: they
were more interested in the development of education and in
the reform of the rating system than in municipalisation; and
even where they did favour public ownership they tended to
prefer the establishment of the Metropolitan Water Board to
the direct administration of the water-service by the L.C.C.
Webb's book, The London Programme (r89r), was not much
ahead of what Firth had written in numerous tracts issued by
the Municipal Reform League in the 'seventies and 'eighties;
and the London Reform lJnion, formed in r8gz as the propa-
gandist agency of the Progressive Party, though it had Tom
Mann as its Secretary from that year until 1898, for the most
part only repeated what Firth and his group had been advocating
for a long time past. The Fabian emphasis in London politics
was less on municipalisation as such than on the improvement
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of metropolitan services (which might involve it) and on a

fairer distribution of the burden of paying for them. As in
national affairs, it was 'rent', rather than administration, that
they set out to socialise in the first instance. This is not
necessarily a criticism: indeed, Webb's work for London
education was quite outstanding. But it does mn counter to
the legend that the Fabians were the principal inspirers of
London's progressive social policy.

We saw earlier that The True Radical Programme, the tract
issued in r887 by the Fabian Parliamentary League, proposed
nationalisation of railways, but did not include any further
proposals for public ownership. Its main demand in the eco-
nomic field was for the taxation of unearned income on a rising
scale. The Fabian 'Basis', adopted earlier in the same year,
declared for 'the emancipation of Land and Industrial Capital
from individual and class ownership, and the vesting of them
in the community for the general benefit'. It went on to say
that 'The Society further works for the transfer to the com-
munity of the administration of such industrial Capital as can
conveniently be managed socially'. But it said nothing about
the forms which social administration of such capital was to
take, or about how the land and other kinds of capital would be
dealt with after their ownership had been vested in the com-
munity. It was left open whether social ownership was to be
local or regional or national. The emphasis was not on social
administration, but on the transfer to the community of the
surplus to which the Fabians gave the general name 'rent',
in preference to the Marxist term 'surptrus-value'. The Basis
laid down explicitly that 'The Society works for the
extinction of private property in Land and of the consequent
individual appropriation, in the form of Rent, of the price paid
for permission to use the earth, as well as for the advantage of
superior soils and sites'. This sentence, taken by itself, sounds
like a direct echo of Henry George, or perhaps rather of the
Land Nationalisers with whom he was largely identified in his
earlier propaganda.I But the sentence came, in the Fabian
Basis, in between the opening declaration in favour of public
ownership of 'Land and Industrial Capital', and the less
decisive phrases concerning the administration of 'such

r For Henry George's attitude . ,:;1 
"*t.""1isation 

see Vol. II, p. l7S.
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industrial Capital as can conveniently be managed socially'.
The Fabians, in rBB7, were clear about land ownership, as the
key to the appropriation of'rent'in the ordinary sense ofthe
word. They were also clear in regarding other forms of
Capital, equally with Land, as yielding to their owners what
could properly be called a (1snf '-what Marshall a little later
called a'quasi-rent'. But they were vague about, or at any rate

prepared not to erect into an article of faith, any statement
concerning the administration of the land when it had become

public property; and they were much more hesitant than
Shaw was in his opening contribution to lrabian Essays in
asserting that Land and Capital were quite on all fours as

sources of universal tribute levied on the community by their
possessors. In relation to Capital, as distinct from Land, the
words used in the Basis were that 'Owing to the monopoly of
the means of production in the past, industrial inventions and

the transformation of surplus income into Capital have mainly
enriched the proprietary class, the worker being now dependent
on that class for leave to earn a living'. Moreover, the following
paragraph went on to say that if the proposed measures of
transfer to public ownership were carried out, 'Rent and Interest
will be added to the reward of labour, the idle class now living
on the labour of others will necessarily disappear, and practical
equality of opportunity will be maintained by the spontaneous

action of economic forces with much less interference with
personal liberty than the present systern entails'. Thus, in
the Basis, the word'Rent'was used in relation to Land only,
and in relation to Capital the Fabians spoke of 'Interest'.
But by the time Fabian Essays were written, the near-identity
of land-rent and of the return on capital as species of a wider
genus,'Rent', was unequivocally asserted.'Colloquially',
Bernard Shaw wrote in his exposition of Socialist economics,

'one property with a f.arm on it is said to be land yielding rent ;

whilst another, with a railway on it, is called capital yielding
interest. But econornically there is no distinction between them
when they once become sources of revenue.' Shaw does indeed'
elsewhere in the same essay, draw a distinction between rent in
general and pure economic rent which corresponds to differen-
tial advantages of fertility and situation. The latter - rent in
the strictly Ricardian sense - must, he says, be taken by the
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public and used to provide the resources for economic develop-
ment; whereas all the rest, he says, is available for adding to
the incomes of the producers. But this sharp distinction did
not come to form a part of the essential Fabian doctrine.

It will have been noticed that the Fabians, in the passage
just quoted from their 'Basis', spoke of 'equality of oppor-
tunity', maintained 'by the spontaneous action of economic
forces', as the state of affairs that would prevail when the
unearned incomes of landlords and capitalists had been se-
questered. This sounds very much as if they envisaged a future
in which competitive enterprise would continue but would be
rendered fair by the elimination of the monopolistic privileges
attaching to private ownership of the means of production.
But it is not clear how far they did mean this: probably they
had rather in mind that, given public ownership of land and
capital, each individual would tend to be rewarded in accordance
with his capacity and service - that is to say, a state of affairs
closely resembling that which Marx, in the Critique of the
Gotha Programme, had envisaged as appropriate to the period
of transition from a capitalist to a fully socialised economy.

At all events! the Fabian essayists made it perfectly'clear
that, during the transition to Socialism, public boards, national
or local, in charge of enterprises carried on for the general
benefit, would need to pay their managers and administrators
salaries high enough to attract the best men. At the outset this
would mean outbidding capitalist enterprises, or at least paying
whatever was necessary to make positions in the public service
as desirable as anything private enterprise could offer, after
making allowance for differences in risk and security of tenure.
The Fabians held, however, that as public enterprise showed its
greater efficiency, capitalist businesses would be able to offer
less and less, so that the need for high salaries would be pro-
gressively reduced. We saw that they expected public enter-
prises to be able, because of their-freedom from charges for
capital, to offer better wages than the capitalists could afford
and none the less drive them progressively out of business.
Similarly, public enterprise would be able to afford high
salaries for good administrators and technicians, as long as this
continued to be necessary.

The assumption underlying this idea of the ability of public
124
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to outbid private enterprise was, then, not only that public
enterprise would prove itself superior in efficiency, bul aho
that capital for it would be available free of interesi out of the
yield of the taxes on land-rent and other unearned incomes.
The process of socialisation which the Fabians envisaged at
this stage was in the main not the buying out of the existing
owners on terms which would leave them as bondholders
receiving unearned incomes from the public authority, but
the setting up of new public enterprises capitalised out of the
new taxes on property-incomes, without any interest being
payable on the capital thus invested. Where particular enter-
prises were bought from their private owners, Shaw did
advocate the payment of compensation to the particular owner
who was bought out. But this compensation was to be paid,
not by the creation of public debt, but out of the same tax ]und
as.was to supply the capital for founding new public enter_
prises. When the Fabians asserted, in their ,Baiis,, that the
acquisition of Land and Capital was to be ,without compensa-
tion, though not without such relief to expropriated individuals
as may seem fit to the community', they appear to have had in
mind, not the refusal of compensation to the individual capitalist
who was singled out for early expropriation because the acquisi-
tion of his business was given a high priority on grounis of
public interest, but rather that the main form of expropriation
would be an increasing tax on the incomes derived fiorrrowner-
ship, plus the progressive driving out of capitalistic businesses
by the successful competition of the new public concerns.
The capitalist was clearly to receive no compensation for being
more and more highly taxed; and equally he was to receive
none for having his profits destroyed by the competition of the
interest-free enterprises started under public ownership or for
having his workers drawn away by the superior attractions of
public employment.

There remain two paragraphs of the Fabian ,Basis, of
which, so far, no mention has been made. The first of these,
set out at the head of the whole document, consisted of a single
brief statement. 'The Fabian Society consists of Socialists.,
The other, the concluding paragraph, laid down that ,for the
attainment of these ends' - i.e. of the objects set forth in the
intervening paragraphs,'the Fabian Society looks to the spread
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of Socialist opinions, and the social and political changes
consequent thereon. It seeks to achieve these ends by the
general dissemination of knowledge as to the relation between
the individual and Society in its economic, ethical and political
aspects.' Thus, the Fabians proclaimed both their faith in
democratic methods and in political and social education and
their recognition of ethical and political aspects as standing on
all fours with economic aspects. They regarded the advent of
Socialism as needing to be brought about by persuading men
to adopt Socialist opinions, as well as by the historic forces
making for socialisation on the basis of developing productive
and administrative techniques. Like the \4arxists, they saw no
inconsistency in regarding Socialism both as an inevitable
tendency and as a cause to be advanced by educational and
propagandist effort. The difference from the Marxists was
that their interpretation of history was gradualist rather than
revolutionary, so that they expected Socialism to be achieved
by gradual and progressive stages rather tlan by any sudden
victory of one class over another, and by spieading democratic
conviction rather than by force.

It is a rather astonishing fact that the Fabian'Basis', drawn
up in r887, apparently without much discussion or controversy,
remained entirely unchanged until r9o5, when it received a

single amendment, and thereafter up to r9r9, when a more
substantial revision was made by the Executive Committee and
approved at the Annual Meeting on the motion of Sidney Webb.
The amendment of r9o5 arose out of the feminist agitation of
that period, and simply committed the Fabian Society to
pursue 'the establishment of equal citizenship for men and
women'. Sex equality had in fact been accepted as an objective
by the Society from its early years ; but as a matter of practical
politics the early Fabians had been prepared to demand man-
hood suffrage in the first instance, leaving adult suffrage to
follow at a later stage when public opinion had been better
prepared to accept it. In the new century this attitude was no
longer acceptable to the feminists, many of whom were deter-
mined to oppose any further enfranchisement of males unless
women were enfranchised as well. The Fabian Society yielded
to the feminist attack; but in all other respects attempts to
alter the'Basis'met with defeat, not so much because the
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wording was regarded as fully satisfactory as because every
proposal to change it ended in failure to agree on a revised
formulation. Even the revision of r9r9 left the essentials
unchanged, the main alteration of substance being a commit-
ment to support the Labour Party and the Socialist Inter-
national; and after rgrg no further changes were made for
another twenty years. Finally, in i939, when the Fabian
Society merged with its offshoot of r93o, the New Fabian
Research Bureau, the 'Basis' disappeared, and was replaced by
a very simple statement of Socialist faith incorporated in the
Rules of the reorganised Society.I

Up to r8go the F-abian Society was a small but active body
consisting mainly of Londoners, though it had scattered
members in a number of provincial towns and in Scotland, and
a few living abroad. The total membership in r89o was only
r73; but by the spring of r89r it had risen to 36r, and in
addition a number of local Fabian Societies had been established
as independent bodies, whose members were not automatically
attached to the parent Society. The following year the Society
itself had 54r members, and in 1893 there was a further rise to
64o. By this time there were also no fewer than 74 local
Fabian Societies, in addition to a number of local groups in the
London area. Of the local Societies 24 were in Lancashire arrd

Cheshire - largely the outcome of a propagandist lecturing
campaign - r4 were in Yorkshire, and 7 in the four Northern
counties. The Midland counties accounted for 8, Wales and
Monmouthshire for 4, Scotland for 3, and Ireland for z. The
rest were widely scattered over England, except r in Australia

r In 1954, the relevant Rule (Rule z), which had remained unchanged
since r939, ran as follows : 'The Society consists of Socialists. It therefore
aims at the establishment of a Society in which equality of opportunity will
be assured and the economic power and privileges of individuals and classes
abolished through the coilective ownership and democratic control of the
economic resources of the community. It seeks to secure these ends by the
methods of political democracy. The Societ1., believing in equal citizenship
in the fullest sense, is open to persons, irrespective of sex, race or creed, who
commit themselves to its aims and purposes and undertake to promote its
work. The Society shall be affiliated to the Labour Party. Its activities
shall be the furtherance of Socialism and the education of the public on
socialist lines, by the holding of meetings, lectures, discussion groups,
conferences and summer schools, the promotion of research into political,
economic and social problems, national and international, the publication of
books, pamphlets and periodicals, and by any other appropriate methods.'

I
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and r in India. The parent Society took no responsibility for
their doings, though it recorded their existence and held, in
t8gz, a solitary conference to which 14 of them, representing
about rroo members, sent delegates.

This spread of Fabian activity into the provinces was short-
lived. By r894 there were only 53 local Societies, though quite
a number of new ones - including r in Ottawa - had been
set up; and in the following year the Annual Report stated
that'only a few of the local Societies now possess much more
than a nominal existence'. In 1896, at the International
Socialist Congress held in London, 13 local Fabian Societies
were represented; but the number continued to fall away, and
by rgoo there were only 8, including 4 University Fabian
Societies at Oxford, Cambridge, Glasgow, and Aberystwyth.
The only important local body was at Liverpool: in all the
other big towns the local Societies had ceased to exist. Mean-
while, the membership of the parent Society had risen to a peak
of 86r in 1899 and thereafter, with some oscillations, tended
for some years to decline, mainly because it became stricter
in striking off defaulters. In r9o4, just before the revival
described in a subsequent chapter,r its membership was 73o.

The rapid rise and fall of the local Fabian Societies is easily
explained. Their rise followed hard on the publication of
Fabian Essays and was part of the rapid spread of Socialist
opinion after the London dock strike and the development of
the New Unionism. Their decline was the direct outcome of
the establishment in 1893 of the Independent Labour Party,
which became the political representative of the new trend,
and either swallowed up the local Fabian Societies or reduced
them to inactivity by taking over most of their members.
The parent Society in London, which had done little to bring
them into being, did nothing at all to sustain them when the
I.L.P. appeared to offer a more attractive rallying point for
provincial Socialism. The leading Fabians expressed no regrets
when their local followgrs deserted to the I.L.P. They may
indeed even have been relieved, because they were set free
almost without opposition to pursue their policy of 'permeation'
and to collaborate with the Liberal Progressives on the London
County Council - a policy to which, as we saw, many of the

r See p. zor ff.
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provincial Societies were opposed. After 1893, though the
Fabian Society continued to give valuable service to the I.L.P.
as a formulator of social projects and a supplier of Socialist
tracts and lecturers, the main work of building up the new
reformist Socialism as a national movement passed into the
hands of the Independent Labour Party. To that body we
must accordingly now turn our attention, and come back to the
F'abians when we have attempted to assess the nature and
strength of the forces which rallied under Keir Hardie's leader-
ship to give political expression to the aspirations of the 'New
Unionism' and found in Robert Blatchford's Clarion an
inspiration to comradeship fully as important in the making of
a distinctively British type of Socialist movement.

(ii) THU Nrw UNIoNISM AND rts Becrcnouuo

At the time when Henry Mayers Hyndman launched his
Democratic Federation I the time was still unripe for the
emergence in Great Britain of a considerable Socialist Party, or
even of a Labour Party devoted to the advocacy of immediate
working-class claims. The Trade lJnions, after the sudden
expansion of the early r87os, in which Joseph Arch and the
agricultural labourers had played a memorable part, had shrunk
up in the later 'seventies into merely defensive agencies of a

skilled minority, well content if they could hold their own in
face of unemployment and falling prices. The British following
of the First International had melted away, leaving hardly a

trace. The political leadership of the 'left' had passed into
the hands of Joseph Chamberlain and Charles Dilke, who were
doing their best to radicalise the Liberal Party and were
preaching not only Radical politics but also Radical economics,
including both social reforms to be brought about largely by
municipal action and progressive taxation of the rich. Falling
prices, though they penalised certain groups of workers -notably the coal-miners, whose wages were linked to coal prices

- and though they caused distress through unemployment,
brought to the employed workers the compensation of cheaper
food. There is little doubt that, on the average, the standard of

r For the Social Democratic Federation see Vol. II, p. 39o.
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living was actually rising, at any rate for the more skilled
workers. The result was that the areas of acute discontent were
limited. There was unrest in the coalfields, in the slums and
lower working-class quarters inhabited by the less skilled
workers, and in aty area that was particularly hit by unemploy-
ment; but there was no general working-class temper of
revolt and no inclination on the part of the Trade Unions of
craftsmen to put themselves at the head of any movement
showing such a temper. In the absence of any movement
exerting a mass-appeal, the individual malcontents among the
workers tended to attach themselves to Charles Bradlaugh's
atheist Republicanism or, if they were less extreme, to the
Radical Clubs which supported Chamberlain and Dilke in
their efforts to democratise the Liberal Party by doing battle
with the Whigs.

In r88r, when the Democratic Federation rvas started,
though average money wages had fallen a few points below the
level reached in the first half of the 'seventies, real wages had
actually risen for those in full employment. Nor was urlem-
ployment, at 3 or 4 per cent, at all severe among the skilled
workers. No doubt conditions among the less skilled workers
were appallingly bad, especially in the slum districts of the
bigger towns ; but they were certainly no worse than they had
been ten years before, or indeed at any time within living
memory. With prices - especially food prices 

- falling and
enough unemployment to make the Trade Unions wary of
courting trouble, political rather than industrial action appeared
to offer favourable prospects, with municipal action coming a
good second. Chamberlain's appeal was therefore very strong,
especially to the unenfranchised, on whose behalf he was
demanding an extension of the household suffrage, won for the
townsmen in r867, to the country districts, including, of course,
the great mining areas and also many industrial centres outside
the corporate towns. Moreover, Chamberlain was the leader
of the municipal reform movement as well as of the political
Radicals, and could thus appeal effectively to the workers in the
boroughs as well as in the counties.

Within a few years, however, the situation was entirely
transformed. Chamb6rlain, having carried through the Reform
Act of r8B4 and thus largely democratised the county electorate,
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f'ell out with the Liberal Party over Home Rule at the very
moment rvhen the same Reform Act had given the Irish
Nationalists complete command of the Irish constituencies
outside Ulster and had thus brought to Westminster a powerful
Irish Party without whose support the Liberals could scarcely

hope to maintain their power, even if their Whig and Radical

sections remained united. But there were Whigs as well as

Chamberlainites who could not stomach Home Rule; and the

Liberal-Unionist secession over this issue wrecked the entire

prospect of the emergence, on the basis of the widened franchise,

of a united Liberal Party drawn towards Radicalism under
Chamberlain's leadershiP, and created a confusion which
prepared the way for the advent of an independent working-
class party. For rvhat was a good working-class Radical to do

when the effective leader of political Radicalism, in company

with a number of reactionary Whigs, left the Liberal Party on

the Irish issue and thus removed from it a great deal of the

driving force towards a Radical policy ? To follow Chamberlain

into Liberal Unionism meant abandoning Liberalism in favour
not of a purer Radicalism but of an anti.-Irish alliance with the

Tories, whereas support of Irish Nationalism was part of the

traditional Radical creed. On the other hand, to remain with
the Liberals meant carrying on with the attemPt to radicalise

the Liberal Party under rnuch less favourable conditions than

had existed under Chamberlain's forceful leadership ; and the

dilemma was made much more difficult when the only alterna-

tive leader of Radical Liberalism - Charles Dilke - was

removed from the political scene in 1886 by implication in a

divorce suit. Puritan England could not at that time even

contemplate the possibility of being led by a person to whom
such things could happen. The Liberal-Radicals were left
leaderless, or at any rate without any leader capable of exerting

a really popular appeal. For the time being most of them clung

to their Radical Clubs : and most of the leaders of the old
Trade Unions continued their attempts to induce the Liberal
Party to adopt a programme advanced enough to attract the

organised workers; but their scant success exposed them to
more and more devastating criticism from the small but growing

body of Socialists, Anarchists, and unattached left-wingers who

denounced the Liberal Party as the party of capitalism and
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inveterate belief in the virtues of laissez-faire.

The other great factor in the transformation that took place
in the middle 'eighties was the recurrence of serious un-
employment. The Trade Union percentage of unemployed -that is, mainly of skilled workers out of jobs 

- rose from 2.3
per cent in r88z and 2.6 per cent in l8B3 to 8.r per cent, 9.3
per cent, and ro.z per cent in the three following years. It then
fell back to 7.6 per cent in rBB7, 4.g per cent in 1888, and z.r
per cent in rBBg and r89o. Thus from rBB4 to 1887 there was
heavy unemployment - much heavier among the less skilled
workers than these figures suggest; and the trade recession
coincided in time with the great extension of the franchise in
the first of these years and the rift in the Radical movement
caused by Chamberlain's defection and Dilke's sudden eclipse.
The members of the Social Democratic Federation and of the
Socialist League who put themselves at the head of the un-
employed agitation did not make a great many converts to their
rival brands of Socialist doctrine; but they did accomplish
between them a considerable diffusion of socialistic ideas.
Charles Bradlaugh's vigorous hostility to Socialism helped
rather than hindered this development; for it was excellent
publicity, and attracted large audiences whom the Socialist
gospel would not have easily reached without its aid. The
Bradlaughites and the Socialists found themselves allies in
upholding the rights of public meeting and procession, not only
in London, but also in other towns; and police attempts to
stop demonstrations cemented the alliance and inclined many
of Bradlaugh's followers to lend a friendly ear to Socialist
orators who, in appealing to the unemployed, modified their
dogmatism and addressed themselves to immediate grievances.

John Burns (r859-r94r) played at this stage a leading part in
preaching a forthright, simple Socialist sermon without much
Marxist jargon: Annie Besant, who had been Bradlaugh's
principal collaborator, was converted to Socialism and drew
many Radicals after her. The hue and cry after Dilke disgusted
many who had previously adhered to some sort of Noncon-
formist belief, and reinforced the mistrust of Liberal capitalists
who were busy cutting wages in view of the depression. The
sufferings of the unemployed, the harsh administration of
the poor law, and the Government's failure to respond to the
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demand for adequate relief aroused the social conscience of
many members of the middle classes who had previously shown
little awareness of the 'social question'' Among these were
ministers of religion, novelists such as Walter Besant, and, most

important of all, a growing number of popular journalists,

headed by a certain contributor to the sporting press who went
by the name 'Nunquam Dormio' (I never sleep), and whose

real name was Robert Blatchford.
Indeed, Blatchford and his friend A. M. Thompson were

themselves among the converts to the Socialist cause who were

brought into politics by the unemployed troubles and by the

experiences of working-class misery which these troubles
helped not a little to make known. The Fabians, though they
were too few to play any substantial part in the unemployed
agitation, contributed a stream of facts and figures about riches
and poverty which speakers and journalists could turn to
effective use. The new social thinking and feeling thatwent into
the making of the new British Socialist movement of the r89os

were already well on their way before the depression ended, and

the trade revival cleared the road for the great Trade Union
outburst of r889.

The 'New Unionism' of that year was indeed the child of
Socialism out of unemployment, with the distraught Liberal
Party as midwife. All over the country the revival of trade
released forces which had been steadily gaining strength during
the depression. Ben Tillett (r86o-1943) had begun to organise

his London Tea-porters' and General Labourers' Union at the
docks in 1887, while trade was still bad. Annie Besant had put
herself at the head of the London match-girls' strike, which she

had unwittingly provoked, in 1888; and in the same year a

considerable section of the miners, tired of having wages cut
again and again under the sliding-scale system which linked
them to the price of coal, had founded the Miners' Federation
of Great Britain on the basis of a breakaway from the sliding-
scale and a demand for a living wage. There was a harking
back to the great days of the early r87os, when for a brief period
Trade Unionism had spread considerably among the less-skilled
urban workers, as well as among the agricultural labourers,

only to be almost annihilated among these groups when
the boom ended. But the new movement diflered from its
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predecessor in that the new men who appeared as its leaders
were mostly Socialists, at least to the extent of calling upon the
Government to make itself responsible for the concession of the
'right to work'. Most of them demanded in addition a legal
minimum wage and a legal eight hours' duy - the latter called
for the more urgently because it was widely regarded as a means
of spreading the available employment more evenly among those
looking for work.

In 1885 the membership of the Trade Unions affiliated to
the Trades Union Congress was only half a million. By r8go
it was nearly r,600,ooo and the total affiliated membership,
including Trades Councils, had risen from 63 r ,oo o to r ,gz7 ,ooo.
Part of this u'as a mushroom growth : within another year there
had been a very sharp fall. But the Trade Union awakening of
rB89 left the strength of Trade Unionism lastingly doubled,
with a great influx of members into the older Unions as well as
the establishment of numerous new Unions which, though
they lost members, managed to survive the ensuing recession.

These new Unions were essentially bargaining organisations,
and not friendly societies as well. They catered mainly for
workers who could not afford high weekly contributions; and
they were accordingly unable to offer many benefits. Many of
them made a virtue of this necessity, denouncing the friendly
benefit activities of the older Unions as the principal cause of
their lack of militancy and failure to pay any attention to the
claims of the less skilled. The orators of the Social Democratic
Federation and the Socialist League had long been eloquent on
this theme. The Hyndmanites had attacked the craft Unions
as monopolists bent on defending exclusive craft interests
against the working class as a whole, and regarded them as the
worst enemies of those who were seeking to organise the workers
politically into a class party. The Socialist Leaguers had shown
more disposition to throw their weight on the side of the Trade
IJnions, wherever they were engaged in industrial struggles 

-for example, the Unions in the north-eastern coalfields and
the engineers and textile rvorkers in Yorkshire. But they too
had been vehement in denouncing the existing leadership of
the Unions, and had in effect differed from the S.D.F. mainiy as
disbelievers in the virtues of fighting elections and of a dis-
ciplined party machine. The fact that most of the leaders of
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the old Unions were still trying to radicalise the Liberal Partj,
despite Chamberlain's defection, furnished a further ground of
hostility between the Old Unionism and the New, which was
led mainly by men who had either broken away already from
Liberal Radicalism or had become active only when it had been
already disrupted by Chamberlain's defection.

The New Unionism, however, was not a single or a united
force. The new Unions of dockers, gasworkers, nawies, and
other previously almost unorganised groups were organised
and led almost exclusively by men who were either already
Socialists or ready to accept the gospel of 'Labour indepen-
dence' which the Socialists among them preached. Among the
miners and textile workers, on the other hand, Trade Unionism
was already strongly entrenched; and the inflow of new mem-
bers and the adoption of new policies did not carry with it a

displacement of the old leaders. The Miners' Federation had
a new policy - minimum wage, no sliding-scale, the eight
hours' duy - but for the most part the old leaders accepted
the new policies without changing their political allegiance.
Similarly, the cotton operatives came out with stronger demands
for improved factory legislation, but remained wedded to craft
Unionism and to their old leaders. In Yorkshire, on the other
hand, where Trade Unionism had been very much weaker, the
woollen and worsted operatives did enter the field with new
Unions under new leaders who were much readier to accept the
political implications of the new working-class gospel. In sorne
coalfields, notably in West Scotland and parts of South Wales,
Trade Union weakness made it easier for new men and new
ideas to take the lead. But I(eir Hardie could not bring the
Miners' Federation round to either Socialism or independent
Labour political action, even though they were calling on the
State to legislate on their behalf. Nor could the Lancashire
Socialists convince the majority of cotton operatives that their
demand for factory legislation logically involved their defection
from the Liberal Party in which their employers were so strongly
entrenched.

Coal and cotton, in elfect, came to occupy a place between
the Old Unionism and the New. Fxcept the Unions of skilled
coal-hewers in Durham and Northumberland, most of the
miners were supporters of the legal eight hours' day and of the
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minimum wage; but they continued to send their leaders to
Parliament as 'Lib-Labs' and to vote for Liberal candidates
who were prepared to give some support to their economic
claims. The cotton operatives were more divided; but on the
whole they followed leaders who remained attached to Liberal-
ism and combined their demands for legislation with a policy
of exceeding moderation in the industrial field. Miners and
cotton operatives favoured, in the main, increasing State
intervention in the regulation of industrial conditions; but
they did not become easy converts to any kind of Socialism.

Thus, the New Unionists who rallied to the cause of Social-
ism and Independent Labour representation were for the most
part either very new Unionists, belonging to Unions but recently
established, or were in a minority in older Unions still mainly
led by men who cherished the hope of bringing the Liberal
Party over eru masse to support of a moderate working-class
programme, as well as of further instalments of political
Radicalism. Some of the new men had served their apprentice-
ship in the S.D.F. or the Socialist League, or in the unemployed
agitations of the middle 'eighties. Some of them had been
followers of Bradlaugh and Annie Besant in the Secularist
movement, or had been active in such bodies as the Land
Restoration League. A few had been influenced by Stewart
Headlam or other exponents of Christian Socialism. But most
of them, including some of the foremost, were new men, who
had taken no active part in any previous movement, but had
felt the stirring of the times and had awakened to social con-
sciousness just as the new movement of Labour independence
was taking shape. These men and women, mostly young and
eager, did not need to be detached from Liberalism, to which
they had never owed allegiance. But many of them did badly
need a sense of fellowship and of adventure in a new way of
living that was much more than an acceptance of the call to
work together for merely economic ends or even for economic
and political ends.

The men and women who made the new Socialism of the
years after 1889 wanted a new way of life, and not merely an
economic or political creed. But the form of this want was by
no means the same for all of them. There were in the new
gospel two interwoven threads Puritan, deeply serious,
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and apt to be censorious; the other, in revolt against the drab-
ness and misery of the contemporary world, desperately
determined to be jolly, and by no means ill-pleased when the
Puritans looked down their noses at its goings-on. I(eir Hardie
and Philip Snowden, though they differed greatly in tempera-
ment and attitude, belonged to the first group : they had

been Good Templars and lay preachers before they became

Socialists, and they carried over into their Socialism the
puritanical rigour of their earlier evangelism. Robert Blatchford
and the Clarion Fellowship were the protagonists of the other
group, which was certainly no less moved by moral fervour,
but urged its crusade against suffering rather than against sin,

and set out to make friends with the sinners and enlist them
under the Socialist banner, rather than to call upon them to
repent and become respectable. Personally, the outstanding
leaders of the second group were a singularly unsinful lot -
certainly, no more sinful than the Puritans. But they had a

horror of the 'unco' guid', and of the respectability which they
felt to be withering up the human feelings of their Puritan
fellow-workers, especially when it was a question of helping
the bottom dogs. It made them angry when they heard fellow-
Socialists denouncing the evils of drink and blaming the poor
for their feckless and improvident habits, instead of blaming
their vices on the system and crediting the poor with hearts of
gold. It was no accident that Blatchford became an ardent

determinist, and wrote Not Guilty to demonstrate that what
men did amiss was no fault of theirs but the necessary outcome

of their nurture and environment in a world given over to the

evil doctrines of competition and laissez-faire. The French
moralists of the eighteenth century had taken the same view;
and so had Robert Owen, through whom the belief that man's

character is a product of his social environment had been

transmitted to the Secularists and Rationalists of subsequent
generations. Blatchford, though poverty had reduced him to
the working class, came out of the lower ranks of artistic
Bohemia : he became a soldier and a lover of soldiers and of
common people who lived by conventions widely removed

from both church and chapel. He rejoiced in proclaiming his

love for all men and w6men as they actually were, and not as

they ought to be - which did not Prevent him from dissembling
137
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very successfully his love for such of them as were either
exploiters or superior persons. But he did not behave in his
private life a whit less respectably than the Puritans he so

cordially disliked. The Clarionettes were fond of extolling
the virtue of having a good time ; but in practice they got jolly
over tea and coffee much more than over mugs of beer, and
denounced the working man's indifference to politics just as

roundly as if they had not proved conclusively that it was none
of his fault.

Blatchford and Keir Hardie, outstanding leaders respectively
of the Clarionettes and of the Independent Labour Party,
could never get on together, although both were men of the
highest ideals and their ideals had a great deal in common.
Blatchford mistakenly thought Hardie a killjoy : Hardie, no less
mistakenly, regarded Blatchford as flippant and as a stumbling-
block in the way of Socialism, because he antagonised the very
people to whom it was most important to appeal. As a matter
of fact, Hardie had a considerable sense of humour and liked,
as much as Blatchford, to see people enjoying themselves,
provided they stayed sober; while Blatchford had in him some-
thing of the recluse and had gloomy fits in which he was not
even remotely jolly. Nevertheless, the one did stand for the
Puritan tradition and the other for the reaction against it. It
was of course really necessary, if an elTective movement was to
be built, to appeal to both types - to Puritans and to those who
were in revolt against them. But this could not easily be done
by the same methods, or by the same men.

Between the Puritans and the 'Merrie Englanders' was a
great mass that belonged to neither group. There were
professional blasphemers who liked 'Nunquam's' attacks on
religion but, being without a sense of humour, objected to his
light way of writing about serious matters almost as much as

did those who were shocked by his 'irreligion'. There were
old working-class Radicals and old Socialists who shared
Blatchford's uncompromising hostility to the'capitalist
parties', but were offended by his hostility to revolution and
disbelief in the possibility of a sudden leap to a Socialist way
of life. There were groups which shared Blatchford's zeal f.or
education and popular culture, but differed from him in holding
that the new culture must be based on a decisive repudiation
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of bourgeois values. Finally, there were the simple seekers
after a new gospel who were neither Puritans nor anti-Puritans,
neither abstainers nor drinkers on principle, neither much
addicted to fornication nor shocked by it, neither religious nor
irreligious, neither revolutionaries nor reformists - in short,
the common run of the men and women who were joining
Trade Unions for the first time in their lives and listening with
approval to the Socialist orators' denunciations of wicked
aristocrats, landowners, and capitalists, without either having,
or consciously needing, any clear notion of what the orators
wished to put in their place.

It must not, however, be overlooked that at the time when
the New Unionism and the new Socialism were taking shape,
the hold of Nonconformity, and therewith of the Puritan
attitude, on a large part of the working classes was still very
strong. It was least in London and in the slum districts of
other big towns ; and in every large town there was a section
of the working people that had broken violently away, and hated
the smug Nonconformists worse than it hated the Church.
These men were the backbone of Secularism, which had a

continuous tradition going back to Richard Carlile and even to
the followers of Tom Paine. In the rB8os they became divided
into Bradlaughite Republicans, Hyndmanite Social Democrats,
and Anarchists or half-Anarchists of the Socialist League or
the groups round Peter Kropotkin and Charlotte Wilson. A11

these groups were fairly small ; but they were active and knew
how, on occasion, to get the 'ragged-trousered' slum-dr,vellers
into the streets. They had, on the other hand, but little hold
over the main body of the more skilled workers, though many
of them rvere craftsmen and members of the older Trade Unions.

Even in the great towns Nonconformity was strong in the
'better' working-class districts. It was well entrenched in the
Co-operative Societies, as well as in the craft Unions. Spiritu-
ally, it was of an'other-worldly'outlook, and the saving of
souls from the everlasting fire still took a large place in the work
of its chapels, though no longer so often as earlier in the century
to the extent of making its devotees largely indifferent to the
phenomenon of this-worldly unhappiness. But Nonconformity
was at its strongest, not in the big cities, but in the industrial
areas'outside them-above all in the coalfields, which had
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been evangelised principally by Methodists of one sort or
another. It was in these areas that the chapels counted for
most in the formation of political and social opinion, and also as
key factors in the whole structure of family and community life.
Consequently, the mining districts rvere the hardest to tear
away from Liberal allegiance, which was closely bound up with
the chapel communities.

In the towns, too, though in a less exclusive sense, the
chapels u/ere centres of community living, as well as of religious
worship and politico-social loyalties. The individual or house-
hold that broke away from chapel connection was very apt to
feel lost and lonesome in a hostile r,vorld. Such outcasts -even if they were outcasts by their own act - wanted a sense
of 'belonging' and of comradeship in some group small enough
for intimate personal relations. Not a few of them wanted in
addition that this new group should reproduce, in not too
different a forrn, sorne of the observances to which they lrn4
been accustomed - singing together, listening together, taking
part in some form of common service. John Trevor's (r855-
r93o) Labour Church movement, which caught on chiefly in
the 'better' working-class districts of Lancashire and Yorkshire,
set out to meet this need in its most exacting form, by organising
Labour services, with ethical hymns and readings and addresses
which were half-lectures and half-sermons that made the good
ex-chapel-goer feel at home, and gave him an alternative centre
for making like-minded friends and attending en famille on
Sundays. But there were many others who wanted a new
comradeship, but not a substitute chapel; and many of these
straying sheep found a part of what they needed in the personal
intimacy of Robert Blatchford's writings inthe Sunday Chronicle
and later in the Clarion, which he founded when the Chronicle
rvould no longer let him speak his full mind. The many
sociable activities for which the Clqriorc movement was re-
sponsible - Glee Clubs, Cycling Clubs, Rambling Clubs,
Clarion Scouts, and many more - arose directly out of the
very personal relation that Blatchford was able to build up with
his host of ieaders ; and in the Clarion movement many of the
new converts found the comradeship and the feeling of com-
munity that they could not bear to be without.

There were, however, many others for whom the Clarion-
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ettes were both too boisterous and, before long, as Blatchford
developed his views, too irreligious, too anti-respectable, and
politically too extreme. For by no means all the converts to
Socialism and Independent Labour either deserted their chapels
or lost their faith, even if they cast away some of their old
beliefs. For these chapel-going Socialists, the local Labour
IJnions, Labour Councils, and similar bodies which, in 1893,
joined forces under Keir Hardie's leadership to set up the I.L.P.,
provided a home. Not, of course, that the I.L.P. was composed
mainly of chapel-goers, or that most of the chapel-goers who
voted Labour ever belonged to it. The I.L.P. aimed at organ-
ising on the broadest possible basis anyone who stood for
Labour's political independence of other parties and for some
kind of Socialism as the goal. But under Hardie's leadership
it had a particular attraction for Socialists who had changed
their politics without altogether abandoning their religious faith,
and had kept a good deal of their Puritanism intact. Hardie's
question 'Can a Man be a Christian on a Pound a Week ?'- the
title of an address widely circulated as a pamphlet - struck
the note such converts wanted. For Hardie Socialism was
always the political doctrine of the Sermon on the Mount, a
gospel to be preached in God's name and on the assumption
that there was a God who cared for all men and would help
them if they helped one another. There was not really much
difference between their gospel and Blatchford's, except in
their ways of putting it. But the way it was put made an
enormous difference.

This must not be taken to mean that Blatchford and Hardie
were leaders of two sharply separated movements. On the
contrary, for some years Blatchford was one of the most active
I.L.P. protagonists, and a great many Socialists were connected
with both groups. F. W. Jowett of Bradford, for example,
distributed his contribution between the two for many years
with no sense of incongruity. But Hardie, who had his own
organ, The Labour Leader, always disliked the Clarionettes;
and Blatchford before long dropped out of activity in the
I.L.P. when his policy of requiring Socialists never to vote for
any candidate who was not a Socialist, even when no Socialist
was in the field, was rejected by Hardie and the other principal
lcaders of the party. The Clarion became more and more a
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free-lance Socialist organ, owing allegiance to none except its
own following, and expecting them to follow eagerly wherever
Blatchford felt called upon to lead them.

Standing apart from all the groups so far described, but
friendly to all, or almost all, u,as the idealistic Socialist, Edward
Carpenter $844-r9zg), whose poem in free verse, Towards
Democracy (r883) had in its day a very wide appeal, not only in
Great Britain but also in America and in the East. Carpenter
began his career as Fellow of Trinity Hall, Cambridge and
curate at Cambridge to F. D. Maurice, the Christian Socialist.
But four years later, in 1874, he threw up both his curacy and
his fellowship, and became a lecturer for the newly founded
University Extension movement. In fi77 he paid his first
visit to the United States and met Walt Whitman, who had a
deep influence on him. Towards Dentocracy was written in a
manner mainly derived from Whitman, and largely reflected
his ideas. In 1886 he gave up his lecturing, largely for reasons
of health, and settled down near Sheffield as the lodger of a
working-class friend, Albert Fernehough, to write Towards
I)emocracy. In r88z his father died and he came into a few
thousand pounds, a good deal of which he soon gave away.
His money helped the S.D.F. to startJustice. He bought a few
acres of orchard land in Derbyshire, still near Sheffield, and
settled down to fruit-farming, to which he presently added
sandal-making. Carpenter had become, after his visit to
America, a keen advocate of the 'simple life', a pungent critic
ofso-called 'civilisation', and a convinced utopian, fully assured.
that mankind would before long abjure the errors of ,civilised'
living and find peace and unity in a simple, communistic way
of life, resting on complete social equality. Disease, he was
sure, would almost disappear if men returned to a simple way
of living in harmony with nature; and love would be purified
when men had learnt to dispense with the manifold evils of
property and mass-production of unnecessary things.

For the rest of his life Carpenter rernained faithful to this
ideal, which he expressed in a number of prose works as well
as in additions to Towayds Democracy. Arnong his best-known
books are Ercgland's ldeal $88) and CioilisaLion, its Cause and
Cure (tBBg). His later writings dealt mainly with Eastern
philosophy and with his thoughts on artistic creation - From
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Adanls Peak to Elephanta (1892) and The Art of Creation Qgo4)
or with the question of sex - [,s'as's Coming of Age (1896).
He published his reminiscences - My Days and Dreams - in
tgr6. Though he took little active part in the Socialist move-
ment, except through his writings, he made a not unimportant
contribution to the new Socialist thought ofthe closing decades

ofthe nineteenth century. For many years he kept open house
to Socialist visitors, especially from Sheffield, and to pilgrims
who came to visit him from many countries. No system-maker,
he was rather Anarchist than Socialist in his essential ideas :

he looked forward to the complete disappearance of coercive
government and to the advent of a free society in which every
man would be able to find pleasure in the work of his hands and
all unnecessary drudgery would have disappeared. He was,

doubtless, what is called a'crank'; but he was well loved and
deeply respected by those who knew him. His starry-eyed
idealism, which repelled all doubt, met a need that was strongly
felt by many of the new converts to the equalitarian gospel ;

and his influence was even greater in India than in Great
Britain. With the rise of the Labour Party and the development
of Socialism into an organised political movement the mood
that had responded to his writings passed, and his influence
waned. But for a time, though never a leader, he ranked as a

considerable minor prophet.
Even to-day, when few read Towards Democracy, Carpenter's

Socialist song, 'England, Arise !' continues to be sung at count-
less meetings and serves to recall the exalted optimism of earlier
Socialist days.

The purpose of this section has been to make some analysis
both of the forces that led to the outburst of the 'New Union-
ism'in r8B9 and of the states of feeling and opinion that
accompanied this outburst and provided a strearn of converts
to the cause of 'Independent Labour' and of a Socialism
essentially dilTerent from the 'scientific' Marxism of the conti-
nental Social Democrats and of the S.D.F. in Great Britain.
There was, however, besides the working-class groups which
have been discussed in this chapter, a substantial group of
middle-class intellectuals who rallied to the workers' side and
were impelled by largely similar emotions. In this group the
l'abidn Society did not stand alone ; but it came to exert by
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far the greatest influence, and before we attempt any analysis ofthe positive content of ttre new SU"fi.- 

"f 
the I.L.p. we musrpass under review the earlier stages of the working out of thecharacteristically British d.octrine- rr r"uir" socialism. Thiswas above all the work of Sidney Webb, who by the .;; ,f ,h"r88os had clearlv formulated 

"" ""."p."fr."sive philosophy ofSocialism based not on Marx, but oi, u ft.rra of BenthamiteUtilitarianism as reinterpreted by John Stuart Mill, DarwinianEvolutionism, and Jevoniu" E;";;;*,-*itf, a Materialist
C_onception of History scientincally a"g"ir"a of its revolutionaryparts.
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came the Liberal split over Home Rule, marked by Chamberlain's
secession and the break-up of the Radical alliance. This crisis
coincided in time with the unemployed troubles of the middle
'eighties, which greatly increased Socialist influence in the
industrial areas. At the General Election of 1886, which arose
out of the Home Rule crisis, 5 of the 6 miners held their seats,
but 3 of the 5 other Trade Unionists were unseated, and only
z fresh seats won. This setback caused the Trades Union
Congress, which had been voting down resolutions demanding
that it should take up the movement for Labour representation,
to change its mind, and to set up in 1886 a Labour Electoral
Committee on the motion of John Wilson, the Durham miners'
leader, who had lost his seat. The old Labour Representation
League had faded out after r88r : the new agency was set up
at first as a committee of the Trades Union Congress, but was
turned the following year into a separate Labour Electoral
Association, designed to work mainly through the local Trades
Councils, but empowered to set up local associations of its own
where it thought fit.

The L.E.C. was established by the combined vote of all thc
groups at the Trades Union Congress which favoured working-
class political action, whether in association with the Liberals
or not. But it became essentially a 'Lib-Lab' body; for most
of the Trade Union leaders were still firmly attached to the
Gladstonian party, despite Chamberlain's defection, and the
Liberals were naturally rnaking every effort to hoid Trade Union
support. Indeed, Schnadhorst and the central organisation of
the Liberal Party were doing their best to induce reluctant local
Liberal Associations to accept Trade Union candidates for
seats that would be imperilled without their support. The
policy of the Labour Electoral Association was to get a Trade
Union candidate put forward by the local Trades Council or
by some other Trade Union body, such as a Miners' Associa-
tion, and then to urge the local Liberal Association to adopt
him. If the Liberal Association refused, the L.E.A. next
demanded that the names of the Liberals' proposed candidate
and of the Trade Union nominee should be balloted upon by
the local Liberals, each party giving a pledge to support the
candidate who got most votes. If this was accepted, and the
Trade Unionisq won, he was to become the official Liberal and
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(iii) Tur INnnprxorNr. Laroun panry

The movement for .Independent, 
Labour representation inGreat Britain took .hape in the Independent Labour partv.

founded in rg9 j, and pieparea tf,. *uf foffi ffi;; ;ili:It began in a number.oi separate local #ovements of oppositionto the artempt to build up a Labou, ;;;rp inside the Liberal
lu1r. The origins of this ,Lib_Lab,'grorp *.r,, back to theLabour Representation J.eague which'was set up after the
.Reform 

Act.of 1867 and seJured it, first successes when thetwo miners' leaders, Alexander Macdonald 
""d ih;;;G;;;

were elected to parliamentin fi74. These two, with the stone-mason, Henry Broadhurst, Secietary of the T.ud". U;i;;Congress, were successful at the election of rggo, at whichCharles Bradlaugh also was elected, _rrr; be unseated bv theH:^"r: of- Commons,_and to u. ,"_.t".LJr" *:s.,,";"si;lu,r;1884 in the course of h,s long 
"rrrggi"-io, the right to afirminstead of taking the oath. nlr"aoriu'ta di"d l, ,gi-; ;;;^hi;seat was fought and lost. In r8g4_5 two Acts extend.ed the suf-frage in the countv areas and ,"aiririUrrt.Jseats to the advantageof the industrial areas; and in the .rrrui.g election of r8g56.miners ,1d S other Trade Union I;;;r. were elected, inaddition to Bradlaush and, z crofters, ..prlr.ntutives from thescottish Highlandsl rhe rr c;;;; u;i;; M.p.s constituteda regular group within the Liberal party, and high h"il;;;;entertained of the Liberals, conversi rn io uform"of R":d;;rli;;that would warranr Labour ..rppori.-- a, if* prirr, ;;;;;;;
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Radical nominee. If, on the other hand, the Trade Unionist
was beaten in the Liberal ballot, or the Liberals ,ef.rr"J ," ,"La ballot, the L.E.A. usually withdrew its candidat. i, ora., ioavoid splitting the vote and making the Conserv"i*. , pr*",of the seat. This meant in practic-e that ,Lib_LuU, 

"r.riiaui..were adopted for a number of constituencies dominated bv tt emining vote, and for a few others, but that, t; i;;; il;;opposition from most of the local Liberal Associations, ;;il;;
progress could be made. Of the 5 'Irade Unionists, 

"ir;; ?;;;
the miners, elected in rBB5,3 sat fJr East London .or.,i,r".r.i.",r {or.a Birmingham seat, 

"nd r 
_Joseph Arch_fo. ifr"agricultural constituency of North-dest Norfolk. In rgg6Broadhurst, ejected from Birmingham because of the chamber_

Iain split, got in for West Nottirigham: the other : *"""*i"fTrade unionists were all in East London. The Liderar. i"irr.northern industrial towns were not ready to yi"fJ ."ri. 
"i.

working men, even as Liberals.
In these circumstances there was naturally a growinghostility to the Liberars and to the Labour Electoral a.J*i",i.i

among trre workers who had been shaken by the chamberlainite
:plil,r"l were being aw-akened by the unemployed ,-"Ui..-r.J
:1,,r: T?: 

srrrrings of the New Unionism. 
-In 

the political
h_elct nothlng much happened until rBgB, when James KeirHardie (1856-1915), theleader of the Ayrshire Miners ,J;i
a movement for uniting the Scottish miners in a single f;;;;_tion, was put forward as miners, candidate ,t " fy_.f".iiiin Mid-Lanarkshire on the retirement of the sitting ir-#;i.Hardie's name was proposed to the local Liberal d;i;l;;;which refused to accepl him. Hardie,s supporters then de-manded a ballot of the Liberal electors, which was utro ,.f,r..a.The Labour Electoral Association intervened vainly "" fri,behalf: Schnadhorst, for the Liberal headquarterr, ,iri".a ",the scene and, failing to move the local Lib"rulr, ;;;.1;offered Hardie a safe seat ersewhere at the .ext Generar'Erectioi

and a maintenance allowance of d3oo a yeitr while he was inParliament. Hardie refused to_*iit arur, rejecting tir. 
"rriir.offer, despite pressure from T. R. Threliall, tie ,rutiorrut

Secretary of the L.E.A., to accept. The L.E.A. *itfrar.* ii,support, and Hardie contested the seat as an independent
Labour candidate, polling 6r7 votes against 3g47 fortfrJfiU"r"i
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and zgrT for the Conservative. This was the beginning of
'Independent Labour', as distinct from 'Lib-Lab' or Social

Democratic, politics.
Keir Hardie, at the time when he entered on the Mid-

Lanark contest, still regarded himself as a Liberal. IIe was

3r years old, and had already made his name as a Trade Union
leader by his endeavours to build up Trade Unionism among the
miners of Western Scotland. This had involved tough struggles
against bitter opposition from the coal-owners ; and Hardie
had tasted boycott and victimisation, and would have fared ill
had he not been able to support himself by journalism in the

shape of articles chiefly on mining conditions in the Ayrshire
papers. In 1886 he had become Secretary of the Ayrshire
Miners'IJnion, at a salary of dZS ayeat, and in January of the

following year he had started his own monthly joutnal, The

Miner. In the course of the same year he had become Secretary

of the newly formed Scottish Miners' Federation, and had been

adopted as miners' candidate for North Ayrshire. In this
connection he had carried at the Ayrshire Miners' demonstra-

tion a resolution in favour of forming a'Labour Party'and,
when the Liberal Association refused to support him, had

followed the Labour Electoral Association's line by demanding

a ballot of the Liberal electors. He had also said that he would

'endeavour to have a branch of the Labour Electoral Association

fbrmed in every town and village in the constituency'. When,
however, the vacancy occurred in Mid-l,anark he accepted the

invitation to contest that seat instead.
There is evidence that Keir Hardie, though he was still a

Liberal, already regarded himself in l8B7 as some sort of
Socialist. He was sent to London that year as a member of a
deputation from the Scottish Miners and took the opportunity
to meet Engels and Eleanor Marx, among others' and to get

into touch with the Social Democratic Federation, with the

intention of becoming a member. But his Puritan spirit was

revolted by the atmosphere of beer and blasphemy which he

fou.nd among the London Social Democrats' He was a prosely-

tising teetotaller, and had been an active worker for the Evan-
gelical Union; and though he had begun to throw o1t his

theotrogical dogmatism, he remained a Christian as well as a
rigid total abstainer. He returned to Scotland without carrying
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out his intention of joining the S.D.F., or severing his l,iberal
connections. But in The hliner he freely printed contributions
from Socialists, land nationalisers, and other rebels; and his
own articles were already proclaiming the downfall of capitalism
as near at hand.

Out of the Mid-Lanark election developed the Scottish
Labour Party, in which men from a number of advanced
movements came together. John Murdoch, the crofters'
leader, presided at the preliminary meeting; Dr. Gavin B.
Clark (r846-1930), one of the crofters' M.P.s, became a Vice-
President. R. B. Cunninghame Graham (1852-1936), the
'Socialist laird' who had won a seat in Lanarkshire as a Radical
in 1886, became President; the Glasgow Irishman, John
Ferguson (1836-19o6), a Vice-President; J. Shaw Maxwell
(r855-1928), from the Henry Georgeite Scottish Land Restora-
tion League, Chairman of the Executive; the Glasgow
Socialist, George N4itchell, Treasurer. Hardie himself was
Secretary, adding this office to the many he already held.
What was left of the Scottish sections of the Socialist League
rallied round under J. L. Mahon's influence. The programme
included nationalisation of railways and other forms of trans-
port, a national banking system and a state monopoly of the issue
of money, and other socialistic proposals, as well as the more
immediate demands for the eight hours' day, the right to work,
and so on. Hardie and his group set to work energetically
organising branches throughout Scotland.

Meanwhile, Henry Flyde Champion (1859-1928) had
quarrelled with the S.D.F. after the rumpus over 'Tory gold',
and had become active in the cause of Labour representation.
In 1887 he started a paper, Corumon Sense, which soon devel-
oped into The Labour Elector, and threw himself into the Labour
Electoral Association in the London area, trying to bring it over
to independence of the Liberals. In London a Metropolitan
Radical Federation had been set up in 1886 as a rival to the
orthodox London Liberal and Radical Union, and this body
had been accepted by the National Liberal Federation side by
side with its rival. In r8B8 the establishment of the London
County Council raised in an immediately pressing form the
question whether there was to be a 'Progressive' alliance on
the new body. The Fabians and John Burns's followers alike
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favoured this plan: Burns formed his own Battersea Labour

;"il;-#^i"i;;h'.s';'n i" 'ase' 
the vear of his election to

the L.C'C. Champton' though he-too.was out of the S'D'F''

which expelled r'i"t i^"'i'tt:;"-hostile to the 'Progressive'

alliance, and became "" '"ti"" 
leader of-the London movement

for an independent #;;;i;il' He-1lsotook up enersetically

the question "r 
tn" tigiif";;;;i'v' - 

Hardie' wnt ttad changed

the title of his Mineri;';;;;';'ir L'o'I"'founcl it bevond his

Dower to carry i' "","";;";;ded 
it. into Champion's Labour

",;;r;;r:r;"*;,"i' r"'u"l*"-s?otti'n corresoondent' But in

r89o Champiot q'""litil-'*iti g'-t"t'' Mu"'' and Tillett' and

ll,he Labour Elector.r.p""a"a publication' Its place Yasi?ken

by Joseph Burgess i;;;;-;;i)l'ith wts workman's rimes'

and Burgess at once J;;i' t6"#t" his paner the rallving point

for the national t"ou"*tttt to bring an i"depet"'dent 
'Labour

Partv into being' ii' i"n*an's fim's was soon publishing

; ;:i*b"; "i'i""""r 
tii'i""t' niled with news of rrade union

and Labour "'""tt,-*u"f:;;i;g " 
the first widely circulated

organ of the new movement'

This was ,r.., 
'r," """".. 

of I889,.w1rich had an immensely

stimulating "n""t 
o" *orking-class opinion all over the country'

The victory of the il;;;;?^to'L""' followed bv the much

more resounai"g t""L"; "iittZ 
i""a"n dockers' strike 

' 
started the

New Unionir- o" itt"Jiitujt'-""g the less skilled workers' Will

Thorne (r857-19a6i, ii"lt'a* of"the London gasworkers' and

Pete Curran (r86"-"9;;) i""t"a Yorkshire' organising branches

of the Gaswort"r.' uliJi 
' 
*J irr.r. was a rapid :pr,:u,l "l Il:1:

Unionism i",o *u""i t'filt' i"tr"ai"g the very badly organised

woollen ,na *o"t'"i';;;;y -Joitt 
Andiew (r85o-19o6)'

the proprieto' ot til luncashire Cotton Factory T'imes' started

a Yorkshire forto''y ii*" i' 1889' with Joseph Burgess as

editor; and ""t tl'f 
it tne.Worktitan's Times developed as a

London offshoot the following year' Dock workers' Unions

were organir.a ot' l't1""yside 
"u'd 

Tyneside and in other areas'

and some "r 
tht* ".pliil d; U"io" catering for a wide

variety of less skilleJ#orkers' There was a'ferment "l I::I'^1*-

"i"r.i"iiti,v, 
which soon began to.have oolitical repercussrons'

At the end of '8;';" 
t;;iii" *-o'k""' strike at \{anningham'

near Bradford, led Uy W' H' Drew' -was 
marked by serious

conflicts t.,*"*'inl"t'ikt'" - who had no Trade Union -
r+9
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and the police ; and out of it arose the Bradford Labour Union,
with Drew as President, and with an aggressive policy of
political independence. Ben Tillett, the London dockers'
leader, and Robert Blatchford were secured as independent
Labour candidates to fight seats at Bradford against the sitting
Liberals. A few months later a similar Labour Union was
founded in the Colne Valley, and Tom Mann was chosen as

candidate. The Salford Labour Electoral Association joined
the Independents a month later; and at about the same time
the London Trades Council formed its own Labour Representa-
tion League. Early the following year, Blatchford and John
Trevor took the lead in establishing a Manchester District
Independent Labour Party i and at the same time Burgess
launched in The Workntan's Times an appeal to all supporters of
an Independent Labour Party to send him their names in order
that those who were willing to help could be put into com-
munication and enabled to start branches of the proposed party
in their several areas. This appeal met with a good deal of
success: indeed, it set on foot many of the local bodies which
sent their delegates to found the Independent Labour Party
the following year. In June r89z the Burgess group set up an
Independent Labour Party in London, with Shaw Maxwell as

Secretary, and tried to get the London committee accepted as

the organisirg agency for the national party. The Scots and
northerners took objection to this, and insisted that the new
party should be formed with their full collaboration. They
induced Hardie, who was elected to Parliament for a Greater
London seat - South-West Ham - in July r89z, to take the
lead by calling a preparatory meeting during the Trades Union
Congress at Glasgow. It was there decided that a national
conference to form an Independent Labour Party should be
called to meet at Bradford in January 1893.

At the General Election of tSgz 6 miners were again
returned as 'Lib-Lab' M.P.s, together with 4 other Trade
Unionists of the same persuasion. In Scotland Cunninghame
Graham was defeated; but Dr. G. B. Clark held his seat as a
Radical. In Ireland, 3 Labour men, including Michael Davitt
(1846-19o6), of the Irish Land League, were elected ; but
Davitt rvas unseated. In England, Independent Labour scored
its first victories. John Burns won the Battersea seat, and Keir
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Hardie was successful at West Ham' The Seamen's leader'

Joseph Havelock ylsol" t'S59-t9'91' Y:: 
ut Middlesbrough

in a three-cornered ngt" 

"g"i'"tt 

Liberal and Tory opponents'

but at once made htt?";;;;th tl'e Libttott' It *'as thus lett

to Burns and Hardie l""ti"ft" ""t 
the claim of the new party at

Westminster' B" il"rrit h"* t^-tut Hardie offered to work

,r,i", his leadershto' t' ;;i ;:i"l 111.::, H::i::H*;ni
*r. i."pry commitied to the ProgresslYe all

countv council' ';;;i";- 
H;;;i;'' lot to represent alone

the claims of the ,iJ;'*lrr"*"n,. by standing forth as the

cham p i on of th e """il ;t9;;" " a J'r'! L" g'f '"-J#U{$':;
ii"".l*tir"rs have told the story ot hls at

Commons, dressed il"**otfti"g cloth"t with a cloth cap' on a

wagonette n[ed *ith ;il; o"1oj whom scandalised the

respectables uy pr"yi'gT;;;;;t' This displav' which was not

p,.""'n g" a: 
.y ": "::*1[t *r*" f l;" fi:? fl"L il' H #i'i

a most serlous persoll' rruLrui''Iv"'--lr-^ 
^ -^o-o ^n a serious

though he was "uJy'*otlgfr 
to mafe a scene on a serlous

occasion. t-tt too""'aii't.,li" protest aeainst the levity with

which the Commont"il*"i "'lining 
iisaster; and he was

always readv to *ii.;;;;;h;'' *h"t t" 'u* 
no better way 9f

setting pubticity -;; htt';;;;" n-"t his.scene-making was the

outcome of pu"'o#"'?;J*;'"a "* of anv taste for flamboy-

ant action. H" ";;;";'ir'!'ao"'' 
hard-hitling Puritan he had

been from tnt nt-ti""'ia''il"ttf-t he"could on occasion enloy

himself with the b:J,,;;i.i; rE.l displeasure at anvthing he

regarded ut fti'otitlio;f;;ii'h t"tolutionarv froth' Though he

sained tht 'ept'tuJivo;i;il; 
o" "*t'"*i*i' 

h" *ut throughout

."allv a *oat""'" a"t"'*i"""a to 
'concentrate 

on immediate

,"for*, ,na i*putiJtit-;;'^th"t" who believed that Socialism

could be int'odt'"lJt"aa""ty by means of violent revolution'

The men ""d:;;;; 
*ri" e*l:'ed under Hardie's chair-

manship i'' J'n"u']"';;;; ;#ii'h,th' Independent Labour

Partv form"d'"'h;;;geneous gathering'''Tn"' t"-:'^11tu

d elegates rto* ttt"' [i]tii"J'L'ro'?, p"tu 

" 

*hi"h soon merged

itself in the new ;J;;';;; number of 
'lo"ul 

Labour Unions

an d similar *,9"i"'1 

"'i 

"i' ;; i* .ry 
ti:fr-?ixr"ilft ll;

ilurr"h"tt"t I'L'P'' and the varlous-

formed under tr"" l"toi"tt-or ily Worhman's Times; from a

- handful oi r""il"J"i"ti" 
"s""rJ 

Democratic Federation ; from
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the London Fabian-Society, and from a number of local FabianSocieties which had sprung up since the publication of FabianEsslls in rBB9. Theie *"i. , ,.ry f"w Trad.e Union rr.,rrna
and one or two miscellan_eous bodies, .""h;El;;ffi;;ffii
(r85r-98) Eight Hours League. n.*rra Shaw, ;*;;;;;;;i;the London Fabians, announced at the;;-;;;.il;;H?
Fabian Society had no intention nf mergirrg itr"ff i" if,i-r"*party, as it was determined to carry on it. pJicy .f p.r;;";i;;
the existing parties with socialist ideas. Th" r,ubirin s;#credentials were challenged, partly "" ,fri. gr;";;rd;i,;
because of their commitLeni t" ,ttiur".;t?h";h;#;Hr, ,iLondon municipal politics, which ,ur, .o.rrt., to the views ofmost of the provincial delegates, who were engaged in fightingthe Liberals in their own irunicipal Councils. On this issrremost of the local Fabian Societies outside Lo"dor, il';J;against Shaw, and transferred their allegiance to the LL.p.At the outset the r.L.p. was intentea to u. 

"-r"a-"r"iio.r,based mainly on the local Labou, Unio.rr, brt ope, to;ffill;ltions of rrade unions and other Labour and sociarist bodies.But the Trade Unions held aloof, and the Lranches of the S.D.F.refused to desert their olc{ allegiance. Within 
" 
f"*;;;rhr';iits formarion' the LL.p. had tu"rned into a nation"r.""i"if *i,nbranches, and the local Labou, Unio", *d similar bodies hadaccepted branch status under the National Adminr*tirii""

Council set up at the Bradford Corf"r"r"". Thereafter, theaim of converting the Trade Unions to i.rdepend"", i"Lr",politics had 
-to_be 

pursued in other-ways, by p.;ilil;;;to set up a.federar party in which so"iuiirt and rrade"u"i""groups could- act together. It took seven years, ha.d *orLioaccomplish this,-by persuading the Trades Union ddress ;;convene the conference.which ..1"p the Lab our R.p;;."";;;Committee. Meanwhile, the Labour Electoral'G;;;;;
remained in being until 1896, but gradually lost g-fi;;
3um-b9r of its local groups went over to the LL.p. or died ofinanition. The General'Election oflS95'r"auced the miners,contingenr from 6 to 5 and the rest of t(J Lib_Lab g."rp i;
4 to 

.3, 
including Havllock Wilson. n".". 

".a Dr. Clark werere-elected, and so wer.e gle 3 Irishmen, including D"ri,r, ;;;took his seat for South Mayi. But at 
'S""tfr_WJ.t 

Hr;'K;;;Hardie was beaten, though no Liberal ,*t ,fr" fi"lJ;;;t"";
152
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him; and thereafter the I.L.P. had no representative in the
House of Commons. It fought z8 seats, of which B were in
Lancashire and Cheshire, 7 in Yorkshire, ar.d 7 in Scotland,
but it failed to win even one. The S.D.F. had 4 candidates, and

4 other Socialists fought under various local auspices. But
by 1895 the New Unionism had lost a good deal of the ground it
had won in 1889 and the following years, and was merely
holding on. Despite the establishment of the LL.P., the cause
of Independent Labour was no longer advancing. Many of
the older Trade Union leaders, such as George Howell (r8::-
rgro), were predicting the speedy disappearance of the New
Unions and a return to the 'Lib-Lab' alliance.

Nevertheless, though the spectacular advances of the early
'nineties had not been held, the new Socialism was gradually
permeating the older Trade Unions, and at successive Trades
Union Congresses the Socialists were winning an increasing
support. In r895, when the reaction against the New Unionism
was at its height, the Trades Union Congress resolved, at the
instance of John Burns, by then thoroughly estranged from the
new political movement, to expel from membership the local
Trades Councils and to restrict the choice of delegates to men
actually working at their trades or holding Trade Union olfice.
The reason given for the first of these decisions was that Trades
Council membership duplicated that of the affiliated Trades
Unions : the real motive was to get rid of the rebels, who were
strongly represented among the Trades Council delegates. For
a time the change was effective in restoring the power of the
old leaders. In 1893 and 1894 the Trades Union Congress had
passed Socialist resolutions and had even voted in favour of a

fund to be devoted to the support of Trade Union candidates -a decision which the Congress's Parliamentary Committee
failed to implement on the ground that there was no effective
Trade Union support. From 1895 to r89B similar resolutions
were defeated by large majorities, and even in 1899 Congress
voted down a further proposal to institute a central political
fund. That year, however, the Socialists at length achieved
a come-back by persuading the delegates to vote in favour of
the resolution under which the Parliamentary Committee was
instructed to call the conference of Trade Unions and other
Labour and Socialist bodies that established the Labour
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Representation Committee the following year.
The advance made by the new Socialism during the period

of apparent setback between 1895 and rgoo was due largely to
its successes in the field of local government. Held back in
London by the Progressive alliance, the I.L.P. followed in the
provincial towns a policy of opposition to both the older parties
and was able to obtain a foothold on a number of Councils,
using its vantage to press for immediate reforms such as the
improvement of schools, the promotion of municipal housing
and slum-clearance schemes, the provision of work for the local
unemploved, and the raising of the very low wages paid to
council employees. This policy of 'practical Socialism' gained
it an increasing amount of support, and also served to define
its character as the party of reform rather than of revolution,
with long-run Socialist aspirations but with an immediate
programme that appealed to many who rejected the N{arxist
gospel of the S.D.F. as much as they were discontented with
the half-heartedness of the I-iberal Party for the more advanced
parts of its Newcastle Programme of r\gz. Labour representa-
tives were still at best no more than small minorities on the
municipal Councils, and were hardly represented at all on the
County Councils set up in 1888. They were even fewer on the
Councils of Urban and Rural Districts : rather more numerous
on School Boards and on Boards of Guardians in the industrial
areas. But in a good many places they were able to exercise an
influence out of proportion to their numbers on committees
dealing with housing and other social questions; and this local
work made the leading I.L.P.ers known and often paved the
way to later successes in parliamentary contests. The Fabian
Society, despite its preoccupation in London with the Pro-
gressive alliance on the L.C.C., was of considerable help to
the Labour members on local authorities throughout the country
as a provider of useful statistical information and of pamphlets
explaining the powers of the various Councils and working
out lines of policy.

The second factor that helped the I.L.P. to gain influence
during the later 'nineties was the activity of its branches in
helping strike movements. In rB97 much help was given to
the Amalgamated Society of Engineers in its unsuccessful
resistance to the lock-out declared by the employers over the
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iesue of Trade Union interference in 'managerial functions"

and during the following- yt"t 
'n" 

help given to the South

Wales miners during;h;ft ilk" and loik-out save the I'L'P'

n firm foothold i" d;;;"waies' which had been entirely

rrnreDresent"a ut ttt l'i"'gural Conference of r893' 'Iit1k
:##;tJ;;i", "t 

lr'lit'v' i" '9oo 
to^the great part which he

nlaved in this tt'"ggitt'and ihereafter South Wales soon

il :?;" ;;. ;i t;; m'o'vement's p rincipal strongholds'

In local politics 1t" f 'l'p'' in most areas' was fighting

-I.;il;;ai'nst both the olcler parties' thoueh its representa-

tives, when they had-secured election' were olten able to work

with other p,ogt"ttt""l'-i" "ot"*it"e 
wolk' In national politics

the question which ;;;t"*ly faced the new party was that

;t"#;;ffi" ;;i'";i;' wh"'" it had no candidate of its own

in the field .- that is, in the great majoritv of constituencies'

When Blatchford "'a'f 
i' s;"tip-ttt "pitt" 

i\danchester District

l.L.P. in iagz th"v ;;i;d?;i; th" constitution a clause which

not only required *;;;1; sever all connections with other

parties, but also forbade them to vote for any non-Socialist

candidate in any "otttii"""y' 
This.involved requiring most

of their members tt 'Utoi" 
irom votit'g at all until the move-

rnent was in a position to put 
"p llt 

oy: candidates in the areas

in which they lived' i' in" n*aford lnausural Conference of

the I.L.P., una "'ut"qt""iiv' 
tf.r" Manchesf,r men fought hard

to get the 'Fourth'Ci;;;l:- so called from its place in the

constitution of the ilrrr"ft"t,"t I.L:P-' - accepted as national

policy. In this tt'"V'*tt-" "ttl:Ytf"l: 
the policy approved at

ihe national level 'was that I'L'P' members should resign all

connections wittt oiil' p""iti *a, should vote in municipal

elections as their Ut""ttti"tided and in larliamentary elections

in accordanc. *id;h;'l;i"i;" of a national partY Conference'

'fhis last provision was put to the test at the General Election

of 1895 ; and on that occasion the national Conference decided

in favour of the;;li ;fu;"t of the'Fourth Clause' policy--

though it is said til; th"e decision was widely disregarded' and

;ilil;;y*embers of the I'L'P' voted for Tories'

'fhe explan"ti"" 'f 
-if 

is policy of abstention except where

l.L.P. or other il"i"li't "u"d'idut"" 
rvere in the field is that the

I.L.P. was so *' ;;;;;kG "p !h! old Lib-Lab alliance and

on deiaching tf" **ft"tt ft"o* their traditional allegiance to
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the old Radicalism as to be ready to forfeit its chance of influen-
cing the elections over most of the constituencies. There was
the big risk that if members, or branches, were allowed to vote
for the better candidate when no Socialist was in the field the
way would be opened for pacts between neighbouring con-
stituencies, whereby the Liberals would recommend their sup-
porters to vote Labour in one place in return for reciprocal
favours in another. If this were allowed, it would be impracti-
cable not to vote for Lib-Lab candidates in some places, and
the sharp distinction between Independent Labour and Lib-
Lab would be in danger of being broken down. There was
enough difference of opinion among the I.L.P. leaders to
prevent the 'Fourth Clause' from being written into the party
Constitution ; but in r 895 the ' Fourth Clause' advocates
carried the day. I.L.P. members were allowed, and encouraged,
to vote for S.D.F. or other independent Socialist candidates;
and in rgoo there was even a candidate at Rochdale sponsored
by both the I.L.P. and the S.D.F. The'Fourth Clause'policy
and the less rigid policy accepted by the I.L.P. as its official line
were both inspired by a determination to have no truck with the
Liberals or with those Trade Unionists who ran for election
under Liberal auspices.

Despite this electoral intransigence the I.L.P. was from
the outset definitely a non-revolutionary party as far as its
immediate programme and policy were concerned. Blatchford,
the leading advocate of the 'Fourth Clause', was also President
of the Manchester Fabian Society at the time when it was
drawn up by the Manchester District I.L.P., and was an out-
spoken critic of the revolutionary notions of the S.D.F. He
insisted that a revolution, even if it were practicable, could do
no good, because the Socialists were by no means ready to
replace capitalism by a complete new social system. He
stressed the paramount importance of Socialist education as a
preparation for the introduction of the Socialist way of life,
and was much less interested in winning parliamentary seats
than in conducting outright Socialist propaganda. Indeed,
the real division inside the I.L.P. was between those who
thought mainly in terms of parliamentary successes and those
who were doubtful about the value of getting Socialists into
Parliament until there was enough Socialist opinion behind
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them to prevent them from falling into subjection to parlia-

mentary traditions r,,Jtt'" 
"*igenciJsof 

electioneering' William

M;;;t.;in his Sociali,i i"ug"I {ays' h^ad held a similar opinion'

;;;';;i-;garded the coitesting of seats in Parliament as

;;;*;;;.. 'The I'L.P' left did not go to that length' for its

members mostly *"""piJttt" necessitf of a gradualist "pl-1"1!l:
U;;;t *.r. .,.pitious enough of parhamentary compromrse

to insist that their 
"ut'Jiaut"t 

"*ust be firmly pledged against

all association with "itt.t 
p"t,les, and against all-pacts.that

,"rgiii"t"f". u dt'og'tio".iro* the plre- gospel "t 
t*11:i

Thev were, ho*"l,.'l much less suspicious of the corruptrng

;fl.i"":;';?'*""i+a politics, though there too thev were

determined to,e;eci-ut'l non-Socialist -electoral 
associations'

Fred W. Jowett ('86;-;;44), for example' the Bradford muni-

cipal pioneer, drew Jtt'iJp'ait'inction-between the procedure

of the House of Co*-o'it and that of a municipal Council'

with its administrative 
-"o*"titt""t 

on which members of all

oarties worked ,og"tt"'' Far from seeing in the committee

#:ffi ti'i"*r" *l"t"'*""t a dangerous tendency 1s ['rr
i.''r""1"' uttli"".'r,i a"t-iolauy ua*inistrative collaboration' he

fiffiH *""itrp"i tv*"* as vastly superior to the parlia-

mentary, ura a"*u'iai il;; tr't r"tt* should be reformed in

imitation of the to,*"'' He was' however' as insistent against

i;;;;f;A municipal as against r1ler;PlrtY parliamentarv

pacts. The great.task ahead,"alt the I'L'P' leaders agreed' was

to bring the wort<rni"f"t"t ""tt 
to the gospel of strict political

independence.
AttheBradfordConferenceofr8g3asectionofthedele-

gates, headed by two Scottish representatives' George Carson

and Robert Smillie i'a!f-';o"r' later.the leader of the Miners'

f'"a"rution and an ot'ttiu"ai"g figur9 in- the Socialist movement'

wished to include tht wotd Tsiiulitt' in the title of the new

party. tn. p,opo"i *ut a"ftuted' on tactical grounds; but

there was ,r"*'", uttf doubt that the LL'P' regarded itself.as a

Socialist Party. Ttie object of the party was defined at Bradford

as 'the collective "*"Jttf 
ip of ail the means of pr-oduction'

distribution ,"a """tt""g"1' 
The. resolution at first read

'collective ,, "";;;;;i 
ownership'; but the words 'or

communal' were deleted as savouring unduly- of- Anarchist-

Communism. il;;;pt by John Lincoln Mahon (1866-
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1933) to state the object as being merely,to.secure the separaterepresentation and protection of tuUL,
b odies', *irrrr* 

^ 

""* mitting. th" purtyul" 
t:lrTt:l.o 

:*.rr"*:;socialist doctrine, rras heav"iry d.i;;t. Another resorutioncommitted all I.L.p. candidaies, if ."i,r.rr"a, to act with themajority of the 'sociarist^Ind"p;";.;-party in parliament inadvancing the interests of Labour ir.".p."tiu. of the conveni_ence_of any political party'. --r
what did these professions of sociarism mean ? Thevfully committed the new party to general ,""i"ii*iir" ;. ,;;;objective: indeed, su_ch a "r*-iir""i *as felt to be the onlyway of marking its adherents off sharfly from the ;iiil_L;il1

:id rl" old-style Trade Unio.,ists. riiiirt. profession of faithleft the party free to concentrate its immediate endeavoursIargely on the advocacy. of majorco"i"i ,"for.rrs _ above allothers, the eight hours, day, th"',;gh;;; work or maintenance.and the legal minimu- *ug.. ThJ eight n"rr.; a"y *";'ffi;outser the most insistenr Jemand, ,of.iir". with the adoptionof public measures. to reduce ";.;;;;;_ent and to securebetter treatment of the unemplof.a,-"Jp.U"lly by the municipaland poor law authorities. trr. a.*u,d ,;rr;";;;;;:,rii;and for better education, ,itr, *"Ji*i-rreatment and schoolfeeding of the children, uiro too*.J^tlig" i, the I.L.p.,s localpropaganda.
In advocating reforms, as distinct from a catastrophic over_throw of the existing. social order, ii.-ii.p. propagandists oft\e. 
18e9s often di#ns"iril;-;;;;;;"r" partiat reformswhich they regarded is pru.ti"rli"'i,r.ra", capitalism, andthose which they resardea ,, u"."riioirtl 

"*".pt 
.under 

Social-ism'. Thus, iiruul regarded as qri,"^i"r.lUle for the State,under capitalism, to find *ort foi ,o-*'" of the unemployed,and to maintain the rest under tolerable cond.itions; butunemployment itself was regarded as inherent in the capitaristsystem. It was possible to i*pror. housing by.l"*_;k;;;;;yill,:", compensation. to 
-sl,.,m_lr"dt;;;; and by municipalbuilding; but to get rid of the .q;;i;;';;d hid""*";;;';i;"h.tactory towns as a whole it would t" r,.""..u.y to replace theprofit-motive bv a svstem of co**rrnui-lii"uuo.,, towards thegood life' The Iine u.r*"." *i;;r'il;cable under capitar-ism and what was not was never at aliclearly drawn; for such
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clarity was hardly needed while there was so much that could
be done to alleviate misery by secondary reforms, and while the
Socialists had no early prospect of being able to carry the major
structural changes into effect. In these circumstances there
was, paradoxically, a revival of Utopianism among the reform-
iets, who drew pictures of a coming Utopia at the same time as

they conducted campaigns against particular abuses and for
quite moderate measures of legislative or administrative reform.

Although, at the Bradford Conference, socialisation was
made the criterion of the Socialist nature of the new party,
the inspiration that lay behind it was ethical rather than econo-
mic. The stress was on the misery of the poor _- the avoidabl6
misery which was inflicted on the rveaker members of society.
The men and women who formed the I.L.P. had had their
indignation stirred by the exposure of the conditions of ill-
health, semi-starvation, and squalor in which a large section of
the people lived - a story of wrongs and sufferings to which the
uprisings of the less skilled workers in 1889 had applied the
match to light the fire that illuminated the social scene. The
I.L.P.ers were intent to fight on behalf of the'bottom dogs'
much more than of the working class as a whole. They were
not very much concerned with the efforts of the skilled workers
to better their own conditions, though they of course sided
with them when they became involved in strikes or lock-outs.
Their main concern was with the underdogs who had flocked
into the New Unions and with the much larger class out of
which these converts to common action had emerged. They
were ready enough to believe the Fabians, who told them how
much more efficient socialised industry and agriculture would
be and how easily enough for all could be produced by a collect-
ive effort in which all took part. But they wanted Socialism,
fundamentally, not because it would be efficient but because it
would promote social justice.

No doubt the Lib-Labs also wanted social justice, and based
their adhesion to the Liberal gospel on ethical grounds. The
difference was that the New Unionists approached politics
from an angle of vision which threw into prominence the special
claims of the less skilled workers, and emphasised at every
point the need for State intervention in economic affairs. The
Lib-Labs were fot the most part representatives of trade groups
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SOCIALIST THOUGHT
among which organisation was already well established and a
substantial amount of recognition had been secured for the rightof collective bargaining. They favoured heavier taxation of
unearned incomes, especially of those accruing to landlords
and to other rich men- who played no active part in th" pro-
drrctive process ; but their piincipal immediate objectives were
political rather than economic and ailied them rather to Radicals
than to the supporters of the New Unionism. Both groups*Tt.{ fuller recognition of their right to bargain cole-ctiveiy
wjth the representatives of capita[s; industryl but the ,Old',
unionists wanted this rather in the interests-of the organised
workers than as a 'new deal, for the working class as , 

.wfrot" 
;whereas the 'New' Unionists were impatient of restrictions

which denied the less skilled workers' claim to be consiclered as
the social equals of the craftsmen, or at all events ,o U" gi"""
special backing on account of their more urgent human n"eeds.
At the same time the I.L.p.ers were anxious not to repeat the
mistakes of the Social Democratic Federation Uy u"tuiorri.i.rg
unnecessarily the members of the older Unions, urii.tirr"?
from their Lib-Lab leaders. They found, indeed, a substantial
part of their support among the younger members of the older
Unions ; and most of them *"r" to.rui.-rrced of the need to U.i.rg
such established groups as the miners and cottorr operativei
who also needed legislation to reinforce their bargaining
strength, over to the party of Independent Labou, "r.ra, 

i?
possible, to socialism. Not a few of t^he active members or ih.
I.L.P. were connected with the older Unions u.rd *"r. doirg
battle inside them in the cause of the New unionism and oi
independent political action. The aim of these men, even when
they helped to start new unions among the ress skilred *orr....,
was not to create a rival Trade Union movement in hostility
to the older Unions, but rather to convert the latter to the new
ideas and to demonstrate to their members that their real
interests lay, not in holding on to their monopoly position in
face of technical change, but rather in making 

"o-*on .r,r*with the less skilled in a movement to establishlinimum stand-
ards of wages and conditions, in the assurance that a higher
minimum for the underdogs would bring with it a gerieral
improvement in the distribution of the pioceeds of iridustry
between workers and capitarists, and thai the more trre statl
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intervened to prescribe minimum standards, the less would the
cmployers be able to use the unskilled workers to undermine
the collective bargaining power of the Unions of skilled workers.

Thus, whereas the S.D.F. had been prone to denounce not
only the Lib-Lab leaders of the older Unions, but also the
lInions themselves as embodirnents of sectional monopoly
ngainst the aspirations of the working class as a whole, the
LL.P.ers set out to woo the members of these Unions, while
dcnouncing their leaders, and to offer them a programme which
cnmbined the ethical with the economic appeal. In place of
doctrinaire Marxism and class-war this programme was con-
ccntrated on demands which promised results not merely after
'the revolution', but at once; and such a programme appealed
not onl), to workers but also to middle-class sympathisers who
were prepared to rally to their support on grounds of social

iustice, but not to throw over in favour of Marxist 'materialism'
the Christian ethics they had learnt to regard as the basic
imperative to social action.

'Ihe leaders of the Independent Labour Party in the r89os
wcre a mixture of workers and middle-class Socialists. Besides
Hardie as Chairman, the original National Administrative
Council of 1893 included Pete Curran (186o-19ro), Edrvard
Aveling (r85r-r898), W. H. Drew of Bradford, George Carson
of Glasgow (d. ry23), Joseph Burgess (t9y-ry2$, and
l(atherine St. John Conway (1868-195o), later the wife of
James Bruce Glasier and a lifelong worker for I.L.P. Socialism.

James Shaw Maxwell (1855-1928) was Secretary. Tom Mann
became Secretary in 1894, and Ben Tillett, who soon dropped
out, and Fred Brocklehurst of Manchester (1866- ?) joined the
Council that year. Dr. R. M. Pankhurst (d. 1898), husband of
the suffragist leader, Emmeline Pankhurst, who also played an
nctive part in the I.L.P., was elected to the Council in 1896.
'fhat year James Ramsay MacDonald Q866-rq7) was the
runner-up for a seat, which he won in 1897. In 1898 Mrs.
l)nnkhurst (r858-1928) and James Bruce Glasier (r859-r9zo)
were elected. Philip Snowden (r864ty7) got on only in r8gg
and F'. W. Jorvett (t864-r94$ only in r9or. Hardie was
Chairman until r9oo, when Glasier succeeded him, to be
rcplaced by Snowden in r9o3 and by MacDonald in 19o6.
Mann had ceased to be Secretary in 1897, when John Penny
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of Preston (r87o-r938) took his place. On the whole the
middle-class element on the Council increased, and its influence
certainly grew much greater with the advent of Snowden and
MacDonald. But, of course, most of the local leaders were
workers, and workmen and working women preponderated
among the Conference delegates. The I.L.P., however, had
from the first a substantial body of middle-class supporters,
and most of its branches included at least a few. Its tone was
strongly ethical: it, rather than the S.D.F., attracted the main
body of middle-class Socialists in the industrial areas, whereas
the Fabian Society consisted mainly of Londoners and found
its recruits chiefly in the professions, rather than in the middle
classes as a whole.

It will be seen that neither MacDonald nor Snowden was
active in the I.L.P. at the beginning. At the outset Hardie held
an almost unquestioned leadership, with Mann and Curran,
and for a while Tillett, as his principal lieutenants. In 1893

a large Council had been elected ; but for reasons of economy
the numbers were cut down the following year, and they
remained small until the size was increased again in 19o6.
Except for the national officers, the elections were by regional
divisions; and the divisional machinery played an important
part in holding the local branches together. Progress was rather
slow during the early years, for the I.L.P. suffered from the
decline of the New Unionism which set in just about the time
of its foundation. It did, however, succeed in building up, if
not a mass membership, at least an influential body of recruits
among the younger Trade Unionists and among other young
people who had been touched by the spirit of the times; and
its influence ran a long way ahead of its numbers.

The LL.P.'s strongholds, during these early years, were in
Lancashire and Yorkshire, on the Clyde, and in the West of
Scotland coalfields. It had a few strong groups elsewhere -at Leicester and Nottingham, for example. In London it was
not very strong, and it had little following in Wales till the late
'nineties. The S.D.F. rivalled it especially in Lancashire
and in London and to some extent in Scotland. But, of
course, neither of them ever became a great party comparable
with those of Germany or Austria, or even of Belgium or
France.
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(iv) Ronrnr Blercnnono AND 'THE ClAntoN'

The British socialist movement, unlike the French' has pro-

duced few outstanai"e'lo"trrufitrc' Keir Hardie' though he

nt""*.i .rr" fror"tt;oi i"t *"" of his life' had no great talent

for it: his Labour tr"o'irr"iuaalways a heavy touch, unrelieved

bv much humour, '"J f it'*trting"o'" above mediocrity only

;l#il#' ;;;J;;'"ed or tellling stories of his childhood'

William Morris pt;it;;-j"*nalisri only against his will:

his Common*,ol 
"ont-uin' "*t"ll"nt 

things'-hut was never a good

;;;;;"' fi;", O"a"'"- i" tt'" q DrF b Justice' hit hard' but

showed rrc specat f,;b' Joseph lu-rgess' 
whose Workman's

,l,imes dtd, much to -obili.. t^he feeling for an Independent

Labour Part], *"t " ;;;;;;'it"'' ""ubl"" 
to enlist his readers'

afiections. Annie d;;;' who had. journalistic as well as

oratorical talent, *ua"-f'"''*ain contribution to journalism on

Bradlaugh's t'l otloni-n'io' *"' u'd'after showing her capacity

for Socialist writing in ih' Link'vanished out of the movement

to become u pro,,go"iui oi tft"otophy-1^d of Indian National-

ism. Unless *" ""io "o"ni 
g"rnatdshaw' who won-his place

in iournalism *'it'fyit u -usical and dramatic critic before he

;Jrbilffi t i. *u;'o,. position as a playwright' the only' man

who, in the period wiih *hich we are now dealing' made his

,n"rf. pri*urily " a Socialist journalist', and built up a great

oolitical following by ;h; *"'itt"' rather than the spoken

#d, il"i'Jr"ri gr"t"l'ford ( r 85 r- I 943)' whose c lario n frtst

appeared in r89r 
""J-f'*ta'th"roug-h' 

many vicissitudes till

'93iiu,.nrord's book Merrie England'first publishe<l serially in

'I'he Clarion' fu' ot-ri'ota u"y oih"' Socialist work of its time'

News from t'lo*n"u"""a'-oi tot"tt' F.afian Essays' had only

nrinute circulationJ it.*-"o*putiton with it' In the British

market it sold ,,tu"y "to'" 
copies even than Henry George's

Progress ona eoo"il' 
"'i" 

";;tst rival'. An edition published

at one penny *ut pl'tty-'esponsible for its enormous sale; but

it had proved i,t ;;&i-b-"Jore th,is edition was thought of'

lndeed, .u*b"fo'f il'nrie England.was.written or The Clarion

aooeared gt"t"htoli ;;J ;;4" himself a place in popular

d;;lit*- that was quite distinctively his own'
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In social origin Robert Blatchford came out of the 'un-
classed' rather than of either the working or the middle class.
His father, who died when he was two years old, was a strolling
comedian, and his mother the actress daughter of a theatrical
composer of Italian descent who had been in boyhood a mid-
shipman at the battle of the Nile. Robert Blatchford's child-
hood was passed in travelling round with his mother and his
elder brother from theatre to theatre. When he was r r, and his
brother Montagu r3, Mrs. Blatchford settled down in I{alifax,
where she became a dressmaker. At 14 he was apprenticed to
brushmakinB, and he stayed at the trade till he was zo. Then
he ran away to London, lived for a while on odd jobs, and
joined the army in r87r. There he remained for six years,
rose to the rank of sergeant, and, after a brief interval, got a job
as time-keeper at Northwich under the Weaver Navigation
Company. That rvas in 1878. In r88o he married an old
flame from Halifax, Sarah Crossley, to whom he remained
devoted for the rest of his life.

Blatchford's army experience was the making of him. He
had been a rather dreamy, studious youth, shunning rowdiness
and timid in social intercourse. But he loved his army com-
rades, with all their drunkenness, fecklessness, and disregard
for most of the ten commandments. He came out of the army
with a deep belief that common men and women had hearts of
gold, and with a passion to enlighten their intellectual darkness
without playing the superior person or the prig. Ever after-
wards he tended to think of civilians - especially workers -as soldiers in mufti, and to condone the faults of the least
respectable among them because he thought of them in that
guise. He wrote best, and most naturally, about soldiers and
the life of camp and barracks. In his autobiography he showed
much more interest in his experiences in the army than in all
his work for Socialism. His social origins, his upbringing in
poverty, and his life as a soldier combined to give him an intense
sympathy for the'bottom dogs', rather than for the respectable
working class. In his private life he was a most respectable
pcrson; but he tended to dislike acutely those who made a

virtuc of respectability. This gained him a reputation, with
ntnritlaced Socialists of Nonconformist antecedents and ways
of thouglrt, for being an apostle of wickedness ; but there was
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no sin in him, unless it be sinful to sympathise with sinners and

to hate self-righteousness'
Blatchford's first attempts at writing'-were soldier storles

nnd sketches: his nrri-"r.ryr in journalism were humorous

columns in obscure X."tr-irf nngl-a1d papers'. His,chan-ce

came through hit '";;; with thJUar'itttt"t iournalist and

play-writer, Al.*unde' Nfuttock Thompson (r86r-r948)' who

became at once r"' a""oi"a friend and admirer' Thornpson

was on the staff "f 
BJ*"tJff"1ton's Sporf ins Chronicle; and

when Hulton uo.rgrr,* it "-old "porting_puo".r, 
Betl's Life in

l,ondon,it was throu;; il"*#ittuigi""l'tford was offered

n job on it, and threuiup his po'itio" on the Weaver Navigation'

Then Hulto,, ttu"tittr''" E."a"y Chrorticle' and Blatchford

wrote first leading 'l'ilt;;J '1"" -the 
feature articles that

made his name' Ot't'ift"t'-it'e articlet made the name of

'Nunquam', uy *t'itrt;;;'*;t" signed' originally' it had

been'Nunquam u"t*i";^ii nevelli:ep)' and had been taken

,ver from u p'"uio"'tJ'i;;; *1il's.'I-i -' on the t:f!:!

Cluonicle,which U#" in r8B5' Blatchford moved over trom

humorous ura 'po'"tittg'l""t"iiit* 
to social writing' with a

ritrong bent towards thI iefence of the heloless victims of the

social order - uuov1;ii#J"- children' io' *ho* he started

his Cinderell" Cl"bt ;;;;'id" fooa.uttd entertainment without

rnoralisings to 'poifii" fleasure' When. he began this work he

was not a Socialist, uJ ina""a regarded himself as an opponent

of Socialism. He became a convert graduallv' influenced by

his reading "f 
wiil;; ilo"i'' of Henrv George' and of the

s.D.F. and Fabian *rrii"gr, iut much-more by visiting the

Manchester slums ;;;;;;g against the defence of the

cxisting order bv #;;i;;' iitvipotosists' and most of all

by his friendship ;i;ilil;"dt' tho*''Jon and others of the

group which p"J;i;^i;lio*"a him to establish The Clarion'

llc was in fact tt';;lfi; ; road along which many other men

'nd 
women **" ;;i;;*i,t t i* intle last years of the:88os ;

ir.tl his rr_rtt 
"oru"lriori ""^" 

just in time to enable him to

proclaim fri. f itf "*ia 
the &citements of the gasworkers'

rr*. dockers' ."'"ott'' 
- 
tht following year he came out strongly

irr support of tn" fViutt"i*n texti"le strike'r and this led to an

invitation to contest a Bra?ford seat as the independent Labour

r See p.149.
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candidate of the Bradford Labour Union. With many mis-
givings he accepted, knowing that he was no speaker, and feeling
a strong reluctance to enter the parliamentary field.

Blatchford's connection with the Sunday Chronicle ended in
r89r, when Hulton, who did not like Socialism, at length
rebelled against the intransigence of his principal contributor.
Blatchford refused to modify his tone, resigned a lucrative
position, and found a temporary refuge on Burgess's Worhman,s
Times. Thompson and Edward Francis Fay (r854-18q6) -Iater 'The Bounder' of the Clariorc gravp 

- resigned with him,
taking R. B. Suthers (r87o-r95o), then a clerk but later well-
known as a writer of popular Socialist propaganda, along with
them. They had hardly any money; for Blatchford had just
lost his savings on a play he had written and produced. But
with high hopes and very little planning they brought out in
December r89r the first number of The Clarion. The circula-
tion, after a bigger start, settled down at about 3o,ooo - which
was much for those days, but not enough to yield large profits.
The founding fathers got little out of it: Thompson went on
writing plays for a living, and the rest lived partly on his earn-
ings. Early in r89z Blatchford gave up his parliamentary
candidature, on which he could afford to spend neither time
nor money, and settled down to editorship just as the I.L.P.
was being formed.

It has often been affirrned that Robert Blatchford,s Clarion
made many more converts to Socialism than Keir Hardie's
Independent Labour Party, and that Merrie England, which
first appeared in its columns, is the most effective piece of
popular Socialist propaganda ever written. The first of these
statements evidently cannot be verified any more than the
second : they are both matters of opinion. It is, however, quite
beyond doubt that in the rBgos Robert Blatchford was by a long
way the most popular writer on the side of Socialism, with a
much bigger public than Bernard Shaw or William Morris,
whose appeal was mainly to intellectuals or to exceptional
workers. Keir Hardie too had a great following, but mainly as
a speaker and, from tSgz to 1895, as'the member for the
unemployed'.

Blatchford was no speaker: his platform appearances were
saved from failure only because he was a popular hero on
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account of his writings, and his audiences were well enough

;l;;;J to cheer him'to the echo whatever he said - even if

It Lv 
"o"fa 

not hear most of it' He had the art of establishing

;;i";;t personal relation with his readers' even if they had

;;;.;; him ; and because of this merely to see him became

a memorable experience. Moreover, though in the gt9"p ttlt
;;;;;i The itarion he was unquestioned cock of the walk'

ire had the art of inspiring his devoted band of collaborators

with his own personuf to,Jh ; so that the entire Clarion group

of writers b."u*" friends with their readers' and were felt as a

lland of brothers whose every move, or even antic' was followed

*iirt ri""fv sympathy and dlfighted interest' Readers as well

as writers betame partners in a common fellowship : they were

never happier than when they were excitedly d9i.ng thinSl. 
to-

[.ttt"t und prorirrg to themselves and to theworld that Socialists'

iur- fro* b"irrg lir*al persons set on restraining personal

liberty for the .-o**on good, tnew better than anyone else-how

;;;;ht themselves u,I to foreshadow, by their good cheer'

ii"-'ffJtti" England' which would become the common heritage

of all when Soiialism had won the day'

Blatchford's appeal as a writer was immense: yet his

contribution to Socialist thought, in any ordinary sense of the

word, was next to nothing' He was neither a theorist nor a

fUrrr"r, and to Socialist 
"cloctrine 

he neither contributed nor

l."gft, io contribute any original idea'. In such matters he was

" 
p8p"fr.i."r, handling- othe=r men's ideas so as to make them

,"!r,i i.rt"ttigibl" t, oriirrury men and women' most of whom

"""ia "* rlrpo.rd to Bernard Shaw's subtleties or to Sidney

Webb's logical rnarshalling of fact and argumgttl.ot even to

Wittir* lfrorris's 'rur-"'] but still essentially literary and

,t,ili" appeal. Blatchford's ideas about Socialism were

indeed d&iv.d more from Morris, whom he revered deeply'

than from anyone else; but in his hands Morris's conception

nf ,fr" good life turned into something which 'John Smith of

Oldhari, could much more readily understand. This 'John

Smith' was the imaginary *oik*utt - decent and well

intentioned, but none toJwellnformed or intellectually subtle -
towhomheaddressedtheopenlettersthattoldabout.Merrie
ii"gh"a' ; and the million copies of the book must have
-t*:"fr.a 

a far higher proportion of tU" 'John Smiths' than had
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collectively : he had nothing to say about such matters as
industrial self-government by the producers. He was indeed a
very simple collectivist, in no doubt that low production was
the consequence of the wastes of competition and the restrict-
iveness of capitalist monopoly, or that it was easily possible to
prod rce amply enough for all within the limits of a working
day of eight hours at most - and ere long many fewer

Blatchford had, however, some views of his own which set
him at loggerheads with socialists who had carried over from
Liberalism a belief in the virtues of Free Trade. He held
fervently to the view that every country ought to be able to feed
its own population and to supply *oit oi its needs out of its
own production, and that foreign trade ought to be reduced to
quite small dimensions. He hated big industrial towns, loved
the beauty of the countryside, felt suri that the factory system
was destructive of health and happiness, as well as oi beauty,

3"d yr: entirely convinced that Great Britain could easily feed
its whole population if the land were put to proper use and
modern techniques of intensive agriculture ,ppii"d-. He never
tired.of quoting Kropotkin and other authoritils now forgotten
to this effect; and when he was confronted with the ,rgJ-"rt
that it was cheaper to import food than to grow..ror" of it ut
home, he replied that the price of the food was not the final
criterion, and that against its cheapness had to be put the bad
conditions and ill-health of the industrial workers who had to
toil at producing exports to pay for it. He railed, too, against
the effect of competitive export trade in setting the indristrial
workers in each advanced country to beat down the wages of
their fellow-workers in other countries, and against the teniency
of capitalistic export trade to breed imperialism at the expense
of the peoples of the less developed countries. Finally, he
usually clinched the argument in favour of Britain feeding
herself by pointing to the danger of starvation in the .rr"rrt oi
war - for he tended to think as a soldier long before Germany
had become the subject of his particular fears.

Blatchford, in effect, thought of Socialism mainly in national
terms of 'Merrie England', and of a Socialist world as made up
of free, collectivist countries each able to live on its own
resources and exchanging only surpluses or luxuries which it
could afford to do without if need arose. His conception of
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the advantages of large-scale production tended to stop short
at national frontiers: he thought of international trade as

bound up with competitive rivalries and with exploitation of
one nation by another, leading within each nation to exploita-
tion of class by class. His very national outlook in this respect
undoubtedly constituted part of his appeal to the 'John Smiths'
whom he addressed; for most of them were concerned much
more with'Britain for the British'than with setting the whole
world straight, even if they were ready to cheer sentiments of
international working-class fraternity.

In his earlier writings, including the early days of The
Clarion and of Merrie England, Blatchford wrote much about
the misdeeds of particular Christians, but little about Christian-
ity itself and nothing against it. Later, however, he became
involved in vehement religious controversies, and ranged him-
self definitely on the side, first of those who denied the truth of
Christian theology, and then of those who attacked, on the
basis of a strict determinism, the whole notion of human
responsibility for evil-doing and of divine punishment of the
transgressor. These doctrines were developed mainly in two
lrooks - God and My Neighbour (rgq), and Not Guilty: a

l'lea for the Bottom Dog $9o6). In both these books, he was
concerned essentially with the social aspect of religion and of
religious beliefs. In God and My Neighbour, though he began
lry saying that he did not believe Christianity to be true, what
really concerned him most was to deny God's right to punish
lnen for sins which were not their fault, but that of a world God
was alleged to have created in his omnipotence.

r. As to God. I.c there is no God, or if God is not a loving
Heavenly Father, who answers prayer, Christianity as
a religion cannot stand.

I do not pretend to say whether there is or is not
a God, but I deny that there is a loving Heavenly
Father who answers prayer.

z and 3. If there is no such thing as Free Will men could not
sin against God, and Christianity as a religion will not
stand.

I deny the existence of Free Will, and the possi-
bility of men's sinning against God.

4. If Jesus Christ is not necessary to Man's 'salvation',
Christianity as a religion will not stand.

17r



. , 0.,;;""::#x fi:::ilto men,s sarvation
from Hell or Sin.

5. I qo not assert or deny the immortality of the soul. Iknow nothing about ihe soul, and no man is o, 
"u", 

*u.
able to tell me more than I know.,

Blatchford's argument was simplicity itself. He found the
world around him full of misery und irr.y,rrti"", and he h.ura *",who professed to be good Christian-s announcing that these
wils.must-be-accepted as God's wilr. He heard trr-"." 

""torr]"g$od's_ fatherly -.r:I- and proclaiming God,, o-rifot"r""l
He asked why God, if he was in truth blth merciful and omni-
potent, had made the world to contain such sufferi"g 

""J i;_justice, and why God, if he was aware of them, did ,& ,"_orr.
them at once. He heard Christians denouncing sin, and asked
why. God, 

_if -omnipotent, 
had made men with"a prop.".lty i.

sin, instead of giving them only impulses to do good. ' fo ti"..
questions he could find no satisfying answers; and he came to
the conclusion, first that there *u. 

"o 
valid reason i";;;il;l;;in God's existence, or in his omnipotence or mercy if he diiexist. He denied that good men stand in any need of divine

pardon, and that Godcould justly punish or pardon sinners, ifit was his 
_doing that they had ,rri*". which dispo."a tfr"_'t"sin. Finally he asserted, as Robert Owen among others had

done before him, that men were not responsible for their
actions, because their behaviour was determined ny tn"i,
social environment, and that as the universe was ruled Ly laws
and man a part of nature, human actions must be no ress
determined than the actions of other natural objects. F;; ;ilithen, was an illusion: men behaved as their 

"ir"rr_rtrrr"".compelled them to behave.
From all this Blatchford drew the moral of wide, friendry

toleration - which was in fact the attitude with which he hai
set out long before he had rationalised it into a philosophy. inthe army he had taken his feilow-sordi.r, u. ir. rouna ,rr.r,
had.liked-them though their ways were not his, had triealo
befriend them when they got into trouble, but not to preach to
them or to reform them. He had felt already at thai;;;;;;
what they were nature and nurture had made tt.*, uriJ ttui
when they went wrong and got into trouble nurture more than

t God and My Neighbour, p. tz2.
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nsture was at fault. He had wanted to amend the environment
ln order to amend the behaviour of its victims. Just as the
great philosophes of the eighteenth century had blamed all evil

iin tn" unnatural arrangements of society and had imagined

that all would come right if men would but order their social

institutions in accordance with the dictates of nature, so

Illutchford came to believe that everything would come right
under Socialism.

This, of course, brought him face to face with the incon-
rintency of thinking that it could be of any use to exhort men

to adopt Socialism, if their actions were strictly determined by

rn unsocialist environment. He tried to get round the difficulty
by proclaiming that men's actions were determined by self-

inteiest and that the self-interest of the workers pointed clearly

to Socialism as soon as they could be made to understand its
ndvantages. This involved holding that men's actions were

not determined apart from their understanding of what was

good for them, and could be influenced by enlightening them
nbout their common interests. But Blatchford, no more than
other necessarian optimists, could see this point. He was made

blind to it by his desire to exculpate those who acted amiss by

proclaiming that they were not responsible for their doings;

ancl he allowed himself to accept a completely necessarian

doctrine which made nonsense of his own efforts to persuade

his fellow-men to mend their ways.

In defending this doctrine of necessity Blatchford, in the

spirit of his time, made much use of Darwinism and of the

appeal to science against theological and idealistic conceptions.

Rut fris determinism and his use of rationalistic arguments in
fact grew upon him as his earlier optimism waned. The less

hopeful he became of persuading the 'John Smiths' to behave

eensibly in their common interests - and at the outset he was

very hopeful about this - the more he comforted himself for
the ill-success of his appeals by asserting that the unresponsive-

ness of the main body of the workers was not their fault, but
tlreir misfortune. God and My Neighbour and Not Guilty wete
written only after Blatchford had ceased to be able to think of
himself as the destined saviour of society, who would have the

working class fully converted to Socialism within a few years

by the sheer power of his pen.
173
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SOCIALIST THOUGHT
Before this vision faded, he worked closely, in the rggos,with John Trevor (r855-r93o), the creator of the LabourChurch movement which 

- 
spread rapidly over North"inEngland during the years *hi.h brought a flock of ,rJ"rrt

newcomers to the Trade Union and Socialirt *ou"*.rrt .Trevor had been an Unitarian minister, and had worked asassistant to the economist_minister, philip W"f..t".J, inLondon before he received a call to a chapel ,t ltrr"fr..t*.
There the new currents of Labour sentimeni took hold of hi_,and caused him to abandon his Unitarian faith ""d;; A;;-;freethinking r,abour church where converts to socialism could
l:d u community and a service near enough to those of tfr.Nonconformist chapers they had abandoned to fi, the u"id i;i;
by the- breaking of the familiar ties. In place of Bible l"rro;;h;
gave them readings from great humanitarian thinkers; i" pf"""
:f r.lTo."r,.long addressis by protagonists of Socialism andNew Unionism; in place ofthe-.old tymns, ethical ,"G; ;;;
chants^mostly fitted to the familiar tunes. soon there- wereother Churches founded on Trevor,s model: Wicksteed anJother well-known progressives helped with money 

". *.fi-",by coming to address the.new congregations. Sunday Schooi,
were started for the children: the 'churches', wrrich ut nr.i
had mostly to use hired halls, acquired buildings ,f tfr"i, ,*",
which provided meeting-places for many otheriabour bodi.r.Trevor started a paper, The Labour piophet 

1rS9z_Sy, ^ ifr.
organ of the movement; in rg93 a Labour Church Urion wu,set up to co-ordinate the local Churches. For a f.w y.ur"it.flourished greatly, especially in Lancashire and V"rf.Jfrir".
Then it began to die down: new Labour churches 

""ur"d 
to

be founded, and a number perished. Some survived for u lo;;
time, even into the ,92o.,- perhaps there are a few left evennow' of that I am not sure ; but I- think the moveme",l"" i"impetus after the first few years mainly because the new con_verts to Labour and Socialist ideas ,ro lo.rg", needed it with
ll. tiT: poignancy as in the rg9os. Wten Socialism anJ
New Unionism had once become well_established _;;;;";;.,
most of those_ who joined themro longer underwent 

" 
,pi;il;i

experience which involved a sharp bieak with th"i, p;;;l;;;
associations. Many stayed in the chapels of the uuriom
Dissenting sects, and found a bridge b.t*.er, politics and
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roligion in the Pleasant Sunday Afternoons and Brotherhoods
which these sects organised as a means to holding their working-
clrrs following. Others, of the younger generation, drifted
lway from religious observances without feeling the need for a

rubstitute. The Labour Church movement was essentially a

prrt of the ferment which accompanied the sudden emergence
of the New Unionism and of the Independent Labour Party;
rntl at that stage Blatchford was able to work in close association
with Trevor, on the basis of a common humanitarian gospel.
'fhe followings of the Labour Churches and of The Clarion
lurgely overlapped for a time. Both receded as the first enthusi-
rrm of the years after rB89 died down : the Clarion movement,
however, proved the more enduring, because its sociable appeal
continued to attract young people long after the need for a

rubstitute Socialist religion had lost most of its force.
T'he Clarion, as we saw, began in the December of r89r.

ln May of the following year Blatchford, already President of
the Manchester Fabian Society, and John Trevor joined forces
to form the Manchester District LL.P., which merged into the
lrutional I.L.P. after the Bradford Conference. At this stage
'l'he Clmion had no separate organisation of its own. The paper
was still feeling its way, making friends with its readers, and
lnrilding up the collective personality of the group that produced
it. The appearance of the Clarionettes as an organised element
irr the Socialist movement followed the publication of Merrie
llngland in 1894. That same year the Clarion Scouts were
lixrnded, and the first of many Clarion Cycling Clubs was

rtarted in Birmingham. The first Clarion Van appeared on
the roads in 1895, copying a method of itinerant propagandism
that had been used already by the followers of Henry George;
but the main Clarion Van campaign came only a good deal
llter, in the early years of the new century.

The Clarion's group of writers included, besides Robert
lllatchford, his elder brother Montagu Blatchford (r849-19ro),
wlro composed verses and was the principal inspirer of Clarion
( ilee Clubs for community singing ; Alexander Thompson,
who bore a very large part of the editorial burden and kept a

crxrl head through all the troubles; and Edward Francis Fay,
rrn irresponsible Irish bohemian, who might write funnily about
rrlrnost anything, and was entirely incapable of doing anything
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in an orderly way, but could be relied upon to insult and scarify
respectability in all its forms. It was Fay, not Blatchford or
Thompson, who during the early years chiefly earned. The
Clarion the shocked disapproval of the puritans in the Socialist
ranks. A fifth member of the group, R. B. Suthers, began as a
mere clerk, but soon made his place as a writer. Soon there
were further recruits: Julia Dawson (d. tg+il, who ran the
women's page and made the paper a force among women despite
the excessive masculinity of its originators; Tom Groom, the
leader of the Cyclists and of other auxiliary organisations which
spread rapidly over the industrial areas; and, presently,
Albert Neil Lyons (r88o-r94o), with his excellent stories of
low life (the best is Arthur's, about an East London coffee
stall). Robert Blatchford himself liked best to write about
books rather than about politics, except when he was making his
direct appeals to 'John Smith of Oldham' ; and even these did
not satisfy him for long. He much preferred writing his soldier
stories, some of which are very good indeed (for example,
The Scrumptious Girl) or reminiscences of his life in the army,
or later his attacks on the doctrines of human responsibility
and on the illogicalities of Christian belief.

Altogether, the Clarionettes were a highly individual group,
who could never settle down to a defined place in the new
Labour movement. One important element in their divergence
from Hardie and the I.L.P. leadership was that, whereas the
I.L.P. tended from the first towards internationalism and
pacifism, Blatchford always thought mainly in national terms
and largely as a soldier. When he argued that Great Britain
could feed its own people and urged it not to depend on
imported food, he stressed from the first the danger of starva-
tion in the event of war. This annoyed pacifists and inter-
nationalists, who thought such talk liable to increase the danger
and to aggravate nationalist sentiment, as well as Free Traders,
who were outraged by his brusque dismissal of the claims of the
international division of labour. At first, Blatchford's national-
ist and soldierly outlook did not greatly affect - indeed it may
have aided-his appeals to'John Smith'. But when, in the
South African War, he took sides against the Boers, there was
a sharp rift among The Clarion's rank-and-file supporters, many
of whom regarded the war against the Boer Republics as an
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exrmple of economic imperialism, and took the side of its
Itrr<tical-Labour opponents. There were similar rifts in the

tirrbian Society, from which Bernard Shaw's Fabianism and the

llntpire.urt.d a number of important secessions. These rifts
wcre largely healed after the return of peace; and in the new

ccntury The Clariorc regained and for a time greatly extended

its influence as public opinion shifted over in preparation for
t hc Liberal victory of r9o6. But a much more serious dissension

wirs to come when Blatchford, having been sent to Germany to

rcport the German at'my manceuvres for The Daily Mail, came

lrirck convinced of that country's aggressive intentions and of
( lrcat Britain's unpreparedness to meet them' His articles,

rcprinted a. u pu-phlet, The Truth about Germany (r9ro), had

,, ,"ry wide sale, and met with very strong criticism in the

working-class movement. The I.L.P. and a large section of the

l.aboui Party attacked him fiercely for backing the Tory side

nncl taking no account of the international socialist and Trade

tlnion movements as means of preventing war. The German

Social Democrats were at that time still the leading group in
tlre Socialist International, looked up to as the world's foremost

rurttl best organised Socialist Party; and Blatchford's 'Anti-
(lcrmanism' was the more resented because he had been paid

lirr giving expression to it in Alfred Harmsworth's jingo

l)aily MatL
Blatchford arrd The Clarion never recoYered from the blow

to their influence delivered by this controversy' Whether

tllatchford was right or wrong about Germany, the circulation

of 'l'he Clarion and the influence of the Clarion Fellowship and

the other auxiliaries that had grown up round the paper

tlcpended on attracting support from the left rather than the

right of the Labour movement' But the left was predominantly

iriiernationalist, if not positively pacifist; and though the

Clarion magic was powerful enough to retain the inner group

of enthusiasts, the paper lost heavily among its less devoted

rcaders. The Claiionettes still carried on with their social

gctivities and commanded a substantial following ; but Blatch-

f'ord practically ceased to write about socialism and his political
irrfluence disappeared. The clarion lasted under the control of

the original g.orrp, or such of them as remained, through the

'twentiis. Ernesi Davies, Fabian and Labour politician, then
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took it over and ""ff::1'jilT:::1.",io,, journar ror
the discussion of socialist policy, but failed to restoreits circula-
tion. 

- -Finally, Odhamr !ry9i, the publishers of the Datity
Herald, took it over, turned.it back into a popular journal 

"i^i"'gat a wideappeal, and.when it failed to sell, t iU.a ii dead in r9351
Long before then it had ceased to count.

Blatchford himself lived on until 1943, dying at the ripe age
of gz. But his work for Socialism f!frr,g. alirost ."tlr'"ty?o
the years between 1889 and the return of tf,e Liberut. to po'*.,
l" lro9, and mainly to the r89os. At that time he supplied
tar better than anyone else one of the two appeals to which the
new recruits to Socialism were most ready io respond _ the
gay as against the grave. Keir Hardie and presently such men
as Ramsay MacDonald and philip Snowden suppliei the other.
There were some Socialists, ,r.i, ,, F. W. Jowett, who could
respond to both ; but the Ieading personalities in the two grorf.
never. could have got o,n together. In the event the pfrita.rs
w91,_ largely because, when ihe Liberal_Labour alliance' ,gui;;;
which both groups had revolted came back in a new foim in
19o6, the I.L.P. fitted much more easily into the new pattern
than the Clarion Fellowship, which *r. ,t bottom a movement
ofrevolt against the drabness of life and an appeal for justice on
behalf of the 'bottom dogs, rather than an heir of Victo.irn
Nonconformity or a partisin of the Trade Union claims of the
organised workers.

--

CHAPTER IV

GREAT BRITAIN-THE LABOUR PARTY
AND THE GREAT UNREST

(i) Tur Rtsr or tun Lanoun Panry : Socrelrsrs eNn Lrnrnels :

H. G. WBr,r-s

I X f E have seen in a previous chapter of this volume how

\/\/ the Independent Labour Party, pushing Hyndman's
V V Social Democratic Federation aside, became the

principal rallying-point for the New Unionists and for the
growing number of former Liberals who were breaking away
I'rom the Liberal Party and basing their politics on the'social
tluestion'. The I.L.P. claimed, equally with the S.D.F., to be
t Socialist body; but its Socialism did not rest on Marxian
lirundations. It was definitely ethicai in its appeal ; and it
based its propaganda mainly on the demand for collective
nction to do away with preventable human suffering and waste
of human lives and to ensure that, as far as means could be
lirund, everyone from birth to old age should get a fair chance
of a decent and happy existence. Its most frequent slogans were
the eight hours' day, the minimum wage, and the right to work ;

and with them it coupled the demands for better housing and
nanitation, better and more equal education, and full equality
between men and women.

This I.L.P. type of Socialism was part of a much wider
movement, for the most part not Socialist at all, of revulsion
ngainst the manifest evils of industrial society and, in particular
ugainst the sharp contrast between the rapidly growing wealth
of British society, regarded as a whole, and the appalling
squalor and wretchedness of a large section of the population in
l,ondon and other great cities. These conditions were nothing
new : nor was it a new thing to expose them. Charles Kingsley
rnd other Christian Socialists, the brothers Mayhew, and many
others had done so in the r85os and r86os with very little
clTect. During that period, two factors had made against any
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widespread arousing of the social consciences of the well-to-do,
as well as against any movement of revolt from below. One factor
was the actual improvement that was taking place as a result,
for the most part, not of State intervention, but of higher
productivity and of Great Britain's remarkably favourable
position in the world market. The continuing misery of the
'bottom dogs'was to a great extent concealed by the improve-
ments in the economic conditions of the more skilled workers.,
by the increase in the size of the middle and lower-middle
classes, which were necessarily recruited largely from below,
and by the withdrawal from revolutionary, or near-revolutionary
activities of the leaders of the very groups which had formed
the backbone first of Owenism and then of the Chartist move-
ment. The Hungry 'Forties were over; and with the skilled
workers too busy building up their Trade Unions and Co-
operative Societies to pay much attention to the plight of the
unskilled, the potential rebels among the middle classes no
longer felt the challenge of a hunger-revolt demanding their
sympathy and support. Things seemed to be getting on well
enough to make it unnecessary to go to extremes in the hope
of advancing faster; and complacency replaced the social
questioning of the preceding decades.

The second factor was the dominance of a religious outlook
which, in sharp contrast to both Owenism and Christian
Socialism, put the main emphasis on each man's individual
responsibility for his own salvation, and made the religious all
too willing to see misery as the god-ordained punishment for
individual sin. Where so many were getting materially better-
oIT and therewith improving their social habits, it was only too
easy to blame those who fell behind in the race towards pros-
perity and respectability as the authors of their own misfortunes
and, wherever the facts evidently failed to fit this diagnosis, to
fall back on the comfortable conclusion that it would all be
somehow made up to the virtuous poor in the next world.
Moreover, it was a simple matter, according to the prevalent
economic notions, to demonstrate that helping the poor often
did more harm than good by undermining their self-reliance
and their will to produce, on which the national prosperity
depended.

The question we have to ask ourselves here is not why this
r8o
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rrrood arose, but why by the r89os it was-so rapidly-changing'

il^. f"".r'was th; dlcfine oi the Radical impulse in the

i,i;J P-,y after Chamberlain's defection' Another part of

lhe answer is to be sought in the und'ermining of,confi'dence in

.,,",i""rffy increasing iconomic prosperity by the n"lY :l^
"n,ployment 

which occurred in the late 'seventtes and ln tne

'ciEhties: for this served to bring to notice the exceedingly

.ffiresi; -J pt.*ti"us conditionJ under which a considerable

jrrip.rtion of ifre town populations were,living' and presently

sct the statisticians, .rr"h ui Charles Booth, to work producing

i:;;^;J figures which convincingly refuted the notion that

it," 
-*ui^ 

"Ir." of poverty *ut tit' and brought into relief

;.;-t"lly the s,rfieringt o"ih" o"" hand of the children and on

the other of the aged"poo'' The exposure of these conditions

"".ri.a 
with it a sharp revelation of the estrangement of a large

,*" "t the urban p'opulation from the churches' and indeed

it"* ,ff friendly ciniact with the more comfortable classes ;

,*d i" a deeply ieligious society the-sense of this estrangement

counted for at l"u.l us much as the revelations of physical

,.irution in arousing the social consciences of a section both of

il;;;ii:;-J" ""a 
ir tn" better-ofi part of the working class'

'I'he eflect was to make slumming fashionable enough to affect

,, f"t, "f the university population, 1nd 
at the same time to set

,, ir-t", of working-class 
-' 
agitators' attempting to organise the

"".f.iff"a 
and to raiie again the old cries for a minimum wage'

n ti-it"a working-dayl and the right to work' The same

i-p.;;tl"y iler,iria the establish-"ttt of missions and settle-

rnents in the poor districts of the great towns and behind the

,,tg""i*,i"" oi th" New Unions by such men as John Burns'

*?tt fnorrr", Keir Hardie, Havelock Wilson' and Tom Mann'

'[h; ;fus was the 'u^" - a powerful ethical drive towards

remedying a state of afiairs that was felt to be humanly intoler-

rrble in a society not only calling itself Christian' but also priding

io"ii on beinj the *oild't foiemost in the art and science of

creating wealth.- 
ifrE impulse was fundamentally the same; but the ideas

and policies that arose out of it werl widely ltU:t:lt: l:::l:
,nost part the middle-class idealists who helped to argu-:e. lhe
social conscience of their fellows had no thought of establishing

S<lcialism or a classless society' On the contrary' most of them
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aimed not at fusing the classes but at reconcil,ing them by
rebuilding the human relations which had been destroyed by
the growth of industrial, urbanised rvays of living. It seemed
to them - for example, to the founders of Toynbee Hall and
other settlements - a terrible thing that in the slums there
were no gentlefolk to provide natural leadership to the people.
They saw each slum as a village deprived of its squire - or, if
that is too hard a saying, deprived of men and women of superior
culture and education, able to stand above the daily struggle
for mere existence and to make themselves responsible for
tasks of succour and organisation which the poor could not
undertake for themselves. Just as, in Russia, the early Narod-
niks had tried to bridge a social gulf by going among the peasants,
these idealists, inspired by Arnold Toynbee and Thomas Hill
Green, wanted to go among the slum-dwellers; but because
the British State was a constitutional State already heading
towards political democracy and allowing freedom of speech
and organisation, they saw no need to go as revolutionaries.
They went as reconcilers, hoping in most cases, though not in
all, to find in religion - in some sort of social Christianity -the means of recreating human relations across class-barriers.
Politically, they were of all opinions - from Tory Social
Reformers to various kinds of ethical Socialists. In fact, most
of them were Liberals, of that wing of Liberalism which
hoped to persuade the party seriously to take up the social
question and to constitute itself the champion of the depressed.
The curious tangle of ideas that lay behind this movement can
be studied nowhere better than in Sir Walter Besant's once
popular social novel, All Sorts and Conditions of Men (r88z).

So far I have been speaking mainly of the new drive towards
social ethics and social reform as it took shape in the older
universities. But, of course, this was only one manifestation
of a much more widespread tendency. All over the country
similar impulses were being felt by groups of middle-class
people, chiefly young, who felt the call to some sort of social
service. Some of these threw themselves into philanthropic
activities of one sort or another, or into service on local public
bodies, which were still mostly elected on a non-party basis.
Some found scope inside the local agencies of the Liberal
Party, which they sought to bring over to fuller endorsement
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of. a far-reaching social programme; and a smaller number

became 'Tory Democrats'. But in the provinces' or at any

rate in the industrial areas, a substantial minority, despairing

of both the great parties, went over to Socialism and became

members of iire local branches of the I.L.P. For many of these

converts the break with the old parties was accompanied either

by a loss of religious faith or, more often, by a weakening of

it which still lefi the ethical promptings of religious sentiment

intact while shaking them loose from the associations of church

or chapel. Such half-unbelievers felt, as we have seen, the need

for a ctntinuance of the kind of fellowship which their member-

ship of a religious community had hitherto supplied' Some

be**. *.-6... of Labour or Ethical Churches: others

sought in the I.L.P. itself or in the Clarion movement the

satiJfaction of their gregarious ethical impulses. There arose

a mingling of classes in the new Independent Labour bodies

which was quite different from' and yet akin to, the movement

for class-reconciliation de haut en bas which was emanating

chiefly from the older universities. For in the I'L'P' and the

Ctarionorganisations members of different classes - but chiefly

of the lesser middle-classes, the professions, and the upper

strata of the working classes - met on an equality and, far

from seeking class-reionciliation, met as advocates of a classless

society resting on a basis of social ownership and of a recognition

of need as th; most important title to a share in the product of

communal effort.
Of course, the line between these two kinds of coming

together across class barriers was not sharply drawn' There

*Jr" .o*" who experienced both impulses, and were torn

between them, and some who failed to see the difference' But,

broadly, the distinction holds good.

To those who came over to Socialism, it usually appeared

that nothing was to be hoped for from the Liberals, because

they constiiuted the party of laissez-faire capitalism in its most

cxtieme form. But ihis feeling was much stronger, as a rule,

in the industrial centres, and in the coalfields where the Liberal
employer and his Trade Unionist workers were often at open

uurirrt", than in London or in mainly residential towns or

rural areas, in which Liberalism much more often constituted

the main opposition to a strongly entrenched Conservative
r83
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ascendancy. In such places, and similarly in the universities,
Liberals and socialists tended to hang together because neither
group. had much hope of winning, ui u.,y rate alone. London
was, in certain respects, a special case, because Liberals and
socialists had been drawn together into a combined movement
for the reform of metropolitan government and, when this was
achieved in 1889 by the establiihment of the London County
Council, there were powerful inducements for the groups whicir
had co-oper^ated in pressing for it to hold together In an attempt
to reap the fruits. London,s new governm*t *r, bound, from
the outset, to be conducted on party lines; and the only
question in that connection tvas how many parties th".e we.L
to be. If Liberal and l,abour were to fight each other, Tory rule
was almost certain to be the result; *h.r"u. a combined pro_
gressive Party, could it but hold together, stood an excellent
chance- of ruling the roost, but was ilso certain, in that event,
to find itself sharply disliked by the Government when the
Conservatives were in_power nationally. This largely explains
why, while the local I.L.p. branches in the proii.r.". set to
work to secure the election of independent Latour councillors
and members of other public bodies, in London, as far as the
County Council was concerned, most of the Labo,rr support
went into-the Progressive Party. It also largely explains'the
Fabian.policy of permeation ; for in the .g9oJ th. body which
the Fabians 

- mainly a London organisat-ion 
- *.r" chiefly

engaged in permeating was the progressive party on the L.C.i.
In most of the industrial areas a substantiai fraction of the

younger men and women who were active in the Trade Unions
and in other local working-class bodies were in process of being
converted to the causes of Independent Laboui representatioi
and ethical Socialism ; and they were everywhere Leing joined
by a sprinkling of men and women of other classes. 

-nit 
tt e

case was diflerent with the older people, most of whom clung
to the Liberal associations of their yorrrg", days and *"r. *rr"fr
less affected by the decline in the hold o1chuich or chapel. As
the Trade Unions and, still more, the Co-operative Societies
w_ere largely officered and led by these older people, the attempts
of socialists and New unionists to bring them bodily ou"ito
the side of Independent Labour represJntation did not meet
rvith much success. It became evident that the only hope of
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hringing either the Trade Unions or the Co-operatives into
the movement for Indndeepence as organised bodies lay in not

asking for any profession of Socialist faith and in not pushing

the demand for independence to the point of demanding a

complete break with Liberalism. There were, of course,

Socialists who were entirely unprepared to make such con-

cessions and regarded the making of them as treason to the

Socialist cause. But most of the I.L.P. leaders were so well

uware of the immense difficulties in the way of establishing a

Socialist, or indeed an effective Labour' parliamentary party

without organised Trade Union backing, and were also so much

cthical and evolutionary rather than Marxist revolutionary
Socialists in their basic ideas, as to regard what Keir Hardie

called the'Labour Alliance' as worth agreatmany concessions'

Year after year, Hardie and his group had been hammering

away at the Trades Union Congress in an effort to persuade- its

rrffiliated Unions to create, not an explicitly Socialist Party, but
t Labour Party independent of Liberalism; and it would have

heen grossty illogical on their part if, when they had at length

persuaded the Congress to tell its Parliamentary Committee to

*u-*ot a conference with the Socialists for this purpose, they

trad attempted to use the occasion to set up a definitely Socialist

l'arty or to insist at the outset on the acceptance of a Socialist

ideoiogy. Besides, had they done this, only a few of the New-

Unions- would have joined such a party, and the majority of
the Unions might well have been thrown back right into the

rurms of Liberalism.
As it was, though the Conference of r9oo, which established

the Labour Representation Committee, was fairly well attended

by Trade Union delegates, the Co-operative Movement, which
lrad also been invited, held obstinately aloof, and a good many

lJnions whose delegates voted for setting up the L'R.C. there-

after failed to join it. In particular the Miners abstained and

kept their Liberal connections through their local associations,

laigely because they had been partly successful in forcing their
nu*it ""t 

on Liberal and Radical Associations in the coalfield

areas which they dominated, but also because the tie with
l,iberalism through the Dissenting chapels was particularly
strong in the mining population. It has often been said that the

turning-point in the fortunes of the L.R.C. was the Taff Vale
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Judgment, which convinced the Unions of the need to have
their own men and their own party to plead their case in
Parliament. This legal judgment, in which heavy damages
were awarded against the Amalgamated Society of Railway
Servants for damage done to the Taff Vale Railway Company
during a strike, manifestly jeopardised the whole structure of
collective bargaining based on the final right to withhold labour ;
and the Trade Unions were bound to take whatever action they
deemed most likely to be effective in getting it reversed.
There were, however, two ways of setting about this
the creation of a separate Labour Party, and the other an
intensified campaign within the Liberal Party to secure the
adoption of candidates who would pledge themselves, on this
matter, to support the Trade Union demands. In practice, the
Unions made use of both methods, with remarkable success;
and there can be no real doubt that, for this immediate purpose,
the combination of the two served them best. What is not
true is that, confronted with the Taff Vale Judgment, the
Trade Union movement had no alternative to coming over to
the L.R.C. in order to get it upset. Where the Taff Vale
Judgment did help in rallying support to the L.R.C. was in
strenghtening the body of opinion that held the scales of the
law and of the existing social order to be unfairly weighted
against the workers and regarded the creation of an independent
Labour Party as an indispensable part of the process of getting
this bias removed.

The L.R.C. of rgoo was in fact set up with only very
limited Trade Union support. At the end of its first year of
existence its affiliated Trade Union membership was only
353,ooo, out of nearly two million Trade Unionists in all, of
whom about r,4oo,ooo belonged to the Trades Union Congress.
The 'New' Unions joined it almost as a matter of course ; but
their membership was not very large, only the Amalgamated
Society of Railway Servants, with 6o,ooo, and the Gasworkers,
with 48,ooo, having more than zo,ooo. The only other Union
with more than this number to join the L.R.C. in its first year
was the National Union of Boot and Shoe Operatives, with
3z,ooo. The Miners, the Textile Factory Workers, the Engin-
eers, and the Boilermakers remained outside, though the
Engineers and the Textile Factory Workers were already
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considering the question of affiliation, and both actually came

in during the next two years. By r9o3 the affiliated member-
rhip had risen to 873,ooo, with the Miners still holding aloof
rund running their own candidates, usually under the auspices
of the local Liberal and Radical Associations. Only then could
the new vessel be considered to have been fairly launched.

Even so, it was still a long way off constituting a party.
It was no more than a committee, each of whose constituents
kcpt the full right to manage its own affairs. Each affiliated
hody - Socialist Society or Trade Union - put forward and

paid for its own candidates. There was no central fund for
linancing candidates or even for engaging in any propagandist
or organising activities. There was not even a Programme -
only an affirmation of willingness 'to co-operate with any party
which, for the time being, may be engaged in promoting
lcgislation in the direct interest of Labour'. Nor was there any
Iocal organisation at all under the party's control. Although
l,ocal Labour Representation Committees or Labour Parties
t:xisted in a number of areas, they were not admitted to affiliation
to the national party or represented at its Conferences. Only
in areas where the local Trades Councils had joined the party
lrad it any formal local machinery. This was partly because

the L.R.C. was open to Trades Councils and the Trade Union
nection preferred to work through them rather than through
local L.R.C.s which would more easily pass under Socialist
control; but it was also because the I.L.P. saw the establish-
rnent of local L.R.C.s as a threat to the influence of its own local
branches: so that right and left combined to block the growth
of any effective constituency organisation.

It soon became clear that the L.R.C. could make little
progress until it had some assured income behind it. This issue

lrad already been raised in r9or, when the Fabian Society had
rrroved for the establishment of a central fund. The I.L.P.,
I'carful for its own position, combined with the Trade Union
right wing to vote the proposal down. It was raised again the
Iollowing year, on the motion of the Gasworkers and the Dock
Labourers, and this time a committee was appointed to draw
rrp a scheme. In r9o3 this Committee reported, and the con-
fcrence agreed to a levy of one penny a year from each member
of each affiliated body. Arthur Henderson, soon to become
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the principal architect of the party structure, wanted the levy to
be fourpence, and Paul Weighill, of the Stonemasons, moved
that it should be one shilling; but neither of them got much
support.

Even one penny, however, was better than nothing. It did
not enable the L.R.C. to finance any candidates of its own;
but it did make possible the payment of dzoo a year towards
the maintenance of each M.P. elected under L.R.C. auspices;
and the granting of this subvention was made the occasion for
introducing a 'Party Pledge', binding L.R.C. candidates, if
elected, to vote in accordance with majority decisions of the
Labour Parliamentary Group, or to resign their seats. Members
of Parliament at th;t time received no salaries, and had to
depend on what the organisations sponsoring their candidatures
chose to allow them. The Trade Unions could solve the prob-
lem either by keeping them on the Union payrolls or by making
them allowances out of specially established Political Funds ;
but the I.L.P. and the other Socialist bodies were very short of
money, and would have found it difficult to get suitable candi-
dates unless some provision had been made. The new arrange-
ment was, however, e.tren more important as the first step
towards binding the elected L.R.C. representatives together
as a party, though a sequence of attempts to persuade the r9o3
Conference to commit itself to a programme was voted down.
The Electrical Trades Union wanted a declaration making
recognition of the class-war and advocacy of the socialisatioi
of the means of production the basis of the L.R.C.'s activities ;

Jack Jones, on behalf of the West Ham Trades Council, tried
an alternative proposal committing the movement to the over-
throw of capitalism and to public ownership of the means of
production. The Conference would have neither of these:
and when Jones moved for the setting up of a committee to
work out an agreed programme Keir Hardie opposed him, and
that too was rejected. The most the Conference would accept
was that the L.R.C. Members of Parliament should constitute
themselves a separate 'group ' - not yet 'party' - in the
House, with its own Whips.

Even these mild advances towards making the L.R.C. into a
party cost it the loss of one of the two Members elected in rgoo

- Richard Bell of the Railway Servants, who persisted in
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srrpporting Liberal candidates at by-elections, even against
l,abour men, and finally broke with the L.R.C. on this issue in
r 9o4. By this time the Labour Group had been reinforced by
lhree new M.P.s - David Shackleton of the Weavers, Will
(lrooks of the Fabian Society and the Coopers' Union, and
Arthur Henderson of the Ironfounders. The advent of
llcnderson, who became Treasurer of the L.R.C. in rgo3, was
ol'great importance. He had been a Liberal Party agent in the
constituency for which he was elected; and when the Liberal
cilucus jockeyed him out of the succession on the sitting
nrcmber's retirement he managed to carry over with him a
nrrbstantial part of the following of the Liberal Association.
'l'his following he made the nucleus of a local L.R.C. based on
wide individual membership, thus in effect inaugurating the
rrrcthod of building up behind the nascent party a structure of
individual supporters working directly for it and not merely for
one of its afiiliated organisations. Will Crooks, in Woolwich,
tdopted a similar method; but in face of I.L.P. and Trade
tlnion opposition it was not taken up over most of the country
rrntil Henderson completely reorganised the Labour Party
tluring the fi.rst world war and at last secured full recognition of
tlre local Labour Parties as an integral part of the party structure.
'l'his change was impracticable up to r9r4 because it was
opposed both by many Trade Unions and by the I.L.P., and
nlso by the Trades Councils in a number of areas - all three
groups fearing, from their different standpoints, the growth of a
ltowerful party machine.

The Social Democratic Federation, as we saw, had joined
the L.R.C. at the outset. But it had seceded the following year,
ufter failing to get the doctrine of the class-war accepted as the
basis of unity. Thereafter, it acted alone, under Hyndman's
lcadership. In r9o3 a part of its membership in Scotland
ucceded to form a Socialist Labour Party modelled on Daniel
l)e Leon's American organisation and advocating, like the
l)e Leonites, an extreme form of Industrial Unionism which
would set out to unite all workers in one big departmentalised
Union resting on the principle of the class-war and seeking to
wage it, under a common control, in both the industrial and
the political fields. The S.L.P. obtained a considerable hold
in Glasgow, and in some other Scottish towns ; but it remained
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almost entirely a Scottish movement. It lasted on to play a

considerable r6le in the Clyde engineering factories during the
first world war and to contribute much of the leadership of the
rebel Clyde Workers' Committee of r9r5. After the war most
of its members passed over into the Communist Party.

Two years after the S.L.P. secession, the S.D.F. suffered
a further breakaway. A group headed by C. L. Fitzgerald,
mainly in London and Lancashire, seceded to form the Socialist
Party of Great Britain. The S.P.G.B. stood for a policy of
complete Socialist intransigence. It regarded industrial action
as useless for the achievement of Socialism and, while asserting
the necessity of political action, rejected all palliative pro-
grammes and insisted that no parliamentary candidate could
be worth voting for unless he stood for the complete immediate
establishment of a Socialist system. As it was not strong enough
to put up candidates of its own and as no Labour or Socialist
candidate who was put up met S.P.G.B. requirements, the
S.P.G.B. leaders urged their supporters not to vote, but to
carry on active Socialist propaganda and education in the hope
of creating popular support for the Socialist revolution. The
S.P.G.B. remained a tiny group, active chiefly in London.
The S.D.F., weakened by these secessions, lost ground in most
areas to the I.L.P. ; but up to 19o6 the I.L.P. itself made but
slow progress.

The Fabian Society too was in the doldrums during these
years. It had lost ground considerably at the turn of the
century because it supported the South African War, to which
both the I.L.P. and the S.D.F. were opposed. Its support of
the war was expressed mainly in Bernard Shaw's tract, Fabian-
ism and the Empire, in which he took the line that the Boer
Republics were thoroughly reactionary, that neither side cared
a rap about the welfare of the native inhabitants of South
Africa, and that, as there was no World State or Federation
that could take the Republics over and compel thern to manage
their affairs in the common interest of mankind, the best thing
that could be done to them was for the British Empire to annex
them and force them to become more efficient agents of civilisa-
tion. 'The problem before us is how the world can be ordered
by Great Powers of practically international extent. . The
partition of the greater part of the globe among such powers is,
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rs a matter of fact that must be faced approvingly or deploringly,
now only a question of time.' And again, 'The notion that a

nation has a right to do what it pleases with its own territory,
without reference to the interests of the rest of the world, is no
rnore tenable from the International Socialist point of view -that is, from the point of view of the twentieth century - than
the notion that the landlord has a right to do what he likes with
his estate without reference to the interests of his neighbours'.
And yet again 'The State which obstructs international civilisa-
tion will have to go, be it big or little'.

Shaw was arguing, in effect, that the world should be
regarded as a common possession of mankind, and that the
cfficient exploitation of its resources in the common interest of
nll peoples should take precedence over all limited national
claims. He was arguing that in the twentieth century national-
ism should be regarded as obsolete, and that men should direct
their attention to the creation ofa world order based on Socialist
principles. But he was also taking up the standpoint of real-
politik and contending that, whether one liked it or not, the
luture lay with the Great Powers, which were bound to sweep
the lesser powers aside in their development of the world
rnarket; and he was reassuring himself with the conviction
that 'a Great Power, consciously or unconsciously, must govern
in the interests of civilisation as a whole'. In relation to the
lloer Republics, he contended that'it is not to those interests
that such mighty forces as gold-fields, and the formidable
urmaments that can be built upon them, should be wielded
irresponsibly by small communities of frontiersmen. Theoretic-
nlly, they should be internationalised, not British-Imperialised ;

llut until the Federation of the World becomes an accomplished
lact we must accept the most responsible Imperial Federations
available as a substitute for it.' By implication, Shaw defended
the partition of China - then a lively issue - by the same
orguments, as he was later to oppose Irish independence. He
spoke admiringly of German imperial policy in the pushing of
lirreign trade; and he concluded with the statement that 'The
rnoral of it all is that what the British Empire wants most
rrrgently in its government is not Conservatism, not Liberalism,
not Imperialism, but brains and political science'.

Naturally, Shaw's argument shocked a number of people,
VOL. III-O r9r
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including some Fabians. Half a century later, it deeply shocks

me: indeed, the entire Fabian position in this matter strikes
me as deplorable. But Shaw was strongly supported by the
Webbs, and his policy was endorsed by a very large majority
at the Fabian meeting which was called to pronounce on his
draft. A few Fabians, headed by H. W. Massingham, seceded

from the Society; but they were lonely voices. Robert
Blatchford and most of the leaders of The Clarion group took
much the same line, and forfeited much more support by doing
so ; for The Clarion's following belonged by instinct to the left
and sided by instinct against the apostles of empire. The
Fabians, who had up to this point paid very little attention to
international affairs and were for the most part temperamentally
reformists, were much readier than the working-class Socialists
to accept Shaw's 'efficiency first' line of argument. Most of
them were disposed to regard the case for Socialism largely in
terms of more efficient organisation for welfare, and to apply
to international affairs the notion of a planned and orderly
world society guided by the skill and knowledge of the expert.
The Webbs in particular, in their attempts to permeate the
existing parties with Socialist ideas, found more response
among Conservative and Liberal Imperialists than among
either old-fashioned Conservatives or old-fashioned Liberals
of the laissez-faire school. Their friends among the Liberals
were Grey and Haldane rather than the Gladstonians; and

among Conservatives they had most in common with such men
as Milner. They agreed with Shaw in regarding nationalism
as an obsolete nuisance, and in looking to the large State as the
necessary instrument of progress.

Whereas Shaw and most of the Fabians appeared in relation
to the South African War as opponents of the 'reactionary
nationalism' of the Boer Republics, the great economist and

sociologist, John Atkinson Hobson (r858-r94o), who was at

that time still a supporter of the Liberal Party, entered the lists
on the other side with his important sfidy of Imperialism Qgoz).
Hobson, who had already proclaimed his 'under-consumption-
ist' theory of economic crises in his early work, The Physiology
of Industry (1889), written in collaboration with A. F. Mum-
mery, was an upholder of nationalism, which he regarded as

the foundation on which world internationalism would have to
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be built. The Imperialism which he denounced was, in his eyes,

n perversion of nationalism: it arose wherever a national State

set out to extend its rule or supremacy over other peoples who
lrad different traditions, or whose ways of living were diflerent
I'rom its own. Hobson distinguished sharply between Colonial-
ism, taking the form of emigration to unpeopled areas in which
the immigrants reproduced the way of living of the country
they had left - as in the British colonies in Australasia and

parts of Canada - and Imperialism such as was to be found in
Asiatic and African 'colonies', where the settlers established

themselves as a ruling caste among populations whose traditions
nnd ways of life were essentially other than their own. He
drew attention to the immense expansion of this second kind
of colonial development during the closing decades of the
nineteenth century, to the rapid increase in the area and
population of the subject territories and dependencies of the
Ilritish and other empires, and to the essentially competitive
character of this type of imperialist aggrandisement. In
Nationalism, he argued, there was nothing that need prevent

the peoples of the earth from living together in peace and
l>uilding up friendly collaboration through mutual trade and

interccurse ; but Imperialism was in its nature aggressive and

predatory and favoured both the concentration of capitalist
cconomic power and the alliance of this power with the ruling
class in each imperialist country. Both directly and through
the rivalries it engendered, Imperialism led to the piling up of
armaments and to ever-increasing threats of war for the
possession of spheres of influence and for keeping rival imperial-
ist States away from them. It brought with it the will to subject

the less powerful States to domination by the great powers;
and it aroused the spirit of nationality among the peoples

threatened by it, especially in the less developed parts of the
world. Imperialism, in Hobson's view, was quintessentially
predatory. The product mainly of advanced capitalist tech-

niques and of the insatiable search for fresh markets arising out
of the limitation of consuming power among the peoples under
capitalist domination, Imperialism was leading the world
towards an internecine struggle which threatened to destroy

the victories of nineteenth-century liberalism by plunging the
world into immensely destructive wars.
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Hobson thus linked together his under-consumptionist

critique of the capitalist economy and his denunciation of
imperialist expansion. Yet he was not, at this stage, a Socialist.
He was a Radical, who continued to hope that the Liberal
Party could be brought over to an advanced social policy
of income redistribution that would counteract the under-
consumptionist tendencies of modern capitalism, and therewith
to a reyersal of the imperialist drive as the need to conquer
fresh markets was removed by the increase in domestic con-
suming power. In relation to the South African War he was a
'pro-Boer'; but he was also the most persistent advocate of a
thoroughgoing Radical policy in home affairs. It is common
knowledge that his book on Imperialism had a profound influ-
ence on Socialist thought, not only or even mainly in Great
Britain, but in all the parties of the Second International and
most of all on Lenin, whose own work ot Imperialism, the
Highest Stage of Capitalism (written in r9r6) was largely based
on Hobson's study.

Later on, Hobson was to oppose the great war of r9r4 and
to renounce his Liberalism and join the Labour Party. But up
to rgr+ he continued to count as a Radical. The further
development of his under-consumptionist doctrine in The
Industrial System (.gog) and in other works stirred up a great
controversy among the Liberal economists, most of whom
rejected his theory with contumely. Only with the severe
economic crisis of the r93os did his economic ideas win increas-
ing acceptance, even among Socialists, when they were partly
taken up and re-stated by J. M. Keynes. Even then, Hobson
was seldom given the credit he deserved as the pioneer of the
'New Economics'. Modest and retiring by nature, he played
no active part in the Socialist movement except through his
writings; but he has quite as good a claim as the Fabians to be
regarded as the pioneer philosopher of the 'Welfare State', and
over and above this the supreme distinction of being the first
to subject the economics and politics of capitalist Imperialism
to thorough and devastating exposure.

In r9o3 Joseph Chamberlain launched his crusade for Tariff
Reform and Empire Preference; and the Fabian Society again
invoked Shaw's aid to define its attitude. The result was the
tract, Fabianism and the Fiscal Question (r9o4), in which Shaw
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rrttacked both Free Trade and Tariff Reform, advocating instead
of either a plan for the development of empire trade through
the nationalisation of railways, the provision of free shipping
scrvices for pushing exports and consolidating imperial eco-
tromic relations, the organisation of improved consular services,
irnd an extensive system of technical education in order to
irnprove industrial efficiency. This plan too was adopted by
the Fabians with very little opposition, though it led to the
sccession of a few leading members, including Graham Wallas.
ln retrospect what is most remarkable about Shaw's tract is
that he evidently expected Chamberlain's crusade to sweep the
country and had no anticipation at all of the coming Liberal
clectoral triumph or of the advent of the Labour Party, in
lralf-alliance with Liberalism, as a real political force. The
liabians were indeed, under his and the Webbs' influence,
singularly blind to the signs of the times. They showed no
great interest in the Labour Representation Committee, and

l)rrt no substantial hopes in it - which was a not unnatural
rnistake - but they were also blind to the renascence that was
going on within the Liberal Party and to the general leftward
swing of opinion in the country as a whole.

This leftward swing had, at the outset, a good deal to do
with the conflict of attitudes over the South African War.
l,ater in the same year as the L.R.C. was set up, Reynolds'
Ncusspaper, then edited by W. M. Thompson, took the initiative
in summoning a Democratic Convention, made up of anti-war
t:lements. The Convention launched a National Democratic
l,eague, which was supported by a variety of elements drawn
fiom both the Socialist and the Liberal camps. Thompson
was President, Lloyd George Vice-President, Tom Mann
Secretary ; and among the active proponents were John Burns,
Itobert Smillie of the Scottish Miners, and John Ward of the
Navvies' IJnion, together with such old 'Lib-Labs' as George
I lowell, and Sam Woods of the Miners' Federation, then
Secretary of the Trades Union Congress. The National
l)emocratic League was definitely a Radical, and not a Socialist,
body. It demanded universal suffrage, payment of M.P.s,
rbolition of the House of Lords, and the rest of the traditional
l{adical programme, together with an extensive programme of
social reforms. For a time, it had much more of the limelight
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than the L.R.C. But the main bodies of organised Socialists -
the I.L.P. and the S.D.F. - 

stood aloof from it because of its
Liberal connections and its refusal to accept a Socialist pro-
gramme; and as the issues raised by the South African War
receded it gradually lost its importance, but not without playing
a highly significant part in the leftward reorientation of the
Liberal Party and thus checking considerably the movement

towards Labour independence. It was undoubtedly a factot
in the great Liberal victory of 19o6, which carried the L.R.C-
along with it and resulted in the appearance of a Labour Party
numerous enough to count as a factor in politics' but still bound
tightly to the Liberals despite its profession of independence.

The Liberal landslide of 19o5-6 took many people besides

the Fabian leaders by surprise. Liberalism, which the Socialists
had been denouncing as a decaying and obsolete doctrine,
suddenly re-emerged, under the influence of a resurgence of
Radical sentiment, with an extensive social programme. The
Liberal Ministry, with a very large parliamentary majority
behind it, included a number of Radicals in key positions.

The Labour Party, thirty strong, had no voting importance in
the House of Commons: the Liberals were amply strong

enough, as far as voting went, to dispense with its support. It
was, however, tied firmly to the Liberals because the great

majority of its members had been elected with the support of
Liberal yoters and would have stood no chance of being elected

without that support. Only three of them, F. W. Jowett in
West Bradford, J. W. Taylor in Chester-le-Street, and G. N.
Barnes in Glasgow, had won in three-cornered fights against

both Liberal and Conservative opponents. One more, C' W.
Bowerman at Deptford, had defeated a Tory and an unofficial
'Lib-Lab'; and Keir Hardie had won in a two-member con-

stituency, Merthyr, against one official and one unofficial
Liberal, with no Tory in the field. The rest had all been

elected with the backing of Liberal voters' though without
any open pact with the Liberal Party. As against this, of
course, a great many Liberals had been elected with the aid of
Labour votes, either in two-member constituencies where
each party had put forward only one candidate or in ordinary
constituencies in which no Labour candidate took the field.
Many of these Liberals had given pledges to support particular
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Ineasures favoured by the Labour Party, especially the reversal
of the Taff Vale Judgment. Both parties stood for Free Trade,
lbr Irish Home Rule, against Chinese Labour in South Africa,
rnd for a settlement of the South African question by a federal
solution designed to reconcile the Dutch and British settlers;
and both expected, and were prepared to meet, the obstructive
opposition of the House of Lords. There was much to hold
them together, and not a great deal, in terms of practical politics,
to drive them apart, in view of the fact that the Labour Party
was not committed to Socialism and had not fought the election
on a Socialist programme. The majority of the Labour men
elected were Trade Unionists - most of them, no doubt,
Socialists of a sort, but many of them by no means sharply
marked off from the still considerable 'Lib-Lab' contingent,
among whom the Miners' representatives predominated.

In the first year of the new Parliament, the Labour Party
secured two notable successes. It was able to force the Liberals
to withdraw their own compromise measure for dealing with
the Taff Vale Judgment, and to enact a Trade Disputes Act
which fully conceded the Trade Union demands; and it
persuaded the House of Commons to pass F. W. Jowett's Bill
cmpowering local authorities, if they wished, to provide school
rneals for needy children. The success over Taff Vale was due
to the pledges given by most Liberal candidates during the
clection - pledges on which the Government felt unable to go
back. Jowett's Act got through because it was only permissive.
After these initial achievements the Labour Part|, which had
formally adopted that name after the election, found itself
practically limited to the r6le of supporting the measures of
the Liberal Government, which covered an extensive field of
social reform improved Workmen's Compensation Act,
'Irade Boards in sweated trades, medical inspection of school-
children, old age pensions subject to a means test, the eight
hours' day and improved safety regulations in the coal-mines,
the establishment of Labour Exchanges, and so on, as well as
South African Federation and payment for Members of
Parliament. It also found itself presently lined up behind
I-loyd George in his famous'Land Tax'budget of r9o9 and
in the ensuing struggle with the House of Lords. In addition,
there was in the background the impending battle over Irish
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Home Rule, in which it would be bound to rally to the Govern-
ment's side.

As against these factors making for Labour support of the
Government there were no very urgent matters in Parliament
to divide the two parties ; but there was a considerable body
of Socialist feeling against the policy of Liberal-Labour co-
operation. The Labour Party was to a great extent the creation
of Keir Hardie's I.L.P., which had made its way largely by
denouncing the Liberals and calling on the workers to sever
connections with them and build up an independent party of
their own; and it went much against the grain to accept as the
fulfilment of this design a pafty which was doing hardly more
than swell the Liberal majority. Moreover, trouble soon began
to develop over by-elections. The triumphant Liberals were
in no mood to cede more seats to Labour men by refraining
from putting forward their own candidates; and the leaders of
the Labour Party did not want to jeopardise the seats they held
by antagonising Liberal support. Where the Labour Party did
fight a three-cornered contest, it usually came off badly, whereas
in straight fights with the Tories two Lib-Lab miners won seats.
In one case, a Labour man, Pete Curran of the Gasworkers'
Union and the I.L.P., got in at Jarrow as the result of a four-
cornered fight against Liberal, Conservative and Irish National-
ist opponents. At Leicester, when the old Lib-Lab, Henry
Broadhurst, died in r9o7, his seat, in this two-member con-
stituency, was allowed to go to a Liberal without Labour
opposition, presumably because fighting the Liberals there
would have endangered the other seat, held by James Ramsay
MacDonald. By far the most significant by-election of that
year was fought at Colne Valley, in Yorkshire, where a young
independent Socialist, Victor Grayson (r88r- ?), stood without
official party endorsement and was elected largely on the issue
of better treatment for the unemployed, but on a far-reaching
and aggressive Socialist programme.

This was, indeed, a highly significant contest. Employ-
ment, which had been good in 19o6, had seriously worsened in
the following year; and the efforts of Keir Hardie and other
Labour men in Parliament to push the Government into action
had met with scant success. The Labour Party had its Right
to Work Bill, but could get no facilities for it; and left-wing
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Socialist opinion fastened on this issue to accuse the Party of
supineness in pressing working-class claims. Grayson was

rdopted at Colne Valley against the wish of the I.L.P. leaders
es well as of the other leaders of the Party. He was a young
theological student, aged 25, with a powerful gift of oratory
and an attractive personality, but without much stability or
character. He belonged to the I.L.P., but was in rebellion
against its leadership. Of the LL.P's prominent parliamentary
representatives only Philip Snowden went to Colne Valley to
aupport him. When he had been elected, as 'Labour and
Socialist' candidate, trouble at once arose over his position in
Parliament. He refused to sign the 'Party Pledge', which
would have compelled him to vote as a majority of the parlia-
mentary party decided, and was thereupon refused recognition;
and he proceeded to defy the standing orders of the House by
making a scene when he demanded that priority should be given
to considering the claims of the unemployed. Suspended for
the rest of the session, he was set free to tour the country,
raising up opposition to the Labour Party's subservience to
the Liberals.

At this point the House of Lords, in its capacity as a law
court, adn.inistered a heavy blow at the Labour Party by
deciding, in the Osborne Judgment, that Trade Unions had no
legal right to engage in political activities or to spend money on
them. This legal decision knocked the bottom out of the Labour
Party's finances, and also out of those of the Miners' Federation,
with its separate parliamentary group. With payment of M.P.s
not yet in force, the sitting Labour Members were faced with
disaster ; and it was clear that the Party would be in a bad way
when it had to contest a general election. One result of the
Osborne Judgment was to lead the Miners' Federation to join
the Labour Party as a body in order to fight for its reversal ; but
the outlook was serious for all that. Trade Unions had been
actually spending money on political activities for many years
past, without having their right questioned. The Lords'
tlecision, which rested mainly on a narrow construction of the
powers conferred by the Trade Union Acts, but also in part on
the judges' view that Trade Union political action was con-
trary to'public policy'-a view based partly on the existence
of the Party Pledge, as running counter to the Member's
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duty to his constituents - took the Labour Party and the
Trade Unions by surprise. The 'Party Pledge' was formally
abolished ; but that did not mend matters - for the Judgment
stood. At this point, in 19ro, the dispute over Lloyd George's
budget plunged the Labour Party into two successive general
elections the same year, fought under conditions which made
it both financially unable to contest any large number of seats
and compelled to woo Liberal support for getting the Judgment
reversed by legislation. The policy of electoral collaboration
had to be continued on penalty of virtual annihilation of the
Party ; and at the same time feeling against collaboration was
rising among the Party's supporters.

From these two elections the Labour Party emerged
nominally stronger, because it had been joined by the Miners
in r9o9, but actually a little weakened by the loss of a few seats,
and in a condition of severe financial distress. Payment of
M.P.s, enacted in r9rr, alleviated the difficulties, but did not
remove them. In one respect, the Labour Party's position
should have been strengthened; for the Liberals had lost
enough seats to make them dependent for the future on Labour
and Irish support. But in practice this only increased the
Labour Party's dependence; for it could not let the Liberal
Government be defeated until legislation to reverse the Osborne
Judgment had been enacted, and it was also tied to support
legislation to curtail the powers of the House of Lords and to
concede Home Rule to Ireland, as well as to franchise reform.

At the two general elections of rgro the Labour Party again
fought in informal alliance with the Liberals. Of the 4o M.P.s
returned in January, 39 had no Liberal opponents, and the
fortieth only an unofficial Liberal. In December, out of 4z
returned, three were unopposed, and the other 39 had only
Tory opponents. Every Labour or Socialist candidate, official
or unofficial, who fought a three-cornered contest went down
to defeat. Victor Grayson lost his seat in January, and no new
exponent of left-wing policy took his place. As long as the
struggle with the House of Lords continued, it was impossible
to force other issues to the front; and discontent with the
Labour Party's doings and with the rising price-level had to find
expression outside Parliament. It affected particularly the
I.L.P., many of whose members were chafing at the failure to
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turn the Labour Party into a definitely Socialist organisation.
'fhese malcontents began to co-operate with the Social Demo-
cratic Party - the new name adopted by the S.D.F. in r9o8.
'l'he Clarion's supporters were also restive. In r9o9 these ele-
rnents formed in Manchester a Socialist Representation
Committee and launched a campaign for Socialist Unity.
Similar bodies were formed in other towns; and in rgrr a

Socialist Unity Congress established the British Socialist
Party, made up of the whole of the S.D.P., together with most
of The Clarion group, headed by Blatchford, and a substantial
body of seceders from the I.L.P. In practice, what happened
was that the S.D.P. swallowed the others ; for Blatchford soon

hroke with the new body and began his campaign for rearma-
ment against Germany, and the I.L.P. group lacked any out-
standing leader. Blatchford's new line, which he expounded
in a series of alarmist articles published in the Daily Mail and
then widely circulated in pamphlet form, involved a sharp

break with the left wing, and wrecked The Clarion's influence
within the Labour movement; and the B.S.P. at once became

sharply divided over the new issues raised by the outburst of
strikes and industrial unrest which occurred simultaneously
with its establishment.

During these years the Fabian Society also had been going
through a period of crisis. H. G. Wells, who had joined it in
r9o3, had begun before the general election of 19o6 to demand
a new policy. He wanted the Society to go all out for a big
membership, to refound its local branches throughout the
country, and to come forward as the apostle of a new Scientific
Socialism based on the assimilation of the lessons of modern
Bcience and on their application to the solution of social prob-
lems. In r9o5 he published A Modern []topia, in which he put
forward the conception of a devoted order of Samurai who
would constitute themselves the organisers and guardians of
mankind; and for a time he seems to have cherished the hope
of converting the Fabian Society into such an order under his
own leadership. In some respects his ideas were akin to those

of Shaw, who was also an apostle of government by the experts,
and to those of the Webbs. But Wells's campaign involved the
displacement of the Fabian'Old Gang'by a new group of
leaders ; and a sharp conflict of personalities arose. Wells led
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off with a paper on The Faults of the Fabian, and followed this
up by securing the appointment of a special committee to
consider reforming the Society's basis and policy. Some of his
proposals were accepted, including the development of local
Societies; and as the scheme came at a moment when the
Labour victories of 19o6 had stimulated a wide interest in
Socialism, Fabian membership, both national and local, shot
rapidly up. But a large part of Wells's plan was sheerly
impracticable. He wanted the Society to found a journal for
mass-circulation, to set up in a large way as a publisher of
books and pamphlets, and to undertake an organising campaign
that would have been far beyond its financial strength. He was
a poor speaker and allowed Shaw to make rings round him in
debate; and presently he wearied of a campaign in which he
was clearly not getting more than a small part of his own way,
and flounced out of the Fabian Society while it was still in the
middle of discussing his proposals. The 'Old Gang', in fact,
had been very careful not to challenge him to a conclusive vote.
It had consistently preferred to adopt some of his proposals,
while adjourning a final decision on others, and then to take the
sting out of those it adopted by modifying their execution. On
many points the 'Old Gang' was helped in this by the vagueness
of many of Wells's projects and by his frequent changes of
front. When its leader shook the dust of Fabianism from his
feet, the Wells party in the Society at once disintegrated, and
its place was taken by a new Fabian Reform Movement, which
met with no better success. One of the Wells proposals had
been that the Society, having organised its own local branches,
should convert itself into a Socialist Party and put up its own
candidates for Parliament ; and there had been talk of a 'Middle-
Class Socialist Party', which would convert the middle classes
to Socialism as a gospel of efficiency and ordered scientific
government. The new Fabian Reformers who took Wells's
place insisted, on the other hand, that the Society should rid
itself of its Lib-Lab adherents, a few of whom were sitting in
Parliament as Liberals, should identify itself fully with the
Labour Party, and should give up altogether the traditional
Fabian technique of permeation.

Both these Fabian rebellions, though defeated, left a con-
siderable impression on the Society. Wells's incursion had
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greatly increased its membership ; and the second group of
reformers did much to develop closer collaboration betwein it
and the I.L.P., especially in the fields of local government and
Socialist educational work. A joint I.L.P.-Fabian Committee
undertook some activity in these fields and helped to spread
[,'abian ideas and policies inside the Labour movement: so
that the illusion gre\4/ up that the Fabians had been from the
first the main inspirers of I.L.P. policies - which was far from
lreing the case. No doubt, Fabian Essays and the Fabian Tracts,
and also the travelling lecturers sent out by the Society under
the Hutchinson Trust, had exerted a substantial influence in
supplying British Socialists with facts, figures, and suggestions,
and in weaning them away from dogmatic Marxism und from
notions of revolution to gradualist doctrines and to advocacy
of the extension of public enterprise under the auspices of thl
cxisting State and the organs of local gorrer.r*.nl ; but the
concept of gradualism was implicit in the entire policy of the
l.L.P. from the beginning. It was not the Fabian Society but
the New Unionism that taught the I.L.P. to put its main stress
on the minimum wage, the eight hours' day, and the right to
work. Still less was it the Fabian Society that infused into the
I.L.P. its strong ethical insistence on the claims of the ,bottom
tlog'. Blatchford and Hardie both did much more than Wells
or Shaw to give the I.L.P. its strongly humanitarian quality.
'Ihe Fabians were at that stage apostles of efficiency moie than
of brotherly love, and were inclined to regard the Blatchfords
and Hardies as rather foolish sentimentalists. Only later, and
cspecially under the influence of Beatrice Webb, who took
little part in the Society's work before r9o9, did the Fabians
appear as the leading proponents of the 'national minimum
standard of civilised life'.

Herbert George Wells (r866*ry46) made his chief mark as
n novelist; but he was also of great importance in the early
years of the twentieth century as a populariser of Socialist
ideas. As a novelist he excelled above all else in describing
with insight based on personal experience the lives and thoughts
of people born into the lower middle classes to which he had
himself belonged, and especially of those who found their way
to higher education through Polytechnics, Technical Colleges,
and other institutions at which the main way of approach was
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through natural science. Although in his later years he wrote
much about the rich and successful, he was never equally at

home among them ; and his accounts of 'high life' always bear

traces of his early upbringing with his mother, who was house-

keeper at a great house in the south of England. Nor did he

ever really understand the working classes or the Trade Union
movement. He had a remarkable flair for the short story -
and also for the story - short or long - with a scientific marvel

as its central theme, as it The Inaisible Man or The Food of the

Gods. In his approach to Socialism he was dominated by the

conception of a well-ordered Society that would make an end

of the wastes and frustrations that he saw besetting the lives

of 'little men'. He had a deep sympathy with the 'little man'
who found himself mauled and badgered about by a complex

society which his education gave him no chance of under-
standing; and this gave him an enthusiasm for popular
education which found expression in such works as The Outline

of History and The Science of Life. It also led him to his

exaltation of the r6le of a devoted order of leaders, organisers,

and educators who would set the world to rights, not by
establishing any sort of dictatorship' but by making it a better
place for ordinary people, with all their quirks and oddities,

which he could so amusingly as well as understandingly de-

scribe. The passion for order which runs through his writings
contrasts curiously with the disorderliness of his own mind
and behaviour. He had very little capacity for co-operating

with any group : he was always getting exasperated with his

colleagues and going off hopefully on a quite new tack. Never-
theless, he was at the height of his powers an exceedingly
influential maker of Socialists. His great period ran from r896,

when he created his hero - the 'little man' - in the excellent

comedy of The Wheels of Chance, written when the fashion for
country bicycling was reaching its height-to r9rr, when he

published The New Machiaoelli, containing, along with a good

deal of dross, his unkind but amusing satire on Sidney and

Beatrice Webb. During these years he produced his main

series of scientific Socialistic studies, from Anticipations (rgor),
Manhind in the Making (rgo3), and A Modern Utopia (rgoS)

to New Worlds for Old (r9o8), which was certainly the most

influential piece of Socialist propaganda in Great Britain since
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Illatchford's Merrie England; and during the same period he
wrote his best social novels - Looe and Mr. Leaaisham (r9oo),
Kipps (tgo5), Tono-Bungay Qgog), and-bestof all-The
llistory of Mr. Polly (rgro). A new period, much less socialistic
lrut still devoted to the idea of a world order, began with The
Outline of History (r9zo) and continued with an unceasing
Htream of stories and educational studies almost to his death.
'['o his later years belong his further'utopian' story, The Shape
of Things to Come (rg:g), and his revealing Experiment in
Autobiograplry (rgZ+). His educational ideas are expounded
chiefly in Joan arcd Peter (r9r8), but run through a great deal
of his work. One of the best of his shorter writings is his
Itabian tract, This Misery of Boots (rgo7),in which he denounced
the waste and deprivation involved in competitive capitalist
production. It ran through many editions, and was one of his
most influential contributions to Socialist propaganda.

Wells's best writings came at a time when large numbers of
young people of the middle classes were turning to Socialism
as a result of the spread of higher education, particularly
through evening classes. He knew exactly how to address this
public, and to a certain extent his influence upon it can be
compared with Blatchford's on the public of the rB9os. Blatch-
ford, however, though he too influenced many middle-class
readers, wrote primarily for the more intelligent workers,
whereas Wells's appeal, though it reached many workers, was
primarily to the 'black-coats' and to the more educated classes
that read his novels as well as his tracts. Wells, moreover,
was primarily a writer of books, and not a journalist: he
needed space to spread himself, and had no special talent for
the short article, though a great one for the short story. Apart
from his brief incursion into Fabian politics he played no part
in the organised Socialist or Labour movement; he hovered
round it, but was too much of an individualist ever to accept
service in any organisation.

The duel in the Fabian Society between Wells and Bernard
Shaw was a curious affair because it was a clash of personalities
much more than of ideas. In it Shaw was not so much up-
holding a principle as defending the Webbs against their
assailant. Wells's opening attack, in his paper on Tlte Faults oJ
the Fabian, was devoted mainly to criticising the Fabian Society
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for being content to go on in its small way, without advertising
itself or trying to attract a large membership. 'Make Socialists
and you will achieve Socialism: there is no other plan,, he
exclaimed; and the 'Old Gang', far from repudiating his
projects, not only set to work to increase membership and
establish local Fabian Societies, but also came out in support
of the idea of creating 'a middle-class Socialist Party,-
presumably quite distinct from the Labour Party, of which
the Fabian Society was an affiliated member. No more was
heard of this proposal when the entire episode ended with
Wells's withdrawal from the Society in r9o9.

During these years the Fabian Society, apart from its
internal battles, had not been doing very much, largely because
its most active spirit, Sidney Webb, had been giving most of
his attention to the affairs of the London County Council and
to working with Beatrice Webb in preparing the material for
the Minority Report of the Poor Law Commission which had
been set up in r9o5. This famous Report, which appeared in
r9o9, embodied a comprehensive plan of social security which
had been elaborated by the Webbs as a practical essay in
'permeation'. It was signed by Beatrice Webb, by the two
Labour representatives on the Commission 

- George Lansbury
and F. W. Chandler, Secretary of the Amalgamated Society of
Carpenters and Joiners, and by H. Russell Wakefield, then a
Prebendary of St. Paul's and later Bishop of Birmingham. In
order to campaign on behalf of its proposals the Webbs set up a
special organisation, called at first the 'National Committee to
Promote the Break-up of the Poor Laws' and subsequently the
'National Committee for the Prevention of Destitution,, in
which they enrolled a large body of non-Socialist as well as
Socialist supporters, including many active members of local
government authorities. Their main proposal was that the
Poor Laws, and with them the taint associated with ,pauper,

status, should be abolished and the functions of the Boards of
Guardians, first set up in 1834, transferred to the municipal
and county Councils and merged with the public health and
other services already in the hands of these authorities. On
this basis the Report proposed that there should be built up a
comprehensive range of social services for the care of the siik,
the disabled, the aged, the children, and those unable to find
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work. All these services.were to be organised so as to carry for
the recipients no disqualification in respect of political or social
rights: they were to be regarded as services which the com_
munity owed to its members as of right, and were to be con_
trolled democratically by the erected locar authorities and
finance-d out of public- funds, partly local but partly provideJ
through grants in aid from the ceniral excheqrrer. ir, ,elutio,
to unemployment the Report proposed that maintenance at liv_
ing wages should be provided for those out of work, subject to
the right of the authorities to insist in suitable cases on ,.tr"i.r-
ing for alternative work, and that, in ord.er to reduce cyclical
unemployment, the Government and other public bodies should
plan the execution of public works so as t; hold back in gooJ
years and expand them when trade was bad.

. The Majority Report of the Commission also proposed
substantial reforms, but fell a long way short of the ambitious
plan of the Minority. The Minority iteport of the poor Law
commission is indeed a landmark: it is the first full working
.ut of the conception and policy of the Welfare Stat. _ rrrorE
comprehensive, because covering a wider ground, than the
Ileveddge Report of t942, which in many respects reproduced
its ideas. The essential difference between the two is that, in
between, Great Britain actually developed an extensiv" piu,
of_social security based 

-on the principie of compulsory corr_
tributory insurance, which the Minoiity Repori rejected in
favour of a plan financed entirely out of gln.rui taxation. This
question of principle was to come almost at once to a head when
f 
,loyd George, imitating Bismarck,s German social legislation,

introduced the National Insurance Bill of rgrr and carried ii
through in face of all the efforts of the Minority Report,s
$upporters to prevent its passage.

Immediately, the Webbs, efforts met with considerable
$uccess. They published a cheap edition of the Report, which
lrad a very wide sale; and their National Committee ,irrt"a 

"j<rurnal, The Crusade, edited by Clifford Sharp (rggt_ror<)-
which served as a forerunner to the New Stotirion, i";;;'j
lry them, again with Sharp as editor, in rgrz. The National
committee also issued a large,number of pamphlets and speciar
rcports; and a great part of the activity of thi leading Fabians
was transferred to it. The President of the Local Goi,ernment
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Board under the Liberals was the old Socialist, John Burns;
and it had been hoped that he would support the Webbs'plan.
In fact, under the influence of his officials, he opposed it
strongly, and a sharp struggle developed between him and the
Webbs. Burns, who was chiefly concerned at the time with
his Housing and Town Planning Act of r9o9 - the beginning
of modern town-planning legislation - argued that the desir-
able parts of the Webb plan could be carried through largely,
and at moderaJe cost, through improved administration of the
existing law ; and he also favoured compulsory insurance as

against the financing of social security services entirely or
mainly out of general taxation. Despite the powerful support
which the Webbs managed to attract to their National Com-
mittee, the Liberal Government would have none of their
plan, which was much too Socialistic, as well as too expensive,
for its taste. Instead, it set to work on the preparation of an
alternative project of health insurance, coupled with an experi-
mental scheme of unemployment insurance confined to a few
selected industries; and when these projects had become law
under the National Insurance Act of rgrr it became clear that
the Webb plan had suffered defeat, at any rate for the time.

Lloyd George's plan of National Insurance - often spoken
of at the time as having 'dished the Webbs' - sharply divided
the Labour movement. Under it Trade lJnions, as well as

Friendly Societies and capitalist Insurance Companies, could
set up Approved Society Sections to administer the benefits
provided, receiving grants to cover the costs of administration.
Many Trade Unions saw in this a possibility of extending their
influence and membership, and accordingly favoured the
scheme. The Trade Unions in the selected industries were
also entrusted, under a similar arrangement, with the adminis-
stration of unemployment benefits, and Unions in other trades
were offered subsidies towards their own unemployment funds.
Thus, the main body of Trade Union opinion was brought
round to support the Government's proposals. Most of the
Socialists, on the other hand, roundly denounced them, and
were joined by a number of Liberals, headed by Hilaire Belloc
(r87o-r953), who sawin the compulsorydeductions from wages,

to be made by employers acting as the Government's agents, a

dangerous step in the direction of the 'Servile State'. Belloc's
ao8
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book, The Serrile State (tgrz) was an elaboration of the
arguments he had used against Ltoyd George's Bill. It was
wrong in principle, he argued, for the State to make the em_
ployer its agent in forcing the workers to contribute out of
their wages towards the cost of an essentially public ..rui"..
The effect would be.to. give the employe, u a;."iptirury ,igh;
over the worker, and this first step could easily 6" ,r.a ,L
foundation for a general system of state regimlntation of the
workers and of compulsion to labour under the employer,s
control. Among the sociarists, philip snowden took the"lead
r3 

- 
opposing Lloyd George,s Bill in parliament ; "ra tfr.Fabian Socigly joined in the fray with a pamphlet on The

rnsurance Bill and the worhers, in which it re-argued the case

!r ry"_"91tributory provision. George Lansiury u"d hi;
East End followers were also active in opposition; 

""a ,"u.rut
independent Socialists fought by-elections mainly on the
insurance issue. But in fage 

_o_f 
the large measure of .rppo.t

givento the Bill bv the Trade Union leaJers the oppositir;;".
bound to be ineffective. The National commiitee for the
Prevention of Destitution lasted on into the war period; but
it gradually petered out, and the webbs transferreh their main
energies to establishing the Nezo Statesma?c as a journal of
i{orme.a Socialist opinion and to the setting ,rp of a Fabian
Itesearch Department through which they imlarked on an
ambitio,s lew enquiry into the Control of Industry. Th;
record of these developments, however, belongs more Drooerlv
to 

_a 
later chapter; for it isclosely bound u[ with t'n. g."u't

industrial unrest which, from rgro onwardsl *u, fu"ir,g'the
Ilritish socialist movement with a new situation in the .J"lm.
both of everyday practice and of Socialist ideas.

(ii) FenreN Socrerrsu - rHE Wenrs, SHew, euo Werr,es

ln a previous chapter some account has been given of the new
policy of gradualist Socialism which was set lorth by Sidney
Webb, Bernard Shaw, and their collaborators in Fabian Esrayi.
'fhe point has now been reached at which it is necessary"to
attempt a more general appreciation of the work of the webbs
and of Shaw in the realm of Socialist thought. The triple
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partnership of these very dissimilar persons was, indeed, a

iemarkable thing. The two Webbs, closely as they worked
together for many years' were very different in their approach

tolhe problems of society ; and Shaw, faithfully as he fitted in
with them, was temperamentally of yet another, still more

different, shape of mind. Sidney Webb's first thought, in
dealing with any question that he took up, was to find an

administratively workable solution ; and apart from a very few

essentially simple ideas he did not trouble himself much about

any underlying philosophy. He was fully convinced that the

trend of events in the modern world was towards Socialism,

and that this trend would continue: so that he saw no need to
put himself in revolutionary opposition to the main course of
development. He saw his task rather as that of accelerating a

tendency which he regarded as irresistible, but as capable of
being speeded up or slowed down and of being guided for
bettel ot *ot... He had what is sometimes called a 'civil
service'mind-that is, a habit of translating every idea into
terms of the machinery needed to give it effect I and, save

concerning the trend, he was quite unaffected by doubts or
spiritual hesitations. This does not mean that he rode rough-
shod over other people: on the contrary, he was capable of
great patience in dealing with them, when he saw a prospect of
usinglhem to serve his ends. He was, however, impatient of
dreamers, and uninterested in theories which he could not turn
into practical schemes.

Biatrice Webb had in her much more of the philosopher.

She began, indeed, more as a sociologist than as a Socialist,

and in her earliest writings she was concerned morewithcriticism
of the inadequacies of orthodox Economics and of Spencerian

Sociology than with any gospel for easing social ills. She was

very insistent that Economics, as an abstract science, gave much

too lop-sided a view of social problems and needed to be

integrated into a more comprehensive 'Social Science' that

would take full account of the non-economic factors in human

behaviour. Moreover, whereas Sidney Webb thought instinct-
ively in terms of state and municipal action and of public
administration, Beatrice Potter, even after she had become

Mrs. Webb, instinctively laid much greater stress on non-
governmental action and organisation' She showed this in her
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early study of The Co-operatiz;e Moaement in Great Britain
(r89r), written before her marriage I and she drew Sidney

T*b ,-r,g their joint studies of Trade Unionism (The History
af Trade [Jnionism, 1894, and Industrial Democracy, rg97) ani
into their later work on Co-operation (The Consu*irsi Co-
operatioe Movement, ryzr). The massive series of studies of
local government history which they produced together were
the product of convergent interests ; for whereas Sidney Webb
regarded democratic local government as the necessary i'ounda-
tion for a Socialist structure of public administration, she
tended to think of it rather as a bridge between the public and
the private spheres of social action.

fn some respects, Beatrice Webb was less amiable than
-Sidney. Coming out of the top-layer of capitalist business -her father was a railway chairman and a considerable financier,
yhe-19as Sidney was of the lower range of the professional
intelligentsia 

- she had a considerabli amount of inborn
arrogance, and was apt to be disconcertingly rude to those
whom she dismissed as stupid. Sidney, on the other hand, had
no arrogance at all, and could bear with fools more easily.
Beatrice in practice schooled herself to bear with them, subjelt
to occasional lapses; but the strain was often visible

Shaw, having fallen under Webb,s spell, remained miracu-
lously subject to it and accepted Beatrice's partnership scarcely
less wholeheartedly. His attitude, however, remained through_
out essentially different from theirs. He saw Socialism
primarily neither as a problem of social administration nor as
one of adapting society to the needs of human beings, but
rather as a matter of efficiency and convenience. WeLb was
interested in administration, but insisted that the administrators
must work under the salutary discipline of democratic control.
Shaw, fundamentally, did not care a button about democracy:
he wanted things to be run by experts, not merely as adminis-
trators, but also as makers of policy, and he was apt to admire
dictators, if only they would give the experts a free hand.
There was, however, in Shaw's Socialism a second strand - an
all-or-nothingness that was far removed from the practical
experimentalism of both Webbs. This came out ir Shaw,s
insistence that the only allowable principle for the distribution
of incomes in a socialist society was absolute equarity, involving
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a complete divorce of income from any form of remuneration for
service rendered, and an entire reliance on non-economic
incentives for getting the necessary labour done. Shaw did
not propose this as an immediate measure - for he too had
taught himself to be a gradualist; but as a matter of Socialist
theory, until his conversion to Stalinist inequality, he was
entirely uncompromising about it. Immediately, he wished
to attack unearned income, which he described comprehensively
as 'rent', and, by appropriating this social surplus, to transfer
the means of production to public ownership. But he never
really formulated any plans for carrying on the work of society
during the transitional period, when rent had been socialised
but the time had not yet arrived for putting the system of equal
incomes, divorced from all connection with productive services,
into effect. In practice he supported the Webbs' demand for
a national minimum standard of civilised life, as a stage in the
transition; but the transition interested him much less than it
did the Webbs, and he never considered it in terms of the
problem of social education for democracy, which was always
in the front of Sidney Webb's mind.

Shaw, indeed, like many Socialists before him, held an
exaggerated view of the immediate economic benefits to be
derived from the confiscation of'rent' and from the transference
of the means of production to public ownership and control.
He believed that the capitalist system was the cause not only
of gross under-production but also of colossal waste through
the production of the wrong things and through the useless
consumption of the rich. It appeared to him that, if 'rent'
were socialised and used for the re-equipment of industries and
services for the benefit of the common people, there would be
no difficulty in the way of producing enough to supply everyone
with the means to the good life. Consequently he paid little
attention to the problems involved in organising production
under the changed conditions. He took it so much for granted
that socialisation would put an end to scarcity that the problem
of finding new incentives to effort appeared to him quite
unimportant.

ln fndustrial Democracy the Webbs performed a most
valuable service for the growing Trade Union movement,
which had never before been scientifically studied as a problem
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of social engineering. But they always studied the Trade
Unions as outsiders, and with more than a little suspicion of
the 'producer' approach. Beatrice in particular always regarded
the problems of industry from the 'consumer' end. She was
extremely critical of Producers' Co-operation as only a form of
more democratic profit-sharing, still under the domination of
the profit-motive. All her enthusiasm was reserved for the
Consumers' Co-operative Societies, as capable of expressing
the needs of the whole body of citizens as consumers, and not
those of a sectional interest. She saw the producers' need of
Trade Unions to protect their interests under capitalism, and
she had the imagination to foresee that this protection would
continue to be needed in a Socialist society ; but both she and
Sidney were quite unsympathetic to the idea that under
Socialism the workers should be allowed to run their industries
under producer-chosen management. Industrial democracy
meant for them managerial responsibility to the whole people,
through their elected representatives in Parliament, in local
government, and in the Consumers' Co-operative movement.
Indeed, they thought of the State as primarily a great inclusive
consumers' organisation rather than a political body. In the
question of'workers' control' they took little interest ufltil it
was forced on them during the years of labour unrest before
tgr1 and then their first response in a pamphlet entitled
What Syndicalism Means (r9r3) was highly unfavourable.
They acutely disliked the Bergsonian and Sorelian aspects of
French Syndicalist doctrine, and they were no less hostile to
the entire philosophy of Direct Action. They coined a phrase,
of which they made frequent use in their arguments with the
Industrialists : they said that what was needed was 'a discreetly
regulated freedom'- an expression calculated to infuriate the
Direct Actionists, who flung back at them Hilaire Belloc's
charge that what they were really aiming at was the 'Servile
State'.

The Webbs did not believe that most workers wanted to
share in the management of their industries, or that they could
be trusted to participate in managing them efficiently in the
general interest. They were insistent on the need for the fullest
recognition of the Trade Unions as bargaining agencies ; but
they wanted the Trade Unions to act as disciplined bodies and
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not as insurgents. They had a great respect for Trade Union
officials, and insisted on the need for adequate training for the

work, especially in the light of changing industrial techniques
which called for a revision of traditional Trade Union practices.
Sidney Webb in particular stressed this point in his volumes,
The Works Manager To-day (r9r7), and The Restoration oJ

Trade Union Conditions (r9r8).
They also, despite their admiration for the achievements of

Consumers' Co-operation, saw the danger of the Co-operative
moverrent falling behind by failing to adapt its democratic
machinery to the changes in scale that were the necessary

consequence of its success. It The Consumers' Co-operatioe

Moaement they made many suggestions for bringing the
Co-operative Societies' methods of government up to date;
but they were never able to get much attention paid to their
projects.

The Webbs, during the period before r9r4, gained, perhaps

rather undeservedly, the reputation of being the principal
exponents of the virtues of bureaucratic nationalisation and

municipalisation. This was largely because they appeared as

leading critics of the doctrines of Syndicalism and workers'
control, and also because the Fabian Society, of which they
were rightly regarded as the leaders, was during this period
actively pressing the case for public ownership. In fact,
however, the Webbs did not play a large part in this phase of
Fabian activity, which was more closely connected with the
incursion of H. G. Wells and with the younger Fabians who
were pressing against the 'Old Gang' for a more aggressive

Socialist policy. The Webbs up to rgrr were too much
occupied with the Poor Law campaign to spare a great deal of
attention for anything else. Then they did actively take up the
question through the Fabian Research Committee on the Con-
trol of Industry, which became the Fabian, and later the
Labour, Research Department. Far, however, from approach-
ing the matter with a dogmatic preference for nationalisation
of industries under civil service control, they were eager to
explore alternative possibilities and, particularly, to leave as

large as possible a field for municipal, or regional, and for
Co-operative enterprise. Nor had they any prejudice against

the device of the Public Corporation, as Webb had shown in
zt4
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the cases of the Metropolitan Water Board and the port of
I.ondon Authority, provided only that such Corporations must
be made finally answerable to democratic control by elected
representatives and must be so organised as to fit in with a
general pattern of economic planning under government con-
trol. These ideas were developed by Sidney Webb in the
volume, Hozt To Pay for the War, which he edited for the
Fabian Society in r9r6.

In stressing the need to develop municipal, as against
national, enterprise to the fullest possible extent, the Webbs -and, indeed, the Fabian Society as a whole - were well aware
that the existing areas of local government were in many cases
unsuitable for the conduct of major services under modern
technical conditions. The series of Fabian tracts issued in r89r
as the Fabian Municipal Programme had been almost entirely
concerned with London affairs. They had included proposals
for municipalising gas, tramways, water supply, docks, and
markets, as well as for taking over the property of the City
Guilds and for amending the rating system, and they hai
T{:d with a more general tract outlining A Labour policy for
Public Authorities generally. Thereafter the Society produied
a steady stream of tracts dealing with various aspects of local
government, some concerned with London, but others covering
the work of almost every type of local authority. Among the
special subjects dealt with were the municipalisation of the
drink traffic (r898), of milk supply (r8gg), of pawnshops (r899),
of slaughterhouses (r8g9), of bakeries (r9oo), of hospitals (r9oo),
of fire insurance (r9or), of the Thames steamboats (r9or), and
of electricity supply (r9o5), accompanied by a general tract on
Municipal Trading (r9o8), and by Shaw's volume, The Common-
sense of Municipal Trading (rgo+). As against this, until r9ro,
the only tract advocating the nationalisation of a particular
service was State Raihuays for lrelarcd (r8gq). Then Emil
Davies, the most ardent of the Fabian nationalisers, produced.
State Purchase of Railutays (r9ro), Lawson Dodd I National
Medical Seraice (r9rr) - at the time of the Insurance Act -and in r9r3 H. H. Schloesser (subsequently Lord Justice
Slesser) wrote for the Miners' Federation atract containing the
text of a Bill for nationalising the coal-mines on civil seivice
Iines, and C. Ashmore Baker produced a tract on public aersus
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Priz;qte Electricity Supply (rgrl). This is hardly an output
suggestive of an excessive concentration on national as distinct
from municipal enterprise.

In 19o5-6 the Fabians came forward with a series of tracts,
collectively entitled the New Heptarchy series, in which they
attempted to face the problem posed by the unsuitability of
municipal areas for the conduct of major services. In Tract rz5,
Municipalisation by Proo'inces, they put forward a plan for the
constitution of about seven elected regional authorities for this
purpose, to be endowed by stages with large administrative
functions and to exercise in respect of others a supervisory
control over such activities of the smaller local authorities as

might need co-ordination over wider areas. It was about this
time that Sidney Webb, because of his support of the r9o3
Education Act, had been ousted by the Progressives from his
chief position of influence on the London County Council and
that Beatrice Webb began her work on the Poor Law Com-
mission, with the result that their energies were largely directed
from the local government field. They played no major part
in the Fabian struggle that centred round H. G. Wells, pre-
ferring to leave Shaw to do most of the fighting on behalf of the
'Old Gang'. It was Emil Davies (r875-r95o), and not the
Webbs, who, up to rgr+, mainly pressed the case for nationalisa-
tion within the Fabian Society after the Wells episode, par-
ticularly in his book, The Collectioist State in the Mahing,
subsequently renamed The State in Busircess, which appeared
in r9r3. Sir Leo Chiozza Money (t87o-r944), whose Ricltes
and Poaerty (rgoS) was one of the most effective pieces of
propaganda during this period, also contributed with his
volumes, The Nation's Wealth (rgr+) and The Triumph of
N ationalis ation Qgzo).

Not until after r9r8 did the Webbs set down in any compre-
hensive way their conception of the structure of the coming
Socialist society. This appeared in A Constitution for the

Socialist Commonwealth of Great Britain (rgzo), with its pro-
posal that there should be two parallel Parliaments, both
democratically chosen by the general body of voters, one dealing
with political and the other with social affairs. With this went
a curious proposal, closely resembling one put forward by
C6sar de Paepe in the r87os, for a system of local government
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based on fixed local units which courd be combined over dif-ferent areas for the conduct of different services, so that theappropriate area for each service could be used * u ,i.rgt" ,.riiserving as big enough for some, a few units fo. otfr"ri-uJ-l
large province, madi up of many units, for yet others. The
same representatives were to sit on all the combined bod;;as the direct representatives of their consti,r".r,.. iif, pf""
came under heavy criticism. 

^ 
It was argued tfrrt, i" pr""'ti.",

no satisfactory way could be found of mirking 
"fi ,h":;;;;

spheres of the two parliaments, and that the bldy t" *il'i;;;
assigned the ultimate power in finance _ thai ir, i; ;.;;
Tgney and in controlling expenditure _ would necessarilv bEall-powerful in relation to the other. Ag"i";;th. i-#;;;il:
ment plan it was argued that bodies Jf constantly 

"fru.rgirrgcomposition according to the service they were aeahng ;,itf;would.never.develop the habit of working together u. J,"u.rr,
on which their effectiveness would ,r"...riily?epend, ;;;;
real power would fall into the hands of the offrciai, *h; ;;;";iry
managed the services the elected members were supposed tocontrol as representatives of the consuming p,rniii. ih;Webbs made little or no attempt to answer these criticisms:it seemed as if, having published their plan u"d forr;-itlll_
received, they had lost interest in it. bertainly ,h;;-h-ii
ever referred to it in later years.

,r".,!.,--r_o_!-t-ritution for the Socialist Commonutealth of Great
,_!_rrt!1" was presumably meant as the Webbs, u.r.*.i to theGuild socialists and to the various advocates of some form ofoccupational representation. The notion of oc"uputionri
representation, or of a separate House of Industry, ffi;;replacing the existing Sego$ Chamber, was, of 

"orrr., ;il;means new. It came to the front again in Great Britain'ar,ri"g
lh..y1r years, when it was put iorward, not by the GuildSocialists, but in answer to them by those who wanted someplan of industrial self-government based on the reconcilirti;;;i
class-interests. It usually took the form of a demand f"; ;Industrial Parliament representing employers and employedequally, in some cases with ,i.ipu.tlut persons, added torepresent the ,public', whereas what thi Guild Socialists
wanted was a Parliament or Chamber representing the Guilds.n the principle of ,one member, one voi.,. ffr""W"ff, *"."
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equally against both these projects, and took their stand on the
need to base both the proposed Parliaments on universal
'consumer' voting, which satisfied neither the Guild Socialists
nor the class-reconcilers and was objected to by the Parlia-
mentarians as undermining the indivisible sovereignty of
Parliament. The Webbs' local government proposal seems to
have been a bright idea of Beatrice's, which according to her
diary came over her while she was listening to H. G. Wells.

The Webbs were undoubtedly influenced at this time both
by Wells's semi-technocratic advocacy of public enterprise and
by the Guild Socialist attacks on bureaucratic collectivism.
They were aware of the dangers of bureaucratic industrial
administration, and wanted to secure the largest practicable
amount of consumer control over socialised industries and
services. But, though they made some concession, they held
firmly to their idea of the State as the proper guardian of the
consumers' interests; and they never worked out any clear
plans of administrative control. It is somewhat curious, in
view of Webb's long-standing interest in administrative
problems, that they never did this. I think they tried, but
failed, leaving it to others to devise in detail the form of
nationalisation through Public Corporations which was actually
adopted by the Conservatives in the rgzos and taken over from
them by Herbert Morrison when he proposed his Bill for the
socialisation of London Transport in r93o.

I do not propose in the present chapter to deal at all with
the later development of the Webbs' thought, which centres
round their vast tract, written in the r93os, about Soviet
Communism. The proper place for discussing both that
startling marriage of Fabian thought and Leninist construction
will be in the fourth volume of this work, where it will also be
necessary to consider Shaw's reaction to the advent of the
dictators. For the present we are concerned with the Webbs
and with Shaw mainly in connection with the development of
their ideas up to r9r4, though it has been necessary to follow
the Webbs into the early 'twenties in order to round off the
account of their pre-war attitude. The conclusion must be
that up to r9r4 the Webbs at any rate were much more munici-
palisers than nationalisers, and that the Fabian move towards
greater emphasis on nationalisation was mainly due, not to
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their influence, but to that of H. G. Wells, and, after him, of
Iimil Davies.

Shaw as a Socialist is a great deal harder to place. For many
years he was the principal draftsman of Fabian publications,
regarding himself as a faithful exponent of the Webbs' essential
ideas, but always really advancing a quite distinct position of
his own. As we have seen, Shaw's master ideas were, first, the,
will to confiscate and apply to public uses the income accruing
fiom ownership of land and capiral, to which he gave the
comprehensive name of 'rent' ; secondly, the desire to advance ..

towards complete economic equality; and thirdly, the belief
that no group or nation had any right to stand in the way of the
full development in the interest of the whole world of any
productive resources of which it stood possessed, and that
accordingly higher civilisations had a complete right to work
their will upon backward peoples and to override national or
sectional claims, provided only that by doing so they increased
the total wealth of the human race. This third idea led directly
to his insistence that the final right to control events rested with
those who knew best how to achieve this result. Shaw did not
stop short at the wish that the experts should do the actual work
of administration: he kept harping on the idea that politics
should be a matter for experts, and that the right to take any
part in them should depend on the possession of qualifications,
and should not be extended to amateurs who would not go to
the trouble of making themselves well-informed. Shaw was
intolerant of stupidity, and found most people stupid: he had
no sympathy at all with the slow or limited man's desire not to
be driven along too fast, and not to be made the victim of the
unco' clever.

If the Webbs influenced Shaw, so that he constituted him-
self the popular interpreter of many of their ideas, Shaw also
influenced the Webbs, particularly in their attitude to questions
of empire and nationality. They were not, for a long time,
rnuch interested in such questions, or, indeed, in anything
outside Great Britain. The Webbs' brand of Socialism was
peculiarly British, and they made little attempt to work out its
bearings on the problems of other countries: nor were they
cver much interested in the International. But this was not
because they were conscious nationalists: emphatically they
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were not. It was rather because up to r9r4 they were so much
engrossed in the study of British institutions and of British
problems as to have little attention to spare for anything else.

Shaw, on the other hand, was always very conscious of being
Irish and not British, and of being a sojourner in a strange land.

But this, far from turning him into an Irish patriot, made him
instinctively non-national in his approach. He had the greatest

contempt for the priest-ridden politics of his own country and

an intellectualist dislike for the mind of the peasant ; and he

tended. to look upon all backward peoples as inferior Irishmen,
who needed to be dragged out of their primitive superstitions
and induced to adopt modern ways. The Webbs, when they
did begin to attend to international problems, took a good deal

of their colour from Shaw, first in relation to the South African
War and later in relation to the wider problems of the empire.

They, like Shaw, had no sympathy with nationalism as a senti-
ment. They never went to the lengths to which he went in
maintaining the rights of the advanced to ride rough-shod over

the primitive ; but on the whole in the conflict over imperialism
they were on Shaw's side.

Shaw, as distinct from the Webbs, is not of real importance

as a Socialist thinker. There was nothing original, save in the
special meaning he gave to the word ' rent' , in his desire to wipe
orrt rlrr.".tt"d incomes by taxation, and to use the proceeds for
the development of public services. Nor was there anything
particularly new in his Case for Equality, which differed from
earlier versions of 'From each according to his capacities: to
each according to his needs' mainly in retaining money incomes,

and making them equal, instead of going right on to the anarch-

istic conception of a society in which everyone would be able

to take as much of anything as he wanted without being called

upon to pay for it - a utopian vision which his common sense

led him to reject as impracticable under any imaginable condi-
tions. Nor was there very great originality in his insistence on

the claim of those who knew best to call the tune : that was only
the doctrine of the Saint-Simonians restated in different
language. Shaw was a magnificent expositor and pamphleteer.

He could put a case with the greatest clarity of style - when

he had a clear case to put - and the Webbs, especially Sidney,

were excellent at providing the materials for clear cases. But
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when, as in his Intelligent Women's Guide to Socialisru and
Capitalism (1928), he set out to state his own case, the effect
was by no means clear, because he had no clear vision of his own
beyond a limited number of very general ideas and a high
capacity for debunking those of others.

Next to the Webbs and Shaw, the chief Fabian thinker was
Graham Wallas, who presently dropped out of the Society
when he found it becoming too dogmatic for his liking. Wallas,
in his later years, became obsessed with a dislike of the egoism
of vocational organisations, and came to regard them as the
arch-enemies of freedom and progress. This attitude ran
through Our Social Heritage (tgzl, which suffers, because of it,
from a distinctive negativity characteristic of his later writing.
Wallas's real contribution was made earlier, above all in Humin
Nature in Politics (r9o8), his first theoretical book. It has been
often said that in that early work was the promise of a really
great book which Wallas spent the rest of his life failing to
write. Irt The Great Society (rgr+) there was some sign that he
was settling down to write it; but even there he was wavering
and failed to develop his ideas in a really constructive way. In
Human Nature in Politics he had not simply recognised and
acutely described the large irrational element in ordinary
political behaviour : others had done that before him, if rrot .t
well. He had also, as a rationalist who believed that it was
indispensable to strengthen the rational element in political
practice, tried to see how this could be done, and to think out
ways of making political and social education more effective.
His standpoint was that of a Benthamite who held that the
supreme purpose of politics was to make men hrppy, and that
everyone had the right, within the general framework of society,
to pursue happiness according to his own bent. That should
have been a starting point for considering how much of a
pattern of behaviour it was necessary for a twentieth-century
society to impose on its individual members, how group patterns
of behaviour could be given freedom to develop wiihin the
general framework, how education could be moulded to increase
the element of rationality in the shaping of social action, and
how all this could be done democratically, by the people them-
selves, rather than by subjecting them to the rule of superior
persons or to the pressures exercised by vested interests. But
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Wallas, instead of carrying out this magnificent research pro-
gramme, stopped short at recommending that it should be done,
and never took any real step to carry it out. He was, I think,
for a single lecture, the most inspiring lecturer I have ever
heard; but, when I attended a course by him, I came to the
conclusion that he could not keep it up because, in his first book,
he had exhausted his impulse to go and look at men as they
were, and had thereafter contented himself with chewing over
and over again the inspiration he had brought back from these
admirable, but insufficient, contacts.

Human Nature in Politics and The Great Society together
constitute the restatement of Utilitarianism in its Fabian form,
in which it turns from laissez-faire to state intervention for the
prevention of suffering and for the positive promotion of happi-
ness by collective means. Neither the Webbs nor Shaw ever
clearly stated this conception, though it underlies a good deal
of their Fabian writing. Wallas had the great merit of being
both a collectivist and a libertarian. His misfortune was that
he lacked the persistence to carry through the immense intellec-
tual enterprise of which he so clearly saw the need.

(iii) Tur GnBer UNnBsr: THn Lesoun Penry AND rrs
LraoBns: SyNprceusM AND Gurlo Socwlslr

The years between rgro and r9r4 in Great Britain have often
been referred to as the period of 'Labour lJnrest'. They were,
indeed, marked by a series of strikes on an unprecedented scale,
by a rapid growth of Trade Union membership, and by a
ferment of new ideas and policies. The Labour Party, dragged
along behind the Liberals in the struggles with the House of
Lords over Lloyd George's budget and with the serried forces
of Toryism over Irish Home Rule, came in for a great deal of
abuse for its supineness in backing working-class claims; and
the Trade Union leaders were also under constant attack on
account of their refusal to support the aggressive strike policy
of the Industrial Unionists and Syndicalists. There were loud
calls both for the amalgamation of Trade Unions into more
comprehensive bodies in order to bring all the workers in an
industry into one Union and for the linking up of these Unions
into a close federation or eveninto 'One Big Union'. At the
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same time the policy of entering into sectional agreements with
employers, expiring at different dates so as to prevent the
Unions from taking common action, was roundly denounced,
and the doctrine of the 'sympathetic strike' propounded. No
worker, it was urged, should handle'tainted goods'coming from
or consigned to establishments involved in trade disputes. The
entire working class should organise and act on the principle
that 'an injury to one is an injury to all'.

With these demands went a preaching of the gospel of
'Workers' Control', adopted mainly from the French Syndi-
calists, but also from the Industrial Workers of the World.
The Trade lJnion, it was proclaimed, or rather the Industrial
Union that should take its place, should have as its purpose,
not the mere protection of its members' interests under the
wage-system, but the abolition of 'wagery' or 'wage-slavery'
and the taking over of the control of industry from the capitalist
class. Nationalisation was dismissed as inadequate, or was
opposed altogether, on the ground that it would leave the
worker as much as ever a wage-slave, merely substituting the
State for the private employer as his master. The new gospel
of 'the mines for the miners' was set forth defiantly, in opposi-
tion to nationalisation, in a famous pamphlet of rgrz, The
Miners' Next Step, prepared by an Unofficial Reform Com-
mittee of the South Wales Miners' Federation, which had been
involved in a sequence of bitter conflicts with the colliery
companies, and especially with the Cambrian Combine.
Various bodies of Industrial Unionists and Syndicalists came
forward with rival schemes, some putting their entire faith in
revolutionary industrial action and scorning every sort of
'politics' short of revolution, while others, though giving the
primacy to direct action, refused to turn their backs altogether
on parliamentary methods, but wanted a revolutionary Socialist
Party to replace the 'Lib-Lab' Labour Party, and yet others
followed De Leon's lead and demanded a revolutionary party
which would build up under its own leadership a revolutionary
industrial movement. At the same time there appeared the
National Guilds movement, with its plan for State-chartered
guilds of workers, based on the Trade lJnions, to take over
the management of industry as the ag€nts of the community
under the auspices of a re-formed State set free from capitalist
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domination. The National Guildsmen were at the outset a

group of intellectuals,with A. R. Orage's Nezo Age as their organ.
Only from about rgrz did they begin to attract working-
class followers; and the main growth of Guild Socialism as a

widely influential movement came only af.ter r9t4.
This ferment of ideas and movements in Trade Union and

Socialist circles was part of a wider ferment. It followed on
the ebullition of militant suffragism under the leadership of
Mrs. Emmeline Pankhurst's 'Women's Social and Political
IJnion, which after instituting as early as r9o3 a mildly militant
policy of interrupting political meetings, set out in 19o6 on a

campaign of harrying Cabinet Ministers and party politicians
and destroying property by way of protest against the continued
refusal of women's political rights. The Labour ferment went
on to the accompaniment of growing unrest in Ireland, and of
announcements by Tory politicians and generals that they
would be no parties to the subjection of Irish Protestants to
Irish Catholics or to the rupture of the Union, and that, if
Ulstermen rebelled, they would refuse to put them down and

would even fight on their side. It was accompanied, moreover,
by growing international tension and recurrent crises threaten-
ing war.

Rising prices, without corresponding wage-advances, played
their part in causing the industrial unrest. Up to 19o6, strike
action had been inhibited and Trade Union bargaining power
seriously weakened by the Taff Vale Judgment; and after the
passing of the Trade Disputes Act of that year had restored
the right to strike it took some time for the pent-up discontents
to issue in large-scale disputes. Strikes had been increasing
since 19o6 ; but they had been held back by industrial recession

in r9o8-9, and only in rgro did they take shape in widespread
demands for improved conditions. rgrr was the critical year,

with great strikes spreading like wildfire among seamen and

waterside workers, with a national railway strike, and with the
fiercely fought struggle in the South Wales coalfield. The
following year came the great national strike of the mineworkers
and the defeat of the London transport workers in a second

struggle. In r9r3 there was no one outstanding dispute in
Great Britain; but in Ireland there was the great Dublin
strike or lock-out, which symbolised the conflict in the ranks
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of Labour as well as the class-conflict between Labour and
Capital. By r9l4 the wave of industrial unrest seemed to be
receding even before the outbreak of war ; but there was bitter
struggle in the London building industry, and the three groups
which had played the leading parts in the battles of rgrr and
r9r2 were taking steps to join forces in a Triple Alliance of
Miners, Railwaymen, and Transport Workers in order to
present simultaneous demands, under pledge not to return to
work without a common agreement. This Alliance, however,
came into operation only after the war, and then collapsed in
the disastrous struggle of tgzr.

The great unrest came at a time when the Liberal Govern-
ment, having exhausted its first momentum in the struggle with
the House of Lords, was working out a new social policy in the
form of National Insurance and, as we saw, was driving a wedge
between the Trade Union leaders and the Socialists by offering
the Trade Unions the right to take part in the administration
of the scheme. Not all Trade Union leaders favoured the Lloyd
George plan, and many rank-and-file Trade Unionists besides
the organised Socialists were against its contributory basis ;

but there was enough support for it to make concentrated
Labour opposition impossible, and only guerrilla warfare by the
left wing was in fact waged against it. The 'ninepence for
fourpence' which Lloyd George offered, mainly out of em-
ployers' and workers'weekly contributions, had its attractions ;

and only the left wing took to heart Hilaire Belloc's prognostica-
tions that compulsory deductions from wages heralded the
coming of the ' Servile State'. Nevertheless the Insurance Bill,
by alienating the left, was a factor in turning the Trade Union-
ists towards industrial militancy.

The great strikes of these years were 'official' - that is to
say, they were called by the Trade Unions under regular
leadership. But they were accompanied by a host of smaller
stoppages, a good many of which occurred suddenly and with-
out official Trade Union authorisation in advance. In the big
strikes, except in Dublin in r9r3-r4, the Unions were fighting
for well-established objects - recognition of bargaining rights,
higher wages, and improved conditions of work. Many of the
smaller disputes turned on the same issues - for there were
still a great many employers who refused to recognise Trade
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IJnions, and bargaining was still in most industries local and
in many cases a matter of dealing with individual firms. But
there were also many disputes which turned on less familiar
issues - strikes against unpopular foremen or managers, or
against acts of tyranny or victimisation of 'agitators', strikes
called in sympathy by workers not directly involved ; and strikes
against the employment of non-unionists. There was even a
strike, strongly denounced by most of the press as the 'Right
to Get Drunk Strike', which arose out of the dismissal of an
engine-driver for being drunk off duty. Commentators noticed
the existence of a new spirit among the workers, of an assertion
of personal and collective rights and claims to social equality
which outraged the upholders of the established order. Em-
ployers complained that the workers were meddling with
questions of discipline and management that were quite beyond
their legitimate scope; and while some called for strong
measures to put the upstarts down, others, encouraged by the
Liberal Government, went in quest of devices for promoting
'industrial peace'.

We are here concerned with this unrest only as it affected
Socialism and the Socialist movement. There had been, as we
saw, a considerable spread of Socialist ideas during the earlier
years of the Liberal Government's activity ; and both the
I.L.P. and the Fabian Society had profited by it. The Social
Democratic Federation, reinforced by other left-wing groups,
had blossomed out into the British Socialist Party ; and the
very small but energetic Socialist Labour Party was beginning
to spread from Clydeside into a few English towns, especially
in the North. The Labour Party, though still uncommitted
to Socialism, was taking part in the work of the Socialist
International, and was regarded by the public as at least a

socialistic organisation. But there was nothing in Great
Britain at all resembling the mass Socialist Parties of Germany
and Austria or even France. All the Socialist bodies were
small ; and the Labour Party, though large in terms of affiliated
membership, had still hardly any organisation of its own and
carried on hardly any propaganda. In any area, the main tasks
of Labour and Socialist propaganda fell on the local branches
of the Socialist Societies - and mainly on those of the I.L.P.,
which was by far the strongest of them. Within the I.L.P.,
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hardly less after the breakaway to the B.S.P. than before, there
was much discontent with the conduct of the Labour Party in
Parliament, and the new ideas that were abroad had an increas-
ing influence. But the I.L.P. had been the real creator of the
Labour Party and was bound to it by tight bonds; and the
I.L.P. leaders who were also largely its leaders had a great
prestige, which held most of their followers back from doing
more than grumble.

The principal leaders of the Labour Party in the Parliaments
between 19o6 and r9r4 and in the country were Keir Hardie,
Ramsay MacDonald, Philip Snowden, and Arthur Henderson

- all save the last leaders in the I.L.P. as well. In the second
rank were F. W. Jowett of Bradford, and John Robert Clynes
(1869-1949) of Manchester - also I.L.P. leaders - Will
Crooks of Woolwich, and George Nicol Barnes (1859-1942) of
the Engineers, also connected with the I.L.P. George Lansbury
did not rank as a party leader ; he became, after he had resigned
his seat in Parliament in order to fight it as the women's
champion and had lost, the point of focus for a rebel group
connected with the Daily Herald - then by no means an
official organ, but an irreverent and rebellious left-wing sheet.
Among the women, the outstanding figure was Mary R.
Macarthur (r88o-r9zr) - in private life Mrs. W. C. Anderson

- the energetic Secretary of the National Federation of Women
Workers and, with her husband, active also in the I.L.P. Of
the Trade Unionists who were mainly Trade Unionists rather
than politicians John Hodge (1855-1937) of the Steel Smelters,
Robert Smillie (r857-194o) of the Miners, Ben Tillett (r86o-
1943) of the Dockers, and the relative newcomer J. H. Thomas
Q874-t94$ of the Railwaymen were the most prominent - a
mixed bunch, with Smillie and Tillett on the left and Hodge
and Thomas on the right wing.

Of all these leaders, Keir Hardie (1856-1915) had much
the greatest prestige. He had fought to make first the I.L.P.
and then the Labour Alliance, and his devotion and singleness
of purpose were beyond question. He had been the Labour
Farty's natural choice for the leadership in 19o6; but he soon
found himself thoroughly unhappy in the job. Parliamentary
manceuvres and accommodations went against the grain with
him: he was of a fighting disposition and was happiest when
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he was fighting the battles of the bottom dogs. Though he
had been largely responsible for the compromise on which the
Labour Party had been based, he had never really liked it. He
deeply distrusted not only Liberals, but also old-style Lib-Labs
who had been persuaded to call themselves'Labour', and new-
style politicians, who enjoyed the party game. Yet he had a
high sense of loyalty to the Party he had made, and to his
colleagues in it. He was a great deal happier when, in tgo7,
he was allowed to resign the leadership, which then passed in
turn to D. J. Shackleton (r9o7), Arthur Henderson (r9o8-9)
and'G. N. Barnes (r9ro). In rgrr it was taken over by Ramsay
MacDonald, who was re-elected annually till rgr4, when
Henderson replaced him because of his attitude to the war.

Hardie was essentially a preacher and propagandist, not a
parliamentary leader. His simple eloquence suited the plat-
form, but was out of place in Parliament except when he was
free to give his indignation vent. He had a deep hatred of
cruelty and oppression and a mind that saw all social issues in
ethical terms. His Socialism, like Blatchford's, was a gospel of
fellowship and justice, of sympathy with the wrongs and
sufferings of common people, and of a simple faith that most
men and women were good and decent at bottom and would be
able to live happily ever after in a society in which they were
not allowed to oppress or be oppressed. He differed from
Blatchford, as we saw, in being also a Puritan, with a deep
scorn for flamboyancy and Bohemianism, and with a 'chapel'
mind - religious despite its discarding of theological dogma,
and very ready to see bad behaviour as 'sin'. Hardie accepted
the class-struggle as a fact; and he would probably have
acquiesced in the regarding of it as an historical necessity.
But, though he imbibed a number of Marxist ideas about
Capitalism and historical development, his mind could never
have taken a Marxist shape. He did not revel in the struggle;
nor did he see it in terms of a scientific process, from which
ethical considerations should be excluded. He wanted Social-
ism because he believed it would promote human well-being,
which was not to be had in a society in which the means of
production were privately owned and used - or left unused,
or misused - to serve the interests of profit-making. In the
meantime, he wanted to do all that could be done to improve
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the position of those who were worst off - above all of the
unemployed and their dependents. The right to work was the
demand that roused him to the greatest vehemence, with the
minimum wage and the eight hours' duy -- which he thought
of as the right to leisure - not far behind. Colliery accidents

enraged him; and he was very ready to attribute them to the
profit-makers' refusal to spend money on ensuring safe condi-
tions of work.

Besides all this, Hardie was a devout internationalist' but
one whose great passion was to prevent war rather than to stir
up international revolt. His internationalism was not, like that
of Rosa Luxemburg, primarily an appeal to world-wide working-
class solidarity, disregarding national frontiers. It had that
element in it, but less with a view to the world-wide revolution
than to the prevention of war. 'War was, in his eyes, a sort of
gigantic colliery disaster, no less the outcome of the greed of
imperialist exploiters who sought their profit in it at the expense
of human life. He was strongly anti-imperialist: his book on
India $go9) is mainly an exposure of the destruction of Indian
crafts by capitalist competition and of the harm done to the
peasant by the tax-gatherer and the money-lender. He had an
instinctive feeling for the wrongs of subject peoples, and a scorn
for those rvho were prepared to uphold empire as a means of
profiting by cheap colonial labour.

In the niceties of Socialist theory he was not much interested,
nor did he ever attempt to make any clear picture of the Socialist
society ofthe future. From the controversies that were rending
the Socialist movement during his last years - except where
they touched the great issue of war and peace - he stood
largely aloof, continuing to preach the same gospel as he had
preached in the 'nineties, save when he was inhibited frorn doing
so by loyalty to his party - and preferring on such occasions
to say nothing. In relation to the war danger, however, he had
to speak out ; and his sense of the sheer betrayal that would be
involved in doing nothing to prevent war made him an ardent
advocate of the general strike against it. When war came in
rgr4 he was quite literaily heart-broken, both at the disaster
itself and at the collapse of the International in face of it. By
then he was already a sick man, and could do but little: I
think the sheer fact of rvar hastened his end.
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The women's question troubled him deeply' He sym-

pathised with the suiffragists' fury at having their claims put ofi

ty a House of Commons the majority of whose members were

piedged to support them. He felt about the women's case

*rr.il u, Geot[" Lansbury did; but he could not bring himself

to act like t-atisbury because he felt tied down by loyalty to his

I.L.P. and Labour colleagues. The women's case, in his eyes,

was one of simple justici; and it hurt him deeply when the

militants accused him of betraying it.
Ramsay MacDonald (t866-rq), who led the Labour Party

during the critical years before r9r4'. was in almost every

,".p.J, a sharp contiast to Hardie. Though they were both

illegitimate "hild."t 
of middle-class fathers and working

*oil..t, they appeared as adults to belong to quite.di{Ierent

social classes. 
-Hardie 

remained essentially a working man,

though he was earning his living as a journalist long before he

becaile a national fig,rre. MacDonald was quintessellilllV
middle-class, in body and bearing as well as in mind' With his

magnificent voice and his fine presence' he was in seeming

evJry inch a leader, so that his vacillations and uncertainties

ofte; went unnoticed. He spoke so impressively, and looked

so impressive, that the frequent woolliness of his utterances

*r. oft.r, mistaken for profundity. He was, of course, by bent

of mind an intellectuul, brt his intellect was not of the first

grade. His book about the fundamentals of Socialism, as he

inderstood them- Socialism and Society-is a thoroughly

second-rate performance, dominated entirely UV !h9 organic

analogy and indeed containing little else.- It is a typical product

of the'period, full of echoes of Herbert Spencer and of popular

scientific phraseology, all used to present the picture of society

u. u, orjrris* *ude up of functional parts contributing in

their sev-eral ways to its common life. The trend of social

action is represented as making irresistibly towards this organic

unity - urrd th.t" the thought stops,, at an evolutionary theory

of the crudest kind, and almost without any notion of hostile

forces to be overcome in the process. The conception of social-

ism is no doubt ethical, though it is cast into a quasi-scientific

form. But it is altogether iacking in the passion for social

justice and in the haired for oppression that gave vitality to

Keir Hardie's ethics. 
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MacDonald's later work on Socialism and Goaernment is a
much better book, because in it he was writing largely about the
process of government rather than about fundamental ideas.
He was undoubtedly a skilled parliamentarian and had, within
the assumptions of his creed, an eye to discern what would
work and what would not. He was at his most congenial tasks
when he was attacking proportional representation or upholding
the parliamentary method against critics, such as F. W. Jowett,
who wanted to remodel it on the pattern of local government
administration. But even at his best, from the standpoint of
the quality of his thought, he was never good, because there
was no sharpness or precision about his thinking. He preferred
the ambiguous to the decisive commitment. Even his attitude
to the war of r9r4 was unclear. He attacked the diplomacy
that had led up to it; but he shilly-shallied about what was to
be done in face of the actual outbreak. Later, this quality of
preference for vagueness and reluctance to reach a decision
grew on him more and more. It was shown at its worst when
he was Prime Minister from r9z9 to r93r in the second Labour
Government.

MacDonald was a vain man and, because of his vanity, a

bad colleague. When things went awry, he always found the
fault in others ; when they went well, he took the credit to
himself. He loved admiration dearly, but found it difficult to
appreciate the good qualities of those with whom he worked.
These defects did not appear plainly, save to a few, until the
qualities in which he excelled had raised him to the top of the
tree. Then they came out very plainly, especially in his rela-
tions with Arthur Henderson. MacDonald had the further
defect of being an incorrigible snob and a worshipper at the
shrine of that aristocracy to which he somehow felt himself by
rights to belong.

Arthur Henderson (r863-1935) was very different from both
llardie and MacDonald. He had no vanity; but equally he
lacked Hardie's passion. He was a devoted, honest social
reformer with great skill in organisation and great determination
in pursuing his rather limited ends. Of working-class back-
ground and an important figure in his Trade Union - the
Ironfounders - he was a very representative member of his class.
A lifelong Nonconformist who never lost his religious faith, he
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moved from Liberalism to Labour not because he was converted

to Socialism but because he became convinced that Labour
needed an independent party to press its claims. He was

never much of a Socialist, though with Sidney Webb he

devised the 'new model' Labour Party which from r9r8 made

evolutionary Socialism its profession of faith. He saw the
future in terms, not of a Socialist IJtopia or of a revolutionary
change in the basis of society, but rather of the gradual develop-

ment of a Welfare State which would involve a great increase

in State intervention and control. He was deeply interested in
protective industrial legislation and in the extension of social

security: these concrete reforms interested him much more

than any visionary picture of the shape of things to come. In
later years he was to show his genuine internationalism; but
this was never specifically Socialist. It was for him always

mainly a matter of disarmament treaties, of the acceptance of
international arbitration, and of appeals to reasonable men

rather than of any attempt to mobilise the workers of the world
against war. In Trade Union affairs he was a patient and

persistent advocate of industrial peace.

Henderson's great quality as a leader was his loyalty to the
Party and his preparedness to put self aside in working for it'
Unlike MacDonald, he was prepared to take his share of the
blame when mistakes were made, and to give others their full
share of the credit for success. What made him lose his temper
was most of all anything he felt to be disloyalty. Having
discarded his Liberal past, he gave himself entirely to serving

the new party of his adoPtion.
By temperament, Henderson fitted much the best of these

three into the environment in which he actually lived. He
wanted to lift up the bottom dogs and to give the main body of
the workers better living conditions and more security ; but he

did not even want radically to change their manner of life.
He had no social ambitions. He enjoyed the community of
the Dissenting congregation - and also the football crowd of
a Saturday afternoon. He did not want to be rich, or socially
distinguished, or anything very different from what he was ; and

what he wanted for himself was not, in his view, too good for
others or beyond their reach if social legislation were brought
to their aid. As a speaker he had no eloquence, but a good
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capacity for stating a plain case and an effective way of trampling
on foolish or unwary opponents. Personal magnetism he
entirely lacked and, I think, distrusted. He got on excellently
with Sidney Webb, who in these respects resembled him. With
all his limitations, the Labour Party owed him an enormous
debt, of which he would have been the last man to claim
payment.

Philip Snowden Q864-tqfl was different from all these
three. He was a man of immensely strong will-power, fighting
all the time against serious physical disablement, and embittered
by the struggle. He was exceedingly dogmatic and sure of his
own rightness, and all too ready to look on other men as fools.
He enjoyed contention, and was unmerciful to weaker adver-
saries in debate; but his bitterness was relieved by an often
sardonic humour, and this made him not an easy man to hate.
His Socialism was of a somewhat narrow, doctrinaire kind.
He had a firm belief in the virtues of nationalisation, and no
perception of the human problems involved in it. In economic
doctrine he remained an old-style Radical, with no use for
unorthodox or new-fangled notions. He believed in Free
Trade and in the gold standard with nineteenth-century
fervour, and disbelieved strongly in the power of Trade Unions
to achieve real gains by industrial action. Even during the
years of the great labour unrest he continued to tell the workers
that only legislation would do them any good. This made him
seem a more determined Socialist than many of his colleagues ;
and, if Socialism is to be identified with Collectivism, he was.
Moreover, until his last years he was more aggressively anti-
capitalist than most of them, both because he abhorred fine
shades and because he sincerely believed in the collectivist
State. Beyond this belief he made no contribution to Socialist
theory. But he was impressive in argument because he had a
quick mind and his ideas were well arranged. He never gave
away a point, or admitted himself beaten ; and he often wore
down opposition by sheer obstinacy. He and MacDonald
worked long and closely together, but neither ever really liked
the other. Snowden saw through MacDonald's shallowness
and indecision: MacDonald often found Snowden's plain-
speaking highly inconvenient. But the fates made them part-
ners for life; and they could not afford to quarrel openly.
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Fred Jowett (1864-1944) never took rank with this group-of

leaders ; but he cannot 6e ignored because he had a distinctive

point of view which, though it never prev-ailed, had for a time

a real influence on Socialist thinking' Hardie, MacDonald,

Henderson, and Snowden were all essentially national figures ;

but it is impossible to think of Jowett except as a 1an f191

Bradford. Hi, d."p".t interests were local, in the affairs of his

town and its peop[e; and when he considered the world he

saw it u, u ."ri". of Bradfords inhabited by human beings with

similar capacities for happiness and unhappiness.. - 
For Brad-

ford, he wanted better education, better-fed children, better

houses, better conditions at work, and better provision for the

use of leisure ; and what he sought for Bradford folks he sought

for others as well. His ideal of government was a well-regulated

city, dispensing welfare with an even hand. So, when he looked

at i'arliament, his first thought was to recreate it in the image <lf

what he had helped to rnuk" of the Bradford City Council-

Instead of time-wasting oratory in the Chamber, he wanted

committee work: instead of a party system that reduced the

back-bench member to little more than a voting machine, he

wanted to divide up the House of Commons into a number of

functional committies, each presided over by a Cabinet Minis-
ter, for business-like discussion of practical problems' When

it was objected that such a system would undermine cabinet
responsibility and make each Minister the servant of his

corirmittee, he remained unmoved - for why not ? That was

how local government worked, and, in Bradford at least,

worked well. Of course, he wanted his reformed Parliament

to be made up as far as possible of Socialists, and did not want

to abolish parties. He was a strong Socialist, of the I'L'P'
persuasion, and belonged in the I.L.P. to the left wing' B9'
parliamentary procedures repelled him - most of all in their

glurnoro,r. uip".tt which MacDonald loved. He was a hum-

irum Yorkshireman, with no nonsense about him, but a great

deal of humility and good-will' To national leadership he did

not aspire t ft. UU.a t est to work in a team, and had no wish

to be its master.
Will Crooks (r852-r9zr) was an East Londoner, much

experienced in the local government of that area, and an orator

with a strong emotional appeal. He had espoused the cause
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of the 'bottom dogs' and had worked closely with George
Lansbury in attempts to humanise the working of the Poor
Law and to secure better treatment of the unemployed. He
represented the ethical appeal of Socialism in its most purely
humanitarian form, and was at his best in arousing the sym-
pathies of middle-class audiences. A cooper by trade and an
active Trade Unionist, he associated himself politically with the
Fabian Society and with its policy of working with the Pro-
gressives in London affairs. In 19o6 he and Lansbury came
under heavy official fire on account of their activities on the
Poplar Board of Guardians. They were accused not only of
improperly generous spending of the ratepayers' money, but
even of lax administration and positive corruption. An official
enquiry set up by the Local Government Board was manipu-
lated to provide the press with a great deal of sensational
material ; aird wild charges were flung at Crooks and Lansbury,
though there was not even a Labour majority on the Board.
In the event, their attempts to provide decent relief and
retraining for alternative work for the unemployed were
censured, but their financial integrity was completely upheld.
The sensation died down ; but the accusations that had been
made in the press were never withdrawn. The entire episode
helped to embitter relations between John Burns, the President
of the Local Government Board, and the Socialists.

George Lansbury (r859-194o) himself cannot be included
among the number of those who ranked as leaders of the Labour
Party during these years. He was a great figure in East London,
where he lived, and a greater fighter for advanced causes; but,
though he belonged to the Labour Party, he was always a rebel
against its compromising policies. From December rgro he
sat for nearly two years in the House of Commons as member
for his beloved Bow and Bromley, in East London ; but he was

always at loggerheads with the party leadership, and in rgrz
his keen sympathy with the suffragists led him to resign his
seat in order to fight it - without party support _- on the
suffrage issue. He lost; and the following year he took over
the editorship of the Daily Herald, which had begun in rgrr as

a printers'strike sheet and had lived a precarious existence as

an organ of left-wing opinion. It was the only Labour or
Socialist daily newspaper until the Labour Party and the
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Trade Unions brought out the Daily Citizez in direct opposition

to it in r9r3 ; and it became the home of every sort of lgflwin-S

cause, from militant suffrage to Syndicalism and Guild Social-

ism. It attacked not only the House of Lords, but also the

monarchy-it had a habit of referring to the King as'His-
Maj.', u.rd thotorrghly enjoyed cheeking the respectable of

every sort. Its main importance lay in the steady encourage-

*".ri it gave to industrial militancy and to movements for the

reorganisation of Trade Unionism on a class-war basis' Ben

Tillett, the Dockers' leader, played a large part in it' Its
Australian cartoonist, Will Dyson (r883-1938), enjoyed himself

most when he was attacking the orthodox Labour leaders or

drawing pictures of the capitalist as the ' Fat Man' . Dyson al'so

prodrrced excellent cartoons against militarism and war: the

Daily Herald, especially after Lansbury took it over, was

vehJmently pacifisi. It gathered round it an impressive group of
writers - the poet Gerald Gould (r885-1936), the lampoonist,

C. Langdon Everard (b. r8B8), the industrial correspondent,

William Mellor (r888-1942), with whom I was then collabor-

ating, G. K. Chesterton (1874-1936), who broke with the

Liberal Daily News to join it, and a number more' It was

often doubtful from day to day whether the next issue would

ever appear; for the paper had no solid financial basis, and

*u. oitltr saved only by a last-moment donation or by its
compositors refusing to abandon it even when there was no

-orr.y to pay their wages. Lansbury, in his history of it,
called it The Miracle of Fleet Street, and so it was - a most

annoying miracle not only to Labour's opponents but also to

most- oi the leaders of the Labour Party and of the Trade

Unions.
Lansbury himself was not a workman, though he had worked

for wages, but a small timber-merchant. He was a Christian,

though not of any orthodoxy, and saw Socialism as applied

Christianity - the modern policy that expressed the s-nirit 9f
the Sermon on the Mount. His social Christianity, which he

shared with Will Crooks, made him a thorough-going pacifist

as well as a Socialist. He abhorred war and violence, except

that peaceful violence which was practised as a protest against

oppres.io.r. He supported the militancy of suffragistt T9
,irik"rr on this ground, without modifying in any way his
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complete opposition to war. His Christian approach set him
apart from many of those who were associated with him in the
Daily Herald and in other left-wing movements, but did not
prevent him from continuing to work with them. He had a
great deal of friendliness and good-will, a great charitableness
and belief in fundamental human decency, and an infinite
persistence in doing what he believed to be right. During the
war years after r9t4,his Herald, reduced perforce to a weekly,
was to be the main rallying-point for anti-war Socialists and
internationalists of many schools of thought and was to give a
friendly reception to Trade Union rnilitants and unpopular
causes in general. In t9t7 it was to take firmly the side of the
Russian Revolution, not only in its first but also in its Bolshevik
phase, but at the same time to reject Communism as a doctrine.
Lansbury had a great power of evoking devotion among those
who worked with him. He was so clearly unself-seeking, so
simply the fr,iend of the oppressed, and so little in love with
power that even when he exasperated his leftist friends by his
pacifism, they were often ready to take from him what they
would have scornfully rejected from anyone else.

Another outstanding figure on the extreme left was Tom
Mann (1856-1941), who returned in rgro from some years'
absence mainly in Australia to take the lead in forming the
'Iransport Workers' Federation. Mann, while in Australia, had
played an active part in the left-wing Socialist and Trade Union
movement; and he came back to England full of Industrial
Unionist and Syndicalist ideas and eager to put himself at the
head of the Trade Union militants in Great Britain. The trans-
port workers, apart from the railwaymen, were ill-organised:
the seamen had their national Union, but were unrecognised by
most of the shipowners, who made extensive use of blackleg
labour at the ports. The dockers, carters, and other port
workers were divided among alarge number of Unions, mostly
local or regional. Casual labour was the rule I and working
conditions and wages were very bad. Tom Mann joined forces
with Ben Tillett, Harry Gosling (186r-193o) of the Lighter-
men's lJnion, James Sexton (1856-1938) the Liverpool Dock
Labourers' leader, and others to form the Federation, which
was meant to be a combined bargaining unit, superseding the
Beparate Unions as the main instrument for winning both full
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recognition by the employersand improved conditions,including
the decasualisation of labour.

Mann was a very effective mob-orator, and loved a fight.
The new Federation was soon in action. The first to takelhe
field in r9r r were the seamen, led by Joseph Havelock Wilson.
The seamen's strike, spreading rapidly from port to port, took
the shipowners by surprise; and the Union won a remarkable
victory. From the seamen the stoppage spread to the port
workers, who were also highly successful in winningconcessions,
though not without serious disturbances and clashes with the
police in Liverpool, where Mann and Sexton were at the head
of the movement. Then came the extension to the railwaymen,
whose Trade Unions were still refused recognition by thl rail-
way companies, on the ground that railway work required a
quasi-military discipline. The railway Trade Unions had
already come near to a strike in tgo7, when they had conducted
an 'All-Grades Movement' for recognition and the establish-
ment of effective bargaining machinery. They had been put
ofl, after Government intervention, with a most unsatisfacttry
Conciliation Scheme under which the employees were allowei
to elect representatives to sit on a number of sectional com-
mittees for particular grades, but the Trade Unions were still
unrecognised and Trade Union officers were not eligible to sit
on the committees or to put the men's case. By rgrr the
dissatisfaction created by this scheme had risen to the height
of promoting a national stoppage, which was hastily settledly
Lloyd George by means of an amended Conciliation Scheml
allowing Trade Union officials to become secretaries of the
men's committees and to put their case, but still withholding
recognition and maintaining the system of electing the com-
mittees quite apart from the Unions. One outcome of the
railway strike of rgrr was that three of the railway Trade
Unions amalgamated at the beginning of r9r3 to form a
National Union of Railwaymen open to all railway workers,
and acclaimed as a great victory for Industrial Unionism. In
practice, however, the refusal of the powerful Unions of
Locomotive Engineers and of Railway Clerks to join the
N.U.R. and the hot disputes with the craft Unions which
organised the railway 'shopmen' prevented an efiective ,all-
grades' Union from being set up; and the N.U.R., under the
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cautious leadership of J. H. Thomas $874-rg4$, by no means
fulfilled the hopes of the left wing, though it did become a
party to the decision, in r9r3, to set up a Triple Alliance of
Miners, Railwaymen, and Transport Workers on the basis
already described.,

Tom Mann, not content with his point of vantage among
the transport workers, had set out on a national campaign to
bring the working-class movement over to militant industrial
Syndicalism. In a series of pamphlets under the collective title
<>f The Industrial Syndicalist, and in a journal, The Syrudicalist,
he preached assiduously the priority of industrial over parlia-
mentary action and called on the workers to build up Industrial
Unionism as a revolutionary force. He would never go quite
to the length of repudiating parliamentary action altogether, as

some of the $yndicalists and Industrial Unionists demanded;
but he was altogether hostile to the compromising politics of
the Labour Party and was soon in violent antagonism to most of
the Trade lJnion, as well as to the political leaders. Soon

'rank and file' conferences of delegates from Trade Union
branches were being held up and down the country under
various auspices, from Mann's Industrial Syndicalist Education
League to the two rival British bodies based respectively on
the Chicago and the Detroit factions of the I.W.W. Rank-and-
file Amalgamation Movements and Reform Movements were
established in a number of industries, especially coal-mining
and engineering; and many of the local Trades Councils
became active on the side of the Syndicalists. The Syndicalist
doctrine, as it appeared in Great Britain, was a mixture of
French and American influences. Those who were under
American influence usually stressed the idea of One Big Union,
or of linked great Unions for the various industries, on a class-
war basis and with the emphasis on centralised fighting disci-
pline and on the day-to-day struggle; whereas those who were
influenced chiefly by the French tended to insist on the need
for spontaneity and local freedom and to give a larger attention
to the need for 'workers'control' in the factories and work-places
and to the vision of a future society in which free communes of
producers would take over the control of industry from the
capitalist class. These two groups sometimes fell out ; but

r See p. zz5.
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Tom Mann, who was little concerned with niceties, made
himself the popular apostle of both.

The policy laid down in The Miners' Next Step had a wide
influence on the extreme left.I Its authors opposed the official
policy of the Miners' Federation, which demanded the nation-
alisation of the mines, on the ground that the State would be a
no less tyrannical master than the private coal-owner, and even
more powerful. They called, instead, for a militant industrial
policy designed, by ever-increasing exactions of higher wages
and improved conditions, to make the mines unprofi.table to
the owners. When that had been achieved, the miners them-
selves would take over the industry and reorganise it under
workers' control to serve the interests of the whole working
class. Meanwhile, other bodies of workers were to follow a

similar policy, and their combined action was to render the
capitalist system unworkable and thus clear the road for the
social revolution. The Miners' Next Step got a great deal of
shocked attention in the anti-Socialist press, and was taken as

representing a much bigger body of opinion than was ever really
behind it; but it did present, in an extreme form, a body of
industrialist doctrine strong enough to rally behind it substantial
minority groups in many of the Trade lJnions, though not to
come near capturing any of them for its full programme.

At this point came the great struggle in Dublin, led by
James Larkin Q876-r947) and James Connolly (187o-1916),
of the Irish Transport and General Workers' Union. Connolly,
who was presently to take part in the Irish Easter Week Rebel-
lion of 1916 and to be shot by a British firing squad after its
defeat, had come fi.rst to the front in British affairs in connection
with the formation of the Socialist Labour Party in Scotland.
Like Larkin, he had worked in the United States, and had close
connections with the left-wing Irish Republican movement.
He had returned from America to join forces with Larkin in
building up a fighting Union which gained a following in
Belfast as well as in Southern Ireland. It spread from the
transport workers to many other trades and made much use of
the sympathetic strike by boycotting employers with whom it
was in dispute. Larkin tried to apply as a weapon of militant
Industrial Unionism the concept that no worker should handle

r See p. zz3.
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'tainted goods' by delivering supplies to or touching goods

produced by firms against which the Union was pressing its
demands. At that time many of the Irish workers belonged to
Trade Unions which had their headquarters in England; and

these Unions took strong objection to having their members
called on by the LT. & G.W.U. to strikewithout their authorisa-
tion. Presently the Dublin employers, headed by William
Martin Murphy, decided to hit back, and many firms announced
that they would not only refuse to bargain with the I.T. &
G.W.U., but would actually dismiss all workers who remained
members of it. Thus began the famous Dublin lock-out of
r9r3, claimed by the left wing as a struggle against capitalist
tyranny for the right to combine, but strongly objected to by
many Trade Union leaders as the necessary consequence of
Larkin's and Connolly's intransigent policy.

The ,,British Trade Union leaders found themselves, how-
ever, in,a serious dilemma. The Irish appealed to the British
workers for help, and Larkin toured Great Britain making
impassioned speeches against them as well as against the
' capitalist tyrants'. He was a very moving and effective orator,
with a strong strain of mysticism in his revolutionary outlook,
and he carried a very large body of British working-class support.
The Trades Union Congress found itself compelled to send

a food ship to Dublin to relieve the starving workers. A big
campaign was set on foot for finding Irish children homes with
British workers till the dispute was over ; and the left-wing
groups set busily to work to collect funds for the support of
the locked-out Irishmen. The Daily Herald played a large part
in organising these campaigns ; but they did not avail to prevent
the defeat of the Dubliners. The movement to receive Irish
children in Great Britain aroused the vehement opposition of
the Catholic Church: the British Trade Union leaders tried
to mediate, but were snubbed by the Dublin employers.
Gradually, in the early months of r9r4, the affair petered out,
to the accompaniment of many recriminations. Larkin,
supported by the Daily Herald, had tried to bring about a

sympathetic refusal by British Trade Unionists to handle
Dublin goods; but the attempt failed, and only worsened

relations with the Trade Union leaders.

The two men who led the Dublin strike were both very
24r
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SOCIALIST THOUGHT
remarkable figures. James Larkin was a passionate giant, who
combined a strongly revolutionary tempir with a jeeply felt
nationalism that made him hate the British usurpers. ir. *u.
an agitator and not a theorist: what theory he had he had taken
from the traditions of Irish rebellion 

"rrd 
fro- the I.W.W.

Connolly, on the other hand, was a theorist as well as a fighter.
He, too, was intensely Irish, and kept throughout his meirber-
ship of the catholic church, despite his r,atria of its hierarchy,
because catholicism seemed to him an inescapable part or tt 

"national tradition of revolt. He was, indeed, moie anti-protestant
than po-sitively Catholic-in any theological sense. He had a deep
sense of the wrongs of the Irish p.urur,.tr, as well as of the urban
workers; and he wrote powerfully about the histori of these
wrongs in his book, Labour in lrish History, He was also a
rvriter of stirring revolutionary songs - rrir Reber song is the
best-known - and a journalistof paits. The son of u U'borr*r,
he worked at many lnskilled jobs in o.d1, to keep alive and
devote all the time he could to agitation. For some time he
go.Tposea and printed off on a hand press, as well as wrote, his
Irish Republican journal. He wrote, as he spoke, simply and
directly: every speech and every article was, directly L, Uy
implication, an incitement to revolt. His, to a great extent,
yu. +1 organising capacity behind the I.T. uia C.W.U.,
though Larkin was the leadir most in the public eye.

_ These two had, of course, only periph"rul 
"orrr""tions 

with
British Socialism; but they rinkld- the extreme left in Great
Britain to the extreme left in Ireland, at a time when civil war
was threatened in connection with the Home Rule struglle.
Conrrolly, as he watched the international situation und-Ju*
world -war approaching, made no bones about his conviction
that 'England's difficulty would be Ireland,s opportunity,.
In 1916 he hardly expected the Easter Week Rising'tt .r..""d ;but he believed that it was better to try and to fail than to holdback. The idea of conscripting Irishmen to fight England,s
battles roused him to passionate resentment. Ti'at at aiy rate
should be resisted to the death. Connolly was an implacable
rebel, with a_strange blending of nationalis^ and proletarianism
in his mental constitution.

While these various broths of revolutionism were brewing,
Guild Socialism was developing side by side with them, and in
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part association with them, as an intellectual doctrine. The
Guild movement, as rve saw, began with a book by the Christian
Socialist architect, Arthur Joseph Penty (r875-1937), called
The Restoration of the Gild System. Penty, a mediaevalist and
a good hater of modern industrialism, called for a return to
handicraft and to a system of small-scale production under the
supervision of regulative Trade Gilds. Following William
Morris, he denied that the mass-production of 'cheap and
nasty' products really benefited the consumers and argued that
the production of such goods condemned the workers to lives
of irksome labour, in which they could find neither pride nor
pleasure. A little later, Penty answered H. G. Wells's ly'ear

Worlds for Old in a counterblast entitled Old Worlds for Neut

GgtT), and he presently followed up his plans for the revival
of craftsmanship with demands for the development of intensive
agricultnrre. Great Britain, he believed, could easily grow, by
intensive methods, all the food its people needed, and could at
the same time, by producing durable works of craftsmanship,
meet the consumers' other needs if only they would break away
from the capitalist system, with its continual creation of fresh
wants that could be satisfied only by an ever-increasing output
of shoddy commodities.

Then the Neat Age, under the editorship of Alfred Richard
Orage (r873-1934), took up Penty's ideas and turned them into
something utterly different. The responsibility for the change
lay mainly with Samuel George Hobson (1864-194o), a tech-
nical journalist and merchant who had been long associated
with the Socialist movement and had been crusading in the
Fabian Society for the establishment of an independent Socialist
Party. Hobson, far from sharing Penty's mediaevalism, was
favourable to, and well versed in, modern productive techniques.
He had lived in the United States, and done much journalism
there; and what he wanted was that the workers should make
themselves the masters of the means of production and use
them to abolish poverty by putting them to the most up-to-date
technical use. Hobson conceived the idea of Guilds, not as

regulative associations of independent craftsmen, but as vast
democratically controlled agencies for the running of industry ;

and he envisaged these National Guilds as arising out of the
Trade Unions through their extension to include all workers
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'by hand or brain'and through a change in their objectives
frorn mere bargaining about working conditions to the winning
of industrial self-government. The way in which he saw this
coming about was by a combination of industrial struggle with
the conversion of the Government to the idea of industrial
Socialism'. The Trade lJnions, converted into inclusive
Guilds and possessed of a ' monopoly of labour', were to demand
of the State that it should accept their right to take over the
management of industries and services ; and the State was to
issue to the Guilds Charters conferring this right and embody-
ing the conditions of responsibility to the public. Thus,
Hobson was not a Syndicalist: he did not contemplate that
the State would disappear or wither away, to give place to a

social structure based on working-class economic organisation.
He regarded the State as an unsuitable agency for conducting
industry; but he recognised it as an agency for representing
the whole body of citizens in their collective capacity and
expected it to continue, in a democratised form, to perform
legislative and executive functions. He was a Socialist who
accepted the fact of the class-struggle and the need for collective
ownership of the means of production, but was strongly hostile
to bureaucracy and held that men could not be really free as

citizens unless they were also free and self-governing in their
daily lives as producers. He agreed with the Syndicalists that
'economic power precedes political power'; but he did not
deny either that politics had its r6le or that, in the last resort,
the State, as representing the whole people, must have the last
word.

The volume National Guilds, based on articles which had
been previously published in the New Age, originally appeared
under Orage's name. Hobson was out of the country at the
time; but he protested, and his name was added in the second
edition. Actually, he had drafted, and Orage revised, the text,
for whose final form they were both responsible. The New
Age was not a journal of large circulation ; but it had a very
intelligent public and a remarkable body of contributors,
including Arnold Bennett, who wrote for it on books under the
name of Jacob Tonson, G. K. Chesterton, Hilaire Belloc, and
most of the leading members of the intellectual left. The
articles, and the book which followed them, attracted little
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working-class attention, but much among Socialist intellectuals.
The Guild proposals appeared to offer a bridge between
Syndicalism and Industrial Unionism on the one hand and
State Socialism or Collectivism on the other. They could,
moreover, be interpreted at will in either a revolutionary or a
moderate sense. Those who read them could envisage the
Guilds as coming into being through a process of industrial
struggle which would force the politicians to accept them; but
they could also set out in the hope of converting the politicians
of the Labour Party and the Socialist societies to 'industrial
democracy' and of persuading a Labour or Socialist Govern-
ment, in due course, to hand over the control of industry to
the workers 'by hand and brain'.

Guild Socialism had a particular attraction for many
Christian Socialists - especially for high Anglicans who were
opposedr,to the 'Erastian' control of the State over the Church,
and were demanding that the Church's liberty to govern its
affairs should be restored. A leader in this movement was John
Nevill Figgis (r866-1919), a political and social theorist whose
writings were grist to the mill of the left-wing Christian Social-
ists - especially his Churches in the Modern State Qg4).
Another influential figure was the 'Red Vicar' of Thaxted,
Conrad Noel (1869-1942), who wrote a Socialist Life of Jesus
and took an active part in the Guild Socialist movement. Yet
another was Maurice B. Reckitt, who was energetic both in the
Guild movement and in the Church Socialist League - with
which Penty was also connected. R. H. Tawney (b. rSBo), too,
linked Christian Socialism to the Guild Socialists ; and William
Temple (r88r-r944), later Archbishop of Canterbury, was on
the fringe of the movement.

Chiefly, however, the Guild Socialists rallied round them a

small, but very energetic group of young intellectuals, largely
from Oxford - among whom William Mellor (1888-1942),
Maurice Reckitt, and I were numbered. Until r9r5 they had
no formal organisation. When I published my World of Labour
in r9r3, I did not yet call rnyself a Guild Socialist, though I
was largely in sympathy with the ideas of the Nezn Age group.
By the end of that year, however, I had accepted the label.
Orage, whose interests were centred upon the New Age, did
not want any organisation to be set up. He preferred to let his
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ideas spread gradually through the paper. Not until the
beginning of r9r5 was his resistance overcome, and the National
Guilds League launched. Its history, and that of the Guild
Socialist movement beyond its early stages' therefore belong to
a period beyond that which is meant to be covered in the present
volume.

A little more, however, must be said about the Guild ideas,

as they had developed up to r9r4, and about their relation to the
Socialist movement. Communist writers usually dismiss
Guild Socialism as essentially a form of 'petty bourgeois'
doctrine, affiicted with 'utopianism' and designed to obscure
the realities of the class-struggle and to evade the necessary

implications of Marxism. I can see what they mean. Guild
Socialism was fundamentally an ethical and not a materialist
doctrine. It set out, as against both State Socialism and what
was soon to be called Communism, to assert the vital importance
of individual and group liberty and the need to diffuse social
responsibility among the whole people by making them as far
as possible the masters of their own lives and of the conditions
under which their daily work was done. Not poverty, but
slavery and insecurity, the Guild Socialists urged, were the
worst evils the workers needed to overcome. Freedom from
the fear of unemployment, freedom at work, and the right to
work under supervisors and managers of their own choosing
and to rid the work-places of rulers appointed from above,

whether by the capitalist employer or by the State, were the
necessary foundations of industrial democracy, without which
political democracy could be only a pretence. What a man was
in his daily labour, that would he be in his leisure and as a
citizen. 'Workers' control' must be built up from the bottom,
on a foundation of workshop democracy and the 'right to
work'.

It did not appear clearly until later how much the different
advocates of'workers' control' were at cross-purposes. To
some of the Industrial Unionists, and subsequently to the
Communists, it meant control by the workers as a class, to be
exercised through the dictatorship of the proletariat as a whole,
and was thus quite consistent with centralisation and imposed
discipline provided the discipline was imposed by representa-
tives of the class. The Guild Socialists, on the other hand, were
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strongly anti-authoritarian and personalistic: the'workers'
control' they stood for was, above all else, control by the
actual working group over the management of its own affairs
within the framework of a wider control of policy formulated
and executed as democratically as possible, and with the largest
diffusion of responsibility and power.

There were, indeed, differences of emphasis and doctrine
among the Guild Socialists themselves. Hobson and Orage, as

we saw, stood for a structure of Guilds controlling and organ-
ising production under Charter from the State. But this view
met with increasing challenge among Guild Socialists, many
of whom - myself among them - opposed the entire notion
of State Sovereignty and universal authority. In its place we
advanced a doctrine of Political Pluralism, based on the concep-
tion of function. This involved a challenge to the commonly
acceptgd theory of democratic representative government.
No man, we argued, could truly represent other men: all a

man could do was to act as the representative of common
purposes which he shared with others. Accordingly, all true
representation must be functional; and there could be no
single authority representing all the people in all their purposes.
This led to the conception of a pluralistic society in which
there would be no 'sovereign', but instead a distribution of
power which would preserve the freedom of the individual by
enabling him to invoke one functional group to protect him
against the pretensions of another, the final decision emerging
as a consensus between the different groups, and not as the
dictate of an universal superior. It was, of course, objected that
there must be somewhere a final authority of law if the unity
of society was not to be dissolved into anarchy; but the
pluralistic Guild Socialists retorted that they did not see the
necessity, or agree that society could not be held together
without this final acceptance of a single overlord. In that matter
they agreed with the'federalistic'Anarchists against the Marx-
ists. They invoked Proudhon and Kropotkin and William
Morris against the authoritarians, and rejected the view that
all political issues must be thought of primarily in terms of
concentrated power.

That this attitude was highly intellectualist, and in that
sense 'petty bourgeois', is undoubtedly true. That it was the
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worse for that is at all events not self-evident. That it appeared
when it did, and that it subsequently lost hold, was not merely
accidental. It emerged at a moment when, from a number of
different approaches, the idea of the creative r6le of social
groups was challenging both the atomistic concepts of Bentham-
ite utilitarianism and the mass-doctrines of authoritarianism
underlying both the Hegelian and the Marxist attitudes. It
receded when, both in post-Czarist Russia and in the West,
war and its aftermath engendered a new tendency to think of
the problems of society in terms of mass-power and put
libertarian notions once more at a discount. In this respect
Syndicalism, Industrial Unionism, Guild Socialism, militant
feminism, and the various movements for religious independ-
ence of the secular power had common characteristics and, as

Sorel emphasised, fitted in with the Bergsonian philosophy and
its emphasis on the 6lan oital. They were all, moreover,
ambivalent tendencies, in that they could be combined either
with highly democratic or with hierarchical gospels, so that
their protagonists came to blows one with another in the post-
war period, and the whole movement broke up. These later
developments, however, we must leave to be considered in the
next volume of this study.

On the surface, what took place in Great Britain between
rgro and r9r4 has been aptly described by George Dangerfield
in a book which he called The Strange Death of Liberal England.
Within a few years of the great electoral victory of r9o6, which
appeared to have given Liberalism a new lease of life and a new
shape adapted to twentieth-century conditions, the ideological
basis of the new Liberalism had been undermined, not by the
rise of the Labour Part!, but by the sudden upsurge of a number
of separate challenges to the conception of orderly social
evolution to which both Liberalism and Labourism were
deeply committed. These emergent forces did, indeed, accom-
plish the destruction of the Liberal Party ; but in doing so they
largely exhausted their own impetus, leaving a void which
between the wars Communism and Fascism staked out rival
claims to fill.

CHAPTER V

GERMANY: THE REVISIONIST
CONTROVE RSY

f f f IrH the expiry of the Anti-Socialisr Laws and the fall
\/\/ of Bismarck from power an epoch in the history of
V V German Socialism ended, and another began. For

twelve years the Social Democratic Party had been persecuted :

its journals had been closed down, its organisation proscribed,
its leaders harried by the police. Had Bismarck had all his will,
it would have been unable to put up candidates for the Reichstag
or for' the Landtags of the various German States; but the
Reichstag itself had refused to interfere with the freedom of its
own elections, and in some of the States considerable parlia-
mentary liberties remained. The party, though sorely beset,
was able to fight elections and to conduct electoral propaganda ;
and its deputies, when elected, could speak freely in the
Reichstag or in the State Landtags, and could even address their
constituents provided they were careful not to give the police
too easy a handle. Party gatherings of any size could be held
only outside the country - in Switzerland; and Switzerland
also provided a place of publication for the party journal -The Social Democrat - which was smuggled successfully into
Germany on a considerable scale.

At the first, the Socialist vote had suffered. In the Reichstag
election of fi77, it had reached 4g3,ooo: in r88r it had fallen
to 3 r2,ooo. But thereafter it had risen sharply - to 55o,ooo in
r8B4 and to 763,ooo in 1887. In r89o the Social Democrats
celebrated their new freedom with a vote of t,+z7,ooo - nearly
20 per cent of the total. They won 35 seats, as against 9 in rB7B,
andz4 in 1884. In rBBT they had been reduced to a mere rr
by a combination of the anti-Socialist parties against them;
but even then their total vote had risen, both absolutely and as
a percentage of the whole.

German Social Democracy had won deep admiration abroad
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by reason of its remarkable success in standing up to persecu-
tion. It was, indeed, during the period of its outlawry that it
found imitators in one country after another, and appeared to
be setting the line for European Socialism almost everywhere,
if not for the whole world. The conditions of its existence
necessarily affected its working. The open leadership had to
be handed over to its parliamentary representatives, who alone
could speak or act with any freedom. The party organisation
proper had to go underground; and it was impracticable to
carry on any system of branches belonging to a central body.
Thus began the arrangement of choosing 'men of confidence'
to maintain touch with small groups of members - a system
which was kept up after r89o and became an important element
in the party's basic structure. The conditions required a high
degree of centralised control and of leadership from above. It
was impossible to hold a fully representative party Congress ;

and because of this the party programme adopted at Gotha in
r875 remained unchanged. Policy pronouncements were made
at election times by the leading candidates and between elections
by the members in the Reichstag or in the State Landtags.
Wilhelm Liebknecht and August Bebel were the outstanding
party spokesmen: Eduard Bernstein and Karl Kautsky were
coming to be recognised as its principal theorists. All four
were ardent Marxists : Bernstein was on terms of close friend-
ship with Engels - his revisionist deviations were still un-
suspected. He and Kautsky collaborated closely in expounding
the party's new policy after the Erfurt Congress of r89r.

When the period of repression ended, the party made haste
both to re-form its organisation and to equip itself with a new
programme. Almost at the same moment, the Trade lJnions,
which had been almost destroyed after 1878 but had been
allowed to creep back, under severe restrictions, during the
later 'eighties, set about forming a new central organisation of
their own; and a new Co-operative movement, based on the
principles of Rochdale, began to grow up among the industrial
workers. Both these movements were interested in winning free-
dom for development, securing legal recognition, and pressing
for immediate economic reforms. The Socialists, if they were
to hold the allegiance of the working class and to extend their
influence over it, had to come to terms with both Trade Union-
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ism and Co-operation, and to take up a constructive attitude
in relation to the reforms which the adherents of these move-
ments desired. This presented no small problem to the
Socialist leaders. As long as their party had been proscribed,
it had been natural for them to make use of the Reichstag as a
forum for Socialist propaganda. There had been no question
of their being able to influence the Government's policy:
their task had been to fight it on every possible occasion. But
with Bismarck dismissed and a new, young Emperor,
Wilhelm II, playing with advanced notions of social reform;
with freedom to organise, and with lively expectations aroused
by their electoral successes, they had to reconsider their
attitude and to make up their minds how far they were still a

revolutionary party. During their years of outlawry they could
not well have been anything else ; but now - how far was the
case alterBd by the return to legality ?

This'question was none too easy to answer; and almost
from the first it received to some extent varying answers.
For the situation differed considerably in diflerent parts of
Germany. For the Reichstag there was - and had been ever
since its establishment in 1867 - manhood suffrage. There
was not, however, any kind of responsible democratic govern-
ment. The Reichstag had no control over the executive, and
no share in executive power. The Emperor ruled, directly or
through his Chancellor, at the executive level; and the federal
Bundesrat, dominated by Prussia, was much nearer to the
keys of power than the popularly elected Chamber. Moreover,
in Prussia itself - by far the largest and most powerful State -there was no element of democracy at all. The Prussian
Landtag was elected under a three-class system of voting which
made it practically impossible for the Socialists to win a single
seat - at any rate unless they were prepared to enter into an
electoral arrangement with the liberal bourgeois parties against
the Conservatives. In the other States, the situation varied:
some had wide electorates, so that the Socialists had been able
to make headway in them even during the years of repression:
others were virtually closed. In the States which possessed
the more liberal corrstitutions, there had been some tendency
for Socialists and Progressives to act together in Land and in
municipal elections. But in Prussia and in some other States
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there had been bitter antagonism between Socialists and
Liberals, who mostly stood for an extreme policy of laissez'faire
in matters of industrial legislation and social welfare.

In the early days, before the followers of Marx and Lassalle

had amalgamated to form a united party, one of the great
points of contention between them had been whether or not
co-operation with the more progressive bourgeois parties should
be encouraged or allowed. The Lassallians had been in the
habit of saying that all the non-Socialists formed a single
reactionary mass against which it was the mission of Socialists

to wage political war. The acceptance of this standpoint in
the Gotha Programme of rB75 had been one of Marx's main

objections to the draft ; for Marx had again and again urged
the necessity for acting with the progressive bourgeoisie for
the purpose of winning advances towards constitutional demo-
cracy - even if he had usually added something about the
need for the Socialists to turn on their erstwhile allies in their
hour of success. Marx had accused the Lassallians of using
their indiscriminate denunciations of all the non-Socialist
parties as a cloak for their real preference for the reactionary
imperialists over the liberal capitalists; but this ground of
difference had been in effect removed during the years when

Marxists and Lassallians were victims of a common persecution.

There remained, however, a deeper difference, not unrelated to
the original ground of quarrel. Was the German Reich' as

established in r87o, to be regarded as the ererrl, or was it to be

accepted as a fact ? Was Social Democracy to set itself in
opposition, not only to the policy of the Reich Government'
but also to the Reich itself ? This question was closely con-
nected in the minds of Socialists with that of the annexation of
Alsace-Lorraine, which they had opposed. Were they now,

twenty years later, to accept this act of militant imperialism as

an accomplished fact ; or were they to stand for restitution,
and to oppose the Reich on that account ? Later on, this
question took shape in the further question whether Socialist

deputies should on any occasion vote for the Government's
budget, and became entangled with the much wider issues

of national defence and colonial expansion. But we shall

come to that in due course: for the present what concerns

us is the problem which faced the Social Democrats immedi-
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ately after the lapsing of the Anti-Socialist Laws.
In 1869 Wilhelm Liebknecht, in a speech which was

reprinted as a pamphlet and became famous, had given ex-
pression to an extreme revolutionary standpoint in relation
to parliamentary action. 'Socialism', he had said, 'is no longer
a question of theory : it is simply a question of force which
cannot be resolved in a parliament, but only in the street, on
the field of battle, like any other question of force. For
the peoples as well as for the princes, it is violence that has the
last word.' He had gone on to attack the illusion that universal
suffrage was'the miraculous key that would open the doors of
public power to the disinherited'. He had added 'Certainly
universal suffrage is a sacred right of the people, and a funda-
mental condition of the democratic State - of the democratic
Socialist State. But taken apart, sundered from civil liberty,
without freedom of the press, without right of association,
under the domination of the sabre of policeman and soldier -in a word, within the absolutist State - universal suffrage can
be only the plaything and the tool of absolutism.' What would
happen, he had asked, in 'the almost inconceivable event of a
Socialist majority being returned to the Reichstag ?' If such a
majority were to attempt to transform the fundamental institu-
tions of German society, 'a company of soldiers would disperse
the Socialist majority, and if these gentlemen did not quietly
accept their dismissal, a handful of policemen would conduct
them to the public gaol, where they would have time to reflect
on their quixotry'.

In r89r, at the Erfurt Congress, Liebknecht spoke in a
diflerent sense, when he was replying to the attacks of the left
wing headed by the Berlin compositor, Wilhelm Werner. His
attitude to parliamentarism had undergone a great change under
the influence of the Social Democrats' electoral advance.

I hold - we all hold - that the centre of sravitv for our
party's activity is not to be found in the F.eichJtag, but
outside it, and that our activity in the Reichstag, as l6ng as
we have not a decisive influence there, should -have propa-
ganda chiefly in view. But does it follow that, because^we
have not a decisive influence, we must condemn parliament-
arism ? Parliamentarism is simply the system of representa-
tion of the people. If so far we hal . nol achieved iesults in
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the Reichstag, that is not the fault of parliamentarism : it is
simply the consequence of our not having yet in the country,
among the people, the necessary power. If we had behind
us as many votes, and as much force, asthe bourgeois parties
have, the Reichstag would be for us as little unfruitful as it is
now for them. . To say this is not to maintain that every
question can be solved by legislation; but iet someone show
me any other road that leads to the goaM know there is
another road which, in the view of a few among us, is shorter

- that of violence . but that road leads to Anarchism,
and it is the great fault of the opposition not to have reckoned
with this outcome. In process of time brute power
should yield to the moral factors, to the logic of things.
Bismarck, the man of brute force, the man of the politics of
blood and iron, lies prostrate - and Social Democracy is
the strongest party in Germany The essence of revolu-
tionism lies not in the means, but in the end. Violence has
been for thousands of years a factor of reaction. Prove that
our end is false, and then you will be in a position to say that
the party is being led aside by its leaders from the path of
revolution.

In effect, by r89r the leaders of German Social Democracy,
flushed by their successful resistance under the repression and
by their notable electoral achievements, had come to believe
that before long they would win a majority of seats in the
Reichstag, and that it would no longer be possible for such a
majority to be dispersed by the Government's soldiery, or its
leaders, if they resisted, haled off to prison by a squad of
police. They had become parliamentarians because they had
come to believe, as they had not believed earlier - or rather as

Liebknecht and the Eisenachers had not believed - that the
Reichstag could be used as an instrument for bringing about
the transformation of society from a capitalist to a Socialist
basis. The Lassallians had taken up from the first an attitude
of trying to use their position in the Reichstag for furthering
social reforms. They had taken a full part in its debates, moving
amendments and voting for the better and against the worse,
even when the better was a long way short of what they wanted.
They had been denounced for doing this - above all by
Liebknecht himself - in the name of Marxist orthodoxy. But
even among the Eisenachers there had been from the outset
some hesitations about the merits of Liebknecht's intransigent
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attitude. Bebel had questioned it as early as 1869 ; and the
matter had been brought up at the Stuttgart party Congress
the following year. There a compromise motion, supported by
both the protagonists, had been adopted. It had laid down that
the Eisenach Party should take part in Reichstag elections,
'chiefly for propagandist reasons', and that 'it should take part
in the work of parliament in the interest of the working classes,

but in general should maintain a negative attitude towards the
work of parliament'. Thus Liebknecht, in r87o, had got most
of his way ; but now, in r89r, he appeared as the protagonist of
the opposite cause.

After the Erfurt Congress the left opposition seceded from
the Social Democratic Party and formed an Independent
Socialist Party. But they carried with them only a small
following; and among these were not a few Anarchists of
variouE complexions. The Independent Socialist Party soon
fell tp pieces: those who were not Anarchists rejoined the
Social Democrats and accepted the parliamentary activity,
seasoned with professions of revolutionary Marxism, which had
become the official policy. Before long they found themselves
allied with Liebknecht and Kautsky against the Revisionists.

In r89r, in preparation for the revision of the party's
constitution at Erfurt, Engels published, in the Neue Zeit,
Marx's suppressed letter attacking the Gotha Programme of
r8ZS. This was a material factor in inducing the party to open
the new programme with an uncompromising affirmation of its
Marxist faith. But, as we saw, the Erfurt Programme was silent
about such matters as the class-character of the State and the
necessity of overthrowing it by force. It demanded universal
suflrage, including women's suffrage, the secret ballot, propor-
tional representation, biennial elcctions, Payment of members,
direct legislation by the initiative and the veto, and administra-
tive autonomy at every level - Reich, States, provinces and
communes. It also demanded popular election of public
officials, and the responsibility of such officials before the law.
In short, the Erfurt Programme embodied a radical demand for
constitutional reform, but left open the question whether the
changes demanded were to be brought about by parliamentary
action, backed by the pressure of public opinion, or by revolu-
tionary means.
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The leaders of the party, however, were in no doubt
concerning the right policy for the immediate future. This was

to use its new freedom to win over a majority of the electorate
and to confront the young Emperor and his advisers with a

popular movement so strong that they would not dare to appeal
to force against it. This seemed good sense ; but what was the
best way of winning the required electoral support ? Was it by
continuing to adopt in and towards Parliament the essentially
negatiae attitude which Liebknecht had formerly recommended
to the party ? That could hardly be; for in the interval the
Government of Bismarck had instituted social insurance laws
which, it could hardly be denied, were of benefit to the working
classes : so that it had to be admitted that even the existing
State was capable of passing useful measures, and, if so,

that vigilance by the Social Democrats in the Reichstag might
be of use in making them better, or at any rate in getting
dangerous provisions removed. Moreover, the developing
Trade Unions were demanding industrial reforms and were
looking to the Socialist members of the Reichstag for support.
In these circumstances, a policy of constructive activity in
Parliament appeared to offer the best prospect of getting
increased support among the electorate.

Recognition of this, however, raised two further issues.

Should the Social Democrats maintain the policy of complete
independence of, and non-co-operation with, all other parties ;

or shouid they be prepared to enter into arrangements either in
Parliament, or for the purpose of electoral give-and-take ?

Secondly, should the party continue to regard itself as the class-
representative of the industrial workers; or should it make an
effort to enlist the support of the peasants, who formed alarge
fraction of the electorate in many parts of Germany ?

On the first of these issues, the Social Democratic leaders
had taken up a decisive stand in r89o, when the future of the
Anti-Socialist Laws was still at stake. Three years earlier it
had been decided (at the St. Gall Congress of rB87) that Social-
ists should abstain from voting at the second ballot when their
own candidate had been eliminated at the first. As the policy
was to put up Socialists for every possible seat, this in effect
meant that no electoral support was to be given to candidates

of any other party. In practice, however, the members refused
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to obey the party decision, and voted in large numbers for
Liberals or Progressives in the second ballot. In r89o, faced

with an issue of overmastering importance for the party's
future, the Social Democratic leaders took it upon themselves

to declare the St. Gall decision inoperative, and issued positive

instructions to their followers to vote for candidates who would
pledge themselves to action against the renewal of the Anti-
Socialist Laws. This policy paid handsome dividends; and it
became thereafter the regular party policy in subsequent
Reichstag elections. A similar policy was followed elsewhere -in those States in which there was a fairly liberal franchise.
But in Prussia, where, as we have seen, the 'three-class' system

of voting remained in force, there was no possibility of following
a similar line. The only chance of getting any representatives
elected to the Prussian Diet lay in making an electoral pact

with tlre bourgeois parties at the outset, so as to combine two
of the three 'class'votes. To such a policy of electoral alliance

the Social Democrats remained, after r89o, firmly opposed;
and as it was useless to contest the elections at all on any other
basis, the official policy was one of entire abstention. In r893,
however, Bernstein, in an article in the Neue Zeit, attacked this
policy and recommended his party to enter into a pact with the
bourgeois Progressives in the Prussian elections. The question

was discussed at the Cologne party Congress of that year, and,

on Bebel's motion, Bernstein's proposal was unanimously
rejected on the ground that it would 'demoralise' the party.

The State in which, thanks to a wide franchise and a large

development of industry under very bad labour conditions, the
Socialists made most progress in elections for the Diet was

Saxony. In r896, however, this progress was abruptly checked.

Under Prussian influence, the other parties combined against

the Socialists to alter the electoral law. A class-system of
voting, akin to the Prussian, was reintroduced; and the
Socialist representation was wiped out in the Diet, though the
Socialists eontinued to win more and more of the Saxon seats

in the Reichstag. This and other developments appeared to
suggest that the road to the peaceful conquest of political power

was not so open as had been supposed on the morrow of the
victories of r89o. If, in Saxony, the electoral advance of
Socialism had been countered by a reactionary coup, might not
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the same methods be used to prevent the Socialists from
winning a majority in the Reichstag itself ? Was universal
suffrage so firmly established that it could not be overthrown;
or did Liebknecht's words of fi67 still hold good ?

Under these conditions, the question of participation in the
Prussian elections was reopened. Bebel declared himself a
convert in face of the danger: Liebknecht was still strongly
opposed. The party Congress at Hamburg in r897 debated the
issue fully, and decided that it must be left for the local party
organisations to decide whether to take part or not, bui that
'all compromises or alliances with other parties are forbidden,.
This resolution was of no use to anyone; for participation
without alliances was bound to be fruitless. At this point the
party found itself faced with a threat from the Emperor of fresh
repressive legislation; and at the Stuttgart Congress of rggg
the advocates of participation were able to make a real advance.
It was still to be left to local party decision whether to take part
in the Prussian elections or not; but where the local party
decided for participation arrangements with other parties werl
allowed,_subject to pledges that their candidates would support
universal suffrage and vote against any repressive laws that
might be proposed.

In Prussia it was a matter of seeking bourgeois aid against
an absolutist r6gime. fn some other parts of Germany a different
situation arose. Bavaria, for example, was both a iatholic and.
predominantly a peasant country ; and the Socialists saw no
hope of winning a majority there unless they could get the
poorer peasants as well as the industrial workers on their side.
In pursuance of this object, the Bavarian Social Democrats
entered, in 1898, into an alliance with the Catholic Centre party.
This was at once challenged as a defi.ance of the uppror"d
Social Democratic policy of independence, and at the Hanover
Congress of 1899 there was an acrimonious debate, which
ended with a lengthy resolution redefining the party,s attitude.

The party, i! order to achieve its end, makes use of all
means -which, being in harmony with-its fundamental
principles, promise success. Wiihout beinE under anv
illusion about the nature and essence of the borirEeois oartie'.s
as representatives and defenders of the existins iolitidal and
social order, it does not refuse, in this or that p"aiticular case,
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combined action with certain of them, whether it is a matter
of adding to the party's electoral strength, of extending the
rights an-d libertiel of the people, of improving seriously the
soiial condition of the working class, of furthering the
accomplishment of duties to civilisation, or of combating
projecis hostile to the working class and to the people. The
pariV, however, preserves. everywhere in its activities its
entiie autonomy and its independence, and regards each
success it makei as but a step which brings it nearer to its
final goal.

This resolution was a notable victory for the advocates of
electoral alliances ; but it left untouched the issue of participa-
tion in the Prussian 'three-class' elections. Finally, at the
Mainz Congress in r9oo, it was decided that the Socialists

should everywhere take part in the Prussian elections, but that
they should present their own candidates at the primary elections
and should enter into pacts with other parties only through their
representatives elected at this stage. (The method of election
to the Prussian Diet was indirect : the electors, by classes,

chose their delegates, and the combined delegates then chose

the actual representative in the Diet.) The Social Democratic
Party thus travelled in the decade after r89o a long distance

towards a policy of electoral and parliamentary compromise.
In effect, it completed its conversion from a revolutionary into
a parliamentary party.

In this remarkable evolution the peasant problem played a

highly significant part. In Social Democratic theory very great
stress was put on the historical tendency towards large-scale

enterprise and the concentration of capital in fewer and fewer
hands. No other element in Marx's doctrine received so much
emphasis: the process of 'socialisation' of production was the
guarantee of the coming of Socialism. The word 'socialisation',
as used by Marx h Capital, meant not nationalisation or social

ownership, but the supersession of individual businesses by
larger and larger capitalistic concerns, the co-operation of a

horde of wirrkers under unified direction in the making of final
products, the increasingly 'social' or collective character of
production under the influence of modern technology and
concentrated financial organisation. This process constituted,
in Marx's view, a necessary element in the evolution of society ;

and it was leading irresistibly to a situation in which every
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product was the outcome of the combined labours of many
co-operating individuals, who worked together willy nilly,
despite the class-antagonisms that divided them. This growing
'socialisation' of productive processes, Marx held, was prepar-
ing the way for the time when, as capitalism was revealed as
incapable of ordering its conduct or of preventing the recurrence
of increasingly severe crises, the proletariat would be in a
position to seize political power and to institute a rational
'socialisation' by transferring the means of production from
private to public ownership, and thereafter planning the output
of industry with a view to meeting the needs of the whole people.

Large-scale enterprise, trustification, and the concentration
of ownership in fewer hands were thus regarded by the Social
Democrats as necessary stages on the road to Socialism ; and
small-scale enterprise was looked on with contempt, as a mere
survival from an earlier epoch and as destined inevitably to
decline and supersession as capitalistic achievement reached a
higher stage. This contempt extended, not only to artisans,
shopkeepers, and small industrial entrepreneurs, but also to
the peasants who tilled their patches of land with none but the
simplest implements, with only the most rudimentary division
of labour, and with a foolish devotion to the ownership and
transmission by inheritance of their wretched holdings. In
the coming society, said the Social Democratic theorists, echoing
Marx and Engels, the peasantry would be eliminated along
with other obsolete relics of barbarism; the land would be
exploited by scientific methods of large-scale cultivation which
would yield a much higher output at a greatly reduced cost;
and the dispossessed peasants, having been reduced to the
status of proletarians by the 'industrialisation' of the country-
side by capitalist farming, would share in the general emancipa-
tion that would follow the proletariat's conquest of political
power.

There were two flies in this soothing ointment. In the first
place, the peasantry obstinately refused to die out. Capitalistic
farming did, no doubt, make some advances ; but so did peasant
farming on land previously uncultivated or undercultivated by
large landowners of the pre-capitalist feudal type. A number of
Social Democratic theorists, including for some time Kautsky,
made feverish attempts to interpret the available statistics as
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verifying their assumption that peasant farming must be giving
way before the advance of capitalistic agriculture ; but the facts

were too strong for them. Gradually, it had to be admitted
that over alarge part of Europe peasant agriculture was gaining,
and not losing ground, and landownership becoming more
diffused, instead of becoming concentrated in fewer and fewer
hands. It was then argued that the peasant, even though he
survived, was falling more and more a prey to money-lenders
and financiers and was having his standards of living beaten
down more and more by the competition of the industrial
farm-entrepreneur as well as by the exactions of landowners,
money-lenders, and merchants. But, even so, the facts were
disconcerting to the party theorists - the more so because the
rate of supersession of other forms of small-scale business was
also seen to be much less rapid than they had confidently
expected it to be.

The second fly in the ointment was that the refusal of the
peasants to vanish from the scene, by conversion into prole-
tarians working in the growing industries or on industrialised
farming estates, made it much more difficult for the Socialists
to win a parliamentary majority by acting as the spokesmen of
the proletariat alone. This difficulty was, of course, most acute
in the less industrialised parts of Germany, and especially in
those parts of Western Germany in which peasant farming was
predominant. In Eastern Germany it was possible to treat the
exploited, half-serf labourers on the great feudal estates as akin
to industrial workers, and to appeal to them with programmes
of expropriation of the feudal proprietors of the soil. But no
such appeal would serve to win over the peasants of Southern
and Western Germany, who were not labourers but to an
increasing extent small proprietors for whose support parlia-
mentarians could angle most profitably by promising them
reforms which would consolidate their rights of ownership and
transmission and would make it easier for them to get capital
and credit on not too onerous terms. Agricultural Co-operation,
chiefly in the form of Credit Societies, had already made substan-
tial progress in Western and Southern Germany; but this was

no thanks to the Social Democrats. Catholics and Liberals, not
Socialists, had fostered Agricultural Co-operation of this type,
and had used it against Socialism as a means of strengthening
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the peasant economy. Indeed, whereas the Liberals, hostile to
State intervention, had for the most part limited their help
to the encouragement of voluntary Co-operation, the Catholics
had been prepared to invoke State assistance for the protection
of the peasants against the encroachments of capitalistic
agriculture and of the power of private finance.

In face of a large peasant electorate, full of many discontents
but passionately devoted to private ownership and cultivation,
what were the Socialists to do ? The Bavarians, as we have
seen, tried to strengthen their electoral position by alliance
with the Catholic Centre Party; but this furnished no answer
to the peasant problem. The Socialists wanted a means of
winning the peasants over to Social Democracy ; but how could
they even attempt this without denying their own principles ?

In order to get peasant support they would have to offer
something that peasants wanted; and this was bound to be
something that, instead of speeding up their supersession,
would actually strengthen their hold on the land and help them
to compete more successfully with large-scale farmers and with
importers of agricultural produce. It would thus retard the
very process of 'socialisation' on which the Social Democrats
were relying for the means of victory.

Throughout the period after r89o German Social De-
mocracy was wrestling with this awkward dilemma. The
Bavarians, headed by Georg von Vollmar (r85o-r9zz) made
themselves the protagonists of the doctrine that the poorer
peasants at any rate ought to be regarded as in essence pro-
letarians, even where they were tilling their own land with the
labour of their families. Socialists, they urged, could by no
means afford to wait until peasant agriculture and other forms
of small-scale production had died out. To help the peasants

and secure them as allies of the industrial proletariat, far from
weakening the Socialist cause, would be of the greatest advan-
tage when the time came for overthrowing capitalist society.
It would lessen the birth-pangs of the new social order.

The Bavarian Socialists were conscious of the danger that
the peasants might take the Socialists' help and pay them back
by turning upon them from their strengthened position.
Accordingly, they tried to work out a policy that would prevent
this. They found their answer in demanding that the State
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should take over all agricultural mortgages, should establish a

monopoly of agricultural credit and reduce the rate of interest

on farm loans, should similarly nationalise the entire business

of agricultural insurance, and should take into its own hands

bottr the exploitation of the forests and the maintenance of all
common rights in the use of land. The State should then use

its powers to encourage Agricultural Co-operation in forms

which, instead of solidifying individual farming' would lead to
the development of large-scale collective cultivation, collective
processing of agricultural products, and collective purchase of
requisites and sale of products.

In Wiirttemberg, Hesse, and Baden, the Social Democrats
soon adopted agrarian programmes modelled on that of the
Bavarians; and the question was brought up for discussion
at the Frankfurt-on-Main Socialist Congress of 1894. The
opponents of the Bavarian policy charged its advocates with
betrayal of the interests of the agricultural labourers-the
proletariat's true allies. This argument was advanced chiefly
by delegates from Eastern Germany - that is, from the area of
the great estates. The Congress swept it aside, though it
insisted that special measures must be taken to help the agri-
cultural wage-labourers, who should be granted the full right
to organise and should have their hours and conditions of work
regulated by statute. A special committee was set up to work
out a considered policy for submission to the next Congress ;

and both Liebknecht and Bebel, as well as Vollmar, were given

seats upon the committee.
In due course the committee produced a report which,

broadly, accepted the policy of the South German Socialists.

But Karl Kautsky, in the Neue Zeit, thereupon delivered a

violent attack on the entire policy of appealing for the support
of the peasants by the adoption of proposals designed to
strengthen their position by invoking the aid of the State.

The committee, in attempting to give its proposals a socialistic
turn, had stressed the need for public exploitation of forests
and for widened powers for public acquisition of land; but
Kautsky attacked it as fiercely for this part of its proposals as

for its measures designed to aid the peasant cultivators. On
the latter issue he indignantly repudiated the notion that
peasant cultivators could be regarded as having anything in
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common with the industrial workers. They were, he asserted,
merely a section of the classes that lived by exploiting the
workers and deserved no consideration save in their capacity as

consumers - in which they stood to benefit by the parts of
the Erfurt Programme that would improve the position of the
whole consuming public, and not of the workers alone. Kautsky
asserted with vehemence that, despite all demonstrations to the
contrary, the peasant cultivators were being crushed out,
because they were fighting a losing battle against the highly
capitalised agriculture of the United States and of other 'prairie'
countries; and he said that Socialists should welcome their
decline as part of the 'increasing misery' which was bound to
accompany the passing of capitalism into its final phases of
crisis and collapse. There was no need, Kautsky argued, for
the Social Democrats to base themselves on any class except
the proletariat, which could be assured of coming victory as

the difficulties of capitalism increased. It would be a sheer
betrayal of the principles of the party and an abandonment of
fundamental Marxist doctrine to convert Socialism from a
class-doctrine resting on the historic mission of the proletariat
into an amalgam of petit-bourgeois radicalism and political
opportunism.

Although Kautsky thus strongly opposed any concessions
to the peasants that would help to reinforce their position
against the competition of capitalist farming and of imported
food products, he did not hold that even after'the revolution'
the class of peasants would or should immediately disappear.
Moreover, in his book on The Agrarian Problem, written after
the controversy over Social Democratic agrarian policy in
r8g3-4, he appeared as the advocate of a number of measures
which would in his view help to relieve peasant poverty and
to secure peasant backing for the Social Democratic Party,
without being open to the danger of entrenching the peasant
more firmly on his small farm. These measures were mainly
designed to ease taxation on the rural communes and to increase
theii revenues, rather than to give direct assistance to the
peasants as a special group. Bernstein, criticising these
proposals of Kautsky, pertinently remarked that in practice
they would be of much more help to the wealthier peasants
than to the poorer, and of little or none to the hired agricultural
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labourer. He favoured, as against Kautsky, a policy of direct
help to the peasants, who were, he said, so numerous as to hold
the deciding vote in many constituencies between the capitalist
parties and the Socialists. Social Democracy, Bernstein con-

tended, should commit itself to measures which offered an

immediate improvement in the condition of the small peasants,

without troubling itself about their consequences in strengthen-
ing the peasant sector of the economy. Why not, as, unlike
Kautsky, he believed the peasants as a class to be increasing

over most of Europe, and by no means destined to speedy

eclipse ?

Kautsky attacked the report of the party's agrarian com-

mittee for a further reason, besides its tendency to enable the
peasantry to survive. He was no less vehement in denouncing

the committee for proposing a series of measures whose effect

would be to add to the powers of the State. Socialists' he

argued, far from increasing the authority and functions of the

existing State, should regard it as the central representative of
the exploiting classes, and should do everything possible to
undermine its power. Some of the measures which the

committee recommended would be admirable if the proletariat
were already in control of the State ; but it would be disastrous

to concede to the capitalist State functions which could well be

entrusted to its proletarian conqueror and successor. The
proletariat's first task was to win political power: that done,

it could afiord to undertake the tasks of agricultural reorganisa-
tion. But, while the capitalist State remained, such measures

would necessarily work against Socialism. Moreover, their
adoption at Socialist instance would entangle the Social
Democratic Party in responsibility for the success of profit-
seeking enterprise, would thrust on the party the blame for the
losses that would necessarily be incurred through bolstering up

an obsolete form of productive organisation' and would alienate

the true proletarians in the rural areas by allying the Socialists
with their exploiters.

Kautsky's articles caused a great stir. When the com-
mittee's report came up at the Breslau Congress of 1895' his

view prevailed. The report was rejected by a majority of three

to one ; and the Party went on record as repudiating all attempts

to bolster up peasant agriculture or to represent peasant and
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proletarian interests as having anything in common. It also
adopted Kautsky's view that nothing must be done to increase
the power of the 'exploiter-State' and thus to put further
obstacles in the way of the proletariat's victory. True, it also
decided to institute a full enquiry into the agrarian problem
and to publish a series of reports based on this enquiry. But
in fact this last proposal was quietly dropped ; and the agrarian
problem disappeared from the agenda of subsequent party
Congresses. The controversy, however, continued, though the
party took care not to press its internal differences again to an
issue. In rB98 Kautsky published a lengthy volume or The
Agrariarc Problem, restating and amplifying his views; and
five years later Eduard David, who had been a member of the
committee of 1894-5, retaliated in his Socealism and Agrarian
Economy. The South German Socialists were overborne, but
not convinced; and in practice they continued to advocate in
their own States a considerable part of their rejected programme.

Karl Kautsky (r854-1938) had by this time won for himself
an assured position as the principal expositor of orthodox
Marxism. Born in Prague, and thus Austrian by birth, he was
educated at Vienna University and, turning to Socialist journal-
ism, worked mainly in Switzerland and London during the
r88os. In r8B3 he founded the Neue Zeitat Stuttgart, but was
soon driven into exile, continuing to publish his journal at
Znich and later at London. In r89o he returned to Stuttgart,
but moved to Berlin in rB97 and later to Vienna. The Neue
Zeit, which remained under his editorship until r9r7, soon
established itself as the leading Marxist review, urrd i. u,
invaluable source for students of Marxist controversies. In
r89z Kautsky published his book expounding the new Erfurt
Programme of the German Social Democratic Party. He had
already written several books, including a study of More's
Utopia; but his Erfurt Programme was the first of a long series
in which he defended his concepti.on of Marxism against
a varied series of opponents, among whom Eduard Bernstein
and Nikolai Lenin stand out. After l9r4 he took a strong
line against Germany in the first world war, and was there-
after associated with the Independent Socialist group in the
German Social Democratic movement. After r9r8 he was
made editor of the archives of the German Foreign Office and
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was responsible for publishing the secret documents relating
to the origins of the war.

In 1887 Kautsky published Tlte Economic Doctrines of Karl
Marx, a text-book expounding the basic conceptions of Marx-
ism. This became in effect the official popular exposition:
it was translated into a number of languages, and retained its
popularity for many years. His Erfurt Programrue acquired a
hardly less recognised status as the best guide to the policy of
German Social Democracy; and during the r8gos his articles
in the Neue Zeit had a large influence on the making of party
policy. When the Revisionist controversy took shape near the
end of the century, it was natural that Kautsky should appear
as the principal champion of Marxist orthodoxy against
Bernstein's attack. Both Wilhelm Liebknecht and August
Bebel stood higher in the party hierarchy, and were opposed to
Bernstein's views; but they were active politicians as well as
iournalists, whereas Kautsky was pre-eminently a theorist and
played little part in politics except through his writings.

As we shall see, Kautsky took his stand on the complete
correctness of Marx's social diagnosis. His book on Marx's
economic doctrines is a stringent exposition of the Marxist
theory of surplus value, with no critical element. He accepted
entirely the Marxist account of the distinction between produc-
tive and unproductive labour, and between paid and unpaid
labour. He also endorsed without qualification Marx's account
of the 'contradictions' of capitalism, including the view that
crises were bound to recur with increasing severity and to lead
up to the'final crisis'in which the capitalist system would be
overthrown. He took over from Marx the doctrine of the
'increasing misery' of the workers, and of the inevitable casting
down of the small bourgeoisie into the ranks of the proletariat.
Most of all he stressed the notion of capitalist 'concentration'

- of the inevitable growth of big business at the expense of
small, of the accumulation of wealth in fewer and fewer hands,
and of the progressive'socialisation' of production as preparing
the way for Socialism. But, far from seeing in the existence of
this tendency a reason why Socialists should support nationalisa-
tion and an increase in the power of the State, he drew a sharp
distinction between the policy which Socialists should follow
before and after their conquest of political power. He echoed
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Marx's view that the existing State must be regarded as an

instrument of class-oppression, and therefore as the enemy of
the workers; and he argued that, for this reason, Socialists

should do their utmost to weaken its authority, and should by
no means seek to use it as a constructive instrument of social

reform. In face of the evident difficulty of resisting demands

from the Trade Unions that the Socialists in the Reichstag and

in the State Landtags should support measures which would
ameliorate the condition of the workers, he was prepared to

qualify his attitude a little, but only to the extent of agreeing

to Sotialist support of legislation that would strengthen the

workers' movement rtrithout adding to the State's power. In his

view, the time for constructive use of the State could come only

when the workers had seized it, including its executive as well

as its legislative branch; and he insisted that this seizure must

be made by the workers as a class and that the Social Demo-

cratic Party must fight its way to power as the class-representa-

tive of the workers and must not in any way dilute its class-war

doctrine in order to enlist the support of other classes' He

denied that there was any need for such dilution: in his view

the other classes which might be induced to rally to a diluted

form of Socialism were doomed to destruction in any event

and would come over to the side of the proletariat as they were

reduced to proletarian status by the development of capitalist

concentration. If Socialists made any compromise in attempt-

ing to attract them, the inevitable result would be that the

Soiialist doctrine would lose its logical coherence and degener-

ate into mere opPortunism.
Kautsky thus appeared, in the r89os, to be the defender

of revolutionary Marxism against every sort of compromise.

But, though he insisted on the proletarian basis of the party,

and often used phrases which seemed to rank him with the

advocates of proletarian dictatorship, he in fact envisaged the

overthrow of the existing State and the proletarian conquest

of political power mainly in terms of a peaceful advance

by propagandist and parliamentary action, and agreed with
Lie6knecht in regarding the essence of revolution as consisting

rather in the end accomplished than in the means. When he

spoke of a coming 'workers' State' he had in mind a State in
which the workers' party would have won a clear majority
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of the popular vote and would have used its power in the
legislature, backed by its influence in the Trade Unions and
among the people generally, to insist on a transformation of all
the key institutions of society. This he envisaged as coming
about, not by a gradual accumulation of piecemeal reforms, but
as the sudden sequel to the attainment of sufficient power,
inside and outside Parliament, to enforce a revolutionary
change which the upholders of capitalism would be too weak
to resist. He foresaw this as certain to come to pass because
the historical tendencies of capitalism would necessarily bring
it about through the sharpening of class-antagonisms as the
'contradictions' of capitalism became more and more acute.

This explains how it was that, later on, Kautsky appeared,
in his controversy with Lenin and Trotsky, as the leading
theoretical opponent of the 'dictatorship of the proletariat!
as it was conceiyed by the Bolsheviks in and after rgt7. It
was Kautsky, rrror€ than any other thinker, who insisted that
the time could not be ripe for the establishment of Socialism
in any country until the development of capitalism had gone
far enough to bring the majority of the people over to the Social-
ist side, and that any attempt to establish Socialism before the
conditions were ripe would necessarily lead to a betrayal of
democracy and to a perversion of Socialism into a form of
Blanquist tyranny.

Kautsky, then, was essentially a centrist, rather than a man
of the extreme left. He appeared, in the r8gos, as a leftist
(though even then he was strongly opposed to the extreme
leftists, such as Werner) because he was the opponent of the
right - first of the Bavarian deviationists headed by Vollmar,
and then of the Revisionists led by Bernstein.

Kautsky's emphasis on the historical tendency towards
concentration of economic power led him inevitably towards
a belief that the Socialist society of the future would inherit this
tendency and carry it a great deal further. He was the advocate
of a highly centralised and planned economy - but not until
after political power had passed into Socialist hands. There
were for this reason always two aspects of his thought which
appeared to be contradictory and led to misunderstandings.
He admired centralisation and discipline : he envisaged the
future in terms of thorough planning centrally conceived and
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controlled. But he was also the determined opponent of every

form of centralised planning that would involve, before the
'revolution', an increase in the power of the capitalist State;
and because of this he was often mistaken for a supporter of
anti-Statism and found himself in temporary alliance with
libertarian Socialists who were against centralisation on

principle and regarded it as inconsistent with real democracy.
Kautsky had no such libertarian views: centralisation seemed

to him an essential element in progress, a necessary feature of
the determined evolution of human society, a fundamental
postulate of Socialist thought. This attitude, which he derived

irom his interpretation of Marx's conception of 'socialisation',
fitted in with the state of mind of the German Social Demo-
cratic leadership. A strong centralised discipline had been

forced on the party during the years of repression, and was felt
to be still necessary when it was able to resume open activity.
There were lively memories of the inconveniences that had

resulted in the r87os from the existence of two rival Socialist

parties, which the authorities could play off against each other-

Unity had been achieved at Gotha in 1875 - at a doctrinal
price; and this unity had been consolidated by the enactment

of tn. Anti-Socialist Laws. It appeared to Liebknecht and

Bebel, as well as to KautskY, that unity, not merely in organisa-

tion but also in policy, was indispensable for the conquest of
political power - the more so because even after r89o Social

De.rro.rucy was still subject, especially in Prussia, to consider-

able police oppression and had to face a State in which the
feudal and militaristic elements remained very strong.

But there was more than this in it' The idea of unity had a

powerful hold on the German mind - including the minds of
ihe leading German Socialists. The Germans were then, as

they remain to-day, a disciplined people, who prefer to be told

- or to tell one another - dogmatically what to do. It was

not difficult for the most part to induce Social Democratic
Congresses to accept the view that minorities ought to be

prepared to toe the line and to accept the obligation of loyal

ob"di..r". to majority decisions. There were, indeed, devia-

tionist tendencies, especially in South Germany, that were too

strong to be altogether repressed; but even in Bavaria the
Social Democrats on the whole accepted the party line when a
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national Congress had given a decision against them. General-
isations about national character are usually suspect; but it
will hardly be denied that the Hegelian philosophy and the
drive towards national unification worked together to give
German Socialism, as well as other aspects of German thought,
a strong tendency to emphasise solidarity and disciplined action
that differentiate it sharply from the Socialism of the Latin
countries or of Great Britain. Moreover, the Germans are a

systematic people: they like to feel that what they do rests on
a firm basis of philosophical principle: they like dogma.
In the hands of Kautsky, Marxism became a much more rigidly
dogmatic creed than it had ever been for Marx himself. Marx,
with his Hegelian background, supplied the essential ingredients
for this dogmatism: Kautsky rigidified Marxism by leaving
out all Marx's subordinate clauses. On the whole, German
Social Democrats preferred Kautsky's version to the original:
it was more systematic - not to say more flat-footed and easier
to learn by rote.

Finally, there was in Kautsky a strong element of pacifism
that was alien to Marx's thought. He hated war and violence.
This led him to a strong emphasis on the internationalism of
the Socialist doctrine. In his internationalism he was at one
with Liebknecht and Bebel, who had both proved their devotion
to it at the time of the Franco-Prussian War, and had continued
to stand out against the imperialistic tendencies of the unified
Reich. Kautsky, however, was not only a proletarian inter-
nationalist, but also a lover of peace. He believed war to be,
in the modern world, the direct outcome of capitalism; and
accordingly his pacifism reinforced, instead of weakened, his
Socialism. But it also made him wish to believe in the practi-
cability of a conquest of power by the workers without civil war.

Such was the leading theorist of Marxism at the time when
Eduard Bernstein launched his 'revisionist' onslaught upon it-
Bernstein, indeed, professed to be attacking, not Marxism itself,
but only some parts of the master's doctrine that were in no
way essential to its main significance. He attempted to draw a

distinction between the central core of Marxism, which he
accepted as true - and indeed took for granted - and certain
excrescences upon it which had arisen out of a mistaken reading,
by Marx himself, of the movement of contemporary historic

)
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forces. Had he attacked Marxism as a whole, he would no

doubt have been drummed out of the Social Democratic Party

almost without a hearing ; but there is no reason to suppose

that he limited the area of his attack for this reason. Bernstein

did believe in Marxism, as a general system of thought - or

believed that he believed in it. Nevertheless, the 'revisions'
which he proposed went a very long way towards undermining

the particular interpretation of Marxism that had been embodied

in the Erfurt Programme and made an article of faith for
Social Democrats in accordance with their sense of need for a

common underlying philosophy and for a policy resting directly

on that philosoPhY.
Eduard Bernstein (185o-1932) was born in Berlin, of

Jewish parents. After leaving achool he went to work in a bank,

where he served from the age of 16 to that of 28, He then

became private secretary to Karl Hcichberg, a wealthy sup-

porter ofthe Social Democratic Party. Three years later, after

ihe passing of the Anti-Socialist Laws, he had to leave Germany,

and settled in Switzerland, where he edited The Social Democrat,

the organ of the party which was smuggled into Germany in
large numbers. Expelled from Switzerland in 1888, he went to

London; and there he remained until r9or, as the corres-

pondent in England of the newspaper Vorwaerts. In London,

ir" *u* on terms of intimacy with Engels in his later years. He

was much influenced both by the Fabians and by the Inde-

pendent Labour Part], which enjoyed Engels's favour against

ihe professedly Marxist Social Democratic Federation- Bern-

stein was consulted concerning the drafting of the Erfurt
Programme, and was thanked by Kautsky for the help which

he [rve in the shaping of Kautsky's book expounding it. At
thai time the two do not appear to have been aware of any

sharp disagreement. But in 1896 Bernstein contributed to

Kauisky's journal, lhe Neue Zeit, the first of a series of articles

which stiried up an acute controversy within the party and

presently brought their author under official rebuke. Bernstein

ieolied in a volume Die voraussetzungen fus sozialismus und die

Aifgaben der Sozialdemokratie (t8gg - translated into English

,rna-"r the title Ez;olutionary Socialism). In the course of the

ensuing controversy, Kautsky replied on-behalf of the orthodox

Marxisls inhis Bernstein und das Sozialdernokratische Programnt
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(r8gg), and Rosa Luxemburg in her Sozialreform oder Reoolu'
tion ? $8gg). The Revisionists were duly voted down at a party
Congress held at Hanover the same year; but they were not
expelled from the party. Bernstein, after the decision had been

taken, continued to press his point of view, and to find substan-
tial minority support. Two years later the matter was brought
up again at the Liibeck Congress. Bernstein was accused of
having offended against party loyalty by the exclusive manner
in which he had continued to argue his case 'to the neglect of
all criticism of bourgeois society and its defenders'. Bebel was

again the proposer of the motion against him. When it had
been adopted, Bernstein rose and said that a vote by the Con-
gress naturally could not modify his convictions, but could
never be to him a matter of indifference. 'My conviction is that
this resolution is objectively unjust to me and rests on false
suppositions. But, now that Comrade Bebel has declared that
this resolution does not contain a vote of no confidence, I
declare that for the future I will tender to the vote of the
majority of this assembly all the esteem and all the respect that
are due to such a decision of Congress.'

Far from being expelled from the party, Bernstein, who
since rgoo had been living in Germany, was soon afterwards
elected to the Reichstag with the united support of those who
had been on opposite sides in the great Revisionist controversy.
He remained active in the party, and found himself, during the'
first world war, reunited with Kautsky in the anti-war minority. 

'

The reformist movement within the German Social Demo-
cratic Party after r89o began well before Bernstein played any
part in it. The first shot was fired in a speech delivered by the
Munich deputy, Georg von Vollmar, in r89r. 'There have',
said Vollmar, 'no doubt been on occasions great crises in which
history has made, or appeared to make, a leap. But what
occurs in general is a slow organic evolution. . . . all political
and social situations are of a relative character, are forms of
transition. To make use of the form which exists in order to
exert an influence on that of tomorrow - therein lies our proper
r6le.' Vollmar went on to urge the importance of immediate
reforms, and of programmes adjusted to immediate conditions :

he singled out protective labour laws, full rights of combina-
tion, legal regulation of business cartels, abolition of taxes on
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subsistence goods, and a few other secondary reforms. In a

second speech, replying to critics who had denounced his
reformist attitude,Vollmar asserted that the recent history of ad-
vanced countries showed plainly that the workers' condition could
be improved, and had in fact been improved, by such measures
of reform. But desirable reforms could not be got by standing
aside from the work of legislation and refusing to have any
dealings with other parties or with the State, except those of
outright hostility. In order to get concessions it was necessary
to negotiate and to compromise, as well as to fight.

Vollmar repeated his ideas at the Erfurt Congress, and was

duly voted down after Bebel had declared, in an impassioned
oration, that if they were adopted nothing could save the party
from degeneration into sheer opportunism. It was the function
of Social Democracy, said Bebel, to put forward not those
demands which other parties could be most easily induced to
support, but on the contrary those which no other party could
support, because they struck at the roots of the class-system.

The following year Vollmar returned to the charge in an
article on 'State Socialism', published in France in the Reoue

Blanc. After attacking the reactionary 'State Socialism' of
Bismarck, he went on to say that the words could be used to
apply not only to such a system, but also 'to a number of
measures which we ourselves ought to demand'. 'One can call
"State Socialism" *ll itatisation, e.very transfer of a branch of
exploitation from private enterprise into the hands of the
existing State.' Socialists, he pointed out, had voted for the
nationalisation of the railways and for the establishment of
various new forms of public enterprise; and they had been
right to do so, because it was a necessary step on the road to
improved social conditions. It was impossible, he argued, for
Socialists to oppose extensions of State activity which they
knew to be desirable in themselves, simply because they
objected to the class-character of the existing State. In the
ensuing controversy Vollmar argued that the State, despite its
class-character, was in practice forced to take account of certain
responsibilities towards the public which private capitalism
wholly ignored. 'The motive of immediate personal interest
which is operative in private industry to a great extent dis-
appears in state enterprise.'
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Vollmar, who had urged in r8gr that the Socialists should
constitute themselves the party of immediate social reform, was
now adding the contention that it should become the party of
nationalisation. This roused the greater storm because in
Germany there had long been a body of academic State Social-
ists who repudiated the class-struggle and denied the need for
a revolutionary change in the character of the State; and this
group, which had exercised some influence on Bismarck's
social policy, was held in particular execration in Social Demo-
cratic circles. When the question came up at the Berlin party
Congress of r8gz, Liebknecht vehemently repudiated Vollmar's
doctrine. 'When the existing State takes over (itatises)', he
said, 'it does not change its nature. It takes the place as

employer of the private entrepreneurs : the workers gain
nothing, but the State reinforces its power and its capacity
for oppression.' 'This so-called State Socialism', he declared,
'is in truth State Capitalism, and under it economic slavery
would increase and intensify political slavery, artd oice uersa.'
Yet only three years later, at the Breslau party Congress,
Liebknecht himself was saying, in connection with the demand
that the State should take over agricultural mortgages,r that if
the proposals of the party's agrarian committee were accepted,
and put into practice,

Undoubtedly the power of the State would be extended,
but it would not be reinforced. It is in this case as it is with
the army: the bigger this grows, the more popular elements
enter into it, and the weaker it becomes as an instrument
against the people. Similarly, the more numerous those
whose existence depends on the State become, and the more
numerous the obligations it incurs, the less can the Junker
dominate the State.

This was most unrevolutionary language; and, as we saw,
it was too much for the Congress, which rejected the com-
mittee's report, despite the fact that both Liebknecht and Bebel
were members and urged its acceptance. I mention Lieb-
knecht's change of front on this issue because it helps to bring
out the point that the acknowledged leaders of the party were
not nearly so sharply separated from Vollmar's opportunism
as they supposed. Kautsky, on the other hand, took up a

r See p. 263.
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consistent rir" *iffi'il X'rr"":"H, and wourd have
nothing to do with any projects fo, .*t.rrding the uuthority
and powers of the existing State. For him, nationalisatior, *u.
essential; but it had to come after the conquest of political
power, and not before.

A study of the party Congress reports makes it clear that,
up to the point at which Bernstein threw down his challenge,
both Liebknecht and Bebel were moving rapidly towards ireright. Then the challenge pulled tteir bact'.tu.pty to u
reaffirmation of their basic Maixist beliefs ; but when n.ri.ion-
ism had been duly voted down, they had no wish at all to drum
its advocates out of the party. On the contrary, they resumed
their interrupted rightward movement.

Bernstein began his attack with an article, the first ofa series

:llil.1"P-bjryt ,! Sociatism, which was published in 1816
in the Neue Zeit. His opening article *u. 

"riitl"d 
,Utopiani#

and Eclecticism': it accused the party of being ,r,opi*;
because, although it rigorously excluded speculations about the
future organisation of society, it alrowed iiself to be dominated
by the notion of a. coming sudden leap from 

"upitulir* toSocialism. Everything that was done Lefore tfrir' f""f *",
regarded. as mere palliative: on the conquest of power, the
new Socialist society was expected to solve all probte*s, ,ii;;;
in a day, at all events in a very short time-,. This'was to
'suppose miracles without believing in them,. L srbr.qreri
articles he combated above all the idea that capitalist society
w?s. lear the point of ,collapse-.was uppror.hirrg u ,fi.rrl
crisis' which would_ush9r in the epoch of tfr" p"roletarian
co-nquest of power. He did not deny that this beliei rested on
Yrtlr,teaching: he argued that Marx had been *irtut *.
But if there was to be no speedy collapse of capitalist soJ6;
what became of the accepted 

-Sociai 
Demociatic policy of

p_utting off all constructive ieform until after ,the revolution, ?
were-the workers expected to wait for an indefinite time without
pressing for reforms that could be obtained within tt 

" "rpitriirisystem, and from the capitalist State ? Would not the'party,if it required them to do this, merely forfeit tt.i, ,rppoit ,rid
surrender to other parties the kudos of bettering the^conaitron
of the people ?

It was in this connection that Bernstein wrote the famous
276
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sentence in which he declared that to him the 'movement'
meant everything and what was usually called 'the final aim of
Socialism nothing'. His critics fastened particularly on this
sentence as implying an abandonment of the Socialist faith.
Bernstein was unable to attend the Stuttgart party Congress of
1898 at which his article was discussed, because he was then an
exile debarred from setting foot on German soil. He sent a

long letter, in which he explained his meaning. He was not,
he said, at all indifferent about 'the final carrying out of Socialist
principles', but only 'about the form of the final arrangement
of affairs'.

I have at no time had a too great interest in the future,
beyond general principles: I have not been able to read
right through any picture of what is to come. My thoughts
and efforts are concerned with the duties of the present and
the immediate future, and I busy myself with mere distant
perspectives only as far as they guide me to a line of conduct
for appropriate action now.

In these words Bernstein was saying in effect that he shared
the party's disbelief in utopianism and in all attempts to con-
struct in advance any picture of the coming Socialist society.
But he really meant much more than this, as his book Eaolution-
ary Socialisae, published the following year, made abundantly
clear. He was really arguing that Socialism would come, not
as a system constructed by Socialists on the morrow of their
conquest of power, but by an accumulation of piecemeal
changes which would be brought about by social action within
the limits set by the sheer necessities of economic development.
There would be, in his view, no sudden transition from capitalist
to Socialist society, but rather a gradual transformation of the
one into the other ; and it would not be possible to say that the
great change had occurred at any one point in this evolutionary
process.

This was, of course, precisely what the Fabians - above all,
Sidney Webb - had been saying for more than a dozen years
before Bernstein wrote his opening article. The Fabian philo-
sophy of history, as we saw, was hardly less determinist than
Marx's in relation to the general course of social evolution, and
hardly less economic in its stress on the primary importance of
the economic factors. But where Marx saw history proceeding
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from epoch to epoch by sudden leaps, Webb and his disciple
Bernstein saw ar evolutionary process in which sudden leaps
were exceptional and the general rule was that of gradual,
cumulative change. For Marx, the method of change, as distinct
from.its underlying cause, was to be found in the class-strugglg
and in the revolution in which the rising class overthr.* th"
declining ciass that could no longer effectively exploit the
powers of production. For Webb and Bernstein, on ihe other
hand, the class-struggle, though not denied as a fact, was not
the really important instrument of change. Things changed
because the underlying conditions of social life changed, a'nd
because the changes in these conditions caused men (rather
than classes) to adapt their institutions to meet new need.s.
Class might be one of the factors involved ; but it was not the
one essential factor - which was rather the human capacity
for adaptation of social institutions to the service of human
wants.

In the eyes of the orthodox leaders of German Social
Democracy, Bernstein's principal offence was that in denying
that capitalist society was about to collapse and in doing so to
present the proletariat with the occasion for the conquest of
power, he was also in effect denying the primacy of ttre class-
struggle, which was the very foundation of the entire programme
of working-class action laid down by Marx and Engels in the
Communist Manifesto. Marx had reconciled ."ororrri" deter-
minism with revolutionary activity - as against merely waiting
for things to happen of themselves 

- by including thl revolul
tionary activity of the working class as a part of thi determined
evolutionary process. He had said that the proletariat, by
organising and planning aright in accordance with the historic;l
trend, could 'shorten and soften, the birth-pangs of the new
society. This implied that, although Socialiim was bound to
come, the manner and date of its coming were not determined
apart from the skill and courage with which the proletarian
party faced its tasks ; but it was also left to be undeistood that
no mistakes on its part could involve it in final failure. The
proletariat was bound to win in the end; and. its victory was
bound to be that of a class achieving its own emancipation in
an historic moment of social revolution. There *u. ir"or-
sistency in this doctrine; for if the rule of nature, including
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mankind, was that of strict necessity, must it not follow that
every class, and indeed every person, was fully necessitated to
act precisely as they did ? But the discrepancy was covered
up by contending in one breath that what men, and still more
what classes, did could affect the course of history, at any rate
in secondary \ryays, and in the next that what classes, and
what men in the mass, did was inexorably determined by the
laws of social growth.

Bernstein was in the same dilemma; but his way of escaPe

from it was to discard determinism. 'Philosophic materialism,
or the materialism of natural science, is deterministic in a

mechanistic sense. The Marxist conception of history is not.
It allots to the economic foundations of the life of nations no
unconditional determining influence on the forms this life takes.'

In supporting this contention, Bernstein quoted from Marx,
and still more from Engels, passages in which it was allowed
that non-economic forces could exert an influence on the course

of history, as well as passages which asserted that men could by
their actions affect the manner and the pace of social adaptation.
Such passages were easily found ; for it is indisputable that
Marx did believe that 'man makes his own history', and Engels,
in defending the materialist conception against its critics, went
a long way in admitting the influence of non-economic factors,
including ideas, and agreed that he and Marx had exaggerated
and over-simplified in their earlier presentations of their theory.
There was nothing unorthodox in Bernstein's reiteration of
what Engels had said already: the unorthodoxy lay, not in the
admittance of the non-economic factors to a place among real

historical forces, but in the denial of the central doctrine of
social determinism. It was legitimate within the Marxist
school to admit ideas among the secondary forces, provided that
it was left unquestioned that the general course of social evolu-
tion was determined by economic forces, working themselves
out in the class-struggle. This, however, was precisely what
Bernstein denied, though he paid homage to the economic
factors as very important. He did not put his case very clearly :

nor was he, probably, very clear what precisely he meant. But
there w'as no doubt that he was challenging the entire notion
of the inevitability of Socialism, even if he would not quite
admit that he was doing so.
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To whatever extent other forces besides the purely econ-
omic influence the life of society, so much the more does
the rule of what we call, in an objective sense, historical
necessity also change. In modern society we have to dis-
tinguish in this connection two great currents. On the one
hand there appears an increasing insight into the laws of
evolution and particularly of economic evolution. With this
knowledge goes hand in hand - partly as its cause, and also
partly as its effect - an increasing capacity to direct economic
evolution. Natural economic force, like physical, changes
from being man's master to being his servant as its nature
is understood. In theory, society gains greater freedom than
ever before in respect of economic change; and only the
antagonism of interests among its elements - only the
power of private and group elements - hinders the full
transition from freedom in theory to freedom in practice.
The common interest, however, increasingly gains in power
as against private interest, and the elemental rule of economic
forces is superseded to the extent that this is the case, and
whenever it is the case. The development of these forces is
anticipated, and is therefore all the more quickly and easily
effected. Individuals and nations thus withdraw an ever
greater part of their lives from the sway of a necessity that
compels them, without or against their will.
This passage was a blow right at the heart of Marxism, not

only because it denied the rule of necessity, but also because
it invoked against it not the consciousness of the proletariat,
but that of the 'common interest', implying the very conception
of 'social solidarity' which Marx had so often denounced.
Bernstein gave further offence when he went on to say

Modern society is much richer than earlier societies in
ideologies which are not determined by economics and by
nature operating as an economic force. Science, the arts, a
whole series of social relations are nowadays much less
dependent on economics than formerly they were; or let us
say, in order to leave no room for misunderstanding, the
point of economic development that has now been reached
leaves the ideological, and especially the ethical, factors
greater scope for independent activity than used to be the
case. Consequently, the interdependence of cause and effect
between technological, economic evolution and the evolution
of other social tendencies is becoming continually more
indirect; and accordingly the necessities of the former are
losing much of their power to dictate the form of the latter.
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This was rank heresy, though Bernstein professed still to
accept a broadly 'economic', if not a 'materialist' conception of
history. It was a reinstatement of ideologies and of ethics, and

a denial of 'scientific' Socialism, or at any rate of its adequacy.

This was the issue round which the battle raged mainly in its
opening phases. But when Bernstein had produced his com-
plete argument there were many other issues to be fought over.

What he claimed to do was to distinguish the essential concep-

tions of Marxism from those which were only secondary and

inessential, and to save the former by jettisoning many of the
others. But how much was left when he had done ?

To begin with, Bernstein questioned the soundness of
Marx's conception of surplus value. But it seems unnecessary

to enter into this part of his argument beyond saying that the
gist of his contention was that the notion was of no practical
help because on Marx's own showing the rate of surplus value
bore no constant relation to the high or low standard of wages

of the workers whose exploitation it was supposed to measure.

The whole conception was abstract: it was an intellectual
construct not in any way verifiable from the facts of daily life.
The worth of such constructs should be measured by their
utility ; and Bernstein's verdict was that the theory of surplus

value, as stated by Marx, was not needed in order to explain
exploitation, did not in fact explain it, and served only to
confuse the issue.

I say no more on this point because it did not in fact figure
at all largely in the Revisionist controversy. It was swept aside

in favour of other issues. Bernstein's next main point was a

denial that the tendency towards capitalist concentration -
which he admitted as existing - actually operated with any-

thing like the rapidity or the force which Marx had attributed
to it. He accused Marx, in stating what was true, of having
ignored all the forces making the opposite way. In particular,
he brought up against Marx the great diffusion of shareholding

which had accompanied the rise of joint stock business. There
were not fewer and fewer owners of capital : on the contrary
there were more and more. Business concerns were no doubt
getting bigger; but the great businesses had many owners'

most of whom held only a small capital interest. This meant

that the middle class of small capitalists was not dying out even
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where the scale of enterprise was getting bigger: the middle
class was only changing its form. The shareholder was replac-
ing the small entrepreneur ; and the consequence was that there
were more exploiters than ever. Moreover, big business was
driving out small business only in some branches of enterprise,
and not in all. There were many small businesses left, even in
production; and in commerce their number had greatly
increased. Nor was it true that the land was passing into
fewer hands; on the contrary, though there were local excep-
tions, the general tendency in Europe was towards a multiplica-
tion of small peasant holdings. It followed that the middle
classes were by no means being flung down into the ranks of
the proletariat: indeed, account had to be taken of the advent
of an ever-growing middle class of managers and supervisors
attached to large-scale industry. It was significant, Bernstein
said, that Marx had left unfinished the chapter of Capital il
which he had started out to analyse the composition of classes.

Bernstein turned next to the statistics of income, which
showed that the numbers of middle incomes had been increasing
fast. He next enquired whether the workers were actually
being plunged into a condition of increasing misery' and
concluded that they were not. Who, if not they, consumed
the vastly greater quantities of necessary goods that were
admittedly being produced ?

On all these issues the orthodox Marxists challenged
Bernstein's conclusions, and sometimes his statistics as well.
But on the statistical facts there was really no denying the truth
of what he said. Even Kautsky was driven in the end to modify
what he had asserted about the decay of the peasants, though
he continued to argue that they were bound to be reduced to
'increasing misery' by the growingly efficient competition of
more highly capitalised farming. On the question of capitalist
concentration in general, the orthodox were driven more and
more to argue that, even if the ousnership of capital was not
getting into fewer hands, the control was, as the small share-
holder had no control over the use made of his capital, and the
small businesses were falling more and more under the domina-
tion of financial capital and of the great concerns which con-
trolled the market. This, however, true though it largely was,
did not meet Bernstein's main point, which was that the middle
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class was not being crushed out of existence, but rather rejuven-
ated in new forms, with the consequence that the class-struggle,
instead of growing more acute, was being blurred by the rise

of intermediate classes and groups.
As for the 'increasing misery' of the workers, some of

Bernstein's critics tried to argue that the workers, despite all
appearances, were getting poorer. Others, realising that this
thesis could not be sustained at any rate for either Germany or
Great Britain, fell back on the contention that they were being

relathtely impoverished, in the sense that their share in the
total national product was falling, even if their consumption
was rising to some extent. This, however, was at best very
doubtful, as a generalisation; and even if it were true, would
relatioely increasing misery, accompanied by an absolute rise

in living standards, necessarily accentuate the class-war ? Yet
others argued, more plausibly, that the workers' standards in
the advanced countries were being maintained, or even im-
proved, temporarily by the growing exploitation of colonial
labour. Finally, this line of argument was often combined with
another, in which it was asserted that advancing capitalism was

passing into a period of more and more intense recurrent crises,

aggravated by imperialist rivalries, and that these crises would
soon usher in the period of increasing misery', even if it had

not yet arrived.
Bernstein challenged this last view by an outright denial

that capitalism showed any tendency to move rapidly towards a

'final crisis'. In the late 'nineties, when he was writing his
book, men could look back on more than a decade during which
there had been no capitalist crisis comparable in severity with
those of earlier decades. After the boom of the late 'eighties
there had been recessions, but not crises. The years of the
'Great Depression' (which had not then been whitewashed as

it has been since) had been left behind. Production had been

increasing fast; and unemployment had not been nearly so

bad, even in the years of recession, as it had been in the 'seven-

ties and 'eighties. Trade had expanded: new areas were be'ing

opened up: there was no real sign that capitalism had reached

the zenith of its expansion, and was in decline - certainly no

ground for anticipating its speedy collapse. Accordingly, those

who counselled postponing all constructive action till after the
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revolutionary crisis had brought the workers to power were in
effect counselling a delay, not of a few years, but of indefinite
and certainly long duration. This raised the question whether
it was really advisable to wait. Might it not be better to con-
sider what gains could be made, short of the overthrow of
capitalism, and to go all out to secure the largest concessions
that could be won within this limiting condition ?

This, of course, was the heart of the matter practically ; for
Berr,stein's argument demanded a fundamental change in the
Social Democratic Party's practice, as well as in its theory. It
involved not only a preparedness to recognise that good could
come of the existing State, as an author of desirable social
legislation, but also a change of attitude towards Trade Union-
ism and collective bargaining. The German Social Democrats
had from the first been disposed to look on Trade Unions
mainly as recruiting-grounds for Socialism and as aids to the
development of working-class-consciousness, and to belittle
the possible achievements of collective bargaining with capitalist
employers backed by the power of the State. They had told
the Trade Unionists that Trade Unionism could never be
enough, because it would always have to face the combined
economic and political power of the ruling classes - an alliance
which could be broken only by the overthrow of the capitalist
State. Bernstein was now questioning the inevitability of this
alliance, and was urging the workers to use their power of
collective action to secure protective legislation from the State,
as well as to bargain with their employers for improved condi-
tions. If he were right in arguing that the road to Socialism
lay through piecemeal gains, rather than through revolution,
his argument would hold good for gains made by Trade lJnions,
as well as through political action. The Trade Unions would
thus be elevated to a status of equal partnership with the party,
and would no longer be mere auxiliaries. This was by no means
a pleasing notion to the orthodox leaders, who were inclined to
suspect the Trade Unions of a desire to put their several
sectional interests above those of the working class as a whole.
The Trade lJnions, in their view, stood for only some of the
workers : the party was the embodiment of the class-mission of
the entire proletariat.

German Trade Unionism had to a large extent shared in the
28+
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repression imposed on the Socialists after r878. In the r89os it
was gaining ground rapidly, but was still not strong, and was

weakened besides by the division into three contending move-
ments-the'Free'(in practice almost wholly Social Demo-
cratic), the Christian (mainly Catholic), and the Hirsch-
Duncker (liberal). Of these, the 'Free' Unions were much the

strongest; but in 1898 they had only about 4oo,ooo members;
the Christian Unions had about roo,ooo, and the Hirsch-
Duncker a still smaller number. Two years later the 'Free'
Unions had risen to 68o,ooo, and the Christian Unions to about
r5o,ooo: the 'liberal' Unions were declining. As we saw,

the 'Free' Unions had formed a central body, the General
Commission, in r89o, under Social Democratic leadership.
There was a small group, influenced by contemporary Trade
Union developments in France, which advocated 'syndicalist'
policies of workers' control and direct action, and demanded
independence of Social Democracy; but it had little influence'
The German working class was politically minded, rather than
industrialist: except in the Catholic areas the urban workers
were almost solidly Social Democratic. That, however, did
not mean that they were prepared to defer their hopes of better
conditions until after 'the revolution'. They looked to the

Social Democratic Party to help them, not only in getting the
remaining restrictions on the right of combination - mainly in
respect of federal, inter-union activities - removed, but also

by backing their demands for labour legislation, including the
recognition of collective bargaining rights and the enforcement
of arbitration in industrial disputes. In practice, the Social
Democrats had to include such measures in their immediate
programme, though they continued to tell the Trade Unions
that nothing much could be accomplished without the conquest
of political power.

From the rejection of the notion of an impending 'final
crisis' of capitalism, Bernstein passed on to a consideration of
the reasons why a severe crisis was unlikely in the near future.
The International Socialist Congress of 1896 had passed a

resolution urging the workers in all countries, in view of the
probable nearness of such a crisis, to make themselves masters

of the techniques required for the successful exercise of govern-

mental power. Bernstein took the Congress to task for its
285
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utopianism. Engels, he pointed out, had said that the repeated
enlargements of the market through the economic development
of new countries had eased the situation of capitalism for the
time being, though he had also insisted that in the long run the
effect would be to make crises more severe. Bernstein agreed
with the first of these points, but held the second to be unproven.
At all events, there was no sign, he considered, that the expan-
sionist phase was near its end.

This was one of the main points on which Rosa Luxemburg
took the field against him, stressing the huge advances made by
finance capital as leading to intense imperialistic rivalries and
conflicts, accompanied by increasing exploitation of cheap colonial
labour and by its use to beat down labour standards in the more
advanced countries. Rosa Luxemburg's argument put em-
phasis on the likelihood of economic rivalries leading to war,
and on the opportunities for revolutionary action that would be
presented by the strains imposed by war on the governing
classes of the capitalist countries. This was a line of argument
somewhat different from the traditional Marxist argument
concerning the inherent tendency of capitalism to breed crises
through a multiplication of capital instruments beyond those
whose products the available markets could absorb. It was
indeed far from clear what Marx's doctrine concerning crises
had really been. In the then recently published third volume
of. Capital he had stated that the final cause of crises was the
inability of the consumers to buy the growing product 

- an
'under-consumptionist' doctrine. But Engels had repeatedly
denied that Marx was an 'under-consumptionist' : that, he
had said, was the doctrine of Sismondi and of Rodbertus rather
than of Marx. In the second volume of Capital Marx had
repudiated the'under-consumptionist' theory, pointing out
that 'crises are always preceded by a period during which wages
rise and the workers actually receive a greater share than is usual
of the annual produce destined for consumption'- which
appeared to indicate that raising wages - even real wages -was no way of averting a crisis. He had moreover formulated
in this volume a theory which related the occurrence of crises
to the period of turnover of fixed capital equipment. The
passage about under-consumption in the third volume had
actually been written at an earlier date than the second volume,
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though it appeared in print later' Bernstein agreed with

Engels that Marx had not attributed crises to'under-consump-
tioi', save in the special sense that the low consumption of the

masses caused a struggle between rival capitalist groups to

increase their control of the limited market. But' whereas

Marx and Engels had both held that crises' whatever their

cause, were destined to grow more intense, Bernstein' as we

have seen, regarded this as unproven, and as resting onmystique

rather than on scientific diagnosis.

Indeed, it was an essential part of Bernstein's argument

that a good deal of Marx's doctrine was not scientific at all, in

the selise of being based on a study of facts, but was part of a

vast theoretical construction into which the facts were subse-

quently fitted - or, where they could not be fitted, ignored'

He was, I think, unconscious how fatal such an admission must

be to the entire structure of Marxism, of which he professed

himself as still accepting the fundamental part.
In the third chapter of his book, Bernstein went on to

attack the idea that the workers, even if they were able to seize

power, would be capable as yet of exercising it effectively' .It
was part of the o.lhodo* Social Democratic view that the

centralisation and trustification of industry were preparing the

way for Socialism by creating economic institutions which the

viciorious workers could easily take over and administer in
the common interest. Bernstein did not question this; but he

pointed out how enormous still was the number of separate

tusinesses which it would be necessary to take over and ad-

minister, and he ridiculed the notion that this could be done all

at once, on the morrow of a successful revolutiolaty coup' It
was, he said, obvious that, even if the workers did achieve

political power, the vast majority of these enterprises would

iiave to be teft for the time being in the hands of the persons

who knew how to conduct them, and that their transfer to
public ownership and administration would be bound to be a

iong and gradual process' This led him to a consideration of

the-possibilities of Co-operative enterprise, as an alternative to

State operation ; and he came down strongly on the side of
consumers' Co-operation and against the forms of producers'

Co-operation which had traditionally found greater favgu-r

u*orrg Socialists. He cited with approval Beatrice Webb's
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book - The Co-operathte Mooement - in which she had
treated producers' Co-operation as a demonstrated failure and
had emphasised the large success achieved by .o.rrrrrrr"rr;
Co-operation on the Rochdale model. Following Beatrice
Webb, Bernstein lauded consumers, Co-operation 

"as 
a truly

democratic solution of the problem of ,pioduction for usei
and decried producers' Co-operativ". ,r^ .*r*ples of group
profit-seeking - and unsuccessful exampres at that. Beristein
rvanted the party to give serious ,rppoit to the German con_
sumers' movement, which was still in its infancy, and to
recognise it as providing an arternative form of sociar Lwnership
and control. But he did not suggest that this would sorve the
problem of controlling industry after a sudden assumption of
political power. That problem he regarded as insolubie; and
accordingly he dismissed the whole idea, advancing in its place
that of a gradual development of democratic capicity for the
exercise of power through Trade Unions and consrr*ers,
Co-operative Societies, as well as through the experience of
political activity both at the municipal and regionaf and at the
State levels.

_ If this part of his book Bernstein, still following Beatrice
Webb, dismissed the idea of workers, self-goveriment inild":,..{. 'It is simply impossible,, he wrote ,thlat the manager
should be the employee of those whom he manages, that"he
should depend for his position on their favour i, it "i. itt-temper. It has always proved impossible to maintain this
arrangement, and it has always led to a change in the form of
the associative factory.' He added that, the-larger an under_
taking was, the less was the desire of the workei to take part
in managing it. His conclusion was that State, regional and
municipal administration should be extended, and-that they
shggld be supplemented by consumers, Co-operatives. But hf
said that such co-operatives could not be created artificially to
fill a gap : they must be left to grow spontaneously. ,Whaithe
community itself cannot take in hand, whether by the State, or
the region or the municipality, it would do far best, especially
in stormy times, to let alone.' Thus Bernstein argued i., furrou,
of leaving a Targe part of business enterprise in private hands,
until some $"1:y representing the collectivity was in a position
to manage it effectively and could achieve some real advantage
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by acquiring it. He was advocating, at ary rate for a long
period to come, what is now called a'mixed economy'.

Bernstein proceeded next, in his book, to a discussion of the
relation between Socialism and democracy. He attacked the
notion of the 'dictatorship of the proletariat' as inconsistent
with democratic principle. Democracy, in his view, connoted
the idea of equal justice for all. It accordingly involved limita-
tions on the right of the majority to ride rough-shod over the
minority. Even if the proletariat constituted the majority of
the people, that would not give it a right to disregard the rule
of justice. Democracy meant the suppression of class-govern-
ment, not the substitution of one form of it for another. 'Social
Democracy cannot do better than take its stand unreservedly
on the theory of democracy - of universal suffrage, with all
the consequences to its tactics which follow.' In practice, this
was what Social Democracy had done, demanding not only
universal suffrage but also proportional representation and the
right of direct legislation by popular vote. Such demands were
wholly inconsistent with 'dictatorship' : so what sense was
there in clinging to the outmoded phrases ? Having thus
discarded yet another dogma of Marxism, Bernstein rounded
off his argument by recommending Socialists to moderate their
attacks on 'liberalism'. It was true, he said, that modern
liberalism had arisen for the advantage of the capitalist bour-
geoisie, and that the Liberal Parties had become simply
' guardians of capitalism'.

But in relation to liberalism as a great historical move-
ment, Socialism is its legitimate heir, not only in sequence of
time, but also in its qualities of spirit, as is shown in every
matter of principle on which Social Democracy has had to
take up an attitude.

Bernstein went on to declare, 'I consider the middle class,

not excepting the German, to be in the main fairly healthy, not
only economically, but also morally'. This was the prelude to
a section dealing with the dangers of bureaucracy and the need
for decentralised administration within the general framework
of nationally unified planning. Bernstein quoted not only
Marx's Cioil Warin France but also Proudhon in favour of a
federal structure of society, and extolled the virtues of muni-
cipalisation. He spoke of the task of Socialism as that of
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'organising liberalism', and added that ,if democracy is
not to exceed centralised absolutism in the breeding of
bureaucracies, it must be built up on an elaborately organised
self-government with a corresponding economic, personal
responsibility of all the units of administration as well as of the
adult citizens'.

The practical upshot of this defence of liberalism was that
Socialists ought to set out, not to destroy the whole structure
of capitalist society, but rather to amend it.

Feudalism, with its inflexible organisations and corpora-
tions, had to be destroyed almost Everywhere by viollnce.
The liberal org-anisationi of modern society are distinguished
from those of feudalism precisely in being flexible, aid cap-
able of change and development. Thej, need, not to be
destroyed, but only to be further developed. For this we
need organisation and e-nergetic action, but not necessarily
a revolutionary dictatorship.

Bernstein then quoted similar sentiments from pablo
Iglesias, the Spanish Socialist leader, and from The Labour
Leader and The Clarion, as representing the British Socialist
standpoint. 'Democracy', he went on to say,'is a condition of
Socialism to a much greater extent than is commonly assumed:
it is not only the means, but the substance also'.

There was yet more to come in criticism of Marx,s doctrine.
In his next section Bernstein quoted from the Communist
Manifesto the statement that'the workers have no country, and
commented as follows:

This sentence might perhaps to some extent apply to the
worker of the r84os, without political rights, excluded from
political life. Nowadays, in spite of the very great increase
in international intercourse, it has already losl i larse part of
its truth ; and it will continue to lose mbre and mdre^as the
worker, through the influence of Socialism, moves from beins
a proletarian to being a citizen. The worker who has equa'i
rights as a voter in state and local elections and is therLbv
a co-owner of the common property of the nation, whose
children the community educates, whose health it protects.
whom it secures against injury, has a fatherland'withoui
ceasing on that account to be a citizen of the world, just as
the nations draw closer together without ceasing to live lives
of their own.

2go
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This passage was the prelude to the contention that German

Socialists could no longer be indifferent to the fortunes of their
country, or refuse to take any responsibility for its defence'

As little as it is to be desired that any other of the great

civilised nations should lose its independence, so little can it
be a matter of indifference to Geiman Social Democracy
whether the German nation, which has performed, and,is
oerformins. its honourable part in the work of civilising the
ivorld, stroluta be kept down in the councils of the nations'

This passage naturally exposed Bernstein to the charge of
chauvinism. He answered that, the larger the German army

became, the more it had to be made up of workers, and the less

able would the Government be to use it for offensive war upon

other nations.

But Social Democracy is not called upon to- speak in
favour of renunciation of the safeguarding of German
interests, present or future, if or becaule English, Irench or
Russian chauvinists take umbrage at the measures adop-ted' ' ' '
I consider it a legitimate task of German imperial politics to
secure the right t6 have a voice in the discussion of such cases

[internationa"l issues affecting the balance of power]; an$..to
oDoose. on prtnctple, steps iequisite for that purpose falls,
l'hold,'outside th6 sphere of Sdcial Democracy's tasks.

These were dangerous words; and Bernstein went on to
aggrayatetheir meaning by relating them specifically to German

colonial policy. He defended the acquisition by lease of
Kiaochow Bay in China and in eflect came forward as a sup-

porter of colonial expansion.

The assumption that colonial expansion will hinder the
achievement o? Socialism rests at bottom on the utterly
outmoded notion that this achievement depends on the steady
narrowing of the circle of the wealthy and on the increasing
misery of the poor.

He denied that colonial expansion could be used to protect

capitalism against crises, or that it would have adverse effects

on political ionditions in Germany. He admitted that 'naval
chauvinism' had some connection with colonial policy, but
asserted that it had existed before colonialism came to the fore'

There is some iustification, when colonies are being
acquired, for careful Examination of their value and prospects,
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and for controlling the settlement and treatment of the
natives as well as other matters of administration; but that
does not amount to a reason for considering such acquisition,
a priori, as something reprehensible.

For the present, indeed, Bernstein denied that Germany
needed colonies; but he said it was also necessary to considei
the future, when it might become desirable for Germany to
derive some of its imported products from its own colonies.
He denied that the occupation of tropical countries by Euro-
peans had usually harmed the natives, and said roundly that
'only a conditional right of savages to the land they o""rpy 

"rnbe recognised. The higher civilisation can in the last iesort
claim a higher right. Not the conquest, but the cultivation of
the land gives the historical legal title to its use., r He even
quoted Marx in support of this view, taking the citation from
the third volume of Capital, as follows:

Even a whole society, a nation, nay all contemporary
societies taken as a whole, are not owners"of the earth. ' Thei
are only tenants, u-sufructuaries, and must leave it improvei
as boni patres familias for succeeding generations.

This part of Bernstein's book, more than any other, made
certain the rejection of his entire programme by the Social
Democratic Party. He had supporters, even for his defence of
German national rights and colonial policy. But his nationalist
doctrine offended against the deeply rooted Social Democratic
tradition of hostility to the militaristic character of the Reich.
It awakened memories of Marx's charges against the Lassallians
of being the abettors of Bismarck and the ]unkers. Of course,
in truth Bernstein had no intention of supporting German
militarism : far from being disposed to take sides with the
Junkers against the bourgeoisie, he was exceedingly well-dis-
posed to the latter and a great hater of militaristic swagger and
authority. He had, however, a belief in the civilising mission
of the German people which he sublimated into an a-ceptance
of the right of the 'great civilised nations, to extend- their
culture, even by compelling the 'lesser breeds' to develop their
territories under the rule of the more advanced. It must be
said in extenuation of his attitude that he was writing before

r This was, of course, Bernard Shaw's argument. See pp. r9o fi.
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nationalism had made much impact on the less developed

p""pi"r ,"a *r,it" th" partition tf Afti"u Ol 
"::-11.-llYii;Frr.r"", and other colonising powers - to the excluslon or

a;;;;y - was still in full slwing' As we have seen' Bernard

st r* i., Great Britain took a lin-e against the Boer Republics

not greatly different from Bernsteinis argument that a people

ir"air" tiittt to its land unless it made proper "t"" 
of 

lt--1o^1
productioi. Nevertheless, Bernstein's defence of colontal
'annexations and of Germany's right to assert by armed strength

ia, ptu." in the councils of O"iop" ofiended against a deep

,",ii"rp"ti"list sentiment in the b"'rnutl Social Democratic

Party of the r89os. The Social Democrats had but recently

"*"ig"a 
from tlieir long period of persecution and suppression

UV ifr? imperial Gor.rnir",t. Even if they had strong national-

is't te.tirrgr, they were not yet prepared to allow these feelings

;; ;;;;y ih",,, or., into identifving the German people with

the Bismarckian German EmPire'
Bernstein went too far for his views on these matters to

*uJrrry chance of being accepted by the party at the time when

i;;4"; forward. Iii. o*t' later record showed that he was

in irrrtt no chauvinist and that he had not abandoned his

internationalism in accepting a part of the nationalist outlook'

Nor was what he was saying to ""ry 
difierent' in certain, re-

*p"",., from what *u, b"i,'glsaid bymore orthodox Marxists'

G".*r., Social Democracy was animated, as Marx had be-en

U"for" it, by an intense feefing of danger from Russia' Its

i."i"t. ,.guia.a Czarism as an infinitely worse form of govern-

ment thaf even Prussian imperialism, and the Russians as a

barbarous eastern people thieatening Western civilisation' of

which Eastern Germany (from which Bernstein came) was-the

frontier-guardian and'outpost' August Bebel himself had

declared that it would te iigtrt for German Socialists to rally

to the defence of the fatherlind against a Russian attack; and

,t 
" 

g,ril,y conscience which many German Socialists had over

the innexation of Alsace-Lorraine aggravated their fears of

Franco-Russian alliance. This fear of Russia lay behind the

unwillingness of many Social Democrats to maintain the policy

of ,rotirrfsteadily in the Reichstag against the military estimates'

B.r.rrr"i"., put iris case in a form which made its rejection

certain; but there were many among his opponents who
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sympathised with a good deal of it, though they were not
prepared to draw the theoretical conclusions with which he had
bound it up.

In the final chapter Bernstein gave further offence to the
orthodox by appealing from Hegel to Kant and by invoking the
memory of the moderate Socialist, Friedrich Albert Lange
(r8z8-75) as a progenitor of Social Democracy. In Lange he
found 'the distinctive union of an upright and intrepid cham-
pionship of the struggles of the working class for emancipation
with a large scientific freedom from prejudice which made him
always ready to acknowledge mistakes and to recognise new
truths'. He agreed that 'perhaps so great a broadmindedness
as we meet with in Lange's writings is to be found only in
persons who are lacking in the penetrating acuteness that is the
mark of pioneer spirits such as Marx'. But he accused Marx
of being at bottom unscientific as well as dogmatic.

He [Marx] erected a mighty structure within the frame-
work of a scaffolding which he found already in existence;
and in its construction he kept strictly to the laws of scientific
architecture as long as they did not collide with the conditions
which the shape of the scaffolding prescribed, but he neglected
or evaded them when the scaffolding did not allow them to be
observed. When the scaffolding put limits in the way of the
building, instead of pulling down the scaffolding, he altered
the building at the cost of correct proportions and so made it
depend all the more on the scaffolding. Was it the awareness
of this irrational relation that caused him again and again to
turn aside from finishing his work to amending particular
parts of it ?

This is acute criticism of the Marxist system, with its
Ricardian and Hegelian framework. Bernstein termed the
Hegelian dialectic 'cant', and appealed against it to Immanuel
Kant (the pun is his own). 'Social Democracy', he said,
'needed a Kant who would judge the received opinion and
examine it critically with the utmost acuteness, who would
show where its apparent materialism was the highest - and
therefore the most easily misleading - ideology, and would
warn it that contempt of the ideal, magnifying of material
factors until they became omnipotent evolutionary forces, is
self-deception, which has been and will continue to be exposed
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as such on every occasion by the actions of those who proclaim

it'. He appeaied to Social Democracy to emancipate itself
from outwoin shibboleths and 'to make up its mind to appear

what it in fact now is - a democratic, socialistic party of reform"
Bernstein thus enrolled himself among the Neo-Kantians,

against whom Lenin among others was later to launch so furious

assaults. And he had thrown over the revolutionary conception

of Socialism with dramatic completeness.

As soon as a nation has reached a position in which the
riehts of the propertied minority have ceased to be a serious

o6stacle to so'ciaf progress and iir which the negative tasks of
political action atb leis pressing than the positive, appeal to
ievolutionary force becomes meaningless talk.

To this sentence Bernstein attached a footnote, in which he

cited the British Independent Labour Party as saying, in its
monthly News, 'Fortunately, "revolution" in this country has

ceased to be anything more than an affected phrase' (January

r8gg). But it was startling to German Social Democrats to be

told ihat in their country 'the right of the propertied minority'
'was no longer a serious obstacle to social progress'. Moreover,

it was certainly untrue.
Such, then, was the substance of the 'Revisionist' case

which Bernstein presented to the German Social Democratic

Party. He can hardly have expected that it would be accepted

,. , *hol", or even in its main outlines, at any Congress of the

party. It raised far too many issues, involved the abandonment

of fut too many cherished dogmas, and handled the 'Master'
far too roughly not to give deep offence. In the event, the

party, aftet immense and often acrimonious argument, decided

io say nothing as a party on the questions Bernstein had raised,

and io confini itself to passing a mild censure on him for the

manner in which he had pressed his case. It was made clear

that this censure did not mean exclusion from the party, or even

the banning of further discussion on any of the questions which

had been raised. Bebel, who moved the official resolution, was

very definite that Bernstein, despite all his heresies, was not

regarded as a'bad comrade' or a renegade. That this was so

shiwed the leaders' awareness of the extent of support within
the party, not so much for Revisionism as a whole, as for many

of dernstein's criticisms of Marxist orthodoxy. In effect, the

i
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Congress voted Revisionism down, but did not vote it out ; and
thereafter the party as a whole moved steadily and rapidly in
the direction in which Bernstein had wished it to move.
Wilhelm Liebknecht died in r9oo, well before the final vote on
Revisionism had been cast at the Liibeck Congress of the follow-
ing year. New party leaders, most of them less devoted to the
Marxist tradition than their forerunners, were coming into
prominence. Kautsky's theoretical influence was declining.
Rosa Luxemburg, the big new force on the left of the party,
was in a minority among the younger generation. Revisionism
failed to alter the official dogma; but it had an increasing
influence on the party's mode of action and on the practical
thinking of those who directed it.

CHAPTER VI

GERMANY AFTER THE REVISIONIST CON-
TROVERSY: APPEARANCE AND REALITY

FI-.1HB German Social Democratic Party, during the period
I between the defeat of the Revisionists and the outbreak of
I tne first world war, occupied a curious position of uncom-

promising independence in theory combined with an increasing
tendency towards timidity in practice. It was indeed to a great
extent the victim of its own success. It had succeeded in
building up a very strong body of electoral support as the
leading antagonist of the autocratic, militarist r6gime which
still dominated the affairs of the German Reich ; and it cherished
the hope that steady persistence in its propagandist and organis-
ing activities would in due course bring it the backing of a clear
majority of the electorate and would even enable it, despite

the unfavourable distribution of seats, which favoured the
rural areas, to elect a clear majority to the Reichstag. It was

not under the illusion that the mere winning of such a majority
would automatically give it the control of the State ; but it did
believe that the Kaiser and his ministers would find it imprac-
ticable to govern against the Reichstag, and that, given this
point of vantage, it would be in a position to enforce a great
transformation in the entire system of government, whether
or not it were forced to make use of unconstitutional means in
bringing the change about. This caused it to postpone the
possible need for acting unconstitutionally until after it had won
over a majority of the people and got the authority of the
Reichstag into its hands. Moreover, it was clear that this
could not be achieved without the support, not only of the
great majority of the industrial workers, but also of other
elements drawn from the countryside and from the small
trading and professional classes; and the Party was accordingly
very anxious not to antagonise such possible backers and to
appear simultaneously as a revolutionary Socialist Party and as
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a reforming party which was essentially moderate in
mediate political objectives.

In the political situation which existed in Germany up to
r9r4, the Kaiser's Government was far from commanding an
assured majority in the Reichstag. It had to get its laws
through and its budgets voted with the support of a succession
of parliamentary coalitions among the anti-Socialist parties,
from the Conservatives to the Radical Progressives and to the
predominantly Catholic Centre Party. The Radicals, who
united in rgro under Friedrich Naumann to form a Progressive
Party, were usually, but not quite always, in opposition; the
Centre Party was sometimes in the coalition and sometimes
outside it; the Liberals usually, and the Conservatives always,
were on the Government side. There were moments when the
Social Democrats, by allying themselves not only with the
Progressives but also with either the Liberals or the Centre,
could have put the Government in a minority, and perhaps
have induced the majority to vote for social reforms which
were on their programmes but were unobtainable without the
support of other parties, and even to press for electoral and
structural reforms that would have gone some way towards
democratising the State machine. The bourgeois parties all
wanted in varying degrees a liberalisation of the State system,
especially by the establishment of constitutional government
with Ministers responsible to the Reichstag instead of to the
Crown ; and the Liberals and Progressives also favoured some
measure of redistribution of seats in order to reduce the
influence of the landed interests. But the Social Democratic
Party held firmly to the view, not only that it must not co-
operate in the Reichstag with any other party, but also that it
must never vote for the budget of any non-Socialist Ministry,
even when the purposes for which the money was wanted were
such as it approved or the methods proposed for raising it such
as to put the burden on the wealthier classes. It was laid
down as a matter of principle that the Social Democrats, being
opposed to the existing system and to the State which stood
for its maintenance, must refuse to take any action that would
sustain the Government upholding such a r6gime.

This attitude made sense on the assumption that the Social
Democratic Party was already well on the way to winning an
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independent majority in the Reichstag and would before long
be in a position to prevent the continued functioning of the
existing r6gime. There was a strong case for refusing to make

alliances with any other party if it could be reckoned on that
the refusal would hasten the withering away of the middle
parties and would put the reactionaries, even when they had
been driven to combine against the Socialists, into a minority
unable to carry on the Government. But there were many in
the Social Democratic ranks who doubted this diagnosis of
electoral prospects; and there were others who argued that,
if such a situation ever looked like arising, the Kaiser and his
reactionary supporters would not scruple to alter the conditions
of election to the Socialists' disadvantage' or even to resort to a
military coup d'itat in order to prevent them from taking
political power. There were accordingly partisans of co-

operation with the bourgeois parties in order to win a more
liberal constitution, on the ground either that, under the
existing constitution, a majority was not to be had without
their aid, or that it would be much more difficult for the

militarists and reactionaries to stage a coup d'itat against an

alliance of bourgeois and Socialists than against the Socialists
alone.

The whole position was greatly complicated by the big
differences, within the Reich, between the constitution of
Prussia and those of some of the lesser German Laender. In
Prussia, the class system of voting made it utterly out of the

question for the Socialists to win a majority, or even any

effective representation at all, in the Landtag ; whereas in some

other Laender the electoral system was similar to that of the
Reich, and in some of them it often depended on what line the
Socialists followed whether right-wing or progressive bourgeois

Governments should hold the power. This latter situation
existed particularly in Bavaria and in Baden ; and in these

Laender and in some others the Social Democrats had long been

resistant to the intransigent line of the Party as a whole. We

saw in an earlier chapter I how the Bavarians, under Vollmar's
leadership, fell into dispute over this issue well before Bernstein
launched his Revisionist campaign, and how they supported
Revisionism because it fitted in with their desire to enter into

r See p. 273.
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electoral and parliamentary arrangements with the parties
representing mainly the peasants. Revisionism, as a primarily
theoretical doctrine, must not be identified with Reformism
arising out of considerations of political expediency : neverthe-
less, it is a plain fact that Bernstein's main support came either
from the Reformists who wanted to be free to enter into political
alliances or from the moderate wing in the Trade Unions.

- In the Reichstag, at any rate after the big electoral victory
of tgrz, the Social Democrats, had they wished, could have
been the largest party in an alliance against the system of
irresponsible government. In Bavaria, on the other hand, the
Catholics were too strongly entrenched for the Socialists to be
able to hold the dominant position; and, in general, the
bourgeois Liberals and Radicals were a good deaf stronger in
other Land legislatures than in the Reichstag : so that coalitions
would have needed to be made on fairly equal terms. Of course,

in the Laender except Prussia and Saxony, though powers and
functions were limited, some degree of responsible government
did exist; and coalitions, had they agreed on cornrnon pro-
grammes within these limits, would have been in a position to
carry them out, whether the Socialists were in the Government,
or only giving it their support. In effect, Social Democrats, in
some such cases, did support, though not join, progressive
Land Governments and did secure, through them, a certain
amount of progressive legislation. But even such support was
frowned upon by the national leadership, on the grounds that
it comprised the Social Democratic party,s independence and
postponed the winning of the hoped-for Socialisimajority.

Thus the paradoxical situation developed that, thi moie the
social Democratic Party insisted on its revolutionary objective
and on the need for complete independence in order io 

"orrq.r",the State machine, the more moderate it had to be in pru"ii""
in order to win over bourgeois and peasant voters from the other
parties. It had to soft-pedal, for electoral purposes, not only
its social programme, but also its antagonism to the Catholic
Church, and to appear as the leader of the people in the struggle
against autocratic government and aristocratic militarir- Jrri,
more than as the champion of the proletariat or of Socialism.
In practice, it could 

-not escape the necessity of supporting
measures of social reform which a majority of its adherents]
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especially in the Trade LJnions, desired. But it had at one and
the same time to join with the Centre Party and the Progressives
in speaking in favour of such measures, and to vote against them
because an affirmative vote would have meant a vote for the
existing r6gime. This applies particularly to Reich politics, as

against the politics of the separate Laender. But, even in the
Laender, the central policy of the party \Mas one of opposing the
final stages of measures which it approved, in order to avoid
commitment to the existing system.

One great continuing weakness of the German Social
Democrats was their failure to arrive at any agreed agrarian
programme. One reason for this failure lay in the immense
difference between the conditions of land-tenure and rural
employment in different parts of Germany. Western and
Southern Germany were, broadly speaking, areas of peasant
cultivation on small farms, with a proportion of well-to-do
peasants; whereas Eastern Germany was, again broadly speak-
ing, an area of great feudal estates, with a large and much
oppressed population of landless agricultural labourers working
under very bad conditions. The dividing line was the Elbe.
In the peasant areas the Social Democrats had to decide whether
to try to come to terms with the peasant cultivators and their
political representatives, or to oppose them in the expectation
that they would gradually die out as a class because of their
inability to compete with the products of large-scale agriculture
and, more especially, with the imports from the prairie farms
of the New World. This, of course, raised the issue of agri-
cultural protection, which was supported by the landowning
classes, but opposed by most of the Socialists both because it
raised living costs and because it strengthened the feudal
elements in German society. A few Socialists nevertheless
went over to it; but many more, especially in the south,
favoured public help to the peasants through the provision of
cheap credit and the lowering of rent and tax burdens. Against
this view the orthodox Marxists objected that such help would
benefit chiefly the wealthier peasants, who would be best able
to take advantage of it, and also that it would perpetuate an
obsolete system of small-scale cultivation, which ought to be
superseded by the application of capitalist methods. This
became an issue first between Vollmar's Bavaria and the

n
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Northerners and then between Bernstein and Kautsky. As we
saw,I in 1894, the party Congress had adopted the outline of an
agrarian programme which favoured the peasants, but offered
nothing to the landless labourers of Eastern Germany ; but this
programrre, elaborated by a special committee, had been
rejected at the following Congress. Thereafter, the Party
appointed a long succession of committees to draw up an
agrarian programme; but no agreement was reached, and a

decision was again and again postponed. The orthodox
Marxists stressed the importance of appealing to the rural wage-
labourers, rather than to the peasants; but neither in the
peasant nor in the feudal parts of the country did they actually
succeed in building up any substantial organisation among them.
They were an urban-minded party, except in parts of the South ;

and, in face of all the evidence to the contrary, most of them
clung to the dogma that the small-scale cultivator was economic-
ally doomed, and was only being kept alive by the governing
classes and the Churches as a bulwark against Socialism.

In general, except in their agitation for electoral reform in
Prussia, the Social Democratic Party was careful to avoid any
action that might involve it in a direct conflict with the police
or the courts of law. The more revolutionary it was in theory,
the more moderate it felt itself forced to be in practice. Some-
where ahead of it loomed a new kind of State and a new social
system that was to be brought into being when it had 'conquered
political power' by winning a majority in the Reichstag and
compelling the Kaiser and the reactionaries to give way.
Until this victory had been won, the Socialists were still con-
fronted with a State power hostile to them and recognising no
responsibility to the people ; and because this was the character
of the existing State it was regarded as wrong and dangerous to
do anything that would increase its power. Nationalisation
could not be advocated because it would mean handing over
yet more power to the existing State: the Socialists opposed
nationalisation of the Reichsbank on this ground. They were
not precluded from advocating industrial and social legislation
to safeguard the workers' interests; but even the case for this
had to be argued by showing that it would not add to the power
of the enemy State. The Social Democratic Party, largely under

r See p. 285.
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Trade Union pressure, in fact put more and more-emphasis

or, .*iuf legisLtion; iut it to"ld ttot advance from this to

anv Drogramme of constructive socialisation in advance of the

Hi"..? ;'i^tt" p"tri" power' All its Socialist egg: w-er: i".th.'
elecroral basket ; and this meant trying to rally behind .it
itr" i".g*t possible volume of electorai support' tt tr.a$ to win

the middle groups over to voting for Socialists ; and this meant

in practice even more dilution oi its doctrine than if it had been

;.";;t"d to enter into temporary alliance with the left-wing

bourgeoisie.
It was a further complication that liberalism, except in

South Germany, w'as so feeble and rvanting in independence'

The National Liberals, as distinct from the Progressives' were

essentially the party of large-scale capitalism - of bankers'

,""."ttr"it, and industrialists - and these classes were reaprng

immense economic 
- 
udru.r,ug", from the rapid- industrial

;;;;i;p*""t of the Gttma" fleich' Accordingly' though.they

*irfr.d to modify the autocratic structure and especially to

J".r"r." the influence of the landowning interests which sup-

;;;;;d ;gti"ultural protection, they were in no mind to take

:;; uc'tion ugrir,riih" r6gime, u19:" the whole were behind

ii-i"'i,. agg.efsive imperiilist policies' . A strong Germany'

with the Reich Governro"nt favouring the expansion of trade

""a"ma"*ty 
and the development of colonialism' served their

i"i".".,.; and they *"" p'ipu'ed to back Prussian militarism

i;"i;;;J"r"a1 policies 
"u"r, 

*hit" they criticised the constitu-

tional structure. Co""qt'"t'tly, there was no liberal-capitalist

.""r.*"", capable of playing theparton behalf of parliamentary

;;;;;;;; inr, tt""n'I.' plavg{ 
-in 

other economicallv

advanced countries; and the 
^Sotial 

Democrats found them'

.J""t fr"tirg to take the place of the Liberals as the principal

advocates of liberal d"*o"ucy, and to attempt to combine this

.6l" *i,f, their mission of estaLlishing a Socialist society' This,

in practice, meant uttering So-cialist slogans' but subordinating

Soli*.a policies to agitation for liberal reforms'

Above all, the poi"y of Socialism after the constitutional

revolution of r87r -"u"i that the party must at all costs be held

;;;;;;; ,"d wielded ut u 
"o-pletelv 

unified electoral and

pt?p"g""Jt.t machine' Dissensions ieading to splits .*o."ld
tuui a'"*.oyed all prospect of the hoped-for Reichstag majority ;
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and accordingly there had to be a united front and a centralised
party discipline. This discipline, however, could never be
taken to the point of expelling any considerable section of the
party ; for, had that been done, rival Socialist parties might
have arisen, as they had in other countries. Therefore, in
practice, dissentients had to be allowed a great deal of rope,
even if their dissent was on fundamental issues. Bernstein
could not be expelled; Vollmar and his Bavarians, and later
Ludwig Frank and his Baden followers, had to be kept in the
party and allowed to interpret its decisions with a large amount
of latitude ; and so, on the left, had Rosa Luxemburg and Karl
Liebknecht to be barely tolerated, lest they should become the
point of focus for a more revolutionary and internationalist
party. Over and above this, the national feeling for unity was
exceedingly strong, and the fact that the rebels against the
established policy were largely concentrated in certain regions

- notably South Germany an additional reason against
allowing them to break away, so as to endanger the unity of
Socialism as an expression of the unity of the nation.

The German Social Democratic Party prided itself on being
internationalist, and on waging war on militarist imperialism in
Germany as well as elsewhere. In this, its outstanding leaders,
except a few, were not insincere; but most of them failed to
realise how very nationalist they also were. Their nationalism,
as far as it was directed outside Germany's frontiers, was indeed
mainly anti-Russian, though it had also a considerable element
of hostility to British imperialism, which barred Germany's
way in so many areas. It rested most of all on the fear of
Czarist Russia as a barbarous power threatening the eastern
frontiers of the Reich and contending with German ambitions
in South-Eastern Europe; and Russia was regarded as no less
dangerous as an ally than as an enemy, because it could be the
ally only of the most objectionable elements in the Reich - of
Prussian reactionism against the more liberal forces of the West.
When the question of national defence was posed in German
Socialist debates, it was always defence against Russia that was
uppermost in the minds of the debaters. The one occasion on
which the German Social Democrats moved abruptly leftwards
in their international attitude - even to the extent of voting,
in principle, in favour of the general strike - was when they
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had been stirred by the news of the Russian Revolution of r9o5 ;

;;;;h;" that Revolution failed, they reverted promptly to

their previous attitude'"'*lJ;;""ral, 
the G.'*u" Social Democratic Party' despite its

,"it"rui.a affirmations of belief in a cominE revoltttion' was a

stickler for constitutional action' It was Jonstantly afraid of

irrffiiit *-urr.uH" Iit"toral progress interrupted by a.renewal

"irt""f.g"f 
r"pr"r.iotio which B"ismarck had resorted against

it. Even after tf'e e"ti-Socialist Laws had been allowed to

irnra ii." c.t*r" Socialists had to submit to continual super-

vision of their meetrngs by the Prussian police' who could stop

a meeting at any "toilttti 
if they considered that seditious or

subversive sentiments were being expressed' There was also a

;;;J; fr"r, lu* which bo-re hard on Socialist editors

and iournalists ; and it was always doubtful where the border-

ffi5;;;inr r*. To .o-" extent the socialists defied the

"'J"ri i".'; 
ULt tt "y 

*t" k"pt continually look-ing over their

shoulders at them, ut'a tftit undoubtedly influenced. their

;;;il; Indeed, th. *or" the party built up its organisation

and became tt" po,t"t'ot of printing presses' clubroom-s-and

;ffiJ;; other val"able property' the more the fear of falling

foul of the law *tigtt"a "pt" ii' - These fears haunted the

irra" u"i", l.rd".i "r"r'*or" 
than the politicians, .as 

the

Unions accumulateJ funds and developed extensive benefit

,;;; ; and as the Trade Unions grew stronger and wealthier'

,fr.it-i"g"."ce on the party increased'^and was thrown more on

the side of a scrupulo"' o6t"tuunce of legality' .. ,--. .L^
With this feai of suppression or legal persecutlon 

'Ytrt: li'
fear of having the electoral system changed to thelr-dlsacvan-

irg". f" Prrr".riu, of course' the situation was quite different as

between Reichstag u"a lu"atug afiairs' In Reichstag elections

there was the same need as in other parts of Germany to woo

the marginal voters' and a bett-er piospect of winning their

support o.t u""o,"'J;f;h" exceedingly reactionary character of

the whole Prussian ;;'"' f'ogr"'ttiue Liberalism was weak

in Prussia; and the Social Democrats were the head and fore-

front of the opposition to an even greater extent than in the

rest of the country' 
- g"t in LanJtag politics the, Prussian

Constitution utto*ld it'" Sociut Democruts no chance of

appreciable .t".tot'iLl*tttt' """tt 
if they allied themselves with
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non-Socialist groups. Not until r9o6 did theysucceed in electing
any members at all to the Prussian Landtag. Then there were
three, with the aid of bourgeois voters; but this small group

could do nothing in face of the immense preponderance of the
reactionary parties. Accordingly, Socialist politics in Prussia

turned almost exclusively on the demand for constitutional
reform. In 19o6 an Act was passed increasing the size of the
Diet and making certain very minor reforms in the system of
election by redistributing seats; but Radical amendments
proposing manhood suffrage and the ballot were rejected by large

majorities. In r9o8 the Radicals in the Diet again moved for
franchise reform, but were met by von Biilow with a sharp

refusal, and were again voted down. The Social Democrats
resorted to an extensive campaign of street demonstrations,
which led to serious clashes with the police. Such was the
state of feeling that, despite the obstacles put in their way by
the narrow franchise and the class-system of voting, seven

Social Democrats were elected with the support of Radical
voters antagonised by the Government's attitude. The reform
resolution was reintroduced into the Diet in r9o9, again to the
accompaniment of great demonstrations and disturbances ; and

it was again thrown out by the dominant parties. Four of the
seven Social Democrats were unseated on technical grounds

only to be re-elected; and the disturbances spread from Berlin
to other Prussian towns. In rgro the Kaiser, under this
pressure, announced that the franchise would be reformed ; but
when the Government produced its proposals it was seen that
no real change was meant. The class-system of voting was to
remain, voting was still to be open. The only amendments
were the substitution of direct for indirect voting in certain
cases and an increased representation of the professional classes

at the expense, not of the landowners, but of the wealthy
bourgeoisie. The announcement of this plan caused a renewal
of the demonstrations on a bigger scale than ever. Finally,
the Government got the Bill passed by the votes of the Conser-
vatives and the Centre Party after it had conceded vote by
ballot to the Centre, but withdrawn its direct voting proposals
on the demand of the Conservatives. Although the agitation
continued, no further change in the Prussian Constitution had

been secured when war broke out in r9r4.
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In other Laender the position was better; but in Saxony'

*hich was a Socialist stronghold, the reactionary electoral taw

"i'riqO 
t"*"irr"a i" force tJ remind the Social Democrats that

ifr" ior"". of reaction had then successfully countered. the

advance of their party by altering the electoral law and re-

;t;;rt"g a ,yste* of 
"tu"-uotit'g 

which gave them no chance

,it"ptia""ing in the Landtag 
-th"it 

-i*-"nse 
success in the

;i";ai;"t fo, iire Reich Parliairent' What had been done in

S;;"")a the Socialists feared, might be repeated elsewhere'

ifr" U'"., safeguard their leaders could see was to make their

;;;y-;; ,rrrrri.ri"utly strong as possible under the existing

constitutional arrangem"t'tt,-t*t"pi where these were such as to

allow them no scoPe.

In Prussia and Saxony, as far as the Landtag elections were

concerned, little or nothing could be done-without constitutional

,"ririo^; and accordinglliin both these I'aender the Socialists

launched mass campaigit fot electoral r-eform' conducting their

,gitu,io.t, mainly o,-,tJa. the elected Chambers but invoking

the aid of such progressive elements as were to be found inside

them. In both cases, as the outcome of these campaigns, they

;;;;i;"J promises of constitutional changes ; but the proposals'

when they were produced, proved-!o b" almost useless' In

S;;;"y the Socialb"*ot'uit'*"re able to win a few additional

seats;" but in Prussia the autocratic system and the class-

urru.rg"*".rts for voting made it impossible for them to make

;;;;;;;*ry right 
"p- 

to ?18 ^A: .Prussia 
dominated the

fJa.td Upp", 
"Chu*i"t of the Reich Parliament' this was

enough to put an unsurmountable obstacle in the way of a

corr.iirutiorrul advance towards responsible government

German Socialism had thus a difficult row to hoe; and its

difficulties were increased by the growing economic prosperity

oi it 
" "orrrr,ry, 

which made possible a-rapid rise in the standards

"i il"i"g ani'errubi.d the Trade Unions to win substantial

victories in respect of wages and conditions" without having to

encounter lr.ry ob.tirui" ?"tittu"t"' It wasl moreover' part of

the Government's policy to improve social services and indus-

trial legislation as u "o,.""' 
to Socialist propaganda;- and-this

poti"y,'tfro.rgh it was unsuccessful in detaihing the workers from

it.i.'utt.giui"",o Social Democracy' did appreciably 3tr::1 :L"
attitudes;hich they, and the Trade Unions on thelr behall'
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took up within the Socialist movement. In 19o6, when the
defeat of the Russian Revolution had become clear, a secret
conference was held between the leaders of the Trade Unions
and the party, which as we saw had been moved the previous
year to pass a resolution contemplating the possibility of resort
to the general strike. The party leaders, under Trade Union
pressure, agreed that on no account would they attempt to call
a general strike without the prior consent of the Trade Union
movement; and this agreement was subsequently endorsed by
the party Congress. It was generally regarded as marking the
beginning of a period of increasing Trade Union influence on
party policy - an influence wielded by the central Trade Union
leadership rather than by the body of Trade Union rnembers,
and thrown consistently on the side of Reformism.

After the death of Wilhelm Liebknecht in r9oo, the leader-
ship of the party passed without question into the hands of
August Bebel (rB4o-r9r3), who had been, with him, the founder
of the Eisenach Party out of which the existing party had grown.
Bebel was a fine speaker and a pillar of N{arxist orthodoxy as
understood among German Social Democrats of the old school.
He was generally regarded, until his last years, as belonging to
the left wing of the party; and this was broadly correct. He
was a strong opponent of those South German Reformists who
wished to come to terms with the bourgeois Progressives and to
support Progressive Governments in the Laender I and when
the Revisionist issue arose he sided strongly against Bernstein
and made common cause with Kautsky in repelling both the
economic heresies of the Revisionists and Bernstein's attempt
to restate Socialist philosophy on Kantian rather than on
Hegelian-NIarxist foundations. He was a convinced materialist,
who found complete mental satisfaction in the Marxist system
he had learnt from Wilhelm Liebknecht in his early days; and
in-Ihe party he carried on Liebknecht's tradition. He was,
however, by no means so leftish in practice as he appeared in
theory; and though he combated the Reformists and Revision-
ists he had no wish to carry opposition to the length of expulsion
from the party. FIe believed whole-heartedly in the need for
unity, and was prepared to allorv such dissenters and deviation-
ists as Frank and Bernstein to carry on their propaganda
unmolested, on condition of their submitting to an occasional
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rebuke. Ifis chief contribution to the literature of Socialism

was his book, Womaz, in wf ich he reviewed the history of the

relations betwden the'sexes and pleaded for equal rights' Ti'
three-volume autobiography, Miin Leben' is a rich quarry for

iriot*urio" about the inn"i hittory of the German Party'
^-^--Ci"r" 

to Bebel throughout these years was the Austrian'

Karl Kautst y, g"n"rrily icclaimed as the leading theorist of

ffi;il oft.i if," d.uih of Engels, and, like Bebel, a great

;;;;fi;; oi tt 
" 

orthodox traditiJn' He' too' was regarded' up

to a few years before 
-, 
j,4, u' belonging to. the left wing' on the

;;;; Jf hir rr.h.*e,,t oipotition io Revisionists and Reform-

ists and of his assurao"" tf"ujt Socialism would emerge n-eces:al1ly

out of the increasing "o"ct"t'ation 
and trustification of capitalist

;;;;*. w. fr* utttuay considered the essentials of

Kautsky's doctrine, "'d 
tht'" it "o 

nted to go over the ground

again. What conce*' t" here is that' from the moment when

a militant left wing macle its appearance-under the leadership

of Rosa Luxemburg, *tt LieLlnecht' Georg Ledebour' and

iru", frn"t ting, KJutsky occupied a centrist position between

;;;- R"i;r-i.tJ' u.,d t-he' Revol,'uti.onaries, and fell increasingly

foul of the latter ,. 
-,t 

"y 
attempted to swing the party back

;;;;;;t growingty Rtro'i'itt teniencies during the years before

r914.
Kautsky was a theorist and not a practical leader in party

afiairs. Of the *." 'o"td 
Bebel' who ran the party machine'

the most important included Ignaz Auer (r846-19o7)''"]:t::il
Bi."nu.t"t *ho hud become Secretary of the putt{,T }ut,o1:-*
as the Gotha Congress of 1875, and held the post *l 1" *l
'u"J pr"f Singer (r844-r9rl), who had become chatrman rn

;;. 
-A";#u. 

r-s"J,in 6"i^un'originallv a-saddler' He had

ffit., and been wounded, in the war-of r87o' q"- to?I 1"
;;T; ;;;, i., the S"co"d International' but was notable chiefly

,, ," Jtgr"iser and an adroit tactician' rather than as a thinker'

He wrote tittt", f i' ont notable work'-published in.'l8q' .o

valuable for its account of the fortunes of German Soclallsm In

exile under Bismarck's Anti-Socialist Laws' Paul Singer was

an abler man. A lewish merchant and industrialist of Bedin'

he made o 
"or.ia""uU" 

fo""'" in business' and later devoted

most of it to the S""iditt cause' He had been elected to the

Reichstag fro- g"tti" in r884' and in r887 hebecame a member'
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and in r8go Chairman, of the Central Committee of the party.
He too was notable as an organiser: he and Auer between
them were largely responsible for the very high degree of organ-
isation which the party achieved. At the International, he was
often in the chair on important occasions ; but he was no great
orator. Nor did he make any substantial contribution to
Socialist thought: he was usually prepared to take his lead
from Bebel in matters of policy and from Kautsky in doctrine.
He was indeed by instinct a centrist, with a strong desire to hold
the party together, come what might.

The dehth of three of these four in quick succession -Auer, Singer, and Bebel - left a void in the central direction of
the Social Democratic Party; and new men came rapidly to
the front during the years immediately before r9r4. Bebel's
successor as leader of the party was Hugo Haase (1863-1919),
who was to break away from the war party with Bernstein and
Kautsky in r9r5 and to join them two years later in founding
the Independent Socialist Party. Haase was by profession a
lawyer : he came from East Prussia and represented Konigsberg
in the Reichstag. He took an active part in the peace movement
in the Second International and in various movements
for Franco-German understanding, and in ryr4 opposed the
voting of war credits at the party meeting, though for the time
being he accepted the majority verdict. But he was always a
moderate, and never a leftist.

The other new leaders were Friedrich Ebert QBTo-tgz5)
and Philip Scheidemann (1865-1939). Ebert, son of a Heidel-
berg tailor and himself a saddler and harness-maker, had been
long active in the Social Democratic Party before his election to
the Reichstagin tgrz. He belonged definitely to the right wing
of the party, and became the leader of its pro-war majority
after tgr4. The German Revolution of r9r8 was to carry him
to the presidency of the Weimar Republic. Philip Scheide-
mann, his principal coadjutor during the war years, had gained
something of a reputation for leftism before the war, when he
had been ousted from the vice-presidency of the Reichstag
because of his refusal to pay a visit of ceremony and homage to
the Kaiser. But he was always nearer to the right than to the
left. In r9r8 he became Prime Minister in the first German
Republican Government, only to resign the following year in
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disapprobation of the Peace Treaty, and to abandon politics to
become Burgomeister of his native Cassel. His Memoirs of a
Social Democrat (English translation, ryzg) are an important
source for the history of the party, especially during the war
years.

Another outstanding figure of the periqd before r9r4 was

the leader of the Baden Socialists, Ludwig Frank (t874-ty4),
who was definitely on the right wing of the party. Frank was

the principal spokesman and practitioner of the policy favoured
in South Germany, of electoral alliance between the Social
Democrats and the bourgeois Progressives ; and he with his
followers persisted in this policy, and in sustaining bourgeois
left Governments by their votes, despite the reiterated dis-
approval of Social Democratic Congresses and in face of Bebel's
rebukes. Frank was active in the Second International and

took a leading part in a number of movements designed to pro-
mote Franco-German understanding and to procure joint action
against war by the French and German workers. He held that
the best hope of breaking Prussian autocracy and liberalising
the institutions of the Reich lay in building up a democratic
bloc based on the South German Laender, France, and Alsace-
Lorraine ; and he campaigned for the introduction of manhood
suffrage in Alsace-Lorraine (which was conceded in rgrz) as a

means to this end. Noted for his pacific opinions, he neverthe-
less insisted on enlisting in the army in 1914, saying that Prussia

would become liberalised as an outcome of the war. Before
the year's end he fell in battle.

Still further to the right was Eduard David (1863-193o).
David, who came from Hesse, joined the Social Democratic
Party as a student, and became the exponent of an agrarian
policy in sharp conflict with orthodox Marxist teaching. In
his most important book, Socialismus und Landzoirtschaft (t9q)
he controverted the opinion that economic development \ryas

necessarily leading to the supersession of peasant agriculture
by large-scale capitalist farming, and called for a policy designed

to maintain the peasant class and to expand it further by
breaking up the great estates. He regarded peasant proprietor-
ship as both desirable in itself and fully consistent with Social-
ism. This brought him into keen controversy with Kautsky.
In the Revisionist controversy he was naturally on Bernstein's
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side. In the Reichstag, to which he was first elected in r9o3,
he was an influential member of the right wing. He became
Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs in Prince Max of Baden's
Government in r9r8 and then Minister of the Interior under
the Republic. He played a considerable part in the drafting
of the Weimar Constitution.

Another right-wing figure was Georg von Vollrnar (r85o-
ryzz) of Bavaria, whose views on the agrarian question and on
collaboration with non-Socialist parties have been considered
in an earlier chapter. Vollmar, however, after a series of sharp
conflicts with Bebel, culminating in a famous dispute at the
Dresden Social Democratic Congress of r9o3, became much
less active in the party. He was in ill-health and, without
altering his opinions, left the contest to others.

Finally, among the leaders of the right wing, mention must
be made of the Trade Unionists. Foremost among them was
Carl Legien (186r-19zo), the formidable President of the
German Trade Union Commission and Secretary of the Trade
Union International. Legien, a Hamburg woodworker, was
largely responsible for creating the central organisation of the
Trade Unions after the expiry of the Anti-Socialist Laws in
r89o. He was an active Social Democrat, but one who strongly
resisted any attempt to subordinate the Trade Unions to the
party or to make use of them for political ends. A determined
opponent of the mass-strike, he believed that the Trade Unions
should stick to their task of improving wages and conditions,
and should be prepared to enter into friendly relations with
employers for this purpose - when the employers were
prepared to follow a reasonable line. His ideal was the
'constitutional factory', in which the workers would share the
control with the employers, until at a later stage the private
employers were superseded by the Socialist State. Similarly,
in the political field he looked forward to a gradual transition
through constitutional monarchy to a democratic Republic,
which would build up Socialist institutions. In the party, he
was on the extreme Reformist side. In his Trade Union capacity,
he was a vigorous disciplinarian, addicted to strong language
and to strong measures against left-wing militants, and never
happier than when he was lecturing his opponents about their
duty to obey orders. He took a firm stand against the Trade
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Union International even considering the question of the
general strike, which he also fought against in the Socialist
International. More than anyone else, he was responsible for
the increased Trade Union influence on the German Party
after r9o5. Paradoxically, it fell to him to issue in rgzo the
general strike call against the Kapp Putsch.

A close co-worker of Legien was the cigar-maker, Adolf von
Elm (r857-r9r6), who was a prominent figure in both the Trade
Union and the Co-operative movement, as well as in the Social
Democratic Party. Von Elm had worked in the United States
before he became the leader of the Cigar Sorters' Union in
Hamburg in 1883. Eight years later he took on the manage-
ment of the Hamburg Tobacco Workers' Co-operative Society,
which prospered; and in rB99 he played a leading part in
setting up the Hamburg Consumers' Co-operative, Produktion,
which was the pioneer of the modern German Consumers'
movement. He became Chairman of the Central Union of
Consumers' Societies, and was largely responsible for inducing
the Social Democratic Party to give active support to the
movement and to urge all Socialists to assist its development.
At the same time von Elm continued to play a very active part
in the Trade Union movement. In the party he supported the
Revisionists, and in the Reichstag, till he retired from it in 19o6,

he belonged to the right wing. His chief preoccupation, how-
ever, was with the building up oi strong Trade tlnions, backed
by ample funds, and of Consumers' Co-operatives which,
while remaining entirely independent of the Social Democratic
Party, would work in association with it.

The left wing which took shape in the Social Democratic
Party, especially after r9o5, was headed by Rosa Luxemburg,
Karl Liebknecht, Clara Zetkin, Franz Mehring, and Georg
Ledebour. The controversy between the left and the centre,
which during the years before r9r4 largely replaced that
between the left-centre and the right, turned chiefly on two
issues -- anti-militarism and the general strike, r,r'hich the
Germans usually called the 'mass strike' in order to distinguish
it from the general strike of the Anarchists and the Syndicalists.
Karl Liebknecht (r87r-r9r9), son of Wilhelm Liebknecht, was
the protagonist in the demand that the German Socialists
should carry on active anti-militarist propaganda, including
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direct appeals to the armed forces. In rgoT he published his
tract, Militarisrn and Anti-militarism,which cost him a sentence

of eighteen months in a fortress and was promptly repudiated
by the Social Democratic Party. ln rgtz Potsdam elected him
to the Reichstag ; and he was the first member who defied the
majority and voted against the war credits in i9r4. After
organising the Spartacus movement during the war, he was to
be murdered in r9r9 with Rosa Luxemburg as the victim of the
Weimar Republic. Karl Liebknecht was a man of great courage

and inflexible revolutionary opinions. Sent to the front as a

soldier during the war, he had done his best to stimulate revolt
among the armed forces; and when he was out of the army
and of prison, he devoted himself to building up an organisation
of revolt among the factory workers. He was not, however,
a theorist of originality: he was a fighter, with a detestation
of war, who was prepared to act on his principles without
compromise.

Among the leaders of the left wing of Social Democracy
Franz Mehring (1846-1919) occupied an important position as

the historian of the party and one of its most active writers.
Originally a liberal journalist and an opponent of Bismarck,
Mehring had come over to Soc'{alism in r8go and had at once

associated himself with its most advanced section. }lis History
of German Social Democracy, originally published in 1897-8,
was in effect a study of the entire background out of which the
Socialist moyement had arisen, with emphasis on the cultural
as well as on the economic and political factors. He was

remarkable in doing justice to Lassalle and his followers as

well as to Marx and the Eisenachers, and in approaching
Marxism, while accepting its essential doctrines, in a critically
objective spirit. He was one of the few Socialists in the Prussian
Diet before rgr4. During the years before r9r4 Mehring
worked closely with Rosa Luxemburg; and this collaboration
was strengthened during the war years. Mehring was one of
the inspirers of the Spartacus movement : his biography of
Marx remains by far the best.

, No less close to Rosa Luxemburg was the leader of the
' women's section of German Social Democracy, Clata Zetkin

(1857-1933), who for many years from r89z edited Gleichheit

as the organ of Socialist feminism and was active in every field
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of the party's educational and cultural work. An ardent

internationalist and a believer in international working-class
revolution, she shared Rosa Luxemburg's hostility to the
party's increasing nationalist tendencies. She was a strong

opponent of Revisionism and a believer in the mass-strike as

the forerunner of social revolution. In r9r4 she actively

opposed the war; and h rgrT she ranged herself with the

Independent Socialist Party. After the war she joined the
Communists, but soon became associated with Paul Levi's
opposition group. When, however, Levi was expelled from
the Communist Party, she was allowed - or persuaded - to
remain within its ranks, and during her latter years she lived
chiefly in the Soviet Union.

Georg Ledebour (r85o-r947) stood less far to the left than
either Mehring or Clara Zetkin; but he belongs rather with
them than with the centre. He was associated with the
Reichstag group that opposed the war in r9r4, was the leading

German delegate at the Zimmerwald Conference of 1916 and,

after joining the Independent Socialist Party at its foundation
and remaining with it to its end, refused to return to the
Social Democratic Party when the Independents agreed to fuse

with it in tgzz.
Rosa Luxemburg (r87r-r9r9), too, was an apostle of anti-

militarism. But whereas Karl Liebknecht concentrated on this
issue, it was for her only part of a much wider question - that
of Revolution versus Reform. Her conflict with the leaders of
the Social Democratic Party - with the centre as well as with
the right - began by turning largely on the mass-strike, and on

its essentially revolutionary character. As her views will be

discussed fully in a subsequent chapter r there is no need to
expound them in detail here. She stood for the use of the
mass-strike not as a glorified political demonstration designed

to extract a particular concession, such as manhood suffrage,

but as a revolutionary weapon which would bring the masses

into action and lead to the overthrow of the existing order.
The German Trade Union leaders, when they were brought
reluctantly in r9o5 to face the bare possibility of being called

on to declare a mass-strike, were quite unprepared to contem-

plate anything of this sort. They assumed that the most that

' See pp. 459 ff.
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could happen would be a strike of their own members, who
included only a fraction of the working class. They excluded
the public servants and the railway workers, who were not
allowed by the State to organise, the large bodies of workers in
the mines and heavy industries that were prevented by their
capitalist masters from joining the Free Trade lJnions, and also
the members of the Christian Unions connected with the
Centre Party, of the Catholic Trade Associations run under
the direct auspices of the Church, and of the Liberal (Hirsch-
Duncker) Unions. They showed to their satisfaction that the
effects of a mass-strike limited to their own members would be
very restricted, and would fall a long way short of paralysing
the country ; and they ended by saying that to attempt it would
be to invite the Government to confiscate their funds and
buildings and to destroy their movement. The Social Demo-
cratic leaders, for their part, although under the influence of
the excitement caused by the Russian outburst of r9o5 they had
accepted a resolution at the party Congress contemplating a
possible resort to the mass-strike, had by no means endorsed
the kind of strike that Rosa Luxemburg had in mind. They
had accepted the mass-strike only as a weapon that might have
to be invoked in face of action by the Government to destroy
existing constitutional rights ; and even so Bebel, in speaking
to the resolution, had emphasised the point that success could
be hoped for only if such a strike had been very carefully
prepared for and organised in advance - which was precisely
what Rosa Luxemburg argued it could never be. She and
Bebel were in fact thinking of two quite different kinds of
strike - he of an orderly demonstration taking the form of a
cessation of work and designed to achieve a particular, limited
object, and she of a mass-dislocation of the working of the social
structure, joined in by the masses and serving as the starting-
point for an insurrection.

But even the very cautious approach of the Social Demo-
cratic Party to the possibility of using the mass-strike as a
weapon of defence was enough to raise the fears of the Trade
Union leaders. In order to placate them the party leaders
promised, not only to consult them in advance, but also to take
upon the party the actual responsibility for issuing the call to
strike, should it ever be decided to use the mass-strike for
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political purposes. In this way the Trade Unions would be
freed from responsibility for it, and the Government, it was
said, would have no ground for taking legal action against them.
On this understanding the matter was patched up: it was
declared that there was no inconsistency between the decision
of the r9o5 Trade Union Congress against the mass-strike and
the qualified decision of the Socialist Congress of the same year
in its favour. At the Mannheim Socialist Congress of 19o6 the
'mass-strike' policy was effectually buried by the undertaking
not to resort to it without Trade Union consent.

Yet there was nothing essentially revolutionary about the
'mass-strike', though there was about Rosa Luxemburg's
version of it. The Austrians and the Belgians had both used it
in the cause of franchise reform ; and it had been used success-
ively in the Scandinavian countries. None of these were
strongholds of revolutionary Socialism. But the German
Trade Unions and most of the German Socialists were against
its use, even in its most limited and pacific form - except
possibly as a retort to a reactionary coup that would take away
the existing right to vote or to organise. They had a strong
feeling that the German Government would not hesitate to
shoot if they tried it; and the last thing they wanted was to
give the Prussian army a chance of shooting them down. They
scouted Rosa Luxemburg's notion that if the right moment
were chosen for calling out the workers - not only the Trade
Union members, but all the workers - the non-Unionists
would join in - railwaymen, miners, workers in the heavy
industries, public employees, and all - in a great spontaneous
uprising that would spread to the armed forces and leave the
reactionaries helpless. That, they felt strongly, was not how
Germans would behave; and I think they were correct in this
opinion.

The German Social Democrats had indeed in rgoT an
experience of what happened when they allowed themselves to
be put in the position of fighting a Reichstag election on an
issue which set them directly in opposition to the State as the
champion of nationalist feeling. In r9o6 the Social Democrats,
the Centre Party, and the Poles had combined to refuse the
credits needed by the Government for intensifying its repression
of the Herreros in German South Africa. The Chancellor,
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von Biilow, had retaliated by dissolving the Reichstag, and the
bourgeois parties had leagued themselves against the Social
Democratic candidates. At the elections, early in r9o7, the
Social Democratic Party had lost 38 seats out of Br previously
held, though its aggregate vote had slightly increased. This
result had been arrived at because at the second ballot, held
when at the first no candidate had a clear majority, the other
parties had lined up as patriots against the Socialists, who had
been represented as the enemies of national defence and colonial
expansion. In reporting to the Stuttgart International Socialist
Congress the Social Democratic Party evidently considered
that it had been most unfairly treated. So, indeed, it had ; for
it had explicitly recognised not only the duty of national defence
but also the justifiability of colonial enterprise and had refused
to take its stand with the out-and-out opponents of colonial
imperialism. It had not at all meant its challenge to the war
being waged against the Herreros to be taken as a general attack
on colonialism or as a rejection of the duty of national defence.
It had found itself manauvred into a position which its leaders
did not at all wish to occupy ; and a study of the election results
showed that, while increasing its working-class vote, it had lost
the support of a large body of black-coated and middle-class
electors who were the deciding factor in many urban constitu-
encies. Large majorities in the industrial areas could not,
under the existing distribution of seats, which had remained
unaltered since r87r, make up for the defection of the marginal
voters at the second ballot. The lesson, as it was learnt by the
Social Democratic leaders, was that, in their quest for the
majority that was to put them into a position to transform
German society, they must on no account antagonise the
democratic elements in the middle class. On this presumption
they set to work to rebuild their forces ; and in r9r2 they had
their reward in the election of no fewer than rro deputiesas
against 43 in ryo7, and in polling four and a quarter rnillion
votes as against three and a quarter, with the aid of a greatly
increased contingent of middle-class electors. On that occasion
they were able to play down their internationalism, such as it
was, and to fight mainly on domestic issues, which suited them a
great deal better.

The plain truth was that national expansion was popular
3r8
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with the majority of the electorate, and that support for it was

growing in the Social Democratic Party itself, at any rate among

ihe leaders, and in the Trade Unions. Since 19o6 the party

had been moving steadily to the right; for the centre had been

shifting rightwards since the defeat of the Russian Revolution
and the electoral disaster of ryo7. Not only Kautsky and Haase,

but also Bernstein and some other Revisionists, were to show

after rgr4that they retained their internationalist outlook; but
that did not prevent them, for the time being, from moving

rightwards in order to maintain the unity of the partl, whiclr
could afford much better, electorally, to quarrel with its left
than with its right wing. Increasingly, during the years before

r9r4, the Social Democratic centrists became the prisoners of

the right: the nearer war came, the less could they maintain
their position. The Stuttgart resolution of the International
nominally required the party both to take drastic action against

the threat of war and, if war came' to make it the opportunity
for overthrowing the capitalist svstem. But few of the leaders

took this seriously, and most of the German leaders least of all.
After r9r4 even the left centre whittled it down to the pursuit
of a negotiated peace. The Luxemburg-Liebknecht faction
was left in an exiguous minority till after r9r7.

Yet, right up to r9r4, German Socialism continued to
present an imposing face to the world. It had not only the
numerically strongest, but also the most elaborately organised,

Socialist movement. Its Trade Union movement, closely allied

with the party, was growing rapidly, and was also very highly
organised. The Co-operative movement, especially among

consumers, was also developing fast, and was largely under
Socialist influence. The Socialists had a most formidable array

of newspapers and journals, and a large output of books and

pamphlets. Their educational activities were widespread ; and

they had set up their own training school for party officials and

leaders. They were very active too in cultural fields; they had

their own theatres and concert halls, as well as fine meeting-
places and clubs. The Social Democratic women's organisa-

tions were strong, despite the heavy restrictions imposed by
Prussian law on female participation in politics' The party
possessed an extensive sports organisation, and its youth
sections were very active - though these had been brought
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ynd.er. strict 
-party 

control when they showed signs of leftist
deviation. Up to r9o7 Karl Liebknecirt had bee., it the head of
the party's Youth Organisation: when he published his t;;-phlet on Anti-rnilitarism he was deprived of his om.., u"a
Friedrich Ebert was put in his place. At the .urn. ti_. ih.
Youth- Organisation was recast, and brought under the firmcontrol of the party machine. In fact, *hrt.,o., could be
done by sheer efficiency of organisation the German Social
Democratic Party and the Tiade Unions hud done .-_io
the admiration of themselves as weil as of the rest of the
world.

_ 
And yet -- what was wrong with them ? Above all else, a

refusal to face facts. They had put all their faith in tt. pr".p""t
of winning so large a bgdy_of electoral support as not merely to
become a majority in tho Reichstag, but also to be able to use
that majority to win responsible gJr"rrrrrr"rrt in the Reich and
to force a reform in the prussian ionstitution thut wo"ld pruc.
them in power there too and give them fulr freedom," r"ffi"
the state according to their will. They had assumed that these
things could be accomplished by sheer voting ,olidarity anJ
disciplined organisatioa. They had never really facei the
difficulty that the majority they hoped for could h;;;iy 

-;;
secured without the support of a large body of marginal ,,o,"r.
who would vote for.them only if they diluted tf,Zi, po.iii".
programme to meet its wishes, and could not be relied on to
back them if it came to a show-down with the armed *igt i .i
the Imperial Government. They were too much addicied to
counting heads and too little to asking themselves how many of
those who voted for them would be prepared to act for tfr"- i,
a_ decisive struggle against the powir tf th. Stut". Thoush
they were Republicans, they never ventured to put the Repubiic
into their programme: though they were in theory ..rolrtiorr_
ists - by majority vote against the Reforrnists and R"rririorri.t,* their revolution was post-dated to electoral victory. ff tfrey
had really been revolutionists, they would have known tha"t
revolutions need the backing of a revolutionary spirit at least
among a significant fraction of the people; 

- 
b,_,t, far from

eacouraging their followers to develop a revolutionary spirit,
they did their best to damp it down wherever it rpp""r"d. ,ih"y
were in truth Reformists, but would not admit it, and *rr" f*
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that reason disabled from making the most of the reformist
policies which they followed in practice. They fell between
the two stools of Marxism and Revisionism, unable to renounce
the one, or to escape in practice from the other.

Why was this ? It was, I think, largely because the German
Reich, under Prussian leadership, had made itself the symbol of
national unity and greatness in a form which they could neither
accept nor whole-heartedly oppose. They could not accept it,
because it was autocratic, half-feudal, militaristic, and hostile to
all their social airns. But equally they could not quite reject it,
because it embodied their desire for national unity and their
taste for co-ordinated power. They loved bigness, as appeared
very plainly in their vision of the coming Socialist society as

the heir of trustified capitalism, in their instinctive dislike of
the peasants, and in their revulsion from anything at ali un-
disciplined or anarchical. In one aspect, this love of centralisa-
tion held them fast to \,[arxist theory : in another it caused them
to admire, even while they hated, the Prussian State. It has
often been said that they were at bottom Lassallians rather than
Marxists, and that, at the Gotha Congress, not the Eisenachers
but the Lassallians really got their way. There is something in
this; but it is not the case that, after r87r, the Marxian and
the Lassallian influences rvere still pulling opposite ways. The
unification of the Reich hacl established the Prussian ascend-
ancy, and Nlarxism had to come to terms with it as an accom-
plished fact. The orthodox Marxists did this a great deal more
easily than the Reformists and Revisionists. It was among the
Reformists of Southern Germany that the process was most
difficult of all. Lassallianism mingled with Marxism in the
making of the orthodox Social Democratic creed.

These contradictions at the very heart of German Social
Democracy were, of course, observed and commented upon by
many critics from outside Germany - above all, in France.
Nevertheless, the achievements of the German Social Demo-
cratic Party, in terms of organisation and electoral success,
were rnassive enough to make a profound impression on the
Socialists of other countries rvhich had much less to show.
They deeply impressed Engels, watching from England; they
irnpressed Guesde in France, Iglesias in Spain, Branting in
Sweden, Hyndman in England, Hillquit and Berger in the
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United,St.te6, Adler in Ausrria, Turari in Italy, Troelsrra in
*ol1*o. To I great many more; and Lhey also impressed
slel{nanov in Russia - and not only plekhaaov, but Lenin aswelr. lhe edrice rrEs indeed imposing; and great was itsizll

CHAPTER VII

FRANCE TO 1905

' TERMAN Socialism, despite internal dilTerences, formed
I 

- 
from r87s onwards a massively united party, and was

\-T drawn ,.rJre 
"to.ely 

together by the ..ir"rrior, which
Bismarck practised against it. French Socialism, on the other
hand, coming to life again after its almost complete eclipse in
rB7r, soon showed itself as fissiparous as ever, and maintained
its multiplicity of contending factions right up to r9o5, when,
at the behest of the Socialist International, the Unified Socialist
Party was brought into existence by the fusion of at least six
national groups, besides a number of regional organisations.
Even then the French working class did not achieve unity; for
the Trade t)nions, themselves but recently unified in the
Conf6d6ration G6n6rale du Travail (in rgoz) maintained their
entire independence of the Socialists and of all political parties,
and proclaimed against the parliamentary policy of the Uni!5d
So_ci4list Partv their crecd of Syndicalism and Direct Actiory.t

I In the second volume of this worh the revival of Trade
Uhicinism and Socialism in France after the eclipse of the r87os
was briefly described]l We there saw that the Marseilles Labour
Congress of 1879 de-cided, at the very moment when the
amnesty to the Communards was being approved, to set up a
F6d6ration des Ouvriers Socialistes de France, which it pro-
clairned as the 'workers' party'. Juleq__G_uesde, whose journal,
Egaliti, started in fi77, had helpe*cl*t-o prepare the way, was the
moving spiriti" Exiled-after the Commune, he had settied in
Switzerland, and had there been associated with a variety of
Socialist groups, including the Anarchists ; but he had also
been impressed by the development of the German party, and
when he returned to France and started his paper he enlisted
the support of Wilhelm Liebknecht as well as of C6sar de Paepe.
In r878 there was an International Exhibition in Paris ; and the
Paris Trade Union and Socialist groups decided to call an
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International Labour Congress to meet in connection with it.
The Government banned the Congress ; and most of the groups
which had joined in convening it accepted the ban' Guesde

and some others refused and attempted to hold the Congress in
defiance of the police. The meeting was dispersed; and the
leaders were sent to prison. From prison they issued a mani-
festo, demanding the establishment of an effective national
Labour and Socialist orgauisation. This helped to prepare the
way for the decision of the Marseilles Congress the following
year. From this point Guesde moved steadily in the direction
of Marxism :f he wanted to create in France g,united, central-
ised Socialist Party on the German model; and after the
Marseilles Congress. he visited Marx in London, in r88o, to
seek his advice. , Back in Paris, he drew up in collaboration
with Marx's son-in-law, Paul Lafargue (r842-r9lr) a draft
constitution and statement of objects for the proposed new
party; and these, based largely on the Gotha Constitution of
the German Social Democrats, were approved by a Congress

held in Paris in June r88ol This was a regional gathering:
the Marseilles Congress had set up a number of regional
Federations, which were to meet and prepare the way for a

national Congress to be held later in the year at Le Hgvre.
When this gathering met, there were lively disputes. 'The
delegates, drawn from working-class bodies of every sort"'and
kind, represented many conflicting tendencies. The Mutual-
ists - that is to say, the right wing which favoured social peace

and class-co-operation; broke away on one side, and the
Anarchists on the other. The Mutualists founded a national
organisation of their owii : the Anarchists decided to hold an

International Congress, which duly met in London the follow-
ing year.r But these secessions left those who remained
by no means united. The Marseilles Congress had declared
that 'Before all else, the proletariat should break completely
with the bourgeoisie' and had pronounced in favour of making

'land and minerals, machines, transport agencies, buildings,
and accumulated capital' collective property. The organising
committee, in its report, had represented these demands as

the reaction to the banning of the International Congress

planned for r878 and to the refusal of the bourgeois Radicals to
r See Vol. II, p. 3zz fr.
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give support to the workers' claims' /*The Congress had

reiected Co-operatron as an adequate means of emancipating

;il.';;;";";i"i l"a h";;J;p;; u d'finit'lv'class-tvar' stand-

point. But the-Soct#t-;;;tty w.trictr. endorsed these views

was made ,rp oi *'*tJelements' Apart from the Anarchists'

who rejected poiitiJ action' there were Blanquists' who

wished to organise i^ *""1"ti""ary imeute' Guesdists' who

wished to build "p u po*"'ful Socialist Party with a' mass-

following, Trade Urrioiists who held.that the political party

should play second il;i; to the industrial movement' and

,integralists', who U.ii.""J in the combined use of all methods'

political and ind-ustria'1,-*ltfto"t ruling out either reformist

activities or revolutron' There were' moreover' among th-ose

who wished to create a workers' party to contest seats in Parlia-

ment and on other p"ffi. U"ai.r, ti"rt views concerniug the line

of action which the iected working-cla_ss representatives were

to follow. The Cuesdists, taking their line from the Germans'

stressed the use of Parliament as a means of making Socialist

propaganda und figffi-;;+".'h" g?:"t"ment' and made

little of the notion oi utlttipti"g to use.it for the achievement

of immedia," ,.ror,,'J-Itltti"ri indeed was hardly possible

without collaboration *ittt tt'" left bourgeois parties' Brrt there

were others' soon to rally under the leadership of Paul.Brousse'

who held that' if not in Parliament' at any rate in local govern-

nent working-class ;;;;;"*t' "ot'ld 
b" 

"sed 
for the achieve-

nent of positive '"f**t, 
and were not really i"**l-1::It^t:

the Marseilles resolution, to all bargaining and co-operatton

with the bourgeois ;;;"rJ, "i 
uti ""'"tt 

in local and provincial

affairfJ r -- -^^t +L^te
Nof were the Guesdists themselves disoosed to rest their

hopes entirely on 
-til-i"auttrial 

proletariat' The Guesdist

manifesto of 1878 tuiJ g'"ut tt'"" o' the.wrongs of the peasants

and of the petite uo"'g"'oiti",*L9 *tl" being exploitld by O'l"r,t:'

"rp;irf ""a 
unfair-t#ation' The Guesdists hoped to wrn the

support of these d;;;-i;; a workers' partlr arguing' like the

German Social O.*o.i"tr, that they wi.e beit'g g-tl""d out of

existence by the t"oid;;;;"ce of big business and finance and

could be brought o""' to Socialism by "' upp"ul to their sense

;;;"t;" #d ftu't'utio"' The Guesdists were thus at one

and the ,"*" ti*"1;;;" of class-war and advocates of a
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combined pact of the left ; and their central position antagonised
on the one hand the more moderate political Socialists and on
the other the left-wing Trade Unionists who wished to have
nothing to do with the petite bourgeoisie and were in favour
of rallying the agricultural wage-workers to the Trade Unions
rath-er than seeking any accommodation with the peasants.

lIn r88r Paul Brousse put himself at the head of Guesde's
opflor,"rt. by coming forward as the advocate of 'Possibilism'.
By this was meant a policy of working for immediate reforms
under capitalism, instead of postponing all cor,'structive action
until after the conquest of- political powe# In particular,
Brousse urged strongly the need for active participation in local
politics, in order to capture control of as many as possible of
the local communes (local councils) in the industrial areas and
to secure rep-r-esentation on the councils of the d6partements
(counties). The situation in France differed from that of
Germany, where the local electoral system still made it almost
impossible for the workers' party to become an effective force
in local governr{qnt, whereas it was relatively easy to win seats
in the Reichstag., In France, there was a good chance for work-
ing-class leaders to be elected as maires of industrial communes,
or as councillors ; and a fair sprinkling of workers already held
such offices, though many of them came from the right-wing

,. -gsoups which had broken away at the Havre Congress of r88o.
: Brousse wanted to build up a workers' party nationally by"*beginning 

mainly at the local level ;i and i" ,rg,r.d thai this
could be done only by making thi: party the spokesman of
immediate clairqs, as well as the advocate of a complete social
transformation. . With this in view, he stood for a good deal of
local autonomy ?il against the Guesdist policy of strong cen-
tralisation on the German model ; and this asp€ct of his policy
won.him support on the left as well as the right.

i Th_e dispute came to a head at the St.-Etiifine Congress of
r8bzlThere was a split, from which two rival parties eirerged.
The Possibilist majoiity retained control of the F6ddration des
Ouvriers Socialistes de France, and gave it the nerv second
name of Parti Ouvrier Socialiste R6volutionnaire: the Gues-
dists held a separate Congress, and formed the _Parti Ouvrier
Frangais on the centralis;d, Marxist model. i'tfri. split has
often been described as if it had been a straigfrf separation of
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the left from the right; but it was not. It was a separation of
the Marxists who wanted a closely knit party of the German

type from both the more moderate politicians and the advocates

of local autonomy. These latter included considerable left-
wing elements - especially those who gave a high place to
industrial as against parliamentary action and wished the

Trade Unions to have a large, independent voice in the shaping

of Socialist poHcfr
Paul Brousse"-'(r854-r9rz) was a doctor of medicine,

Leaving France after the Commune, he went first to Spain and

then to Switzerland, where he met Bakunin and worked rvith
the Federation of the Jura. After a sojourn in England he

returned to France when the amnesty was proclaimed, and

joined forces with Guesde and Lafargue. He made his journal,
Le Proldtaire, the organ of the Possibilist movement and in
r883 expounded his policy in a booklet, La Propriiti collectfu.te

et les seroices publics. From near-Anarchism he had passed

over to a gradualist Socialism which laid stress on local control.
He held that industries and services became gradually ripe for
socialisation as they passed under large-scale control, and that
the first step should be the taking over by municipal, regional,

or national public bodies, as might be appropriate in each case,

of the essential public services. He was antagonistic to Guesde's

ideas both because of his insistence on local initiative and auto-

nomy and because he believed that it was necessary to take over

industries and services as they became ripe, lvithout waiting
for a new 'workers' State' to administer them' His hostility
to centralisation gave him the support of many Socialists who
did not endorse his gradualist views.

Jules Guesde (r845-rgzz) and Paul Lafargue, upon the
split with the Broussists, founded, as we have seen, the Parti
Ouvrier Frangais. Lafargue, who married Marx's daughter,
Laura, was born in Cuba, and became, like Brousse, a doctor.

He took an active part in the First International as the leading

figure in the Marxist Section which he founded in Madrid, in
opposition to the Anarchism of the main Spanish sections. In
r88z he took up permanent residence in France, and played a

leading part in building up the Parti Ouvrier. He rvas an

active writer, as well as a propagandist.
Hardly had these two parties taken shape when the strike
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at Montceau-les-Mines and the alleged Anarchist plot at Lyons
led to the trial and imprisonment of many of the leaders of
French Anarchism., The following year, however, the French
Government changed its policy, and, under the influence of
Pierre Waldeck-Rousseau (1846-19o4) passed a law giving
greater freedom of combination to Trade lJnions, coupled with
requirements that they should register, and deposit the names
of their officers, with the police. In connection with the new
law, Waldeck-Rousseau, as Minister of the Inte^ior, circularised
the prefects of the d6partements telling them to encourage the
formation of Trade Unions, in the hope of persuading them to
adopt a pacific policy, including arbitration in trade disputes.
The purpose of this policy was to drive a wedge between the
revolutionary Trade Unionists and Socialists, on the one hand,
and the moderates on the other, and to alienate as much working-
class sympathy as possible from the former, against whom the
Government would then be more easily able to continue its
measures of repression. But one of the effects of the law was
to make it lawful to establish a central Trade Union organisa-
tion, as distinct from mere occasional congresses; and the
Lyons Congress of 1884, dominated by the Guesdists, pro-
ceeded to set up a F6ddration Nationale de Syndicats. This
was necessarily a very loose grouping; for in France at that
date national Trade Unions hardly existed. Each trade had
its or.vn local syndicat, and these were grouped mainly in local
unions or circles combining the syndicats of the various trades.
In rBB4 only the printers had a really effective national organisa-
tion, headed by Auguste Keufer $85r-rgz4), who was to
become the outstanding leader of the moderate group in the
French Syndicalist moyement. The hatters and the leather
workers too had national federations; but the F6d6ration du
Livre stood alone as a national body possessed of substantial
funds and closely knit organisation. Consequently, the
F6d6ration Nationale de Syndicats was necessarily made up
mainly of local syndicats of particular trades, or of loose local
groupings. To save expense, a Congress delegate often
represented a number of syndicats ; and the financial weakness
of the whole movement made it difficult to secure representative
delegations or even a representative committee or council to

r See Vol. Il, p. zz7 f.
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act between Congresses. This exposed the F6d6ration to the
danger of capture by an active minority; and in fact the
Guesdists managed to get control of it.

The Lyons Congress took strong objection to the registration
provisions of the new law; but its effects on thg-growth of
Trade Unionism were undoubtedly favourable. lJhe Brous-
sists and the Guesdists alike urged their adherents to join
Trade lJnions, and to play an active part in their work; but
the attitudes of the rival parties to',vards Trade Unionism
showed a significant difference. The Guesdists, like a section
of the German Marxists, were uninterested in the day-to-day
work of Trade Unions and were inclined to deny that they could
be productive of any real economic benefit to the workers'
Dominated by the idea that capitalism was fated to bring about
conditions of increasing misery' and that only the conquest of
political power could improve the workers' position, they
regarded Trade Unionism as simply a school in which the
workers could learn the lessons of the class-war and becoine

converts to political Socialism. The Broussists, on the other
hand, included both 'possibilists' who r,vished to strengthen
the Trade Unions for eifective collective bargaining under
capitalism and revolutionaries who sarv in the Trade flnions a

potential instrument of revolutionary rvorking-class action.
Accordingly, the Broussists were ready to help the Unions to
develop in their own way, rather than to aitempt to dominate
them; whereas the Guesdists were continualiy trying to;fqrce
their brand of Nlarxism down the Trade lJniouists' throats_i

In the long run, the Guesdist policy produced its Nerii'esis ;

but in the short run, because of good organisation, it had con-
siderable success. The F6d6ration Nationale de Syndicats held
its first Congress in r886. It declared that political dillerences
were to be set aside in the interest of class-unity ; but it also

adopted an essentially Guesdist series of resolutions. It
declared in favour of public o'wnership of the means of produc-
tion, and gave its support to the prograrnme of the Parti
Ouvrier. Even at this stage, however, there came up an issue

which disconcerted the Guesdists - that of the general strike.
The idea of the general strike was by no means new. It had

been advocated by William Benbow and by the Owenite
National Regeneration Society in England in the r83os, and
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had been adopted, under the name of 'Sacred Month', by the
Chartist Convention of r839.I It had been much talked of
thereafter in France and Belgium, and had become an element
in Anarchist conceptions of the way in which the Social Revolu-
tion would begin. But in the early r88os it had come to the
front again in the United States in connection with the move-
ment for the eight hours' day. The Owenites had proposed in
rB34 that the workers should win the eight hours' day by a

concerted and general refusal to continue work beyond eight
hours; and a similar proposal was now being canvassed in the
United States. From the Americans the Parisian Anarchist
carpenter, Joseph Tortelier (r854-1928), who was a renowned
mob-orator, took up the idea, advocating a general strike
to secure the eight hours'day; and this proposal was developed
by French Anarchists and revolutionary Trade Unionists into
that of a general strike which would turn of itself into a revolu-
tion leading to the overthrow of capitalism and the assumption
of power by the victorious proletariat. The Guesdists de-
nounced this project as sheer nonsense. Guesde said that
workers who could not even be persuaded to vote for Socialist
candidates would be most unlikely to take part in a revolutionary
strike for Socialism. But he could not persuade the Trade
Union Federation to dismiss the idea, which, first discussed by
it in- r885-6, thereafter haunted each successive Congress.

iAt this point a new political group made its upp.uru.rc. o.
the Socialist side. In r885 Benoit Mal<in (r84r-g3), who had
fled to Switzerland after taking part in the Paris Commune,
had gone thence to Italy, where he had a considerable influence
in Socialist development, and on his return to France had
worked with Guesde in founding the Parti Ouvrier, started the
Revue Socialiste and, leaving the Guesdists, founded a Soci6t6
pour l'Economie Sociale which was intended to serve as an
independent agency for Socialist research on lines similar to
those of the Fabian Society, which had just been set up in
London. Malon, as a resident in Italy, as well as in Switzerland,
during his exile, had established contacts with a great many
foreign Socialists. From rBSz to 1885 he had been publishing
tlre successive volumes of his massive Histoire du socialisme,in
rvhich he had embodied many contributions from Socialists

r See Vol. l, p. 146 f.
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describing the movements in their own countries. From
revolutionism he had passed through semi-Marxism to an
evolutionary po-sition, to which he gave the name of le socia-

lisme intigra{ meaning thereby to indicate that the movement
towards Socfrlism was one not of economic forces alone but of
the whole society, and was as much a matter of legal and ethical
as of economic factors. This doctrine allied him closely to
some aspects of Possibilism; but he was not a Broussist. He
took up a position of independence of the rival Socialist factions
and endeavoured to create a body of Socialist thinkers and
philosophers who would embrace in their vision, without
partisanship, all the aspects of the contemporary Socialist
movementll In his hands, the Reoue Socialiste became an
outstandirtg-journal of Socialist theory; and his Society for
Social Economy soon attracted the support of a number of men
of high ability - among them both Alexandre Millerand, the
future Minister whose entry into the Waldeck-Rousseau
Government in 1899 was to lead to a world-wide crisis in the
Socialist movement, and Jean Jaurds, the future leader of the
Unif,ed Socialist Party.

i Malon's society never had either a large membership or a

witle appeal. It was essentially a group of intellectualsl''and it
attracted especially ambitious young lawyers and other pro-
fessional men who were repelled by the rival orthodoxies of the
Socialist parties and wished to maintain freedom of action
while accepting Socialist principles.' It proved to be particu-
larly attractive to men who sought .entry to Parliament as

Socialists without accepting the discipline of any of the organ-
ised parties. Accordingly, its adherents developed rather as a
parliamentary group than as an organisation. They became
the Independent Socialists, a group of deputies who had no
formal organisation until they were forced to cre?te one during
the crisis which arose out of the affaire Dreyfus. Meanwhile,
the Reaue Socialiste was an open forum for the discussion of
Socialist ideas and policies.

Malon had begun to develop his essential ideas in a book,
La Question sociale, which he published at Lugano in 1876.

In r88z-3 he published, in two volumes, Le I'/ouzteau Parti, in
support of Guesde's attempt to create a Socialist Party on a
broad basis. His views after his rift with Guesde were set down
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in La Morale sociale (1886) and, more fully, in his principal
theoretical work, Le Socialisme intdgral, which appeared in two
volurnes in r89o and r89r.

For the moment, Benoit Malon's initiative in founding his
review and his society had little influence on the course of
events. In 1886 President Gr6vy ordered the release of the
Anarchist prisoners, and a milder r6gime set in. This accentu-
ated the differences within the Possibilist Party, in which, as
the Broussists moved towards a policy of gradualist advance, a
left wing, headed by the former Communard, Jean Allemane
(1843-1935) differentiated itself as the advocate of a policy of
direct, Trade Union action, decrying parliamentary methods
and calling for complete proletarian independence of the
bourgeoisie. The quarrel came to a head in r89o, when
Allemane's followers broke away frorn the Broussists and
founded a new Parti Ouvrier Socialiste R6volutionnaire. (The
Possibilists had dropped the word 'R6volutionnaire' from their
title some time before.) The Allemanist party took over most
of the Trade Union connections of the Possibilists and became
a strong advocate of the revolutionary general strike.

While the Possibilists were quarrelling among themselves,
France had been diverted temporarily from attending to la
question sociale by the Boulangist movement. General Bou-
langer had first come to the front as an army reformer and
a supporter of the common soldier's claims to better treatmeqt.
He had been backed by Clemenceau, and had acquired wide
popularity by his strong hostility to the German Empire and
his advocacy of a policy of reaanche. His jingoism made him
for the moment a national hero ; and despite his radical
connections he was enthusiastically urged on by Bonapartists,
Royaiists, and indeed by all the enemies of the Third Republic.
Under these influences he came forward with a demand for
revision of the constitution to provide for a stronger executive
authority - a programme which won the more support because
the position of the Republic had been shaken by a series of
financial scandals involving leading political personalities.
Elected as deputy for the Nord, and later for Paris, he pressed
his demands on the Chamber and began to threaten a cou?
d'itat. So great were the forces that had rallied round him
out of hostility to the existing r"gJme that it was widely believed

JJ'

he had the strength, whenever he pleased, to overturn the
constitution and place himself in power by means of a plebiscite.
But he delayed, and his opportunity passed. When the
Government finally determined on his arrest, instead of calling
on the country to rise in his support, he fled to Brussels, and
the entire movement collapsed. He was tried for treason and
convicted in absence. This was in 1889 : two years later he
committed suicide in Brussels on the grave of his dead mistress.

The Boulangist affair caused considerable turmoil in the
ranks of the Socialists, as well as elsewhere. A sprinkling of
Socialists, including a number of leading followers of Blanqui,
supported Boulanger on the strength of his radical record.
The Guesdists attempted to stand aside from the whole affair,
as an internal squabble among the bourgeois, of no direct
concern to revolutionary proletarians. Their unwillingness to
rally to the side of the bourgeois Republic, especially in face of
the financial scandals that had recently been exposed, helps to
account for this attitude, which nevertheless cost them a good
deal of working-class support. The Broussists, on the other
hand, came closer to the defenders of the bourgeois Republic;
and this helped to precipitate the split in the Possibilist Party,
and to gain recruits for the advocates of the general strike, as

the instrument with which the proletariat could assert its
power in independence of the corrupting influence of parlia-
mentarism and without entangling itself in alliances with the
Liberal bourgeoisie.

We have seen that in 1889, when the affaire Boulanger was
drawing to its ignominious close, two rival International
Socialist Congresses were held in Paris - one called by the
Guesdists and the other by the still undivided Possibilist
Party.I What concerns us here is the decision of both these
Congresses to institute the celebration of May Day as a Labour
festival, and to connect it specially with an international demand
for the establishment of the eight hours' day. The immediate
occasion for this decision was the action taken by the American
Trade lJnions, which had been using May Day for this purpose.
But at Paris the initiative was taken by the Guesdist, Raymond
Lavigne (rB5r-r93o), supported by Liebknecht and Bebel on
behalf of the German Social Democratic Party - the dominant

' See Chapter I, p. 6ff.
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group at the Marxist Congress. It was decided that May Day
should be celebrated in r89o by national demonstrations in all
the countries represented at the Congress, with the eight hours'
day as the principal immediate objective. It was left unclear
what the precise form of the celebration was to be. Some
wanted an entire cessation of work - a one-day general strike ;
but the Germans insisted that each national movement should
be left free to adopt its own measures, in accordance with the
circumstances in each country.

Thus, one group was left free to associate the idea of the
May Day celebration with that of the revolutionary general
strike, while another group eagerly took up the idea as a means
of combating that very proposal. The Guesdists, backed by
the German Social Democrats, came out more strongly than
ever against the general strike: their opponents in the French
T'rade Unions set to work to make the new celebration a
preparation for it. Actually, the May Day demonstrations
which were held all over industrial France in r8go led to a
number of serious clashes with the police; and the following
year at Fourmies, in the Nord, near the Belgian frontier,
soldiers who had been called in by the employers fired on the
workers' demonstration, killing a girl of 18. This affair caused
a sensation, and helped to strengthen the militant wing in the
Trade IJnions. The annual Congresses called by the F6d6ration
Nationale de Syndicats, which were in fact open to all Trade
Uniou groups that cared to send delegates, became more than
ever a battle-ground betrveen the Guesdists and their opponents,
with the general strike as the principal issue. As early as 1888,
the Bouscat Congress of the F.N.S. had adopted a resolution
urging the syndicats to 'separate themselves from the politicians
who deceive them' and had declared that, whereas partial
strikes could serve as no more than means of agitation and
organisation, 'the general strike alone-that is, the entire
cessation of all labour and the revolution lead the
workers towards their emancipation'.

Soon after this resolution, a powerful new advocate of the
general strike appeared in Aristide Briand (t862-ry32), later
its bitter enemy but at this time on the extreme left of the
workers' movement. In $92 Briand produced for the Mar-
seilles Labour Congress a full report on the general strike and
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the way in which it could be brought about, and in the same

year the future leader of French Syndicalism, Fernand Pel-
loutier, also took up its advocacy. Moreover, from r89z dates

the real beginning of Syndicalism, with the foundation of the
F6d6ration des Bourses du Travail, of which Pelloutier became
the Secretary the following year.

The first Bourse du Travail had been founded in Paris in
1888, as a sequel to the freedom of organisation conferred by
the Trade Union Act of 1884. It was a federal grouping of
Parisian Trade lJnions, designed to act primarily as a Labour
Exchange under Trade Union control, in opposition to the
private employment bureaux (bureaux de placeru.ent) organised
in the employers' interests. These agencies not only charged
the workers fees for finding them jobs, but also discriminated
against known Trade Unionists: they were regarded with
intense hostility by the militant workers. As part of the policy
of encor.rraging moderate Trade Unions and industrial concilia-
tion, Waldeck-Rousseau had urged the prefects and the local
authorities to help the Trade Unions to develop machinery for
collaborating in such matters as yocational training and the
filling of jobs, in the hope of diverting them from militant
action. The Paris Bourse du Travail, then, was intended to be
a means of guiding Trade Unionism into more peaceable ways ;

and before long similar Bourses were set up in a number of
other towns, usually aided by subventions from the local
authorities in respect of their work in organising the supply of
labour and the conditions of industrial training. The Possibil-
ists, who, as we saw, were active in local government affairs,
strongly supported the new movement.

Up to r8gz the Bourses remained isolated one from another,
except that some of them sent delegates to the national and
regional Congresses called by the F6d6ration Nationale de

Syndicats. It was as a representative of the Saint-Nazaire
Bourse that Pelloutier moved his resolution in favour of the
general strike at the Tours regional Congress of t8gz. For by
this time most of the Bourses, far from carrying out the Govern-
ment's hopes, had been captured by the Trade Union militants.
They were becoming in effect the principal rallying point for
those Trade Unionists who objected to the Guesdist domination
of the F.N.S. When, in 1892, they set up their separate

t
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Federation and broke away from the F.N.S., they had the good

fortune to find in Pelloutier a leader who knew precisely what
he wanted to do and had a genius for organisation.

Fernand Pelloutier (1867-19or) came of a middle-class
farnily and received a classical education. His life was one of
constant ill-health: he died at the age of 34. Beginning as a

Radical, he worhed first for Briand as a journalist, and then
joined the Guesdist party, with which he retained his connection
until in r8go he was incapacitated by serious illness for two
years. He emerged from convalescence to break lvith the
Guesdists and announce his entire disillusionment with all
political parties. Instead of politics, which disunited the
workers, he called for industrial action to establish the new
society. He accepted the general strike as the objective, the
instrument of the coming revolution; but, unlike many of its
advocates, he did not believe that it 'lvould come about of itself
when the right moment arrived, or succeed unless the workers
had prepared themselves in advance for the assumption and

exercise of power. Nor did he share the view, common to the
Guesdists and to many of the Trade Union militants, that it
was idle utopianism to speculate about the institutions of the
new society that would rise upon the ruins of capitalism. On
the contrary, he had a clear vision of the nature of the society
he wanted the workers to establish and of the necessary means

of preparing the way for it. This vhion was in effect a new
kind of Anarchist-Communism, transmuted by the central
place which he assigned to Trade Unionism, not only in bringing
it about, but also in administering it after the revolution. In
efiect, Pelloutier invented Syndicalism and, as Secretary of the
F6d6ration des Bourses du Travail from 1895 to his death in
r9or, laid the foundations for the Syndicalist phase of French
Trade Unionism which reached its culmination only after he

had been prematurely removed from the leadership by his last

illness and death.
Pelloutier's vision of the future society had as its central

point the local community of producers. Whereas the
Anarchist-Communists had envisaged the commune as a general

grouping of free citizens, he envisaged it as a federal grouping
of producers. Each industry, organised in a local syndicat
embracing all the occupations within it, would be managed by
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the local producers on behalf of the commune, which would own
the means of productio far as any concept of ownership
would survive. The delegates of the various syndicats would
form the communal agency for the administration of the general
affairs of the local community ; and such larger administration
as was needed would be undertaken by the federated cornlnunes
of producers. These ideas had much in common with those
which C6sar de Paepe had advocated in the days of the First
International ; 

r but Pelloutier differed from de Paepe in
putting the entire stress on the syndicat - the local Trade
Union - as the basic social institution of the coming free
society. He was a thorough-going advocate of 'workers'
control', believing in the workers' capacity for industrial self-
government and rejecting the view that, in the interests of
efficient management, the workers at the factory level must
continue to work under managers not of their own choosing.
He was, however, well aware that the workers were by no means
ready or equipped to assume these responsibilities ; and
accordingly he regarded as the great immediate mission of the
Trade Unions the education of their members for the tasks of
'self-emancipation'. For this purpose the Bourse du Travail
appeared to him to be the destined instrument. It lvas essential,
he urged, for the Trade Unions to take over cornpletely the
work of placentent - of supplying labour - and thus to establish
a monopoly of the laboq4 factor of production. Equally, they
must take over the contr6l of apprenticeship and of all forms of
vocational training, and must develop out of their own ranks
men capable of holding technical and managerial positions.
Furthermore, they must instruct thernselves in social and
economic knowledge. Every Bourse must have its librarv and
its study-circles, of which every active Trade Unionist should
regard it as a duty to make good use. If support for the Bourses
could be got from municipal funds, so much the better: they
would be able to do all the more to prepare the workers for the
Revolution and for the exercise of power. But the Trade
Unions must not moderate their aims or tactics in order to
secure municipal subventions : they must be fighting organisa-
tions, because only the pursuance of rnilitant and energetic
immediate poricies 

TH'"t#i::H:::iT:ht 
state of mind for
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the conquest of power. There must be strikes, as preparations
for the general strike which would come when they were ready
for it.

Pelloutier's best-known work is his Histoire des bourses du
traaail, published in rgoz - the year after his death. He
there told the story both of the movement which he had created
and of his own ideas. He also collaborated with his brother,
Maurice Pelloutier, who later wrote his biography, in a remark-
able descriptive work, La Vie ouzsriire erc France, which appeared
in rgoo; and he wrote a number of booklets and manuals for
use in the Bourses in furtherance of his educational schemes.
By the spring of rB99 his health had become so bad that he
had to retire into the country and confine himself to writing,
leaving the tasks of organisation to others; but his influence
continued to dominate the F€d6ration des Bourses until his
early.death. *"1

$uch was the inspirer of the French Syndicalist movement.
-- nd proletaian agilator, but a studious intellectual with an'
intense belief in education and self-mastery as the necessary
conditions of the good exercise of power, and in that 'capacity
of the working class for self-government' of which Proudhon,
inhis Capacitd politique des classes ouoriires, had made himself
the exponent a generation earlier. After Pelloutier's death,
the Syndicalist movement was to pass under the leadership of
a very different person, Victor Grifluelhes - a dour proletarian
much more concerned with the revolutionary struggle than
with the nature of the new society which was to arriye after the
workers' victory. But Pelloutier's utopianism remained alive
in the Syndicalist movement after its great inspirer had been
removed. It was one element in a doctrine which came to be
compounded of a number of influences when, after Pelloutier's
death, the F6d6ration des Bourses du Travail ceased to exist as

a separate bodyand became a constituent part of the reorganised
Conf6d6ration G6ndrale du Travail.

The year rB9z, when the F6ddration des Bourses du Travail
was established, was also that of the affaire Raaachol,r which
opened up a new series of Anarchist assassinations. But this
did not prevent the Socialists, of a variety of colours, from
winning considerable successes, nationally and locally, at the

r See Vol. II, p.lf:.
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elections held in 1893. That same year the Paris Labour

A;;;;;; ,..o-*"t a'"f the fusion of the F6d6ration Nationale

J" S?"a;""as and the F.B.T', after the Government had closed

it 
" 

iuri. Bourse du Travail' The following year Pelloutier' in

".ifuUorrtion 
rvith Henri Giraud, published his manual'

A;i;; t; q"e la grizse ginirale? (What is.the gen-eral strike ?)'

i.rd took om.. 
"u. 

Asiistant Secretary of the F'B'T' A few

months later, in 1895, he became General Secretary' .Mean-
,rfrif" the Nantes Luiout Congress of 1894 had decided to set

;;;.;..;l committee, with independent finance and powers

of action, to take over the tash of preparing-the workers 
lo1 

tfe

general .trik". By this time the Guesdists had dehnttely

l'ost control of the F.N.S., in which they gradually..ceased

i;;rk" urry pur,. The new elements which controlled the

f .X.S. urra tt" Committee for the General Strike included

Allemanists and some Blanquists, but there was also a strong

"r*irrg.", 
of Anarchist-Communists, headed by 6mile Pouget'

It miglt have appeared natural for the F6d6ration des Bourses

du Tiavail to tak; the advice of the Paris Congress and accept

"*"ig".""ti"n 
with the F'N'S' But the Bourses' under Pel-

loutiir's leadership, refused. Pelloutier and his group regarded

the F.N.S.lvith some suspicion and objected to its inefficiency;

and Pelloutier saw his way to develop his educational plans

through the Bourses and felt they would probably- !1 wre^cke$

if the"F.g.T. gave up its independence' Irr face of this refusal'

it 
" 

f'.X.S. aeliaed io ,.o,g"tite and to appeal to the individual

Bourses to transfer to it-from the F'B'T' At the Limoges

Labour Congress of 1895 the F'N'S' -was 
transformed into

the conf6d6ration G6n6rale du Travail, subdivided into two

sections, of which one represented national and local syndicats'

or federations of local .yttdi"utt in particular trades or industries'

and the other Bours.s do T'u'uil ancl local Unions de Syndicats

ii;;". Councils) or similar bodies' The F'B'T' was again

invited to affiliate, but again refused' The trvo bodies thus

became rivals ; and thelr rivalry continued' with a short

ir*."rf duringwhich the F'B'T' first joined and then seceded

from the C.G.T., until rgoz' Up to 1896 there was.a third

body, called the Secr6tariat National du Travail' which was

also attempting to act as a co-ordinating agency' fTt,lid
been set uP on the initiative of the International Labour
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C.ongress of .r89r, which recommended the establishment
or such agencies in all countries with the idea of using them as

*:,^*:T: "l linking the various ,utlorrut movements together.l nrs move had no success : the French National Secietariatnever commanded m-uch support. It expired in rg96, l;";;;
the C.G.T. and the F'.B.T. io ,hur" tfre deta.

, That same year the Allemanist party split, and the seceders,
who dernanded a more revolutionary poii.y, formed the AllianceCommuniste Rdvolutionnaire. fhe.e *.'r" tlr.r. no fewer thansix national Socialist parties -. Guesclists, Broussists, Alleman_ists, Blanquisrs, Communists, and Indefendents _ att dh;_gone.another, though some of them sornetimes combinZa oiparticular occasions and most of them reached in 1896 anagieement that, though they *igh;-;;p.se one another arelections in the first ballot, th"v iorta'uil uo,. in the ,."orrJballot for the surviving Socialist cu.rdiclate. Besicles tt . purti".,

and. overlapping therrrin varying degrees, there were a numberof Anarchist.groups, the Tradet.rior, -iritonts of the c.G.i.,and the F6d6ration des Bourses du Travail. The moderateMutualist group which had seceded at the Mars"ill.. C;d;;;.of r87g had faded arvay, and its leader, Barberet, hacl become
a go\rernment oflicial in charge of labour information services.The mantle of rnoderation hi'cl passed ou., ,o a section of thelndependent Socialists 

- the .u""".ror. of X4alon,s ;;.*-lheaded by Alexandre,Millerancl. 
_In rg96, at a Socialisitun{,r.,

held at Saint-Mand6 and artended bi many of the Socialistleaders, including Guesde, Jaurds, u.,J- .u., \,,aillant, theBlanquist leacler, Nlillerand a"liu"."a an oration, which became
famous, in support of a reformist policy.. ffr" lunqrr"t **,organised to celebrate the municipui.r""".r". of the socialistsand to promote a better understanding between the Socialistparties.; and the purpose of Millerandls oration was to definewhatthe various groups of Socialists had in common.

Alexandre Millerand (fi5g_rgq) had been a deputy since
rBB5, and was a leading -"*b.r'"of the Independ;"t;;;.In 1896 he was editing La petite Ripubliqne, in rvhich he and
Jaurds were earnestly advocating Socialis't unity. Only threeyears Iater he was to accept offici in a Radical iubirr.t ;'b"t ;;this time no such development- was expected. ntiff*""J *r.,however, already well on the right of ifre Soci"list movement.
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In his oration he scoffed at the idea that Socialists should seek

to reach their objectives by other than constitutional means,
or without winning the support of a majority of the people.
He spoke enthusiastically of the virtues of manhood suffrage
and, with obvious reference to General Boulanger, denounced
coups d'itat and would-be dictators. He proclaimed as tire
objects of Socialism the general diffusion of liberty and prop-
erty, and declared his devotion to the Republic. He spoke,
moreover, in an entirely gradualist strain, disclaiming the notion
that Socialism could be introduced all at once, and representing
it as an inevitable tendency which Socialists could do nothing
to make, but could only guide by co-operating with the necessary
forces of social evolution. In this part of his speech, though
the language was that of Nfarxism, the meaning was rnuch
closer to the Fabian evolutionism of Sidney Webb. Millerand
put the development of public ownership of the rneans of
large-scale production right in the forefront of his account of
the essentials of Socialism; and he clearly meant this process
of gradual socialisation to take place under the existing State,
and not to be postponed, as Kautsky would have had it, until
after the workers' conquest of power. Like the Fabians, he
laid much stress on municipal enterprise, beginning with the
taking of essential services into public hands. He spoke of
industries and seryices being taken over, nationally or locally,
one after another, as they becarne ripe; and, like the German
Social Democrats and the Fabians, he rested his case on the
inevitable tendency towards capitalist monopoly as preparing
the rvay for public ownership and administration. Ife asserted
that the small property owners had nothing to fear from Social-
ism, because their enterprises would not be taken over. Of the
peasant problem he made no special mention.

In the closing section of his speech, Millerand proceeded to
discuss the question of internationalism. He declared himself
a believer in the international solidarity of the working class;
but at the same time he proclaimed himself a nationalist and
ready to rally at need to the defence of la patrie. I{e thus
repudiated entirely the anti-militarist internationalism which
was the doctrine of the leaders of the C.G.T., and agreed with
Bernstein in regarding as nonsense Marx's assertion in the
Communist Manifesto, that 'the workers have no country'.
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It is a remarkable fact that the Saint_Mand.6 oration, far

from provoking outraged protests from Millerurrd,, h.ri"r.,
seems to have been enthusiasticaily received and to have herpei
to promote closer unity of action between the main socialist
parties, including the Guesdists and even a section of the
Blanquists, who can hardly have asreed with it. It has to be
remembered that it was delivered at a time of Republican
crisis, only a few years after the very life of the nep,rifc frrJ
seemed to be menaced by Boulanger and a secti,on of the
Blanquists had given their support to the Boulangist movement
andhad thus helped to drive the rest into a stronger sense ofthe
need to rally round the democratic political siucture of the
Republic. But, even so, the acquieicence of the men who
listened to the Saint-Mandd oraiion is remarkable; and it
h-elpe! to strengthen the distrust of politicians which was
already v€ry great in a large section oi the French working
class, and therewith_to reinforce the Syndicalist tendency ii
the growing Trade Union movement.

. Millerand's speech was delivered not long before the new
crisis of the Republic, arising out of the affairi Dreyfus, came to
a head and gave a further impulse to the move*.ri fo, Socialist
unity. Towards the end of 1897, the battle over the Drevfus
case was fairly joined with the publication of Emile Zola,s
J'accuse. Captain Alfred Dreyfus, a Jewish officer in the
French army, had been charged with betraying military
documents to agents of a foreign po*.r, and had been"con-rictei
and sent to Devil's Island on evidence which was shown to
have been trumped up. The affair went back to rg94 ; but the
protest movement which was launched by his supporters took
time to gather force, and at first the Sotiafist, .".- to have
paid little attention to it. It provoked, however, a violent
campaign of Anti-Semitism masquerading as patriotism.
Anti-Semitism was already strong in French ..rctio.rrry circles,
and had been fanned by an organised group led by 

-6dorrr.j

Drumont Q8+4-tgt7), whose scandalous b oik, Lo France juiae,
had appeared in 1886._ To* r89z Drumont had been editing
an anti-Semitic journal, La Libre parole, in which he attackei
particularly those Jews who had been involved in the financial
scandals that were all too frequent during these years 

- notably
the Panama Canal scandal of r8gz. Wh"r, the Dreyfus case
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occurred, Drumont made full use of it to arouse patriotic feeling
against the Jews. Zola, who took up the defence of Dreyfus,
was prosecuted and convicted for his charges against the army
authorities, and had to flee the country. But presently the
Dreyfusards were able to prove that the documents alleged to
show Dreyfus's guilt had been forged and that persons high up
in the army and the Ministry of War had been parties to the
fraud. The Government was compelled to order an investiga-
tion, much to the fury of the opponents of Dreyfus, who
persisted in asserting his guilt. A group of fanatics, headed by
Paul D6rouldde, even planned an anti-Republican rising. So

persistent and powerful were Dreyfus's enemies that, when he

was retried, he rvas again convicted, despite the clear proof of
the forgeries. By this time, however, the counter-feeling on
his side was so strong that President Loubet immediately
pardoned him and set him free. Even then, his innocence was

not admitted and he was not reinstated in the army, from which
he had been expelled with public ignominy. Not until 19o6

was a new trial held before the Court of Cassation, a complete
acquittal secured, and Dreyfus restored to his military rank.

This extraordinary and disgraceful affair had, in relation to
Socialism, two main effects. It caused, on the one hand, a
rallying of the Socialist politicians to the cause of the threatened
Republic and a rapprochemenl between most of the Socialist
groups, and, on the other hand, a sharp anti-political, anti-state
revulsion among many Frenchmen, leading among the workers
to a strengthening of Syndicalism in its revolutionary form.
It thus drove a fresh wedge between the Socialist parties and
the Trade Unions. The Socialist parties formed in 1898 a

Joint Vigilance Committee to protect the Republic; and the
Blanquists transformed themselves formally into a political
party, in place of their Comitd Central R6volutionnaire. (They
took the name of Parti Socialiste R6volutionnaire; but in
practice their revolutionism became considerably diluted.)

During the same year, 1898, the Trade Unions suffered a
serious set-back. They had been affected by the general

excitement that attended the affaire Dreyfus, but had taken no

part in it, beyond using it to illustrate the rottenness of politics
andpoliticians. Since r894the Committee for the General Strike,
set up at the Nantes Labour Congress, had been undertaking
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propaganda and trying to familiarise the workers with the
idea of a revolution to be accomplished with the initial aid
of a general cessation of work. The prevailing idea was that the
general strike could not profitably be planned for, or arranged
for, any definite date. It would happen when the right moment
arrived, provided only that the working class had been educated
to expect it and to put it to revolutionary use. The general
view was that it would begin with a big strike in a particular
industry, or perhaps in a particular area, and that the workers
in other industries or areas would then leave work of their own
accord, stimulated in all probability by some incident between
the original strikers and the police or the soldiery who would be
called in to aid the employers in breaking their resistance.
Sorel had not yet put forward his conception of the general
strike as a'social myth' : it was expected actually to occur, and
to begin the Revolution. But in the view of the leaders of the
movement, a general strike prepared and organised in advance
would be bound to fail : the cessation of work and the ensu-
ing mass demonstrations must occur spontaneously, as the
expression of working-class feeling, or the requisite mass-
enthusiasm would be wanting.

In r898 the leaders of the C.G.T. believed that their moment
had come. An extensive building strike was in progress; and
the Railwaymen's Federation had formulated a programme of
demands and was preparing to strike for their achievement.
A national strike of railwaymen, involving public employees
of the State Railways, raised a big legal issue; for the rights
of combination and strike action conceded in 1884 had been
ruled not to apply to public employees. A railway strike was
thus of doubtful legality, and was certain to provoke strong
Governrnent action against the strikers. The advocates of the
revolutionary general strike anticipated that the Government's
counter-measures against the strikers, who were expected to
resort to vigorous action in order to prevent the running of
blackleg services, would rouse working-class feeling and bring
rvorkers in other industries streaming olrt on strike in the
railwaymen's support. The Central Cornmittee of the Con-
f6d6ration G6n6rale du Travail decided to send out a secret
letter urging all the Trade Unions to stand ready to rally to the
railwaymen's aid; but the Government got wind of the letter
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and intercepted it. When the moment came, the railway strike

was a complete fiasco. Threatened lvith dismissal and the

suppression of their syndicats, the railway workers, save a hand-

ful, remained at work; and the entire movement collapsed.

In the ensuing inquest on what had gone wrong, the Secretary
of the C.G.T., Lagailse, came under strong suspicion of having

betrayed that body's plans to the Government, and was deposed

from office. The C.G.T. set to work to reorganise its forces

under stronger left-wing leadership ; but it had suffered a

serious blow.
It was still licking its wounds when, in 1899, the crisis over

the Dreyfus case brought to power a ministry of Republican
defence headed by Waldeck-Rousseau. The new Prime Min-
ister, wishing to bring the Socialists into a general rally of the

Republican forces, offered the Ministry of Comrnerce and

Industry to the Independent Socialist, Alexandre Millerand,
who accepted without consulting either the joint Socialist

Vigilance Committee or even his own party colleagues' This
was the first instance since l84B of a Socialist being offered

Cabinet office - and of course Louis Blanc's office in the
Republican Government of 1848 had been the outcome of
revolution and not of a parliamentary shift of power' N{ille-
rand's acceptance at once provoked a storm in the Socialist
movement. He himself defended his action as necessary to
save the Republic and professed his continued adherence to
the principles he had laid down in his Saint-Nland6 oration.

Jean Jaurds and the rest of the Independents - some with
misgivings and some whole-heartedly - rallied to his support.
Socialist unity was broken : the Guesdists and Blanquists
denounced N{illerand's action as a betrayal of Socialism, and

formed a Socialist Revolutionary Union in opposition' The
Independent Socialists, the Broussists, and the Allernanists
(shorn of their left wing by the split of 1896) drew together in
a league which took the name of Parti Socialiste Franqais, but
left the separate parties in independent existence. On a similar
basis, the Guesdists and Edouard Vaillant's Blanquist followers
joined forces and took the name of Parti Socialiste de France.

This breach was not made complete until the Lyons Con-
gress of rgor had shown the incompatibility of the rival points

of view. In the meantime, Millerand had brought forward a
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programme of labour reforms and had proclaimed himself as

the apostle of le socialisme riformiste. Millerand wished to
alter the status of the syndicats by constituting them legal
persons capable of suing or being sued at law; to endow them
with the power to engage in commercial operations and to
encourage the practice of 'collective labour contracts', under
which the syndicats r,vould undertake collectively to provide
and organise the labour needed for carrying out jobs at an
agreed price; to introduce compulsory arbitration in labour
disputes; and to provide that strike action should be taken
only with the sanction of a majority of the workers affected, to
be given by ballot vote, and to be renewed at short intervals -failing which, the strike would become illegal. He wished to
establish Councils of Labour in the various industries ; to
reorganise, with fuller Trade Union representation, the Conseil
Sup6rieur du Travail already founded in r8gr ; and also to set
up in all considerable establishments Works Councils for the
promotion of better relations between employers and employed.

This policy of social peace was vehemently denounced by
the Trade Union leaders both in rB99-r9oo,r,vhen it was first ad-
vanced, and when it was renewed by Millerand in 19o6. 'They
want to tame us' (ruous domestiquer) said Victor Griffuelhes,
the militant spokesman of the C.G.T. It was pointed out
that making the Trade Unions legal persons would expose
them to actions for damages arising out of strike action (as

happened in Great Britain almost at the same time in the Tait
Vale case), and that the proposed regulation of strike action
would outlaw the sudden strike, which was the Syndicalists'
favourite weapon. The F6d6ration des Bourses du Travail,
equally with the C.G.T., denounced Millerand's projects as a
wholly illegitimate interference with the right of the Trade
Unions to order their affairs as they pleased.

For the time being, nothing much was done; but Mille-
rand's attempt to tame the Trade Unions was an important
factor - Pelloutier's death was another - in inducing the
two central labour organisations at length to join forces. In
rgo2 the C.G.T. and the F.B.T. amalgamated into a single body,
with the Trade Unions and the Bourses as equal partners and
a central committee representing the two sections on a basis of
equality. The Bourses had by this time mostly lost their muni-
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cipal subsidies and ceased to work with the municipalities, even
where these were under Socialist control; and in a number of
cases the local Bourses had become sub-sections of Unions de

Syndicats covering whole d6partements or groups of neighbour-
ing centres of industry. Pelloutier had made great efforts to
extend their influence into the agricultural districts, chiefly by
organising the craftsmen in the small towns and villages and
setting them to work as missionaries to the agricultural wage-

workers. But outside some of the wine-growing districts this
policy had not made much progress.

One section of the amalgamated C.G.T. consisted of
Bourses du Travail and local or departmental Unions de

Syndicats. The other was made up of craft or industrial
national F6d6rations de Syndicats and of detached local
syndicats for which no national federation existed. Local
syndicats, except in such cases, were no longer admitted:
membership was twofold, through adherence to a Bourse or
Union and to a national, or in a few cases a regional, F6d6ration.
The policy of the C.G.T. \ryas to encourage the grouping of the
syndicats in F6d6rations on a basis of industry rather than of
craft- for evidently this was the right basis if the workers
were presently to take over the control of industry. But in
practice it was not possible to enforce industrial unity in all
cases; and craft F6d6rations had to be allowed to remain in
the C.G.T., under continual pressure to amend their ways.

Before the amalgamated C.G.T. came into being, its
predecessor had started, in r9oo, an official organ' La Voix du

Peuple, edited by the former Anarchist 6mile Pouget (186o-
rg3z), who had earlier secured a considerable success with his
hard-hitting and vivid journal, Le Pire Peinard.t The leader

of the C.G.T. was the former Blanquist, Victor Griffuelhes
(r875-rgzz), a workman, militant, class-conscious, blunt to
rudeness, and strongly suspicious of intellectuals who aspired
to leadership. Unlike Pelloutier, Griffuelhes did not trouble
his head with theories about the coming society : what interested
him was the daily struggle, which he regarded as a means of
educating the workers in hostility to capitalism and in militant
action that would culminate one day - not very distant - in
the revolutionary general strike. But this did not mean that

r See Vol. II, p, 327 fr,
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Griffuelhes cherished illusions about the capacity or will to
power of the ordinary workman. He continually denounced
the 'mutton-headed stupidity' of the majority, and rested his
faith, not on their will to act but rather on their mass-suggest-
ibility. They could, he believed, be led into revolutionary
action by the determined leadership of a 'conscious minority'

- an idea which he took over from Blanqui and made an
essential part of the Syndicalist gospel as it developed in the
C.G.T. under his leadership. Griffuelhes was also largely
responsible for the strong anti-militarist line which the C.G.T.
adopted and for the prominence given by it to the conception of
the international general strike as a means of preventing war.
His chief lieutenant, Pouget, became Secretary of the depart-
ment of the syndicats within the C.G.T. : Georges Yvetot
(1858-1942), Pelloutier's second-in-command, took over the
department of the Bourses du Travail. The C"G.T.,
strengthened by the cessation of its rivalry with the F.B.T.,
took on a fresh militancy, and entered upon what Edouard
Doll6ans has called its 'heroic age'.

But before we deal with the development of Syndicalist
doctrine after t9oz, we must turn back to consider what hap-
pened to French Socialism after Millerand's entry into the
Waldeck-Rousseau Ministry. The Guesdists, the Blanquists,
and the Communist Alliance which had broken away from the
Allemanist Party at once issued a manifesto against Millerand's
action, and announced that he could commit no one but himself,
and that they had withdrawn from the Socialist Union in the
Chamber of Deputies. They persuaded the Federation of
Socialist Workers to convene a Congress open to all working-
class bodies which accepted the class-struggle as the basis of
international Socialism: the Congress was to pronounce on
the legitimacy of Socialist participation in a bourgeois Govern-
ment. But when the 8oo delegates rnet, representing r4oo
organised groups, no clear lead was given. By 8rB votes to 634,
the Congress declared that the class-struggle did not allow of
Socialists taking part in a bourgeois Government; but it went
on to pass, by r r4o votes to 24o, a second resolution recognising
that exceptional circumstances might induce the Socialist Party
to envisage 'the expediency of such participation'. It further
resolved that 'in the existing state of capitalist society, exclusive
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consideration should be given to the winning of electoral
positions, as the political expropriation of the capitalist class

ought to be accomplished before the revolution'.
Having delivered these ambiguous judgments' the Congress

proceeded to constitute itself as a'party', not by fusing its
constituent organisations, but by forming a loose federal

organisation in which the separate groups were represented.

The Guesdist Labour Part], as the largest group, was given

rz seats on the General Committee, the Blanquist Revolutionary
Socialist Party 6, the Federation of Socialist Workers 3 ; and

there were also 4 Trade Union delegates, r from the Socialist

Co-operative Societies, and 7 from the autonomous regional

Federations rvhich had attended the Congress. These together

constituted the Parti Socialiste de France; but as each body
continued its separate organisation, the effect of their union
was not great, except in the Chamber of Deputies and in other
elected public bodies, in which their members worked together

as a group. On the other side, the Independents, the Broussists,

the rump of the Allemanists, and a number of other groups,

similarly united in a loose federal Parti Socialiste Frangais,

supported the Waldeck-Rousseau Government in its struggle

to preserve the democratic Republic and exonerated Millerand
on account of the commanding necessity of this defence.

From the national level the question was transferred to the
International Socialist Congress 'which met in Paris in r9oo.

There, as we have seen, the celebrated Kautsky resolution,

drafted by Kautsky but actually moved at the Congress by
Iimile Vandervelde, attempted to formulate an answer to the

problem posed by Millerand's action in such a way as to make

clear the disapproval of it by the great majority of Socialists,

without actually closing the door to Socialist participation in
all circumstances. The text of the resolution has already been

given.r
This resolution, drawn up by the leading theorist of German

Marxism, then in the midst of his contest with the Revisionists,

came down on the whole against l\4illerand' who certainly had

not the support of 'the great majority' of the French Socialists,

and was assuredly not acting as the 'mandatory' even of the

parties which were prepared to endorse his participation. It
I See p. 39ff.
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did not, however, give the unequivocal decision on the question
of principle which the Guesdists and their allies wanted: nor
did it involve the expulsion from the International of the parties
which had endorsed, or refused to condemn, what Millerand
had done. Jaurds, who had defended Millerand in the debate,
announced at the end that he accepted the International's
verdict. But the rift in French Socialism was not healed: it
took three more years of pressure from the International to
bring unification about, and when it came the differences were
scaled over rather than reconciled.

In France, the rival groups of parties held from rgor to
r9o5 their separate Congresses; and each formulated its own
programme. The Parti Socialiste de France proclaimed itself
'the party of the Revolution'and took its stand on the class-
struggle, national and international, for the conquest of political
polver and the expropriation of the possessing class. It rejected
'all compromise with any section of the bourgeoisie' and de-
manded the 'socialisation of the means of production and
exchange', which it characterised as the 'transformation of
capitalist society into a collectivist or communist society'.
It declared that, though it was part of its task to enforce
(arracher) 'such reforms as might better the working class's
conditions of struggle', it would under no circumstances 'by
participation in the central power, by voting for the budget, or
by alliance with bourgeois parties, provide any of the means that
might prolong the domination of the bourgeois enemy'.

The Parti Socialiste de France, at its Tours Congress of
r9oz, also formulated a declaration. This began by asserting
the connection between Socialism and the development both
of democracy and of the forms of production. 'Between the
political r6gime, which is the outcome of the fFrench] Revolu-
tion, and the economic r6gime, contradiction exists. The
evolution of the means of production has put the world under
the domination of capitalist forces. Only proletarian action can
cure the universal disorder. But it is the right course neither
to discard the hypothesis of revolutionary occurrences, nor to
neglect the great potentialities of legal pressure. Socialism is
republican: it is the very Republic, because it is the extension
of the Republic to the r6gime of property and labour.' The
programme then declared in favour of international solidarity
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against war, and proceeded to outline a series ol reforms to be

#orked for within the existing political structure' These

included democratisation of the State, laiciti (seutlarity),

educational development, tax reform, labour protection, and

social insurance larvs.

At the general election of. rgoz, the rival grouPs polled

almost the same aggregate vote - 4oo,ooo each' But whereas

the Parti Socialiste di France won only 12 seats, the Parti

Socialiste Frangais, thanks to electoral coalitions with bourgeois

groups, ,ro, 37. In r9o4 the former had about r8,ooo sub-

Jcribing *"-L"rr, and latter about ro,ooo. Each side had its

press; but the moderates were soon to be the better served :

Humaniti was founded in r9o4, and at once became the out-

standing Socialist newspaper.
MilLrand's participation in the Waldeck-Rousseau Govern-

ment did not enh his Connection with Socialism. He continued

to regard himself as belonging to the'socialist Party'-a
phruJ" which Frenchrnen habitually used to describe the whole

comple* of parties and groups of which the political_socialist

-ou'"*".rt was made up. In r9o3, when he was no longer in
office, he gathered together into a volume a number of his

speeches, beginning with the Saint-Mand6 oration of 1896;

,rrd to this collection he gave the title Le socialisme tiformiste

frangais. In an introduction to this volume, Millerand summed

,rp hi. point of view. He echoed the sentiment that identified

the cause of Socialism with that of the Republic and with the

democratic electoral system. He declared the imperative need

for socialists, instead of isolating themselves from the Republic

and from the life of contemporary France, to play an actively

constructive part in contemporary affairs both nationally and in
local government, and not to be afraid of alliances with the

bourg"eois parties of the left wherever such alliances were needed

to safeguaid or extend democracy, or to secure the enactment

of useful reforms. He affirmed his support of Trade Unions

and Co-operative Societies; but he said that, in place of the

existing chaos of economic affairs, he wanted to see industry

organis=ed to play a Proper part in the life of the nation' He

wJnted the workers to share in the responsibility for productive

efficiency and, instead of bickering continually with the em-

ployers, to come to terms with them. For this purpose, he
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reiterated his belief in the value of works councils (conseils
d'usine) to negotiate with factory managements and enter into
collective contracts for the execution of the worh. He declared
again his belief in arbitration and in industrial peace. Regarcl-
ing Socialisrn as an inevitable tendency rather than a precon-
ceived system, he attacked those who believed it could be set up
suddenly by a proletarian conquest of power. He envisaged
as Bernstein did, rather a gradual movernent tor.vards Socialism
than even a distant arrival at a Socialist goal. This gradual
advance would be marked not only by the taking of one essential
service after another into public hands but also by the develop-
ment of a wide range of protective measures for the workers
and of social legislation, including better provision for health
and education and the institution of social insurance. With such
legislation would go an advance in local government activity

- the Parti Socialiste Frangais adopted an extensive municipal
programme in r9o4.

Millerand laid great stress on the duty of Socialists to extend
personal liberty and to promote the distribution of property in
the means of enjoyment. The Socialists, he said, far frorn wish-
ing to abolish private property, stood for its extension to all:
far from wishing to curtail liberty, they were ardent devotees of
the rights of man. In these respects they had a gteat deal of
common ground with the bourgeois Radicals ; and they should
seek to make the most of what they had in common, in order
to facilitate the adoption of their ideas. He argued that in
practice Socialists in Parliament and on local governing bodies,
whatever the principles on which they professed to act, had
owed such successes as they had achieved to working with
other progressives instead of isolating themselves on the basis
of class-war doctrine.

Finally, turning to international questions, he restated rvith
much greater emphasis the view he had expressed at Saint-
Mand6 that there was no inconsistency between nationalisrn
and internationalism. Repudiating chauvinism, he asserted the
necessity of national defence. Describing France as 'the
foremost soldier' of the ideal which Socialists professed, he
said that unilateral disarmament would be a crime against this
ideal. Then, in his peroration, he called on French Socialists
to discard the ambiguous and misleading term 'revolutionary'
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and to proclaim themselves openly as 'reformists'--'since
reformists we are'.

These principles, as Millerand applied them, were soon to
lead him out of the ranks of the Socialist movement and back

into office as a leading personage in a bourgeois Government
which was not, like that of Waldeck-Rousseau, based on an

immediate and imperative need to rally to the defence of the

threatened Republic. His plea for working with the bourgeois
parties, not merely in an exceptional crisis but as a settled
policy, was not at all acceptable to most of the supporters of
the Parti Socialiste Frangais. They had been prepared to
defend his action in rB99 as an unpleasant necessit]; but most

of them were quite unprepared to endorse his thoroughgoing
programme of class-reconciliation and of friendly collaboration

between employers and employed. He was not without dis-

tinguished supporters among the Independent Socialists :

Ren6 Viviani (r863-1925), who was to be Prime lVlinister when

war broke out in r9r+, went with him all the way, and Aristide
Briand Q86z-rg3z), until recently the vociferous advocate

of the general strike, soon made his great oolte-face and became

the partner of Millerand and Viviani in bourgeois oflice.

But Jaurds carried the majority of the adherents of the Parti
Socialiste Frangais with him into the unified Socialist Party

of r9o5 ; and le socialisme rdformiste lived on only as the
creed of a parliamentary faction - a group of prominent
politicians without an organised following in the country.
The French Socialists, even if they largely practised Reformism,

were no more prepared to swallow the name than the German

Social Democrats were.to espouse Bernstein's Revisionism as

their admitted creed." The French situation, however, differed
sharpli, from the GerrnarL In GermanY, the Trade Unions
were, and remained, the docile followers of the Social Demo-

cratic Party, despite their personal independence of it. In
France, the Trade Unions found in Syndicalism a philosophy
and a programme of their own, which reinstated the 'revolution'
as the objective and lumped all the politicians together as

'fakers' because they attempted to operate by parliamentary
methods and were thus driven to 'class-collaboration', instead

of conducting the class-struggle on its natural ground, the

economic le terrain de classe.
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CHAPTER VIII

FRANCE AFTER 1905. THE UNIFIED PARTY
AND THE SYNDICALISTS. JAURES AND
SOREL

HERE were some who hoped, when the French Socialists
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to it was a concordat between the united party and the Trade
Union movement.

No such thing occurred, or came near occurring. On the
contrary, the C.G.T. at its Amiens Congress of 19o6 adopted
by an overwhelming majority the Charter in which it proclaimed
the complete independence of the Trade Union movement and
its repudiation of all political party alliances. A small section,
headed by V. Renard of the Textile Federation, attempted to
persuade the Congress to ally itself to the Socialist Party; but
it was brushed aside by the combined opposition of the revolu-
tionary Syndicalists and the Reformists. The Reformists,
whose chief spokesman was Auguste Keufer of the F6d6ration
du Livre, wanted to keep the Trade Unions strictly to economic
activities, and to avoid any entanglement of them with political
issues. The Revolutionaries, on the contrary, wanted the
Trade Unions to act politically, but to do so by direct action
and not by taking any part in parliamentary affairs. 'On peut
arracher directement les lois utiles', they exclaimed; for they
did not at all object in most cases to attempts to secure legisla-
tion in the workers' interests, even within the capitalist system.
What they insisted on was that the workers must win such
legislation by their own strength - by demonstrations and
strikes - and not by relying on the politicians, of any party, to
secure it for them. Thus moderates and revolutionaries were
able to join forces to vote down the proposal that there should
be any alliance between the C.G.T. and the Socialist Party;
and many members of the Socialist Party supported this view,
because they feared that any attempt to enforce an alliance
would disrupt the unity of the Trade Union movement.

Jaurds himself always took good care to present himself as an
upholder of l'autonomie syndicale.

Within the C.G.T. the Revolutionaries held a majority over
the Reformists ; but the minority was considerable. Moreover,
the majority was by no means homogeneous. It was made up
of advocates of aggressive strike action, based on the doctrine of
the class-war; but it was divided into Anarchists, pure Syndi-
calists, and Socialists who were not opposed to parliamentary
action, even if they gave pride of place to direct action and held
that the Trade lJnions, as organised bodies, should keep out
of the electioneering field. Many of them belonged to the
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unified their political forces in r9o5 under the leadership
of Jean Jaurds, that the new situation would lead to uni-

fication between the political and the industrial wings of the
working-class movement as well. The 'anti-politicals, in the
Trade Unions had often argued against any association with
the Socialist parties on the ground that the effect would be to
split the workers up, industrially as well as politically, into
warring factions and thus to render them impotent either to
protect the immediate interests of their members or to pursue
their wider objectives with any hope of success. This argument
lost its force when the Socialists agreed to form an unified
party-except, of course, among those who believed that the
union would speedily dissolve. It was indeed evident that
unification had not removed the differences between right and
left, and that it would not be an easy matter to hold tLe con-
flicting elements together. But the same could be said of the
Conf6d6ration G6n6rale du Travail, which had equally its
revolutionary and its reformist wings and, between them, a
shifting body of opinion which inclined now to one side and
now to the other. There were, no doubt, even more imperative
arguments for unity in the industrial than in the political field ;
for Trade Unions do not stand much chance of success in
either negotiations or strikes unless they can present an united
front; whereas, under the second ballot system in force in
France, it was quite possible for rival Socialist candidates to
fight one another at the first ballot and for their supporters then
to join forces for the second. Nevertheless, the achievement of
political unity did bring a good deal of fresh supporr to the
Socialist Party; and it could be argued that the logical sequel
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Socialist Party; and it was made clear at Amiens that they had
a perfect right to do so, and to be active politicians if they
pleased, as long as they did not try to draw the Trade Unions
into party politics. The C.G.T. was never Anarchist, though
some of its leaders were : nor was it even anti-parliamentary,
in the sense of requiring its rnembers to be so. Even less was
it Sorelist, in the sense of taking its doctrine or its policy from
that highly undependable philosopher of violence. It developed
its basic doctrine, that the u,orkers must rely on their own efforts
and must fight their main battles for themselves, without
relying on anyone else's help, quite apart from Sorel, as an
inheritance from a revolutionary past reinterpreted by Fernand
Pelloutier, but going back through Eugdne Varlin and the days
of the Commune to the traditions of 1848 and even of q96.

The years between tgoz and rgog have often been described
as the 'heroic period' of French Syndicalism. Its outstanding
figure during this period was Victor Griffuelhes QB74-r94),
who became Secretary of the C.G.T. in t9oz. Griffuelhes
was a remarkable person. By trade a ladies' shoemaker, he
persisted in carrying on his skilled craft in such time as he
could spare even while he was conducting the affairs of the
C.G.T. He was rude to coarseness and exceedingly blunt of
speech even to those with whom he had to work rnost closely --
so that he made many enemies in the C.G.T. as well as outside
it. By faith he was not an Anarchist, but a Blanquist, with a

deep contempt for the stupidity of the common man; and he
never hesitated to denounce the feebleness and mutton-headed-
ness of his own followers. With this attitude he combined a

strong dislike of intellectuals who attempted to poke their noses
into working-class aiTairs. He was acutely class-conscious, but
thought of his class mainly in terms of an 6lite of revolutionary
proletarians whose task it was to lead the masses by espousing
their immediate grievances and thus training them in action for
revolutionary behaviour. At the outset he was somewhat
scornful of Pelloutier's insistence on the need for working-class
education and spoke contemptuously of the danger of turning
the Trade Union movement into an affair of study-circles
instead of leading it into the fray. Later, after he had ceased
to hold oflice in the C.G.T., he was converted by Alphonse
Merrheim (r87r-r925), the leader of the Metalworkers'
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Federation and, next to him, the outstanding figure in Revolu-

tionary syndicalism, to the view that it was after all necessary

for the worker., or at any rate for their activists, to understand

the r,vays of capitalisrn and to train themselves for the task of

running inclustry in the coming society, and that there was no

inconsiitency between education and action. But by tempera-

ment he was not an educator but an agitatot, with a belief that,

the more trouble there was between the workers and their

masters, the more revolutionary and the less 'muttonish' they

would both become. For he welcomed militant masters as

well as militant workers : the more unreasonable employers were,

the better was he pleased ; the more they invoked the Govern-

ment to send in .oldi"t. to blackleg or to shoot down demon-

strators, the nearer he felt the revolution to be' In effect, he

remained throughout a Blanquist, but one who had come to

conceive of the social revolution in terms of industrial action as

the harbinger of insurrection.
In the 

""y". of Griffuelhes and Merrheim, of Emile Pouget,

and of Geoiges Yvetot and of Paul Delesalle (r87o-r948) - to

name the piincipal leaders of the C.G.T.'s left wing during

the 'heroic y"ur.' - the great danger facing the working-class

movement was that of 'domestication'. They saw the Reform-

ist Socialists as having deliberately set out, from the time of the

Waldeck-Rousseau Miti.tty of r899, to tame the Trade Unions

by the ofier of specious concessions and fraudulent social

reforms.
This, of course, was precisely what Alexandre Millerand

was attempting to do. In his view, revolutionism was folly, and

the right "rrt." 
was for the workers to break away from the

reroluliorrary tradition and adopt the policy of Ref.rmism
which he had outlined in his Saint-Mand6 oration of 1896'

Nlillerand wanted the Trade Unions to stop their mass-

dernonstrations and calls to strike action and to enlist the aid of

the State in inducing the employers to bargain with them, to

enter into binding collective agreements' and, where they could

not come to agreement, to accept arbitration sponsored by the

State. At the sarne time he wanted the State to enact protective

legislation for the improvement of industrial conditions, and

als"o to introduce forms of social insurance - especially old age

pensions - based on contributions from employers and
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workers. The Syndicalists would have none of this policy of
industrial peace, which they regarded as mere deception. For
them the capitalist State was an enemy agency, incapable of
being converted into an instrument of welfare, and the employer
no less an enemy to be combated and not come to terms with,
except by way of occasional truce in a continuing class-war.
They were against any collective agreements that would tie the
workers to capitalism, and turn the Trade Unions into agencies
for disciplining their members in the interests of capitalist
production.

There was thus a sharp conflict of principles, which rvas
speedily translated into a positive conflict of forces. For when
the workers, in pursuance of their policy of 'direct action',
struck work and refused to respond to the offers of the Govern-
ment or the local public authorities to act as impartial mediators,
these same authorities were invoked by the employers to take
action against the strikers' unreasonable behaviour, to preserve
the peace, and to ensure the maintenance of production by
enabling blacklegs to work or, in the case of essential services,
themselves to supply blacklegs by sending in soldiers from the
corps of engineers to take the strikers' places. One violent
clash followed another: demonstrators and strikers were shot
down or bludgeoned, and quite a number killed: the Trade
Unions issued proclamations of protest, in which they incited
the soldiers not to shoot: the authorities arrested the leaders
responsible for these placards and there were further protest
demonstrations, in which more killing and wounding occurred.
There was, indeed, nothing new in this kind of violence, which
had a long history behind it. What made the difference was
that in the period after rgoo it was being carried on largely
under the auspices of men who were, or had recently been,
Socialists, and still called themselves Socialists, though they
had become Ministers in bourgeois Governments. To the
aflaire Millerand succeeded the affaire Vizsiani, when Ren6
Viviani, following his lead, became Minister of Labour in the
Clemenceau Cabinet of 19o6. Then came the much more
sensational affaire Briand, when Aristide Briand, who unlike
Millerand and Viviani had been, as we saw, an outstanding
figure on the extreme left and a leading advocate of the general
strike, abruptly changed sides and as Prime \zlinister in a
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Radical Cabinet broke the railwaymen's strike of r9ro, not

only by occupying the stations with soldiers and sending in
engineers to take over strikers' tasks, but also by calling the

,rillruyrn., who were army reservists to the colours and setting

them io work to break their own strike. Briand had already

been expelled from the unified Socialist Party in 19o6, for
taking office in Clemenceau's Government; and round him,

Milleiand, and Viviani there had grown up in the Chamber of
Deputies an informal group of 'coalition' Socialists at sharp

issue with the unified Socialist Party. In rgro' before Briand

became Prime Minister, this faction had become formally

organised as a Republican Socialist Group in the Chamber,

standing for a policy of 'republican concentration' and alliance

with the bourgeois Radicals' and vigorous in its denunciations

of the anti-social attitude of the C'G.T'
Apart from the question of industrial peace, there were two

othei great issues between the Syndicalists and the Reformist
Socialists - anti-militarism and the right of association and

strike action in the public services. The Act of 1884legalising

Trade Unions was not extended to public employees, who were

regarded as outside the proper range both of collective bargain-

ing and of strike action because the State was treated as a

superior power. In practice association among public servants

had achieved a certain measure of toleration ; but this had not

involved any recognition of the right to bargain collectively, as

distinct from sending deputations to Ministers or endeavouring

to influence the Chamber by stating grievances. The Govern-
ment had maintained its right to dissolve as unlawful any

association of public servants which transgressed the permitted

limits; and during these troubled years, as the C.G.T. began

to get a hold on such groups as the postal workers and the

elementary teachers, this power of dissolution was repeatedly

invoked. This matter came to a head in r9o9. In March of

that year the postal workers came out on strike, mainly for
the iemoval of the exceedingly unpopular Minister who

presided over them. Clemenceau, taken by surprise, made

iralf-promises on the strength of which the strikers returned to

work When what had been taken for promises were not carried

out, and the unpopular head of the postal department re-

mained in office, the strike broke out again, but with much less
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rvidespread support. The C.G.T. called on other Unions to
support the strikers ; but the response was poor. Clemenceau
felt strong enough to break the postal workers' organisation by
mass dismissals of its activists. The C.G.T. could do nothing :

the bitter feelings left behind prepared the way for the still
greater bitterness created by Briand's handling of the railway
strike the following year.

During these events the C.G.T. itself was in a state of
crisis. In r9o8, in connection with serious clashes with police
and soldiers arising out of industrial disputes at Draveil and
Villeneuve - Saint - Georges, Clemenceau's Government had
arrested and gaoled Victor Griffuelhes, Emile Pouget, Georges
Yvetot, and other leaders of the C.G.T., and a nerv group of
second-line leaders had taken temporary charge of the organisa-
tion. Griffuelhes, as \,ve saw, had made many enemies both by
his rnilitant policy and by his rough way of handling opposition.
While he was in prison charges were brought against him of
irregularities in the administration of the funds of the C.G.T.,
and his opponents were able to insist on an investigation being
held. Griffuelhes resigned his position in anger. The result
of the investigation was to exonerate him completely from any
taint of dishonesty, and to prove that nothing worse than some
slackness in account-keeping had occurred. But though, after
his release, the C.G.T. Congress affirmed its entire confidence
in his integrity, he was not reinstated as General Secretary, a

member of the right wing, by name Louis Niel, being elected
in his place. That was in r9o9; and Niel was in office during
the critical phase of the postal struggle of that spring. He
handled the affair so weakly that the left wing promptly
reasserted itself and procured his dismissal. Ldon Jouhaux
(1879-1953), who was a close associate of Merrheim and be-
longed to the Syndicalist left, replaced him, and thus began his
long career as the outstanding figure in the French Trade
Union movement.

The railway strike of rgro involved a fresh issue. As we
saw, Briand broke it by bringing in soldiers and by recalling the
strihers to the colours. Now, of the French railway lines only
one was State-owned, and the Nord line, on which the strike
began, was owned as well as conducted by a private joint stock
company. The strikers were not public employees; but the
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Government argued that the law did not extend to authorise
strike action in a vital public utility service and that it was fully
entitled to take exceptional measures to break it in the public
interest. The Socialists in the Chamber, as well as the Trade
IJnions, protested vigorously against this view, and above all
against the calling of the strikers to the colours; but Briand,
overriding their opposition, re-formed his Government and
carried on with his repressive policy. The string of defeats
at the hands of the Government seriously shook, but did not
break, the C.G.T.'s power. After rgro Trade Union militancy
declined while the C.G.T. set to work to rebuild its organisation
on a firmer basis. What has been called the 'heroic period' of
Syndicalism was at an end: it had provoked not only strong
action by the Government, but also a great consolidation of the
employers' organisation through the drawing together of the
Comit6 des Forges and other associations representing mainly
the heavy industries. The C.G.T. attempted to meet the new
situation by persuading its constituent craft Unions to amalga-
mate on industrial lines, so as to meet the employers on more
equal terms; and it also revised its local structure by linking
up the local Bourses du Travail, which had greatly increased in
number, into Unions D6partmentales, one for each Department
of France, with the local Bourses remaining as constituent
elements of the Unions, but no longer entitled to separate
representation on the Confederal Committee. This was an
important change ; for the Bourses, as their numbers grew, had
increasingly dominated the Confederal Committee at the
expense of the National Trade or Industrial Federations.
These latter, which were becoming rather more centralised,
wanted greater control over C.G.T. policy ; and the new C.G.T.
Constitution, in shifting the balance in their favour, weakened
tlie left wing to the advantage of the more moderate groups.
The final authority in the C.G.T. remained, however, with
the Congress, which was made up of one delegate from each
local syndicat, irrespective of size, without any provision for
card voting or for representation ofeither the Bourses or lJnions
or the National Federations as such. There were repeated
attempts to change this system of voting so as to give each
syndicat a vote proportionate to its numbers: they were all
rejected on principle, on the ground that each local productive
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unit, large or small, made a necessary contribution to the life
of the community and should receive direct representation in
final decisions on policy. It was further agreed that there
would be great difficulties in the way of deciding on what
membership each syndicat should be allowed to vote. French
Trade Unionists were notoriously bad at paying regular
contributions, and the effective following of a syndicat often
greatly exceeded its paying membership. Moreover, some

Trade Unionists believed in the desirability of keeping together
regularly as members only the class-conscious militants and

relying on their influence to draw the majority after them when
positive action was required.

As the National Federations increased their strength, and

particularly where they developed benefit services and built up
central risistance funds, the national leaders naturally began

to press for higher membership and more regular contributions.
But the official tradition of the C.G.T. was against any develop-
ment of the syndicats into friendly benefit societies, and on the
extreme left there was even an objection to centralised strike
funds. Only a few bodies, such as the F6d6ration du Livre,
developed friendly benefits ; and for the most part even strikes
were conducted without the aid of regular strike pay, at any
rate on a scale adequate to cover even basic needs. The
C.G.T. continued, for the most part, to rely on emergency
funds raised to support a particular struggle and on 'soupes
communales'- that is, on direct provision of meals and other
necessaries for the strikers and their dependants. They were
seldom able to sustain a long contest. Unless they could win
quickly, they usually called a strike off, and at once began
preparation for calling it on again at the first opportunity.
That was one reason why they objected to binding agreements

and to regular procedures of collective bargaining. They were
essentially guerrilla fighters, waging jungle warfare against the
capitalists and their agents, the public authorities. During the
years before r9r4 this attitude was being gradually modified
as the patronat built up its counter-organisation and as the
F6d6rations tried to meet this with more centralised Trade
Union methods. But the localism persisted in the majority of
the C.G.T.'s sections ; and even among the centralisers there
were many who, while regarding more centralisation as neces-
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sary, were determined not to let it undermine the militancy
of the movement. The Metalworkers and the Builders were
the chief exponents of this view, against the moderates of the
'Livre'and the Textile Workers on the one hand and the
extreme localism of the Anarchists, well entrenched in some of
the Bourses du Travail, on the other.

The remaining great issue in the C.G.T. - and also in the
Socialist Party - dy{ng these years was that of anti-militarism.
This had several interrelated aspects. In the first place there
was the growing threat of European War, marked by a sequence
of crises arising out of the rivalries of the great powers. To the
French working-class leaders this threat presented itself
primarily in two guises - most fundamentally as arising out of
the contest between Germany and Great Britain for economic
domination, and to a less extent as the outcome of conflicting
Russian, Austro-Hungarian, and German ambitions in South-
Eastern Europe and in the Middle East, complicated by
British-German rivalries and British-Austrian and British-
Russian claims in the Eastern Mediterranean. Much the most
lively fear in the minds of the French anti-militarists was that
France might be drawn into war with Germany as the ally of
Great Britain, and to serve British imperialist ends ; and
accordingly their first preoccupation was to secure an under-
standing with the German working-class movement for a

common front against war and war-preparations. They wished,
of course, to draw other working-class and Socialist movements,
including the British, into this common front. But they tended
to think of it as depending most of all on the combined action
of the French and German movements, and to look with more
than a little suspicion on the British, who had neither a powerful
Socialist Party nor a Trade Union movement firmly committed
to Socialism or to the doctrine of class-war. They looked
mainly to the French and German workers to make it impossible
for the governing classes of the two countries to plunge them
into war against each other, and they felt that, if they could
reach a clear understanding for common action with the
Germans, the working-class movements of other countries
would in all probability come in.

There was, however, the big question of the form which
Franco-German understanding was to take, and of the methods
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that were to be employed in face of the threat of war. The
Syndicalists of the C.G.T., in pursuance of their policy of
entire independence of the political parties, wanted to negotiate
a common policy with the German Trade Union movement
and to get this policy confirmed and extended through the
International Trade Union Secretariat which had been set up
at the International Trade Union Conference of r9o3. The
first of these international, purely Trade lJnion, Conferences
had been held, on German initiative, at Copenhagen in rgor ;

and at the third, held in Dublin in r9o3, Karl Legien, the
General Secretary of the German Central Trade Union Com-
mission, had been charged with the function of acting as

International Secretary. What had been created, however, had
been in effect no more than an international correspondence
bureau: there had been no definition of the precise functions
of the new International or of its relations to the International
Socialist Bureau set up two years earlier ; nor had there been,
on the part of most of the participants, any intention of endow-
ing it with policy-making attributes. This, however, was what
the C.G.T. leaders wanted to do. In their eyes the Trade
Union movement, and not the Socialist parties, constituted the
supreme embodiment of the working-class spirit, and should be
the main agent in creating the spirit of international class-
solidarity and in wielding it as a weapon both against war and
for the overthrow of capitalist society. Their chosen weapon
was, of course, the general strike, which was to be used by the
workers to prevent war and, if the occasion served, to clear the
road for insurrection and for the establishment of a new social
order. They wanted to induce the Trade Union movements of
other countries, and particularly the Germans, to pledge them-
selves to meet the threat of war with an international general
strike - and to do this without bringing in the Socialist
politicians, who, it was felt, were too tied up with the parlia-
mentary r6gimes of their various States to be capable of taking
the unconstitutional action which the situation required.

Accordingly, the C.G.T. put down a motion for discussion
at the next International Trade Union Conference, advocating
anti-militarist activities and the use of the general strike to
prevent war. Legien, as International Secretary, refused to put
the motion on the agenda, on the ground that it raised political
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issues that were quite outside the functions of the Trade Unions
and ought to be dealt with by the International Socialist
Congress, if at all. The French, failing to shake his determina-
tion, absented themselves from the International Trade Union
Congress of r9o5, held at Amsterdam. Early the following
year, Griffuelhes made a special journey to Berlin to interview
Legien and other German leaders, in the hope of inducing them
to come to an agreement about anti-militarist and anti-war
activities, and to allow the matter to be raised at the next meeting
of the Trade Union International. He found Legien and his
colleagues quite immovable. In their view, Trade lJnions,
though they should act as allies of Social Democracy in an
informal way, should confine their activities to the strictly
industrial field and should leave political questions to be dealt
with try the Socialist parties. They insisted that the French, if
they wished to raise the issues of anti-militarism and the general
strike, should do so through the French Socialist Party and at
the Socialist International - at which the German Trade
Unions would be represented as part of the Social Democratic
delegation. This, of course, did not at all satisfy Griffuelhes or
his C.G.T. colleagues, who were on the point of reaffirming, in
the Charter of Amiens, the complete independence of the
Trade Unions in relation to political parties and the essentially
revolutionary, and therefore 'political', character of the Trade
Union movement. It was made clear that the Germans were
opposed, not only to having the general strike discussed by the
Trade Union International, but also to the general strike itself,
under whatever auspices it might be invohed. Legien and his
colleagues particularly annoyed Griffuelhes by affirming the
need for the Trade Unions to confi.ne themselves r,vithin the
limits of legality in order to avoid suppression and to serve their
members' immediate economic interests. Trade lJnions were,
in the view of the German leaders, essentially bargaining bodies
for the protection of their members' interests under whatever
econornic system they had actually to face. They had no
revolutionary function: the social revolution was a matter for
the Social Democratic Party, which they would help and
encourage their members to join, but of which they would
remain independent the better to pursue their day-to-day work
within the limits set by law. Griffuelhes, while he was in
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Berlin, saw some of the Social Democratic leaders as well as

the Trade Unionists ; but he got no better response from them.
They would continue in Parliament to combat militarism and
war and to vote against the war credits, and they would campaign
in the country on these issues; but they would have nothing
to do with the notion of a combined pledge of the French and
German working classes to resort to the general strike as a means
of meeting the threat of war.

The French Trade Unionists did not, after this rebuff,
renounce their attempts to persuade the Germans to change
their minds. They returned to the Conferences of the Trade
Union International and attempted, at Paris in r9o9, to get its
structure changed in the hope of altering its attitude. They
wanted it to become, instead of a meeting-place of representa-
tives chosen by the national Trade Union Centres, a Congress
of delegates directly elected by the Trade Unionists of the
various countries and endowed with policy-making powers.
But this proposal was voted down; and right up to r9r4 the
Trade Union International remained no more than an occasional
Conference of the leaders of the various national movements
and a secretariat for the exchange of information. It was,
moreover, weakened by the refusal of the British Trades Union
Congress to become connected with it. Great Britain was
represented, not by the T.U.C., but by the much smaller
General Federation of Trade lJnions, to which many of the
larger Unions did not belong. The T.U.C. had not yet
assumed the character of a central, co-ordinating industrial
body: it was still rather an agency of the Trade Unions for
bringing pressure to bear on Parliament. Actually it preferred
to send delegates to the International Socialist Congress rather
than to the Trade Union gatherings, because it was at the former
that such matters as industrial legislation were chiefly discussed.

In the Trade Union International the C.G.T. formed a

frustrated left wing. At the Budapest Conference of rgrr its
representatives tried in vain to secure the admission of the
Industrial Workers of the World on a parity with the American
Federation of Labor. Attempts were also made to form a

Syndicalist International, with representatives from the Syndi-
calist and Industrial Unionist minorities from Italy, Holland,
America, and other countries, together with the C.G.T. and
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the Spaniards ; but no effective body resulted-
Meanwhile, the question of anti-militarism and the general

strike against war had been in effect transferred from the Trade

Union to the political plane, and was being ardently debated at

successive Congresses of the Socialist International' An
account of these debates has already been given in the chapter

dealing with the whole question of the International's action

in relalion to the continual war danger.' Here, it is more

appropriate to consider the other aspects of the anti-militarist
campaign as it was carried on in France.

tn" C.C.t., in its attempts to secure international Trade

Union action against war, was seeking to extend to other

countries the syndicalist policy to which it committed itself in
the Charter of Amiens - that is to say, the policy of reliance on

direct working-class action without any invocation of the aid

of any political party. But by no means all the apostles of
anti-militarism in France were supporters of the C.G.T' line'
To the left of the C.G.T. leadership there was a body of pure

insurrectionists, who contended that the answer of the workers

to the threat of war should be not merely a general strike but
out-and-out rebellion; and this group largely overlapped with
the preachers of an extreme anti-patriotic doctrine, headed by

Gustave Herv6 (r87r-r94 ?). These latter pressed to an extreme

the dogma that ithe workers have no couot{', and that national

frontieis are of no account to the exploited and dispossessed.

They advocated positive resistance to compulsory military
,".r,i"" and a complete rejection of all conceptions of nationality.

The C.G.T. leaders, while mainly in agreement with their
theoretical position, were not prepared to push matters so far'
What they did itttodrce, under the pressure of their left wing,

was the i sou du soldat'- the small subvention sent to the

serving conscript by his Trade Union to remind him of his

solidaiity with the rest of his class, and to reinforce the admoni-
tion thai he should not allow himself to be used as a strike-
breaker or to shoot down workers who were demonstrating in
support of their class-claims. The C.G.T. and its associated

organisations and journals engaged actively in propaganda

addressed to the soldiers in these terms, and were often brought

up against the law by doing so. They did not, however, attempt
r See Chapter II.
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to stir up the conscripts either to resist military service or to
refuse to obey orders, except when the orders required them to
take action against their fellow-workers. It was none the less
clear that success in calling a general strike against war would
necessarily involve calling upon the soldiers not to take action
to break the strike, and therefore to disobey the orders they
were certain to be given. Indeed, the whole conception of the
general strike against war really involved a readiness to turn it
into an insurrection unless the Government prornptly gave way.
What was to happen if the workers of one country strucir,
whereas those of another belligerent did not, was never at all
clearly stated, though this objection was, of course, made much
of by those who were hostile to the entire policy.

The French Socialists, meanwhile, had been working out
their own solution of the problem of anti-militarism. Urrd",

". 
the influence of Jaurds they made their central point of policy
the supersession of conscript regular armies by non-profe.rior"t
citizen armies - that is, by a people irr arms, trained to the
use of weapons, not by years of continuous service, but by
short periods devoted to martial exercises that would not takl
them away for long from their regular environments. Under
this system, it was argued, the army would become, instead. of
an instrument the Government could use against the workers,
the possession of the people themselves, who would be able to
turn it against a Government that was pursuing militaristic or
other anti-social objectives. Moreover, such an army would be
strong in defence, if the country were attacked, but practically
unusable for aggressive war. This was the line of argumeni
adopted by Jaurds in his book, L'Armie nouaelle, which ap-
peared in r9ro.r The French Socialist Party was by no means
prepared to accept the anti-patriotism of Herv6 and his fol_
lowers, or to reject the claims of national defence if France
found itself attacked. what it wanted was to find a sorution that
would preserve the means of defence, but would exclude both
aggressive war against another State and the kind of colonial
warfare that was a necessary part of policies of imperialist
expansion. The kind of army it proposed could not have been
used either to conquer colonies or to garrison them when they

I It was also the policy of the Socialist International, reaffirmed at
successive Congresses, See pp. 3r, 63 fi.
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had been conquered; and the Jaurds plan accordingly seemed

to meet the political requirements, though it was, of course,
exposed to the objection of the military technicians that such
an army would be in reality incapable of effective resistance to
a heavily equipped modern mechanised professional army.
The idea for this reason, if for no other, could not hope to meet
with much acceptance outside Socialist circles unless it could
be 'sold' to other Socialist movements, and especially to the
Germans. It had therefore to be pressed at the international
level.

Anti-colonialism and anti-imperialism, to which reference
has just been made, played an important part in the French
discussions about militarism and war. In the eyes of Socialists
and Syndicalists alike the war danger arose mainly out of
imperialist rivalries which were at bottom quarrels concerning
the right to appropriate and exploit the national resources of
the less developed countries, and to exploit their peoples both
as consumers and as cheap labour for the benefit of the great
capitalists of the imperial States. For the French the question
of North Africa loomed largest, in relation successively to
Egypt, Tunis, Algeria, and Morocco. They were, however, as

we saw, inclined to regard the whole matter as one primarily
concerned with the imperialist conflicts of Great Britain and
Germany, and to look for a solution, first and foremost, in
promoting common action between the French and German
working-class movements against imperialist tendencies in both
countries, in the hope that such an entente would strengthen
the hands of the anti-imperialists in Great Britain and else-

where. In this matter, as in most, the Syndicalists were well
ahead of the Socialist Party in denouncing 'colonialism' not
only as involving the danger of war, but also because of its
effects in facilitating the economic exploitation of the colonial
peoples.

The question of military service and of the attitude of the
working-class movement towards it became particularly acute
when, in rgtz, the proposal to extend the period of military
service from two to three years became an immediate political
issue. The Brest Congress of r9r3, meeting after the three
years' law had been voted, reasserted its dernand for the
substitution of a national militia for the standing army, decided
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to- conduct a campaign against the three years, law and in favour
of international arbitration and an entente with Germany, and
expressed particular satisfaction at the action taken by the
French and German socialists and rrade Unionists at the time
oJ the Agadir crisis.- On that occasion, after an attempt by
the C.G.T. to organise a joint French-German_British ,i.rudl
Union demonstration had failed, the German Trade Union
commission invited a French delegation of 45 to visit Berlin,
where its members spoke to .rrurt urd fervent anti-war demon_
strations. In return the Germans Molkenbuhr and Gustav
Bauer came to Paris, where they addressed a similar demonstra_
tion. The socialists of Alsace-Lorraine at the same time
declared their hostility to any war of reaanche designed to
lestgle the provinces lost to France in rgTr ; and thelrench
socialists vigorously applauded this attitude. The Germans
were, indeed, very ready to demonstrate and entirelv sincere in
their opposition to the war which they saw approalhing; but
this did not make them any the more pr.pur"d io pteagJjne-_
selves to meet the threat with a general strike arra"nged in
concert with the French syndicalists, whose ability to cJnduct
such a movement with success they strongly doubted _ no less
strongly, in effect, than their own ability io take mass action
against a war in which Russia, as well as France and Great
Britain, might be involved.

Long before this,_of course, the Stuttgart Congress of the
socialist International had adopted the *ill-krro*i resolution
in which the various delegations had attempted to formulate a
collective policy for action in face of any immediate threat of
war and also in face of failure to prevent war from breaking out.In rgrr the French and German delegations which ,rLit"a
each others' countries. were acting, they believed, in the spirit of
this resolution, of which the ineffectiveness had not yet become
plain, though many Frenchmen were already u*rr" of it.

^ Throughout the period between 19o6 and r9r4 the French
socialist Party had been troubled by the question of the general
strike, not only as a weapon to be invoked against the th"reat of
war, but also generally. confronted with the overwherming
majority in favour of the Charter of Amiens, with its ,r."rtioi
of complete Trade Union independence of party politics, the
socialist Party had to make up its mind what attituae to take up
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towards this declaration of independence. The 'Charter'
began with two preliminary affirmations, concerned respectively
with the action to be taken by individuals and organisations.
The first of these asserted that the individual adherent should
be left entirely free to take part, outside his Trade Union group,
in whatever form of struggle corresponded to his philosophical
or political outlook, but should be required not to introduce
into his Trade Union the opinions he professed elsewhere.
The second laid down that, 'in order that Trade Unionism
might reach the greatest possible strength, economic action
should be taken directly against the employing class (patronat),
and that the confederated organisations should not, as Trade
Union groups, concern themselves with parties or sects, which
are free outside and apart from the Trade Unions to work for
social transformation as they think fit'.

As a preamble to these declarations, the Charter of Amiens
laid down that the C.G.T. brought together, independent of all
political schools of thought, 'all workers who are conscious of
the need to struggle for the abolition of the wage system'. It
then asserted that this declaration involved 'a recognition of the
class-struggle, which, on an economic foundation, puts the
workers in revolt against every form of exploitation and op-
pression, material and moral, that is operated by the capitalist
class against the working class'. It went on to say that it made

this theoretical affirmation more precise by adding to it the
following points:

In respect of everyday demands, Trade Unionism (/e
syndicalisme) pursues the co-ordination of the workers' efforts,
the increase of the workers' welfare through the achievement
of immediate improvements, such as the shortening of the
hours of labour, the raising of wages, etc.

This, however, is only one aspect of its work : it is preparing
the way for the entire emancipation that can be realised only
by the expropriation of the capitalist class. It commends
tlie generai .tiik" as a means to this end and holds that the
Traile lJnion, which is at present a resistance groupr will be
in the future the group responsible for production and distri-
bution, the foundation of the social organisation.

The Congress declares that this double task of day-to-day
activity and of the future follows from the actual situation of
the wige-earners, which exerts its pressure on every worker
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and renders it an obligation for all workers, whatever their
opinions or their political or philosophical tendencies, to be
mernbers of their Trade Union (syndicat -.i.e.local union)
as the basic group.

The Charter of Amiens thus committed the C.G.T. to the
class-struggle as the basis of Trade Union action, to complete
independence of political parties and philosophical sects, and
to the general strike as a weapon. It further affirmed that in
the coming society the Trade Unions would take over the con-
trol of production and distribution, without saying explicitly
whether the State would disappear or continue in being, or
what, if it did continue, its relation to the Trade Unions would
be. This vagueness was necessary because the Charter had to
get the support of both Anarchists and Socialists, as well as of
the central group of Syndicalists who were attached neither to
Anarchism nor to the Socialist Party.

The Socialist Party, in face of the adoption of the Charter
by an overwhelming majority, had to decide whether to accept
it and make the best of it, or to challenge it by counter-asserting
the need for an alliance between the political and industrial
wings of the movement. At the Limoges Socialist Congress of
19o6 the F6d6ration du Nord, which ryas the Guesdist strong-
hold and one of the two largest sections of the party, proposed
the second of these courses. Almost all the outstanding leaders,
except the Guesdists, took the opposite view and spoke and
voted for the alternative resolution, moved on behalf of the
Fdd6ration du Tarn, represented by Jaurds. Jaurds, the former
Independent Socialist, Vaillant the Blanquist, Jean Allemane,
and Gustave Herv6 the extreme anti-militarist joined forces to
support the Tarn resolution, which ran as follows :

The Congress, holding that the working class cannot fully
emancipate itself except by the combined force of political
and trade union action - by Trade Unionism going to the
length of the general strike, and by the total conquest of
political power with a view to the general expropriation of
capitalism;

Convinced that this double action will be all the more
effective if the political and the industrial organisms enjoy
full autonomy;

Taking note of the Amiens resolution, which asserts the
independence of Trade Unionism in relation to all political
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parties and at the same time assigns to Trade Unionism an

l,bjecti.re which only Socialism, as a political party, recognises
and oursues:

Aolding ihat this fundamental concordance between the
oolitical "id th. economic action of the proletariat will
irecessarily bring about, wittrout confusion or subordination
or mistruit, a frie coordination between the -two organisms. ;

Invites ihe militants to use their best endeavour to dissi-
pate all misunderstanding between the C.G.T. and the
Socialist Party.

The vote was close. The Tarn resolution was adopted by

r48 votes against r30 cast for the Guesdists, who stood, broadly

speaking, for the same point of view as the German Social

I].*o"*tr. The French Socialist Party thus committed itself
not only to acceptance of Trade Union independence but also

to .rppttt of the general strike as a form of Trade Union action,

witho"t specifying what sort of general strike, or what use of it,
the partyhad in mind. This acceptance was' beyond doubt,

partiy tattical. The last thing the Socialist Party, or at all events

iurrrd., wanted was to be plunged, on the morrow of unifica-

iion, into a sharp conflict with the C.G.T. Such a conflict

could hardly have failed to resplit the party, whereas the

Guesdists, put in a minority, could not afford to break away and

involve themselves in a battle on two fronts against both the

C.G.T. and the Socialist majority. The Guesdists therefore

stayed inside the party, and constituted within it a large enough

minority to impose considerable limitations on its ability to

"rrry 
o,rt the spirit as well as the letter of the majority decision'

Thrtughout the ensuing debates concerning the general strike,

both in France and at the Socialist International, the French

delegation remained under the handicap of sharp disagreement

within its ranks ; and it took all Jaurds's genius for compromise

to hold the contending factions together.
I Frorn the unification of r9o5 to his assassination in t9r4,

on-the eve of the war, Jaurds was the outstanding figure in the I
French Socialist Party, and also the gr-e,.4test single figure in the

Congresses of the Second International. He was a magnificent

oratJr, with a great mastery of phrase and voice ; a distinguished

writer, especially in the historical field, and - what is most of all

to the point here - a most cunning draftsman of resolutions
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and reports designed to secure the adhesion of contending
groups and factions. He knew better than anyone else how to
intervene in an acrimonious discussion with a proposal which,
by bringing in each faction's favourite phrases, got them all to
sign an agreed report or to vote for a common resolution. He
was often accused on these occasions of using mere verbal
jugglery to induce a false harmony, and so patching over
differences instead of reconciling them. That, indeed, he did
again and again ; but he did it, not to display his own cleverness
or to exalt his own power', but because he deemed it essential
that the French Socialists sfrduld become and remain a unified
party and, internationally, that the parties of the International
should be held together rather than divided into warring
ideological camps. This concept of unity among Socialists
and of good relations between the Socialist parties and the
Trade Unions was the first principle of his own Socialist
doctrine,gpd he was prepared to subordinate almost everything
else to it. iThus, he first defended Millerand and the Reform-
ists, at ariy'iate to the extent of not wishing to see them excluded
from the partl, and then accepted their exclusion and took sides

againstcollaborationinbourgeois Ministrieswhenhe had become
convinced that nothing less would-,avail to bring the main body
of the party together. Thus, when the Trade Unions adopted
the Charter of Amiens and rejected alliance with the Unified
Socialist Party, he not merely accepted their decision but went
out of his way to induce the party to pronounce unequivocally
in favour of it, because he saw in such endorsement the only
hope of the two wings of the movement being able in fact to
get on amicably together. Similarly, he induced the party,
against the Guesdists, to give its endorsement to the policy of
the general strike, because he saw that to oppose it would mean
tearing the working class asunder. These, it may be said, are

the attitudes of an opportunist rather than of a man animated
by clearly conceived principles; but it must be answered that
opportunism raas Jaurds's principle, in the sense that, within
very wide limits, he was prepared to do whatever he thought the
'common sense' (not the commonsense) of the working class
indicated as the best way of maintaining it as a united force.
He had, of course, deep convictions which set limits to what he
could bring himself to do. He was an ardent humanist liberal,
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in the best sense of both words. ,lfre believed that it was the
mission of Socialism to continue iTib work of the great French
Revolution - to complete rather than to destroy its achieve-
ment. He saw the Republic, not as an enemy, but as an institu-
tion to be defended fgq what it embodied of the great 'idea of
the Revolution';. andlthough he was a revolutionary, he was
so rather in the spirit of one carrying on a revolution already
well on its way than in that of one seeking to make a new revo-
lution - so that hts;eyqlgtionism was fully consistent with
Reformism, and quite inconsistent with any doctrine of destruc-
tive violence resting on a repudiation of bourgeois values. He
was in fact by instinct a moderate in action; but he refused to
be more moderate than the workers he was setting out to lead,
or than the need to make them militant required - militant

, enough, that is, to force their enemies to tak€ notice of them.
He set a high value on immediate reforms.;.' but he was not

t prepared to accept them on terms which would mean the
'domestication' of the workers' movement, because he was
fully, a]ive to the fact that 'domestication' would destroy its
power.

Above all else, Jaurds was a great humanist. When such men
as Gustave Herv6 told him that the workers had no country, he
replied with passion that this was utterly untrue. The French
worker had as his'patrie'the whole cultural life of France,
based not only on great traditions of revolutionary achievement
but also on the precious possession of the French language and
of the grand procession of French literature and French self-
expression in all the arts. Not for nothing had JaurAs begun
his career as a professor of philosophy. Even as politician and
journalist he remained the philosopher of an embracing human-
ism and set out to make the workers fully masters of society in
all its aspects, and not merely of the State or of economic
affairs. In this spirit he edited Humaniti, seeking to make
each issue not merely a means of giving the news of the day but
also the conveyer of a greater message of social and cultural
emancipation. His front pages were quite astonishingly good,
carrying especially in his brilliantly conceived leading articles
much more than a narrowly political message. Under his
control, Humanitd became a great educational force, of par-
ticular influence among teachers and Socialist 'militants', but
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so simply written as to reach a wide circle of readers with an

appeal-they could understand and accept. Of course, Jaur6s
did not u"hi.rr" all this alone: he was brilliantly helped by

Edouard Vaillant, no less an enthusiast for Socialist education,

and by the less frequent contributions of great writers such as

Anatoie France Q844-tgz$. The main inspiration, however,

came from Jaurds, and was sustained year aftet year up to his

untimely death.
These qualities -did not make Jaurds a gteat constructlve

political thinker. l-His main positive contributions to Socialist

policy were his w6'i[ing out of the conception of the new army

tut.i o, an armed people and his attempt to solve the problem-

of applying Socialist doctrine to the peasantry. On the first of
these- issuis he carried his party along with him and won

extensive support in the International. On the other the

French Socialist Part], after repeated Congress debates' was

still in r9r4 unable to make up its mind ; but in that respect it
was no woise off than other Socialist parties that were facing

the same problem, and Jaurds's attempt was at any rate a great

deal more realistiglhan Kautsky's, which has been discussed in
a previous chapter.:

It may be doubfed whether the policy set forth in L'Armie
nouztelle,lor all the supp6rt it secured, was equally realistic;
but it was not necessarily the worse for that. It enabled

Jaurds to keep down the size of the extreme anti-patriotic
minority led by Gustave Herv6, which repudiated all forms of
loyalty 1o the nation, including any form of national defence,

und udrrutt"ed in its place a policy of workers' insurrection
irrespective of national frontiers. Jaurds, equally with the

leaders of the German Social Democratic Party, upheld the

right of national defence against foreign aggression: his

p*bl.- was to find means of giving effect to this right without
either arming the existing State with weapons that it could turn
against the workers or equipping it with forces that it could use

aggressively against other States, or in imperialist colonial wars'

The citizen army, keeping its own weapons in readiness for
the call of national defence and not isolated in camps or barracks

but pursuing its daily avocations of civil life, seemed to furnish
the answer. fne example of Switzerland had, no doubt,

shown that even a citizen militia could be used for breaking
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strikes; I but against this danger was to be set the fact that the

strikers, in common with the rest of the people, would be

armed, so that the army would be the people's as much as the

State's, and might, if revolution came, act on the people's side as

well as against it. The plan, of course, involved a democratisa-

tion of the officer cadres as well as of the non-commissioned
ranks ; and Jaurds tried to work out the means of achieving this.
His plan appeared most promising when it was envisaged, not
in isolation, but as part of an internationally agreed Socialist
proposal for reducing armaments to a purely defensive level

urrd for the general acceptance of arbitration as a means of
settling international disputes. The difficulty was that to
envisage it in this way involved, as a prior need, the victory of
Socialism, or at any rate of anti-imperialistic pacifism, in all
the leading countries, and not merely in France. If it was put
forward as a proposal for unilateral action by the French, its
compatibility with successful national defence was doubtful,
even in r9o9, and became increasingly doubtful as each great

power increased its armaments and made them more technically
advanced. That was partly why, in the minds of the French
Socialists, there was a close connection between the army
proposals and the promotion of an entente with the German

working-class movement.
On the agrarian issue Jaurds was never able to accept the

orthodox Social Democratic view that the peasants were a class

destined to be speedily swept away by the advance of large-

scale capitalist farming. He understood the tenacity with which
those of them who owned their land clung to it and the desire

to possess the land they tilled that was widespread among
cultivators under the mitayer system. He was not prepared to
range himself with those Socialists who, regarding the peasants,

as distinct from the rural wage-labourers, as a reactionary class,

contended that nothing must be done to strengthen their posi-
tion and thus raise up fresh obstacles to the advance of Socialism.

On the contrary, he was insistent not only that nothing must
be done to dispossess the peasant owner against his will, but
also that the State should intervene to reduce agricultural rents
and to alter to the mitayer's advantage the terms on which he

shared the produce of the land. He wished to take over the
r See p. 612ff.
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ownership of land farmed by large proprietors, or hired out to

tenants, or worked under mitayage, and to use the reduced

rents or shares in the produce to form a capital fund for the

improvement of agriculiure under public auspices. He thought

thai large-scale faiming would increase and that it would come

to be oiganised on a Co-operative system under public 9*n:1-
ship, buI that small-scale iultivation would persist side by side

wiitr it - including very small-scale cultivation by workers

who laboured for part of their time on the collective farms' He

emphasised the extent to which already peasant farmers

*oik"d together without formal organisation, helping to 
-get 

in
one anothir's crops and lending one another beasts and carts

and implements. These customs he took as signs-of 
-a 

natural

co-opeiativeness, which would develop much further in a

friendty social environment, in which the cultivator would no

longer be either exploited by landlord or usurer or able to

e*pioit the rural labourer for his own profit. Envisaging th-e

fuiure of industry under Socialism in terms of workers' self-

government and not of bureaucratic state administration,

irni"f, he disliked, he saw the future of agriculture as lying in

a combination of worker-controlled co-operative cultivation

with a survival of individual farming reinforced by Co-opera-

tive methods of supply and marketing. He worked out these

ideas early in his careei as a Socialist, and never departed from

them. But the French Socialist Party never either accepted or

rejected them. It could not make up its mind; and at one

Clngress after another the decision was adjourned'
ih"t. was clearly an opportunistic element in Jaurds's views

on the agrarian question, ai on most other matters of practical

policy. He did 
-not 

want to make an enemy of the peasant

"tmt; 
and he was very much aware that, although peasant

owners constituted only a minority of the agricultural pro-

ducers, being outnumbered by the rural labourers, the mitayers,

and the t.rruirt farmers, they were capable of opposing powerful

obstacles to the advance of socialism if the socialist Party set

itself against them. But his attitude was by n9 meqs 
99felV

opportJnistic. As a firm believer that the task of Socialism

*u. to complete, and not to overturn, the achievements of the

great Revolution, he would have felt it treason to attack the

ieasantry, instead of giving them a fair chance to adjust them-
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selves to the conditions of a Socialist society; and, as an
opponent of bureaucracy and centralisation, he did not want
them to be dispossessed, but only brought within a framework
of Co-operative planning within which they could be given
freedom to manage their own affairs.

Jaurds, up to a point, used the phraseology of Marxism,
which was the lingua franca of the parties of the Second Inter-
national, and he accepted a substantial part of Marx's economic
doctrine. i ljut he was never really a Marxist. He always
stressed buth ifi6"etfiical elements in Socialism and its roots in
a democracy which he conceived as a completion of existing
democratic tendencies and not in terms of any sort of class
dictatorship. He was strongly hostile to Blanquism as well as

to the Marxist form of dictatorship doctrine. By disposition he
was a padiamentarian, and he was by no means prepared to
regard the State as simply the executive committee of the ruling
class. Yet this did not mean that he belonged to the constitu-
tionalist right wing: he insisted that the workers, in their
struggle for power, could not allow themselves to be shut up
within the confines of bourgeois legality. - They might, he
agreed, have to act unconstitutionally, to floui the law, or to rise
in rebellion; but he regarded such a prospect, not with the
jubilation of the instinctive revolutionary, but as an unpleasant
necessity to be avoided as far as possible, because he was very
anxious that the growing pains of the new society should not
destroy the human and cultural values that were worthy of
being taken over into it.

The second outstanding figure in the French Socialist
Party of the years after r9o5 was Jules Guesde who, having
begun as a Radical and passed through a semi-Anarchist phase
in Switzerland and Italy after the Paris Commune, became,
with Paul Lafargue, the architect of a Workers' Party (Parti
Ouvrier) following faithfully in the steps of German Social
Democracy. Guesde was an entirely unoriginal thinker: his
strength lay in organisation and in fidelity to Marxist orthodoxy
as it was then understood. He believed strongly in centralisa-
tion and in the subordination of the whole working-class
movement to the guidance of a party based on strict discipline
and conformity to a determined line. He also shared the
conviction, strong among the German majority, that the coming
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of socialism was inevitable as an outcome of the economic

development of capitalism towards greater and greater concen-

tration of power. He favoured parliamentary action, and the

use of parliament for achieving immediate partial reforms ; but

he always stressed the narrow limits to the real advantages that

could be got in this way as long as capitalism remained in being,

and insiJed that the primary task - that of overthrowing

capitalism - could not be accomplished without the use of

revolutionary means. Sharing Marx's conception of the State

a, u 
"lars-agency, 

he strongly opposed the Possibilists, led by

Paul Brousse, in their attempts to advance towards Socialism

by developing municipal enterprise 
-and 

public -operation.of
,riitity ."*i""J; for he held that such forms of public-enterprise

*orld fall under the control ofthe bourgeois State and be turned

by it against the workers. He was no less hostile to syndicalism,

which] he held, would divide the workers in the pursuit of
corporative interests instead of uniting them to pursue the

Socialist goal of distribution in proportion to services rendered

to societY.
All t-his, of course, was commonplace of German centrist

social Democratic doctrine ; but it was much less acceptable

in France. It went down best in the north of France, which

was always the chief Guesdist stronghold' For a time, before

the rise of Syndicalism, the Guesdists had established a con-

siderable control over the Trade union movement; but they

never regained it, except in a few areas' In r9r4 Guesde'

despite lis Marxism, ruUied at once to the national cause and

became a Minister in the war coalition' His writings, except

his reminiscences, Qd et lti (r9,4), are not of importance : they

are chiefly pamphllts giving a popular exposition of-Marxist

doctrine. 
- 
H" *ur, however, a very active journalist, from the

days of Egaliti, which he started in t877, before his full con-

,,errio1 to"Mar*ism, to his long period as director of La Voix du

peuple and other journals devoted to the theory and practice of

his strictly orthodox Social Democratic ideas'

The t-hird leading figure was the former Communard and

follower of Blanqui, Edouard Vaillant, who had led the Blanquist

Socialist Party up to the unification, and was thereafter a

member of thl unified party. Vaillant (r84o-r9r5), who had

received a medical and icientific training, had been allied with
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Guesde against Jaurds at the time of the affaire Millerand: he
was a firm opponent of collaboration with the bourgeois parties.
But he was not, like Guesde, under the spell of German Social
Democracy. He thought much less in terms of a disciplined
mass party than of a revolutionary 6lite, and he thus came nearer
in his attitude to the Syndicalist militants than the other
parliamentary leaders. He was strongly anti-militarist and
anti-imperialist, and played an active part in the Second ..
International during its discussions of the problem of Socialist
action against war - for example, as the associate of Keir
Hardie in the Hardie-Vaillant resolution of 19ro.' His strong-
hold was Paris. He had been elected to the Paris Municipal
Council as far back as 1884, nine years before he became a

deputy ; and his best constructive work was done in the
development of education in Paris. He was the Socialist
Party's leading educational expert. After the unification,
despite his theoretical revolutionism, he worked very closely
and amicably with Jaurds - much more so than Guesde, who
resented Jaurds's pre-eminence. Despite the fading of his
revolutionary ardour he was very popular among the Parisian
left wing.

Of the other Socialist leaders, Paul Lafargue, Marx's son-in-
law and co-founder with Guesde of the Parti Ouvrier, com-
mitted suicide in r9rr, together with his wife, Laura. He had
been born in Cuba in r84z, trained in France as a doctor and,
on account of his political activities, had taken refuge in
England, where he met Marx. Marx had sent him to Spain,
where he had attempted to build up a Marxist section of the
First Internationalz against the Bakuninists. He was away
from France until 1882, when he returned and joined forces
with Guesde, with whom he drafted the programme of the
Parti Ouvrier. He became a leading French exponent of
Marxist doctrines, writing a series of books on various aspects

of Socialism and in criticism of capitalist ideologies, especially
in relation to property and religion. But, except as Guesde's
ally, he was not an active figure of any great influence after the
early years of the Guesdist Party.

PauI Brousse, the Possibilist leader, born in 1854, who had
moved from semi-Anarchism to the advocacy of Socialist

t See p. 83 f.
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municipal enterprise and the building up of Socialist strength
through active participation in local government, died in r9rz,
and no new leader appeared to take his place. Jean Allemane,
another Communard, born in 1843, whose party had been, up
to the unification, nearest to the Trade Union left, ceased to
count for a great deal after r9o5.

The remaining figures to whom it is necessary to give some
consideration are the theorists most closely associated with
Syndicalism - especially Georges Sorel and Hubert Lagardelle.
As we saw, it is quite a mistake to suppose that Sorel had any
considerable influence on the development of the Syndicalist
movement, or even on the growth of its ideology. The Syndi-
calist leaders never accepted Sorel's conception of the general
strike as a 'social myth'. Though they agreed with much that
he said on behalf of their movement, they rightly considered
that he had taken his ideas from the movement, rather than
imposed them upon it.
I Georges Sorel ( r 847- tgzz) was, indeed, a highlyidiosyncratic

dhinker, whom it is quite impossible to pin down except in
negative terms. There were a number of things that he most
emphatically did not believe, or believe in; and such consist-
ency as is to be discovered in his writings is made up mainly of
these negatives. He did not believe in democracy, or in
progress, or in the validity of reason as a basis for social action,
or in the value of trying to reach agreement. He was much
more against the bourgeoisie than for the workers, or, indeed, for
anybody; and if there was anything he really enjoyed, it was

being a pessimist. In many of these respects he bore a con-
siderable resemblance to Proudhon, whom he admired greatly
and often invoked. But what he found most congenial in
Proudhon's thought was the acceptance of contradictions, not
as evils to be transcended, but as the very stuff of living, for
the individual and for society alike. For a long time he admired
Marx too, and fancied himself a Marxist, which he neither
was nor could have been. What he liked in Marxism was the
conception of class-war and revolution, the defiant proclamation
of the proletariat's historic r6le. But it was quite alien to his
attitude to regard the proletariat as being carried onwards to
inevitable victory by the advance of the powers of production.
He liked to think, in his Marxist days, of the proletariat as
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engaged in a heroic conflict, of which the issue was altogether
in doubt - a conflict waged in a world which might at any
moment collapse upon the combatants and whelm them in a

common disaster. What attracted him was the struggle, not
the prospect of victory - except when he was thinking of the
latter, not as victory, but as the defeat of the other side.

I have said that Sorel did not believe in progress; but that
is not quite true. In a strictly technical sense he did believe
in it. He had been trained as an engineer and had spent the
formative years of his manhood practising his profession at the
Ponts et Chauss6es before he set up as a prophet; and he had
the engineer's outlook on progress as a technical fact. What
he added was that, from the human and moral point of view,
this progress was an illusion. It did not add to man's stature,
except as far as it provided continually fresh issues for men to
fight about, and thus stimulated their heroic qualities - if they
had any. He incited the working class to organise for battle ;
but he wanted the capitalists to improve their organisation too,
in order to provide the workers with an enemy capable of testing
their resources. His scorn for politicians, of all parties, was
based mainly on his view of them as persons who were out for
a quiet life and were always trying to compromise and reach
agreed settlements, or at least agreements to differ, instead of
enjoying a good scrap. He detested'reasonable'people, whom
he saw as always blurring the issues, instead of turning every
difference into a point of principle on which there could be
no giving way. But when politicians became doctrinaire he
denounced them no less roundly as makers of procrustean beds
for confining the human spirit.

Sorel, in his earlier social writings, was affected by Antonio
Labriolar and by Benedetto Croce in his brief Marxist phase.z
For a number of years he wrote as a Socialist, and did not
dissociate himself from the main trend of Marxist thought.
His Syndicalist period began only with the publication in 1898
of L'Aztenir socialiste des syndicats, in which he proclaimed that
'the proletariat should set to work, from this moment, to free
itself of all direction that is not internal to itself. It is by
movement and action that it should win juridical and political
capacities. The first rule of its conduct should be to remain
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z See p. 742.
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excrusivery *,.0, J:;',.l T:,;;] r::T:, ."r, to exc ru de
the intellectuals, whose direction would hu.,re tle effect of
restoring hierarchies and of dividing the body of the workers.
The r6le of the intellectuals is that if auxiliaries., The use of
the word 'capacities' in this passage is a plain echo of proudhon.
Sorel went on to declare : ,to ,tr* ,rp'my whole thought in a
formula, I will say that the entire future of socialism" lies in
the autonomous development of the workers, lJnions,.

- T*o years later, Sorel was writing that , Socialism is
finished' - that is, as a political *or"*..r"t. He then published
,_" qyigk succession, Introduction d l,iconomie modunu (rqoj),
ltt ljlutr:!: du progris (19o6), La Dicomposition du **ilrli,
(:9o8), Rdflexions sur la aiolence (r9og), and La Rivolution
dr-elt{usiyrye lrgoq) - all these works-faliing within the period
of the C.G.T.'s most militant activity undi tt" t.uaer.frif oi
G^rif":F..,.Pouget, and Merrheim. Then, with the .rdirrg
of the 'heroic period,, the flow ceased; and Sorel went ofi ii
search of fresh heroes ready to accept his gospel of ,violence'.
He found them, for the time being, among uftra_conservatives
and royalists, and fell foul of the Action 

-Frangaise 
g.o,rp fo,

being 'unduly democratic'. when the Bolshevik R-evolution
occurred, the fighting quality of Lenin caused. him to add an
appendix in praise of him to Riflexions sur la ztiolence ; but that
did not prevent him from being-cited by Mussolini as one of the
chief inspirers of his concepti; of Fascism.

Among Sorel's chief hatreds was that of the eighteenth_
century enlightenment, which he was apt to credit wiih all the
errors of the modern lorld. The eighteenth_century ,philo-
sophers', in his view, had led the riorld astray into u fulr.
optimism, a-misguided rationalism, and a dogmatic belief in
the virtue of counting-hsa.ds, which they cailJd ,d.-o"ru"y;.
They had committed the fatal error of iegarding the intellect
as an instrument for.inspiring men to agrie, wh-en what they
needed was the stimulus of disagreementio call out their moral
qualities in action. Sorel saw those who, with Jaurds, treated
the eighteenth-century enlightenment as the ideoiogical founda_
tion. of a continuing impulse to social progress as misinter_
preting_ it utterly and as perverting it-into liberalism. He
insisted that the task of the preseniwas not to comprete the
liberal revolution by socialising it, but to break ,igt t ,*"j
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from the liberal tradition. In his Syndicalist phase, he was
continually adjuring the proletariat not to be misled into taking
over the ideas of the bourgeoisie and trying to adapt them to its
own requirements, but to break right away from the bourgeois
tradition and to create, by acting, a totally new ideology on
foundations which could be built up only on the experience of
the daily struggle. The character of this new ideology - or
rather, new way of life, for he did not expect or wish the
proletariat to formulate it in theoretical terms - was never
made clear: indeed, it could not be, for it would arise only as

it was practised. When the C.G.T. failed to live up to the
promise he had seen in it during the'heroic years', he lost
interest. What he would have made of Communism if he had
lived on to watch its development I do not pretend to know.
Probably, from the side-lines, he would have urged on both
Stalin and Trotsky to combat, without caring which won, and
indeed, enjoying the combat and regarding both the 'per-
manent revolution' and 'Socialism in one country' as excellent
examples of the 'social myth'.

The book of Sorel's that is best known - indeed, the only
one that has been widely read - is Rifiexions sur la oiolence,in
which both his notion of the creative function of 'violence' and
his conception of the 'social myth' are set forth. What did
Sorel mean by this 'violence' that he defended and exalted ?

Not necessarily physical violence, though that was included in
it, but essentially a refusal to compromise and a determination
to act that was made stronger by opposition. Mere argument
he despised: he required action, and he was emphatic that
what spurred men to action was not intellectual conviction but
a faith that was in essence non-rational, though it cloaked itself
in what appeared to be reasoned aspirations and projects. In
his Syndicalist period he was greatly influenced by Bergson's
conception of the ilan oital, and regarded himself as the
exponent of a social version of Bergsonian philosophy. This
ilan,which was in men's natures, had to be expressed in terms
of projects of action, and not of ideals. For the working class
of the twentieth century its specific formulation was in terms
of the general strike, but not of any sort of general strike -only of the general strike as an instrument for the complete
overthrow of the existing social order. For the 'political
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general strike', used as a means to the winning of universal
suffrage, as the Austrians, the Belgians, and others attempted to
use it, he had the greatest contempt as a politicians'perversion
of a noble revolutionary aspiration. The general strike, as it
existed in the minds of the class-conscious workers, was in
essence an insurrectionary act) a defiance of all authority.
What matter if it never in fact happened ? The importance of
it lay, not in the event, but in the stimulus to militant action
which it supplied. Under that stimulus, a great deal of action
would occur; and it was of minor importance what form the
action took, provided it was undertaken in the right spirit -that of a militant morality, which would give it the character of
a crusade - of a war. Sorel was exceedingly fond of warlike
metaphors : he repeatedly insisted that the class-struggle was
a war. He extolled the military virtues, and regarded war as
an ennobling experience-especially war for a 'cause,. An
important count in his indictment of capitalism and of the
bourgeoisie was, not that they waged wars, but that they were
always patching things up instead of fighting them out.

The reader will have perceived some time ago that I acutely
dislike Sorel as a thinker, though I have a great deal of sym-
pathy for the Syndicalism which for a time he espoused. It
may be, on occasion, necessary to fight, and cowardice not to;
but fighting is always, at best, a necessary evil, and there is
nothing ennobling about it. Quite the contrary. It is perfectly
possible to admire initiative, ilan and determination without
falling into the evil position of admiring combativeness in its
own right. It is also perfectly possible to accept ,contradic-

tions' as a necessary element in the life of society, as proudhon
did, without regarding each 'contradiction' as the occasion for
a struggle leading to mutual extermination, in the Hegelian
manner, or as an opportunity for the purposeless exercise of
heroic virtues, as I think Sorel, despite all his ,moralism,, came
in effect to do. Griffuelhes also suffered from this vice, of
which the outcome usually is that its advocates, instead of
training their devotees for more and more heroic actions, end
by tiring them out, as happened to both the American I.W.W.
and the C.G.T. But Griffuelhes and Haywood at any rate
believed that they were going somewhere: they were chasing,
not a'social myth', but what they held to be a realisable
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objective. They were not, like Sorel, pessimists moaning for
blood.

Sorel's pessimism was, of course, closely connected with his
irrationalism, which links his social thought to that of Vilfredo
Pareto, and made them both grist to the Fascist mill. Pareto
traced all men's social activities back, in the final resort, to
what he called 'residllss' - non-rational drives which impelled
societies this way or that, according as particular types of drive
dominated the ruling 6lites. He saw this domination as taking
shape in a cyclical process in which one type of residue, or
rather one combination of residues, gave place to another in
endless succession, as new men of initiative and imagination,
and new bureaucratic intriguers with a talent for'combination',
seized hold of the social structure. Meanwhile, Robert Michels
was exposing in his writings - especially in his work on
Political Parties $9tz) - the corrupting tendencies of political
action and the processes of manipulation by 6lites which made
democratic action of the type accepted as normal by political
'liberals' a farce - a mere cover for bureaucratic management
of gullible human material. Michels, who worked and wrote
in Switzerland and Italy as well as in Germany, was one of the
group which gathered round Hubert Lagardelle's Mouztement

Socialiste and made it during the early years of the twentieth
century the outstanding theoretical organ of the Syndicalist
conception of Socialism. Like Sorel, he was an acute critic of
Marxian Social Democracy. Above all, he attacked the
German Social Democratic Party, which he described as a
'great automaton' ' congealed in a sullen, stiff nationalism
. dumb, blind and deaf to the cry of men'. To him, as to
all the Syndicalists, political Marxism appeared to be in de-
composition and decay, afraid to summon its massive following
to action for fear of offending popular sentiment and letting
loose forces it would not be able to control.

Hubert Lagardelle, who founded Le Mouvement Socialiste
in 1899 and carried it on until r9r4, was the central figure in
the group of intellectuals who, during this period, rallied to the
side of Syndicalism against the parliamentary Socialists. He
vrrote exceedingly well; and his writings, though intransigent
in tone, were largely free from Sorelian 'myth-making' and
from the sheer exaltation of violence. He was a keen student
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of movements as well as of ideas, with many international
connections and much deeper roots in the Socialist movement
than Sorel ever had ; and he made his journal the point of
focus for a great deal of exciting controversy at a period when
Benoit Malon's Reztue Socialiste had lost much of its drive in
the hands of his successors. Its chief intellectual rival was
L'Hurnaniti, the daily newspaper founded by Jean Jaurds in
r9o4 and adopted, after the unification, as the Socialist Party's
official organ, still under Jaurds's direction. At the outset,
Jaurds made L'Humaniti at least as much a journal of theory
and opinion as a newspaper, including in it long articles after
the manner of the Vienna Arbeiter Zeitung. This policy was
fairly soon modified in quest of a large circulation; but
L'Humaniti kept a good deal of its original character and was a
powerful force in building up the unified party. It was naturally
the target of constant attack from the militants of the Syndicalist
camp.

The best expression of Lagardelle's outlook is contained in
his volume of studies, Le Socialisme ouarier, which was pub-
lished in r9rr. He also edited several symposia, in which he
brought together contributions from a number of countries -among them Syndicalisme et socialisme (r9o8), including studies
by Michels, Griffuelhes, Arturo Labriola and B. Krichevsky,
and La Griae gindrale et le social'isme (rgo+). Lagardelle
differed from some of the Syndicalists in not being an out-and-
out opponent of the Socialist Part!, which he considered to be
necessary as a working-class instrument for the time being,
though destined to be superseded as the Trade Unions built up
their power and rendered parliamentary action, and, indeed,
'politics' as a whole, unnecessary. 'Incontestably', he wrote,
'working-class democracy has need for its constitution and
development, for a while yet, of political democracy. But it
uses political democracy only the better to destroy it.' And
again: 'The task of a Socialist Party in Parliament can be only
to aid by legislation the work of the proletariat in organising
itself autonomously'. 'Syndicalism', he said, 'does not deny
parties, but only their ability to transform the world.' He
insisted that 'Syndicalism has always laid it down as a principle
that bourgeois institutions will be eliminated only in proportion
as they are replaced by working-class institutions', and that the
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great task of the workers was that of creating their own institu-
tions and through them building up their own ideology based

on the conception of Co-operative production for common use.
In this attitude Lagardelle was strongly supported by Alphonse
Merrheim, the leader of the metalworkers in the C.G.T., who
continually emphasised the need for Trade Union consolidation
and for the acquisition and diffusion among the workers of an
exact knowledge of the actual working of capitalist industry and
finance, as necessary not only for success in the day-to-day
struggle for better conditions, but also as a preparation for
taking over the control. Lagardelle, who had a constructive
mind, also differed from many of the Syndicalists in insisting
on the need for the Trade Unions to equip themselves with more
full-time officials and a stronger organisation of committees
with a more assured tenure of office. Though he was a most
vigorous critic of reformist tendencies in the Trade Unions, he
realised that they could be built up as the controlling agencies

of a new society only if their organisation were greatly
strengthened and many of their notions of spontaneous activity
modified. He believed in the value of winning reforms, with
or without the aid of the law : his opposition to the Reformists
was based on the criticism that'the Reformists see in Reformism
nothing but the reform', whereas reforms should be regarded
from the standpoint of their contribution to the building up of
the structure of working-class control 'within the womb of
capitalist society'. He gave to Syndicalism the name ' Socialism
of Institutions', as an expression of this idea, which runs
through all his work.

The remaining member of the Mouvement socialiste group
who deserves a mention is Edouard Berth, whose Les Mdfaits
des intellectuels appeared in r9r4. Berth had been for many
years a regular contributor to the Mouztement. He was the
protagonist of the view that the new society must be built
entirely round production and on the basis of a 'producer'
ideology. He attacked Marxism in its Social Democratic form
as a 'half-bourgeois philosophy', as a doctrine of 'political,
parliamentary, dogmatic Socialism, which saw in the proletariat
a material weapon to be wielded by the thought incarnated in
a general staff of bourgeois intellectuals'. He wanted the
proletariat to develop a philosophy entirely its orvn; but, in
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common with Sorel, he fell foul in this matter of the C.G.T.'s
use of sabotage as a weapon in the industrial struggle. An
indispensable part of the new proletarian ideology, he insisted,
must be a pride in doing good work; and to train the workers
in habits of bad work and deliberate sabotage as weapons of
the class-war would inevitably make them unfit to take over
the control of industry. It would cause their character to
degenerate and would lead to a decline instead of an advance in
human civilisation. This same argument was used by Sorel;
but it had no effect on Griffuelhes or Pouget, who regarded
any weapon as legitimate in the struggle against capitalist
exploitation. Grifluelhes cared little about the future society:
his entire attention was concentrated on the struggle. Pouget
did care; but he was an apocalyptic Anarchist, who believed
that the Revolution would change men's natures, so that there
would be no danger of bad habits contracted under the existing
so{41 system being carried over into the new.

: French Socialism, though it held together as a political
md'V6ment after the unification of r9o5, was much hampered
by the continuing quarrel between the parliamentariani and
the Syndicalists. The conduct of Millerand, and still more that
of Briand, after their defection from the movement, put
powerful arguments at the disposal of the anti-parliamentarians ;
and Jaurds, though he entirely shed his support of collabora-
tionism, had much to live down. He had to face, not only the
Syndicalists, with their insistence that'la lutte de classe ne peut
6tre men6e que sur le terrain de classe'- that is, in the indus-
trial field - but also the Guesdists, who wished to challenge
the principle of Trade Union autonomy and disliked his com-
plaisance towards the industrialist$f"and he was also constantly
harried by the extreme anti-militarists led by Gustave Herv6.
Herv6's l,eur Patrie (rqoS) and Mes Crimes (tgtz) made a great
stir, and his journal La Guerre Sociale,founded in ryo7,iad a
wide public. Herv6's violent insurrectionist notions never
came near to gaining a majority at the party Congresses, where
the followers of Jaurds and of Guesde united to vote them down.
But the complete denial by Herv6 and his group that the workers
had any country to defend or any reason at all to make con-
cessions to the spirit of nationality was always a thorn in the
side of the more discriminating internationalists. In r9r4
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Herv6 changed sides abruptly, becoming as intransigent a

patriot as he had been previously a denouncer of patriotism in
all its forms. But up to r9r4 he set Jaurds a problem, by arous-
ing the fears of the right-wing Socialists and making it more
diflicult to uphold the right of national self-defence without
falling into the support of increased armaments and renouncing
the attempt to reach an understanding with the German
Socialists and to build up the International as a constructive
influence on the side of peace.



CHAPTER IX

RUSSIA TO 1905

nr Second International was throughout its history
primarily a meeting place for West European Socialists
whose main preoccupation was the building up of Social

Democratic Parties for participation in the political struggle for
parliamentary power. fn some countries this involved, as a

necessary preliminary, the winning of the right to vote - for
example in Belgium and in Austria-Hungary. But in all the
countries which played leading parts in the International and
supplied its outstanding spokesmen, some form of parliamentary
representation already existed, and the immediate preoccupation
of the Socialist parties was with the means of getting the key
representative institutions into their hands. It was, indeed,
often unclear what use was to be made of parliamentary power
when it had been won: revolutionaries and reformists held
different views about the possibility of using Parliaments as

instruments for Socialist construction and about the nature and
extent, as well as about the value, of the reforms that could be
secured by parliamentary means. But they agreed in wanting
to win control of Parliament, whatever they might wish to do
after control had been won. This was the issue over which
they fought their running battle against the Anarchists, who
were driven out of the International precisely because they
rejected this form of political action. Even Spain had its
Cortes, to provide an objective for the efforts of an orthodox
Socialist Party.

In Russia, on the other hand, there was no Parliament for
the Socialists to set out to conquer. The Czarist political
structure was autocratic to an extent that the autocracy of
Prussia or of Austria-Hungary did not approach. It was, of
course, possible for Russians to demand the establishment of a
Parliament on the Western model and to believe that some day
constitutionalism would come to Russia as it had come in

RUSSIA TO 1905

various forms and degrees-fo other countries as they advanced

i" li"ill*a ways of li"i"g' [Bt't th"te was. no existing institution

resting on any ,"pr..",,iuti'o" principle through orppon which

the Russian Socialist could attempt to work' The Russian

S-""iriiti was a revolutionary perforce' not merely in the sens-e-

oit r"i"g to envisage the road to Socialism as passing necessarlly

;;.^""gil"t;"olution-, b;;;it" in the further sense that the only

form of action open to him in thq*present' outside the realm of

pure thought, was reuoi"tiot'utj]l Indeed' he could hardly

think, or at any ,ua" "'p'"" 
o' 6*6huttgt his thought' without

""p".f"g 
fti-."ff ,o ,tt"'dangers of being treated as a revolu-

;i"';y ?nd being turned into one even against his will'
--- 

BJcuur" of this, it was impossible for the Russians to become

assimilated to the climaie of ih" Second International or tg-plaY

;;;;;u p"ript",uipart in its doings,and debates' ijfhey

*"t" ""ttia"r., 
ir"i'g problems of their own which were

immensely difierent f'"o* tttot" of the Western Socialists even

;; ,hq; *ua" ',t"-o] 
the same words and philosophical

;;;;pil' No doubt, b"tu"" *"y of them spent long p:tyg'
in exile in the West and picked t'p u gt"ut many Westetl h?blt:

and ideas, the fundamental differences were partly hldden Dotn

from themselves and from the Westerners with whom they

"o.r"r..a 
and held debate' But they were apt }o..g"t lult"

;;,i"". about the westerners .rr.r, *h"r, they had lived long

,*o.rg tft"*. In particular, the Russian Marxists' who were

;;d westernisers- i" thtit own imagination as well as in fact'

*"r"'up, ,o ch"ri.h de"p illusions. af,out the real character of

,t ra Cir*rn Social n"i'o"tu"y which dominated the thought

of the Second International and purported to be carrying on

the revolutionary t;;Jitions of the iomtunist Manifesto of

,848. ifr"." iilusions were to have results of the highest

i*|ortun"" ^ft, ,g,7,- because they fostered the belief that

Western Europe *i,ti At on the point of Socialist revolution'

with the Germans ieading the way. Lenin, fully as much as

Trotsky, was the "i"il 3f tnit m-istaken belief' as he showed

when he tried in ,lio 
"force 

his way through Poland in order

i" li"r up with the berman Revolution he believed to be ripe'

i# i;ti *i r, *Ui"tt i""i" assailed Kautsky in the war of

oamohlets utt", ,g,7 was largely due to his bitter arvaken-

l";'il^;h" ;; "li;;.ter 
of iire- ideologv of the leaders he
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had mistaken for revolutionaries like himself.
In Russia, the Socialist had to be a revolutionary : there

was nothing else for him to be, at any rate after the brief period
during which it had seemed possible that Alexander II might
assume the r6le of reforming Czar, as Herzen, in Kolokol,had
demanded of him at the time of the emancipation of the serfs.
After the middle 'sixties there was never any hope of ending
the autocracy save by revolution: the only real question was
whether the immediate task was to set about making the revolu-
tion at once - or, if that was impossible, to resort to terrorism
as the next best thing - or whether priority should be given to
the work of intellectual and social preparation for it. The
immediate and violent repression met with by those intellectuals
who, in the early 'seventies, attempted to make contact with
the people by going and living among them showed that the
autocracy would allow nothing to be done by open means to
break down the barriers between the enlightened few and the
main body of the people. It was highly dangerous even to
discuss political matters at a 'highbrow' level, unless every
subversive implication was carefully concealed. Chernyshevsky,
though he refrained from any direct attack on the established
system, paid in prison and then in Siberia the penalty for his
advanced opinions; and the very moderate Peter Lavrov wrote
his works in exile. Among major figures in the development
of Narodnik thought only Mikhailovsky managed to get his
writings past the censorship without falling a victim to the
political police. He did so by casting what he had to say
mainly in the form of philosophical and sociological com-
mentary on the great respectable authors of the West ; but even
so it is something of a miracle that he was let alone.

One consequence of the intensity of the repression in
Russia was that, in the absence of contacts between the main
body of the intellectuals and the 'people', thought was effectively
divorced from all forms of action save the most extreme. In
the underground terrorist organisation it was possible for a few
intellectuals to join hands with a few revolutionary workers,
and to act; but such groups were inevitably very small and
very secret. Local peasant risings and such strike movements
as occurred in the towns arose, for the most part, without any
participation by the intellectuals; and most of the groups of
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students and other intellectuals which met to talk politics had

"" "tro", 
with either peasants or urban workers' and could

;fiik. In these ciriumstances it was inevitable that dis-

"rrrrio.t 
should proceed in a social vacuum' and should take on

" frigfrff ,p"",rlutilr" tone ; for there -was nothing to bring. it

;";; tL earth. The conditions for the creation of a popular

moyement on any organised basis were not yet.ripe-; 11d Pit
left all the more ,ooil, fo' falling out concerning the-kind of

orsanised movement the revolutionaries - that is' in effect' the

inlllectuals - ought to be setting out to create'
'"" #il;t;r, q,r";,iot posed much earlier by Herzen was still

""fi;J;. Must the Russians, on the way to emancipation,

ireJ tfr" road the West was treading' through capitalism and

industrial development to a Socialism founded on the power oI

ii.-i"a""tial working class, or could they' profiting by the

lessons of the West, advance by a different route to a pre-

J"*i*"rfy agrarian Socialism, based on the village commune'

without .".dling to become industrialised or to accept that
;ffirii.iaictaiorship' which had gone along with industrialisa-

tiori .lse*here ? On the answer g1u"t' to this question turned

if," ,ru,rrr" of the appeal SocialiJts needed to make and the

.""f-i-gtr"pt to whtm it should be addressed' If the only

road to"socialism were by way of industrial development u-1d9r

""pir^fit, 
auspices, the Sociaiist should presumably do all- he

""'"fa 
a fostei the growth of capitalism and industry' even if he

tui"a to,t ; and h[ principal appeal should be to the industrial

*"r?;;,t"L" itto"gh they were-fe*.?4 evidently still too rveak

i" ,"."il}irttt tt,r"fr uy themselves' i-If on the other hand there

;;;;;"i possibility of utilising the communal elements of the

olJ R.rr.iun village orgat'isation as foundations for an agrarian

;;lir; in whiih th"e moujiks would play the part assigned

;;;h" industrial proletariat in the West' the great need was. to

il;" ,h" ;ro*rh of capitalism, which was rapidly destroying

tie old village structure, and to create among the peasants a

"""f."t 
of S"ocialist sentiment to give coherence an$-direction

io tt" mass discontents of the rural population'j,Even s9'

it might remain necessarv- to conduct p::p"$T1-1,-11is:lv"i1

the tJwns, because of the almost insuperable dtfhculttes ln tne

;;;';i;;;'ying the messase !" tl: villages; .byt the. purpose

would be to convert town-dwetling industrial workers into
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missionaries to the moujiks when they went back, as they
often did, to the villages from which they had been drawn
in to work on the railways or in other urban pursuits.

In practice, however the fundamental questions were
answered, the rival groups of Socialist intellectuals carried on
their propaganda and made their contacts with the 'people'
mainly in the towns because the villages were unapproachable.
But they agitated as rivals, with different conceptions of Social-
ism and of the Russian destiny in their minds. Moreover,
until the r89os, even these urban contacts were very difficult
to make in view of the backwardness of Russian industry and of
the vigilance of the authorities in breaking up workers' combina-
tions almost as soon as they appeared. In the 'seventies and
'eighties the intellectuals had mostly to rest content with arguing
among themselves, and with studying such written matter as

got past the censorship or was smuggled in from groups of
refugees who had either gone abroad of their own motion or
escaped from exile at home.

After the imprisonment of Chernyshevsky and the exile of
Lavrov in the r86os the first place among writers of the left
inside Russia was taken by Nikolai Konstantinovich Mi-
khailovsky (r842-r9o4), who from 1869 wrote for the legally
published Otechestaenni:,a Za?iski (Memoirs of the Fatherland)
continuously till r883 and then from r89o to his death edited the
monthly Russkoe Bogatstoo (Russian Fortune). From 1879 to
r 883 he also wrote frequently for the illegal journal of Narodnaya
Volya (People's Will), the terrorist organisation which was
responsible for the killing of Alexander II in r88r. Through
all this period he contrived to escape arrest and to get what he
wrote past the censorship, though not, of course, without some
mutilation of his articles and a great deal of subterfuge and
deliberate avoidance of dangerous subjects. His social thought
is buried in a vast number of articles cast mainly into the form
of literary criticism and general sociological discussion and is
nowhere formally put together. It is not easy at all points to
make of it a consistent body of doctrine; but its main drift is
clear.

In the expositions which have been made Mikhailovsky is
usually ranked, with Lavrov, as the founder of the Russian
school of 'Subjective Sociology'; and in order to appreciate
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his influence and the controversies which gathered round his

doctrines it is essential to get as clear as we can about the

meaning of this description. 'subjective.' is, of course' here

contrasied with 'Objective'; and Marxist Sociology is con-

ir".t.d as 'Objective-' with the Subjectivism of Lavrov and of

Mikhailovsky. Marxism is 'objective' because it attributes

the determining influence in social development to objective

forces - primaiily the 'powers of productiqn'- and not to
thesubjectiveideasofindividualthinkers.Mikhailovskyisa
Subjectivist, not because he denies the influence of these

objective forces, but because he asserts the correlative import-

urr"e of individual creative activity and of ideas formed in the

minds of men. Moreover, when he is dealing with the factors

he regards as objective, he insists on treating the economic as

,ro ,rr"or" than a single element in the objective environment

which impresses its 
"character 

on man's social institutions and

behaviour^. Beyond this there is a further sense in which

Mikhailovsky is a Subjectivist: he lays great stress on the fact

that the only sentient beings to be found in society areindividual

men and *o-.t and that all social groups are, in the last resort'

only so many individuals acting together' 
- 
He denies that groups

hu* urry oLjective reality apart from. that of the individuals

who make them up, and ai u.,y t,te by implication he therewith

denies the reality ofsocial classes as objective factors in historical

development. this it deed is, from the Marxist standpoint' the

very crux of his offence.
irrd y.t Mikhailovsky speaks at other times as if social

groups dt possess utt ob.|""ii,r" reality distinct from that of

ifr.ii -"-b.rt. This occurs when he is writing about the

biological foundations of man's social life and is making use of
Ernest Haeckel's biological classifi'cation, which treats what he

calls the'cormen', or iolony', that is, the social group' as the

highest stage of organic development-as an 'organism'

trinscendin[ the individual man (or animal) as th9 man^or

animal tran-scends the hierarchy of organs which he unifies

under a common control. Elsewhere Mikhailovsky again and

again denies that society, or any group, is an'organism'; but

hZre he appears to be saying just the opposite' The explanation

is that Mikhailovsky io". t ot deny that society, regarded

biologically, can have the characteristics of an organism
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transcending its individual members. He regards this, how-
ever, as a horror, and as a fate which society,-regarded iro* a
psychological standpoint, is in a position to avoid by the
exercise of creative will to sustain the independenc" Jr irr"
individual man. Mikhailovsky sees the individuar in modern
society under the menace of being robbed of his sover.ig" i"di:
:i{yillrY.by being made into " -".. organ of the"..rpra_
individual'cormen'which imposes on him a dirrision of labour
denying to him the integral satisfaction of his naturai;;;;;;_
sities. He sees it as the function of the individual t, dht';;;;tthis tendency and to bring about a reconciliation bltw"ir his
own claims and those of.the society which is necessary ," fri_;
and, as he thinks of society as. becoming essentially , p.y"fro_
logical rather than a merely biorogicar siructure, because it is
influenced in its development by the creative wiils of *"", fr.
finds in individual man,s reasoning and creative powers'the
y-uy of escape from mere subjection to the forces *"f.i"g i;,
biological integration at the individual,s expense.

All this is, of course, from the Marxisi standpoint, deadlyerror. It is true that Marx,s conception of economic determin_
ism did not at all, in his mind, 

"*"l.rd" 
the action of *"rr, *ho,

he insisted, 'make their own history, ; but Marx makes the
creative individual the representative of a class 

""d ,r;E;, ;ir;
creative r61e to the class itself as an objective ti.tori"uiror"".
By doing this he seeks to reconcile economic materialism with
human activism. Mikhailovsky, on his side, also ;r"f;.;;-;sort of determinism and_ a ,scientific', anti_metapily;i;;p:
proach to.the t"o.y of history ; but for him the 

"o"i.piio" ifnecessity is subjective. psychological, not economic, rrecessitv
gov.erns social development: the great driving for"" ; hi.-;;
is the individual's striving to satisfy his mentar, as welr as hisphysical, wants.

..Thf-psychological approach is bound up with another
which Marxists equally aisut<e - an insistence on the creative
importance of ethical aspirations. Mikhailovsky, Iike i;;;;;;
contends again and again that the idea of progr.s. i. *."rrirrgt"r.
unless it is based on ethicar varuation. H""d"rr"rop.;iil",;i;;
especially in the course of his criticisms of Herbert'sp"*"I 

""1of the Darwinians - that is, of those who attempted to makeDarwinian conceptions of evolution the basis of social d;.;;-i;
398
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The increasing complexity of an organism - or of a society -
he argues, is no evidence of its superiority; nor is fitness to
survive in a given environment at all equivalent to worthiness
to survive. The better is that which enlightened individuals
think better - not that which 'nature' favours; for 'nature's'
preferences do not coincide with human aspirations. Man's
task is to conquer nature, to subdue nature to his purposes;
and these purposes haqe in them an ethical element. They
rest on values which have been conceived in the minds of indi-
vidual men. Admittedly, such valuations are only relative, and

are greatly influenced by the particular environments in which
those who make them are living ; but this subjective relativity
does not invalidate them, or prevent them from being the
motive forces in history.

Mikhailovsky, and to an even greater extent Lavrov, finds
evidence of these psychological drives, and of their ethical
content, in primitive as well as in advanced societies, and among
animals as well as men. But he regards them as destined to
take much more comprehensive shape in the societies of the
future. The r6le of the thinking individual in society, as he

sees it, is to find ways of social living and organisation that will
reconcile the claims of the whole and of the groups within the
whole with the need of the individual to live his own life as a

rounded person. In the more primitive societies, he holds, the

social division of labour takes mainly forms which involve the
co-operation of numbers of people in the performance of similar
tasks, each task remaining enough an integrated means of self-
expression to be compatible with the sense of free co-operative
efiort. As against this, the effect of the subdivision of tasks in
large-scale industrial society is to rob work of its expressive

value to the individual, and therewith to rob the individual
himself of his integrated personality. The notion of 'task' is
here to be understood as including not only industrial employ-
ment, but also a much more widespread tendency of the modern
world towards undue specialisation. For example, Mikhailov-
sky invokes the same idea in his consideration of the problem
of sex relations. The desire to love and be loved, he says, is one

of the fundamental drives, and in the more primitive societies

it finds satisfactory expression in a family group within which
the functions of the two sexes are not unduly differentiated.
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The more sharply differentiated they become, the less husband
and wife have in common in the way of shared tasks and
the more each has to look for in the other in order to find a

satisfactory relationship. Hence the prevalence of disillusion-
ment and conjugal infidelity among the most advanced groups
in contemporary societies - an evil to be cured only by reducing
the artificial differentiation of functions and making men and
women once more, but on a higher plane, partners in social
activity as well as in their sexual relations. This is all part
of Mikhailovsky's 'individualism' : it leads him to a strong
preference for social co-operation in small groups within the
larger society, to a sharp opposition to those who mistake
differentiation as such for progress, and to a refusal to accept
industrialism as lying on the road to human emancipation.
He prefers agriculture to industry and handicraft to factory
production because agriculture and handicraft are compatible
with division of labour without the disintegrating subdivision
which large-scale operations involve.

Hostility to the worship of differentiation as the criterion
of progress is not the only basis for Mikhailovsky's quarrel with
the contemporary apostles of evolution. He objects strongly
to their misuse of biological analogies in describing and evalu-
ating social phenomena. Psychology, he insists-this time in
his criticism of Comtism - is not a branch of Biology but a

science in its own right ; and Sociology, as the evaluative study
of society, must rest on psychological foundations. There are,
he agrees, biological laws which can be discussed by the
positive, inductive methods that are appropriate for the ascer-
tainment of hard facts, and such laws are fully valid within
their appropriate fields. But as soon as we come to study
human beings either as individuals or in their social relations
we morre into a realm in which subjective values as well as

objective facts have to be considered, and in which 'ought'
is fully as important as 'is'. Darwinian conceptions of bio-
logical development in terms of natural selection and chance
variation therefore become inappropriate, or at least inadequate.
Mikhailovsky, like most of his contemporaries, including
Spencer, held the evolutionary theory in its Lamarckian rather
than its Darwinian form. He believed in the inheritance of
acquired characteristics and in the power of the individual
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organism to adapt itself by effort to changes in its environment.
But even if he had not believed this to be true biologically, he

would have maintained none the less its psychological and

sociological truth. His essential point was not biological: it
was that men possess a mental po\Yer to adapt themselves to,
and to shape their social environment and to impose upon
society their own ethical conceptions of the criteria of fitness to
survive and flourish.

From the Marxist standpoint, to attack the Darwinian
conception of evolution and to prefer Lamarck was a further
deadly offence, not because the Marxists favoured the 'survival
of the fittest' to survive under the conditions of competitive
capitalism. but because they thought of the Materialist Concep-

tion of History as the social correlative of Darwinism in the
biological field. Engels repeatedly claimed that Marx had done

for Social Science what Darwin had done for Biology; and the
deterministic aspect of the Darwinian doctrine seemed to fit in
with the Marxist conception of the class-struggle, and with the
study of history in terms of the 'origin of economic species'.

It was unethical and unidealistic : it stressed the formative
power of the objective environment as against the creative
capacity of the individual mind. It appeared to square with
the view that 'things' came first and ideas afterwards as

derivations from them. Moreover, though Darwin himself
was illogical enough not to be an atheist, it provided an account

of nature's doings that left the universe free of God and made

it easy to treat religion as an expression of class-attitudes - the
'opium of the people' supplied by the ruling class as an auxiliary
to its temporal power. Whereas Mikhailovsky, from his

psychological starting-point, approached religion as a mental

iact, meeting a real, because factual, need of the human indi-
vidual and therefore not to be explained away as mere ideo-

logical 'superstructure' on the basic realities of economic

relations.
Mikhailovsky was not a 'believer'. His view of religion

was nearer to Comte's, which was in turn derived from Saint-
Simon's, who got the negative part of it from Condorcet. On
the one hand he saw the supernatural element in religion being

driven back continually by the advance of scientific knowledge ;

but on the other he regarded the religious impulse as deeply
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rooted in men and as continually seeking new means of ex-
pression corresponding to changing forms of social relations.
Historically, he said, every new form of social relationship has
been accompanied. by the spread of a new religious idea. He
explained this by saying that religion serves as the 'inseparable
bond between the things that are and those that ought to be'.
In other words, he looked on religion as the means of unifying
scientific knowledge with the ethical principles guiding conduct.
' These disjecta membra of the life of the spirit ', he wrote, ' must
be brought into unity, and to do this is the function of religion'.
Naturally, the Marxists would have none of this : r they alto-
gether refused to recognise the independence of the ethical
imperative. But this view of the function of religion fitted in
neatly with Mikhailovsky's belief in the function of the indi-
vidual in the continual discovery of ethical values. !

This process of discovery Mikhailovsky regarded as the
work of individuals who were able to conceive ideas in advance
of their age and to get these ideas imitated and adopted by
their fellow-men. He laid great stress on the creative capacity
of the individual in arriving at new ethical conceptions and on
the suggestibility of the main body of men to the exhortations
of the 'hero'- who corresponds closely to Max Weber's later
notion of the 'charismatic' leader. But his conception of the
'hero' is not limited to the leader who influences men for good.
' "Hero"', he writes, 'is the name we give to the man who by
his example captivates the mass for good or for evil, for noble
or for degrading, for rational or for irrational actions.' He
explicitly denies that in saying this he is attempting to revive
the'great man'theory of history as it was taught by Thomas
Carlyle and others. 'Heroes', or 'great men', he says, do not
fall from the sky: they grow out of the earth under the influ-
ences of their contemporary environment. They are 'heroes'
because they incarnate in a high degree feelings, thoughts, and
desires which are implicit in the social situation and to which
the mass is ready to respond. 'An evil-doer, an idiot, or a

lunatic may be as important as a world-famous genius, if only
the mob has followed him, has verily subjected itself to him,
has imitated and worshipped him.' Mikhailovsky then goes on
to explain how mobs choose their'heroes', for good or ill, by

r Though Lunacharsky's group said something rather like it later.
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affirming that in each man there exists a craving for an ideal'

which sleks embodiment in an individual, and that' the more

drab or unsatisfactory the life of the ordinary man is' th:3?t'
readily will he yield himself to anyone who has the gttt tor

making himself irto u representatit'l fig""' He discusses the

fwp""?i" influence of oraiory, and atternpts a quasi-mathemati-

"ii"*ff"nu,ion 
of the intensiiy of crowd- emotion' He illustrates

ti. gir"rut thesis particulariy from the susceptibility 9i the

mass in the Middle Ages to the influence of dancers' flagellants'

and other whippers up of mass excitement'

'Heroism', ih".t, it Mikhailovsky's sense of the word' is a

source of evil as well as of good. His hopes for its beneficient

*orf.i"g rest on the capaci'ty of men to respond, to ethically

rationalas well as to irrational influences and on the spread ot

"rrti!n,.rr^.nt 
as a factor making for th9 success of the ethical

i*Jrruto, against his rivals. Buihe thinks that the good'hero'

will stand tlhe best chance where the mass upon which he has

to work consists mainly of individuals whose own lives are

irrt"g*t.a by the habiiual performance of meaningful' c9-

"p"i"tir" 
tasks, and the least chance where the undue sub-

division of labour has turned the individual into a mere 'hand"

l.rfor*i.,g only a detailed proces-s- meaningless in itself' and

ieprived Jf ai.L.t co-operation with his fellows in a roundecl

ia.i irrt"tligible to them all. This, of course, fits in with his

hatred of iidustrialism and with his belief that the peasant and

the artisan, however Poor they may be, have yet the satisfaction

which comes of integrated, meaningful activity'
Evidently, too. Mikhuilovsky's conception of the 'heroes' -

whom we should nowadays cali the '61itis' - fitted in with the

situation in which the iussian intellectuals of his day found

themselves. Thev were the providers of new ideas ; and it was

their task to make themselves into ' heroes '- if they coul-d -
by prererrting these ideas in forms which would make them

acceptable to"the mass of the people' If Mikhailovskywas right

about the effects on men's'mlnds of subdivided labour and

sp.cirlisution of social tasks, the intellectuals were likely to find

a'better response for their advanced ideas arnong peasants and

artisans than among workers employed in large-scale enterprise'

save to the extent to which the Ltter were still peasant-minded

and had kept their contacts with the villages from which they
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came. Even if, because of the sheer difficulty of carrying on
village propaganda, the Socialist intellectuals had to *ork
chiefly in the towns, they should appeal rather to the handi-
craftsman and to the peasant still lurking in the industrial
worker than to the industrial proletarian as such, and, far from
hllping forward the process of industrialisation in Russia, they
shopl"d do all they could to prevent it.

tThus, Mikhailovsky's doctrines led directly to the con-
cltil,ton that the best hopes for Socialism in Russia lay not in
the growth of an industrial structure modelled on Western
capitalism, but in the creation of an 6lite of revolutionaries bent
on leaping directly to agrarian Socialism without any interven-
ing capitalist stage and without the capitalisation of agriculture
itself. This meant retaining peasant property, but sieking to
transform it by putting new life into the decaying communal
institutions of the peasant village - the mir - and at the same
time encouraging by every possible means the growth of peasant
Co-operation, which would need to be developed through the
free action of the peasants from below, and not imposed on
them by authority from above. In order to achieve these
things, the intellectuals required to make contacts with the
more intelligent individuals among the 'people, and thus to
build up a wider 6lite which would be in a position gradually
to leaven the great lump of peasants, whose acceptance of thi
new ideas was the condition of the Revolution's .,r""..ii

,.Evidently, these general notions of the advance'6wurds
Socialism admitted of widely different practical interpretations.
At the one extreme, they could be interpreted as justifying
terrorist action designed to shake the confidence and undermine
the efficacy of the Czarist autocracy, and therewith to encourage
spontaneous peasant revolts. Those who took most to heart
Mikhailovsky's emphasis bilthe creative r6le of the individual
could regard individual acts of terrorism as complying with the
conditions for the good kind of 'heroism' ; and, as we have
seen, Mikhailovsky himself was a regular contributor to the
clandestine journal of Narodnaya Volya. But only a few of the
advocates of terrorism took this extreme view. Most of them
justified terrorism only as forced upon the movement by the
denial of other outlets, or only by way of reprisal against the
torture or execution of arrested revolutionaries or against
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particularly brutal czarist officials. Many, indeed, were actually

ippo."d to terrorism as a policy, but refused to condemn it
orritight because they weri not prepared to go against its

ideallstic practitioners or to join in the counter-revolutionary

hue and cry against them.

1et the othJt e*tt.tt e, it was possible to draw the conclusion

thdlthe right course was to be patient, to use every opportunity-

which Government repression left open for the building up of

social tissue that would help to develop a new spirit of co-

operative activity among the peasants, to work in with the more

liberal landowners in kieping alive the communal elements in

the village, to seek to promote local government in the country-

side thro-ugh the Zemstvos,I to work for the extension of popular

educationfand to do what could be done to ohtruct the growth

of.large-scale industry and financial enterpriser

-!Jtw"en these two extremes lay many imermediate possi-

biiitles ; and the main body of the Narodniks consisted neither

of practising terrorists nor of evolutionary collaborationists.

The main b-ody consisted of men and rromen who wanted to

use every chance of developing a revolutionary mass movement

based mainly on the peasants, and saw the Revolution's only

hope in the growth oi agrarian discontent and the creation of

an organisedett. largqand energetic enough to provide a

co-ordinating leadersh$''
f Pii"t"r Lrlvrov (r8-il-r9oo), writing in exile, became the

ofrtstanding theorist of this central type of Narodnism, with

Prince Peier Kropotkin, the exponent of Anarchist-Com-

munism, standing further to the left, but not at the terrorist

extrem6l"'Some iccount of Lavrov has been given in the second

volumeijf this work.z We there saw that after his escape abroad

in r87o he settled in Paris and founded Vpergd. (Forward),

whictr became the principal intellectual journal of the Narodnik

movement. Lavrov at ihe outset stood for gradualism' He

wanted a long period of education and ethical propaganda 
-as

the necessary preparation for revolution. But when the

Czarist despotism ilosed all the avenues to peaceful agitation

his views underwent a gradual change. Though he took no
r The Zemstvos were the organs of rural local government, dominated

by landlords and officials, but including a substantial'liberal'element, as

appeared in r9o5.
' See Vol. II, p. Sg fi. 
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part in the activities of Narodnaya Volya during its terrorist
campaign against the Czar, he supported the attempt to rebuild
it from abroad after r88r, and joined Leo Tikhomirov in
editing from London the journal Vestnik Narodnoy Voli from
1884 to 1886. His main importance, however, lies in his
historical writings, from his Historical Letters, written before he
left Russia, to his Principal Moments iru the History of Thought,
published in r9oo. Lavrov wrote these books under a number
of pseudonyms - Myrtov for the Historical Letters, A. Dolengi
for the Principal Moments, and Arnoldy and Shchukin for
other works. He planned to put his essential ideas together in
a comprehensive History of Thought, to which all his actual
works were meant as introductory, but this encyclopaedic study
was never written.

Lavrov, like Mikhailovsky, is particularly concerned with
the relations between facts and values, that is, between science
and ethics. He insists on the absoluteness of many truths,
which are true whether men have knowledge of them or not
and remain true even if they are wholly forgotten. But he
contrasts these truths with others which contain a subjective
element and are truths only as being correct answers to ques-
tions which can be formulated only at certain times and in
certain social situations ; and he regards the attempts to for-
mulate laws of history as belonging to this class of relative truths
containing a large subjective element. The historians - by
which term he means the formulators of theories of history -do not merely ascertain facts : they select and group them in
particular ways in order to answer particular questions, and
ignore facts which do not seem to them significant in relation
to the questions they ask. Thus, they arrive at truths which
are in essence selective rather than comprehensive; and in the
selections they make they are guided by their ethical concepts.
The historian, he argues, cannot escape from this necessity
unless he is content to be merely an annalist; for he cannot
impute meanings without selection or without introducing the
ethical notions which shape his questions. But this process
ought to be entered upon not capriciously, but on the basis of
objective study of those facts which belong to the category to
which absolute truth can be assigned.

This distinction leads Lavrov into the never-ending argu-
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ment about free will and determinism' He regards the universe

as a mechanistically determined structure which is open to

."i*tin" investigation directed to the ascertainment of verifiable

laws. But he h"olds also that not everything can be studied in

this way and in especial that social phenomena cannot be under-

stood unless they are considered in relation to their historical

development and to the increasing extent to which men reflect

,rpon ih.i, own conduct and in doing so modify it' He sees

ili. protrl"- of sociology, which he-considers to be a normative

study aiming at the fiomotion of human well-being' as the

ai."Jr.ry of"the righi balance between solidarity of_the. social

gro,rp ur,a freedom-of expression in-action for the individual -
I Uuhn." which has to be continually rediscussed and adjusted

as the environing conditions change. The instinct of solidarity,

the urge to fori groups, he considers to. be universal among

-"n uid to be shared Ly -.t not only with the higher animal

typ.., b,rt even with the lower' Biologically, he regards .all
o.gu"it-. as having developed oyt ol 'colonies' of like units'

loi..fy connected tJgether f and he differs from Mikhailovsky

in regarding societls as organisms,- possessing a psychic

"ouauTi 
y ba"sed on pleasure or satisfaction in holding together.

The characteristic of hr*r, societies is to be found in their

.rp^"ity to develop this primitive- pleasure in solidarity into

higher frr*, of co-operation, which take shape in customs and

u"f,ri." the sanction of ritual observances' But men not only

form customs to reinforce their solidarity : they also change

their customs - paradoxically, for it is of the very nature of a

custom to be resistant to change. How then do changes come

about ? By the largely unconsciot's accumulation of small

deviations, which are gradually accepted in practice 
-and -are

then given the status of ota customs in men's minds' For

thougf, the need for adaptation to changing conditions stirs

*".r-to practical protesi which result in modifications of

behaviour, the instinct for solidarity causes the changes to be

accepted as part of the traditional way of life' This instinct

ulro c"rr.., tle critical mind to endeavour to weave the whole

way of living of a people into a system free from contradictions

- r" *u. dine by the Greeks in the realm of philosophy' by

the Romans in that of law, and by the mediaeval church in

terms of scholasticism. The modern world, or at any rate the
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West, has sought to achieve an all-embracing idea of solidarity
on the basis of the nation State ; and with the rise of the
bourgeoisiethis has shaped itselfinto aconcept of classsolidarity,
which has prepared the way for democracy as the final expression
of solidarity at the conscious level.

But this historical tendency to establish social solidarity is
only one aspect of the process of social evolution. Side by side
with it proceeds the struggle for individual freedom, of which
the biological and psychological foundations are to be dis-
covered in a need for nervous excitation that is a common
property of living organisms and leads to different behaviour
by individuals belonging to the same species or group. In this
lies the whole basis of individuality and of the higher life of
men. The higher a species is, the less will the individuals in it
consent to be mere units yielding to the pressure of society.
The individual emerges out of the group and is moulded by it ;
but he also asserts his personal likes and dislikes against its
dominance. Thus, the individual, by asserting himself against
society and by modifying society in doing so, comes to be a

social force playing a r6le in history. At this point Lavrov's
thought meets Mikhailovsky's; for he claims that upon the
critically enlightened individual lies the responsibility of in-
novation and of instructing and persuading his contemporaries.
It is an essential part of Lavrov's doctrine that the enlightened
owe this duty to society : they must innovate and preach, not
only in order to satisfy their own needs, but also for the benefit
of their fellow-men.

Historically, this spirit of innovation has indeed, Lavrov
holds, often done harm as well as good, because it has been
perverted into promoting the interests, not of society as a whole,
but of a limited class. But it is the sole source from which
progress can proceed; and the problem accordingly is to
develop its use for desirable social ends. This involves that
the innovator shall be aware of the practical limits within
which innovation can work successfully - that is, shall under-
stand the laws which determine the general course of social
change and shall seek to work within the room allowed by these
laws, and not arbitrarily. Secondly, it involves that the in-
novator shall recognise the need for social solidarity and the
threat to his own well-being that would develop if this solidarity
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were destroyed, or if he failed to work in common with a group
of his fellows. He has to find his place, and to work, within a

group largely like-minded with himself ; and, in common with
the rest of this group, he has to recognise the need to work
within the wider unity of the whole society, and generally in
harmony with it, even when he is trying to change it in certain
respects. Lavrov denies that there is any inconsistency between
a strong bond of solidarity binding a whole society together
and the existence within it of a lively mental activity making for
change. Indeed, he thinks that history shows as the only
progressive societies those in which solidarity and social criticism
have been reconciled.

This summary account of Lavrov's social doctrine should
be read in conjunction with what has been written about him
earlier in the second volume of this book. Here I have been
trying to bring out his conception of the creative r6le of the
individual and his attempt to reconcile this with a modified
acceptance of social determinism. His great offence in the eyes

of Marxists was that his theory gave no importance to class as

the instrument of social innovation - or rather that, when he
did speak of class in this connection, he treated it as tending to
pervert innovation from furthering the general welfare of
society and to divert it to the furtherance of sectional interests.
Lavrov's entire conception of the importance of solidarity in
the life of society was, of course, anathema to Marxists, who saw

in it a petit bourgeois repudiation of the creative function of
social classes. This rejection of the class outlook was to
become a marked characteristic of much Narodnik and, later,
Social Revolutionary thinking.

Russia, up to the r87os, had little knowledge of Marxism.
Herzen had published a Russian translation of the Communist
Manifesto in Kolokol in the r86os, and Russian Socialists had

become aware of Marx's continued activities in connection with
the International Working Men's Association chiefly in connec-
tion with his epic contest with Bakunin. Bakunin himself had
done something to advertise Marx to his disciples in Russia
and, as we saw, had actually begun to translate Das Kapital into
Russian after its appearance in r867. Marx had certain contacts
with Russian exiles, notably with Nicholas Utin and his small
anti-Bakuninist group in Geneva. But there was in Russia
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not only no Marxist movement, but no group that had been
much affected by Marx's ideas. As for Marx himself, we have
seen how violent was his antipathy to Russia - and not only to
Czardom but to the Russian temperament as well. He was
taken quite aback when, in r87o, Utin's group at Geneva
invited him to serve as the representative of Russia on the
General Council of the International. He accepted the com-
mission, and persuaded the General Council to admit Utin's
group to affiliation. In his letter of acceptance, which was
published in Narodnoye Dyelo (The People's Cause) he adjured
Russian Socialists to direct their efforts to the liberation of
Poland from the Russian yoke. 'The violent seizure of Poland
by Russia', he wrote, 'forms the pernicious support and the
actual cause of themilitary r6gime in Germany and consequently
over the whole continent. Therefore, in bending their efforts
towards smashing the chains of Poland the Russian Socialists
impose upon themselves the noble task of destroying the
military r6gime, a task that is essential as a preliminary condition
for the general emancipation of the European proletariat.'

In reporting this correspondence to Engels he recorded
more of his real thought.

A funny position for me to be functioning as the repre-
sentative of young Russia. A man never knows what he may
come to or what strange fellowship he may have to submit to.
In the official reply I . emphasise the fact that the chief
task of the Russian section is to work for Poland (i.e. to ftee
Europe from Russia as a neighbour). I thought it safer to
say nothing about Bakunin.

The connection thus begun was developed by the publica-
tion in t87z of a Russian translation of Volume I of. Das Kapital
made by Nikolai F. Danielson (r844-r9r8), better known as

Nikolai-on, who became one of the leading Narodnik econo-
mists. He also became one of Marx's regular correspondents
and continued to correspond with Engels after Marx's death.
Undoubtedly Marx was influenced by him when, after learning
Russian in order to study the Russian agrarian problem from
the original sources, he wrote the well-known passage in his
introduction to Vera Zasulich's translation of the Cornm.unist
Manifesto concerning the possibility of a direct transition to
Socialism in Russia, without an intervening capitalist stage, by
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means of a transformation of the mir into a higher form of
village community.

Danielson wrote extensively about economic conditions in
Russia : his major work, which has been translated into French,
is his ,I/estory of the Economic Deaelopment of Russia since the

Emancipation of the Ser/s (1893). He there reached the pessi-

mistic conclusion that the development of capitalism in Russia

was fast destroying what was left of the traditional peasant

community, but that capitalism stood no chance of successfully
establishing itself as a substitute because of the narrow limits
of its home market and its unavoidable inferiority to the
countries of the West as an industrial producer. He argued
that the growth of capitalist production would undermine the
peasant and artisan economy, which often rested on a co-

ordination of handicraft with agriculture, and would thus
destroy the only market in which it could hope to sell mass-
produced goods; and he believed that at the same time the
development of capitalist banking and the infiltration of capi-
talist methods into the countryside would create mere enclaves

of high production in an otherwise impoverished countryside.
He stressed the tendency of factory production to replace male
artisans by low-paid female and child labour, thus swelling
urban unemployment and depressing the standards of urban
living. His conclusion was that industrialisation would act
only as a disintegrating force, and that the best hope lay in this
disintegration leading to a predominantly peasant revolution
and to the rebuilding of the Russian economy on the shaken,

but still undestroyed, foundations of the village commune.
These views, which represented the predominant outlook

of Narodnik Socialism, at first impressed Marx and Engels

enough to induce Marx to write, in 1877, that,'If Russia

continues to pursue the path she has followed since 186r (i.e.

industrialisation) she will lose the finest chance ever offered by
history to a nation, in order to undergo all the fatal vicissitudes
of a capitalist r6gime'. Later, in r88z, in his Preface to the
Russian version of. the Communist Manifesfo, he put the matter
thus :

The question now is whether the Russian vil]age com-
mune - a form of primitive collective communal property
which has indeed already been to a great extent destroyed -
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can pass immediately into the highest communist form of
landed property, or whether on the contrary it must go
through from the beginning the same process of disintegration
as that which has determined the historical development of
the West. The only possible answer to this question to-day
is as follows:-If the Russian revolution becomes the signal
for the workers' revolution in the 'West, so that the one
supplements the other, then the present form of land owner-
ship in Russia may be the starting-point of an historical
development.

Engels, in his correspondence with Danielson, both ampli-
fied Marx's answer and modified it in the light of the further
growth of Russian capitalism during the ensuing ten years.
Engels argued that the Russians, if they made their revolution,
could succeed in building the required communist structure of
the Russian village only if the victory of the Revolution in the
more advanced West had already provided a model of com-
munistic village agriculture for them to imitate. He also
contended that the actual course of events did not bear out
Danielson's conclusions concerning the narrow limits to the
expansion of capitalism in Russia; and that the growth of
capitalist production, aided by protective tariffs, was creating
markets for the absorption of its products. Engels further
emphasised the long steps that had been taken by the r89os
towards the destruction of the old village community as having
put additional obstacles in the way of the Narodnik solution.

Danielson had by this time found other antagonists, with
the growth of Marxism in Russia itself. He was attacked both
by the 'legal Marxist' economist, Peter Struve, and by Ple-
khanov, as well as by Lenin in his early work on the development
of capitalism in Russia. Danielson's views were influenced by
the impoverishment of the Russian peasants on account of
falling agricultural prices during the latter decades of the
nineteenth century and because of crushing tax burdens. He
saw this impoverishment of the peasantry as a 'law' of economic
development which prevented the growth of a sufficient market
for capitalist industry, and also as the generating cause of a

peasant revolution which Russian capitalism would be much
too feeble to resist. Actually, the trend of agricultural prices
was reversed in the last years of the nineteenth century, and
considerable capitalist expansion did take place. Moreover,
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Danielson, in his hostility to industrialism' over-estimated its

ai.i"*g*ii"g effects, as was pointed out by his fellow-Narodnik'

V"rriiy p*lJvich Vorontsov (r847-r9r8)' whose book on Tfre

F;;;;t; of Capitatism in Russia'appeared as early as r88z'

V".r"i."ii^ g"t.ral took the same line as Danielson in arguing

;;;;;;"i[,i could not be successfullv developed in Russia

U."rrrr. of its inherent tendency to generate too little home

a.*""a for its products to enable it to subsist without export

;;rk;, into which Russian industry would be unable to

;;;i; in face of the competition of better-established

I"plirri', countries. Vorontsov did not 1*l :11:'t111lii
co,lld d.uelop up to a point in Russia ;- but he held that rt would

remain a.icily growti,, sustained by high protection and' even

so, dependerra on url i"t*se e*ploiiatiJn of 
"h"up 

labour and

subject to severe recurrent crises' The Marxists' including

Plekhanov and Lenin, denounced these views as a mere revival

"i,ir" ""pf"ded, 
petir bourgeois, underconsumptionist theories

of Sismondi.-^ 
Voro.,,.orr, besides his work on capitalism' wrote extensiv-ely

about Russian agriculture and aboui the Russian handicrafts-

** urra their ar-tels. He was a leading advocate of co-opera--ti; 
;;; believed that the co-operative tendencies inherent in

["..i""1g.fcultural methods wtuld serve as a foundation for

technical advances that would ensure economic and social

a"r.fop-""t without the need for capitalist intervention' He

it orgfia the village would be able to achieve a high level of

t"ir't'".a product"ion and consumption without the need to

6;;;; a market economy or on capitalist marketing and

firiunce. His book on Progresiitte Techniques in Peasant Economy

?l8orf set forth his hopis in this respect' on the -basis 
of an

i"i].i""'r"*1, oir"t"rt developments- politically, he stood

on tfr" right wing of the Narodniks' Trained as a physician'

he became first a lemstvo official and then a professional

statistician. He contributed to Lavrov's Vpergd' but broke

;il'il; the main body of the Narodniks when they gave

their endorsement to terro'ist methods' which he regarded as

futile.
Danielson and Vorontsov were the two Narodnik economists

who were most to the fore when Marxism began to develop

seriously as a movement in Russia' Its development is none
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too easy to trace in its earlier phases both because it appeared
in a number of different forms and at first more as an influence
than as a separate movement, and also because its early history
has undergone a good deal of rewriting in order to adjust it to
the correct party line. It is now commonly traced back as a
movement to the split in Zemlya i Volya when a section which
included Georgy Plekhanov decided against Zelyabov's policy
of terrorism and set up the organisation called Cherny Peredyel
(Black-earth Distribution) with a programme of handing over
to the peasants, without compensation, the land which had
been given over to the landlords at the time of the emancipation
of the serfs. This, which was, of course, regarded only as a first
step, was to be made the basis of propaganda among peasants
and peasant-minded workers in the towns. There was clearly
nothing Marxist in such a programme; and the only reason
for connecting Cherny Peredyel with the rise of Marxism is
that Plekhanov later became the leading Russian exponent of
Marxist views. I In any case, it did not last long ; in r88o
Plekhanov passe? into exile and, coming into direct contact
with Western Marxism, speedily became a full convert to the
Marxist gospel and especially to the central importance of the
industrial proletariat and of its organisation under the leadership
of a party devoted to active participation in the struggle for
political power.

Georgy Valentinovich Plekhanov ( r 857- r 9 r 8), who speedily
constituted himself the principal Russian interpreter of Marx-
ism and soon became the best-known exponent of Russian
Social Democracy among the Socialists of Western Europe,
had begun his career as a Narodnik in 1875, while he was a
student at the University of St. Petersburg. He at once
became active in the underground movement and acted as

editor for various clandestine publications. He had left Russia
before Zelyabov's group succeeded in killing Alexander II, and
he remained in exile until r9r7, when he returned after the
February Revolution. Essentially a theorist, rather than an
organiser or a revolutionary leader, he came to be regarded as

the arch-priest of Marxist orthodoxy and the principal left-wing
champion of Marxism against not only the Narodniks but all
kinds of enemies within the gates, from 'legal Marxists' of the
type of Peter Struve to philosophical deviationists such as
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Bogdanov and Lunacharsky. He. tg3lo"tly assailed the

"#ologicul 
theories of Lawov and Mikhailovsky; the so-

called lEconomists' such as Martynov, who wished to concen-

;;;"" ,h" day-to-day fight of the workers for better pay and

conditions; thl Russia, 
"udt"i'"" of Bernstein's Revisionism;

the Anarchists and Anarchist-Communists' such as Kropotkin

- indeed, every opponent of, or deviationist from' the strict

version oi th. Muoirt gospel, which he understood mainly in

the sense in which it fouird lxpression in the theory and practice

ofGermanSocialDe*ocracy.TheGermans,itmustbe
remembered, were stiIl, at the time when Plekhanov got to

know them, working under the repressive conditions of Bis-

marck's Anti-Sociali.t Lu*,, which iiad forced them to establish

,t 
"i, 

p"*y headquarters abioad in Switzerland and to organise

inside Germany as an underground party, though they -were

"St" 
ao nght Reichstag electioris and to speak freely in Reichstag

debates. Though co"nditions in Germany in the- r88os were

,"ry aif"r"nt fr"om conditions in Russia' tltv l"d,ii::TT:i
the denial of the right to organise openly for Socrahsm; ancL

this gave the Ger#n p,ttyi misleadingly revolutionary look

and Lade its theorists, tt'ch as Kautsky' use revolutionary

phrases which were only half-meant and were easlly mls-

,rrd"r.tood. Plekhanov himself was to show later that his own

revolutionism, which had appeared so uncompromising in.the
;"igt,i"t and 'nineties, was in-fact- much nearer to Kautsky than

to what came to be known as Bolshevism. But up to the quarrel

which rent the Russian social Democratic Party from r9o3

onwards, his status as the apostle of left-wing Marxism went

unquestioned.
In exile, in the early 'eighties, Plekhanov joined larias wjtlt

a number of fellow-&ilei who included Pavel Borissovich

Axelrod (r85o-r925) and Vera Zasulich (r85r-r9r9); #:Il1;
son of " i..ii.f, 

innkeeper' had beenin his youth a tollower ot

natrrrrin, brrt after passing through a Narodnik phase' had. come

.tro.,gfy under the'influeirce of Lassalle's ideas' He had been

with Plekhanov in Cherny Peredyel' The third member of the

trio, V.r, Zasulich, " *" tu* earlier'trad been acquittgd !Y^ 
a

ffi ,f*. shooting at Trepov, the G,overnor-General of St'
'f.i"r.br.g, in 187"8, as a reprisal for the corporal nu19hm3nt

administered to the politicai prisoner' Bogolyubov' After her
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acquittal, which caused the Czarist Government to make an
end of trial by jury for political prisoners, she prudently left
Russia. In 1883 these three, with Lev Grigorevich Deutsch
(r855-194r), V. I. Ignatov (r854-85), and a few others, founded
the Labour Emancipation Group, which issued the following
year a programme based largely on the Gotha Programme of the
German Social Democratic Party. Before this Plekhanov had
begun, in 1883, the long sequence of works in which he ex-
pounded the Marxist gospel. This series opened with Socialism
and the Political Struggle, followed the next year by Our Differ-
ences, in which he sought to settle accounts with the Narodniks.
In these works Plekhanov combated both terrorism and Anarch-
ism and set himself in opposition to the 'Jacobins' who thought
of revolution in terms of the seizure of power by an armed
minority without the backing of a conscious and organised work-
ing class. He insisted that, as long as the mass of the workers
remained unawakened, such a coup would be bound to end in
fiasco. He had become fully converted to the need to build up a
powerful working-class party under Socialist leadership, on the
model of what the Germans were doing, in preparation for the
coming revolution.

In 1887 the Labour Emancipation Group issued a revised
version of its programme, in which it attempted to face the
problem of the relation of the industrial workers to the peas-
antry. This showed traces of the continuing influence of
Narodnik doctrine, and of the attempt of the group to escape
from it. 'The main bulwark of absolutism', they declared, 'lies
in the political indifference and intellectual backwardness of
the peasantry'. The hope of ending this situation lay, according
to Plekhanov, in the continuing links between field and factory.
'Cast out of the village as an impoverished member of the
commune, the proletarian returns to it as a Social Democratic
agitator. His appearance in this r6le brings about a change in
the hitherto hopeless lot of the commune. Its disintegration is
inevitable only to the point where that very disintegration
creates a new popular force capable of putting an end to the
dgrnination of capitalism.'

{ f.ro* the early 'eighties onwards Russian Marxism took
shlpe both inside Russia and abroad as an organised movement
in opposition to the Narodniks. But its character was still by
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no means clearly defined; rand the groups of which it was

composed came and weiiC" with bewildering rapidity both
u*ong the exiles and at home, where they were constantly

being broken up and re-formed. The 'eighties were in Russia

" 
p.iiod of very rapid capitalist development, financed largely

from French sources; and wherever industry took on large-

scale forms the Socialists were soon at work forming small

groups of militants, some under Marxist and some under
Narodnik leadership, but many with no clearly defined doctrinal
affiliation. We saw earlier that Trade Unions had already begun

to spring up in the 'seventies - the South Russian Workers'

Union, with its centre at Odessa, in 1875, and the Northern
Union of Russian Workers, led by Stepan Khalturin and Victor
Obnorsky at St. Petersburg in r878.r A new League of South

Russian Workers was organised by Shchedrin and Kovalskaya

at Kiev about r88o. All these bodies were short-lived: the

police were able to break them up by arresting most of their
ieaders. But despite the repression strikes grew more frequent

in the r88os. Between r88r and 1886 there were 48 strikes,

involving 8o,ooo workers, the biggest being the strike in the

Morozov textile mill at Orekhova'Zuyevo in 1885, led by
Peter Moiseyenko, a former member of the North Russian

Workers' Union. Soldiers were called in to suppress this

strike, and more than 6oo arrests were made. During these

years the strikes were mainly against wage-cuts made during

ihe depression that had set in towards the end ofthe'seventies.
The strikes of this period were led mainly by Socialists, but

no one school of Socialists had any monopoly of them, nor had

the ephemeral Trade Unions which sprang up any clear

political allegiance. Politically, the clandestine groups which

existed in most of the towns were unable to build up any regular

connections one with another, though most of them had some

contacts with the groups of exiles abroad, which were continu-

ally smuggling in illegal journals and pamphlets. The 11os1
u"ii'rr" 

""t 
it.. *et" Kiev in the Ukraine, Odessa on the Black

Sea, Moscow and the region round it - the main centre of the

textile industry - and above all St. Petersburg, which was

beginning to divelop as a centre of heavy industry. The build-
inf of railways did something to make communications easier

t See Vol. II, p. 3zo.
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and also to scatter Socialist agitators over the country; but
st. Petersburg was more crosery-in touch with the outsidl world
than other towns, and became the principal centre of So.iul
Democratic propaganda. In r8g5 N. V.-Vodororou for*J
what is said to have been the first-definitely sociar o.**rrti.
group in that city ;. and the following y.r, another g.o,rf
appeared under the leadership of Tochissky, who ,"*i.ia ti
take p.art, and to perish, in the October Revolution of rjrT,
pyt. fre most important groups inside Russia during'tlie
'eighties were those led by Blagoev and Brusnev. nirit",
Bl?q::",,. wh99e group was b_rokin up by the police ; rB87,
published an illegal journal, Rabochy, ti ..""p"d to Bulgaria
when his group was destroyed urri b""u-. a leader in" the
Bulgarian Socialist movement. He died in ry24. ffi, plr""
was taken by the engineer, Mikhail Ivanovich Brrrr.u (rlOO_
r!31), whose organisation lasted from rg8g until rg9z.' Both
these groups were in contact with plekhanov's Laboirr Eman-
cipation Group in Geneva.

.The r8gos opened evilly, with widespread famine and a
serious epidemic of cholera in r89r, and with much unrest in
the 

_starving villages as well as in the towns. A section of
inte-llectuals.attempted the same year to form a party of National
Right, to unite liberals and revolutionaries in a common.*unni"
for constitutional reform: they published a newspape, 

^"'d' 
;

:y-b..r..of pamphlets,_ but were suppressed in ig94. Th;
Narodniks also formed, about tSgz-,'a ,.* org"rriration in
North Russia, which circulated a series of clandJstine leaflets
entitled Flying Leaztes; but there was a much more rapid
growth of Social Democratic groups. From rg93 a new strike
movement began, culminating in the great stiikes of textile
workers in st. Petersburg in 1896. Lenin now first entered. the
field as a Social Democratic agitator.

_ Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov (187o-1924), better known as
Lenin, had become _a M-arxist during his student days at
Kazan University. His elder brother, Alexander Ulyanov, had
been executed in 1887 for his part in an abortive attempt to kili
Alexander III, and this had set his younger brother oif on his
revolutionary career. Expelled from Kazan University, he
moved first to Samara, where he set up a Marxist circle, and

t See p. 592.
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then at the end of rB93 to St. Petersburg. Two years later he
had succeeded in linking up the twenty or so Marxist groups
he found there into a League of Struggle for the Emancipation
of the Workers, which was soon in close touch with Plekhanov's
Emancipation Group abroad and with other groups of exiles in
Germany, France, and England. Meanwhile he published his
first substantial pamphlet, Who the Friends of the People Are
(l8g+), a sharply controversial statement of the Social Demo-
cratic case against the Narodniks. In the same year appeared
Peter Struve's Critical Notes on the Economic Development of
Russia, the beginning of a long controversy between the
revolutionary Social Democrats and the group of intellectuals
who came to be known as the 'Legal Marxists'. The following
year, Lenin was arrested in St. Petersburg and exiled to Siberia,
where he remained until r9oo, studying and writing hard and
building up connections with other Socialist exiles, while he
watched as closely as he could the fortunes of the revolutionary
movement in European Russia.

The speedy removal of Lenin from the leadership of the
movement in st. Petersburg did not destroy its activity. It had
begun under his influence to establish connections with the
factory workers and to support strikes with specially written
leaflets as well as with the spoken word. After his arrest,
Lenin wrote in prison a pamphlet, On Strikes, in which he
urged the Social Democrats to take the lead in organising the
workers and championing their economic claims in an endeavour
to bring them over to Socialism. After his removal, the League
played its part in the great strikes of 1896, rvhich led to the
passing of the Factory Act of the following year, limiting the
working day for adult males to rr$ hours and making other
reforms. The strike movement, both in St. Petersburg and
elsewhere, continued during the next few years on a consider-
able scale ; and the Social Democrats played a grorving part
in it. There arose, however, among them, partly as an outcome
of Witte's Factory Act of 1897, sharp differences of opinion
about policy. One section, later known as the 'Economists',
held that the correct course was to concentrate on the economic
struggle, to build up Trade Unions and organise strike move-
ments for improved wages and conditions, and to subordinate
political campaigning to these eflorts until a mass working-class
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movement had been created in the economic field. political
agitation, it was said, not only failed to enlirt ..rur. .rp;;;";";,also divided the workers u.t*L.o ri*i."t oot. instead ii""i irg
*"*. As against this view ,t. *uin iody of Marxist SocialDemocrats protested hotry, insisti"g 

"" ,rr,i need for J"n"r,"rirevolutionary propagand.a- and for tl"' 
"r"utlo, 

; ;; ;r;;;r*dSocialist Party to lead the *ort irrg 
-"tur. 

uoJ ;;;;;;^];;revolution. The argument was at this stage somewhat con_fused ; for the'Economists' ir"trrJ"J-both revolutionaries whohoped to give a revolution"ry ,rr" t"o" industrial action andmoderates who hoped. to get ihe righi of "o*birrtiorr;g;ii;recognised, to estaLlish f";"r, ;i.;;;r coltective bargaining,and to induce the Governm.", ro pu3, f,r.ther protective labourlegislation. The latter group was headed by the ,Legal Marx_
f::: -"^".1^",1 itruve ( r 87i, e 

ja) u.,d Mil.iril' r"r,";;i- C,;;;_
X:tT::lI (1865-1919) : the former found .rp."..ton i.r'ii.Dr. rerersburg jourlal{abochayo Misl (Workl,^, ffr""gfril,founded in fig7 with rakhtar"r-unj iothov as editors.The rival views of the Social Democratic factions wererepresented among the exiles as well u. in nr.ri,l;;;;
those u,ho left Russia in the early ,rirr"ii.rir. B. N. Krichevskv
( r 8.66-19 r9), who, ufte. cornelil;-;il.;r *i ir' p^r.r.i"""?,i
Labour Emancipation Group f", .ii_",ln rg95 j"ir;;;;;;with a number of oth^ers to iorm tfr" i"ugu" of Russian SocialDemocrats as a rival foreign .";il.- iii'. n"au in rgoS heo,,to publish a journal, Rabocheye nyrU 1it,r"#offitliili:for rvhich it sousht recognition 

-u, 
,L" prir.i;;i;r;;;i

Russian Vlarxism a-Oa a.. i,f.r,y"* 1r'S0"5_r935;, later a lead_ing Menshevik, an d V. p. Akimorif , S 7r_, i;, ),' ;i;;Kr;;h.d;,
were its editors.

. A lively dispute immediately developed between Krichev_sky.'s group and the plekhanov f".ri"rl *nich accused it ofgiving too much space to ,Economist, 
u.,a otf,., 

"""-rpr"rri.i"gdoctrines, and set out- to found , -or"-iioroughgoing journalto express the views of the Labour Emancipati"; dr"";l- il;groups were, of course, eager to win support i., Rrsriu, anJneither was as yet preparedlo .*"o^*r.ri"u," the other. Bothin fact claimed to be sections of a aorn*o., Social DemocraticParty, which had not yet achieved u ror..rur existence. Mean_while, inside Russia, i.ug,r", *oa"if"JoriLenin,s St. peters_
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burg organisation had been developing in many towns out of
the small, clandestine Social Democratic circles; and plans
were being made for a secret Congress, at which a national
organisation was to be constituted. There was also great
Socialist activity in Russian Poland and in Lithuania, especially
among the Jewish workers. A Polish Social Democratic Part/,
in sharp opposition to Pilsudski's nationalistic Polish Socialist
Party, which was in close touch with the Austrian Poles, was
established in 1895 ; and two years later a Jewish Socialist
Party, known as the 'Bund', was founded to organise the

Jewish workers over the whole area included in the Jewish(Pale'-that is, in White Russia as well as in Poland and
Lithuania. Both the Polish S.D.P. and the Bund, which was
responsible for extensive strike movements during this period,
regarded themselves as belonging to the Social Democratic
moveinent which had its centre in Russia and were involved in
the negotiations for a constituent Congress. In 1898 a small
Congress, since regarded as the First Congress of the Russian
Social Democratic Party, assembled secretly at Pskov. There
were in all only nine delegates, including those from the Bund;
and none of them was a person of outstanding importance.
They met for three days, and decided to issue a manifesto to
the workers of Russia; and they appointed a committee of
three to undertake the work of organisation. But all the
delegates and a great many other leaders of the Social Demo-
cratic groups throughout Russia were arrested almost immedi-
ately after the Congress. The manifesto, drafted by Struve,
who was not present at the Congress, was issued; but the
organisation disappeared, leaving behind it only certain resolu-
tions, of which the most important asserted the right of every
nation to self-determination in accordance with the decision of
the London International Socialist Congress of r896.

The destruction of the central organisation of the new party
inside Russia left the groups abroad to continue their rivalries.
The r898 Congress had decided to make the Rabochaya Gazeta,
which was published inside Russia at Kiev, the central organ
of the party ; but, this having become impracticable, the groups
inside the country now decided that they must create a central
organ abroad. Krichevsky's Rabocheye Dyelo set out to take
this position; but most of the groups in Russia were not
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prepared to accept it, and discussions began among them about
the possibility of a journal in which the group round Plekhanov
could play the leading part.

At the beginning of rgoo Lenin was set free from his exile
in Siberia, and returned to European Russia, where he at once
became actively engaged in the pian to found a new journal and
to refound the Social Democratic Party. At Pskov, where he
settled when he was forbidden to live in St. Petersburg, he
met a number of representatives of Social Democratic opinions,
including not only Martov and Potresov but also Struve and
Tugan-Baranovsky, to discuss plans for the proposed journal;
and thereafter he travelled secretly to a number of places to
consult the local groups. In July he went abroad to meet
Plekhanov and his Emancipation Group, and secured their par-
ticipation on terms which would make the new publication
an independent journal, not under the control of any group
except its own editorial committee. In Germany, he secured
the help of Adolf Braun, of the German Social Democratic
Party, in arranging for the journal to be printed by J. H. W.
Dietz, the Social Democratic publisher, at Stuttgart.

There were by this time to be two journals, one informative
and propagandist, the other 'scientific'. The first was to be
called Iskra (The Spark), because, as its motto declared, 'the
spark will kindle a flame' ; the second was to be Zarya (The
Dawn) and was to be devoted to longer articles dealing rvith
theoretical issues. IJp to a late stage in the preparations, Lenin
was negotiating with groups and individuals covering a very
wide range of Social Democratic opinion; but gradually the
range was narrowed down. It can be seen from his letters how
suspicious he was, not only of Struve and the ' Legal Marxists',
but also of the groups of exiles in Paris and London, including
the League of Russian Social Democrats. In the end, the Iskra
group came to consist esseqtially of six persons, three old-
stagers from the Labour Emancipation Group, together with
three who had taken part in the discussions inside Russia. The
three Emancipationists were Plekhanov, Vera Zasulich, and
P. B. Axelrod: the other three were A. N. Potresov (1869-
rg3+), Martov, and Lenin himself. Of the latter, Potresov, who
also went by the name Starover, had been active in the St.
petersburg Liberation League with Lenin, and had been
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banished to North Russia in 1898: he now went abroad with
Lenin. Martov (1873-1923), whose real name was Yuly
Osipovich Zed.erbatm, had also worked with Lenin during

and after his removal at St. Petersburg. Both were to take the

Menshevik side in the Social Democratic Congress of r9o3, as

were Axelrod and Vera Zasulich ; but in rgoo they all appeared

to stand well on the left of the movement' of which the' Legal

Marxists' represented the extreme right and the main body of

the 'Economists' the right centre, with Krichevsky and the

Paris group headed by D. Ryazonov (r87o-r945) holding a

central position.
The first number of. Iskra appeared in December r9oo, that

of Zarya following in March r9or. Well before either of them

came out, the doctrinal disputes had reached a height among

the imigrds who formed the Union of Russian Social Democrats'

In March rgoo the fraction in this body which strongly opposed

'Economism' split away and set up a rival group of Revolu-

tionary Social Democrats, which entered into relations with the

Iskra'group. The quarrel had been brought to a head partly
by the disputes over the foundation of Ishra,but even more by

the publication of Plekhanov's ttact, Vade Mecum (r9oo), an

edited collection of documents in which he went to work to

expose the tactical manceuvres, as well as the doctrinal errors'

of the Economists and their sympathisers. In 1898 had

appeared a manifesto, Credo, in which I. D. Kuskova (b' 1869)

.ei forth the gist of the Economists' programme ; and during

the same yeut Trrgun-Baranovsky had published his book,

The Russiin Factory, Past and Present' supporting the Eco-

nomists' attitude. A sharp controversy had followed in the

Russian Socialist press, both at home and abroad; and there

was much confusion of opinion in the local groups. Demands

began to come in for the summoning of a full Social Demo-

"ruti" 
Cottgress to settle the party's policy ; but it was by no

means cleai who had the authority to call it together' The

League of Russian Social Democrats was one possible claim-

ant I the Labour Emancipation Group was a second ; and there

were several groups inside Russia which hoped to make them-

selves the nucleus for a general movement. Lenin, in agree-

ment with the Iskra group' was against an early meeting of a

full Congress. He argued that such a gathering would only
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make the confusion worse, and that it was desirable to allow a
period for further clarification of opinion before a binding
decision was reached. What he was really aiming at was a
settling of conclusions with the Economists and their exclusion
from the Congress and also the use of Iskra to formulate and
put the case for a programme which the Congress could then
be asked to endorse.

Something, however, had to be done, if only to prevent the
League of Russian Social Democrats from calling a Congress
which might be packed by the supporters of Economism.
Accordingly, in r9or, the Iskra group got together two small
preparatory meetings at Geneva and at Zljrich to discuss the
question of a Congress. At the second of these meetings there
were sharp disagreements; and the split with the majority
section of the Union of Social Democrats became wider. The
Union then attempted to take the lead and, in conjunction with
some of the groups in Russia, got together at Belostok in rgoz a
preparatory conference which proceeded to issue instructions
for the summoning of a full Congress and appointed an Organ-
ising Committee. This Committee, however, was arrested by
the police, and the arrangements fell through. The Iskra
group then resumed the lead. A draft programme, drawn up
by Plekhanov with amendments by Lenin, was published in
Iskra and in Zarya and became the main item for discussion at
the forthcoming Congress; and, after much more mancuvring
for position, the Second Congress.of the Russian Social Demo-
cratic Party finally assembled in London in July lgoj. " -'

lTtrus Russian Social Democracy, before the meeting of
rvhat' was in reality its first, though nominally its second
Congress, was already at war on a number of fronts, quite apart
from its main battle against the Czarist autocracy. It was
united against the Narodniks by a common belief that Russia
was destined to go through the process of industrial develop-
ment and that there were no valid reasons, objective or subject-
ive, why capitalist industrialism should fail to take root and
grow in Russian soil. It was at one in resting its hopes of
Socialism mainly on the industrial proletariat which this
development would bring into being and would expose to
conditions of exploitation and insecurity and thus lay open to
Social Democratic propaganda. It was at one, too, in believing
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that industrial capitalism was a system involving 'contradic-
tions'which would in due course lead it to destruction, and that
by 'socialising' the processes of production it was preparing
the way for the social ownership of the means of production
and for their collective administration in the interests of the
whole society. But it was not in agreement either about the
form which the transition would take, or about the speed with
which it would come about: nor was it at one about the part
to be played in the transition, or in the wor$pg-class move-
ment, by the peasantry, or by the intellectuals. lAs against the
Narodniks, who thought in terms of 'the pe6tp'le' rather than
of classes and regarded the peasants and the intellectuals as

the key factors - with the intellectuals serving as the spark to
influence the popular mass movement with Socialist ideals -the Social Democrats were at one in believing both that the
main burden of constructing the new society must fall upon the
industrial workers, aided by those intellectuals who were ready
to identify themselves with them, and drawing the peasants -or at any rate the poorer peasants - along with them under
their leadership. But they put widely different interpretations
on this doctrine; nor were they even fully agreed that the
transition would necessarily take the form of a revolutionary
uprising of the industrial workers against the capitalist class.

The difficulty was, in fact, that there was more than one

'revolution' in their minds. There was, in the first place, the
revolution that was destined to overthrow the Czarist rdgime ;

and in this the enemy was autocracy - an enemy common to
every sort of Socialist and shared with many who were not
Socialists. Secondly, there was the economic revolution, which
was to put an end to the exploitation of the poor by the rich
and powerful, who included landowners, financiers, bureau-
crats, militarists, traders, and industrial employers - that is to
say, a number of elements often at odds one with another, and
perhaps including potential allies at some stages of the struggle.
Even if a political revolution was necessary for the overthrow
of the autocracy, it did not follow that it would be an economic
revolution as well, or, at any rate, a Socialist revolution. It did
not even follow that there would have to be an economic
revolution in at all the same sense as there would have to be a
political revolution. It was possible to hold that the political
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revolution would render it practicable to achieve the economic
'revolution' by peaceable means under the new political r6gime.
Thus, at one extreme were those who argued that the two revolu-
tions must be accomplished together, in one and the same act,
by the immediate installation of a Socialist economic r6gime by
the victors in the political revolution; while at the other
extreme were those who wanted the political revolution to go
only to the length of establishing constitutional government
and looked thereafter to a gradual advance towards Socialism
by the legislative action of the new Government, nationally and
locally, and through the progressive activities of Trade IJnions,
Co-operative Societies, and other working-class agencies, aided
by the constructive talents of the advanced sections of the
intelligentsia, including the technicians who would come over
to the Socialist camp.

Revisionism, as preached by Bernstein to the Social Demo-
crats of the West, was, indeed, by no means without influence
on the Russian Social Democrats. But under Russian conditions
it was bound to take somewhat different forms, both because of
the much greater degree of autocracy, which almost ruled out
the idea of a gradualism in politics until the first step had been
achieved by revolution, and also because of the backwardness
of Russian industry, which excluded the possibility of a prole-
tarian party backed by a majority of the people and seemed also
to rule out the early advent of a predominantly socialised
economy, such as Bernstein, as well as Kautsky, anticipated in
the West. The Western Social Democrats took industrial
capitalism for granted as the predominant structure of the
economic system and were concerned only with the means of
socialising it. The Russian Social Democrats, on the other
hand, wanted industrial capitalism to develop, and had there-
fore to consider whether, and if so how, they could reconcile
their hostility to it as exploiting the workers with positive
support for it as the means of economic advance and of develop-
ing the proletariat and preparing it for the conquest of power.
The 'Legal Marxists', headed by Peter Struve, were those who
were prepared to side positively with capitalism, while at the
same time pressing it to accept economic reforms in the workers'
interests and to ally itself with the workers against autocracy
and landlordism. They were politically on the side of the
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revolution, as a means of establishing constitutional govern-
ment, and they contemplated that the political revolution would
clear the way for a rapid growth of capitalist enterprise, accom-
panied, as it had been in the West, by a parallel development of
working-class organisation which would exert an ever-increasing
pressure on the capitalists and in due course become strong
enough to bring about the transition to Socialism.

Lenin, as we have seen, met and negotiated with Struve and
Tugan-Baranovsky while he was busy about the preparations
for Iskra in rgoo; and, in doing so, he recognised that the
'Legal Marxists' were still a part of the Russian Social Demo-
cratic movement - though he was, of course, determined to
edge them out. They were in effect edged out well before the
Second Congress met. But this left well inside the movement
the much larger group of Economists who did not desire, as

Struve did, an alliance with the capitalists, but held that, for the
time being, the political should be subordinated to the economic
struggle and the main attention given to building up Trade
IJnions, encouraging strike action, and persuading the workers
to put forward demands for such industrial concessions as the
eight hours' day, the enforcement of improved sanitary condi-
tions in the factories, better housing, and the granting of
bargaining and consultative rights to elected factory committees.
The supporters of 'Economism' were not necessarily right
wingers, or reformists as against revolutionaries, though some
of them were. Their essential purpose was to build up a mass

workers' movement by appealing through immediate grievances

without prejudicing this mass appeal by bringing in Socialist
ideology or arousing antagonism by direct attacks on the Czar
or on religion. They held that the first task was to get as many
as possible of the workers organised in Trade Unions and
factory committees for which the Social Democrats would
supply the leadership, rather than to establish a large Socialist
Party which could hope, at best, to enrol only a minority.

The desire of the Economists to concentrate on building up
Trade Unions was reinforced when, upon the renewed outburst
of strikes in rgor and r9oz, the police authorities in a number
of areas set to work to foster the establishment of workers'
Unions under the leadership of police spies and agents proz.)oca-

teurs. The methods varied from place to place - from the
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deliberate provocation of disturbances which gave an oppor-
tunity for the arrest of agitators and the violent disruptitn of
the workers' movements to the promotion of tame Unions
which were allowed to give expression to real grievances,
provided they did not pass beyond what the police regarded as
legitimate limits. This latter form of police-inspired Urrio.,
annoyed employers as much as the other gratified the more
reactionary of them.. But the police were not necessarily
moved by the opposition of employers who were in many cases
themselves opponents of the autocracy and demanding constitu-
tional reform. The principal inspirer of the tame typi of Trade
Union was Zubatov, head of the Moscow political police - the
Okhrana - and after him the manceuvre came to be known as
'Zubatovism'. At the beginning of rgoz Zubatov founded.
the Society for the Mutual Help of Workers in the Engineering
Industry, under strict police supervision ; and this body went
to the length of organising strikes against particularly unpopular
employers, including some firms owned by foreign crpitulirt..
The French Government protested; urd the Jnployers at-
tempted a counter-measure by organising factory committees
or 'house lJnions' under their own control. Zubatov was
dismissed towards the end of r9o3 ; but the abandonment of
his methods in Moscow did not prevent the use of similar
methods elsewhere, as in the case of Father Gapon's St.
Petersburg organisation in r9o5.I

Zubatovism and the more extreme method.s employed by
the police in other areas stimulated the desire of sociaiists ti
organise real Trade Unions in order to win the workers away
from the police-sponsored bodies. But apart from this therl
was an evident case for doing all that could be done to promote
Trade Unions among the factory workers, transport workers,
and other industrial groups in the hope of winning them over
to Socialism later on. The main body of Social Democrats was
not opposed to this, but insisted that the Trade Unions could
not be brought under effective Socialist leadership without a
strong Social Democratic Party to direct them and to supply the
leaders. They were, however, divided between those who put
their main hopes in the revolutionary development of industiial
action, and were thus akin in thought to the Syndicalists of the

r See p. 446.
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West, and those who held that Trade Unionism was incapable
of being more than an auxiliary to the action of a Socialist
Party, as it was in Germany and Austria. Moreover, there
were fears among the more left-wing Social Democrats that
Econornism would lead in practice to the organisation only of
the skilled workers and to the creation of a type of Trade Union
that would limit itself to serving the economic interests of a

minority and would develop into a counter-revolutionary force.
The record of the British and American Trade Unions was held
out as an awful warning of the dangers of such a development.

Lenin, in addition to translating Sidney and Beatrice Webb's
History of Trade ["Jnionisru and completing his work on The

Deoelopment of Capitalismin Russia (published in rB99) during
his Siberian exile, had begun his attack on the Economist
tendency as early as 1898, when Kuskova's Credo appeared.
He had also written in exile his pamphlet, The Tashs of the

Russian Social Democrats (r8g7), in which he formulated his
conception of a centralised revolutionary party. In addition
to his writings in Iskra and Zarya he went on, after his experi-
ences of the forces at work within the Social Democratic move-
ment in r9oo, to launch a full-scale attack on the Economists
and on the right wing generally in his book What is to be done ?,

which was published in rgoz as part of his propaganda in
preparation for the coming Congress. He there argued that to
concentrate on the economic struggle was to condemn the
workers to eternal slavery because they needed to destroy
capitalism, and not merely to fight for improvements under it
and could not do this as long as the autocracy barred the way
to the struggle against capitalism. He went on to attack the
notion that mere Trade Union organisation would lead the
workers on to a spontaneous acceptance of Socialism as an

objective, arguing that Trade Unionism could achieve nothing
without the impulsion of revolutionary theory to stiffen it and

inspire the workers' consciousness. 'Without a revolutionary
theory', he wrote, 'there can be no revolutionary movement. . . .
The r6le of vanguard can be filled only by a party that is guided
by the most advanced theory.' Socialist ideology, he said,

arguing against the 'Syndicalists', was a matter of scientific
knowledge, not of spontaneous class-ideology : if the Socialists

failed to teach the workers Scientific Socialism, bourgeois
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ideology would usurp the vacant place. He drew the sharpest
possible contrast between Socialist and bourgeois ideology, and
denied that there was room for any midclle Joctrine or ioi ur,y
realm of neutrality between them. Economism, he argued,
was bound to end up in mere reformism, and to aestro! the
revolutionary spirit. He denounced the Economists as th.
Russian equivalents of the Revisionists who were doing their
best to destroy Marxism in the West.

- In tgoz there were not only great industrial strikes in
Russia, including a violently fought general strike in Baku and
Odessa, but also many signs of growing peasant unrest. These,
of.course, were grist to the mill of the Narodniks, who had by
this time reorganised themselves in a loosely knit Social
Revolutionary Party in active opposition to the 

-social 
Demo-

crats. It is impossible to date at all precisely the foundation
of the Social Revolutionary party. It seems to have begun
with a conference of Narodnik groups in centrar Russia" in
1898, where a loose Union was established and a journal, Our
Task, started as the organ of the movement. pirailel move-
Tents developed in other parts of the country, especially in
North Russia, where the journal, Reoolutioruary Ruisia, began
publication in r9oo, That year a more widely representat"ive
secret congress was held and decided to estatlish a national
Social- Revolutionary Party. At the same time an Agrarian
School for training agitators was set up abroad ; and thJ S.R.s
sent two delegates to the rnternational socialist congress at
Paris. I. A. Rubano-vich (186o-19zo) became their regular
representative in the affairs of the socialist International. frr"y
remained, however, a very loose organisation, embracing many
tendencies and insisting on a large autonomy for their lo"crl a.ri
regional groups. Their adherents ranged from terrorists ofthe
old school to moderates intent on building up peasant Co_opera-
tives and collaborating with the more progrissive elements in
the rural Zemstvos. Outstanding figuris u-orrg them, at this
stage, besides Rubanovich, were Victor Chernov (lg;6_ro<z).
Katherine BreshkovskayaQB44-rg34) in exile in Siberia _'inA',
9_" ll" right wing, Fe[x Voftilo".iy lrSaO-ryr4) and Nikolai
Vasilievich Tschaikovsky (185o-1926), both of *lo- were to
be%qrye active counter-revolutionaries in 19 14.

fJhe establishment of the Socialist Revolutionary party,
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otherwise called the 'Social Revolutionaries', was followed
immediately by a revival of terrorist activities, to which all
wings of the Social Democrats were opposed.al It was also
followed by a rapid spread of peasant disturbanc6il not so much
stirred up by the S.R.s as affording them an opportunity to
gain peasant support. The Social Revolutionaries had by this
time lost most of their hold on the industrial workers in the
bigger towns ; but they retained a substantial following among
the handicraftsmen and among the more scattered industrial
workers in small towns and country areas. Their leadership
still came almost exclusively from intellectuals ; and in the
villages they tended to recruit mainly the more prosperous
peasants, especially those to whom some form of Co-operation
made an appeal. Their policy was unclear, even in relation to
agrarian questions; but so, up to r9o3, was that of the Social
D;mocrats, who had, indeed, tended to ignore the peasants.

fJh"y demanded, of course, land reform and the handing over
to the peasants of more land - especially of the land which
had been given to the landlords at the time of the emancipation
of the serfs. In general, they stood for peasant cultivation
within the framework of a revived and reformed village com-
mune, within which they hoped to see a large development of
Co-operative enterprise. But they were not mere reformers :

they stood for political revolution as the necessary prelude to
the establishment of the village community ; for decentralised
administration; and in some cases for an almost Bakuninist
type of Federalism. They included near-Anarchists of the
Kropotkinite persuasion as well as Socialists who saw the need
for some sort of political government. And beyond them was
an Anarchist fringe, which had its following in the towns as

well as in the country and its connection$ with the extreme
Syndicalistic group among the Economists.i

Advocacy of peasant Co-operation was not confined to the
S.R.s. It was also favoured by a section of liberal landowners
and officials connected with the Zemstvos and by a number of
liberal economists who were on the side of agrarian reform.
This last group had connections with the'Legal Marxists', who,
however, looked to the development of capitalist methods in
agriculture and therefore favoured the growth of larger agri-
cultural holdings and the establishment of credit banks to
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assist agricultural investment. As against these groups, which
favoured the more prosperous and progressive peasant farmers,
the S.R.s sought to appeal to all sections of the peasantry,
whereas the Social Democrats were inclined to draw an in-
creasingly sharp line between 'kulaks' and poor peasants whose
land did not provide them with a living unless they found
auxiliary employment. The S.R.s, too, werewell aware that it
often paid the capitalist farmer better to employ small peasants
at low, part-time wages than to engage full-time workers; but
they were unwilling to draw within the village sharp class lines
that might help to destroy what was left of the old village
community.

In rgoz Struve, after his definitive break with Lenin and
Plekhanov, set up his own journal outside Russia. It was
published at Stuttgart, and was called Osoobozdenie (Libera-
tion). From this point the'Legal Marxists'had theirown groups
quite apart from the Social Democratic Party. They held in
rgo3 a conference of their own, in which they joined forces
with the liberals from the Zemstvo movement. Before long
most of thern were to go over, in the course of the r9o5 Revolu-
tion, to the Cadet (Constitutional Democratic) Party.

Accordingly, when the Social Democratic Congress met in
r9o5, this element was no longer represented; and the Eco-
nomists had also ceased to exist as an organised group within the
party. We have seen that the draft party programme for
submission to the Congress had been drawn up in advance by
Plekhanov, whose first draft had been heavily cut about by
Lenin. In revised form, it had been published in Iskra well
ahead of the Congress, and its contents had been expounded in
many articles as well as in Lenin's What is to be done ? At the
Congress it went through with surprisingly little opposition,
backed by the joint authority of the Iskra group, which included
those who were soon to become the outstanding leaders of the
Menshevik faction. It was not over the programme but over
the question of party organisation that the historic split into
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks arose. But behind this apparent
consensus of opinion lay a great deal of earlier disputation
behind the scenes.

The full account of these discussions was published only in
rgz+- in the Lenin Miscellany. The largest single issue in
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the controversy was that of the dictatorship of the proletariat,

which Lenin successfully insisted on against Plekhanov's reluc-

tance as a cardinal point. This was also the most contested

point at the Congress itself ; but it was accepted in the following

apparently unequivocal form :

An essential condition for the social revolution is the
dictatorship of the proletariat- that is, the conquest by the
oroletariatbf such iolitical power as will allow it to suppress
'ulI utt.*ptt at resiitance on the part of the exploiters'

There followed demands for universal, direct, and equal

sufirage, for a Constituent Assembly to draw up a constitution,

for fridom of speech and of assembly, and of the press, for the-

right to organise Trade Unions and to strike, for abolition of

urlitrury airest, and so on; and some delegates found an

inconsistency between these demands and the assertion in
favour of dictatorship. It was Plekhanov who answered the

objectors by saYing-

The success of the Revolution is the supreme law; and

if the success of the Revolution should require the temporary
limitation of one or another democratic principle it would be

criminal to refrain from such limitation. In my oplnlon,
even the principle of universal suffrage has to be considered
iro* tt 

" i,oint bf view of the fundamdntal principle of demo-

cracy to *ti"t I have referred. Hypothetically, one.can
enviiage a situation in which Social Democrats would be

"""otEa 
to universal suflrage. There was a time when the

iiu'fiu" Uoutgeois Republics f,eprived persons belonging to the

nobilitv of "politicaf rights. 'The rivolutionary proletariat
might iesttiit the politiial rights of the upper classes, just as

the-upper classes restricted tT-re rights of the proletariat'

This passage makes it clear that Plekhanov was thinking of

exclusive dictalorship as an exceptional measure, to be resorted

to in emerge.t.y, urri: not as the ?orm of government which the

workers would normally adopt or persist with as a durable form

of government. Lenin, no doubt, had more than this in mind'

tho"ugh he, too, as he was to show later' thought of a Constituent

Asseirbly elected by universal suffrage as the natural sequel to

the Revolution. He preferred to leave it to Plekhanov, at the

Congress, to put his own gloss on the text, huppy enough to get
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the declaration in favour of dictatorship accepted as part of
the Social Democratic Programme.

Next to this issue the most hotly contested parts of the
programme were those which dealt with the agrarian question
and with the problem of national self-determination. The
agrarian question had also been in dispute in connection with
Plekhanov's draft. It was a matter of agreement that the
otrezki - the peasant-tilled lands given over to the landlords
in 186r - should be placed in the hands of the peasants for
redistribution through the communal committees; and, as we
saw, the Social Revolutionaries also made this demand. Lenin
insisted, against opposition on the Iskra committee, that the
programme should also call for the nationalisation of all land,
not merely after the Socialist Revolution, but as part of the
minimum demands to be made on any Government holding
office after the first stage of the Revolution, which was expected
to place the bourgeoisie in power. Here again Lenin success-
fully insisted on his point, which coincided with a similar
demand in the programme of the S.R.s. The S.R.s, however,
did not draw the distinction between the two stages of the
Revolution - bourgeois and Socialist -_ which Lenin firmly
impressed on the Social Democratic Programme.

The First Social Democratic Congress of 1898, as we saw,
had passed a resolution affirming the right of national self-
determination, and this was reproduced in the draft programme.
This was a matter of agreement among the Ishra group, and,
indeed, among most of the delegates; but it was strongly
opposed by the delegates of the Polish Social Democratic Party,
headed at thc Congress by Adolf Warski.' The Polish Social
Democrats, as we saw, were at bitter feud with the rival Polish
Socialist Party, led by Pilsudski, against which they insisted on
the need for the Polish workers to throw in their lot with the
Russian workers in a common struggle for emancipation. At
the Congress their objections were swept aside: Rosa Luxem-
burg, their most powerful spokesman, was not present. They
were, however, supported by the Jewish Bund.

At a later stage in the Congress proceedings, when the
programme had been disposed of and the party rules were under
debate, the Bund again fell foul of the majority by demanding

I See p. 49o fi,
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recognition as the sole representative of the Jewish workers

throushout Russian;i;['";;.'his time it had been agreed

that tf,e party should i" """ltit"t"d 
ot' u centralised foundation'

with territorial sectiJrr.-;;1i"g under central direction' The

Conrress rejected th;;;;;'"" "loi* 
u' inconsistent with this

.t*C=t.rr" ; and the ;";{'il J"t.gut.r.tnereupon o"it:1l1:
ii:lit^;:' itl* "tntt 

delegates also left when' on slmrrar

rrounds, the malorrty r"ft'id to recognise the League of

h.ussian Social p"*ol'uit ut the Foreign- Section of the party'

As we shall see, th"'" ;;;J"^ tv alt"ering the balance of the

Corrgr.r., had momentous consequences'

lrhe great di'""';; ;;;l;H;: P:- 
congress ended' had

divilEd the remaininf Sotiuf Democrats into what soon became

;i; t, ;;o oppo'iif f u'ti"' I'o'."' 1o: ;Jf ;:ffi:"'fl1lil?
u"i i, it. fi,,i pl^tt over the basis ot pa

then over the;ertJns";;;';"" to uj nul in charge of the

oartv's afiairs.J tt""nltt great battle was ioined between

L"rri, and Pl-ekhan";";t"h; 3t'" t'u"tl' and Mariov and Trotsky

on the other, over *" #;;; Jint'"tuote defining eligibility

for membership. ;t";;;eJi uy down that membership

should be open *'li';";;*""pt the program*t:f 
':1'

;;;;Jtfif*t it ioit' *"*tiallv and bv oersonal partlclpa-

tion in one or ,,n"r:il;; nrrir. *ilfsations'. Martov wished

to omit th" ,"f"""J" t"-''Ja;t9,o;1t:l ' 
one or other of the

party's organisationt;' tt* poini at issue is by no means clear

from the wordrng;"Uot U"f i"d the-words lie deep differences

in the conception "f 
;;;;;.y lyhi Lenin wanted was a

disciplined n*ty """tit;ti; "'t firc* individuals who were

prepared. to work;;;t o?dt" which they were to recelve

i-* tr'" particuhl i'Jrtv J":ll'.1'::,:",J'*'t.;*t i:'"';

"ti""n"a' 
-He 

wanted these organtsatro:

branches of the p#; ;"* d.ott instructions received from

the central ai'"t'i"g'iJJi"'] rn"t is 
'to 

sav' he wanted to do

away with tr" "*'i3til!*it"ttt9t' 
*1tch left any handful of

socialDemocratsil;'?":;;"t:i::ll^"1:f,"S"i,:#tJ;f
"ir"f, 

themselves to wider groupngs

For this structure f'" *i'f'l[t'substitite one in which authority

would Ro* ao*'*i'Jt f'o* the centre' so as to exclude the

existence "r """t:;ii;s"f";ii";' :11:tl* 
eq,al rights: 

'J'"
wished also to ".rruit"i.rrdency 

of inteltectuals to act on therr
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:*1, .Td to merge the groups of intellectuals into branchesincluding proletarians as-weli, as a check o, Uor.g"oi;-iil;_
chopping - which he regarded as something 

"",ir"l'y 
aitr"..rr,from the inculcation of tie correct Maoi.t li.otog"ytf ;a;i;;_

tific Socialism,.tr
At the Corf[iress Lenin, who had the support of plekhanov,

was^ narrowly beaten on this particular issue, and fVturtorr;"draft was 
_adopted, Trotsky trt irrg u fror.rirr.rt part in thedebate on Martov,s side. Iiwus, n5*.uir, clear that the courseactually taken by the party would depend much less on theprecise-ph_rasing of its. memtership rule than on its programme,

over which Lenin \d h1s or., *iy, and on the perso.r! 
"h;.;;to direct it when the Congres, *u, ou".. ffri. qr".tio, oipersonnel was difficult; for there had in practice to be two

3:.*:,^:l:,1" :lu'*"^?f the organ;.riir" of trre party insidexussra and the other of its periodicals edited abrord. Over andabove this there was the question whi;h of these two bodieswas to have the last,word tetween Congresses in the event ofdifferences arising between them. fi.r" was also to beconsidered the claim of th.e League of Social D.*o".ui. ub;";;which was in hands hostile to ihe Lenin group, to have somegeneral supervision over the work outsid.. i.,r.riu, i""f"ai"fiir"journals published abroad. This last ;;i-, as we have seen,was pushed aside at the congress, which decided to entrust thegeneral control of the party to a Central Commission mainlvcomposed of members inside Russia ,"a tfr. 
-.""tr.f 

;;:journals published abroad to a specially elected Iskra Com_mittee, or editorial board, m"de up of riembers tivirrg orrtrieRussia, with provision- for a joint' Courr"it 
"o.rrpo."E "i ;;members from each of these bodies, plus a Ch"ir*an d;;.;;i;elected by_rhe Congress, to deal *iifi Jirp"tes between themand;1y settle policy between Congresses ir'"u." of need.

- . The great controversy whiclifollowed the endorsement ofthis plan turned on tlle composition .i ;. Iskra board. Theold board, which had been quasi_indep"rJ.r,r, had consisted ofPlekhanov, Vera Zasulich, and A*.1;; _ tire old_sta!;;, :
yrth !e1in, Martov,.and poffesorr, who had been newcomersfrom inside Russia when Iskra *u, fo""a.a. Lenin pr"p;r;;to drop Vera Zasulich, Axelrod, ura potroov, who had largelyopposed his views at the Congress, and to reduce the board to
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Plekhanov, Martov, and himself, on the assumption that this
would give him and Plekhanov a clear majority over Martov.
Thanks to the departure of the delegates from the Bund and
from the League of Social Democrats he was able to carry his
proposal. The offended supporters of Zasulich and Axelrod,
including Trotsky, thereupon refused to have anything to do
with the nominations for the Central Committee of the party;
and a Committee, consisting entirely of Lenin's supporters,
hereafter to be called Bolsheviks, was elected. The Congress
thus ended, leaving the minority .- henceforth to be called
Mensheviks - in a furious temper, and many of the majority,
including Plekhanov, in a state of deep mental distress at what
they feared would mean the break-up of Social Democracy into
impotent warring factions. Trotsky shared this feeling of
distress. During the year preceding the Congress he had been
closely associated with Lenin and the Iskra grotp and had been
Iiving with Axelrod and Vera Zasulich on terms of intimacy.
He had escaped from Siberia only in the summer of r9oz, and
in the autumn had been summoned by Lenin to London to
report on the position of the groups inside Russia which he
had been visiting since his escape. Lenin had taken to him,
and had introduced him to Iskra in face of opposition from
Plekhanov, who had taken a dislike to him ; and he was shocked
when Lenin and Plekhanov joined hands to oust their associates
from the board, and repelled by Lenin's attempt to construct a

narrow party under rigid central discipline. These feelings
drew him into the Menshevik camp, though he was in most
matters much nearer to the Bolsheviks, and was soon to react
no less strongly against Menshevik sectarianism than he had
against Lenin.

For the moment, however, what counted most was Ple-
khanov's attitude. When he saw that the effect of the Congress
had been not to create the unified party which he had in mind,
but to split it from top to bottom, he quickly altered his attitude,
and set out to play the part of conciliator by inviting the Menshe-
yiks back into the fold. He tried to persuade Lenin to agree
to restore the deposed members to the Ishra board; but Lenin
stood fast on the Congress decision. Martov had already
resigned from the board in protest, leaving only Plekhanov and
Lenin in office; but Plekhanov had also been made Chairman
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of the joint council and held a position of greater authority in
the party than Lenin. He took it on himself to invite the iour
old. members to rejoin the board, from which Lenin thereupon
resigned. Thus Isftra passed out of the control of the Bolshevik
faction, and became the organ of the Mensheviks, with whom
Plekhanov was thereafter fully associated. Lenin was co-opted
to the Central Commission of the party, which remained ,rrd.,
B$shevik control. The joint Council simply disappeared.

/ Thus, from r9o3 onwards there weri in eneci two rival
Social Democratic Parties 

- Bolshevik and Menshevik 
- with

a number of would-be conciliators, including Trotsky, hovering
unhappily between them. But, bitter though the quarrel wa{
neither fa_ctiogwas prepared to admit that there *... t*o parties
instead of one. It was for both a cardinal part of the faiih that
there could be'only one Social Democratic party, which was
the vanguard of the proletariat and not a ,sect,. Accordingly,
each faction claimed to be the true representative of the ine
party, and a shadowy unity remained. They were to be driven
together again for a time under the impact of the Revorution of
r9o5, o.nly to fly apart again almost at once and to carry their
dissensions right on to rgr2, still as nominal co-members of a
single party. From r9o3 to r9o5 they quarrelled furiously,
much to the bewilderment of many of their supporters 

"p u"a
down Russia, who had much difficulty in undeistanding what
the fight was about. Before long the Central Commiss'ion in
Rugsia began to waver. Some of its members were arrested;
and the new members co-opted in their place included a numbe,
who wished to heal the quarrel and some who inclined to the
Menshevik side. Lenin's supporters in Russia then created a
new_Organising Committee, which challenged the authority of
the Central Committee; and there was a constant exchangl of
angry letters between Lenin and the warring Social Demoiatic
groups. Almost from the beginning of the split Lenin had been
angrily demanding a new Congress to fight the dispute out
afresh ; but he was also determined to maki sure of a majority.
In effect, neither side was prepared to attend a Congress called
by the partisans of the other j nor could they agrel to let the
conciliators call one open to both. when the next congresses
did meet, they were rival gatherings under the auspices-of the
contending factions.
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In r9o4 Lenin published his famous tract, One Stelt Forwqrd,

Two Steps Back, in defence of the policy he had advocated at

the previous year's Congress. He opened with an attack on the
Menshevik conception of a party open to all who professed

agreement with its principles, and with an attempt to define the

essential diflerence between class and party and between the

Social Democratic Party in particular and other claimants to
the title. The distinction between class and party, he said, was

fundamental. The party was the advance guard of the class,

marked out for leadership by its clear conception of the road to
be travelled and by its possession of a scientific ideology' The
party should not set out to enrol the entire working class: not
even the Trade Unions were able to do that. Still less should
it set out to enrol all and sundry who professed to agree with it,
irrespective of class: such a method would only open the door
to cranky and unreliable intellectuals who, in the name of
'freedom', would defy all discipline and ruin the party with
sectarian squabbles. Intellectuals were welcome in the party'
but only on condition that they were prepared to accept its
discipline by becoming members of one of its recognised

organisations and obeying whatever orders they received from
that organisation, which would in its turn obey the orders it
received from the central directing agencies of the party - that
is, from the Congress and from the body or bodies set up by
Congress to exercise its authority. Lenin insisted that the party
must be an'organised whole', exercising a proletarian discipline
equally upon all its members. There must be no preferences

for intellectuals: the workers, Lenin insisted, understood the
need for discipline and would readily accept it. The intellec-
tuals must do the same, or stay outside the party. Lenin was

very scornful of what he called the 'anarchistic' predilections
of the petit bourgeois intellectuals who were entrenched in the
League of Russian Social Democrats - by now a Menshevik
stronghold. They were, he said, entirely out of touch with
what was going on inside Russia. They did not appreciate that
the party, while essentially different from the class, must have

its roots in the class and must work within the class in order to
be able to lead it.

On the other side, Martov and his friends, to whom
Plekhanov as well as Trotsky had rallied, regarded Lenin's
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conception-of theparty as altogether wrong. They did not, of
course, as he professed to believe, identify the paity with ihe
class or suppose that the whole working class could be drawn
into the party ; but they_ did uphold th"e idea of a mass_party,
such as had been created in Germany, which should b"'opJ.,
to any worker or, indeed,.to anyone rvho was prepared to ;oin,to accept its stated principles, and to subscribe-to its r,nas.
They saw in such a party the only means of ensuring that there
should 

_be only one Social Democratic party thal counted,
rather than a number of contending factional parties. U"ity "iaction, they argued, musr be achiJved, as it iad been in ier_
pu.I, not by excluding those who held divergent views, but
by allowing all such.views to be argued out insiJe the party and
insisting that the minority should 

-u.""pt 
the majority'decision,

or get out of their own accord. Martov, and still more ple-
khanov, wanted a disciplined party; bui their conception of
discipline, modelled on the i.r*un example, was different
from Lenin's, as it was bound to be if the paity was thought of
as a mass organisation rather than as an 6liie, and if there-were,
in fact, as well as ideologically, to be only one Socialist party
and not several standing for different policles, as there *".", fo',
example, in France. I think it was above all else plekhanov's
deep admiration of the Germans and his horror at the notion of
there being two rival social Democratic parties that carried him
over so swiftly from the Bolshevik to the Menshevik camp.

Martov's view was not quite the same as plekhanov'sl He
was,.in the ideological realm, a much more tolerant person, and
much less sure than either Lenin or plekhanov thai there was
only one true way and that he knew it beyond a doubt. Like'I'rotsky, he was a Jew and an internationalist by instinct as well
as by rational conviction. He had much less of the Russian
all-or-nothingness than Lenin or plekhanov, and was much
more affected by current trends in Western Socialist thought.
Plekhanov did not object to Lenin's extreme centralisml as
such: indeed, he sided with Lenin on that issue at the second
Congress. He revolted only when he saw that the effect of
Lenin's policy was not to enftrce organic unity in the party, but
to split it and destroy its unity. 1enin, oi .orrrr., dii not
consciously wish to split the pu.ty, he hoped to enforce his
view upon it, with only individuais seceding, not in sufficient
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strength to form a rival party. When, however, the Mensheviks
proved strong enough to constitute what was in effect a rival
party, he was undeterred. He believed that he would be able
to get behind him the main body of proletarian Social Demo-
crats and most of their intellectual supporters inside Russia and
that with this support he could reduce the Menshevik exiles to
impotence and constitute himself the real leader of the part of
the movement that really counted - the part that was inside
Russia and would have to make the Revolution if it were to be
made at all. He became seriously worried - though he was
still undeterred 

- when he found that the Mensheviks had a
following inside Russia, and, still worse, that many of the
groups and individuals inside Russia on whom he had relied
wished to compromise with the Mensheviks or to wash their
hands of what appeared to them an unnecessary sectarian
squabble. This is shown clearly in his letters, written in r9o4
and r9o5, before the split had reached the point of two rival
Congresses, each claiming to represent the Social Democratic
Party.

Meanwhile, inside Russia, events were moving fast. Count
Sergius Witte, who had been trying to follow a mildly liberal
policy, was dismissed by the Czar in August r9o3. A year
before this Nicholas III, after the assassination of the Minister
of the fnterior, Sipyagin, by the student Balmashov, had
appointed as his successor the former police chief, Viatscheslav
Plehve, a violent anti-Semitic reactionary. Plehve, instead of
going on with the Zubatovist policy of encouraging tame Trade
Unions, adopted a policy of violent provocation and set to
work to divert the growing unrest from strikes and peasant
revolts to anti-Jewish pogroms. Under his direction the police
deliberately organised anti-Semitic secret societies, demonstra-
tions, lootings of Jewish shops and places of worship, and actual
pogroms involving murder and much physical maltreatment of
the Jewish population. From the time of his appointment
Plehve steadily pushed Witte out of power and favour, and
followed a policy of intensified repression almost unchecked.
He was not able to prevent a rapid growth of the liberal move-
ment based on the Zemstvos, which had come together in a

Union, rvere beginning to pass resolutions pressing for political
as well as agricultural reforms, and were strongly supported by
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Struye's Liberationist group, which as we have seen, published
its journal, Liberation,-abroad, but had become organised as aLiberation League inside Russia. But he intensified the cam_paign against the Socialists _ Social Democrats and SocialRevolutionaries alike - at the same time as he carried on hispogroms. In July rgo4 he paid the penalty, fr. *u. ,.*ri._ated by a group of social Revolutionaries, that 

"",.""rai"rrycharacter, Azev, who was both a police spy and the p.irr"ifimember of the central 
-terrorist'organisaiion of the S.d.a;

*:1,-f : l:lding 
part in the plot. Th? iatut bornb wr. u";"d#

tnrown by the Social,Revolutionary, Sazonov, who was seriouslj,
wounded by the explosion.

By that time the disasters of the Russo_Japanese War had
gone.fal enough to shake Czarism to its foundations, ""aii"Revolution of r9o5 was already well on the way. I; A;d;;tgoa L;1in got together in Switzerland a prelimi.ru.y 

"o.r?.._l":". of..hi: supporters inside Russia to prepare for the fullBolshevik Congress which was to meet the foilowing y"rr, ;;;
?1::-..,",T0I 

ete,th e preparations for launching lrir rE; ; o;;;i
v?1rod-(F'orward), which was to replace Iskra, now in the hands
of the-Mensheviks, as the organ of 

^Bolshevik 
So"i"t O*;;;.

The. first issue appeared ln yurrury ,9o5. Actually, theBolshevik. organising committle issued 
- 
iivitations to trre.tvlenshevlks as well as to its own groups to attend the Congressof-r9o5, which met in London i; Ap;il. But the Mensheviks

refused the invitation an-d held a Crrgr..r, or Conference, oftheir own at the same time in Genevi. But as, Uy tfre ii..re

l}:'e.m;.^tlii-r 
r:"k otace, the Revotution i., R,rr.i, had atready

Degun, rt seems best to defer consideration of their proceedings.

CHAPTER X

THE FIRST RUSSIAN REVOLUTION

|-1-.ta. Russian Revolution of r9o5 was a direct outcome of
I the Russo-Japanese War. Had the Czarist Government
I kept out of war, there would no doubt have been a con-

tinuance of the ferment of the previous few years ; but it is
most unlikely that there would have been anything that could
properly be called a revolution. There would have been
strikes, but nothing approaching a general strike spreading
from end to end of the country; and the strikes would have
followed the familiar pattern and have been ended speedily
either by military and police action or because the strikers, who
had no funds behind them, could not stay idle for more than a

few days. There would have been peasant uprisings, but they
would have been seasonal, as the peasants could not afford to
miss either the sowing or the harvest ; and the authorities
would have been easily able to put them down - though not
to prevent their recurrence at the next convenient season.
There would have been a continuance, and perhaps a rising
tide, of both Social Democratic and Social Revolutionary
agitation and of liberal protests and demands for constitutional
reform; but had there been no war, or rather no defeat in war,
the main groups of liberal reformers would certainly not have
dreamt of any direct challenge to the authority of the Czar's
Government. It was first war and then defeat which for a time
roused almost the whole population except the landlords, the
bureaucracy, and the devotees of the Orthodox Church to
demand insistently that something drastic should be done.

Something drastic ! But it was by no means clear what :

nor did the various groups all ask for, or want, the same things.
The peasants wanted not to be taken away from their fields to
serve in the army, and, when they had been taken, to get back.
They wanted less burdensome taxes,lower prices for consumers'
goods, more personal freedom, and more land. They wanted
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to be set free from the compensation payments that were still
being levied on them as an outcome of emancipation in the
r86os; and they wanted the government-appointed headmen
who were continually interfering in the affairs of the villages
removed. But, whereas some of them wanted more freedom in
order to make an end of the village communes and turn them-
selves into prosperous and credit-worthy individual farmers,
others wanted to restore the powers of the commune and to
bring about a levelling process in the village rather than to
clear the way for the further development of a class of kulaks
for whose benefit the rest would have to work.

On the agrarian question, liberals as well as Socialists
found it difficult to agree. Most of the liberals demanded that
the lands handed over to the landlords at the emancipation
should be given to the peasants and that the compensation
payments under the emancipation laws should cease. But
some wished to compensate the landlords for the loss of the
additional land, whereas others stood for no compensation;
and some wanted a continuance of peasant farming, aided by
Co-operative Credit and Marketing Societies, whereas others
wanted to develop capitalist agriculture and to break up the
traditional peasant structure. The Socialists, too, were divided,
not only as between Social Revolutionaries and Social Demo-
crats - that is, between agrarian Socialists and industrialisers -but also within each of their parties. Some wished to demand
immediate expropriation of all the landlords' estates: others
wished to stop short for the time being at socialising the lands
handed to the landlords as their share when the serfs were
emancipated. All liberals and all Socialists demanded land
reform; but even such words as socialisation and expropriation
meant very different things in different contexts.

On the constitutional issue, again, all the liberals and all
the Socialists called for the ending of autocratic government.
But, up to r9o5, most of the liberals were only calling on the
Czar to reform his Government, and were not going to the
length of demanding an elected Constituent Assembly to decide
upon the future form of government 

- much less to that of
demanding a Republic. The Socialists, of course, did all
demand a Republic; but they were divided between those who
made this an outright immediate objective and those who were
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prepared to help the liberals to get a.form of constitutional

government, even lt tnit "'"u"t' 
foithe time being' the retention

of the Czar, or.o*"'otht' member of the roval family' as a

constitutional *orrarch] 
-a;;;;;r 

majority both of S.R.s and-

of social Democrats ;;i1J;; Rep,rbl;c; but bottr rvings of

Social Democrats *"'" q'itt prepared for the Revolution to

result in the setting ";"i;'bot"ge'is 
R-epublic' and not of a

i".idi" S,r.". t,'i"Ja, Bolsheviks as we^llas Mensheviks were

readier for this nati"g-pil";;h"" most of th: S'l':: naturat|1

;;ru-ittt s.n.. dfr't'ot consider that Russia's economtc

backwardness made i*"tip" for a Socialist Revolution' Quite

the reverse: they *"t" t"icr" making the Socialist Revolution

;;fr;;' ;;;ir"rir-'r,ua 
-J"*roped 

too rar for agrarian socialism

to be based on the "o**t"'ut 
institutions of the village and on

the small-scale enter^pri*t "f the handicraftsmen's artels'

Wirif" n"ftneviks deniunced Mensheviks- for their willingness

not merely to support;;"upltutit" in establishing the bourgeois

Republic, but also to it"o*'"ttt"ir alliesin running it' and while

Mensheviks a.,to"'lta 
- 
Bolsheviks for refusing to make

;;;; cause with the bourgeois revolutionaries' both groups

of Social Democrats ""f*a 
to attack the,social Revolutionaries

for actually oppo.i"git" io"g"o-it-Revolution and thus serving

the interests of reaction 
"'"tn 

it' fighting-against it'

The war,run"fo"italiit tit"o:tio"'?rst of all' by provoking

"i"l;;p;;;".t, 'guit"t 
the call-up-for milit.arv service - most

violent of all in pof*a and in other non-Russian areas' and

extending, especially in Poland and White Russia' to the indus-

trial workers as well ^i" 'tt" 
peasants' The brutal suppression

;;;ir; pot.. *u, u., i*portrrrt facror.in stirring up revolutionary

feeling even before ii'l "n"o 
of military defeats had been felt;

,"d" ;f .orrr", as long as the war lasted and the Government

continued to pour "'o"" 
and more trooPs into the Far East in

the hope of .etrieuin!'in"-titt.r"tion' the call-ups:.t"' ?i 'i1
orovoked *or. "'d 

''nore local disturbances' The state ot

li:#ffir**i"*r^i"^*rri"h the Czarist state had entered

upon the *u, 
"gg,uuuled 

its effects' both bv causing the cail-ups

to be rushed "" "t " 
pt"JLi*t p-*9 and by adding greatly to

the dislocation. th"]' "t;;;Iil' It is clear that the Czat and

his advisers nua ,roi'ui uiie*p.cted the Jananese to ofler armed

resistance to the drivJi; i{; and the building up of Russian
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control over Manchuria. The sudden swoop of the Japanese
fleet on the Russian fleet at Port Arthur in February r9o4 took
them utterly by surprise.

Thereafter disasters followed one another swiftly, on both
sea and land. By August r9o4 the entire Russian fleet in Far
Eastern waters had been sunk, dispersed, interned, or shut up
in Port Arthur. By January r9o5 Port Arthur itself had sur-
rendered. By March, after a series of sanguinary battles, the
vast Russian armies had been thoroughly defeated and forced
to withdraw from Mukden into the interior. By May the relief
fleet which had been despatched from Europe after the earlier
naval defeats had been overpowered and the war was virtually
over. In October r9o5 it was formally ended by the signing
of the Treaty of Portsmouth, on terms forced on Japan
by the great powers, which had no wish to see the Japanese,
any more than the Russians, undisputed masters of the Far
East.

The Russian Revolution of r9o5 opened in January with
'Bloody Sunday', when the great unarmed procession led by
Father Gapon to appeal to the Czar for redress of popular
sufferings was fired on and dispersed, with hundreds of casual-
ties, at St. Petersburg outside the Winter Palace. It reached
its height in October, in the great general strike which spread
over the country and, with the railwaymen and postal workers
joining in, brought the life of the towns almost to a standstill
and, for a time, made it impossible for the Government to move
its soldiers against the rebels. Thereafter, the counter-
revolution asserted itself, and amid ferocious repressions the
upheaval gradually subsided as Stolypin's hangmen did their
work. It left behind a hand-picked Duma dominated by
reactionary groups and a measure of land reform which de-
stroyed what had remained of the old village community and
rapidly created a large class of individual farmers using improved
methods as a bulwark against agrarian revolution.

'Bloody Sunday'- January 9th, old style, r9o5 - was the
outcome of a renewal of the Zubatovist police policy in a revised
form. The priest, Father Georgiy Apollonovich Gapon
(187o-19o6), had been encouraged by the authorities in St.
Petersburg to establish, in February rgo+, his Assembly of
Russian Factory Workers as an instrument for drawing the
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people away from the seductions of the Socialists and from
underground Trade Unions under their influence. The
Assembly was designed to provide various benefit services and
also to organise educational activities for the St. Petersburg
workers ; and for this purpose it received substantial subsidies
from public funds. But it soon began to develop also as a Trade
Union. After the outbreak of war prices rose sharply, whereas
wages for a time actually fell. The workers joined the Assembly
in great numbers, and branches were formed in most of the
bigger factories. But the subsidies were not withdrawn; nor
were these activities interfered with by the authorities, even
when employers began to demand that Gapon's movement
should be suppressed. The police did not interfere even when
the Assembly started talking about political matters, or when a

number of adherents of the Socialist parties began to take an
active part in its work. Whatever its origins, it was not a

counter-revolutionary body, but one which was allowed to put
forward quite extensive demands in a non-revolutionary way.
Gapon himself was not a reactionary, but up to a point a sincere
reformer who hoped that the Czar could be induced to dismiss
his reactionary ministers and make real concessions to the
people. The petition which his huge demonstration wished to
present to the Czar included not only a statement of the workers'
economic grievances with a request for redress, but also demands
for land settlement and for constitutional reform. It had been
under preparation for a number of months; and there had
been consultations about it with Struve's Liberationist group,
but not apparently with the police authorities, who were at this
time standing aside and letting the more moderate reformers
have their head, in the hope of using them against the more
revolutionary elements.

On January gth, r9o5, Gapon led his monster procession to
the Winter Palace to present his petition. There were some dis-
turbances on the way, in one of which Gapon himself was thrown
from his horse and injured, so that he took no further part in
the proceedings. But the main body of the demonstrators
were allowed to reach Palace Square without interference.
The Square, however, had been surrounded in advance by large
bodies of troops ; and when it was full these suddenly opened
fire on the vast crowd, causing hundreds of casualties. The
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crowd fled and dispersed ; but there were many scattered fights
in the city between soldiers or police and demonstrators rvho
broke open gunsmiths'shops in the search for arms, and many
isolated officers and policemen were attacked and manhandled.
Barricades were thrown up in some working-class quarters,
and it took some days for the police and soldiers to regain
complete control.

These proceedings can be explained only on the assumption
that the authorities were at cross purposes. One section of the
Government wished to follow a conciliatory policy in face of
the intensity of popular feeling, whereas another saw in Gapon's
demonstration a splendid opportunity to teach the workers a

lesson. On the fatal day the Czar was absent from St. Peters-
burg, and final authority was vested in the Grand Duke Sergius,
who was an extreme reactionary and seems to have been person-
ally responsible for the massing of troops and for the order
to fire. He paid the penalty the following month, when he
was assassinated by the Social Revolutionary, Kaliaev. Un-
doubtedly the Social Revolutionaries had infiltrated strongly
into Gapon's movement and had helped to swell the demonstra-
tion ; but the crowd appears to have been at the outset entirely
unarmed, and the resort to violence clearly came from the
soldiers' and not from the demonstrators' side.

Gapon, who fled from Russia after the massacre and
published abroad his Story of llty Life (rgo), remains a some-
what enigmatic figure. He did not attempt to conceal that he
had been in close relations with the police and had been helped
by them in building up his organisation; but he held himself
out as a sincere Christian reformer who had hoped to induce
the Czar to put himself at the head of the movement for con-
stitutional and economic reform. He received a great ovation
abroad, but his behaviour speedily disgusted the exiled re-
volutionaries who had welcomed him. In the autumn of r9o5
he went back to Russia and, astonishingly, resumed his relations
with the police, apparently promising to give them information
about the conspiratorial activities of the Social Revolutionaries.
He approached a leading S.R., Pinkas IVI. Rutenberg, and
attempted to enlist his collaboration. Rutenberg pretended to
agree and arranged a meeting with Gapon, in such a way that
their conversation was overheard by other members of the
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Party hidden in an adjoining room' These revolutionaries then

killed him as a sPY.

In attempti"g to reach any judgment on Gapon' it is

,r"."t.ury to corrrld.r his case in connection with that of Evno

Lzev Q87o-r9r8), who, as we saw'-played to an even greater

extent a do,rbi" pu.t. Azev was undoubtedly a police pY wJro

was at the same time actually chairman of the Social Revolu-

tionaries' central terrorist oiganisation and played an active

prr, i" its work. He was undoubtedly one of the persons

iii"ny responsible for the assassination of Plehve' the reaction-

il-il;rd t the Ministry 
-of 

the Interior, which controlled the

poti"". He appears, in fact, to have combined the r6les of

I"uof",io"uty ,tta poii.. spy with equal sincerity' or insincerity'

The explanation may be, in fact, that, as a Jew' he hated Plehve

as the "hi.f 
inrtiguttr of the campaign of- pogroms ; but this

cun hurdly be tf,'e whole explanation of his conduct' He

;t;.;tt to have been a true casl of divided personality' Gapon

;;y ilt" been the same ; but it seems-more likely that he was

*"Lfy a half-demented demagogue who believed in his own

a";;#y as a leader of the people, and was quite prepared. to

f.ir"V titd leaders in ordei to get money for building up his

o*., irfl,r"rr... such characters as Azev and Gapon are difficult

to understand in the atmosphere of countries unused to either

terrorism or the more extrlme forms of police espionage and

;t;;;;i"". But they are less unintelligible- to-day in the

fuest than they were hulf a cettttlry ago' when the revelation of

Ar"u'" exptoits in particular struck astonishment into men's

minds. The exposure of Azev in r9o8 was the work of the

exiled Russian Social Revolutionary, Vladimir L' Burtzev

(ra6z-r936;, who was then at the head of the League of Left

bocial liJrot,rtiorrries in Paris and made a speciality of 
.un-

-utf.i"g police spies arrd agents prooocateurs' His revelations

about .[zev's doings brougtt to a head the dispute concerning

terrorist activities inside the Social Revolutionary Party'

When Gapon's demonstration was held' St' Petersburg was

akeadj the scene of a great strike which had begun among the

metal workers employed in the huge Putilov works' on account

of the dismissal of tirr." men who lvere members of the As-

t"*ilfy and had fallen foul of the management' The strike had

;reai fto* tt 
" 

Putilov to other engineering works in the city'
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After Janua.y, qtL it spread to other centres in a great wave ofstrike action in which economic and politicat g.1"r,".,"". u.,a
mass protests against the massacre all played a pirt, but feeling
against.the war probably counted for^most of an. 

' 
ef.uay iiNovembcr r9o4 the mounting hostility to the Go,o.r.rrierrt

among the middle classes had begun to provoke op"" org""i.r_
tion for the presentation of deriands for reform. ThJ more
advanced members of the Zemsrvos, working with the iil".r_
tionists, had held an open conference urd hud decided to
present a petition to the. Czar calling for constitutio.ul gorr"rrr-
ment and for increased powers of local government for the
Zemstvos and municipaliiies. In connection with this move_
ment political banquets, imitated from France, were held inmany places, and an extensive movement of professional
organisation began. The professional class.s liocked irrio
organisations which, estabfished nominally for the ,""ai"f oi
learned papers and the discussion of technital questions, ooE ,i,
debated political matters and passed resol,rtijns il il;;;?
constitutional and agrarian refoim. Scared by these *r.rii..tu_
tions, the Czar in December r9o4 issued an eitraordi nary ukasein which, without making any definite promises, he spoke ofhis will to establish ,legality' and held o,.r, ,rrgr" hopes whiJ
induced the liberals to believe that constitutiJnal gou.rrr_"rri
was well on the_ way. gt the affair of January 9th and the
assassination of the Grand Duke Sergiu, 

"hr.rg"d 
hi. *ind, and,

under pressure from the reactionariJs who suirounded him, he
issued. in February r9o5 a further manifesto d""lrri"g'hi;
intention to maintain autocracy intact. At the same timi thepolice invaded and closed the sessions of a numbe, of tfr"professional societies and ordered many of them to airturra.
There followed a further ukase, d.rawr, trp by the ministei,
Bulygin, announcing the Czar,s intention to constitute a Dr_a,or assembly, to be chosen by a very restricted etectorate,
designed to ensure the predomirru.r". of landowning irrt"r".t.j
1"1 .t" be given only consultative functions and ,o'po*.r to
legislate or to control the ministers. These proceedings led tosharp disagreements 

-uTorg the liberal ,.iorrrr"r., il; ;;
whom had been scared by fe strikes and by the suppressiJr oithe professional bodies. struve's Liberationists herd a con-
ference, at which there was a split. The left rvirg tr"k" ;"y
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from the majority, which joined forces with many of the
Zemstvo liberals to form a new party - the Constitutional
Democrats, or Cadets, under the leadership of Paul Milyukov
(1859-1943). Milyukov and his group, though not, of course,
satisfied with the proposed consultative assembly, were pre-
pared to welcome it as a first step and to take part in its pro-
ceedings ; whereas the left-wing liberals wished to boycott it,
above all because of the exceedingly undemocratic form of
election on which it was to be based.

The full plan for what came to be called the 'Bulygin Duma'
was not published until August; and before then the situation
had changed considerably. After January the strike movement
among the workers had died down, and for a time the middle-
class agitation for reform had occupied the centre of the
political stage and was being watched eagerly by the Socialists,
who set great hopes upon it as heralding the collapse of the
absolutist rdgime, but were divided about the line they should
take in relation to it. Inside Russia both the Social Revolu-
tionaries and the Social Democrats were eagerly expectant of
revolution ; and one effect of this was to drive the rival factions
within each party closer together. Leonid N. Krasin (r87o-
19z6), the Kiev technical engineer who was later to be one of
the chief organisers of Soviet industry, was at this time the
outstanding leader of the Bolshevik underground inside Russia.
He disagreed with Lenin's intransigence towards the Men-
shevik faction and was doing his best to bring about united
action by the two factions. Indeed, there had been no such
complete separation between these in the Russian underground
as among the 6migr6 leaders abroad. Trotsky, though he was
working with the Mensheviks and writing regularly for Iskra,
at once joined forces with Krasin when he returned secretly to
Russia in February r9o5, and soon began writing manifestoes
and leaflets for the Central Committee, which was under
Krasin's direction. Trotsky's judgment of the situation in the
early months of r9o5, as shown in his Ishra articles, was that
an insurrection was well on the way, and that the proletariat
was the only force capable of taking hold of it and guiding it to
a successful issue. Martov, on the other hand, at the head of
the Mensheviks in exile, though he expected a revolution, held
that it would be carried through under bourgeois direction and
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that the task of the Social Democrats was to help the middle-
class groups to power and to act as their ally. Trotsky was thus
nearer to the Bolsheviks than to the Mensheviks: indeed, he
went beyond the group of which Lenin was the head in antici-
pating that the Revolution would pass straight from its bourgeois
into its proletarian phase. Trotsky, in fact, had already foimu-
lated in his own mind, largely under the influenc. oi pu*rr,
his conception of the 'permanent Revolution,, which we shall
need to discuss later in this volume.r The Social Democrats
inside Russia, Mensheviks as well as Bolsheviks, were mostly
more inclined to his view than to Martov,s and were ready to
work together in the coming revolutionary struggle. Meanwhile,
the Social Revolutionary Party had undergo.teiorrr. dislocation
as a result of the arrest of the whole of its Central Terrorist
Committee after the assassination of the Grand Duke Sergius,
and was busy reorganising its forces and disputing whethir to
carry on with the terrorist campaign.

The rival gatherings of Bolsheviks and Mensheviks met ._
the one in London and the other in Geneva - in May r9o5,
during the lull which followed the excitements of Jun,rury u.rd
February. The Bolshevik Congress, which was much the
larger, was attended by a number of delegates who were later
to _take a prominent part in the Revolutions of both r9o5
and tgrT - among them Krasin, Kamenev, Rykov, Litvinov-,
Bogdanov, and Lunacharsky. Its general tone was exceedingly
hostile to the liberal bourgeoisie and to the Mensheviks wlo
were prepared to act with them, but much less so to the Social
Revolutionaries, with whom the Bolsheviks recognised the
need to make common cause in the coming revolutionary up-
heaval. The Congress concerned itself largely with reformu-
lating its policy in relation to the land quesiion and to the
peasants. It recognised that it was no longer enough, even
as an immediate measure, to demand merely the handlng over
of the otrezki 2 and the discontinuance of the compen-sation
payments exacted from the peasants, and called for the complete
confiscation of the landlords' estates and for their redistribution
by elected peasant committees under the auspices of a pro-
visional Revolutionary Government. It demanded that this
redistribution should take place at once, without waiting, as
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the Menshevik Congress advocated, for the step to be first
authorised by the Constitutent Assembly which the Provisional
Government would convoke. In addition, the Bolsheviks now
declared that the peasants must be the partners of the proletariat
in carrying through the Revolution and that peasant organisa-
tions must be created in the villages for this purpose, based
especially on the poorer peasantry and on the wage-earning
elements in the countryside. There was, in the resolution on
this matter, the adumbration of the idea of a class-war in the
villages between the quasi-proletarian elements and the kulahs,
corresponding to the class-war between industrial workers and
capitalists in the towns, and of the simultaneous conduct of two
wars - one on the same side as capitalists and kulaks against
the Government, and the other against capitalists and hulaks
for the economic emancipation of workers and peasants alike.
It was made clear that the delegates expected the bourgeois
revolutionaries to come to terms with Czarism rather than to
overthrow it, and to endeavour to halt the rural, as well as the
urban, revolution half-way, and held that it was the task of the
Socialists to see to it that there should be no compromise with
the Czarist system, and that the revolution should not be thus
arrested. The Mensheviks, as well as the liberals, were accused
of wishing to halt it.

The policies advocated by the rival factions were, however,
not simply intransigence on the one side and a willingness to
compromise on the other. The Bolshevik Congress contem-
plated that it might become necessary for Social Democrats to
enter a Provisional Government with the bourgeois groups in
order to prevent the latter from halting the Revolution, whereas
the Mensheviks opposed such participation on the ground that
it would make Social Democrats responsible for predominantly
capitalist policies and would lose them the confidence of the
workers. The Mensheviks, in effect, held that the Provisional
Government would have to follow a capitalist policy because
Russia was not ripe for Socialism, and that Socialists should
support it from outside in carrying through such a policy;
whereas the Bolsheviks held that participation in office might
be needed for the purpose of carrying the Revolution to the
full length to which it was practicable to carry it, above all in
two respects - the overthrow of Czarism and the establishment
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of a Republic, and the complete destruction of the landlords'
power.

The Bolshevik Congress dealt also with the problems of
party organisation and preparation for the insurrection it held
to be imminent. It rescinded the rure adopted at the previous
Congress on Martov's motion concerning .tiginitity for mem_
bership and substituted Lenin's wording ;r and it also laid
down that there must, for the future, be a much larger propor_
tion of actual workers on the party,s committees _ Lenin
proposing a four-to-one preponderance as a minimum. Such
a change had become practicable because of the great increase
in working-class members during the past few minths, largely
as a result of the strikes. It was also urged because .o *urr] ot
the intellectuals had been co-operating with the professional
groups in their reform agitation, and because this had
streng^thened suspicions of them as potential compromisers
with Czarism.

The strong anti-Menshevik tone of the Bolshevik Congress
seems at first thought difficult to reconcile with the tend-ency
of the two factions to fraternise inside Russia. It was dul
partly to the failure to agree on terms for the holding of a com_
mon Congress - at which the Mensheviks knew they would be
outvoted - and to the domination of the Menshevik bonference
by the Menshevik exije group headed by Martov, Martynov,
and Krichevsky ; but it was also largely the outcome of Lenin's
personal influence over the delegates. It was above all Lenin
who used the Congress to secure a complete endorsement of
his ideas: those who voted with him at ihe Congress did not
always follow his line at all completely when thef got back to
Russia and found there social Democratic organisatlons which
still included, if not absolute Mensheviks, at any rate many
who still believed in the need for a united party and felt it to
be greater than ever in face of imminent revolutionary upheaval.
There was no break between Krasin and Trotsky *L"r, K.r.i.,
got back from London. They continued to work together,
though the formal agreement between the Bolshevf, ""jMenshevik groups inside Russia had been brought to an end
by disagreements over the Congress.

Spring - after the sowing - brought a fresh outburst of
r See pp. 439 ff.
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peasant troubles and some renewal of industrial strikes' In
it{uy u general strike at Ivanovo-Voznesensk, the great textile-

""nir" 
zoo miles south of Moscow, led to the establishment of

what is regarded as the first Soviet in Russia - that is' the first
general body made up of delegates from factory and similar
grorrp. in ail types of industry. In June, after Cossacks had

hreilon a workers' demonstration atT'6dd, in Russian Poland,

there was an attempted insurrection, which was quickly sup-

pressed. Almost simultaneously a great strike was raging in
bd.r." and spreading to other towns in South-East Russia;

and, while the strike was in progress, the battleship Potemkin,

manned chiefly by newly recruited conscripts, mutinied, and

was joined a little later by a second vessel, the Sr. George, which
was part of a squadron sent against the mutineers. This
mutiny occurred only a few days after the annihilation of the

last Russian fleet in the Far East at the battle of Tsushima,

which virtually ended the Japanese War.
The news of the naval mutiny spread fast, and led to

further strikes and disturbances. But the mutineers, with no

leadership and no technical capacity to manage the ships, did

not knowwhat to do. Food and coal began to run short. The
Potemkin put in at the Rumanian port, Constanza, but was

refused supplies. After some further aimless cruising about, it
returned to Constanza and surrendered to the Rumanians.

The ^St. 
George had surrendered earlier, to the Russian admiral :

the leaders among its mutineers were executed.

What had been hoped and planned for was a much more

extensive naval mutiny and the turning of the strike in the

Black Sea ports into an insurrection. But these things failed
to happen. The mutiny was, however, enough to strike terror
into ihe heart of the Czar and to make him more double-
minded than ever about his course. On the one hand, he

allowed the reactionaries their head by encouraging a fresh

round of pogroms organised by the reactionary leagues known
as the ' Black Hundreds', while on the other hand he temporised

with the more moderate liberals. The professional associations

were allowed to reorganise and to form a Union of Associations,

which renewed the demand for constitutional reform. A second

Congress of Zemstvos was allowed to meet: it decided to
present a reform petition to the Czar. The tight control which
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had been put on the Universities was relaxed ; and they joined
in the demand for reforms. The Czar, however, was still set on
pursuing his plan for a carefully picked consultative assembly
without any real powers; and Bulygin's scheme was definitely
proclaimed in August. It was too manifestly useless even for
most of the constitutional liberals. In September a further
Congress of Zemstvos rejected the Bulygin plan and reiterated
its demands for a Constitution; and the following month the
Cadet Party held its constituent Congress.

Well before this, big industrial troubles had recurred. In
August there was a general strike at Warsaw: martial law was
proclairned, and the repression was violent. At the beginning
of September there was a big strike in the Baku oilfield. Th;
Black Hundreds were mobilised against the strikers; and there
was civil war throughout the area. Oil wells were burnt;
many Jews were killed in pogroms. Later in the month a
printers' strike began in Moscow, and presently other trades
joined in. There were great strike demonstrations, which the
police were unable to repress. There was street fighting:
gunsmiths' shops were looted : the university students joined
in the fight. The strike movement began to spread to other
areas, and took on a new character when the railwaymen, who
had formed a Union earlier in the year, left work, paralysing
communications between Moscow and St. Petersburg. Rail-
waymen on other lines came out, followed by postal workers
and^other public employees. In October the movement spread
to St. Petersburg, where a Soviet of Workers' Delegates was
formed to take control. Swiftly the strike movement extended
over most of Russia, spreading consternation among the
governing classes. Troops could not be moved: letters were
undelivered: the work of administration was brought almost
to a stand. The peasants, who in August had formed an
All-Russian Union mainly under Social Revolutionary leader-
ship, launched a new offensive against the landlords; and in a
number of areas their revolt took a new form. Many country
houses were burnt down, especially in the ,black 

"urih, "r"rr-;and there were great struggles in Latvia between the , Baltic
barons' and the exploited rural labourers.

. In St. Petersburg working-class and Socialist newspapers
began to be published openly. The Soviet was not q"it" ,r,
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alternative government; but in some respects it began to
behave almost as if it were. The Czar seriously considered

fleeing from Russia I he hovered between the alternatives of
abdication, granting a constitution, and mobilising all his re-
sources to put the movement down. At one point he decided

on this last course but was dissuaded by his brother, the Grand
Duke Nicholas, who reported that the army, which had so far
remained under orders, might revolt at any moment. He
decided to make concessions and sent for Count Witte to
advise him. Later in October, on Witte's advice, he issued

a new ukase, in which he definitely promised to introduce
constitutional government. The Bulygin plan was given up:
there was to be an elected Duma, with legislative powers, not a
merely consultative body, and the electorate was to be widened

to include peasants and the entire middle class. The details

were not filled in ; but the proposal split the middle-class
reformers. At a fourth Zemstvos Congress in November r9o5

the Cadets rejected the new plan, and called for a Constituent
Assembly, whereas the right wing, based mainly on business

and fi.nancial interests, accepted it and formed a new party -
the Octobrists - to fight the coming elections. Meanwhile
the reactionaries drew together in a 'patriotic' Union of the

Russian People, which set to work to organise the Black

Hundreds on a greatly extended scale'
The general strike reached its highest point towards the end

of October. It had become by then mainly political, with the

demand for a Constituent Assembly as its principal slogan,

though other cries were also raised, including a widespread
demand for the eight hours' day. But it was not in the nature

of things that a general strike should endure for long : either it
had to develop into an insurrection or the strikers were bound
to be driven back to work for want of food. The workers were
not yet ready for insurrection: the Czar's promise of a Duma
with legislative powers helped to send them back to work.
Almost immediately after they had gone back there was a

mutiny among the sailors at Kronstadt. It was put down ; and

when its leaders were sentenced to execution, the workers of
St. Petersburg struck again in protest' and the proposed

executions were postponed. A second mutiny took place in
the Black Sea fleet, and was crushed; and then the Rostov
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regrment, stationed in Moscow, mutinied too, with the samesequel. Before this the Government had pluckJ ;p ;;;;;to arrest Khrustalev_Nosar, the lawyer who had *." *;;;Chairman of the St. p_etersburg SoriJt,-"nd Trotsky hrd b;;;el3-cte{ in his place. By mid_Secember it had become;"1;;;still ; it arrested the entire Soviet i, ."rriorr, includinq Trotskv-The activists who were teft tried to call;ilil;;;"";i;t1;
in protest; but the workers were leaderless and tired out andthe response was meagre. In st. petersburg the revolutionarv
wave had passed its peak, and the expectef,,"b"ilt;;;;l
quite broken out.

-. 
In Moscow, however, the crimax was still to be reached.

There a Soviet had been set up at the end of November, and theSocial Democrats and Social R.r,otrrtion-i.. hrd f;;;;J;i;
organisation to direct the struggle. The Moscow Soviet i, ;i;_December decided to call f"gerreral sirike; ,"d ;n;- j;i;,Socialist body determined to mlke this th. ,turti.rg-point of anactual insurrection. Already the Socialist parties frr; p;;r;;small quantities of small aims: barricades *.." .."1*a ,riJthere were pitched battles. in the streetr, *o., of the city b.ir;i;the hands of the revolutionaries for ..r,e*l drys- B'";;;l"y';fraction of the workers had arms, and the Government had beenable by this time to trring considerable ior"". ;; ;;;;;;

mainly drawn from other p:arts of the Empire, in order ,oi.r..r,the danger of fraternisaiion with th"'..b.I.. Ai;* ;;;;fighting the revolt \4,as put down, and with lts suppression theprospect of successful revolution virtually disappeared. Th;
:li:1.:1i",": |ir."nti" which had maintaiir"a it."ir ila."rsi;
:Io"gn the greater pary 9f the year was conquered almostitrne same moment; and the Government forcls also besan toget the upper hand against the peasant risings ;; ,h"-";;d;provinces. The advent of severe *irrt., condiiions 

"rr."a tt "peasant movements in other parts of Russia to die awav.Everywhere the reaction was in a position ," irf.. it. "";;;ijrevolutionary offensive.
This indeed it had begun to do from the very moment ofthe Czar's, proclamation promising a Duma *iif, f"gi.l"ii""

{,9:vers._ A great fresh outburst oipogroms had immidiatelv
followed_the proclamation, and tfr" bfif. fl";;;;;;"i
organised on a very extensive scale. But from D"".;;;;h;
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repression could also take legal forms. In the wake of the
soldiers, punitive commissions were sent through the provinces
and exacted stern reprisals on strikers and rioters and on anyone
they could catch who was suspected of revolutionary activities.
Many Socialist leaders escaped abroad, or went into hiding, in
many cases in Finland, which was still outside the jurisdiction
of the Russian police organisation. The persecution drew
together those who were left at liberty, especially as in the last
stages of the strikes and in the Moscow rising Bolsheviks and
Mensheviks had acted together. In December a Bolshevik
Conference held in Finland decided in favour of the re-establish-
ment of a single Social Democratic Party, including both
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks; and a Menshevik Conference
reached a similar decision. Negotiations followed concerning
the basis of union, and it was agreed that delegates to a joint
Congress should be elected by the rank-and-file membership
and not by the local party committees, as Lenin would have
wished. This enfranchised a large body of new members, and
resulted in the Mensheviks and the middle groups winning a

majority in the delegation: so that, when the Unity Congress
met at Stockholm in April 19o6 the Bolsheviks found them-
selves outvoted on the outstanding issues. For the time being
they were compelled to admit defeat and to accept a Menshevik
majority on the new governing organs of the party ; but they
at once proceeded to re-establish a distinct organisation of their
own to work for a reversal of the position. The victory of the
Mensheviks at the Unity Congress was due largely to the fact
that the prospect of successful revolution had for the time being
receded. In the changed circumstances it seemed essential to
hold what was left of the party together and not to weaken the
movement in Russia by stressing doctrinal diflerences which
most of the rank-and-file members did not understand. The
Bolsheviks were, indeed, successful in retaining Lenin's form of
the rule governing eligibility for membership; for in face of
the revolutionary situation most Mensheviks were prepared to
agree on the need for a large measure of party discipline. On
the other hand, the Mensheviks were able to carry a resolution
which favoured the building up of Trade Unions on a non-party
basis, against the Bolsheviks' wish to declare explicitly in favour
of party leadership over them. On this issue the Bolsheviks
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finally withdrew their own proposal and. voted for the Menshevik
resolution, which was so ptrrasea as to recognise the need for
close ideological, though not formal, conneciions between the
Trade Unions and the party.

The 
-longest discussion at the Stockholm Congress turned

on agrarian policy and on the relations between thJproletarians
and .the peasants. At this distance of time much of the dis-
cussion seems rather unreal ; for in the main both factions now
agreed on the necessity of establishing an alriance between theproletariat and the peasantry in ord"er to make possible the
success of the Revolution. They agreed too in wishing ;o
include in their new programme the implete 

"*prop.iutir?, 
oithe landlords and not merely of the otiezki. tirtih. M"rr_

sheviks wished to 'municipalise' the randrords' .r,",.r-iy
handing them over to the iocal Zemstvos for redistributiori,
whereas the Bolsheviks wanted to ,nationalise, 

them _;h;; t.;
to hand them over to the new revolutionary Goyernment which
the^hoped-for uprising was to install in power, and to declarein favour of direct occupation under the auspices of revolu_
tionary peasant committees. On this issue the'Mensh"rriks gottheir way over 'municipalisation', arguing that in p;;d;
'nationalisation', as an immediate.pofic|, wJuld *.u., iurairrg
the landlords' land over to a capitarist-controlled state whicfi
would use its power to transfer large parts of it to .rptoit"tio,
by capitalist farmers at the p"u."-rrt't.rrants' expen'se. ih"
Bolsheviks, however, were successful in insisting tt ut tfr"
programme should declare for confiscation of thJhndlords,
holdings without compensation to the dispossessed owners.

There were also, behind the apparent agreement on the
need for urban-peasant partnership-in makini the Revorution,
large differences about.the_nature or trrir partnership. Neithei
faction had a large rural following, and 

"u.i, 
*r. eager to acquirethis. But whereas Lenin thoughi in terms of uloi"? Jic;r#Jrp

gf y9rk91s and peasantg un-dgr the ideological ieadership ri;'"
Bolsheviks, mosr of the Mensheviks, iejecting the la., "idictatorship and favouring a wide party built .[ fro_ n.fo*
and organised on a basis of popular voting, were afraid that the
admission- of the peasants to an equal poiition with the ;;d._tariat might lead to the swamping olthe party by unenligh;;;;;
rural members, and therefore turn the purtyuguinrt ind"ustrial-
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isation and towards the agrarian Socialism favoured by the S.R.s.
There were also pronounced differences over tactics. One

big question was whether to regard the Revolution as over for
the time being, and to plan for a gradual rebuilding of the
revolutionary forces, or to retain the hope of an early renewal of
the mass-movement, despite the fact that the ferment caused by
defeat in war was subsiding now that a peace treaty had been
signed. Tangled up with this question was that of the attitude
to be adopted towards the new Duma, which was shortly to
open its session. Both wings of Social Democrats had actually
boycotted the elections to the extent of not putting up candi-
dates, though probably a great many voted, either for Labour
or Peasant candidates or for Cadets against reactionaries. But
there had been opposition to this policy among the Mensheviks ;
and a number of unattached Socialists, mostly connected more
nearly with the S.R.s than with the Social Democrats, had been
elected and were soon to form a Labour Party on a rather ill-
defined basis. Lenin, for his part, wanted to boycott the Duma
mainly as a means of preventing the Social Democrats from
being led into a position in which they would have to make
common cause with the Cadets - that is, with the bourgeois
liberals from whom he was trying to hold them apart; whereas
those Mensheviks who advocated a boycott did so mainly
because of the conditions under which the elections were held,
and in many cases urged their followers, if they had votes, to
give them to the Cadets against the more reactionary parties.
The majority at the Congress decided against continuing the
boycott, and some Social Democrats from Georgia were elected
to the First Duma after the Congress had dispersed.

The remaining big issue at the Stockholm Congress had to
do with the attitude of the reunited party to national self-
determination and to the question of cultural autonomy raised
by the Jewish Bund. The Polish Social Democrats, as we saw,
had broken away from the Russian Party in r9o3 because they
refused to accept its decision in favour of national self-deter-
mination, which, they held, would hamper them in their fight
against the nationalism of the rival Polish Socialist Party.
Since then, new Social Democratic Parties had appeared in
Latvia and in the Ukraine, and also in Georgia, and had played
a large part in the revolutionary movements of r9og, while the
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Bund had considerably extended its following in White Russia
as well as in Poland and Lithuania. The Stockholm Congress
agreed, in its desire for a comprehensive unity, to admii the
national parties to membership on a basis of wide autonomy,
and also to admit the Bund as a separate organisation catering
for Jewish workers, though not with any monopoly in enrolling
such workers. These decisions involved a very wide departuri
from the conception of a centralised disciplined party advocated
by Lenin, who, even if he had to accept them temporarily, was
not in the least likely to rest content until he had overturned
them and reinstated his own ideas, even at the cost of splitting
the party over again.

The new Central Party Committee elected at Stockholm
consisted of seven Mensheviks and only three Bolsheviks -Krasin, Rykov, and Desnitsky-Stroev. This was the body that
was to operate inside Russia. Abroad there was to be an
Editorial Committee independent of the Central Committee;
and this consisted entirely of Mensheviks - Martov, A. S.
Martynov, Potresov, F. I. Dan, and P. P. Maslov $867-ry46),
the chief exponent of Menshevik agrarian policy. Thus, foi ihe
time being, the Bolsheviks entirely lost hold of the party
organisation.

Trotsky, who had been the outstanding figure in St. peters-
burg during the critical months of the r9o5 Revolution, did not
attend the Stockholm Congress. He was in gaol, and was soon
to be sent to Siberia, whence he escaped soon after his arrival
early in r9o7. Belonging to neither of the Social Democratic
factions, and highly critical of both, he might have played an
important part in influencing policy in the fluid condiiion of
the party in 19o6. He was indeed able to go on writing after
his arrest; but his absence left leaderless those who were
hovering between the rival factions - probably a clear majority
of the rapidly swollen membership, which leapt from a few
thousands in r9o4 to well over r5o,ooo early in 19o6. Up to
r9o5 the Social Democratic organisation in Russia had been
based on local committees which were nominated from above
and not elected from below. Under these committees there
had been factory cells, student groups, and a variety of special
groups ; but all these had been, at any rate in theory, subject
to the local committees, which received their orders from the
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Central Committee chosen at Congress. Even this Central
Committee had been recruited by co-option to fill vacancies
when members of it were arrested or had to flee abroad. During
r9o5, however, appointed local committees had given place to
committees made up of delegates from the cells, and thus
elected from below; and both in the cells and in the local
committees many more questions had been settled by open
voting. Moreover, some matters of high importance had been
referred to the whole membership for decision, either in large
meetings or through the cells. Lenin's conception of a central-
ised party organised from above had in practice largely gone by
the board; and the great increase in the number of journals
circulated, some of them quite openly, had provided a forum
for continual discussion on party matters. At the height of the
Revolution the Czarist censorship had completely broken down
because the printers refused to print any journal which was
submitted to the censor; and the Socialists had made up for
their lack of printing presses by forcibly occupying those of
their opponents and using them to print their own papers,
moving from one office to another from day to day. The
changes thus wrought in the character and organisation of the
party largely account for the victory of the Mensheviks at the
Stockholm Congress: it was not only that most of the new-
comers preferred a democratic to a centralist structure, but also
that many old Social Democrats were led by the experience of
mass action in the Revolution towards the idea of a mass-party,
enrolling any 'comrade' who cared to join and seemed willing
to play his part.

When the Bolshevik Conference of December r9o5 voted in
favour of unity with the Mensheviks its members had different
conceptions of what unity involved. Some, the 'conciliators',
as they were called, believed that unity could last, and that
there was room for large differences within an united, demo-
cratically organised Party. Others, above all Lenin, regarded
this as mere illusion, and were prepared to accept unity only
because it would allow them to carry on their propaganda for
centralism and for their conception of the Revolution and of
dictatorship among the whole body of Social Democrats and
not merely as a faction. In the actions of the Bolsheviks after
the Unity Congress this latter attitude prevailed : they at once
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formed a committee of their own to rally their forces and had no
compunction about defying the discipline of the Menshevik-
dominated Central Committee chosen at the Congress. Lenin's
will prevailed; and he had no use at all for formal democracy
as it was understood in the West. Centralism meant in his view
obedience to the central decision of a party which took the
correct general line - it did not mean yielding to a majority of
'deviationists' from the true faith.

Among the Social Democrats of r9o5 there existed much
confusion about the correct relation between the party and the
class. When the St. Petersburg Soviet of Workers' Delegates
was first set up the Mensheviks and the Social Revolutionaries
took part in it; but the Bolsheviks at first refused, and had to
be talked round into participation. Some of them continued to
say that they could see no reason for the Soviet's existence,
that the party should provide the unifying leadership of the
working class, and that the Soviet might become a dangerous
rival, and might easily fall into the wrong hands. Such critics
usually stood for a mass-party, based on factory and similar cells
and either taking over such Trade Unions as existed or sub-
ordinating them entirely to itself. Against them were ranged
those who, with Lenin, wanted a small party of determined
revolutionists, and emphasised the need for the party to main-
tain contact with, and leadership of, the mass by helping to
build up and to direct mass-organisations such as Trade Unions.
Such Bolsheviks supported participation in the Workers' Soviets
and hoped to create similar Soviets among the peasants and in
the armed forces, but also insisted that the Bolsheviks should
keep the final power in the hands of the party by placing them-
selves at the head of the campaign for those things which most
directly and immediately appealed to the mass of the workers.
Against both of these groups was ranged a third, mainly sup-
ported by Mensheviks, which held that an attempt should be
made to create a broadly based Labour Party, wide enough
to bring in the Social Revolutionaries and the Trade Unions
and other Socialist or left-wing groups, and demanded an all-in
Workers' Congress to set up such a comprehensive organisation.
The principal advocates of this third policy were Axelrod and
Y. Lavrin (r882-1932), whose pamphlet, A Broad Labour Party
and a Labour Congress, appeared in the autumn of 19o6.
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Soviets were by no means a Bolshevik invention: nor did
the Bolsheviks, in r9o5, attach any special importance to them.
They appeared to most Bolsheviks as ad hoc groupings of
factory committees and Trade Unions which came into exist-
ence chiefly to co-ordinate strike movements, and were obvi-
ously needed to carry on general strikes in order to bring in
workers who were not organised under party control. This
attitude persisted to some extent even after the St. Petersburg
Soviet, and to a less extent the Moscow Soviet, had played
outstanding parts in the revolutionary outbreaks of r9o5.
Dislike of Trotsky, who was its outstanding figure, also aggra-
vated Bolshevik suspicions of the St. Petersburg Soviet in
particular: in retrospect Bolsheviks preferled the Moscow
Soviet, which had been much more under their control, whereas
in St. Petersburg the Mensheviks had played a prominent part.
Few, if any, of them foresaw the r61e the Soviets were to play
in tgt7, or paid much attention to them, save as forms of
Trade Union federation, in shaping plans for the next revolu-
tionary outbreak. Indeed, later Bolshevik historians, in their
desire to discredit Trotsky, have become more and more critical
of the doings of the St. Petersburg Soviet of r9o5, though no
sign of such criticism is to be found in the utterances of Lenin,
or of any other Bolshevik leader I know of, at the time.

The St. Petersburg Soviet was, indeed, a very remarkable
body. It developed out of the organisation formed to conduct
the printers' strike, was joined by fresh groups as the strike
movement spread from industry to industry, and became a

widely representative agency of the local working-class move-
ment, with participation from the Socialist parties and from
various other groups. During the great general strike of October
it became in effect a local executive authoritylargelyreplacing the
municipal authority and even, in some matters, the police. It
issued permits for indispensable work to be done, counter-
signed municipal orders, and maintained its own discipline. As
we have seen, it virtually abolished the press censorship by
instructing the printers not to print periodicals submitted to it ;

and it requisitioned printing offices to print its own journals
and those of the Socialist parties and groups. It did all this for
a short period virtually unmolested, because the authorities did
not dare to attack it. It was even able to prevent the summary
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execution of the leaders of the Kronstadt mutiny and, before
that, to secure an amnesty under which a large number of
political prisoners, chiefly Social Revolutionaries, were released
from gaol. Only in mid-December, when the St. Petersburg
workers had become exhausted, did the authorities venture to
close it down and to arrest its members, after they had tried
their power out by arresting its first President, Khrustalev-
Nosar, and had made sure that the danger of insurrection had
gone by.

The later attacks on Trotsky's leadership have been mainly
based on the notion that he and the Soviet ought to have made
the general strike the beginning of an insurrection, but did not.
The praise of the Moscow Soviet has been based on the fact
that it did in the end attempt an insurrection, whereas St.
Petersburg failed to rally to its support. Clearly, by the time
of the Moscow rising there was no real possibility of a parallel
large-scale movement in St. Petersburg. The movement there
had already worn itself out. If St. Petersburg should have
risen at all, it should have done so earlier, at the time of the
October general strike, or at any rate in early November. But
at that time neither Moscow nor St. Petersburg made the strike
the occasion for an insurrection. In both cities the leaders of
the movement who were preparing for an insurrection held the
time to be unripe. They were waiting hopefully for signs of
sufficient disaffection in the army to give them a chance; for
they could not hope to succeed unless a fair proportion of the
soldiers either came over to their side or at least refused to
shoot. Trotsky repeatedly counselled patience, in the hope
that the situation would develop in that way ; but it never did.
No doubt the left-wing groups in St. Petersburg, with the
support of the Soviet, could have launched an insurrection on
a small scale ; but to do so would have been to invite a massacre.
It seemed best to play for time and, while waiting, to prevent
the workers from frittering away their strength in too frequent
general strikes. That was what Trotsky did, and for doing
it he was subsequently denounced as an anti-revolutionary
Menshevik, who had really been against an insurrection in any
event - which is certainly not true.

The plain fact is that the situation in r9o5 never did develop
quite to the point that would have made successful insurrection
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possible, because the revolutionaries, though fairly strong in

ih" .,rry, had not nearly enough hold on the army' which was

*"a. "i'*"inly of p"uru.,t, u'd hud been carefully dispersed so

ift"i -"" of the regiments were serving far away from their

"*" f."pf", whom iirey probably would have refused to shoot'

The autirorities were,'"u.t' 'o, 
much afraid of mutiny ; and

both s.R.s and social Democrats were doing their best to carry

;h; ;;;"ganda into the barracks and to form military cells'

It may t urre te"n touch and go ; but neither party was sure

;;;G'h of i . .,r.ng,h to put the matter to the test in October'

B".t'ttt"" hoped tlat time was on its side; and time turned

out to be on the side of the Government'- - 
There was, of course, throughout the critical months also

the doubt whether the Czat might not make large real con-

""..i""t, 
or even abdicate, without an insurrection' When

Ni.totm issued his October Manifesto, promising a-Dyma

with legislative powers, liberal hopes ran high, and-with them

the hop'e, of the Mensheviks who were looking not for u.plol"-

tarian revolution but for a bourgeois Government' headed by

in. Cua"tr, to which the Socialisis would then play-the^r6le of

"ot.ii,"tio"al 
opposition through a mass party on the German

Social Democraiic model. This was what Lenin most feared :

hence the violence of his language about the Cadets and the

Mensheviks who wished to put them in power' Lenin by no

means ruled out the possibility of a bourgeois Government' or

even of helping to prrt it in power against the Czar: what he

oS.j.ct"a to *ur"th" prospect of the Cadets coming to power by

;;i;;;;"twith the'Czai, with the support of the Mensheviks

for such agreement, and with the Mensheviks abandoning the

Revolutiori for the r6le of constitutional opposition' !.t"i"
wanted to overthrow Czarism, not to come to terms with it'
H;-;;t pr.pr..d to join a coalition Government with the

L;;;plor,ia"a that it took power by revolution and not by

"jr."t".", ; 
whereas the Mensheviks were against coalition

girrrn-.ri because they were thinking in terms of a Govern-

irent which would retain the czar as a constitutional monarch,

anJ .hi"h it would be inconsistent with their republican

pri""ipf"t to join. That was how it came about that the Men-

Ifr""if.'. often"sounded as if they were to the left of the Bolshe-

lrik., b".urre they denounced coalition government ; but the
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coalition they denounced and the coalition Lenin contemplated
as legitimate were two quite different things.

fn October, when the fake Bulygin Duma was abandoned,
and a rather more real Duma og'erJd, fberals ,"d ,ight_;i;
Mensheviks had high hopes. These were badly aasfrZa wfreithe actual proposals were made known by #g.;, ;; 

""rybecause the reconstituted Council of the 
'Emplre _ u .o*'_

pletely reactionary body - was to have equal pl*"r. with the
elected Duma, but also because the system of election for theDuma was to be heavily weighted io give landowners and
peasants an assured preponderance. The elections were to berndlrect, through electoral colleges in each area; and the
colleges themselves were to be 

-chosen 
on a class basis, by

separate voting in three classes _ landowners, city dweliers,
and peasants, - and I rye a way as to give both the gi"r,;,
Iandowners and the rich citizens a privileg"ed position, t"'";;;;
the. peasant delegates to be chosen by 

-a 
furthe, pro".., oi

indirect election, and to place the indusirial workers i; ; ,p;.i"I
inferior category. In addition, the Russian areas were to be
much over-represented in relation to the areas inhabited by
non-Russians; and, to crown all, the Czar reseryed the power
to disallow any decision of the Duma that he disliked. th"."
was to be,no responsibility of. the Czar,s ministers to the Duma ;nor was the Government to emanate in any way from the Duma,
yli:h could be at any time dissolved by the Czar and.was to be
left hanging with a very indefinite status.

As_we have seen, in October rgo5 the Cadets and their allies
were demanding the.convening of a Constituent Assembly io
make a new constitution, but when this was refused decidei to
fight the elections, despite the reactionary characte, 

"f A; ;il;of election, which was made known in December, and aeJpite
the further restrictive conditions, most of which became krow,
only just before it took place. The Social Democrats _ both
wings - and the So1i1f Revolutionaries, who had split into
rival Maximalist and Minimalist factions before the end of the
year - decided to boycott the Duma. This left the cadets
with almost a clear run in the towns, and in the villages there
was no effective leadership. The landowners, in rrry "i.., *"r.bound to elect either sheer reactionaries or Octotrists, with
some Cadets who had been active in the Zemstvo movement.
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In the event, in the first Duma the Cadets were much the
strongest party, though not in a clear majority. This was

unexpected; for the parties further to the right had been

expected to win. Witte, who had been largely responsible for
the plan, was forced to resign his position as minister. He had

done what the Czar required of him by procuring a large French
loan on the score that Russia was being made safe for capitalist
investment by the introduction of constitutional government ;

and when the loan was safe, the Czar's reactionary entourage'
which cordially disliked Witte, had no further use for his ser-

vices in view of his failure to procure a Duma subservient to
official wishes.

Accordingly in mid-July there appeared a ukase dissolving
the Duma. At the same time Stolypin was made Prime
Minister ; and he at once instituted sterner measures against

the revolting peasants, who were sentenced by field court
martial, some to execution and others to lesser penalties. The
Cadets, refusing to admit the Czar's right to dissolve the Duma,
adjourned with such members as would follow them to Viborg
in Finland, where they attempted to continue their sessions.

From Viborg, with the support of the left parties, they issued a

further appeal, in which they called for a new Duma and urged
the people to refuse payment of taxes and recruitment to the
armed forces unless this were done, but carefully refrained from
any appeal to revolution in arms. Actually, the dissolution of
the Duma provoked not only a fresh crop of peasant disturb-
ances, but also a further naval mutiny at Kronstadt and some

small army revolts. But these were successfully suppressed.

The Socialists issued a call for a general strike; but it was not
nearly so extensive as that of the previous autumn, and there
was no attempt to make it the starting-point for an insurrection.
The workers' movement had definitely receded; and though
peasant uprisings were on a bigger scale than ever, they were
unco-ordinated and could be crushed one after another if they
were unaccompanied by sustained movements in the towns or
by a stoppage of the railways. Stolypin's field court martials,
reinforced in September, made short work of the rural revolu-
tion of 19o6.

In November Stolypin published the Government's pro-
posals for agrarian reform. There was, he asserted, plenty of
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land available for those who needed it without confiscation of
private estates. The Government would. provide land out of
the holdings belonging to the Crown. But the real problem
was not so much shortage of land as the poor use made of it.
The way to improve its use was to set it iree from traditionar
restrictions, to consolidate holdings, to allow land to be freely
bought and sold, and to make funds available through a Credi't
Bank for its development., Stolypin set out to encourage the
growth of a large class of progressive farmers (kutaksi with
access to capital and credit, who would be in a po.itio., [o give
wag_e-employment to a much larger body of poSr peasants 

"and

landless labourers. His law r*.pi u*ry what was reft of the old
village commune and instituted free trade in land. Its aim was
both. to increase agricultural output by encouraging better
farming and to create in the villages u 

"1r., 
of fa"rm"ers who

would become a bulwark against Socialist agitation and wouldjoin the landlords in 
_defending the estabuJrrea ora", uguirrt

the poorer peasants. His measures were remarkably succZssful
in both respects. They did, during the next few y"arr, brirrj
about considerable improvements in agricultural method.; ""ithey^did, in many places, successfullyll,oid" the village A"i".iitself.

Immediately, however, the most apparent part of Stolypin,s
programme was his drastic action against the peasant movement
and_ its inspirers. 'stolypin,s Nicktie' gained an infamous
world notoriety for the inventor of the field court martials which
carried the counter-terror over the country. protests flowed in
from horrified groups in the Western countries.

There was, however, still the question of the Duma,s
future to be faced. Stolypin decided to try a new election, in
the hope that the terror would give him a more amenable
majority. The Socialists had ugui., to make up their minds
what line to take in the elections. The social democrats had
already decided at their_ April Congress to reverse the policy of
boycott. They definitely meant to put up candidates i but the
question remained whether they should fight alone or try to
enter into some sort of coalition. In thi latter event, two
possibilities were open - to fight in alliance with the iadets
against the Government, or to form a left bloc with the Labour
Party (Trudovics) and the S.R.s and fight against both the
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Government and the Cadets. A special Social Democratic
Conference met in November 19o6 to consider this issue, which
sharply divided the Menshevik majority from the Bolsheviks.
The Mensheviks wanted a coalition with the Cadets: the
Bolsheviks, supported by the Polish Social Democrats and by
some of the Latvians, demanded a Left Coalition against the
Cadets. The former policy carried the day, in face of violent
Bolshevik objections. But the Bolsheviks got enough backing
to be able to insist that, though this was to be the central policy,
it should not be forced on local committees which took the
opposite view. Thus, where the Mensheviks had the upper
hand, they and the Cadets gave each other mutual support ;

but in a minority of areas the Social Democrats came to terms
with the Trudovics and the S.R.s. In St. Petersburg there was

a split: the local party rejected coalition with the Cadets: the
Mensheviks nevertheless approached them, but the Cadets

refused. The majority of the party fought in a coalition of the
left: the Menshevik dissidents called on their followers to
abstain from voting. Lenin, in one of his most trenchant
pamphlets, attacked the Mensheviks over this affair.

[- During this period of intense debate, the Social Revolu-
tiffiery Party also split asunder, into Maximalist and Minimalist
factions. Towards the end of 19o6 a Congress of the party
decided by a majority to suspend terrorist action, largely because

of the discredit brought upon it by experience of the part
played in it by agents proztocateurs. The dissentients, who were
excluded from the party, came to be called Maximalists because

of their refusal to agree to work for a minimum programme and

to postpone their more far-reaching demands. In addition to
their advocacy of continuing terrorism, they were the exponents
within the S.R. movement of the policy of direct action to
procure fglrds for revolutionary purposes, by robbing banks and

treasuries,iby holding up State or business agents known to be

carryinglironey, and by extorting contributions by threats of
violence to persons or property. These methods, except
assassination, had been largely used by Bolsheviks as well as by
S.R.s; and the question of their legitimacy was hotly debated

in Social Democratic as well as in S.R. circles' The main body
of the Mensheviks, when they gained control of the Social

Democratic Congress, declared against them; but some of the
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Menshevik *.",r,::;':;1il;::"T;s, took the otherview. Despite the decision oi the Unity iorgi".r, ,fr"frr",i.".
continued in some areas among Sociai Democrats ; urra S.n..
used them to an even greater extent.

- Maximalism, as the creed of the left wing of the Social
Revolutionary movement, harked back to Naroinik 

"*t...rri.-.It tended to attract young intellectuars and arso esoeciailv
embittered individuals from other social classes ; ,#;;-i;:
terrorist and bank-robbing aspects it had an obvious attraction
for 

.the. criminal types. Ttre money_raising part 
"f ;; ;;;obviously of special attraction to criminals ;"urd .o_. 

"f ,f*stolen_ money was always fi1djng its way inio private p;;;;.The left wing of the Social levoluti,onary moyement was
always a mixture of idealists, half-mad fanatics, criminals, anJ
agents prooocateurs; and occasionally the same individuar
incorporated more than one of these personalities. Theidealistic side of it is well brought out in Grigori Nestroev,s
Pages from the Diary of a Maiimaftsl, publisi.a in paris inrgro_with a preface by V. L. Burtsev. Ii[estroev,s view of theRevolution was highly ethical and idealistic : he saw the danser
to a man's character of engaging in criminal acts and u.*"i;;i;
with criminals even from tLe high.rt motives; but he 

"ortEnot on that account abandon work which he fert had to be donefor the Revolution's sake. It seemed to him ," .r."",id pri
of the task of revolutionaries not only to spread 

"lurs_corrrcio..._
1e1s_ 

a-nd to promote class_organi.uiion but also a 
"prooi-rfr"fetishistic belief in the.sacred-ness of private property and the

respect for the law which so often paialysed th"'u"tio., or tt"exploited classes. Nestroey was fai from being , Xifrifi",-r,
an Anarchist of the type of Nechaiev. He haJ, t.rd., 

"orr_science anf a_r-e1dy condemnation for criminal acts a"". frr*
motives of self-interest. 

. But e-qually with Lenin h" p"; ;h;
cause of the Revolution above all else, though for him it'"urri"J
an individual ethical imperative rather than in historic 

".*r.l,y.The elections to the Second Duma by no means turned out
as Stolypin had hoped. 

.The- Cadets losi ground, .irrki.rg frornt87 to rz3. To the right of them were j4 Octobris,, ,lJ 6:out-and-out reactionaries; to the left a6out roo Trudovic{
14 Poputar Socialists (t9 tfe_ right of the S.R.s), 3t S.;i;i
Revolutionaries, and a Social Diemocratic contingeit of 6i,
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made up of 33 Mensheviks, r5 Bolsheviks, and 16 who cannot
be assigned to either group. The Second Duma was definitely
more radical in composition than the First; but it was equally
powerless. By the time it met, in March rgoT,the revolutionary
wave had been definitely thrown back. The Government had
given up all thought of compromising with the Cadets on the
constitutional issue. Stolypin had his own solution of the
agrarian problem, which he proposed to carry through without
invoking their help. From March to June the Second Duma
was allowed to go on talking, and the Socialists were allowed to
use it as a platform for addressing the people. But Stolypin
was only waiting for a convenient moment to get rid of it, and
was already laying his plans to ensure that it should have no
successor of the same temper.

Beside the large Cadet contingent there had appeared in the
First Duma a substantial Labour (Trudovic) Party made up,
because of the abstention of the Socialist parties, of a very
mixed body of members elected chiefly from the peasant
colleges, with a few from the urban workers. These, numbering
nearly roo, coalesced into a party with no very clear programme
or policy, which on constitutional issues mainly supported the
Cadets, but pressed for thoroughgoing land reform and for
social legislation. Most of its members were closer to the
Social Revolutionaries than to the Social Democrats. There
were also a few Social Democrats, mainly Georgians, from
non-Russian areas where parties had taken part in the election.

The Trudovics were radical in their social ideas, urgent in
demanding the redistribution of the land by locally elected
bodies made up mainly of peasants rather than by central
commissions from St. Petersburg, and in political matters
extreme democrats, in many cases of a rather naive kind.
Among their leaders was Aleksei Aladyin (b. 1873), a former
student of peasant origin who had been an exile and had become
a professional revolutionary, and Stepan Anakin (r869-1946), a
village school-teacher of peasant heritage. But they also in-
cluded some left-wing intellectuals of non-peasant origin. They
did their best to press forward the land question in the Duma ;
but in the earlier stages they could do but little: the Cadets
made the running with their demand for universal suffrage and
responsible parliamentary government of the Western type.
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'I'he F'irst Duma lasted.from April to July 19o6. It beganits work to the accompaniment oi u *id"rpr.ra ,.".*j oi

strikes - mainly with economic objects, and'mostly ,r"".r.f.,i
- and of peasant disturbances. Ii was at once clear that the
Government had no intention of giving way to the constitu_
tional demands, though there weie nJgotiations behind the
scenes about including some Cadets in ihe Governmen,, u.rd
the Cadets even had hopes at the outset of being invited t" fo;;a ministry under Milyukov,s leadership. B-efore long, the
Duma turned its attention t9 the other great pressing qre-stior,

- agrarian reform. on this issue co=nsideiabre iifi.r"rr"."
appeared,_not only between the Cadets and the parties f"rth;;
to- the right, but also between the Cadets and the Trudovics.
The cadets were in favour of a considerabre alienation of
landowners' land to the peasants, but not of wholesale 

""fro_priation, which most of the Trudovics demanded. Wfrit"
these two parties were trying to reach a compromise, the right_
wing groups persuaded the Government, already dr;i;;tJ ;;
Stolypin, to announce that, whatever the Duma decided, ther'e
would be no alienation of privately owned land _ even of land
which was left uncultivated. fh; Cadets thereupon-m;;;;
their minds to issue a public,Appeal to the peopie, prot.rti.r!
against the Government,s acti;;, but couched in 

^moderatE

terms and incl rding an injunction to the people to remain calm
and to abstain from lawless action - this at a time when there
had been a widespread o_ccurrence of peasant uprisings, as well
as increasing signs of disaffection in the army ! frilen the
9ud"lr"Appeal' was put to the vote, it was supported only bythe Cadets' votes. The right-wing parties 

"rra tfr" So"iJl
D. emocrats voted against it, a;d the f"rudovics abstained Thi;rift in the Duma was seized on by the Government as the
occasi^on for dissolving it : the division between the cadets and
the-left parties seemed to make united action by them ""lik;i;The Second Duma was in session when the Social Demo_
crats held their Fifth party Congress, which -"t ,rtti*ui"ty-i.,
London after the delegates had wanjered over a large puri of
{lter-n Europe in search of a meeting_place and had run out
:l fyd., so that they had to borrow ,io".y fro- yo."pf, f.tr,
the Henry Georgite naphtha man, in ordei to pay th;ir biils:It was a large Congress, in which the Bolshevits 1ro5; ,dilt
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outnumbered the Mensheviks (97), but the balance was held
by 44 Polish and zg Latvian Social Democrats and 57 delegates
from the Jewish Bund. These latter groups took different sides
on different issues, but, on the whole, the majority supported
the Bolsheviks. The policy of alliance with the Cadets was
definitely condemned and electoral collaboration with the
Trudovics and S.R.s approved. The Axelrod-Lavrin proposal
to call an all-in conference to form an inclusive Labour Party
was rejected. The resolution on Trade Unions asserted the
need for the party to lead them and for definite organisational
links between them and the party. As against these Bolshevik
successes, the Congress condemned 'partisan' activities such
as robberies of public funds or raids on banks and ordered the
disbandment of the 'fighting' organisations - that is, of the
bodies which had been specially responsible for preparing for
insurrection, procuring arms, and training militants for street-
fighting. The question of insurrection did not figure on the
agenda and was not directly discussed. The majority had made
up its mind that the Revolution was out of action for the time
being, and that a new period of underground work lay ahead.
The Bolsheviks tried to induce the Congress to condemn the
Duma representatives of the party for collaborating too much
with the Cadets and not following a militant enough policy,
especially in relation to the land question. But they were voted
down. The Poles and the Bund, and also most of the Latvians,
were against anything that might split the party, and were also
at variance with the Bolsheviks about the correct relations
between the industrial workers and the peasants, to whom, like
the Mensheviks, they assigned only a subordinate r6le. To use
the parlance of later writers, the Poles, headed by Rosa Luxem-
burg, were guilty of 'Trotskyist deviations' towards the doc-
trine of 'the peasant revolution' and tended to regard the
industrial proletariat as the sole revolutionary force making for
Socialism.

Trotsky and Stalin were both at the London Congress ; but
Stalin said little, whereas Trotsky talked a great deal, attacking
both Mensheviks and Bolsheviks and seeking to hold them
together by abusing them both, so as to earrl a great deal of
ill-will. He vigorously attacked the Menshevik 'Liquidators'

- the name given to those who wished to liquidate the fighting
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organisation and to constitute the party as a mass-party on the
German model; and he agreed with Lenin on the need for a

workers' and peasants' alliance, though he assigned the main
revolutionary r6le to the industrial proletariat. As against these
views he attacked the Bolsheviks as well as the Mensheviks for
looking only for a bourgeois Revolution, and insisted on his
conception of a 'permanent Revolution' that would be carried
through all its stages by the power of the organised working
class. Trotsky also sided against the Bolsheviks on the issue of
'partisan' activities and defended the idea of a party organised
on democratic lines from below against Lenin's centralism and
insistence on strict discipline. But, as against this, he glorified
the underground struggle and stressed the need to prepare for
party leadership in a new insurrection when the occasion came.
He voted now with the one group and now with the other,
infuriating both by refusing to regard their disputes as really
important, and by telling both sides not to build'paper walls'
between them. 'If you think a split unavoidable', he said, 'at
any rate wait until events, and not mere resolutions, force you
apart. Do not run ahead of events.'

This was unpalatable advice, and neither side took it.
During the Congress, the rival factions kept on holding separate
meetings to decide on their attitudes in advance of the full
debates; and when it was over the Bolsheviks promptly
reconstituted their separate Central Committee side by side
with the Central Committee chosen at the Congress.

In June Stolypin acted. He first asked the Duma to agree
to the arrest of a number of its members whom he accused of
engaging in propaganda among the armed forces; then, when
this was refused, he dissolved the Duma and arrested, among
others, the whole of the Social Democratic group, except thoSe
who escaped abroad or went successfully into hiding. Those
whom he caught were sent to Siberia, where most of them
stayed till the Revolution of ryt7 set them free. Having thus
disposed of the Second Duma, Stolypin set to work to ensure
that the Third, which he proposed to summon, should not be
like it. By imperial ukasehe altered the whole system of election
in such a way as to ensure a preponderance of reactionaries.
The Poles and other non-Russian populations were dis-
franchised; the gentry were given greatly increased weight in
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the electoral colleges; the city weight rvas reduced' The

elections, held in late'Septembl and-early October' reduced

the Cadets to 53, as ugui"Jt 
'33 

Octobrists and r45 memtrers of

iir" "",t.*" 
tilgin. Ti" Social Democrats were reduced to 14'

and the Labour g.o"p * the same : the S'R's were wiped out'

The residue of the opPosition was made up of Poles' Moslems'

and miscellaneous 'flog'"t'iu"s" numbeiing in all-65' 'Tle
Fourth Duma, electeJ li '9", was to be made up of much the

;;".l"*.rrt. u. t1,"-:ft'iti' l" both the right' including the

ii.i"uti.i., orrtrrrr*b""J tn" centre and left combined by

more than two to one'
' The Duma, then, was out of action-after r9o7 as-a factor

milking even for -oa"t"" constitutional reform; and Social-

ism, of a[ brands, 
-ftJ 

ug"it' Jo .9"p:"d on underground

;;;";;"il. 
-ih" 

rni'J D'i'"u obedientlv endorsed stolvpin's

oolicies: it met to an accompaniment of renewed pogroms'

t"i"'d,arri;^"i";l ltro'*t ient ahead : manv moderate

reformers gave up t"f"J-"a'""acy of constitutionalism and

approved ttr" Cor""'*t"t'" *e"t""t as fostering the healthy

giJ*it "f capitalist "tittptitt- 
and better farming' and there-

with a new element of tluUifity in-the economic life of the

country. Unrest and sporadic disturbances' and occasional acts

of terrorism, "ottint'i' 
In rgrr Stolypin himself fell victim

io un urrurrl.r. But the First Russian Revolution was over'
'[-d;;;; 

after r9o7 saw !!e t*".t complete disappearance

of the mass-moveminis inside Russia which had grown up

;;G ttt" ,"uot,,tio"ary pt'"tt: Th",Social 
Democratic and

Social Revolutionaty fuiti"t both shrank up almost to-nothing:

the Trade Unions *ui,,t,io"d only a precarious hold. There

were few strikes, "Ji;-i;" 
of Siolypin's combined policy. of

reoression and reform of a sort, peasant disturbances also died

:'"H:.'"#;:*;li;;"ps of socialists remained in being' and

among theSg arrestso"# f'"q"tnt and deportations to Siberia

""*"?""rlxevertheless 
therl grew uP'1s a logical accompani-

ment to Stolypin's p;G of woikittg in with the rising capitalist

;;;;;;J titl'octou'ists in the Duma' and of developing the

kulak elements in ii" uittug"t' a substantial relaxation of the

;;;';;;;;d of tt'e police"regime' :*::pt in relation to those

groups which *t'; 'U;ed-at. 
iennitely dangerous and-as

lying in wait to p'"pu'"'fo' a fresh revolutionary attempt' For
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those who were prepared to accommodate themselves to the
modified Czarist rdgime there was greater freedom of speech.
Press censorship was relaxed, and the small left-wing groups

..gemaining in the Duma could carry on some legal agitation.
In these circumstances there were many Socialists belonging

' to the right wings of the Social De-ocrats and Social Revolu-
tionaries who came to believe that the correct policy was to
disband the underground organisations and to concentrate on
making*-use of the opportunities for action within the limits of
the law;

These limits were not, of course, at all clearly defined ; for
the authorities could swoop down at will on a group they
suspected of subversive activities, could suppress an offending
journal, and could in the last resort still act as repressively as
they pleased. It was, however, part of Stolypin,s poliry to
leave some scope for legal propaganda and to endeavoui to split
the 'moderates' away from the extremists. In the industiial
field Trade Unions of a sort were allowed; but they were not
permitted to form either national amalgamations extending
beyond a single area or federal groupings of different trades and
industries into Trades Councils or Soviets. political organisa-
tions of workers or peasants were still banned; but the more
moderate were to a great extent let alone.

In these circumstances a great dispute arose inside the
nominally united Social Democratic Party. Indeed, the entire
period from 19o6 to rgt+ was one of bitter faction fights, not
only between Bolsheviks and Mensheviks, but also within these
rival factions and between both and the so-called Centrists (not
to be confused with Centralists), or ,Conciliators,, who at-
tempted to reconcile them. The most significant of these
struggles were the following: (r) Bolsheviks and Centrists
against'Liquidators' 

-i.e. those Mensheviks and other right-
wing groups which wished to liquidate the underground
organisations and concentrate mainly on lawful propaganda;
(z) Leninists against 'Left Deviationists,, divided inio iOtzo-
vists' and 'Ultimatumists'-who wished to withdraw the
Social Democrats from the Duma and to concentrate on under-
ground as against lawful activities; (3) Leninists against
'Empirio-Critics' and'Empirio-Monists,, who wished to ievise
the philosophical foundations of Marxism in a ,Neo-Kantian'
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sense; (4) Leninists against the group round Lunacharsky,
who were trying to work out a revised doctrine about the relation
between Socialism and religion; (5) Leninists and right-wing
Mensheviks against Trotsky's central group, commonly known
as the 'Conciliators', who stood for a broad party accepting
differences of opinion as legitimate and not imposing a rigid
discipline, but also refused to discard 'insurrectionism' or
underground work; (6) most Bolsheviks against cultural
Nationalism, which had its main stronghold in the Jewish Bund,
but was also represented among the Georgians and other
national minorities inside the Russian Empire; (7) most
Bolsheviks/or national self-determination against Rosa Luxem-
burg and the majority of the Polish Social Democrats, who had
some support in the Baltic States as well.
( The decline of mass-agitation and the disappearance of any

immediate prospect of revolution threw the remaining activists
in on themselves and gave them abundant time to fall out on
matters of theory. The faction fights of these years were
partly an outcome of thwarted desire to act; but behind most
of them lay the profound difference between Lenin's unbending
centralism and hostility to every sort of liberalism and the more
libertarian and popular democratic conceptions of the majority
of his opponents. It was Lenin who deliberately and un-
flinchingly picked most of the quarrels and refused to com-
promise on Q$y of them, though he had occasionally reculer pour
mieux sauter-i

--)It would be very tedious to trace out in any detail the course
of these disputes at the various Conferences of the party groups.
After the Unity Congress of 19o6 there was only one further full
Congress of the Social Democratic Party - the London Con-
gress of r9o7. Instead there were thereafter only Conferences,
the difference being that a Conference was entitled only to
debate and not to take binding decisions. It could advise; but
according to the constitution approved at the Unity Congress
decisions on policy between Congresses rested with the Central
Committee. Up to rgrz these Conferences at least purported
to represent the Social Democratic Party as a whole; but in
that year the Bolsheviks called a Conference to which only a

few picked Menshevik groups were invited, and this gathering
arrogated to itself the powers of a Congress, expelled the right-
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wing Mensheviks, and made the split in Social Democracy final
and complete. From r9o8 the Mensheviks had been issuing a
journal, The Voice of the Social Democrat, at Geneva ; and
Trotsky had been editing his own journal, Praztda, first at Lvov
and then at Vienna. The chief Bolshevik organ for most of the
time was Proletary, which purported to be the official organ of
the party as a whole. Other journals came and went, including
both clandestine and legal newspapers, as well as journals of
opinion. In December r9o8 a Conference met in Paris,
attended by 16 delegates drawn from both the main factions.
It recognised the changed situation in Russia - the rapproche-
ment between the Government and the bourgeoisie, the decline
of leftism among the intellectuals, the eclipse of the mass-
movement, and the drift towards what Lenin called 'Liquida-
tionism'. It asserted the right of the Central Committee to
control the Social Democratic group in the Duma ; and it voted
for a return of the party to the centralism which had been given
up during the revolutionary period. On these issues the
Menshevik minority was outvoted: the Bolsheviks had matters
all their own way. But the Otzovists were also voted down.
The struggle against the 'Left Deviationists' was resumed at a
meeting of the board of Proletary and of a number of Bolshevik
delegates from local committees in the summer of r9o9.
Lenin persuaded the meeting to denounce the activities of the
left groups 

- the Otzovists who wanted to withdraw the Social
Democrats from the Third Duma, the Ultimatumists, headed
by Bogdanov, who wanted to deliver to them - they were
mostly Mensheviks _- an ultimatum that they must obey the
Central Committee or be expelled, and the 'Goddites', led by
Lunacharsky, who were roundly condemned for representing
Socialism as in essence a new religion.

The Deviationists did not take their condemnation lying
down. All these groups combined to establish at Capri a

Training School for propagandists, which lasted for several
years. They also set up their own journal Vperyod, and con-
ducted a lively controversy with Proletary and the Leninists
who controlled it. The lecturers at the school included Maxim
Gorky, the novelist (1868-1936), Anatoly Vasilievich Luna-
charsky (1875-1933), A. Bogdanov (A. A. Malinovski, 1873-
r9z8), G. A. Alexinsky (b. 1879) and M. N. Lyadov (b. r87z)
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- all prominent figures in the Bolshevik movement.
Meanwhile the Mensheviks too were falling out among

themselves. Most of the leaders abroad - Martov, Axelrod,
and Dan among them - had moved sharply to the right.
Indeed, they had moved so far that Plekhanov dissociated him-
self from them, retired from The Voice of the Social Democtat,

and began to publish a rival paper. Plekhanov was still unwill-
ing to see a final split in Social Democracy, or an abandonment
of underground work in preparation for a new Revolution'
He resumed his connections with the Bolsheviks and wrote a

number of articles for the party journal. But before long he

fell out with Lenin's reassertion of the policy of rigid centralism
and exclusiveness in the conduct of the party, and thereafter
till rgr4 he hovered uneasily on the edge of the party battle,
torn between his desire for a united party on a strictly Marxist
basis and his dislike of authoritarian control.

As a contribution to the controversy with Bogdanov and his
friends, Lenin wrote in r9o8 his singular book, Materialism and

Entpirio-Criticisrn, in which he vehemently denounced those

who departed from strict materialism and attempted to rebuild
Marxist philosophy on neo-Kantian foundations. Lenin was

no philosopher: he had no acquaintance with professional
philosophy except through Marxism. But in his furious
indignation against those who were trying to introduce into
Social Democracy lessons learnt from the Austrian scientific
philosopher, Ernst Mach (1838-1916), and from the German
philosopher, Richard Avenarius (1843-96), he started reading
philosophy, especially the English empiricists, in order to
equip himself to demolish their heresies. The name Empirio-
Criticism was actually that given by Avenarius to his system,

which rested on an attempt to co-ordinate thought and action
and to elucidate the relations between knowledge and experience

derived from environment. Avenarius, like Mach, proclaimed
the 'principle of economy' in thought, but his approach was

through science rather than through philosophical speculation'
Mach was primarily a physiologist; but he was influenced at
an early stage by reading Kant, whose doctrine of phenomena
he interpreted as involving that sensation was the sole content

of experience. From his physiological studies he went on to an

elaborate survey of methods in all the sciences, in an attempt to
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eliminate all metaphysical elements. As against the crude
materialists, he repudiated the whole conception of 'substance'
as lying outside the range of possible knowledge. Entering the
field of Psychology, he developed a purely sensationalistic
theory of mental processes, closely akin to that of Avenarius.
According to Mach, scientific laws were not final statements of
fact but convenient instruments of investigation. In Russia
Bogdanov and his group fastened on these ideas. Bogdanov
developed a theory which he called Empirio-Monism, according
to which the sensational content of experience, rather than
material objects, constituted the knowable world and was to be
regarded as reality.

To Lenin this doctrine seemed to be destructive of the
materialist basis of Marxism, and particularly of the Materialist
Conception of History. It seemed to involve a denial that
men's history was determined by objectively real forces - the
powers of production - and to carry with it a relapse into the
'Subjectivism' which had been the crowning offence of the
Narodnik doctrines of Mikhailovsky and Peter Lavrov. Lenin
could see little, if any, difference between Machism or
Bogdanovism and the idealism of Bishop Berkeley. Idealism
and Subjectivism were as red rags to a bull to Lenin: in
reaction against them he came close to affirming the 'crude
materialism' from which Marx had been at pains to dissociate
his own doctrine. Materialism and Empirio-Criticism is indeed
a very bad book, even from the standpoint of Marxism. It is
flat-footed and amateurish, and shows no power at all to
appreciate the finer issues. Nevertheless it was polemically
successful in branding neo-Kantism, Empirio-Criticism, and
Empirio-Monism as inadmissible heresies, involving a lapse
into Idealism and opening the way to the intrusion of ethical
concepts into the structure of Marxist Socialism. Neither
Mach nor Avenarius had any connection with Marxism, or
with any form of Socialism, though Mach carried his ideas into
the field of the social sciences. Their concern was with the
nature and content of human knowledge. But in Lenin's eyes
the Materialist Conception involved an affirmation of the final
reality of material objects; and any denial of this, or of the
knowability of it, struck at the very root of Materialism and
therefore of Marxism as a whole.
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This controversy raged among the Bolsheviks throughout
r9o8 and r9o9, and in part diverted attention from the dispute

with the Mensheviks. No Social Democratic Congress or
Conference was held in r9o8; and in r9o9 there was only the

enlarged meeting of the Proletary board. In January r9ro,
however, a full meeting of the Central Committee was got

together, and the 'Conciliators' made yet another attempt to

reunite the factions. Surprisingly, this meeting managed to

adopt a unanimous resolution, by using ambiguous phrases

which each group could interpret as it chose. Even more

surprisingly, th" d"l.gutes agreed to wind up all the factional

g.orrpt, to amalgamate Proletary with the right-wing Menshevik
Voici of the Soiial Democrat, and to give a subsidy to Trotsky's
Pravdi. A new editorial board, consisting of Lenin, Zinoviev,
Martov, Dan, and the Pole, Warski - 

a most unhopeful team

- was appointed ; and a Foreign Bureau of the Central
Committee was set up, representing all the main grouPs,

including the Poles, the Latvians, and the Bund.
Not surprisingly, this plan never worked. A section of the

Mensheviks refused to come in ; and The Voice of the Social

Demouat continued to aPpear. In Russia the Mensheviks who

were proposed mostly refused to serve on the new Central

Committee. Plekhanov and a section of the Mensheviks tried
to carry out the agreement; but in effect the Mensheviks split

- which was perhaps what Lenin had intended all along. For
more than ayear, however, there was no further definite move'

The Poles and Latvians and the Bund gradually withdrew from
participation in the Central Committee and in the other

organisations of the partlr and went ofi on their own. Then, in

June r9rr, the Bolsheviks decided to end the farce of unity'
In conjunction with the Poles and Plekhanov's group, th-ey

repudiated the Foreign Organisation Committee set up the

year before, and formed a new one in its place mainly from their
own followings, and instructed it to call a Party Conference'

This new body, however, split almost at once' as Plekhanov

withdrew when he found that the Bolsheviks were set on a clean

break with the right-wing Mensheviks. The Bolsheviks there-

upon decided to proceed on their own, without either Plekha-

nlv's group or the Poles. They set up yet another Organisa-

tion Committee, consisting largely of new men, and decided to
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cal] a Party Conference made up of their own supporters, with
a few left-wing Mensheviks from inside Russia. This Com-
mittee summoned a Conference, which met in prague during
January rgtz, and resolved to expel the right-wing Mensheviks
fr-om the party and to proclaim itielf the sole true iepresentative
of Marxist Social Democracy. The prague Confirence then
took to itself the powers of a full Congress and became in effect
the founding Congress of the separate Bolshevik party.

The Poles, the Latvians, and the Jewish Bund hai all been
invited to Prague, but refused to come. The Bund agreed
mainly with the Mensheviks: the poles favoured concilLtion
and accused Lenin's group of splitting the party : the Latvians
were engaged in a faction fight of their own. The Conference
was definitely a Bolshevik affair. It denounced the Russian
Government and the liberals for co-operating with it: de-
nounced the right-wing Mensheviks for having abandoned the
Revolution; and reaffirmed its insurrectionary objectives. For
the next stage it adopted a three-point slogan: it would lead
the workers in the fight for a Democratic Republic, the eight
hours' day, and the confiscation of the landlords, estates. tf,.
Conference also reinstated completely the pre-r9o5 structure of
the party as a centralised, disciplined machine: it by no means
repudiated legal activities - indeed it took measures for their
development 

- but it strongly asserted the necessity of an
underground, definitely revolutionary organisation.

Faced with this coup, the 'Conciliators', as well as the
excluded Mensheviks, were naturally very angry. In January
rgtz they got together a rival Organisation Committee with the
function of summoning a 'general' Party Conference open to all
groups. Plekhanov refused to join this body, and stood aloof.
The Polish Social Democrats came, but withdrew alrnost at
once. The Latvians, the Bund, and the Vperyod group agreed
to take part. In the course of the Conference itself, however,
this last group seceded, and went back to its Bolshevik allegi-
ance, and a shift in the Latvian group caused it, too, to withdraw.
Trotsky found himself, much to his discomfiture, left to deal
with a Conference dominated by the centrist and right-wing
Menshevik exiles - Martov, Axelrod, and Dan. The result
was a programme drawn up within the framework of legality,
the establishment of a new effectively Menshevik Party, and the
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recruitment into the Bolshevik Party of agood many Mensheviks

who disapproved of 'Liquidationism' - of which Trotsky and

the'Conciliators' also disapproved.
By the time the Menshevik-Conciliators' Conference met,

the situation inside Russia had begun to change dramatically.
There had been a renewal of strike action, and unrest in the

navy and army was reappearing. From r9o9 trade and industry
had been booming ; and now at last the workers were organising
to demand their share. In April rgrz a big strike broke out in
the Lena goldfields, and demonstrating strikers were shot down.

Protests spread over Russia, with many strikes, On May Day

there werl strikes and demonstrations in St. Petersburg and

many other towns. The Bolsheviks at once took special meas-

ures to get control of the revived Trade Union movement and

succeeded in planting their men in the key positions in most

of the lJnions, except the printers, who remained obstinately
Menshevik. When the new system of State Insurance came

into force the same year, the Bolsheviks succeeded in capturing
the workmen's committees set up in connection with it. In
Aprit they had already founded in St. Petersburg a legal daily,
Piaoda, which secured a much wider circulation than the rival
Menshevik Luch (The Ray of Light). After the Lena massacre

the strikes began to take on a political aspect' with a renewal

of demands for constitutional change. The strike movement

continued during the following years, culminating in great

strikes and demonstrations on May Day r9r4. Then came the
war, with which began a new phase beyond the ambit of this
volume.

It remains to say a little about some of the internal contro-
versies of the Social Democrats that have not been dealt with
in the course of the preceding narrative. These turned mainly
on two issues - Nationalism, and the conception of 'Permanent
Revolution'. These, however, can best be discussed' not as

specifically Russian problems, but in the wider context of
European Socialism as a whole.
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CHAPTER XI

POLAND - ROSA LUXEMBURG

f tr f HEREvER a revolutionary movement existed, through
\/ \/ most of the epoch that ended in r9r8, Poles were in
V V the midst of it. Poles helped the English Chartists

and provided military leaders for the Paris Commune. poles
were active in the Socialist movements of most countries:
there were Polish Socialist groups not only in most of the
countries of Western Europe and in the United States, but also
in Latin America and in India. Wherever there was fighting
to be done, Poles fought manfully on behalf of the oppressed;
but unhappily they also fought one another - not only aristo-
crats against the lower classes, but also Socialists against
Socialists.

Poland was a divided country - the largest part of it, the
Kingdom of Poland, together with Lithuania, under Russian
rule, Posen in the west under Prussia, and Galicia in the
south as part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. This division
faced the Poles with a problem : the treatment they received
differed considerably in the three areas; and the three great
powers to which they were subject were rivals for predominance
in Central and Eastern Europe. In Russian Poland, the revolt
of 1863 revealed the deep division between the Polish aristocracy
and the people: the two could never come together into a
common movement, and were crushed the more easily because
of their antagonisms. Thereafter, Russian Poland lost its
liberties, such as they had been. iThe policy of the Czars was
Russification and the destructiontof the Polish language and
culture; and this policy was pursued especially against the
aristocracy. The emancipation of the serfs which immediately
followed the suppression of the revolt was much more complete
than in Russia because it was designed to reduce the power of
the Polish landowners. Without abolishing the great estates, it
made possible the rise of a substantial class of peasant farmers,
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who were allowed the chance of economic advancement, but
under conditions of accepting the rule of the Czars and assimi-
lating themselves to Russian education and Russian adminis-
trative control.

, Meanwhile, the Poles under German rule were subjected-
to a process of colonisation, by the settlement of Germans on
Polish lands ; and a prolonged struggle ensued between native
inhabitants and settlers, with the Poles largely successful in
pursuing their own ways of life despite all the Prussian Govern-
ment could do to germanise the country. In Galicia the Poles
under Austrian rule fared best, at any rate the upper classes.
iTh. Arstro-Hungarian Empire, a medley of nationalities,
'could not set out to germanise its many peoples. Its German
ruling class had to look for allies among Czech and Polish, as

well as among Hungarian, aristocrats; and after its defeat by
Germany in the 'sixties it definitely wooed the Galician upper
classes, who became, through their deputies in the Austrian
Reichsrath, a bulwark of imperial rule, and got in return, not
indeed that position of equal partners in a Triple Monarchy
they would have liked, but at any rate a substantial measure of
self-government in their provincial affairs. This suited them
well enough; for it enabledlthe Austrian Poles, as a superior
race, to rule arbitrarily over a population made up largely of
Ruthenian or Ukrainian peasants, with whose claims to national
rights of their own even the more democratic Poles had no more
sympathy than their compatriots across the frontier in the
Ukrainian or Ruthenian areas of Russian Poland.

Polish nationalism remained indeed a living force; but it
was sharply divided not only between aristocrats and democrats
but also between Austrian, German, and Russian subjects.
Some indeed dreamed of an independent, reunited Poland -usually on the assumption of resumed Polish rule over subject
peoples within the area they arbitrarily claimed for it. But for
a long time after the defeat of 1863 there appeared to be no
prospect at all of winning national freedom by fighting simul-
taneously against all the three great occupying powers; and in
consequence there were some who planned to win for Greater
Poland a status of autonomy, or even of third partner, within
Austria-Hungary, and others who planned for an autonomous
Poland still attached to Russia, and yet others, though only a
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few, who looked to Germany as a possible liberator. The whole
position was complicated by the intense rivalry between Austria-
Hungary and Russia, and to some extent Germany, in the
Balkans, for this was bound up with the Polish question and

divided the Polish nationalists as well as their rulers.
Polish Socialism could not help being affected by these

divisions. The Galician Socialists - that is, the Poles among
them - were for the most part strongly anti-Russian - hardly
less so than the Galician Polish aristocrats who shared power at

Vienna with the ruling castes of Germans and Czechs. The
Socialists in Russian Poland, on the other hand, were sharply
divided between a strongly anti-Russian group which tended to
co-operate with the Austrian Poles and a group which held that
Poland's sole chance of freedom lay in making common cause

with the Russian Socialists in order to overthrow Czarism. This
latter group tended to look to the German as well as to the
Russian Socialists to aid it in its work of liberation; for its
leaders were very doubtful of the possibility of successful

revolution in Russia without the help of the proletariat of the
West - by which they meant mainly Germany as the home of
the most advanced and powerful Western Social Democratic

* rrrov€ffr€rrt., Polish Socialism was thus, almost from the moment
of its emergence, a divided force, even apart from the further
division within it that arose from the presence in Poland of a

large Jewish population and of a strong anti-Semitic tendency
even among many Polish democrats.

Socialism had no existence as an organised movement
inside Poland until the r87os. Long before that there were
isolated leaders and even groups that were affected by Western
Socialist ideas. Joachim Lelewel (1786-186r), the mediaeval
historian who was a member of the Provisional Government
of r83o-r, adopted many of the ideas of the early Socialists,
notably Fourier. In exile after r83r, he settled down in
Brussels and there wrote his History of Poland, founded a

Democratic Society, and contributed to left-wing journals.
His writings on communal land ownership and cultivation
affected Belgian Socialist thought. But he created no movement
in Poland. The Poles played little part in the revolutionary
movements of 1848. The Poznanian area had exhausted itself
in an abortive rising in 1846. The still independent Republic
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of Cracow was extinguished and occupied by Austria in 1848;

and in Galicia the Austrians successfully staved off a Polish

revolt by encouraging a jacquerie of the Ruthenian peasants

against tireir Polish masters. Nor did Socialism, as an organised

movement, play any r61e in the rising of 1863, which was

mainly under aristocratic leadership. The first attempts to
create a Socialist movement came in the 'seventies, under the

leadership of Ludwig Warir{ski (r856-89) and Stanis}aw

Mendelssohn (r857-19r3). Waririski began his Socialist career

as a student at St. Petersburg, went to work in an engineering

factory in Warsaw in order to establish contact with the workers,

fled to Galicia when he was in danger of arrest and there con-

tinued his revolutionary activities, was deported from Austria
in 1879 and went to Geneva. In r88r he returned to Warsaw

and helped to form the underground organisation, Proletariat,

which organised numerous strikes. He was arrested again in
r 883, and died in prison six years later. Warirtski was in touch

with the Russian lerrorist organisation, Naradnaya Volya, and

sympathised with its ideals, but instead of assassination he

favoured the stirring up of strikes designed to disorganise the

economy and the processes of government. Though his active

career was short, his ideas had a strong hold in the Polish

Socialist movement till well into the r8gos, and indeed left a

permanent mark.
By r885 the Russian authorities had succeeded in breaking

the ptwer of Proletariat by arresting most of its leaders, four of
whom were hanged. But a residue was left, and the following
year received an outstanding new recruit in Rosa Luxemburg
(r87o-r9r9), then aged only 16. She at once became active'

f*o y.rtt later, Proletariat was reorganised, and began again

to form Trade Unions and to stir up strikes. The following
year, however, the economic and the political movements were

separated. A Polish Workers' League was formed to take charge

of the Trade Union side, while Proletariat concentrated on

underground political action. That same year Rosa Luxem-
burg, ihreatened with arrest, escaped to Switzerland with the

help of her fellow-Socialist, Martin Kasprzak, and settled down

in Ztirich as a student. It Zif;rich she met a group of Russian

Socialist exiles, including Plekhanov, Axelrod, and Parvus, as

well as a number of Poles, among them her future co-workers
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Julian Marchlewski and Adolf Warski. F'rom Plekhanov and
his friends she imbibed the doctrine of Marxism; and the
following year the group was joined by Leo Jogiches (1867-
r9r9) (also known as Jan Tyszka), with whom she formed a
lifelong association. Jogiches, who was well-to-do, had escaped
from Poland after being imprisoned for his Socialist activities.
He and Plekhanov made plans for a Marxist journal, but fell
out over its control, and nothing came of the project. In r89e
there were great May Day strikes in Russian Poland - especi-
ally in l-6di, and Warsaw; and at Lodi, the demonstrating
strikers were shot down by Cossacks. In connection with this
movement Proletariat, the Polish Workers' League, and some
other groups amalgamated to form a Polish Socialist Party,
with Jogiches and Warski as its principal leaders. The new
party started a journal, Spraaa Robotnicza (The Workers'
Cause), edited by Warski, which lasted till 1896.

Rosa Luxemburg, still living at Zirich, represented the
new party at the International Socialist Congress which met
there in 1893. But already a rift had appeared. In r8gz the
Polish exiles in Paris had formed the Union of Polish Socialists
Abroad, which was also represented at the Zirich Congress ;
and its delegates challenged the credentials of those sent by the
Polish Socialist Party, among them Julian Karski (r866-1925),
who r,vas not allowed to take his seat. Rosa Luxemburg, how-
ever, was allowed to make a report to the Congress on the
position in Russian Poland and made full use of the opportunity
to expound the views which she and Jogiches had already
worked out. She stood for a party, conspiratorial but demo-
cratically organised, which should endeavour to create a mass
movement among the workers by taking up their economic
grievances and organising strikes, and should at the same time
struggle politically for the establishment of democratic liberties,
but should maintain entire independence of all bourgeois parties.

The emphasis in this assertion of the need for strict inde-
pendence was on the importance of dissociating the workers'
movement from all connections with the nationalist movement
for an independent Poland. The rival Union of Polish Social-
ists Abroad stood for nationalism, whereas Rosa Luxemburg,
Jogiches, and Warski held that the right course for the Socialists
in Russian Poland was to identify themselves with the struggle
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of the Russian workers and of all the national working-class
groups inside the Russian Empire for the overthrow of Czarism
in a revolution which they thought of as essentially international.
This had been the programme of Proletariat and of Warirlski,
and it was carried over by his successors into the new Polish
Socialist Party. It was not, however, a policy that appealed
either to the Austrian Poles or to a good many Socialists in
RussianPoland-among them some of Waririski's old associates,
such as Mendelssohn and H. Yanowska. There was a split;
and the group round Jogiches founded a new party-the
Social Democratic Party of the Kingdom of Poland, i.e. claiming
to represent only the areas of the old Polish Kingdom under
Russian rule. In 1899, however, it extended its claims to
include Lithuania, where a separate Social Democratic Party
had been formed under the leadership of Felix Edmundovich
Dzerzhinsky $877-tgz6), later to play a prominent part in the
Russian as well as in the Polish movement.

The dispute among the Polish Socialists was renewed at the
London International Congress of 1896. Charges were even
made by the delegates of the Polish Socialist Party and in
particular by the Galician Polish leader, Ignacy Daszylski
(1866-1936), that Rosa Luxemburg and Warski were police
spies and had been given the task of disrupting the movement.
A committee of investigation, presided over by Peter Lavrov,
had already dismissed the charges against Warski as unfounded;
but that did not prevent their renewal. Even while Daszyr{ski
was renewing them, the Polish Social Democratic Party was
being disrupted by numerous arrests of its militants. It was
largely out of action until 1899, when a considerable revival took
place. Meanwhile, Rosa Luxemburg was in France in 1896
and 1897, and in 1898 produced her first important book, a
doctoral thesis on the development of industry in Poland.
Soon afterwards, she married Gustav Liibeck, a family friend,
for the purpose of acquiring German nationality instead of
Russian in order to facilitate her work for Socialism. It was
only a legal marriage, based on friendship and not on love.
Her love had gone out much earlier to Jogiches ; but they did
not marry. She was indeed a half-cripple from childhood,
owing to faulty medical treatment ; throughout her busy career
her health was always bad.
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After her marriage Rosa Luxemburg took up her residence

in Germany and became very active in the German Social
Democratic Party. She worked particularly with the Russian,
A. L. Helphand, better known as Parvus, who was then writing
the leading articles for the Scichsische Arbeiterzeituzg at Dresden,
and was strongly attacking Bernstein's Revisionist proposals.
She also wrote for Bruno Schrinlank (r859-r9or), who edited
the Leipziger Volkszeitung. In 1898 Parvus was expelled from
Saxony, and Rosa Luxemburg was made leader-writer of the
Scichsische Arbeiterzeituag in his place. She continued his
policy, which included great emphasis on the importance of
the Trade Union struggle. But almost at once she found herself
in trouble for delivering a vehement attack on the Dresden
Socialist deputy, Georg Gradnauer, the editor in chief, who
belonged to the right wing. She resigned her editorial position
and moved to Berlin, still continuing to contribute to Sch6n-
lank's journal. In Berlin she became a close intimate of the
Kautskys and a regular writer for Kautsky's Neue Zeit, the
principal theoretical organ of German Social Democracy. She
continued her vigorous attack on the Revisionists and in rgoo
republished some of her articles in a small book, Social Reform
or Reoolution ?, which raised her to the status of principal
spokesman of the extreme left in the German movement. She
also delivered lively onslaughts on those who defended Mille-
rand on his entry into the Waldeck-Rousseau Ministry, includ-
ing Jean Jaurds, who nevertheless remained a close friend,
whose talents she deeply admired. At the same time she
continued her interest in Polish and Russian affairs, seconding
Lenin in his campaign against the Economists and contributing
to Polish as well as to German journals. At the time of the
unsuccessful Belgian General Strike of. tgoz she assailed
Emile Vandervelde, the Chairman of the Inteinational Socialist
Bureau, for making the strike simply a demonstration in aid of
the Labour Party and for his compromises with the Liberals,
when in her view he ought to haye appealed to the natural
militancy of the workers and thus given the strike movement a
much more revolutionary character. She was to develop this
point much further during the controversies over the general
strike which occupied the International during the ensuing
years,
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In rgo3, after the defeat of the Revisionists at the German
Party Congress, Rosa Luxemburg fell foul of the German
leaders, including Kautsky as well as Bebel. Like I(autsky,
she favoured drastic action against the Revisionists, to the point
of expulsion if they refused to recant. But the party leaders

believed above all in the need to keep the party united; and

she and Kautsky found no support from them on this issue.

Rosa Luxemburg's dispute with Kautsky arose over a
different, though related, issue. She held that it was the
party's duty to prepare actively for revolution, instead of merely

talking about it ; and she was entirely against the notion that
'the Revolution' could be postponed until the party had won a

parliamentary majority and then carried through without resort

to violence by a negotiated surrender of the old r6gime. She

did not believe there was a chance of such a surrender: she

thought it much more likely that, if the Social Democrats
seemed at all near to winning a majority, the party would be

again outlawed, and the right of manhood suffrage perhaps be

taken away, as it had been in Saxony. She therefore wanted the
party to get itself definitely ready for illegal action' to undertake
propaganda in the armed forces, and to defy the Government
to put it down. But on these matters the party leaders were
even less prepared to consider her advice. They had a strong
respect for legality, and were determined, as far as they possibly

could, to carry on their campaign within the law in order to
win over the doubtful electors, and give the Government no

excuse for renewing Bismarck's tactics of persecution.I
Before this, in rgo2, Rosa Luxemburg had become leader-

writer on the Leipziger Volkszeitung: but again her tenure was

brief. She fell foul of the censorship and, rather than accept

its deletions, resigned. Her fellow-leftist, Franz Mehring
(r846-19r9), the historian of German Socialism, took her place.

In r9o4 Rosa Luxemburg served her first term of imprison-
ment on a charge of insulting the German Emperor. Early the
following year, after her release, she joined the editorial staff of
the leading Social Democratic newspaper, the Vorwaerts of
Berlin. She was there when the Russian Revolution of r9o5

broke out, and there she wrote two of her three pamphlets,

r For a further discussion of the German Party's'revolutionism' see

Chapter VI.
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published under the collective title The Reaolution Has struck :
What Next.z The outbreak excited her greatly, and she was
itching to be in the thick of it ; but she was ill, and thought her
first duty was to act as its interpreter to the Germansl Only
in December r9o5 did she make her way, with considerable
difficulty, into Poland, arriving in Warsaw when the poles had
already lost the fight. 'Warsaw, 

indeed, had heralded the com_
ing of the Revolution by a series of 1arge-scale strikes and peasant
disturbances during r9o4, largely provoked. by the calling up of
Poles for service in the armed forces after the outbreak-of the
Japanese War. These moyements, brutally repressed, had led
to considerable scattered fighting with the it*.iu.r forces; and
in November rgo+ the Polish Socialist party had decided to
resort to actual insurrection. In that month there had. been
heavy street fighting in Warsaw, and the rising had been
ruthlessly put down. 

_ 
But in January r9o5 great Jtrikes again

broke out intr odl, and a number of other io*rrr, and thesJtoo
developed in some cases into half-insurrections, which were
bloodily suppressed. In order to conduct these conflicts, the
Polish socialist Party had been doing its best to collect arms.
In r9o4 Pilsudski, on its behalf, went to Japan on the outbreak
oj the Russo-Japanese War and endeavoured to persuade
the Japanese Government to supply it with arms. I{e ieturned
empty-handed; but the Polish Socialist party,s journal,
Robotnik, which he had founded in 1894, ,r"rr"rih.l.r. 

"o.r_tinued to advocate concentration on the formation of fighting
groups 

- a policy which Rosa Luxemburg and the Fofist
social Democrats condemned as doomed to failure unless it
were accompanied, or indeed preceded, by the creation of a
mass workers' movement animated by revolutionary will. The
Social Democrats' pgli:y, as expressed by Rosa Luxemburg,
was to use every possible effort to disorganise the Governmeit
by mass-strikes - to dislocate industry and transport, and by
getting the workers into action to put them into a more revolu-
tionary frame of mind. she pointed out that insurrection could
succeed only if the soldiers refused to obey orders, and that in
Poland, garrisoned by Russian troops, it was very difficult to
conduct successful propaganda in the armed forces. she was
not against insurrectionary tactics; but she wanted to prepare
the way for them and to wait in the hope that mutiny in Russia
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would spread of its own accord to the forces garrisoning Poland,
and would thus create the conditions needed for success. She

saw the Revolution in Poland, not as a national revolution
against Russia - which was in the main how it was envisaged
by the Polish Socialist Party - but as part and parcel of the
Russian Revolution itself.

The Polish Socialist Party, as a party standing for a united
independent Poland, claimed to represent not merely Russian
Poland, but German and Austrian Poland as well. Its first
leader had been Boleslau Limanowski (1837-1935); but he

had passed into exile, first in Paris and then in Switzerland,
and had given up active work. He actually returned to Poland,
and was allowed to settle there unmolested, in r9o8. His place
in Russian Poland had been taken by Jdzef Pilsudski (1867-
rg35), who had become a Socialist as a student at Kharkov, and
had been exiled to Siberia in 1887. In r89z he had been
allowed to return to Vilna, where he had helped to organise the
Polish Socialist Party. Two years later he had founded the
journal, Robotnik (The Workman), which he continued to edit
till r9oo. That year he was arrested, but escaped from prison
and went first to London and then, in rgoz, to Cracow in
Austrian Poland, where he entered for a time into close relations
with Daszyr{ski. After the defeat of the r9o5 Revolution he
continued to lead the nationalist wing of Polish Socialism. His
later adventures, during and after the first world war, belong to
a later part of this story.

In Russian Poland, r9o5 had opened with a mass-strike, to
which the P.S.P., as well as the Social Democrats, had given
support. But the big strike soon gave place to a sequence
of small strikes concerned mainly with particular economic
grievances; and the P.S.P. would have nothing to do with
these, as they did not directly serve its purpose of national
insurrection. The Social Democrats, on the other hand,
supported the continuing strikes as means of arousing the
workers, and tried to co-ordinate them by putting forward the
slogan of the eight hours' day; and Rosa Luxemburg also did
her best to stir up peasant troubles to reinforce the disorganising
process which she believed to be the indispensable prerequisite
of success. The Polish Socialist Party's leaders retorted by
accusing the Social Democrats of strike-mongering and of
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encouraging the workers to dissipate their strength instead of
conserving it for a national insurrectionary effort. Daszyr{ski,
from Galicia, went so far as to condemn the strikes altogether
because they tended to identify the Polish workers' struggle
with the struggle of the Russian workers, instead of rallying
them behind a Polish national movement that would seize the
opportunity afforded by Russia's internal troubles to accomplish
its own ends. What Daszyriski clearly had in mind was that,
if the Revolution in Russia were to succeed, the Poles should
seize the chance offered by the collapse of the Russian Govern-
ment to proclaim their independence, not as partners in the
successful Revolution, but even, if need were, against it. The
hatred of Russia went too deep among the P.S.P. leaders for
any thought of co-operation even with a revolutionary Russian
Government to be entertained.

In June r9o5, when a fresh general strike broke out in
Warsaw, the P.S.P. opposed it. Up to this point the P.S.P.
had undoubtedly enjoyed a much larger body of support than
the Polish Social Democratic Party, which had been indeed
very weak. But the Social Democrats' support of the strihe
movement gained them a great accession of followers, especially
among the factory workers, whereas the P.S.P. continued to
have a large backing among the handicraft workers as we[[ as

among the left-wing intellectuals and the tradesmen. These
same groups, in which there were many Jews, were also strongly
represented in the Bund, which in general sided with the Social
Democrats and was naturally hostile to the strong Polish
nationalism of the P.S.P.

The insurrectionary tactics favoured by Pilsudski's followers
became steadily more impracticable as, over Russia as a whole,
the revolutionary wave began to ebb. The P.S.P.'s armed
bands had been using the same methods as the fighting groups
in Russia - raiding banks, offices, and government buildings
in order to seize funds, and harrying the administration where-
ever they saw a chance. As in Russia, the ebbing of the revolu-
tionary wave led to a degeneration of this type of guerrilla
warfare into something not easily distinguishable from mere
banditry; and the Social Democrats, like the Russian Men-
sheviks, strongly denounced it. The consequence of all these
disagreements was that in 19o6 the P.S.P. split. One section
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dissociated itself from the demand for immediate national

irrJ"p..ra"rr.e and accepted the. needjg .u"t 
in close conjunction

with the Russian revolutionaries. This section joined-forces

',vith the Social Democrats ; and the reorganised Social Demo-

"r"ii" 
frt,y decided to affiliate to the Russian Social Demo-

"rrii" f*iy. The other section followed Pilsudski' and

;;;;;.;-irl parry the Revolutionary polish socialist Part],

;;;;;;;"g iis ,irr"ls as apostates from the cause of national

revolution.
At this point we must turn back for a moment to consider

the situation in Austrian Poland. up to rgrr the Galician

Poles formed a group within the fid-eral Austrian Social

b.."""*i" Party." Thiy had their own self-governingorganisa-

,iorr, fif." the oiher naiionalities under Austrian rule: their

;;.;;des in the Reichsrath formed a group within the

combined parliamentary Socialist Palty' From rgrr onwards

these federative arrangements ceased to exist' The Austrian-

polish Socialists becaioe a separate party, merely exchanging

fraternal delegates at Congresses with the other national parties'

il; leader,"both before"and after the separation' yasJs.nlcY

;r#;ki-;ho had been first elected to the Austrian Reichs-

*tt'i",49r. They were for a while in close touch with

pima.Ui', Polish Socialist Part], though they fell- out with it

later: as we saw, Pilsudski transferred his headquarters.to

Crfi"i" in t9o7, after the defeat of the Revolution in Russian

P;;J. Daslyfr,ski and his followers' like Pilsudski' were

r;;;ly arti-Iir.riu,' Th:y were on 
. 
the side of Austria-

il;;;i, in oppo.i,,g Russlln penetration into the Balkans'

and some of them pliyed with the idea of recruiting Poland as

a third element in tht Austro-Hungarian State' In Galicia

ifr"y nra their own problem' Many workers from other parts

of Austria *"r" 
"rnployed 

there ; and a large part of. the indi-

;;;;;; ;"pulation co"'itt"d not of Poles but of Ukrainians'

whom Poles were apt to look down upon as a naturally subject

oeoole. Atthough the Ukrainian pait of Galicia was mainly

[t'"";l;";l' irt. i;r.tuinians in Austiia had possessed-from r897

ffi;;;f-socialist organisation of their own and had been

;;; ;899 organised in 
"a 

Ukrainian Social Democratic Party

i.Jn^, ty l'li"t otu Hankiewycz, and then by Simon *nyl1t1
by Jacko- Ostapzuk, a peasant - who all won seats ln tne
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Austrian Reichsrath 

- and by Ivan Warsniak. This party
collaborated with the Revolutionary Ukrainian party across thl
frontier in the Russian Ukraine, and stood for the policy of
working for liberation in conjunction with the Russian pro-
letariat. It was, up to r9r r, one of the sections of the Austria.,
Party.

_ Flom this digression we must now return to the position in
Russian Poland.

- _In March 19o6 Rosa Luxemburg and Leo Jogiches, who
had been living in Warsaw under false names, were arrested and
lodged in gaol. Rosa Luxemburg managed to write several
pamphlets and smuggle them out of the prison; but her
health broke down, and after some months the Russian authori-
ties, who were troubled by her German nationality, released
her under police supervision. A little later she was allowed to
Ieave the country and went to Finland, where she wrote her
next,important pamphlet, The Mass Strike, the party, and the
Trlde Uniozs, expounding her theory of revolutio.rury -ussaction and of the r6le of the party in relation to it. Jogiches,
rneanwhile, had been sent to Siberia, but speedily escaped and
resumed his revolutionary work.

In r9o7 Rosa Luxemburg, as we have seen, took part as a
delegate of the Polish Social Democratic party in the London
Congress of the Russian S.D.P.r She was ui.o u delegate at
the Stuttgart Congress of the Socialist International, an-cl took
aleading part in the celebrated debate concerning the attitude
of the Socialist parties in the event of war. As we saw, the final
paragraph of the resolution finally adopted, dealing with the
line to be followed after war had actually broken out, was
drafted mainly by her and Lenin in close consultation with
Kautsky, who was concerned that it should not be so worded
as to cause the German Government either to close down the
Congress or to take repressive action against the German Social
Democratic Party.2

The following year Rosa Luxemburg was back in Germany
as a lecturer at the Training School for party workers whicil
the German S.D.P. had set up in r9o7. She-replaced Rudolf
Hilferding, who had been displaced on Government orders
because of his Austrian nationality. Her subject was political
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Economy; and largely out of her work at the School came the
studies which led to her best-known work, The Accurnulation of
Capital. This appeared in r9r3, and was followed by a great
controversy among Marxists, provoked by her criticism of
certain parts of Marx's economic doctrine - notably in connec-
tion with his theory of capitalist crises. In r9r9 there appeared
a second volume, in which she forthrightly answered her-

critics. Her unfinished Introduction to Political Econonty,
though based on the lectures she gave at the School, was not
actually written until 1916, and was published, from an un-
corrected draft, only in rgz5.

Apart from her work at the Training School, Rosa Luxem-
burg continued, through the years up to r9r4, to take an active
part in the affairs of the Social Democratic Party, always as an
exponent of the views of the extreme left. When the Social
Democrats conducted, from r9o8 onwards, their intensive
campaign for the reform of the exceedingly reactionary class-
franchise in force in Prussia, she strongly advocated more
militant measures. When, in r9ro, the German Chancellor,
von Bethmann Hollweg, introduced his proposals for altering
the system without in any way improving the position of the
main body of working-class electors, she was among those who
advocated a general strike in order to force the Prussian Govern-
ment to make an end of the class-system of voting and to intro-
duce universal and equal suffrage. She was by no means alone
in this : the pressure of opinion inside the movement was great
enough to compel the party and the Trade Union leaders to
call a special Conference to consider the proposal. They
decided against it; the Trade Union leaders were even less

prepared than the party leaders to run full tilt against the
power of the autocratic Prussian State. Thereafter, Rosa

Luxemburg found herself more and more at odds not only witir
the right wing of the German Social Democrats but also with
the Centre and with much of rn'hat had been regarde d as the left'
In rgro she had urged the party to declare openly against the
monarchy and to put forward the slogan of the 'Democratic
Republic'. Her relations with l(autsky became strained; and
finally he refused to print in the I'{eue Zeit an article of hers

which had already been refused by Vorrttaerts. It had been

Iargely a reply to Kautsky's Der fl/eg zur Macltt ('Ihe Way to

voL. trr-zK? +99
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Power), published in r9o9. She now broke with the Neue Zeit,
and in conjunction with Franz Mehring and her old Polish
associate, Julian Karski, founded a new journal, Sozialdemo-
kratische Korresponde?r,a, to expound the policy of the left. Its
first number appeared in r9r3.

Early the following year Rosa Luxemburg was again in
trouble with the law - for her speeches, not her writings. In
February r9r4 she was sentenced to a year's imprisonment for
inciting soldiers to mutiny in the course of an anti-war oration ;
but on account of her health execution of the sentence was
postponed. She repeated her offence, and was prosecuted a
second time ; but she was left at large until well after the
beginning of the war. At length, in February r9r5, she was
gaoled, and except for a few months she remained a prisoner
until the German Revolution released her late in rgr8 - to
enjoy only a few months of activity before she was murdered by
reactionary officers early the following year. The story of these
latter years belongs, however, not here, but to the closing
volume of this work.

Rosa Luxemburg, as this narrative will have made plain, is
essentially an international figure, who cannot be assigned to
the Socialist movement of a single country. She was active in
Poland, in Russia, in Germany, and in the Second Inter-
national, in which she was one of the outstanding figures during
the decade before r9r4. She was more continuously active in
German than in Polish Socialist affairs; but she undoubtedly
played a very important part, in conjunction with Leo Jogiches,
in orienting a large section of the Polish Socialist movement
away from nationalism and towards a partnership with the
Russian workers based on essentially internationalist notions.
Being a Jew was no doubt an important factor in determining
her attitude - especially in face of the strong current of anti-
Semitism among the Poles 

- including many of the Polish
Socialists. But she was not only a Jew, but also the child of
parents whose culture was much more Western than Eastern;
and she was intellectually more at home in Berlin or Paris than
in either Warsaw or St. Petersburg. Like Trotsky, she could
understand the Socialists of the West and get on with them
intellectually, even if she disagreed with them. She found
herself very often on Lenin's side against them; but she could
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never swallow Lenin's conception either of the party or of the
dictatorship. In many respects she had a good deal in common
with Trotsky; but despite their common association with
Parvus, of whom more will be said later, she and Trotsky never
established any close relations. Her closest associations were
with Jogiches, who was with her to the end in the Spartakus
movement, with Kautsky, till their quarrel in r9ro, with
Kautsky's wife, Luisa, to the last, with Clara Zetkin, and, in
terms of intellectual intercourse, with Jaurtss.

The chief contributions which Rosa Luxemburg made to i*
Socialist thought fall under three heads - h,e. view of the i
relations between Socialism and Nationalismi'her conception i

of the r6le of the Socialist Party in relation to mass-action and
the general strike, and her attempt to revise Marxist economic
theory in The Accumulation of CapitaL ln relation to the first
two she undoubtedly owed a great deal to Jogiches, whose
mouthpiece, as well as her own, she was: in relation to the
third she may have owed something to Hilferding, but her main
contribution was essentially her own.

On the issues of nationality and nationalism, her attitude
was obviously affected by her Jewish blood and by the exclusive
character of Polish nationalism in regard not only to Jews, but
equally to Ruthenians and to Germans in German Poland. She
disliked heartily the pretensions of the Poles to superiority over
other peoples, including Russians, and their tendency to regard
themselves as a ruling caste. She took pleasure in pointing
out to how great an extent, when put to the test, the Polish
upper classes and capitalists, despite these pretensions, were
ready to invoke Russian or Austrian or German help to suppress
any movement for liberation emerging from the lower classes
of their own people. Their attitude gave her a contempt for
nationalism in all its forms. She was none the less ready, as

her pamphlet In Defence of Nationality, published in rgoo in
Polish, showed, to defend the Poles in German Poland against
the germanising policy of the imperial Government; and she
was of course equally hostile to the Russification measures of
the Czarist Government in Russian Poland. But she had no
use for the idea that each nation has a fundamental right to self-
determination, or for Lenin's formulation of this right as includ-
ing the right of secession, because she wanted to build an
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international workers' authority transcending national frontiers,
and because she r,vas very much alive to the problem of racial
or linguistic groups within the traditional territory claimed by
a particular nation as its own. Poland raised all these problems
and more : P<llish nationalism needed to define its attitude to
Jews, to Ruthenian or Ukrainian peasants, and to the Lithu-
anians, as r,vell as to its Russian, German, and Austrian rulers.
She considered class-division to be much more fundamental
and decisive than divisions of race or language ; and like Marx
she regarded nationalism as a most powerful obstacle to the
establishment of class-solidarity.

As we have seen, Rosa Luxemburg, was not the inventor of
the brand of Polish Socialism which set its hopes on the united
action of the peoples subject to the Czar to make an end of
Russian absolutism. That doctrine had already been advanced
by Warir{ski on behalf of Proletariat before she joined the move-
ment and had been part of the basis of its association with
Narodnaya Volya. For Waririski, as for Rosa Luxemburg, the
enemy to be fought by the Poles was primarily Czarism, or for
German or Austrian Poles, the autocracy of Prussia or of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire. They both warrted to unite the
workers, over the widest possible field, in a common struggle
against the autocracies that were holding them apart, and also
against the nationalist movements that were threatening to
maintain their division into conflicting groups. But it was not
possible to do this without being denounced as an enemy of the
national struggle for liberation. Yet it was easier in Poland than
in countries where a single national group was living in subjec-
tion to an alien ruling State, because in Poland a purely national-
ist movement could not make common cause with either
Jewish craftsmen and traders or Ruthenian peasants, whereas
both could be called upon to join with Poles and Russians and
the many other peoples of the Russian Empire in a common
struggle against autocracy. The appeal to the peasants as well
as to the workers, on the need for which Rosa Luxemburg
continually insisted, could not be made effectively on a basis of
Polish nationalism, but could be made on a class basis against
the exploitation of the poor and against the police State which
existed for the defence of the exploiters.

Rosa Luxemburg, then, fell out with Lenin orr the issue of
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national self-determination. Lenin was seeking means of rally-
ing the subject peoples inside the R.ussian Empire for a common
crusade against Czarism, and regarded the slogan of national
self-determination and the right of secession as valuable for
enlisting this support. He rvas as contemptuous as she was of
'bourgeois nationalism' ; but he believed that the acceptance of
its slogan, to the extent of the right of self-determination, was
necessary in order to unite the subject peoples against the
aristocracy. Lenin was no less aware than she was that, when
it came to the test, nationalist aristocrats and large-scale
capitalists would rally to the side of Czarism against the
lvorkers and peasants. But he believed that, if he could win
over the popular following of the nationalists to take part in the
struggle against Czarism, he would also be able, when the
show-down came, to hold their allegiance against the aristo-
cratic and bourgeois nationalists who would seek to betray them
as soon as they began to endanger the rights of property.
Lenin was thinking not only, or even mainly, of Polish national-
ism: he was concerned even more with Ukrainians, Trans-
caucasians, Moslems of various Asiatic areas, and, last but not
least, Finns. He was, moreover, influenced by his own inter-
nationalism. The International Socialist Congress had accepted
the right of national self-determination; and this put into his
hands a powerful weapon when he wished to denounce imperial-
ist tendencies in the Socialist parties of the great Western
imperial countries and to make colonial nationalism, where it
existed, an ally in the struggle against world capitalism in its
final, imperialist phase. For Lenin these arguments were
overwhelmingly strong; and he found it difficult to keep his
temperivith those who opposed them. But he also saw why
the Polish Social Democrats hated Polish nationalism, and
sympathised with their hatred of it. Lenin, however, in
upholding the right of self-determination, manifested a violent
hatred of 'cultural nationalism'. It seemed to him practicable,
while accepting the struggle for national self-determination,
to pursue at the same time the objective of organising the
proletariat of each nation against its exploiters, so that the
Socialist Revolution r,vould ensue as a sequel to the national
revolution within each country. Cultural nationalism, on the
other hand - that is, the claim of each racial or linguistic group
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to maintain its own cultural institutions within each area, or
across State frontiers - he saw as something that would keep
the working class divided against itself in every territory in
which members of different races or language groups were
working side by side. He therefore rejected absolutely the
claim of the Jewish Bund to an exclusive right to organise

Jewish workers apart wherever they were living, though he had
to accept the lesser claim to a separate Jewish organisation,
without exclusive rights, in predominantly Jewish areas. On
this issue Rosa Luxemburg was at one with him. She was a

Jew; but her affiliation was to the Polish Social Democratic
Party and not to the Bund.

Rosa Luxemburg's second great contribution to Socialist
theory was in respect of the relations between the Socialist
Party and the mass of the w-orkers. It will hardly be denied
to-day by any serious student of Lenin's writings - though it
has been hotly denied in the past - that there was in his
attitude a substantial element of what is sometimes called
'Blanquism'-that is to say, belief in the revolutionary r6le
of a conspiratorial 6lite. I am not suggesting that Lenin was a
Blanquist - only that, like Marx when he was writing the
Communist Manifesto, he was influenced by certain Blanquist
ideas. Lenin was certainly not a Blanquist ; for no one insisted
more strongly than he did on the need for the party to keep in
close touch with the mass-movement of the workers and to
participate actively in their day-to-day struggles. The Blan-
quist element in his thought lay partly in his insistence on the
necessity of a rigidly disciplined party, organised from a single
centre and free to disregard democratic electoral procedures in
the choice of its local committees and agents; and the other
part of it lay in his conception of the dictatorship as involving,
at any rate for a considerable transitional period, its exercise by
a centralised party acting in the name of the class, rather than
by directly chosen representatives of the class.

* These were the*two points on which Rosa Luxemburg
disagreed with him,{*Sh., too, wanted a strong and a disciplinel
party to act as the spearhead of the mass-movement and to play
its full part in.the daily struggles of the mass, economic as well
as political.'l"8ut she was strongly of opinion that the party
would not be able to give the masses the right leadership, or to
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avoid the contaminations of irresponsible power, unless it were
kept as democratic as possible in its internal structure and made

continually responsible directly to its rank-and-file members
and, through them, to the whole conscious mass of the working-
class movement. She was, moreover, an upholder of dictator-
ship only on condition that it should be the rule not of a party
over the mass, but of the mass represented by a party responsive

to its desires. She was often accused by Bolsheviks - by
Zinoviev, for example, in a famous polemic - of putting her
trust in the 'spontaneity' of the working masses and of denying
the need for leadership over them. She was charged with
reviving Bakunin's notions of spontaneous national revolution-
ism only waiting to be unchained. But in fact this was not at

all her thought. She did believe very firmly that revolutions
could not be made to order by small bodies of determined
revolutionaries out of touch with mass-opinion and mass-

feeling, and that opportunities for successful revolution arose

out of conditions which revolutionary leaders could only watch
for, and not create. But she believed no less that these oppor-
tunities would be missed or frittered away in the absence of a
well-organised party in close touch with the mass, and always

alert to take advantage of them.
i" On this basis, she supported, in common with Lenin,
participation by the party in the day-to-day struggles of the
workers for partial reforms, with the proviso - equally his -
that everything practicable should be done to give such demands

a common character - for example, by generalising them round
such common slogans as that of the eight hours' duy. She

agreed with Lenin in condemning Economism, which stopped
short at reformist economic demands and refused to utilise
them as stepping-stones towards more revolutionary objectives ;

and she stressed, even more than he did, the educative value
of the purely economic struggle, especially when it provoked
repressive government action, and taught the workers the
difference between capitalists demanding constitutional govern-
ment and the same capitalists faced with a strike and invoking
the authorities to suppress it. '" But she assigned to strike action
a nearer approach to a revolutionary function than Lenin did
because she drew a less rigid distinction than he between the
two kinds of revolution, bourgeois democratic and Socialist, and
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was less sure that there had to be a bourgeois revolution to clear
the way for the Socialist revolution.

To this question of the'two revolutions' we shall have to
come back. I am concerned with it here primarily as it relates
to the conception of strike action, and in particular to that of
the general strike. Rosa Luxemburg is generally ranked among
the powerful advocates of the general strike in the great debates
of the years before rgr+. So indeed she was; but at the
Stuttgart International Socialist Congress of ryo7 she appeared
as a strong opponent of the proposal that the Congress should
commit itself to a general strike against war. She pointed out,
with her habitual vehemence, that such a proposal was utopian
nonsense in the existing condition of working-class opinion
in the countries concerned; that the call, if made, would not
be answered ; and that, if the workers were in a mood to answer
it, the Governments would take good care to steer clear of
war in face of such a mood. She took this line, not as an
opponent of the general strike - far from it - but because
she held that general strikes of a revolutionary kind, such as a
strike against war wou.ld need to be, could not be produced to
order, but could arise only out of a swell of mass-feeling which
would come at its own time and not at the beck and call of a

group of leaders or of a party, however strongly organised.
She drew a sharp distinction between the kind of general strike,
such as those which had taken place in Austria, in Belgium and
elsewhere, on behalf of constitutional reform, and the social
general strike, surging up out of mass-feeling, which could be
made, under proper leadership, the starting-point of successful
revolution. She was not against the former kind of general
strike, which she regarded as only a highly organised form of
mass-demonstration with a limited objective ; but she denied
its revolutionary potentiality. As for the other kind of general
strike, she ardently desired it, but only when it was ready to
come of its own accord and when the party had prepared itself
to take hold of it and give it the right direction. This kind, she
held, could not be manufactured from above, or ordered for a
definite day: the workers would get it going of themselves,
but would need the party to help them carry it to a successful
ISSUC.

This theory was not Syndicalist, though it has often been
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represented as being so. The Syndicalist theory of the general
strike, as we have seen, when it treated the strike as reality and
not as social myth,r trusted everything to the spontaneity of
the masses. Rosa Luxemburg, on the other hand, regarded this
spontaneity as a condition of practicability, but by no means as

an assurance of success.
Her third main contribution to Socialist thought is contained

in her two volumes on The Accumulation of CapitaL ln these
she was directly concerned with a revision of Marx's theory of
the 'contradictions of capitalism', but her practical purpose
was to answer Bernstein rather than to refute Marx. Her second
volume, written in answer to her critics, was mainly produced
while she was in prison during the war, which she regarded as

a direct outcome of the capitalist process she had attempted to
analyse. The Accamulation of Capital is not an easy book to
understand, except for those who are deeply expert in the
Marxist scriptures. It is concerned largely with the second
volume of Das Kqp;tal, which is the least read of the three and
by far the most technical; and it sets out from Marx's attempt
to show why capitalist production necessarily runs into re-
current crises and why these crises are bound to grow more
intense and to end up in destroying the entire system. The
gist of N{arx's argument was that, as the techniques of produc-
tion advanced, labour was continually displaced by machinery,
so that into each commodity produced there tended to enter less
direct labour and more utilisation (and of course wear and tear)
of capital goods. Accordingly, even apart from increases in
population, labour was being continually displaced and could
be reinstated in employment only if the demand for commodi-
ties grew at a sufficient rate to make such employment profit-
able. The displaced workers, however, would lose their
purchasing power; and demand for consumers' goods would
therefore tend to fall unless the capitalists increased luxury
consumptiot at a sufficient rate. This they would not do,
because they would wish to employ a large part of their incomes,
not in consumption, but in investment designed to secure them
greater profits. But new investment, over and above what was
needed to replace worn-out capital goods, could not be profit-
able unless markets could be found for the increased output

r See p. 382.
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that would result from it. Technical progress was continually
making higher production possible; but it was also, by dis-
placing labour, narrowing the market in which the products
could be sold. Accordingly, capitalism was plunged into
recurrent crises, frorn which it escaped only by discarding great
masses of old capital goods which could no longer be used at a
profit. The real nature of capitalist crises was that they were
the means by which this destruction of redundant capital assets
was brought about. When it had been accomplished, a new
cycle began ; but the new, more productive capital goods that
were now in use only aggravated the situation and in due course
brought on a further crisis of a more destructive kind.

This analysis of course involved the assumption that the
increased production could not be consumed by the workers
as the result of wage increases. Marx, in his account of the
matter, assumed real wages to be constant - which meant that
the displacement of labour would decrease the total consumers'
demand coming from that source. This, he thought, followed
from the fact that the displacement would increase the workers'
competition for jobs and thus reduce their bargaining power -indeed, elsewhere he argued that the advance of capitalism
would necessarily create a tendency for real wages to fall because
of this competition. His point, however, in his study of crises
was that, even without falling wages to aggravate the dis-
crepancy, capitalism was bound to run into increasing contra-
diction between its expanding productive power and its
tendency towards increasing capital accumulation on the one
hand, and on the other its tendency to narrow the market for

1 
consumers' goods -{ for of course, as the only final use of

I capital goods was to produce consumers' goods, and these were

lof no profit to the capitalist unless they could be sold, the
jexpanded production of new capital goods would only drive
I more and more existing capital goods out of action.

Having thus demonstrated the inherent tendency of capital-
ism to destroy the market for its own products, Marx had to
meet the argument that he was proving altogether too much.
Why,..if he was right, had not capitalism collapsed long ago ?

Why did slumps give place to renewed advances ? Why did
capitalists go on , investing, when the additional investment
could only make their difficulties worse ? On the last of these
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points Marx answered that the capitalists had to go on invest-
ing, partly because it was of the very nature of capitalism to
seek to expand, but also because they were in competition one
with another, so that they had to be continually buying the
most up-to-date machines in order not to be left behind in the
race. The other questions he attempted to answer partly by
what he said about the destruction of capital assets during each
crisis; but there was also implicit in his argument the notion
of capitalism as an expanding system continually finding new
outlets by displacing more primitive forms of production and
thus creating new markets in which it could dispose of its
expanding products. This part of the argument, however, was
not brought out in Volumell of Das Kapital,which was devoted
to an examination of the inner contradictions of capitalism as

a system. Marx had undoubtedly expected these contradictions
to lead to a rapid sequence of worse and worse crises, and before
long to a situation in which it would become possible for the
workers to overthrow the system; and he was trying in
Volume II, which remained in a not finally revised draft at his
death, to provide a scientific demonstration of the inevitability
of this collapse.

Rosa Luxemburg, writing nearly thirty years after Marx's
death, had to face the fact that this collapse had not occurred
and that crises, instead of getting worse, had diminished in
intensity. Moreover, real wages, instead of falling, had mani-
festly been rising in the capitalist countries, and there had been
other improvements, including a diminution in the length of
the working week. Many economists had been ridiculing
Marx's prophecies, and foretelling illimitable progress of the
capitalist system. Many reformists had been urging the workers,
instead of chasing Socialist utopias, to concentrate on getting
the best out of capitalism, by pressing for higher wages, shorter
hours, improved working conditions, and social legislation.
Many Socialists, and foremost among them Eduard Bernstein,
had been arguing that it was an illusion to expect the capitalist
system to collapse, that trusts and combines were rvell able to
prevent collapse by regulating the processes of production
and marketing, and that Socialism would come, not through
the collapse or violent overthrow of the old order, but through
a gradual transformation into collectivist institutions by means
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of legislation enacted by a Socialist Party backed by a demo-

cratic electorate.
Rosa Luxemburg, as we saw, had taken a strong line against

Bernstein's Revisionism ; and she had also entered the lists

against the Russian Revisionists, Peter Struve and Tugan-

B-aranovsky. She was by no means prepared to discard

Marx's piophecies concerning the inevitable collapse of
capitalism oi account of its inherent contradictions; but she

felt the need to explain why, instead of collapsing long ago, it
continued to advance from strength to strength' She found

her answer in a development of what Marx himself had indi-
cated - the enlargement of the market for capitalist products

by finding outlets for them in the pre-capitalist sectors of the

world. Capitalism, she held, had been able to surmount

repeated crises and to go on expanding because it had been

constantly invading new areas, superseding more primitive
methods of production, crushing out the village craftsmen,

opening up fresh lands by developing railways and shipping

..*i""J, introducing capitalist methods into agriculture,

exploiting new sources of raw materials, and in general dumping

on th" nJ.r-crpitrlist world both the surplus consumers' goods

which it could not sell to its own employees at home and the

capital goods which could find no sufficient outlet in home

inr.rt-it t. To be sure, in the long run these ventures could

only aggravate the contradictions; for as each new area passed

or.. to 
"upitalistic 

methods, the same problems of deficient

demand and displacement of labour by machinery would be

reproduced on an ever-increasing scale. Moreover, the existing

capitalists, in industrialising new areas, would only be stirring

up additional competition against themselves, and making the

siiuation worse in ihe older capitalist areas by utilising the vast

resources of cheap labour available in the less developed

countries. The 'long run', however, might be very long; and

in the meantime the capitalists who were in possession of the

most advanced techniques would be netting huge profits and

would be able to find outlets for the accumulation of more and

more capital in the new regions that were being opened up'

Rosa Luiemburg argued that Marx had been wron$, not in his

demonstration oi thi contradictions of capitalism, but only in

his timing: he had not made enough allowance for the possi-
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bilities of continued capitalist expansion as long as there re-

mained new areas in which surplus products could be disposed

of and new investments profitably made.
This line of argument joined on to the great controversy

which had been going on about the possibilities of capitalist

development in Russia. As we saw, the Narodnik economists

had contended that capitalism could not be successfully

established in Russia, save within a very limited field, because

it would not be able either to find adequate markets at home in
face of the poverty of the people or to export its products in
competition with the more efEcient capitalists of other countries

whiCh had entered earlier upon the race. It would be the less

able to find markets at home because, by driving the handi-
craftsmen out of business, it would further impoverish the

countryside; and no amount of high protectionism would
enable it to do more than cater for a limited luxury market.

The Russian Marxists, including both the moderates - Struve

and Tugan-Baranovsky - and the Social Democrats, had

rejected these views, and had contended that it was entirely
possible for Russian industry to develop an internal market.

There were vast opportunities for capital construction within
Russia - for example, railway-building ; and the destruction
of handicraft production would provide markets for the products
of the power-driven machines. The entire process of changing

over from a subsistence to a capitalistic money economy could
be gone through in Russia, just as it had been gone through
elsewhere. The Russian industrialisers differed about what
would then happen. One group agreed with Bernstein that
capitalism was showing its power to overcome its contradictions
by improved organisation of the market - including better
wages. The Social Democrats, on the other hand, stood by
Marx's doctrine, and expected Russian capitalism, like capital-
ism in the rest of the world, to become in due course a victim
to the inherent contradictions he had exposed.

In relation to Russia, Rosa Luxemburg had of course taken
sides with the industrialisers, but against those of them who
adopted the Revisionist standpoint in its Russian form. She

held the capitalist system to be doomed to break down - in
the long run. But she saw that, in Russia, capitalism might
prove quite capable of advancing a long way by doing, within
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the Czarist Empire, precisely what the capitalists of the more
advanced countries had been doing by penetrating the markets
and opening up the resources of undeveloped areas beyond their
frontiers, by colonisation and conquest as well as by peaceful
trade. Like Lenin, she saw modern Imperialism as the ex-
pression of these forms of capitalistic expansion.

This view of Imperialism of course included the thesis that
modern wars were to be regarded as the consequence of
economic expansionism. 'Colonial' wars were forms of capital-
ist penetration of undeveloped territories : the wars between
great powers were the outcome of the clash between rival
capitalisms disputing for the right to acquire and exploit such
territories. As more and more of the world u,as exploited for
the purpose of capitalist profit-making, the rivalries between
the great capitalist powers were bound to become sharper and
the danger of war to increase. Already, the sums spent on
armaments were growing at a great pace ; and this expenditure,
which Rosa Luxemburg treated as being paid for by the workers
through higher taxation which the capitalist Governments were
able to arrange should fall on the poor rather than on the rich,
further impoverished the mass of the people, and sharpened
the internal contradictions of the capitalist States.

Rosa Luxemburg's book was thus an attempt to demonstrate
that capitalism had not collapsed in accordance with Marx's
expectations because it had been able continually to expand by
penetration of pre-capitalist areas and sectors of production,
but also to validate Marx's prophecies as a correct account of
what would occur when this penetration had passed a certain
stage. She did not hold that it would continue until the whole
world had been opened up and subjected to capitalist control:
long before that, she argued, the rivalries ofthe capitalist groups
would bring on wars in which capitalism would destroy itself
and open up the possibility of Socialist revolution. But,
although she upheld Marx's general conception of capitalist
contradictions, she attacked certain parts of his exposition, and
also all his timing, as wrong.

This. is, I believe, the gist of Rosa Luxemburg's book. But
a large part of it is given up to exposing the unsoundness of
Marx's own account of the process of capital accumulation in
Volume II of Das Kapital. Marx there discussed this process
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under the name 'expanded reproduction of capital' as con-
trasted with 'simple reproduction' as it is found in pre-capitalist
economies. Where 'simple reproduction' prevails, the current
output is devoted partly to consumption and partly to replacing
the capital goods as they wear out, so that an identical set of
productive processes is repeated from year to year - that is,
on the assumption that the techniques of production and the
employed population remain unchanged. But under capitalism
production does not remain static: even apart from changes in
techniques or population it increases, because the capitalists,
instead of consuming their entire net incomes (net after replace-
ment of worn-out or obsolete capital goods) save a further part
for investment with a view to enlarged production for profit.
This further part they spend partly on buying additional capital
goods and partly on wages for additional workers. But how are
they able to do this, and what induces them to do it ? In order
to do it, they must find buyers for all the goods they have
already produced, and they must be able to expect to find
buyers for the additional goods which the new capital will
enable them to produce. Where are these buyers to come from ?

Up to a point, the capitalists can create a market for their extra
products by buying them themselves - or rather by one
capitalist buying from another. But if the capitalists go on
buying more capital goods, and thus increasing total produc-
tion, they must in the end come up against the difficulty that,
as the sole final use of capital goods is to produce goods for
consumption, the enlarged supply of them will only intensify
competition unless consumers' demand increases enough to
take the larger quantities off the market. In other words, a
high rate of capital accumulation is self-stultifying unless it is
accompanied by a sufficient rise in consumers' demand.

Unfortunately Marx, in the course of his analysis of the
process of 'expanded reproduction', made use for illustrative
purposes of a 'working model' in which he showed the process
as continuing over a period of years, apparently without coming
up against this problem of the limitation of the consumers'
market. !. In this rnodel he took for granted the continuance of
the capitalists' will to invest and treated the production of
consumers' goods as a simple derivative of the demand created
for them by this investment. He thus appeared to be giving
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sanction to the familiar thesis of the orthodox economists,

iknown as'Say's Law', which lays down that every act of
{ production creates a market for its products by distributing in
' connection with the productive processes the purchasing power

needed to buy the product. Of course, Marx did not mean this.
He was simply presenting a very abstract working model of
what would happen as long as the capitalists'will to invest was

maintained irrespective of the limitations of the finai con-
sumers' market. But he got entangled in his own argument,
and went on to a series of attempts to explain where the funds
for sustaining the process came from -.* explanations which, in
the form in which he left them, explained nothing. I think he

got himself into a thorough muddle and that, as I have sug-

gested earlier,I his failure to publish the second volume of
Das Kapital during his lifetime may have been due to his
awareness that something had gone \ /rong with the argument -
which was in fact left unfinished, with some of the questions he

had set himself still undiscussed. His 'working model' was

then seized on by certain of his successors, notably in Russia by
Struve, S. N. Bulgakov, and Tugan-Baranovsky, as indicating
that he had admitted the possibility of capitalist production
continuing to expand indefinitely without being brought to a

halt by the limitations of the market for consumers' goods.

Rosa Luxemburg saw, and exhaustively exposed, the weak-
nesses in Marx's exposition. She argued, indeed, that he had
provided no answer at all to his own fundamental question.
She insisted that capitalists could and would go on investing in
additional means of production only if they could find markets,
and that, as they were depressing instead of expanding the home
market for consumers' goods and thus, indirectly, for capital
goods to supply it, the only answer possible was that they sold

to 'third parties'. This 'third party' argument had been

advanced before, in a different form. Struve and others had
contended that the surplus products were got rid off by selling
them to persons who were neither capitalists nor workers -_
for example, to the professional classes. Rosa Luxemburg
ridiculed the 'third party' argument in this form; for where,
she asked, did the 'third parties' get their incomes except out of
the surplus value accruing to the capitalists, which had already

r See Vol. ll, p. zg8.
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been included in their part of the total demand ? But she
put forward a different 'third party' argument, by contending
that the required additional demand came from areas outside
the capitalist structure, and especially from non-capitalist
countries and groups which were penetrated by the products of
capitalistic production.

This argument too, as we have seen, was not wholly new.
It had been met, for example by Bulgakov, with the contention
that capitalists did not give away their products to the less
developed peoples, but exchanged them for goods - chiefly
foodstuffs and materials - produced by these peoples. These
imported goods had accordingly to be added to the supply of
home-produced goods seeking an outlet in the market : so that
the limitation of the total effective demand for consumers' goods
_- and therewith for capital goods - remained as great a
difficulty as ever. This rebuttal, however, was not valid in
respect of goods sent abroad as investments, and not exchanged
for imports. Rosa Luxemburg's main contention was that the
export of capital had provided the required outlet for the
capitalists' will to invest, and had thus staved off capitalist
collapse at the cost of intensifying world capitalist rivalries and
making the problem less solvable than ever in the long run.

Her book had a mixed reception. There was little time for
her fellow-Socialists to digest its arguments before the outbreak
of world war gave them other things to think about. Among
Marxists her close friend Franz Mehring welcomed it cordially ;

but many of the leading theorists were unprepared to accept her
revision of Marxist theory, and denied that the expansion of
capitalist production could be fully explained by the dumping
of the surplus products of capitalist industry in the non-
capitalist sectors of the world economy. Some - for example,
Otto Bauer - attributed the continued expansion largely to the
rise in population, which had continually enlarged the market
as well as the productive power : others tried to show that,
despite appearances, the contradictions of capitalism had been
increasing and the workers been getting worse off - so that the
next economic crisis, or at any rate the next after that, could be
expected to bring the matter to a head, and open the way to a
Socialist victory. Others denied that there were any contradic-

' tions that could not be overcome by Trade Union and Socialist
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action to raise \ry'ages and improve working-class consuming
power by means of social and industrial legislation.

There is, of course, a great deal more in The Accamulation
of Capital than has been mentioned in this brief account, which
has been necessarily simplified in the process of extricating the
essential ideas from a mass of secondary argument tied up w'ith
Marx's text. It is to be observed that Marx's formulation of
the question in his second volume was such as to put the
emphasis in respect of capital accumulation on the process of
investment in the industries producing capital goods rather than
in those producing consumers' goods. The relative increase of
investment in the first of these groups had been, indeed, a very
marked feature of capitalist development in all the advanced
countries; and it was natural to think of it as playing the
dominant part in the process of capital accumulation, with
investment in the consumers' goods industries following in its
wake. In giving priority to the development of the heavy
industries the Soviet Union was following the pattern of
capitalist evolution as it had been characterised by Marx and by
later economists, rather than that which it had actually taken in
the earlier, textile phase of the English Industrial Revolution.
But even at that stage there had been considerable investment
in ironworks and coal-mines, and also in canals, as well as in
textile factories using power-driven machines.

For Rosa Luxemburg two great practical issues were at
stake in her attempt to restate the theory of capital accumula-
tion. The first was whether capitalism, as a world system, was
in danger of early breakdown from internal causes - for the
strategy of revolutionists in relation to it must clearly be
affected by its prospects of survival. On this rnatter, her
conclusion was that, whereas the Revisionists had gone too far
in one direction, orthodox Marxists were inclined to go too far
in the other. Capitalism was destined to break down - some
day ; but its purely economic contradictions would not kill it
yet, because it could still invest abroad. But the fact that it
could continue to stave off economic breakdown did not mean
that it would actually survive, but only that suicide was more
probable than natural death - or rather that the Revolution's
best chance of ending it soon lay in the outbreak of war between
the contending capitalist groups. This opinion did not induce
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her, any more than other Internationalists who shared her
opinion, to work for war ; but it did cause them to regard the
threat of war as a signal to the workers to intensify their revolu-
tionary efforts. This was the significance of the final paragraph
which she and Lenin got written into the,war'resolution of
the Stuttgart International Congress of r9o7.

- The second great practical issue was that of the policy to be
followed after the Revolution in order to ensure a full and
rightly balanced use of productive resources. Under Socialism
fully as much as under capitalism it would be necessary to
divide the current product of industry into three parts. Under
capitalism these were, according to Marx,s formula, C + V + S.
Of these, C, the product of constant capital, was needed to
replace the materials and instruments of production as they
were used up, so as to keep the capital stock intact. Z was thl
sum paid out in wages and used to pay for what the workers
consumed. S was the surplus, which, after deduction of
necessary expenses for the maintenance of non-productive
workers, such as managers and clerks, provided the rent,
interest, and profits of the exploiting classes. Under Socialism
the third of these would cease to be paid to its former appro_
priators ; the other two would remain, though their proporiion
to the whole product might change. There would, however,
arise a new S, part of which would be needed to supply new
capital, to maintain under social ownership the piociss of
'expanded reproduction', whereas another part would be pay-
able not to landlords or capitalists but to the aged and the
disabled, or for the care of the children, or for social services
on behalf of the whole people. It was necessary to make sure
that under a socialist economy no such contradictions as existed
under capitalism would reappear in new forms. Marx,s
'working model' was relevant here: by giving ,S, its new
meaning, it could be transformed into the working model of a
socialist society. with v and s both collectively controlled
there would no longer be any need to seek outside markets for
the purpose of counteracting the failure of internal demand.
International trade would be able to assume its rightful shape as
a fruitful exchange of complementary products.

, Quite recently The Accumulation of Capitat - but only the
first volume - has been translated into English, accompanied
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by an introductory essay by Mrs. Joan Robinson. Mrs.
Robinson's conclusion is that there is much more to be said for
it than either Socialists or anti-Socialists appreciated at the
time of its publication. Speaking of the present generation of
economists, she writes that 'few would deny that tbe extension
of capitalism into new territories was the mainspring of what
an academic economist has called the "vast secular boom" of
the last two hundred years, and many academic economists
account for the uneasy condition of capitalism in the twentieth
century largely by the "closing of the frontier" all over the
world'. Mrs. Robinson criticises Rosa Luxemburg for ignoring
in her analysis the rise in real wages that has occurred through-
out the capitalist world and thus presenting an incomplete
picture; but she sees in her book a remarkable anticipation of
conceptions that were to be widely understood only when the
great inter-wrr depression had given fresh actuality to the
discussions ccncerning the possibilities of early capitalist
collapse and had induced further study of the alleged contradic-
tions inherent in capitalist production.
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